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THE CMS CONCEPT 

CMS (Computer Management System) software is a powerful set of software items designed to operate on 
a number of different hardware products. 

To the user of an individual hardware product running CMS software, there is a well-defined operator inter- 
face and set of programming languages. The importance of CMS is that the same user may use a different hard- 
ware product running CMS software, and with the same languages. This portability eliminates major operator 
retraining between different CMS products. It also allows freedom of interchange of programs between hardware 
products, limited only by availability of hardware features. For example, a program may be developed and com- 
piled on one system, and run on another. Also, because the compilers are also programs, there is portability 
of compilers between hardware systems as well. Data files are similarly transferable from one system to another. 
This portability is achieved by building on the “soft machine” concept. Refer to figure 1-1. 
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The programmer writes a program in a high-level language. The CMS programming languages are: 

COBOL 

RPG (including RPGII) 
MPL (CMS Message Processing Language) 

-NDL (Network Definition Language). 

This program is writen in ‘source code‘. This is then input to one of the CMS compilers which converts it 

to “object code” or “‘S-code’”’. This is the executable program. The “‘S-code”’ is similar in design to the “machine 

code” of earlier generations of computer. 

In earlier generations of computer this ‘ ‘S-code” would be executed by hard-wired instructions. With the ad- 

vent of fast micro-processor computers, however, it is possible to build a set of micro-instructions which inter- 

prets each ‘“‘S-code” and executes it. The set of micro-instructions is therefore called an “interpreter”. The com- 

bination of interpreter and micro-processor hardware is sometimes termed a “soft machine”. 

Now as the “‘S-code”’ is independent of any particular hardware, it is possible (and has been achieved in CMS) 

to build several soft machines which will execute a ‘object program” in a similar manner. Hence the CMS ob- | 

ject programs are portable across the different CMS machines. 

These machines include: 

B90 

B 1800 

B 1900 

There are different CMS interpreters on each system. For example, on the B90 the interpreters are: ~ 

BILINTERPX 

COBOLINTX 

NDL.INTERPX 

BILINTERPX is used to execute programs written in MPL and in BIL (an implementation language used 

for compiler-writing which is so similar to MPL that they share the same S-code format). COBOLINTX is 

used to execute programs written in COBOL and RPG (these two languages share the same S-code format). 

NDL.INTERPX is used to interpret data communication controller programs written in NDL. 

Certain common features needed in all programs (such as the handling of peripheral devices) have been collected 

together into’ a Master Control Program (MCP). The MCP is a micro-code program and is therefore specifically 

written for each hardware product. Thus there is a B90 MCP, a B1800 MCP and a B1900 MCP. The MCP also 
controls the operator interface (which is standard across the CMS range) and mainhains overall control of the system. 
providing complete resource management including multi-programming, I/O device handling and memory manage- 

ment. 

CMS software also provides a number of utility programs. As these are written in MPL, they also are portable 
across the CMS range, limited only by hardware feature availability. 

To cover the complete features of each CMS product line, certain aspects of the software are written for a 

specific product. These additional features include important operational characteristics, and are described in 

sections 8 through 10. Sections 2 through 7 of this manual cover items which are applicable to any CMS product. 
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SOFTWARE RELEASE LEVELS 

Each item on a CMS software release is identified by a three-part number, as follows: 

X. XX. XX 

7 | patch number 
level number 

mark number 

  

  

The mark and level numbers constitute the release number. For example, the COBOL compiler 3.01.08 is 
the COBOL compiler included in the 3.01 release of system software, with patch number 08. 

Software items from different releases should not be used together. For example, an interpreter from release 
3.01 should not be used with an MCP from release 3.00. 

This book describes system software relative to the 3.03 release. 

Software Patches 

Within a particular release, patches to individual items may be issued. For example, an MCP identified by 
3.02.12 contains certain improvements over an MCP identified by 3.02.11. A patch always increases the patch 
number. It is always advisable to use the highest patch versions within any one release. All system software 
items within a given release (mark and level numbers) may be used together, regardless cf the patch number, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise at the time of release of the item. 

Certain items may be patched by the user. The details are machine-dependent and are described in the rele- 
vent section (8 through 10). 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 

Throughout this book, suggestions are made for corrective action where possible, following a particular output. 
message or symptom of failure. Sometimes the phrase ‘“‘request technical assistance” has been used. This should 
be interpreted as a recommendation to contact your immediately higher support level if you are not sure of 
what to do or do not feel justified in attempting further action without competent advice. 

All problems with the system should be recorded. This is for two purposes: to report the problem; and to 
avoid similar problems in the future. The report should contain the date and time and list the systems. As a 
minimum it is recommended that the SPO hard-copy printout or SPO log is kept for future reference. 

TO THE READER 

This book is written as reference material. It is a guide to be consulted during operation of any CMS machine. 

This book explains how to start and to stop the system software. As this is normally hardware-dependent, 
the relevant section (8 through 10) should be consulted. 

Once the system software has started (that is, the system is under MCP control), the operator may interface 
with the MCP via the SPO (Supervisory Printout) device in order to execute programs. The type of device may 
vary with the hardware product, but input and output messages are standardized. 

Section 2 of this book explains some general terms which should be understood in order to make full use 
of the CMS features. It explains how to cause programs to be executed. This section also explains how to read 
the diagrams used throughout the book to describe the format of input messages and other details. 

Details of input messages are given, in alphabetical order, in sections 3 and 4. The items in section 4 are 
utility programs which are executed in the same manner as other programs. The items in section 3 are embedded 

_ features in the MCP. Refer to section 2 for a fuller explanation. 
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Sections 5 and 6 describe the sort/merge feature and the compilation feature respectively, and will be of spe- 
cial interest to programmers. Section 5 includes a functional description of the. sort/merge feature. 

  

Section 7 lists the messages which may be output to the SPO by the system software during execution of 

the system. As each message is identified on the SPO by a number, reference to this book can be made by 

this number. 

For other items such as hardware and system software failures, refer to the particular hardware section (8 

through 10) for details. 

       



  

SECTION 2 

BASIC CMS OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

All CMS operation has two basic principles: it is disk-based; and operator communication is with the MCP 
by a SPO device. Other peripherals may be present, depending on the configuration. This section introduces 
some basic principles which should be understood by all CMS operators. The material in this section is common 
to all CMS products. Other details that are machine-dependent are given in the relevant section. 

PERIPHERALS 

Each peripheral is referenced by a three-character abbreviation, where the first two characters give the type 
of peripheral and the third character refers to the particular peripheral by the letter A, B, and so on. For exam- 
ple, LP is the abbreviation for a line printer, so the first line printer is referred to as LPA, and the second 
is LPB. 

The peripheral types are listed below: 

AC — console with any output device 

AM - any multi-function card unit 

AP - any (serial or line) printer 

  

AR - any card reader 

AT - any magnetic tape 

CP — any card punch 

CT - cassette tape 

DC - data communications controller 

DF — fixed disk 

DI — industry-compatible mini-disk (ICMD) 

DK. - disk cartridge (any type of speed) 

DM — Burroughs -super mini disk (BSMD and BSMDII) 

DP = disk pack 

KB - Keyboard 

LP — line printer 

MT — magnetic tape (reel) 

M8 — 80-column multi-function card unit 

M9 — 96-column multi-function card unit 

PC — console with serial printer 

P8 — 80-column card punch 

P9 — 96-column card punch 

R8 — 80-column card reader 

R9Y — 96-column card reader 

RS — Reader Sorter 

RT — Real Time Clock 
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SC — console with SELF-SCAN ® device 

SD — Screen Display 

SP — serial printer (on console) 

SS — SELF-SCAN ® device 
If the configuration contains more than one device of the same type, the designation (A, B, and so on) de- 

pends on the location of the peripheral controller in the hardware. If there is only one dual-drive cartridge con- 
troller, the upper drive is DKA and the lower drive is DKB. If there is only one dual-drive Burroughs super- 
mini-disk controller (for example, on. a small B 80 with in-built mini disk), the upper drive is DMA and the 
lower drive is DMB. 

The three-character references are used in all operator communication with the MCP (refer to section 3). 

SYSTEM AND USER DISKS 

- The MCP resides on a disk unit. At warmstart time (when the system is started up and the MCP begins to 

function) the MCP notes the disk containing the executing MCP code. This is called the “system disk”’. 

During operation there is only one system disk. Other disks may contain a copy of the MCP code, but only 

the disk from which the MCP is running is the system disk. | 

All other disks on the system during machine operation are called “user disks”. 

There is one restriction on the portability of system disks between different CMS products. A system disk 

may not be taken to a different CMS product and used there as a system disk. It may, however, be used on 

the second system as a user disk. It may also be used on the first system as a user disk. User disks may always 

be interchanged between different systems. 

DISK FORMAT 

A disk consists of one or more platters, one or both surfaces of which may be used to record data. The re- 

cording area of disks is divided into the following physical items: | 

Track: 

An area of one surface of a disk which is at the same distance from the center of the disk. The entire track 

can be accessed without moving the position of the read/write head. 

Sector: 

The basic unit of disk address, size 180 bytes on all Burroughs disks, and 128 bytes on ICMD. A physical 

read or write uses a complete sector. There are several additional bytes in each sector, used only by the hard- 

ware and not accessible to user programs. The sector is also called a ‘“‘segment”’. 

Cylinder: 

If there is more than one surface, each track at the same distance from the center makes a cylinder. The 

entire cylinder may be accessed without altering the position of the read/write heads. 

Figure 2-1 illustrates these terms. 

Disk Initialization 

Each disk must be initialized before use on a CMS machine. Initialization creates correct sector addresses 
throughout the disk recording surface, then writes certain data in the low-address part of the disk. The first 
sector is numbered sector zero, and the first track is numbered track zero. A disk with a bad track cannot be 
initialized. The method of initializing the disk is machine-dependent (refer to the appropriate section). 

Sector zero contains the disk label. This includes the name of the disk, or “‘disk-id”. Every disk has a disk- 
name. This disk-name can be from one to seven characters, using the set A to Z, 0 to 9, and the dot (‘“.’) 
and hyphen (‘‘—’). 

SELF-SCAN ® isa registered trademark of Burroughs Corporation. 
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TOP VIEW : 

ONE TPACK, MADE OF 
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Figure 2-1. Physical Disk Structure 

Disk Files 

Information is stored on a disk in a ‘‘disk file’. There may be many files on one disk. Each file is referenced 
by a “file name’. A file name can be from one to twelve characters, using the set A to Z, 0 to 9, and the 
dot and hyphen. Each disk contains a directory of the files on that disk. This directory is accessed by utilities 
such as KA and PD (see section 4). 

Information can be of different types: normal data, accessed by programs; special data, accessed by the MCP; 
and programs themselves. The MCP is itself a program, and so are other “system files’’ such as the interpreters. 
System files have special restrictions in that a control is placed on their removal (see RM section 4). 

Disk File Names 

On any system, every disk file (whether data or a program) is accessed by a two part reference, as follows: 

disk-name/file-name 

For example, the disk file M101A/REP200 is a file with a file-name REP200 to be found on the disk with 

a disk-name MIO1A. 

It is not necessary to give the name of the system disk when referring to files residing on the system disk. 
Alternatively, a disk-name of 0000000 by convention refers to the system disk. For example, the disk file 
REP200 or 0000000/REP200 is a file with a file-name REP200 to be found on the system disk. 

It is not allowed to have two disks of the same disk-name in use at the same time. It is not allowed to have 
two files of the same file-name on the same disk. However, it is quite permissible for two different disks to 
contain a file with the same file-name. For example, the files M100A/REP200 and M101A/REP200 refer to two 
different disk files (although one may be a copy or update of the other). 
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Disk File Group Names 

In many utilities (see section 4) it is convenient to refer to groups of files, depending on common starting 
characters of their file-names. 

All files on a disk may be referenced by the equals symbol (‘‘=”). For example, the reference M101A/= 
refers to all files on the disk with disk-name MI101A. | 

All files beginning with, say, the characters REP may be referenced by REP=. For example, the reference 
M101A/REP= refers to all files on disk M101A with file-names of REP200, REPA, REP678P, and so on. 

In general, a group-name consists of an equals symbol (‘‘=”) optionally preceded by up to ten symbols which 
are the first part of the file-names of each. of the files in the group. 

Example: 

Consider a disk M101A containing files with file-names: 

PR200,REP100, REP200, REP250,RQ510,CRCOPY 

Then the following group-names refer to the files indicated: 

M101A/= 

PR200, REP100, REP200, REP250, RQS10, CRCOPY 
M101A/REP= 

REP100, REP200, REP250 
M101A/R= 

REP100, REP200, REP250, RQS510 

Disk Directory 

The ‘disk directory is a table on every CMS-initialized disk which enables the MCP to locate any disk file by name. Full 
details of the directory layout are given in the CMS MCP manual. 

The directory is a fixed size determined at disk initialization time, based on the maximum number of files 
to be placed on the disk. An attempt to create more files than there are entries in the directory will give 
an appropriate MCP run-time error message, ys 

The directory consists of three parts: 

the name-list | | 

the disk file headers for each file 

the available table 

The relationship between these parts are given in figure 2-2. The name-list is a list, by file-name, of each 
file existing on that disk. A search through this name-list will reveal if a file is present or not: if present, the 
name-list entry points to the disk file header for the file. This is a table giving the location of each part of 
actual data in the file (the file may be divided into up to sixteen separate physical areas on the disk). In the 
figure only one area is indicated. The available table is a list of the disk areas not in use by a file. When a 
new disk file is created, an available space is found from this table and an entry made in the name-list, then 
the space is used to write the file information. When a disk file is removed its entry is deleted from the name- 
list and the areas specified in the disk file header are entered in the available table. 

If there is insufficient space on a disk to allocate new disk file areas, a ‘‘NO USER DISK” message is - 
given by the MCP. The operator may remove a file (see RM) to make more space available. The KA utility 
(see section 4) and KX function provide information on the available space on a disk. The Stand-Alone utility 
LS will also give the available space on a disk whose files have been listed by an LS/=. 
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Figure 2-2. Disk Directory Structure 

As a simplification, it may be stated that when a disk is initialized the directory is rebuilt with no entries, 
indicating that the entire disk space is available apart from the directory itself. In fact, any bad areas on the 
disk are marked in the directory so that they cannot be allocated to files (see also the XD utility); also, there 
is a special entry called “SYSMEM?” which enables certain programs suchas PD and RM (which access the 
directory) to operate successfully. 

Indexed Files 

Indexed files are in fact a pair of files, the‘‘‘key file’ and the “data file’. They may reside on the same or 
separate disks. Each file in the pair has a separate entry in the disk directory of the disk on which it resides. 
A special table at the beginning of the key file (the‘‘‘key file parameter block”) gives, among other information, 
the disk-name and file-name of the associated data file. See figure 2-3 for a diagram of the relationships between 
the two files. | 

The purpose of indexed files is to simplify access to data in the data file by using a set of keys (such as ac- 
count number) in each record of the data file. These keys are placed in the key file. A key file may be created 
by the SORT utility and intrinsic (see section 5, where examples are given). 

Special consideration must be given to copying indexed files, due to the link between the key file and data 
file. This is especially true when copying from one disk to another. Details are given in each relevent section 
(see COPY utility, section 4; also the machine-dependent copy facilities). 

Dual Pack Files 

As mentioned before, a disk file may be divided into up to sixteen separate areas. If these areas are located 
on two separate disks the file is known as a‘‘dual pack file’. Such files may be created by the AD intrinsic 
in response to a“NO USER DISK” message (see section 3). 

There is an entry in the directories of both disks for a dual pack file, together with the disk-name of the 
other disk. Each disk directory has a copy of the disk file header for this file, but the table of locations for 
each file area also indicates if the area is located on‘‘this” disk or the‘‘other’’ disk. This is shown diagrammatical- 
ly for a file with four areas in figure 2-4. In most applications it is necessary for both disks of a dual-pack file 
to be on-line at the same time. — 
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MAGNETIC TAPE FILE NAMES 

  

Note: this includes tape cassette. 

A tape may be used to store data either on one file (a “‘single-file tape”) or as a “‘multifile tape’’. Each file 
is separated by a tape mark. Additionally, each file normally has a beginning and an ending label. A multifile 
tape has also a special beginning (“‘volume’’) label. 

~ On loading a tape, the MCP reads the first label to determine the tape name. Tape file names are in two 
parts: | 

multifile-name/file-name 

For a single-file tape, the multifile-name will be “0000000”. The format of the multifile-name is the same 
as for the disk-name of a disk file.   

The COPY utility (section 4) produces a single-file tape when copying to tape. The LD utility (section 4) 
always produces multifile tapes called “library tapes’’. Library tapes are referenced by the multifile-name: there 
is a standard convention for labelling all the files on a library tape. For full details of tape formats, refer to 
the CMS MCP manual. 

Tapes (multi-file or single-file) may be unlabelled. Such tapes must always be accessed via the AD intrinsic 
(section 3) because there is no label that the MCP can recognize when the tape is loaded. Tapes containing 
labels that are non-standard are also treated as multifile unlabelled tapes. 

PRINTER FILES 

There are two types of printer: a wide line printer and a console printer, depending on available hardware. 
The console printer is also known as a “serial printer’. These hardware devices are also referred to as “‘files”’ 
and are given file-names of up to seven characters. When the file is opened and closed, an identifying print 
line is given to indicate the name of the file. This file-name is also used in MCP messages. Refer to the CMS 
MCP manual for full details. 

  

It is possible to designate a file type of “any printer’. Such a file will be written to a wide line printer if 
this peripheral is available. If not available, this file will be written to the console printer if available. If there 
is no console printer either, the MCP will display a ‘“‘“NO FILE” or “DEVICE REQUIRED” message. 

OTHER PERIPHERALS 

All peripherals are treated as files for input, output or a combination of input/output, depending on the hard- 
ware type. The use of any peripheral device is governed by the file-name of up to seven characters, which i 
will appear in any related MCP messages. Refer to the OL intrinsic (section 3) for other details. 

PROGRAMS 

An executable program is information stored on disk as a disk file. It is referenced in the same way as any 
data file: that is, through the disk-name and file-name (or just the file-name if the program resides on the system 
disk). The rules for the program name are the same as for any disk file name. 

A “utility” is a program provided for general use by all CMS operators, for house-keeping and other general 
purposes. For example, the LD utility enables operators to load and dump disk files from disk to magnetic tape 
for backup purposes. | 

Executing Programs 

In order to execute a program, part or all of the information in the disk file must be brought into memory 
and placed under control of the MCP. This is called ‘program load‘, and takes a certain interval of time. 
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Programs may be loaded and executed by merely providing the name of program file to the MCP. If so de- 
sired, the keyword “EX” may be place before the program name. For example, suppose one wishes to execute 
a program that resides on a disk PR200A in a file called DCS. Either the input 

EX PR200A/DCS 

or just 

PR200A/DCS 

will cause the program to be loaded and executed. 

Depending on the system, a BOJ (beginning-of-job) message may be displayed by the MCP after the program 
has been loaded, and a EOJ (end-of-job) message may be displayed by the MCP at the end of the program. 
The display of these messages may be turned on or off for individual programs by the MODIFY utility (see 
section 4). 

Failures may occur when attempting to load a program. For example, the requested program may not be on 
disk. A list of load failure messages is given in section 7. 

Many programs enable the operator to enter further information after the program name. This is known as 
an “initiating message”’ and the contents are entirely dependent on the program. Nearly all the utilities in section 
4 allow further information, the format of which is given in the description of each utility program. For example, 
the input 

COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

consists of the command to load and execute the program called ‘““COPY” (found on the system disk in this 
example), followed by the information ‘““REP202 TO RPTAPE” which is passed to the program. There are two 
types of error which can be made: either there is a load failure (because, for example, the COPY program 
is not on the system disk), when the MCP would issue an appropriate message; or the following information 
is an incorrect format for the program, when the program itself would issue a message. In the former case, 
the MCP message is described in section 7. In the latter case, the output message is described under each utility. 

Note that if the utility resides on, say, the disk PR2, the input message would be 

PR2/COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

or 

EX PR2/COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

In section 4 this additional information is omitted in the interest of clarity. It is, however, common for utilities 
to reside on a disk other than the system disk, in which case the disk-name must be provided. 

It is also possible for programs to be automatically executed by another program. In this case, the first pro- 
gram is said to ‘zip’ the second program. No operator input is used in this case, but the BOJ message may 
be displayed for the zipped program. 

INTRINSICS 

There is an important type of operator input that does not involve a command to execute programs or 
utilities. These messages are calls on “‘intrinsics” which are part of the MCP. Those intrinsics which are common 
to all CMS machines are described in section 3. Other intrinsics are given in the relevent machine-dependent 
section. 

Because an intrinsic is part of the MCP, there is no separate program corresponding to the name of the intrin- 
sic. Therefore the keyword “EX” is not allowed in a call on an intrinsic, neither can a user disk-name be 
specified. There is no program load time because the MCP is already executing. For example, the input 

RY DMA 

is a request to the MEP to ready (RY) the disk peripheral designated by DMA. This input message to the 
MCP must not be preceded by the keyword “EX”, 
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MIX NUMBERS 

As a program is loaded, the MCP assigns it a number from its table of executing tasks. This is the ‘“mix- 
number” and is used in any messages output by MCP relating to this task, The mix-number is also used in 
all messages input by the operator for this task. Some input messages also require the corresponding program 
name as well as the mix-number. The MX intrinsic (see section 3) may be used to determine the current mix 
of tasks. 

The allocation of mix-numbers is dependent on the CMS product. Refer to the corresponding section for more 
details. 

OUTPUT MESSAGES 

As mentioned earlier, messages may be output on the SPO either by the MCP and other system software 
or by the program. It is important to distinguish between the two types of output messages in order to look 
up the message in the appropriate place. 

Messages output by the MCP are of two kinds: short responses to intrinsics, and longer descriptions of any 
event to be brought to the attention of the operator. The short descriptions are self-explanatory: for example, 
the input message 

OL LPA 

(an intrinsic to inquire of the status of line printer LPA) may result in the response 

LPA READY 

Similarly, the short message 

LPA NOT READY 

will be displayed if LPA is stopped by the operator or through any fault. The longer descriptions are always 
referenced by an “event number” enclosed in brackets. The format of these messages is given in section 7, and 
operators should be generally able to recognize that such a message has been output by the MCP. 

For example, the message 

10/LIST <17> WAITING UNLAB LISTPRT AP NO FILE 

indicates an MCP message with event number 17, and reference should be made to section 7 for information 
on possible causes and suggested actions to take. 

Messages with event numbers may also be output by other parts of the system software such as interpreters 
and the sort-intrinsic, although the overall format is similar. After recognizing the event number, reference 
should be made to section 7 (or section 5 for sort-related messages). 

Messages output by all other programs are known as “‘displays’” and may be preceded by the keyword 
“DISP”. Note, however, that utility programs may display messages without this preceding keyword. 

All messages output by the utility programs described in this manual are listed under the respective utility. 
For example, messages displayed by COPY utility are listed under the COPY utility. Messages may additionally 

be displayed by the MCP for events related to the execution of the COPY, DCR and SCR utilities (for exam- 
ple, if the COPY utility needs space on a particular disk, a ‘‘“NO USER DISK” message will be output) but 
these MCP messages will always be distinguished by the event number. 

Messages displayed by other programs are not discussed in this manual. Reference must be made to the ap- 
propriate manual or operating instructions for that program. 

Figure 2-5 illustrates a sample SPO list giving a mixture of messages described in this section. Note in this 
example that the utility programs LIST and LR do not give rise to BOJ and EOJ or DISP messages. The user 
program PROGA shows all three messages. These messages may be turned on for utilities by using the 
MODIFY utility (section 4). 
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input Commanc to run LIST -7> LIST COLLETTE | 
MCP gutput message event 107> £O1/LIST <1C> WAITING CCLLETTE DK NO FILE 
input coffmanc to run PFOGA => PROGA | | 
MCP message for PROGA EDI ==> O2/PROGA B8OJ PR IS A 

Input coffmanc to run LR -2""> LR = 
next Line is PRCGA cisplay ™> Q2/PROGA CISFs: - 

actuel display infcrmation => PROGRAM A VERSTON 27.2C1-05 

input recuest OL intrinsic => OL LFA - 
MCP resoonse to OL message ™> LPA LRPRINT IN USE BY C3/LR 

input request MX intrinsic => MX 
MCP respense to MX message “> CL/LIST SUSFENRECD WAITING CN AC FILE 

-> ee CONDITION 

“> O2/PFCGA A EXECUTING 
-> CS5/LR B EXECUTING 

MCP wessaae for PROCA EJ => CZ/PROCA ECJ 

ingut recuest ST intrinsic -> ST 2 
MCP respecnse to ST nesSage => O3/LR STCPFED 

  

  
    

Figure 2-5. Sample SPO List 

FORMAT DIAGRAMS 

Most of the descriptions of input messages in this book are given as simple format diagrams with correspond- 
ing descriptive text and examples. An example will illustrate how to read such format diagrams. 

Example: : © 

Vv number | | 

  

  
  

EX disk-name / Vv TST200 
: TST201 

  

In this format, items in lower-case (‘‘disk-name” and ‘‘number”’ in this example) are to be replaced by actual 
values (such as “PR2” and “27’’). Other items are included in the input message as they are found. Spaces 
are required whenever necessary to avoid ambiguity. In the example, it is not strictly necessary to separate the 
disk-name and the slash (*/””) with a space because the slash cannot be part of the disk-name according to the 
rules for disk-names. Extra spaces may however, be added for legibility. If an arrow in the left-to-right direction 
is encountered, the items under the arrow may be omitted. Curly brackets are used to denote alternatives. The 
alternatives are placed in a list underneath each other. (Each alternative item may be more complex than the 
example quoted: it may contain optional parts and further alternatives). If an arrow in the right-to-left direction 
is encountered, one may return to the point underneath the arrow and continue building up a valid input mes- 
sage In the example quoted, after adding a valid number (say ‘“27’’) one may return to add a second number 
(say ‘‘52’). In fact, the format diagram does not specify how many times one may continue to do this, but 
details are given in the text. 

Here are several valid input messages which can be generated from the example. (Note that a disk-name can 
consist of up to seven characters, see earlier): 

EX TST200 57 
EX TST201 259 
EX PR2/TST200 36 
EX PR2/TST200 2 52 574 361 
EX M101A/TST201 1 2 
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Here are several invalid input messages according to the example: — ROBERT L. OLSEN 
, . FR AARP APO OE 

EX PR2/TST200 | TERRITORY MANAGES 
. ~~ m= 2 FAs e 3 § gg grc at 778 

EX PR2 TST200 36 7555 BEACH BLVD., SUE 110 

| 

Reet ep rmima GO918 

EX TST202 36 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32210 

TST201 259 

EX PR2/M101A/TST201 1 2 

Here is a slightly more complicated example, which makes the number or list of numbers optional: 

Example: 

  
  

  

EX | disk-name / TST200 Vv number 
TST201 | 

The input messages 

EX PR2/TST200 
EX PR2/TST200 56 — 

EX PR2/TST200 27 56 

are now all valid. 

These simple format diagrams are easy to understand in conjunction with descriptive text and examples, but 

cannot be used if the format becomes too complex. In the latter case a rigorous notation known as “railroad 

diagrams” is employed (see below). In some case in the text of this book, the format has been deliberately 

simplified for the sake of clarity, with further details given in the text. More complex features have been de- 

scribed by railroad diagrams (see, for example, the COPY and LIST utilities in section 4). Appendix B gives 

complete railroad diagrams as a handy reference for those who need the exact definition of any input message. 

RAILROAD DIAGRAMS 

  
The equivalent railroad diagram to the first format diagram is given in figure 2-6. 

<disk-name> — / 

| i \ r— tsT200 — 
£x— | < number > —_> 

Ll tst201 — 

Figure 2-6. Railroad Diagram Sample 1 

  

  
  

To form valid input, follow the railroad “track” from left to right or in the direction of the arrows. A junction 

in the track indicates that alternative paths may be followed. Items enclosed in angled brackets ‘““<” and “‘>’’) 

must be replaced with actual values, as before. Each item not enclosed in angled brackets is included as it is 

found. Spaces are added where necessary, as in format diagrams. 

The equivalent railroad diagram to the second format diagram is given in figure 2-7. 

<disk-name > — / < number > 

| — TST200 

EX— 
= TST201     

V 

Figure 2-7. Railroad Diagram Sample 2 
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There are two other features available in railroad diagrams to make possible the exact sp_.imication of any input message. These are illustrated in figure 2-8. Firstly, the maximum number of times cround a loop may be controlled by including the number 

| <disk-name> — | <Aco- < number > 2 a i} ——-  sT200 — \ \, 
~ | 
SF 

—— TST201 — 
    

  

    

Figure 2-8. Railroad Diagram Sample 3 

in the track of the loop. In the example, it is possible to omit the <number>, or to include either one or two values of <number>. Secondly, if angled brackets are to be included as part of the message, these must be underlined. In the example, there is an optional part of the message which consists of the three characters “<A>”. The following messages would then be valid: 

EX PR2/TST200 

EX PR2/TST200 27 

EX PR2/TST201 27 56 

EX PR2/TST201 <A> 

EX PR2/TST200 <A> 56 

but the following would be invalid: © 

EX PR2/TST200 27 56 243 

EX PR2/TST201 A 

EX PR2/TST201 A 73 

Note also that if a number under a loop is preceded by an asterisk (“‘ *”), then that loop must be included in the syntax at least the number of times specified. For example, if the loop included the characters “‘ *1”, then the loop must be included at least once. , 
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SECTION 3 ae" 

CMS-COMMON INTRINSICS 

INTRODUCTION 

This section describes, in alphabetical order, those input commands which are embedded in (‘‘intrinsic to’’) 

the MCP, and which are common to all CMS products. 

As discussed in section 2, it is not valid to precede these messages with “EX”, because the intrinsics are not | 

separate programs to be loaded and executed. The intrinsics cannot be executed from a user disk, because by 

nature they are part of the MCP which is on the system disk. 

The response to these intrinsics may vary slightly between different CMS products, due to different hardware 

being used. These variations have been noted in the text where. applicable. | 
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AD (Assign Peripheral Device) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to assign a particular peripheral to a program that has called for an “unla- 
belled input file’, or that requests a particular output device. 

It may also be used to allow file overflow onto a second disk if no disk space is available 

Format: 

  

NY 
AD mix-number _ / program-name peripheral 

Example 1: 

Copy utility requires another disk: 

COPY INIST TO INDISK3/INIST 
10/COPY <12 > WAITING FILE 10 NO 
... USER DISK 
AD 10 DMB 

(The first message is output by the MCP and the operator responds with the AD message by assigning DMB 
as the disk to which the remainder of file INIST will be copied. This creates file INIST as a ‘“dual-pack file‘). 

Example 2: 

Program “COBOL7”, mix number 03, requires a line printer type device: 

03 COBOL7 <17 > WAITING LP NO FILE 
AD 03 LPA 

(The first message is output by the MCP, and the operator responds with the AD message by assigning LPA 
to mix number 03). 

Example 3: 

The LIST utility requires an unlabelled tape: 

LIST TAPE1 MTP NO.LABEL 

01/LIST <14> WAITING UNLAB SPURIUS/TAPE1 AT 

...DEVICE REQUIRED | 
AD 01 CTB 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

mix number/orogram Specified progran Check with 4X 
AD INVALID was not suspended for rame of susoended 

Waiting for a cevice proqré@r. 
asSilonmert.     
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AX (Accept a message for a program) 

  

This intrinsic allows the operator to communicate with a program in the mix. The program must already be 

suspended waiting for an “accept” (ACPT). 

The MCP will prompt the operator for input by printing “mix number/program-name ACPT” on the SPO. 

The maximum length of the “text” or operator input is 50 characters. Operating intructions for individual 

programs will provide the operator with valid “text” responses. 

AX mix-number | / program-name | text 

Format: 

  

Example: 

The program BMO001 displays a message asking for a file name to be entered. The operator responds with 

the appropriate text, in this case ARSCHG, by the AX message. 

BMO01 
01/BM001 BOJ 
ENTER BM202 FILE NAME 
01/BM001 ACPT 7 
AX 01 ARSCHG 

  

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES ss SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

mix"number / Specified program Check with MX for 

program=name AX was not wWaitince for proper mix*numter 

INVALID an “accept” : and crogram=name 

or combinétion. 

mix number and 

specified program 
name do not match.       
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CL (Clear Peripheral) 

  

_- This intrinsic allows the operator to clear the peripheral from the program and bring the program to End © of Job (EOJ). It breaks the “links” between the program and the peripheral. 

For example, if the line printer “hangs” during the printing of a report and an attempt is made to DS the - program, it will not be possible to discontinue the program unless the line printer is made ready or CL is used to break the “link” between the program and the line printer. 

  

  

  

Format: 

printer peripheral | 
CL » tape peripheral 

self-scan peripheral 
ICMD peripheral 

Examples: 

CL LPA 

CL SSA 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

Cl peripheral Proqra® iS not waitirg Check input. © INVALID on “hung” peripheral.     
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DC (Data Communications operator input} 

This intrinsic enables the operator to enter messages from the SPO to the Message Control System (MCS) 

if data communications activity is in process. The message text, after being stripped of the “DC” characters and 

the following blank character, is transferred to the MCS input message queue and marked as “operator input’. 

The interpretation of the message text is defined by the particular MCS. 

DC i text v 

Format: 

  

Example: 

To enter the text “MAKE STATION 2 READY‘: 
DC MAKE STATION 2 READY 

Output messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

none | MCS input successful none 

OC INVALIO no MCS in the mix check inputs execute 

the MCS 

DC NOSPACE There 1S ro avaitable wait a short time then 

message space in retirput messaces if 

memory for this unsuccessful several 

message times» request 
techrical assistance.   
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DP (Discontinue and Dump) 

This intrinsic is similar to the “DS” intrinsic. The diff 
on Disk, Virtual Disk) is not freed up and returned to 

The disk work space is, instead, updated from memor 
gram. The disk backup is then made into a file (locked) 
for user programs, utilities, and MCP intrinsics). 

erence is that the disk work space (Virtual Memory 
an available status. 

y with all the most current information about the pro- 
and given a name, “DMFILnn” (‘nn” is the mix number 

The peripherals and memory in use by the specified program are made available to other programs. 

DP is used when a technical analysis of a 
operation. 

Example: 

DP 01/GL060 

Output messages: 

particular program is required following a failure during its 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTECD ACTION 
  

mix number/program- 
name DP'ted 

DP successful none e 

  

input INVALIC mix nugber does rot 
correspond to 

Program name 

Check input Creinput 
if necessary). 

or 
Check with MX for 
proper mix numter and 
Frogramt name comtinat- 
ione 

  

input INVALID - 
NEEDS PROGRAM=1D   program"name is 

missing 
Check with MX anc 
re-irput.     
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DS (Discontinue Program) 

are made available to other programs. 

Format: 

DS mix-number / program-name 

Example: 

To terminate the program AR040 which has mix number 2: 

| DS 02/AR040 

Output messages: 

This intrinsic causes the orderly termination of the specified program. All peripherals in use by the program 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

mix/erog OS'ted none 
  

input INVALID 

0S successful 

mix number does rot 
correspond to proar ans 

name> or oroogram is 
an MCS. 

check with MX> 
reinput 

  

input INVALIC=-NEEDS 
PROGRAM I9   

  

program name not 

specified 
check with MX» 

reinput 

  

Note: if the program is waiting on a “hung” peripheral device, try the CL intrinsic. 
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DT (Systems Date and Time) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to inquire about or change the system date and time maintained by the @ MCP. 

DT | mm/dd/yy | hhmm 

Format: 

  

  

Examples: | 

To inquire about the system date (and time if the system contains a real time clock) 
| DT 

To change the system date: 

DT 01/01/78 

To change the system date and time: 

DT 03/23/78 1234 

(March 23, 1978 is the new date. 12:34 is the time). 
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Output messages: 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

HHMM DOA" 

where 

MON = 3 letter 

month. 

YY = year 

and minutes) 

"DD MON YY YYOON 

00 = day of month 

abbrevietior of 

YYop0C = Julian date 

HHMM = time Chours 

OOW = day of week. 

Normal response 

to w“pTy*. 

rone 

  

<INVALID DATE> An error was made 

in one of the follow” 

ing fietds: 
MM 

DD 
YY 

For example = 4 

MM entry of “0” or 
greater then ied 
is invalid. 

The entire déte is 

rejected» tut a 

valic time entry 

in the Same Wess- 

aqe will bCe éeccept 

ed. 

Feincgut date 

portion of 

messace 

  

<INVALIO TIME> A time greater thar 

2359 was entered. 

The time iS rejected. 
A yvalic date entry in 
the same messace will 
be accepted. 

Reinert time 

portion of 

FesseéCe€. 

  

<NO CLOCK> Time entry was 

maces but system 

has no realtime 

clock. 

Valic date ertry 

will be accented 

in Same meSsSageée 

rone 

  

MM/DO/YY HERE MM   Normal resconrse 

to OT inquiry 
(B80C) 

rone 
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FD (Form Define) 

  

This intrinsic allows the operator to define a logical page for a serial printer (SPA) or set top of page for 
the SPA. | 

Unless the operator indicates otherwise, the current position is taken as the top of the page. 

If the three parameters (HEIGHT, WIDTH, and OFFSET) are specified, then they are used to define a 
logical page on the SPA. HEIGHT specifies the number of lines on a logical page; WIDTH the maximum num- 
ber of characters in one line; and OFFSET the number of characters that the printing area is to be offset from 
the left. An OFFSET of zero specifies the left-most physical position. 

WIDTH and OFFSET added together must not be greater than the number of physical print positions on 
the serial printer. For example, if the physical printer has 255 columns the maximum printing area is given by 
a WIDTH of 255 and OFFSET of zero. The logical page will remain the same as defined by FD or next warm- 

  

Start. 

Format: | 

FD SPA height, width, offset 

Examples: 

1, FD SPA 66, 120, 5 

defines a logical page on SPA where height is 66 lines and the printing area is 120 characters wide offset 
5 columns from the left (that is, from columns 6 through 125, numbering the left-most column as column @ 

  

2.In order to change the top-of-page position, move the paper to the desired position then execute 

FD SPA <empty>. 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SLGGESTEC ACTION 

FO SPA numcters FD specificaticns Creck input ard re- 

INVALID for heicht» wicth» enter. 

and/or offset ére 

not acceptable. 

Attempt to print 

beyond SPA capabilt- 

ities.     
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GO (Restart a Stopped Program) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to restart a program which has been stopped with the “ST”? command. 

Format: 

GO mix-number ! / program-name 

Examples: 

  

Vv 

To restart program whose mix-number is 3: 

GO 3 

To restart program PRO20: 

GO 3/PR020 

Output messages: 
z 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

mix“number/prog7name 

NOT STOPPED 

Specified program 

was not waitinc 
for a “GO" command. 

Check with MX for 
suspenced prograr 

waitiroe for "GG" 

réingut.e 

  

mix*number/prog7name 

INVALID   
Dotional program 

name was usec anc it 
did not match the 

mix number specified. 

Check with MX for 

correct mix number 

enc méetching program 

rene. Retnput-   
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MX (Display Current Mix) 

  

  

  

This intrinsic allows the operator to inquire about the status of any program(s) currently processing. © 

Format: 

MX mix-number iw | / program-name 

Examples: 

To inquire about all programs currently processing: 

MX 

To inquire about a particular program: 

MX 03/PR020 

or MX 03 

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE PROBABLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

INVALID MIx Specified progran Check input Creinput 
| is not currently 1f necessary). 

running. 

  

  

NULL MIX No programs are None. 
Currently proc? 

eSSinge 

  

INVALID PROGRAM ID Optional procgram Rertrput 
name was used anc 

it did not match 
the mix number 
specified.       

For each program specified, the following information is provided: 

MIX NUMBER 

a number assigned by MCP to this program as it was loaded into memory. 

PROGRAM NAME 

PROGRAM PRIORITY - “A”, “B” or “C” 

  

A = lowest priority (that is, application program) 

B = medium priority (that is, systern utility) 

C = highest priority (that is, data communications) 
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STATUS OF PROGRAM 

EXECUTING -— program processing normally 

SUSPENDED WAITED ON - program processing was temporarily halted. For reasons, see chart below. 

SHORT WAITED ON - program is waiting on a resource (that is, Virtual Memory or I/O buffer) which 

the system can guarantee will be made available in a relatively short time. : 

SWAPPED OUT WAITED ON - portions of this previously suspended program were temporarily removed 

from real memory and returned to disk. Memory space was required for other programs in the mix. (Reasons 

for “swap outs” are same as for program suspension). 

Possible messages are summarized by the chart below: 

mix / program priority EXECUTING 

  
  

  

  

  

number name . SHORT WAITED ON — 
SUSPENDED 

WAITED OA — 

SWAPPED OUT 
WAITED OK — 

— O/C 

‘— VP 

— SCL TASK 
— CPERATCR INFUT 

— ACCEPT 
— 2IF 

— 1/0 OR EVENT 
m— NC DISK FILE CAG FILED 

— DUPLICATE FILE 
—- SYSMEWM FILE 

— NO USER DISK 
— DIRECTCRY SPACE 

—- DEVICE (NO FILE) 
— GC COPMAND 

— EVENT TIMER 

Output message examples: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

04/PFO60 A EXECUTING Program processing None 

normally | | 

O4/PF060 A SUSPENDED Prcegram is waiting or Kone =: program will 

WAITED ON O/C a file open or close- te resumed when fite 

| , Fas teen ofenec or 

closed. 

O04/PFO60 A SUSPENDED Program is waiting None =: do not try to 

WAITED ON VM on Virtual Memory. execite too many prog. 

rams at this time.     
  

ery - ee 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

04/PFO60 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON SCL TASK 

Prograws is waiting 

for a “command” from 
the MCP to be completed 
Csuch as response to an 

None = program wilt 
te résumecd when SCL 

task has completed. 

  

“OL” trput). 

10/7LR B SUSPENDED Program is wWéeitirg for Provice program with 
WAITED ON GCPERATCOR Some input from coeréet- epprecriate irput. 

TINPUT ore (FX: A program Frogram will continue 
previously suspended 
by ST requires a Gf 
commenc to contirue). 

processing. 

  

08/GLO060 A SWAPPED 
OUT WAITED CA ACCEFT 

Program has disolayecd 
an “*ACPT™ message on 
SPQ and is waiting for 
appropriate response. 

Refer to this program's 
operating instructions 
for suggested responses 

to ACPI. Then enter AX» 

fix number and setect* 

ed resfonse. 
  

OS/APO02Z20 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON 2IP | 

Program requestec 

assistance of anoth> 

program in order to 

complete this job. 

MCP will automatic” 
ally toad into memory 

the necessary prog 
ram(s). 

None. 

  

O4/PRO60 A SEORT 
WAITED ON [/C 

Usually tncicative 
of normat process” 

ings involving I/D 
activity te cisk or 

peripheral. 

None. 

  

OS/Pk020 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON NO DISK 
FILE 

Program needs (Card 

has not founc) a 
particular file in 
order to Continue 

precessing- 

Check SPC for message 

indicating name of file 

this program is seekirg4 
Then supply missing 

file (COPY fron. 
bFeckup mecium or 

create it). If in 

coubt refer to 
Crogramt instruct> 
TONS 

  

C2/PRO20 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON DUPLICATE 
FILE   on disk. 

Program is attempt” 
ing to place a file 

of a certain name 

However» 

another fite by the 
same name currently 
resides on disk. A 
disk may not contain 

€ files with the 

same name. 

Norméetlty» remove 
the existing file 

from disk with RM. 
If in coubts refer 
to precram instrtct- 
Tons.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  10/7COPY B SUSPENDEC 
WAITED ON DIRECTORY 
SPACE | 

When the disk was 

initializec the disk 

directory was constr” 

ucted to contain a 

fixed number of file 

namese- The directory 

has now reackec 1ts 

capacity. 

Femove with RM any 
unnecessary files and 

crogram will continues 

or DS the suspencec 

crogran. Renlaece 
Gisk with another 

cisk having sufficient 
cirectory soace»s anc 
remeyecute the orooran. 

  
L1O/COPY 8B SUSPENDED 
WAITED OA NO USER 

DISK 

There 18 no more 

available soace on 

disk* or space avail- 

able is insufficient 

to hoto the file the 

system is attenpting 

to writes or disk ts 

"checkertoarcec™. 

with KA» anatyze amourt 

cf available sface 
remaininge If cisk Is 

filled remove with FM 

ény unnecessary filess 

cr if cisk is fillec 

and ~¢ cuatoack file 
is desired» assiaqn a 

cifferent cisk to this 
crogran (see AD intrin- 

sic)s cr if disk 1s 

cteckerboardec» use 

SG utility to consol- 

idete disk spéce» then 

remexecute porcorem 

that ercountered 

suspension. 

  
1O/LIST B SUSPENDEC 

WAITED ON SYSMEM 

FILE 

SYSMEM file cannot 

be Located. 

Request technical 

asststerce-. 

  
O47PR060 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON NO FILE 

39) 

E909 

Device that a croaran 

needs in order to 
continue processing 
is either unév3il™ 

able or not reacy» 

or 

FY required cevices or 

essicn prooram to at 
terneive device (see 
AL intrinsic). 

  

Program needs Carc 

has not found) a 

particular file fr 

order to continue 

processing. 

Check SPC for messeéce 
indicating name of file 
crogran is seekira. 

Supply missing file 

(COPY from backup fed” 

ium cr creéete). 
  

O4/PRO69 A SLSPENDEL 

WAITED CN CEVICE 

P8090 

Device that a prcecgranr 

needs in order toa 

Continue processince 

is either unéveil= 

able or not ready. 

RY reqrired device; 

cr assigr frocram 

to alternate cevice 

(see AC intrinsic). 

  

O2/LF B SUSPENDED 

WAITED ON GEL COMMNE   Program was suspenc™ 

ed by SY command. 

Tyce "EO" plus mix 

number of suspendec 

Crogréte 
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OL (Request for Status Information of Peripherals) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to request the status of peripherals on the system. 

Format: 

  

OL 

Examples: 

v 
peripheral 

To display status of all system peripherals: 

OL 

To display status of a particular peripheral: 

OL DKB 

OL LPA 

Output messages: 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

cericherat NOT 
READY 

Peripheral is rot 

on the systems 

Peripherat may heve 
been “Savedqd"s; 

Check input Creingut 

if necessary) 
Reedy peripheral 

“if necessary. 

  

  

perioheral may not 
be correctly lcacec. 

  

is rot 

  

OL peripheral peripheral rone 
NOT CN SYSTE} configured on machine 

OL peripheral A ronmexiStant device Check ingput 
has teen specified 

(that is» CL CCC) 
Creirput if INVALID 

| recessary).   
  

Other output messages produced by OL depend upon type of peripheral: Refer to the following examples for details. 

Examples of disk device output: 

The general format of the output message is: 

  

SYS DISK J number of 
disk-peripheral disk-name / |; NOT READY files FILES OPEN PO'’D currently | 

in use 

Examples: 

DKA AR1/0 FILES OPEN 

DKB AR2/SYS DISK 2 FILES OPEN 

DMA PRA/NOT READY 0 FILES OPEN 

DKA AR1/PO’D 0 FILES OPEN 
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Examples of magnetic tape device output: 

The general format of the output message is: 

NOT READY 
| multi-file name 

magnetic tape device < file OBE LLED 

PURGED   
or 

  

multi-file name WV 

magnetic tape device file name { NOT READY } IN USE... 
UNLABELLED SAVED 

eee BY Mix-number / program-name 

Examples: 

CTA NOT READY 

CTA ARTAPE 

CTA ARTAPE/IN USE BY 10/TAPELR 

CTA ARTAPE/NOT READY IN USE BY 10/TAPELR 

Examples of output from any other device: 

The general format of the output message is: 

peripheral NOT READY 

  

oF 

| multi-file name | . v 
peripheral file name NOT READY IN USE,.. 

UNLABELLED _ SAVED | 

ee eBY mix-number / program- name 

Examples: 

LPA NOT READY 

LPA NOT READY IN USE BY 04/PR020 

SSA SAVED | 

SPA SAVED IN USE BY 06/PR060 
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PG (Purge Tape) @ 

  

This intrinsic allows the operator to purge (erase) magnetic tape and cassette tape files, thus labelling them 
as available for output. 

Format: 

PG tape or cassette peripheral 

Examples: 

To purge a cassette tape on drive CTA : 

  

  

  

  

PG CTA 

To purge a magnetic tape on drive MTC : 

PG MTC 

Output messages: | 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

pericherel PG successful. Ncre. 
* PURGED * | . 

PG INVALID . peripherat not Femirput messece . 
) specified in messace. | © 

PG peripheral Tape could not be | Mske certain red tabs 
INVALID purged» as it 15 cn tcp of cassette are 

[ "write inhibited» turned outwards make 
or peripheral is cértzin “write permit 
not on the system. ring” is insertec ir 

tape. Fetry FG.       

Note: if an attempt is made to purge a tape which is in use, then the response to the OL message for that 
peripheral is displayed. } 
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PO (Power Off a disk) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to “logically” power off a disk (instruct the MCP that the disk is no longer 

required). At any time when the MCP is idle it is valid to logically power off the system disk with the PO 

command. This will cause the MCP to terminate. All systems disk files will be closed and SYS-SUPERUTL 

will go to End of Job (EOJ). 

No disk should be removed from the disk drive, no disk units should be powered down, nor should the main 

cabinet be switched off, until disks have been logically powered off with PO. Failure to observe this practice 

might cause disk problems at a later date. 

Format: 

PO disk peripheral 

Examples: 

PO DKA (disk cartridge) 

PO DMB (mini disk) 

PO DFA (fixed disk) 

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

disk peripheral OK 

or 

disk peripheral 
POWERED OFF 

Disk was Legically 
powereo off. 

It is row permissictle 
to nhysically cower off 
enc remove the disk 
from tke disk drive. 

  

disk perioheral 

REMOVED WITHOUT PO 
Disk was physically 
remaved before oeinsg 

logically power> 

ec off- 

Check cisk for possible 

corrupted data before 

re"useé.e 

  

  

NOT CN SYSTEM. 

PO disk cericheral specified cisk FeincCut. 

INVALID peripherat 15 
non "existarte 

Cex? PO DKW) 

PO disk peripheral Snecifieo disk is Feinpgut.e 

not currently on 

line. 

  

CANNOT POWER OFF 

SYSTEM. MIX KOT 

EMPTY. 

or 

PQ disk peripheral 

INVALID   Attempt has been made 
to PC the system disk 

while a program 15s 
oracessing-s 

Allow frogram to 
co to Enc of Job 
(EQ J)» then reinput.   
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If an attempt to Power Off a disk is made while files on that disk are in use, the OL message for the disk 
is printed. No further program will be allowed to open files on the disk and when all files in use have been © 

Closed, the disk will be logically powered off. If the disk is in use, it will not be powered off immediately after 
giving the PO command though it will print ‘disk peripheral POPED X FILES OPEN”, for all disks. 

  

If a disk is removed without being logically powered off, any program using files on that disk will eventually 
terminate with an error condition indicating hardware failure. 

A PO’d user disk may be made ready again by the RY command or by physically powering the unit off and 
on. - 
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PR (Assign Program Priority) . 

  

This intrinsic allows the operator to alter the priority of a program by moving it to the highest priority position 

in the class specified. 

Priority ““A” is low or normal priority, used for regular work. Within this class, programs which perform more 

physical I/O operations are given precedence. 

Priority ‘“‘B” is medium priority, used for utilities or programs which may be expected to do emergency work. 

The priority within this class is reverse historical: that is, a program of this priority placed in the mix will take 

precedence over previous programs of the same priority.   
Priority ‘““C” is high priority, used for data communications programs that are transaction-driven. These are 

normally dormant, awaiting a transaction, but when required to process a transaction they take high priority 

to minimize response times. Within this class, programs which do more physical I/O are given precedence. 

This intrinsic is not implemented on B 90 systems. 

A 

PR mix-number / program-name { B I 
C 

To change the priority of mix-number 3 (program REP506) to B: 

PR 03/REP506 B 

Format: 

Example: 

  

Output messages: 

  

  

    
MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

mix-number/program= Input accepted None 

name PR IS 
priority 

mixenumber/program- Mixe-number and Check with MX for 

name PR INVALID  program=name do proper Inout» ena 
not match revmenter 

or 
oriority vetue 

incorrect — 
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RY (Ready a Peripheral) © 

  

This intrinsic is used to “ready” a peripheral so the MCP can use it as a resource. When warmstarting, the 
system will automatically ready all peripherals on the system that are powered on. RY may also be used to 
Ready a previousy PO’d user disk. 

Format: 

RY peripheral 

Examples: 

To ready a self-scan: 

  

  

  

RY SSA 

To ready a line printer: 

| | RY LPA 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION 

RY peripherat Attempt was mace to Check input Creinput 
INVALID Reedy a non-existant if necessary) 

peripheral (Cthst is» 
RY LLP)$ | © 
Attempt was made to : 
ready a device alreacy 
"reacy™e 

RY cerioherat NOT Attempt was mace to . Check input Creinoct 
ON SYSTEM ready a peripheral if necessary). — 

on=line to the 
Comouter.       
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SF (Substitute Disk File) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to direct a program to a particular disk file if it is waiting on a “NO FILE”, 
“NO PACK”, “DUPLICATE FILE”, or “BAD FILE NAME” condition. 

This command causes temporary modification of the program’s file parameter block. The modification remains 
in effect for the current execution only, or until it is remodified by the program during the current execution. 

The command can only be used when the program is suspended waiting on one of the above conditions. It 
is not possible to anticipate the program’s requirements and modify the file parameter block in advance. 

  

This intrinsic is not implemented on B 90 and B 900 systems. i 

Format: 

v disk-name / 
SF mix-number i / program-name disk-name / file-name 

| file-name 

Examples: 

Program AP10 (mix number 01) requests a disk file called APD2T on disk APD. To direct the program to 
use file APD2S on the same disk: 

01/AP10 <10> WAITING APD/APD2T DK NO FILE 

SF 01/AP10 APD2S 
  

(the first line is the MCP output message; the second is the input SF message in response to the “NO FILE” 
condition). 

To direct the same program to use file APD2T on disk APD1: 

SF 01/AP10 APD1/ 

or 

SF 01 APD1/ 

To direct the same program to use file APTEMP on disk ARTD: 

SF 01 ARTD/APTEMP 

Output message: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSF SUGGESTED ACTION 

rix“rumber / Program 1S not Check with MX and 

orooram“name waiting on 4 “no reenter. 

SF INVALID file” or other 

conditione or 
mix“number and 

prcegran-nate 
do not corresponce     
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ST (Temporarily Suspend a Running Program) 

This intrinsic places a temporary halt on a program that is running. The program still appears in the mix. 
The data needed to restart the program exactly where it stopped is transferred from memory and stored on 
disk. The memory that was being used by the “stopped” program is now made available to the MCP for other 
use. The GO command must be used to restart the program. 

Format: 

  

V 
ST mix-number / program-name 

Examples: 

To stop the program whose mix-number is 3: 

| ST 3 

To stop the program PRO20: 

ST 3/PR020 

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

  
mix“number/programn ST successful - none 
Name STOPPED 

  

mix-number/progr am Program has already Check with.MX for status 
name INVALIC been stopped cf procram; (Creinput if 

or necessery).. 
prearam 185 not ir 
the mix.     
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SV (Save Peripheral) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to “logically” power off any input/output device (except disks, see PO intrin- 
sic) in order to prevent their use by any program. 

“Tape peripherals” include magnetic tape (MT) and cassette tape (CT). 

“Printer peripherals” include line printer (LP) and serial printer (SP). 

Format: 

    

= 

tape peripheral . 
printer peripheral 

SV self-scan peripheral > 
card-reader peripheral 
card-punch peripheral 

ou 

Examples 

SV LPA 

SV SSA 

It is possible to ‘“‘save”’ a device that is being used by a program. This will allow the program presently as- 
signed to this device to continue using it, but will prevent any subsequent programs from using the device. For 
example: : 

SV LPA 

LPA SAVED IN USE BY 06/PR060 

A “saved” device may be made “ready”’ again with the RY command or by physically powering the unit off 
and on. 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE | : POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

peripheral OK SV success ful None. 

SV peripheral Attempt was made to Feingut Cif necessary 

INVALID Save a cisk perip- Lsing correct ferif- 
heratl reral. | 

or 
device has already 
been saved. 

  

SV peripheral Specified peripheral Check inputs reinput 

NOT GN SYSTEF is not onwtlire te If necessary. 

the computer - 

  

peripheral POWER@ SV successful. | None. 

EO OFF |     
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VF (Vertical Format on Printer) 

  

This command allows the operator to define the actions to be taken by the printer when certain vertical for- © mat commands are sent. This command applies only to printers which have soft vertical format control. 

Format: 

VF peripheral height ae) | 1) 

The height field specifies the page height in lines. The channel number and line number fields are optional 
but when specified they must both be present as a pair. The channel number should be 2-11 and page height 
should not be more than 94. 

  

  
  

Example: 

VF LPA 66, 60, 2 10 

where page height = 66 
end of page = 60 
channel number = 2 
line number = 10 

NOTE: For details see LOAD.VFU utility. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

    

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES - 9UGGZST2D ACTION © 

VFU LOAD FAIL - | ~ Typing error correct the input | | 
ILLEGAL PARAMETER | and rewenter 
LIST 

\VFU LOAD FAIL = The speci fied RY the peripheral 
peripheral NuoT peripheral is not and rewenter 
ON LINE ready | 

VFU LOAD FAIL - The speci fied Wait until program 
peripheral | peripheral is has closed. the opr inter 
IN USE |. in use by a program files then re-input 

\VFU LOAD FAIL - The peripheral is » None 
peripheral HAS | not a B9249-30/50 
|NO SOFT VFu | Line printer     
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INTRODUCTION 
This section describes all standard CMS utilities that form part of a CMS system software release. The appli- 

cability of any utility depends, on the type of hardware available. For example, utilities requiring console files 

cannot be executed on machines without a console: as an example, CREATE, AMEND and UPDATE cannot 

be run on a B 1800. 

Table 4-1 gives a list of all required peripherals for each utility. In this table, required peripherals are de- 
noted by the letter ‘‘R’’, and optional peripherals by the letter ‘‘O’’. One asterisk (*‘*’’) indicates that out 
of all the options, at least one is required. In particular, those utilities requiring a line printer may-use a con- 
sole printer by default if the line printer is not present on the system. Two asterisks (*‘**’’) indicate that out 
of all the options, at least two are required. 

STAR FILES 
The star-file facility permits the initiating message parameters of most utilities to be specified on a disk file 

which is referenced in the initiating message. 

The utilities which do not support this feature are: 

CP — Compute 
DA —- Disk Analysis 
KEY.CHECK - Key Validity 
XD — Delete Bad Disk Sectors 
PPID — Pseudo-Pack Identifier 
WL — Which Log 
ARCS — Automatic Run Control System 
BF —- display Backup File information 
RB — Remove Backup files 

  

as well as the following B 90-only utilities: 

GEN.DUMPFL - Create empty B 90 Memory Dump File 
PATCHMAKER - Patch B 90 machine code, and object program files 
CONFIGURER - Configure B 90 System Software 

CO supports a star-file facility which is slightly different from the general utility star-file facility. Refer to 

CO, section 6, for details. 

The syntax (as inserted in the initiating message) 1s: 

S— + 1+ <disk-ia>/ < fileid > ——— 

The utilities which support the star-file feature have the limitation of 400 significant characters within their 
initiating message. (The initiating message for LD may be up to 600 significant characters in length). 

- Star files may contain any number of records, with any record size. A single space is considered a significant 
character, and any double space encountered is considered to be a single space (and hence only one significant 
character). Spaces at either end of the message are ignored. 

Where star files are a feature of a particular utility, the star file may be placed at any point in the initiating 

message after the utility name. The initiating message may contain any number of star files but these may 

not be nested: that is, the information within a star file must not contain a call on any other star file. 

If the specified file cannot be found, a ‘‘<file-name> NOT FOUND”’ message is displayed by the utility. 
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Table 4-1. Peripherals Required by CMS-Common Utilities 
Cassette 

s1e, Serial 7 Line Card Card | Paper 
Utility Console | Disk Printer Self-Scan Printer Mag Tape Reader | Punch | Tape ICMD 

  

  

ADD R 
AMEND *| R 
BF R 
CH | 
CHECKADUMP. 
CHECK.DISK 
CO * 
COMPARE ** 
COPY * 
cP 
CREATE * 
DA 
DCR 
DD 
DSKUTL 
DUMP 
FL 
FS 
ICMD «| 
IR 
KA * 
KEY.CHECK R 
KX 
LB 
LD 
LF 
LIST * 
LOAD 
LR 
MODIFY 
PB 

|PD | 
PL * 
RB 
RL 
RM 
SCR 
SQ 
SYCOPY | | 
TAPELR* O O 
TAPEPD 
TL 
UNLOAD 
UPDATE * R 
XD 
Examples: 

1. RM *M101A/RMFILE | 

where RMFILE is a disk file on disk M101A containing one record with the contents REP200, REP562, 

~ RQ=, RCOPY 

2. DA *DISK1/F | © 
where F is a file containing a list of filenames. 
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3. COPY *DISK2/B | 
where B is a file containing the remainder of the initiating message — ‘‘FILEA <BOTH> TO DISK3/ 

FILES’”’ 

SYS-SUPERUTL 
This system utility provides the following functions: 

CH - change the name of a file or group of files 

KX — interrogate disk space 

PD — interrogate disk directory 

RM — remove a file or group of files 

IR —- initiate recall of SPO log messages 

LB —- look back in SPO log 

LF — look forward in SPO log 

It executes automatically if the program file is on the systems disk when one of these functions is required. 

This program is also automatically executed at warmstart time and co-ordinates logging functions at that time. 

SYS-SUPERUTL supports the following filetypes: 

  

Filetype Description 

00 Normal Data 

01-0E Source Language 

OF Source Library 

10-12 Normal Code 

13 Protected Code 
14-16 Interpreter/SORTINTRINS/MCPX/SAU 

21 SYSLANGUAGE local language 

22 SYSCONFIG -— a required file 

30 Virtual Memory/Dump 

31 System Log 

40-41 MPLII. Compiler Work 

81 Key 

AO Printer Backup 

  
  
  

Of these, the following filetypes are system files: 

13 Protected Code 
14-16 Interpreter/SORTINTRINS/MCPX/SAU 
21 SYSLANGUAGE local language 
22 SYSCONFIG 
30 Virtual Memory/Dump 
31 System Log 

A request for the removal of a system file causes the RM utility to output 

<file-name> IS A SYSTEM FILE 

AX <mix-no>/RM ACPT 

Then, to remove a system file: 

~ AX <mix-no> <file-name> OK 

The utility has some features which can cause the operator confusion. The utility does not appear in the 
response to the MX command unless it is actually performing one of its functions, when it appears as 12/ 
PD or 12/CH etc., according to the function which it is currently performing. If an attempt is made to execute 
one of the SYS-SUPERUTL functions when it is already busy, then a response of ““<64> LOAD FAILURE 
UTILITY BUSY” is returned. 
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SYSLANGUAGE 
All CMS utilities which output SPO messages, with the exception of PATCHMAKER, GEN.DUMPEL, BF, 

RB and SYCOPY, display these messages from a common SYSLANGUAGE file. THIS FILE MUST BE 
PRESENT IN ORDER FOR ANY OF OF THE UTILITIES USING IT TO EXECUTE. Associated with this 
file is the message: | 

  

“INVALID DICTIONARY ENTRY <entry-no>”’ 

which denotes that the utility executing has attempted to display a message which is not contained in the dic- 
tionary file SYSLANGUAGE. 

PSEUDO-PACKS 
Pseudo-packs allow fixed disk units containing multiple disk platters to be handled as one large contiguous 

disk. This enables the MCP to address the space on all disk platters as one large available area. 

The disk structure that makes this possible is the Pseudo-Pack Identifier Table (PPIT) and is only relevant 
to fixed disk directories. The fixed disk directory generated at disk initialization for systems using pseudo- 
packs consists of four parts: 

The name list. 
The disk file headers for each file. 
The available table. | 
The Pseudo-Pack Identifier Table (PPIT). 

The relationship between these parts is shown in figure 4-1. 

  

  

  
  

  
  

  

  

                

TRACK LABEL 
ZERO DISK 

Vv VWV © Vy | | WV 

DIRECT- AVAILABLE NAME DISK FILE eo IE Re 
ORY TABLE LIST HEADERS ete 

      
  

          
DISK | | | 
SPACE | Ww     
  

\ 
FOR — 

FILES — —— 

Figure 4-1. Fixed Disk Directory Structure 

The available table and disk file headers generated at initialization time have entries which reflect the logical 
structure of the entire disk unit. © 
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The name list now contains a list of each file on the entire disk unit and a unique identifier, which is used 

to distinguish files contained on one pseudo-pack from files contained on another pseudo-pack. 

  

The PPIT is a list of ali the pseudo-packs declared on the system. An identical PPIT exists on each fixed 

disk unit. 

The ADD PACK intrinsic enables the operator to declare a new pseudo-pack to the system. It also allows 

the operator to declare the pseudo-pack as restricted or unrestricted. Once a pseudo-pack has been declared 

restricted or unrestricted, this designation cannot be changed. 

When a new file is created on an unrestricted pseudo-pack, areas for the file may be allocated on any of 

the fixed disks. When a file is created on a restricted pseudc-pack (or with physical unit pack-id), areas for 

the file are allocated only on the designated unit. 

When searching for a file on an unrestricted pseudo-pack, the PPIT and file directories on all fixed disk 

units are searched, otherwise, only the PPIT and file directory on the designated unit are searched. 

The Pseudo-Pack Identifier Display (PPID) utility allows the operator to list the Pseudo-Pack Identifier Table 

on the operator display terminal (ODT) or line printer. 

LOGGING 
When the system is warmstarted, the SYS-SUPERUTL utility is initiated and SYS-LOG files are created. 

The information about the number and size of log-files is stored in a file called ‘“SYSCONFIG”’ (see CONFI- 

GURER). The MCP then initiates a function of SYS-SUPERUTL, which starts up the ‘‘TL’”’ utility, and the 

transfer of log-files to a ‘‘SYS-LOG-HOLD”’ file begins. When all the log-files are transferred and TL goes 

to End of Job, SYS-SUPERUTL removes the old SYS-LOG files and creates new SYS-LOG files. 

During a session, all the console input/output messages that normally appear on the SPO are stored in SYS- 

LOG files SYS-LOG-01 through SYS-LOG-nn, where ‘‘nn’’ is 03 to 16 (see CONFIGURER). When one log- 

file is full, the messages are directed to the next log-file. When all the log-files are full, the logging is directed 

to the first file again. This overwrites the information held in the SYS-LOG-01 file unless the utility ““TL” 

is begun beforehand, which will transfer all the transferable log-files and keep them in the ‘“‘TRANSFERRED” 

state (see TL and WL). 

The system will automatically transfer all log-files only at warmstart time. 

COMMON UTILITY OUTPUT MESSAGES 

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSS TIRLE CAUSES SUGGESTED AT TIGN 

INVALID CHARACTER Nisk rame or file nane Check input ard 

IN IDENTIFIER contains Character(s) re“iroput if nec* 

| not pernitted Cy the essarye 

system-e Valic charac” 

ters are? AvwZ» O7G» 

eo. (dot)>» “= (cash). 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER Typing errcr. Check input. After 

LIST words “ILLEGAL 

PARAMETERS LIST” 

system will disolay 

portion of input 

fessaqe that contains 

  

  

error. 

filetname NOT FOUND Specified file name Check iIncut and reenter 

or is not or ci1sk. if necessary, check 

filename NOT ON for ccrrect Cisks 

LINE supply specified file 

(COPY file from tack=- 

up mecium or create 

fite). 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NO SPECIFICATIONS 
GIVEN 

Input message is Check input and 
incomplete. re-erte€re 
  

DISK disk*name 

NOT GPENED AOT ON 

LINE 

or 

DISK disk=name 
NOT AVAILABLE 

or 

DISK disk*name 

FOR XD NOT 

AVAILABLE 

Specified cisk is Check input are 

not online to 
computer, 

Ready cisk; 

  

TFILE LIST MAY BE 
INCOMPLETE 

A group of files on an 

unrestricted oseudo- 

disk was requested» but 

the disk is off-line. 
  

PSEUDC@“DISK pseudo- 

disk=name ON DSK 
diskename NOT 
AVAILABLE 

The pseucomdisk 

soecified has not been 
found. 

  

DISK disk*name [5 
A PSELDO-DISK   Correct the disk 

name and reinptut.e 

The disk specified is 

not a physical disk 

Cut a pseuconwdisk: 

protatly the input 

cisk name is incorrect. 

This message is printed 

cy those utilities 
which cannot handle 

pseudo"diskSe | 
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ADD (Add Files From Library Tape to Disk) 

This function, a part of the utility LD, allows the operator to copy files from a library tape to a disk. 

Format: 

. , Y file-name or 
| LD | ADD FROM library-tape-name | TO disk-name group-name | sorus’ 

If the <BOTH> option is used immediately after a request to add a keyfile, the data file will also be copied, 
provided it does not precede the keyfile on the library tape. The keyfile will then refer to the disk which now 
holds the data file (rather than the disk from which the data file was dumped to the library tape). 

  

A file is copied only if no other files on the specified disk have the same name. 

Examples: 

To copy all files from ARTAPE to the system disk: 

ADD FROM ARTAPE= 

To copy a file called PRFILE from PRTAPE to a disk called PRBU: 

ADD FROM PRTAPE TO PRBU PRFILE 

To copy files called GL300 and GL200 from, GLTAPE to the system disk: 

LD ADD FROM GLTAPE GL300 GL200 

To copy a keyfile called PR240K and its data file from a tape called PRTAPE to a system disk= 

ADD FROM PRTAPE PR240K <BOTH> 

Since “ADD” is a part of the utility LD, “LD” is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discontinue 
the ADD function, “DS mix-number/LD” must be used. 

Output messages: 

  

MESSASE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

   

file"name LOADED ADG successful None. 

  
Library*tape-name 

NOT A RECOGNIZED 
DUMP TAPE 

Specified tape does 

not have a valid CxS 
labels or has not 
been created by the 

top utility (Cfor 

example? tane 15s a 

CoPY tape). 

Frovide correct t-are 

énd retrys or DS LC 
rtility. 

  
NO FILES IN THE 
FAMILY group"name 

ON TAPE Library- 
tape-name FOF 

AND   
Specified group was 
not found cn Library 

Ldpn@ e 

Check input and re- 
input 1f necessary, 
Check for correct 
libraryctape. 
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MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

NO FILE filename 

ON TAPE tibrary-tape- 
name FOR ADC 

Specified file was not 

found on tibrary 

tanee 

Check input and rectinput 

if necessary>s check 
for correct library 
tace. 

  

filename LOADL/ End of File reached Try tape on different 

  

DUMP DISCREPANCY before expectec. DO1sk drive in case the 

Fite Header may te drive is at fault. 
corrupted. Possittly 
due to mis"reacing 
of tape. 

NO FILES TO LOAD No files were founs Check Input and re- 
on this tape to cony Input if necessary; 
to diske Creck for correct tapde. 

  

filename NOT LOANED 
“ ALREADY OA SJISK. 

ALTHOUGH WITH 

Fite not coplec as a 

file with the same 

name already exists 

Normatty rCremove with 

KM the duplicete file 
and rer-attempt the 

    
DIFFERENT ATTRIS@ on disk. If the 2Z ADC. 

UTES. files aoiffer in record, 

block» and file sizes» 

the "DIFFERENT ATTRIa- 

UTES” message prints. 

filename OATA FILE Vata file for given None. 
NOT FOUND ON TAPE 

FOR LOAD. 
keyfile does not 

follow on tafe. Data 

file cannot be copiec. 
Keyfile 1s Copiec. 

  

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 

    

  

 



      

  

AMEND (Disk File Amending) 

This utility is used to modify records within an existing data or source file. The CREATE and UPDATE 

utilities use many similar features. It is only available for use on systems which have console files. The utility 

supports the star-file feature. If a file is AMENDed, the generation number of the file is incremented by one. 

Format: 

AMEND disk-name / file-name A | nestor WW number | 

Input may be either alphanumeric (A) or hexadecimal (N) (see CREATE for details). The default is A. 

Entering TABSTOP in the initiating message causes AMEND to set up TAB positions coinciding with the 

end of the console line as well as any other tabs specified. Tabs must be used with AMEND, despite the 

fact that no new records are being entered. | 

  

  

Default tab positions have been chosen to allow a maximum number of characters to be inserted on one 

line. AMEND uses nine for the record number and 110 for the contents of the record. In addition, manually 

selected tabs may still be used. The end-of-console line-tabs (depending on record size and file-type) are as 

follows: 

Source or Data alphanumeric : 111 221 331 441 . 

Data Hexadecimal : 56 111 166 221 276 331 386 441 496 

These tab positions are the same as those set for CREATE with regard to record input, although AMEND 

has no facility to input new records. : 

Examples: 

Tabs Set at: 

AMEND FILEA TABSTOP 111 221 331 

AMEND FILEB A TABSTOP S51 61 221 51 61 111 221 331 441 

AMEND FILEC N TABSTOP | 56 111 166 221 276 331 386 441 

In these examples, FILEA is a sourcefile with a record size of 410, 

FILEB is a datafile with a record size of 500, 
FILEC is a datafile with a record size of 450. 

The ‘‘number’’ option may be used to set tab positions for character input (see CREATE for details). 

The utility operates in two modes: ‘“‘Record Modify’ (PK2) and ‘Record Select” (PK3). 
  

  

PK1 PK2 PK 3 PK & PKS5 PKE 

write 

Last & | mcdify | select “-- --- FOS 

get 
next                 

An OCK4 “‘help”’ option is provided, which will output the above options when pressed in either Modify 

or Select mode. In order to show which mode the utility was in when OCK4 was pressed, an asterisk (*) 

is printed next to that mode on the Help display. | 

PK1 is used to select the next sequential record in the file to be printed. The use of PK1 terminates “Record 

Modify’? and ‘‘Record Select’? modes, therefore a re-selection of mode must be made before continuing. 
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If PK3 (‘‘Record Select’? mode) is used, the required record is identified by logical record number using 
this format: : 

  

| RECORD number 

_ The ‘‘number’’ may take any value from 1 to the number of records in the file. 

PK2 is used to make corrections to existing records. This PK operates as PK2 in CREATE utility (see CRE- 
ATE for details). 

Example: 

To amend a source file called MYFILE, record size 40 bytes, tab set at 5, 10, 15, 20: 

AMEND MYFILE 5 10 15 20 

First select a record by pressing PK3, and then enter ‘‘20’’ for logical record 20 in MYFILE. The utility 
selects and prints the contents of record 20: 

20 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 

To replace characters, press PK2 and type the replacement 

D : ZZZZ : OCK1 
resulting in ‘‘20 ABCDZZZZIJKLMNOPQRST”’ 
Or if insertion of characters is desired, type the characters to be inserted into the record: 

Z: XXXXXX : OCK2 

resulting in ‘‘20 ABCDZXXXXXXZZZOPQRST”’ 

NOTE 
The insertion from character six to eleven will result in the shifting of characters 
“ZZZIIKLMN”’ from byte position 12 to the boundary of the next tab position, 
which is 15. Therefore only 3 characters ‘‘ZZZ’’ are shifted from 12 to 14 and “‘IJ- 
KLMN”’ are lost. The text from the next tab position 15 onwards is not affected. 

Starting Byte for Modification 

A starting byte can be specified for the modification of a record. 

If both the identifying string and the start position are specified, the utility scans from the start position 
for that identifying string. The portion of the record before the start position is ignored. If that identifying 
String does not exist, ‘‘BYTE WITHIN RECORD SPECIFIED NOT FOUND” is displayed and the utility 
then awaits re-input. 

Format: 

| identifying string : amending character string : Start position 

. amending character string :_ start position 

. identifying string amending character string | 
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Example: 

The following file (named FILEA) is to be amended. 

Rec. No. Contents of Record 

AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE “

J
A
 

aA 
&
 
W
N
 =
 

1. This first example illustrates modification of each record by replacement. 

Enter: ‘“‘AMEND FILEA”’ 

The following is displayed: 

2DATA AMEND 

PK1 PK2 *PK3 PK6 
NEXT MODIFY SELECT END 

Press PK1. This causes the next record to be displayed (in this case, the first): 

1 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

Enter the amending command and press OCK1 (for replacement): 

BBBBB:XXXXX: (OCK1) 

AMEND now displays the AMENDed record: 

1 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

Press PK1. 

2 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

“XXXXX:11 (OCK1) 
2 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

Press PK1 | 
3 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

BBBBB:XXXXX:2 (OCK1) 
3 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

Press PK1. 
4 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

BBBBB:XXXXX:26 (OCK1) 
4 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDA AAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDEEEEE 

Press PK1 

5 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
XXXXX:31 

5 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDEEEEE 
Press PK1 

6 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
BBBBB:XXXXX:7 

6 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBXXXXXDDDDDEEEEE 

27END AMEND 
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2. In this next example, insertion is being performed: | | © 

Enter: AMEND FILEA 

As for replacement, the following is displayed: 

PK1 PK2 *PK3 PK6 
NEXT MODIFY SELECT END 

Press PK1 to display the next record: 

| AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

Enter the amendment followed by OCK2: 

BBBBB:XXXXX: (OCK2) 
1 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDD 

Press PK1 

2 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
>XXXXX:11 (OCK2) 

2 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDD 
Press PK1 . 

3 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE. 

BBBBB:XXXXX:2 (OCK2) 
3 AAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDD 

Press PK1 

4 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 

BBBBB:XXXXX:26 (OCK2) 
4 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDD 

© 
Press PK1 

5 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
>XXXXX:31 (OCK2) 

5: AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDD 
Press PK1 

- 6 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDEEEEE 
BBBBB: XXXXX:7 (OCK2) | 

6 AAAAABBBBBCCCCCDDDDDAAAAABBBBBXXXXXCCCCCDDDDD 

?7END AMEND 

Output Messages: 

  

Refer to the section on the CREATE utility for output messages. 
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BF 

The BF utility enables the user to display information about backup files residing on one or more disks. 

Entering BF or BF HELP displays the syntax diagram for BF, which is as follows: 

  a 

  

    
  

  

  

      

    

    
  

    
    

  

      
  

BF - < file-id > > 

FROM —7— <disk-id > a 1 <fileid> * 

OoN-— = 

ALL 

| <int-1 > 

< int-2 > 

? > 
LL DETAIL - -—— BEFORE <mm>/ <dd>/ <yy>—— 

LL ‘PRINT | | | 
where: | 

<disk-id> specifies the disk on which the utility seeks backup files; the default is the 

backup disk designate. 

The following specifications designate the files or groups of files about which the information is required: 

<file-id> designates a backup file or a family of backup files. Either the external 

or the internal file name may be specified. 

* <file-id> * is used when <file-id> alone could cause confusion (for example, BF * 

5 * designates the backup file named 5 instead of the one named 

PB00005). 

= specifies all the backup files PBxxxxx, where 1 = xxxxx = 65535.   
  

  

<int.1> 

<int.1> -— <int.2> 

ALL 

DETAIL 

2015228—003 

specifies the backup file PB<int.1>. 

specifies all the backup files from PB<int.1> to PB<int.2>. 

_ specifies all backup files irrespective of their names. 

option causes BF to display for each backup file specified: 

~ the external name of the backup file 

the internal name of the backup file 

the file’s name in the backup file 

the filesize 

the creation date and time 

the name of the creator program. 

The default for DETAIL is to display 
<file-id> ON LINE 

for each file found within the range specified. 
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listed. : 
MM and DD (month and day respectively) may be either 1 or 2 digits, 
while YY must be 2 digits. - 

BEFORE <mm/dd/yy> option causes all backup files created before the specified date to be © 

  

Examples: | 

To specify the file PB00006 from the system disk: 

BF 6 

To specify the file PB00026 and all backup files in the family MPL=, on the disk USEDSK: 

BF FROM USEDSK 26 , MPL= 

To specify PB00016, PB00019 on the system disk, all the backup files named PBxxxxx on the disk TASK 
and all backup files in the range PB00040 to PB00063 on the disk ARDSK, each one of these files subject 
to the date given: 

BF 16,19 ; FROM TASK = ; FROM ARDSK 40-63 BEFORE 1/6/81 

Messages: 

The syntax error messages issued by the utility are self-explanatory. The utility goes to EOJ after having 
displayed: : | 

© 6 oie 2c 2 2 2 BF ABORTED 3 2 2K KK 9? 

and having advised the user to use the BF HELP utility. 

In the cases where the utility issues a message which includes quotes, the user should read ‘‘asterisk’’ in- 
stead of ‘‘quote’’. 

© 
If a disk cannot be opened, BF continues executing, going on to the next disk specified, after having dis- } 

played the following message: 

UNABLE TO ACCESS DISK <disk-id> 

If a file cannot be found, or no files are found in a family, BF goes on to the next file specified, after having 
issued appropriate messages concerning the absent files. 

On completion, BF issues the message: 

** BF COMPLETE ** 

Limitations: 

Although the filetype for printer-backup files is supported by the B 90, the B 90 system has no current facil- 
ities for creating printer-backup files. : , 
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CH (Change File Name) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This utility allows the operator to change the name of a file or group of files on disk. The <DATA> option 

~ allows the data file of an indexed pair to be changed, and it will also cause the keyfile to refer to the new 

data file name (the keyfile name does not change). 

  

  

Format: 

yy file-name or Vv file-nam - e 
CH disk-name / | group-name ) < DATA> TO group-name 

Examples: 

To change the name of a single file: 

CH BPS320D/DCSTSK36K TO DCSTSK 

CH DCSTSK TO INDISK3TSK 

To change a group of files: 

CH BPS320A/AR= TO BP= 

CH PRB= TO PR= 

To change several different files or groups of files: 

CH DCSTSK TO INDISK3TSK, BPS320A/AR= TO BP= 

To change the name of the data file of an indexed pair: 

CH AR200K <DATA> TO AR200BU 

Note: if a change of group file name is specified with the <DATA> option then the data file should appear 

in the directory after the keyfile. If this is not the case then the name of the data file is changed first, and 

when the attempt to change the key file name is made, a “data file-name NOT FOUND” message will be dis- 

played. This will not occur when changing the name of a single indexed file. 

Output messages: 

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIPLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

"file name” CHANGED TO Fite nanre success- Nore. 

"fite name” fully chanced. 

"file name” AQT Specified file Check Input or (res 

CHANGED = NOT FOUND name 15 not on input 1f necessary) » 

disk. Check for correct 

disk. 

NO FILES FOLKD FOR Specified group Check input Cre~infut 

CHANGING IN THE name is not on | if necesSary) 

FAMILY. “"group7=name”™ disk. Check for Correct 

| disk.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

“file name” NOT 
CHANGED IN USE 

Fite"’s mame Cannot 
be changed because 

it is currently 

being used by system. 

Wait until file is 
ro toncer in use» 
then ré“input. 

  

“name” FILE IDENT= 
IFIEF TOO LONG 

Attemot has been mace 
to change a file name 
to more than 12 

characters in lerctt. 

Remirpute 

  

"file name* NOT 
-ICHANGED - ILLEGAL 
REQUEST 

Attemot has been made 

to change the name of. 

a file to “SYSMEM™ 
Ca name reserved for 

system use) or att 
snaces. 

Rerirptut. 

  

"file name” NOT. 
CHANGED - "file name” 
ALREADY ON OISK 

Attempt has been made 

to duplicate the name 
of a file atready on 
diske 

Rewirpuit. 

  

KEYFILE “"fite name" 
NOW POINTS TO DATA 

FILE "file name”. 

Successful completior 
of data file name 

change. 

None, 

  } 

<64> LOAD FAILURE 
UTILITY sbUSY   Another function of 

SYS*SUPERUTL is being 
executed. 

Wait until 

SYS*SUPERUTL is 

freee then re-ingut. 
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CHECKADUMP (Compare Library Tape with Disk) 

This utility allows the operator to compare information in files on a library tape with corresponding files on 
disk. It is used to verify that a library tape is correct after files have been DUMPed or UNLOADed, or that 
disk files are correct after files have been ADDed or LOADed. Specified tape is processed sequentially, file 
by file, and the disk is searched for corresponding files. The utility will notify the operator on up to four errors 
in a given file. If there are more than four errors, it will ignore the rest of that file, and proceed to the next 
file on tape. 

\ 
7 

EK < file-id > 4 

< group-id > 

To compare files on the tape called PRTAPE with the corresponding files on the system disk: 

CHECKADUMP PRTAPE 

Format: 
  

    CHECKADUMP =~ < library-tape-name > —*— WITH < disk-id > dab   

Examples: 

To compare files on the tape called ARTAPE with the corresponding files on a disk called ARDISK2: 

CHECKADUMP ARTAPE WITH ARDISK2 

To compare the file TESTFL on the tape called BRTAPE with the corresponding file on the disk called 
ARDISK3: 

CHECKADUMP BRTAPE WITH ARDISK3/TESTFL 
Output messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

nes Sace POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

Library-tape-name First record of tape None. Utility ends. 

NOT A RECOGNIZED not recognized by 
DUMP TAPE | CHECKADUMP. Tare 

| : may not have heen 
created by LD 

utility. 

library-tape-name More or fewer entries None. (See CMS MCP 

INVALIC DIRECTORY in directory on tape Reference. Manual 

ON TAPE than soecified ir the for adcitional in- 

first record of tape. formation on taode 

, forméts. 

COMPARISGN ERROR Header in tody of tacve fecreete dunp tape. . 

ON Library-tacre- 1S not identical to 

name ON OISK FILE resnective heacer in 
HEADERS. | disk directory. The 

error count for the 
file is increased Fy 1- 

COMPARISON ERROR Corresponding cisk kecreate dump taPde. 

ON filename FILE NOT file cannot be founc 
FOUND FOR CHECK. for file or tafe. 

DISK EXPIRING Self Explanatory Backup Disk 
BACKUP RECOMMENDED   
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

MESSAGE SUGGESTED ACTION 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Corresponding disk Recreate dump tape. 
file*name FILE NOT file cannot be read 
AVAILABLE FOR for this file on 
CHECK tape. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Discrepancy between Recreate dump tape. 
file*name CAROUND disk fite and tape 
RECORD number) file. Record numter 

in vacinity of error 
in file is printed, 
if possible. One is 
added to error Count 

for this file. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference tn length Recreate dump tape. 
filename AROUND of tape and disk files. 
END OF FILE One 15 added to error 

count for that file. 

COMPARISON ERROR Difference in sizes Recreate dump tape. 
ON filename DIFFER: of disk and tape 
ING FILE SIZES files. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in fite Recreate dump tape. 
file*name CIFFERING types of files being | 
FILE TYPES | como ared. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in recorc Recreate dump tape. 
file-name DIFFERING Sizes of the files 
RECORD SIZES being comoared-e 
COMPARISGN ERROR CN Difference in block Recreate dump tape. 
filecname CIFFERING Sizes of files being 
BLOCK SIZES compared. 

NO DISCREPANCIES CHECKADUMP success" None. 
BETWEEN DUMP TAPE ful. 
library*tape"name 
AND. DISK diSk=name. 

DISCREPANCIES FOUNC Discrepancy discover”? Recreate dump tape. 
BETWEEN DUMP TAPE 

library"tape"name 
AND DISK disk=name. 

ed between disk fite 
and tape file. 

  

  
NOTE: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 
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CHECK.DISK (Check all Sectors of a Disk) 

This utility checks either a specified area, or the whole area, of the specified disk by checking blocks of 

32 sectors. If an error occurs in a block, each sector within that block is checked individually. 

Format: 

  

  

< start-address > — < end-address > 

  

      CHECK.DISK———*——_ <disk-id > — 

  

< start-address > < number of sectors > 

It is possible that, because of a hardware failure, an error may be detected when a block read is being per- 

formed but no errors are detected during the subsequent sector-by-sector read of that block. This is referred 
to as an ‘‘inconsistent error’’. 

When inconsistent errors are encountered, CHECK.DISK continues execution. It is therefore possible to 
have several read error messages output by the MCP while the utility displays a “‘NO ERRORS” message 

on completion of the check. 

Checking of only defined areas is permitted by specifying sector ranges in the initiating message (start and 
end addresses or number of sectors). 

These sector ranges may be up to 8 decimal numbers or up to six-digit hex numbers delimited by the charac- 

ters @ (AT) or . (PERIOD). 

Example: 

CHECK.DISK ARBK 32-128 
or CHECK.DISK ARBL @000020@-@000080@ 

The disk-name must be specified if sector ranges are required. If sector ranges are not specified, the utility 
will default to checking the complete disk from sector zero to the end address. 

The utility determines whether a sector with a read error is denoted as BAD in the directory available table 
and displays the messages on encountering such an error: 

ERROR NOTIFIED ON READING DISK disk-name 
followed by SECTOR <address> DENOTED AS BAD IN DISK DIRECTORY 

or SECTOR <address> NOT DENOTED AS BAD IN DISK DIRECTORY 

If one or more inconsistent errors occur, the message: 

‘INCONSISTENT ERROR(S) NOTIFIED — POSSIBLE MEDIUM/DRIVE FAULT” 

is displayed on completion of a disk or disk area check. 

If no consistent errors are found, but one or more inconsistent errors occur, then ‘“‘NO CONSISTENT ER- 

RORS’”’ is displayed with the above message. 

If one or more consistent errors are encountered, one of the following two messages is displayed on comple- 

tion of a disk or disk area check: 

ONE CONSISTENT ERROR NOTIFIED 
or <n> CONSISTENT ERRORS NOTIFIED 

If no errors — consistent or inconsistent — occur, the.message ‘““NO ERRORS” is displayed. 

On completion of checking an area or the whole disk, if any read errors were encountered on sectors which 
are not denoted as BAD in the available table, the message: 

nnn BAD SECTOR(S) NOT DENOTED IN DIRECTORY 

is displayed following the summary and error count messages. 
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If the utility detects that it is being run on 1 me 
End of Job if circumstances dictate, as follows: 

If 15-30 bad sectors are found, the following message is displayed: 

DISK disk-id SHOULD BE REINITIALISED SOON 
If more than 31 bad sectors are found, the following message is displayed: 

DISK disk-id EXCEEDS BAD SECTOR LIMIT 
PLEASE POWER OFF DISK disk-id 

If this message is given, the disk should not be used again. 

Output messages: 

gabyte floppy disk, it will give an additional message at 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

BEYOND END OF DISK 
disk~-name   with the next sector range 

specified. 

Note: refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 

4—20 

(ESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

CHECK.DISK ON disk- This message is None. 
mane CUNPLETED - ONF disnlayec after all 
CONSISTENT ERROR sectors have been read 
NOTIFIcDe 6no one error has been 

detected. 

CHECK.eOTSK ON disk- The utility has found None. 
name COMPLETED - more than one bac 
number FRRCRS NOTIFIED sector. 

READ FRRGR IN OCL OF An error was None. 
disk=*name.e encountered while. 

reedcding sector zero of 

the specifiec cisk. 

ERROK NOTIFICD ON Normal output mwessage. None. 
READING SFCTUR xr Utility continues. 

CHECK DISK JN Normal EUJI messayese None. 
disk=name COMPLETED 
“ERRORS NOTIFIEO 

or 
CHECK.DISK ON 

disk=name CO4PLET= 
ED“NQ ERROR 
CHECK.DISK ON Only one sector specified None. 
disk-name SECTOR for checking and found to 
address ~- NQ ERROR be readable. 

CHECK. DISK ON An area of sectors None. 
disk-name AREA checked. 
address-address 
COMPLETED | | 

CHECK.DISK ON Every sector of the disk None. 
disk-name checked. 
COMPLETED | : | | 

SECTOR start-address The utility will continue None,   
       



    

  
  

COMPARE (Compare Files) 
This utility compares corresponding records in two files, or in pairs of files within two groups. A realignment 

feature is also available as an aid to detecting missing records. 

Format: 
  

        

< file-id > -——— 

COMPARE Lb sopnine Seb <disk-id > / i <group-id> —“4— wiTtH —— > 

f— <fieid> — | , 

—_—_— < disk-id > <group-id > | jw ys 

The NOPRINT option results in suppression of the full printed error listing. Instead, the following is dis- 
played on the SPO only when the first error occurs: 

  

              

FIRST DIFFERENCE FOUND BETWEEN FILES - 

file-name-1 RECORD record-number AT BYTE offset 
fileename-2 RECORD record-number AT BYTE offset 

Examples: 

To compare file PQ6OR on the system disk with file PQ60RS on disk PRB3: 

COMPARE PQ60R WITH PRB3/PQ60RS 

To compare the groups of files beginning with AR and the files A27Q on disk ARBK1 and ARBK2: 

COMPARE ARBK1/AR= WITH ARBK2/AR=, 

ARBK1/A27Q WITH ARBK2/A27Q 

To compare the file IV20F on the system disk with the file of the same name on disk 132, with realignment: 

COMPARE IV20F WITH 1I32/IV20F R 

If corresponding records are different, the following is printed on a line printer file (or console printer if the 
line printer is not available). 

DIFFERENCE DETECTED AT BYTE @nnnn@ 

where n is the number of the byte in the record, starting from 0. The two records are then printed, using 
more than one line if necessary,with the following format: 

byte-offset 

32-byte groups in hexadecimal 

32-byte groups in ASCII 

(A null character (00) in hex is represented by “..”’, and a non-printable character in ASCII represented by. 
a blank). 

Comparison of groups of files works as in the following example: 

Assume DISK1 contains the files A, B, C, D, AB, AC, ABC, BC. 

Assume DISK2 contains the files A, B, C, D, AB, AC, ABC, BC, BD, EF. 
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Then 

COMPARE DISK1/= WITH DISK2/= compares all files on DISK1 with the corresponding files on © 
DISK2. | 

But 

COMPARE DISK2/= WITH DISK1/= compares files on DISK2 with the corresponding files on 
DISK1, and will fail to find DISK1/BD and DISK1/EF. 

Similarly, 

COMPARE DISK1/A= WITH DISK2/A= compares files A, AB, AC and ABC on DISK1 with the 
corresponding files A, AB, AC and ABC on DISK1 with the corresponding files on DISK2. 

Also, 

COMPARE DISK1/A= WITH DISK2/AB= compares the following pair of files: 

DISK1/A with DISK2/AB, 

DISK1/AB with DISK2/ABB, (not found) 

DISK1/AC with DISK2/ABC, 

DISK1/ABC with DISK2/ABBC (not found) 

The realignment option works in the following manner: 

If three consecutive records fail to compare then an attempt is made to compare the third record of the second 
file with the next two records of the first file. 

If all these five comparisons fail then an attempt is made to compare the fifth record of the first file with 
the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh records from the second file. 

If this comparison fails, then the comparison is terminated with an appropriate message (see later). 

If a correct comparison occurs at any stage, then the compared records are used as synchronization for restart- 
ing normal comparisons. : | 

For example, consider FILE1 containing 10 records A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J , and FILE? containing 
twelve records K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, and V. 

The utility compares record A with record K, then B with L, then C with M. If all these comparisons fail, 
then if realignment is specified record M is compared with records D and E. If this also fails, record E is com- 
pared with records N, O, P and Q. If none of these compare, the comparison is terminated. 

Note that if there is a missing record in one file, and realignment is NOT specified, a comparison error will 
arise on every succeeding record until end-of-job. 

Additional Capabilities 
Further features in this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in figure 4-2, which gives the com- 

plete input specifications. 

For B 900 systems, the utility attempts to open SYSMEM on all PPIT listed units for directory scanning 
and searches for a PPIT entry with a tag of @20@ for the system pseudo disk-name. | 

Non-disk devices: 

Files on devices other than disk may be compared by following the file name by one of the following key- 
words: 

CRD - any 80-column or 96-column card device 

PTR —- any paper tape input device 

MTP - any magnetic tape or cassette device 

DSK - any disk device (the default; this keyword is for © 

documentation only) 
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COMPARE vopnint LM < comp-spec> | > 

* —+— < disk-id > we < file-id > 

<comp-spec > is defined as , 

< mfid-spec-1 >— WITH — < mfid-spec-2> _ , 

Lavy 
<gid-spec-1 >— WITH — < gid-spec-2 > 

< mfid-spec> is defined as : 

p7cRO— 

—MTP— 1 \—K EY-numbernumber —— 

—< mfid >-/—< file-id > en nb>& 

__ PTP— 1 \— RECORDS-number-number- 

— DSK— 4 \—escpic 

< gid-spec > is defined as: 

  

at << disk-id > —/- WV < group-id > os. WL ole nb> _\ 

  

      

Figure 4-2. Railroad Chart for Compare Utility | 

Examples: 

To compare records on a cassette file ARDUMP/FILE020 with a file AR578QQ on the disk WDSK: 

COMPARE ARDUMP/FILE020 MTP WITH WDSK/AR578QQ 

(note that the two-part name is valid for multi-file tapes or cassettes, refer to section 2 for naming conven- 
tions). 

To compare two card files DAT1 and DAT2: 

COMPARE DAT1 CRD WITH DAT2 CRD 

Record and block sizes: 

The record size (and the number of records per block) may be specified after the file name and device key- 
word if applicable. 
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Examples: 

  

To compare a system disk file CU265 with a magnetic tape file TPF, treating data blocks on the tape as 80- 
byte records blocked 9 records to a block: 

COMPARE CU265 DSK WITH TPF MTP 80 9 

To compare a system disk file SCRO1 containing 90-byte records with a system disk file SCRO2 containing 
180-byte records, but reblocking the second file as 90-byte records: 

COMPARE SCRO1 WITH SCRO2 90 2 

Note that if the records to be compared are of different lengths, and reblocking is not specified, then only 
the number of characters in the shorter record are compared. 

If EBCDIC is used the file will be translated from EBCDIC on input. The option KEY allows the comparison 
to be done only on the field defined, the remainder of each record will be ignored. The first number is the 
offset of the field within the record, the second is its length. If two files have keys of different lengths, the 
shorter length will be assumed for both the files. | 

NOTE: The EBCDIC option is applicable when one of the devices is tape. 

‘Examples 

Compare fields starting at byte 11 for 4 characters of FILE1 with FILE2 

COMPARE FILE1 KEY 10-4 WITH FILE2 KEY 10-4 

The option RECORDS allows the comparison to be done only on the records specified. The first number 
is the starting record number and the second number is the total number of records available for comparison. 
No other record will be read from that file. 

Example: | | | © 

Compare records 12, 13, 14 of FILE1 with records 10, 11, 12 of FILE2. 

COMPARE FILE1 RECORDS 12 3 WITH FILE2 RECORDS 10 3 

Limitations: 

The maximum record size is 1024 bytes. If a file exceeds this record size, it may be compared by reblocking. 
For example, a file with record size of 1200 can be compared by reblocking as 600 bytes blocked 2, or as 300 
bytes blocked 4. The higher the blocking factor, the slower will be the comparison. (If the record size is a prime 
number P, it can be reblocked as 1-byte records blocked P). 

The use of a star-file terminates the list of pairs of files to be compared. For example, 

COMPARE A= WITH DK2/A=, X= WITH DK2/X=, 

STFILE, B= WITH DK2/B= 

will compare A=, X= and all files mentioned in the file STFILE, but will ignore the comparisons of B= 

Output messages: 

  

  

    

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

FND OF FILE filename End of one file is None@e 

BEFORE filename =~ cetected before the 

n ERRORS | end of the other file 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

f.tename WITH Normal endina message None. 
filename COMPARED - if both files ére 

n ERRORS Same 512Ze. 

ILLEGAL SYNTAX Initial Input nmis- Check input ard 
FOR ITEM input typed. re"ernter. 
  

CANNOT REALIGN 

filename WITH 
filenamewn ERRORS 

Ending meSSace if 

realignment has teen 
specified but has 

faited. 

Nonee 

  

      

INCOMPATIBLE 

FILESPECS input 

A file is specified 
to be compared with 

a grouc of files» or 

vice versa. 

Feinput Correct 
ress zae. 

  

ITEM TOO LONG input Input message greater 
than 256 characters - 

Divice input irto 

separate partss and 
rererter. 

  

DIFFERENCE OCETECTED 
AT BYTE annnana 

See .exampte earlier See exemple eartier 

  

CANNOT READ RECORD 

n OF filenane 

Parity error on 

disk file. 
Use tackup cory of 
file ccncernecs if 

cossible. 

  

ILLEGAL KEY FOR fites- 

nares number*numper 

A key has been 

specified with a Length 

zero or which does not 

tie completely within 

the record. The 

utility will proceed 

Check the key tength 

and reminout if 
necessarye 

  

  

  

with next item. 

ILLEGAL RECORDS FOR The record number None. 

file-name: number specified for the 

starting point of 

comparisons 3s not 

present tn the file. 

CANNOT COMPARE PAST The utility Limitation None. 
POSITION numoer IN came into effect due 

filename to a request te compare 

teyond an offset of 

number bytes. 

file-name EXHAUSTEL The file had a record None. 
AT numoer   range specifiec which 

ran beyond the end of 

file. The range has 

been truncated.     
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COPY (File Copy) — 

This utility allows the operator to copy files from one medium to another. 

| Format: 
  

  < KEY > 
Vv file-name or or 

COPY |. disk-name / group-name < BOTH> 

TO 

  

VY file-name or 

disk-name / group-name   
If as a result of the copying a file a duplicate filename would be created, the original file on the destination 

disk is removed automatically. 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and the <KEY> option is used, the keyfile is copied and the new keyfile 
refers to the original data file. 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and the <BOTH> option is used, the keyfile and the corresponding data 
file are copied. The data file is given the keyfile name with the letters, “QQ” appended. The new keyfile is 
made to refer to the new data file name. | | 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and neither <KEY> nor <BOTH> options are used, only the correspond- 
ing data file is copied. The records of the new data file are created in keyfile order. 

Examples: 

To copy a file called AR200 from the system disk to a disk called ARBU: 

COPY AR200 TO ARBU/AR200 

To copy files called AR200 and AR300 from the system disk to a disk called ARBU: 

COPY AR200 TO ARBU/AR200 AR300 TO ARBU/AR300. 

To copy a file called APTASK from the system disk to APBU, changing its name to APTASKB: 

COPY APTASK TO APBU/APTASKB. 

To copy all files beginning with letters “PR” from disk PR2 TO disk called PRBU: 

COPY PR2/PR= TO PRBU/PR= 

Copying Keyfiles 

Assume there is a keyfile called PR200K which refers to a data file called PR200. 

The statement 

COPY PR200 <KEY> TO PRB/PR200K will create a new keyfile PR200K on disk called PRB which 
references the original data file, PR200, on the system disk. 

The statement 

COPY PR200K <BOTH> TO PRB/PR200K will create a new keyfile and data file on disk called 
PRB. The name of the new data file will be PRB/PR200KQO and the keyfile (PRB/PR200K) will refer 
to this new data file. 

The statement 

COPY PR200K TO PRB/PR200K will create a new datafile PR200K on the disk PRB. No new keyfile 
will be created but the records in the new data file will be created in key order according to the keyfile. 
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Additional Capabilities 
Further features in this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in figure 4-3, which gives the com- 

plete input specifications. 

  

* < file-name >     

    

    < group-copy > 

    —COPY— 

  Le <s-file > TO < d-file > 

  

  

< group-copy > is defined as : 

mH—- <KEYO,(."™   << BOTH> — 

      —— < group-name-1> TO ——— < group-name-2> —> 

  

<s-file> is defined as : 

  

  

  

      
  

_ 2 co <r-spec > 

——<tite-name WL Vs 

  

        
    

_f1 \—REcORD <a> — 

1 \—BLock <nb> — 
a 

_) \V_ tape. MARKS ————— <nt> — 

fy \_ NO.LABEL 

_f, \ EBCDIC   
    

Figure 4-3. Railroad Chart for Copy Utility (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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_ <d-file> is defined as: 

  

— f7\___ RECORD 

(1\_, stock ——_____-<np s-__ 

1 \___ FILEsIzE ——«<nt> 

7 \__ sincLearea 

-—, \— cruncr 

—S \— EXTENDING 

—, \— escoic 

  

  

  

  

  

      < file-name > V   

  V       

CRD 7 | 

~~ @ MTP 7 >— 

PTP 

  

< r-spec> is defined as : 

  

  V. < number >   

  

  

  

  

        

    

aw 
a 

| 

< r-count > 

< record-key > 

H—— — <record-key> —— 

Figure 4-3. Railroad Chart for Copy Utility (Sheet 2 of 2). @ 
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NOTE 
The facility to copy from or to an EBCDIC file is not supported for disk files. 

Non-disk devices 

Files may be copied to and from media other than disks. Abbreviation for the valid devices are as follows: 
MTP — magnetic tape or cassette 

CRD —- punched card 

PTP - paper tape 

Examples: 

To copy a cardfile called PRFILE to a disk called PRBU: 

COPY PRFILE CRD TO PRBU/PRFILE 

To copy a disk file called PR300 to a single-file magnetic tape: 

COPY PR300 TO PRTAPE MTP 

NOTE | 
This tape is in “COPY” tape format, not “LOAD/DUMP” format. To access this 
tape file again it will have to be placed on appropriate device by “COPY” utility, 
not °’ LOAD/DUMP”. | 

To copy a cardfile called PRFILE to paper tape: 

COPY PRFILE CRD TO PTFILE PTP 

Note: Paper tapes are always “unlabelled”, and when accessing it, MCP will issue appropriate message requir- 
ing an “AD” intrinsic response from operator. See “AD” intrinsic. 

Unlabelled tapes 

Input tapes having no CMS labels (“unlabelled” tapes) may be accessed by the COPY utility. 

The NO.LABEL option allows the copying of unlabelled files. Upon recognizing an unlabelled file, the MCP 
will print a “DEVICE REQUIRED” message. The operator must then respond with an appropriate “AD” in- 
put message (see ““AD”’) to identify the unlabelled file. 

The end of file recognition for unlabelled files is determined by tapemark count. The TAPE.MARKS option . 
allows the operator to specify the total number of tapemarks which will indicate end of file to the utility when 
copying an unlabelled file. The default value is 2. Each tape mark which is encountered will contribute to this 
total. Therefore, a standard labelled CMS file will be copied up to, but excluding, the trailing label if NO.L- 
ABEL is specified by itself.(The standard CMS labelled tape format is “label; tape mark, data, tape mark, la- 
bel’’, see CMS MCP manual). The operator must be aware of the format of any file which is to be copied 
when using the NO.LABEL option. 

If the RECORD size is not 180 bytes, refer to the section on Resord/Block modifications. 

Example: | 

To create a disk file called EMPL from first file of a magnetic tape with non-standard label (the format being: 
LABEL, TAPEMARK, DATA, TAPEMARK): 

COPY TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPE.MARKS 2 TO EMPL 

Note: MCP will issue a message asking for unlabelled tape TP. Operator must respond with “AD” input. 
Additionally, the first record of file EMPL will contain a copy of the non-standard label. 

Record and block sizes 

Record and/or Block sizes may be modified for all file types, input and output. 
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The number of bytes in the record or block is specified using the corresponding “numbers”. The record and 
block sizes of input disk files are always taken from the file itself (Disk File Header). Record and block sizes 
of non-disk input files are determined as follows: 

Record Size: 

If RECORD is specified, “number” becomes the new record size. 

If RECORD is not specified record size defaults (see below). 
Block size: vO 

i If BLOCK is specified, “number” becomes the new block size. 

If’ no BLOCK specified, but RECORD is specified, record size becomes new BLOCK size. 

If neither BLOCK nor RECORD is specified, Block Size defaults (see below). 

Default Values: 

Output disk = same as input disk. 

Input labelled tape/cassette = from tape label 

Input unlabelled tape/cassette = 180 bytes 

Cards = 80 or 96 bytes, depending on device. 

If the record size is increased then the additional bytes will be filled with spaces if the input file is a source 
or data file, or with binary zeros for any other type of file. 

Example 

To copy an 80-column card file labelled PROGSRC to a disk file called PROGSRC on a user disk “USR”, 
and make the record size and block size of the disk file 80 bytes and 720 bytes respectively: 

COPY PROGSRC CRD TO USR/PROGSRC RECORD 80 BLOCK 720. 

To copy a disk file PRBU/PR300 to magnetic tape with large blocks suitable for tape media: 
COPY PRBU/PR300 TO PRTAPE MTP RECORD 180 BLOCK 1800 

File size 

The “FILESIZE attribute” of a disk file may be specified for the output disk file. Note that only assigned 
areas are copied. This feature does not increase disk space at the time of copying, but allows programs to add 
further records if required. At that time extra disk space may be needed. 

Example: 

To copy FILE] and increase its ‘““FILESIZE” to 1500, replacing the original by the copy: 

COPY FILE] TO FILE1 FILESIZE 1500 

Single area 

The “SINGLEAREA attribute” may be specified for the output disk file. This ensures that the new file will 
occupy a single disk area. 

Example 

COPY FFLE2 TO FILE2 SINGLEAREA 
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Crunching files 

  

The “CRUNCH attribute” may be specified for the output file. This causes any unused disk space at the 
end of the file to be returned to the system. , 

Example: 

COPY PRB/PR200 TO PRB78/PR200 CRUNCH 

WARNING 
A file cannot be “‘uncrunched” once it is crunched. This means it cannot be extend- 
ed. It can only be used for inquiry. This option is therefore useful for storing history 
files. | 

  

paanueenias 

Extending disk files > 

Cee can be added to the end of an existing disk file with the option “EXTENDING” . The existing file 
must have identical attributes to the file being copied. 

Example: 

A data file called DFTUES was created with Tuesday’s data. To add this data to the end of a file called 
DFMON (containing Monday’s data): 

COP-Y DFTUES TO DFMON EXTENDING 

(Note the size of DFMON must be large enough to contain all required records.) 

Selected file copy 

Selected record numbers from the input file may be copied. 

  

Example: 

To copy 500 records starting at record #1200 from file FILE1 to file FILE2: 

COPY FILE1 1200 500 TO FILE2 

Note: 

pairs of numbers may be specified within each pair; the first number specifies a relative record number and 
the second specifies number of records to be copied. If an extra number is specified, the last number specifies 
copying from that record to the end of the file. 

Example: 

/ 
To copy records 100 to 149, 300 to 499, and 1000 to end /of file: 

COPY FILE1 100 50 300 200 1000 TO FILE2 

elected index file copy. 
wet at 

For indexed files, copying of records can be selected based on content of the key. There are 2 options: the 
number of records can be specified, or an ending key value. 

Examples: 

POR is a keyfile containing personnel records. To copy 15 records from the corresponding data file starting 
from the record with personnel #01786 to a data file, PSNL: 

COPY POR 01786 15 TO PSNL. 
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Using same keyfile, to copy all data records from personnel #01786 to 18000 to data file, PSNL: © 

COPY POR 01786 ~ 18000 TO PSNL - 

  

Note: 

The second option is specified by the hyphen in the COPY statement. Note that at least on space is required 
before and after all key values (personnel #. in this case). 

Save Factor 

New magnetic tapes are given a save factor of 999. 

Output messages: 
  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

numbers number IN Frror found in epair Check input ard 

file name NOT COPIED of numbers for set re~erter- 

ected record cory 

optione One record 

number in the pair 
incicates a section 

of the file adcress 

than a orevioustly > 

specified section. 

This pair is tgnored 
by COPY. 

  

  

filername EXHAUSTED Endtof*fite was en None 

countered while the 

section of the file 
indicated was being 

  

copiede 

filename TS filename Particular attritute Check input ard 
BAD ATTRIBUTES specifications is rewenter. 

meaningless or in- 

Consistent. The itn* 

consistencies will 

be in relationship 

between output device» 
record size» and 

block sizes or. att- 

empt was made to adda 

records to a file 

whose attributes 

differ from those of 
input file.       
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i
 

  

  

  

|MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
FILE IDENTIFIER © Copy of a grouo of Check input and 

file-name TOO LONG files was recuested, re-erter. 

At teast one file 

name that was to be 
gererated ty the 
copy would have Leen 
more than 12 charac- 

ters long» maximum 
tength of file-names 

1s 12 characters. 

  

  

  

  

filename T% filename Endwofc-fite reached 

COPY DISCREPANCY before expected. 
a Disk File Header may | 

be corrupt. ‘ 

filename TO filename COPY successful. None. 
COPIED 7 

FAMILY farmily-namen-3 Co?Y successful. None. 

TC fanily-name-b 

CCPYEC | 

filename Tl filename Copy of a group of Check input ara 
ILLEGAL REQUEST files was requested. re"erter. 

An individual file- : 
name of "SYSMEM® or 
“(spaces)” wes to have : 
been produced. "SYS* | 
MEM™ Ca filername | 
reserved for system | : 

| use only) and | : 
"(spaces)™ are not , 
acceptable file"names. 

  

  

filename NOT ACCEPT- Copy has encountered Check input anc 

ABLE RECORD SIZE a file with a record rev-erter. 

OF m EXCEEDS MAXIMUM size greater thar 

FOR THIS RUN expected. This can 

RESUBMIT happen if a magnetic 

tape file with a 

record size greater 

than 1024 chérecters 

1s submitted to the 

utility without the 

record siZe heing 
properly snecified 
in the initial input. 
  

filename EXKAUSTED End-of-file encounter~ None 

DURING RANGE record: ed while section of | 

key number number file indicated by 3 

"record key” “nurber”™. 

is being copied.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

dlfitlename EXHAUSTED 

|DURING RANGE 
I*"record*key” 

“record=key” 

No records were 
found ir the rarce 
"recorda"key” 

"record=key"”. 

Check input and 
rem~erter. 

  

INO RECORDS FOR 

COPYING FROM 

filename 

Snecified fite 
contains no recorcs 

for cooyings 

Check for correct 

filerane. 

  

INPUT RECORD number 
OUTPLT RECORD number 

PERMANENT ERROR ON 

INPUT FILE 

Frror encounterec~ 

utility cannot 

cortinue. 

Do selective copies of 
the carts of the file 

before and after the tad 

record» as part recovery 

  

JINPUT RECORD number 

OUTPUT RECORO number 
PERMANENT ERROR 

ON OUTPUT FILE 

Error encounterec” 

utility Cannot 
continue. 

  

INPUT RECORD 
number OUTPUT 

frror ercounterec* 
utility cannot 

Remove the disk area in 

error with XD utility 
end rerun the COPY. 

“Re-irput the COPY with 
suitetle FILESIZ 

  

  

  

RECORD number continue. option. ) 

OUTPUT FILE TOO : 

SMALL 

filename TO file- COPY unsuccessful irr= None. 
name COPY FAILURE ecoverable error was 

encounterece The 

reason should be 

displayec before this 

messagee 

NO RECORDS IN THE <BCTH> option was Nonee 

KEYFILE = filesname used. Utitity was not 
able to access to a 

deta file through 

some failure tn the 

keyfile. 

file=name NOT FOUND Specified file was Check itnpct and 

  

filename REMUVED 

any duplicate files 

are encountered by 

COPY they are aut>- 

omatically removece 

FOR EXTENDING not found. reenter if necessary; 
Check for correct 

medium» 

CCPY successful. If None@e 

  

filename 10 filename 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

IIGNORED.   Confirms that select 
ion criteria were 

specified when copy= 
ing a pair of files» 

and have been discaroa= 
ede 

eer ththen 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

BAD ATTRISUTES Inconsistent attrib: Check input anc 
SPECIFIED utes were specified revmerter. 

for input file. 

  

filename TO filename 
EXTENDING FLAG 
IGNORED 

EXTENDING option was 
lanored by utlity 
when pair cf files 

was Copied.     
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CP (Compute) 

This utility allows simple computations to be made, with the answer displayed in decimal and hexadecimal. 
Input may be either decimal or hexadecimal. Hex values must be enclosed in @ symbols. 

The utility may be initiated with a single computation to perform, in which case it will do the calculation 
and terminate. If no calculation is initially provided, the utility issues an ACCEPT to enable the computation 
to be entered. In this case the utility will do the calculation and then issue further ACCEPTS until a null input 
to the ACCEPT is given. | 

Format: 

  

  

  WH 
cP number |     ~ number 

  P
o
e
 

*|
 

+ 

The numbers accepted are any decimal or hex values in the range 

0 999999999999999/@38D7EA4C67FFF @] 

or the negative equivalent. 

Parentheses are not allowed. The calculation is performed on a strictly left-to-right basis. The operators +, 
—,#,/, and M are for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and modulus division (the result is the re- 
mainder) respectively. | 

~ Examples: 

To compute the hexadecimal value of the decimal number 12345: 

CP 12345 

To compute the value of a complex expression: 

CP 555 #3 + 2-100 #2/5 

(Note: the result of the above is 626, because the calculation is done strictly left-to-right). 

Output messages: | 

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE | | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

cp 2 NUMBER TO9 At Least one number Re-incut. 
LARGE | 1s out of range. : 

‘ep * MISSING Two consecutive | Reinput e 

{OPE RAND operators (++ etc) 

have been Entered 

with no number 

betweer.-     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

MISSING "Q” 

Titegal symbots 
or missirg 2 

symbol at front 
or back of a 
hex value. 

Re-input.- 

  

CP : INVALID Illegal symbol; Rerirpr.t. 

  

OPERATOR. or an operator. 
(+, etc) has been 

omitted. 

CP : OVERFLOW An intermediate Rerirput. 

vatue in the com” 

putatior 1s greater 

théen the maximum 
value. 

  

CP = DIVISICN BY Self explanatory. Resirptut. 

  

CP : FLLEGAL AUMSER Self exptanatory. Rerincute 
  

OQ
 Uv 

o
e
 KUMBER TES LAGE Self exolanatory. Se-irgcute 

  

  

q 
Pv

 hn? os MISSING NUMZER c Self exptansatory. Rarinpute 
    FILLruAL HEX 

CF od
 

Cc x
 

cr
s 

ee
 

v7 

self explanatory. Ra-incute 
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CREATE (Create Disk File) 

This utility allows the operator to create or extend data or source disk files. The “AMEND” and “UPDATE” 
utilities use many similar features. 

Format: 

  

  

  
& 

- ~— S RECORD number 
BLOCK numbe | WW, | CREATE disk-name / L file-name A < FI LESIZE number TABSTOP number 

| N CRUNCH . 

O
Y
 

    ~ 
or 

CREATE EXTENDING disk-name / Ly file-name A ty TABSTOP IAL number 
: N , 

  

  

When creating a new disk file, certain attributes may be specified. 

If the S option is selected, a source file will be created using alphanumeric input. If the A option is used 
a data file will be created using alphanumeric input. The N option creates a data file with hexadecimal (numeric) 
input. If none of these is selected,.S is assumed. Alphanumeric input is accepted as typed, but numeric 
(hexadecimal) input requires two characters (0-9, A-F) for each byte of the record. 

The RECORD option allows the operator to specify the number of characters per record of the new file. 
If no record size is specified, a record size of 80 bytes is assumed for source files, and 180 bytes for data files. 

The BLOCK option allows the number of characters per block of a new file to be defined. The defaults are 
as follows: 

If RECORD size was specified but no BLOCK, BLOCK size will equal RECORD size. 

If neither RECORD nor BLOCK is specified, RECORD size will be 80 bytes for source files and 180 bytes 
for data files; BLOCK size will be 160 bytes for source files, 180 bytes for data files. 

The FILESIZE option allows the maximum number of records likely to be written to the new file. This is - 
useful in allocating only as much disk space as required by the file. Once the FILESIZE has been specified. 
for a file, that file can never be extended beyond that number of records. However, the COPY utility may 
be used for increasing the FILESIZE of an existing file. The default is 2,048 records. 

The CRUNCH option allows the operator to specify that the new file should occupy the minimum area of 
disk, but never be extended. 

The numbers specified for the “numbers” option may be used to set “tab” positions within the record (similar 
to setting “tabs” on a typewriter). If tabs are set, the operator may input data, press OCK1, and the utility 

_ will reposition the print mechanism to the next tab position within the record, and await data input. During 
this repositioning CREATE will fill all character positions left unspecified in the record with a “filler” (ASCII 
space for source input, ASCII zero for alphanumeric input, and binary zero for numeric zero). The record length 
plus one will be used as a termination tab position, whether or not other tab positions are specified. 
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CREATE can be used for record sizes up to 500 bytes, but since the utility cannot be given input greater 
than the width of the console, tab positions are mandatory on files of larger record sizes. For example, a file 
of 180 byte records requiring alphanumeric input will require at least one tab position (for instance at position 
100). A file of 180 byte records requiring hexadecimal input will require a minimum of three tab positions (for 
instance at positions 50, 100 and 150). The maximum tab size is 111 in alphanumeric input and 54 in 
hexadecimal input. That is, the difference between two consecutive tab positions should be less than or equal 
to 111 in alphanumeric input and less than or equal to 54 in hexadecimal input. 

By specification of TABSTOP in the initiating message, CREATE sets up tab positions coinciding with the 
- end of the console line as well as any other tabs specified. Also, when in Record Input Mode (PK1), CREATE 
accepts information only up to the next tab position. 

  

Default tab positions have been chosen to allow a maximum number of characters to be inserted on one 
line. CREATE uses nine for the record number and 110 for the contents of the record. In addition, manually- 
selected tabs may still be used. 

Default tab positions for the end of the console lines for CREATE are as follows: 

Source or data alphanumeric : 111 221 331 441 
Data hexadecimal : 56 111 166 221 276 331 386 441 496 

Examples: 

Tabs Set at: 

CREATE FILEA RECORD 410 TABSTOP 111 221 331 

CREATE FILEB A RECORD 500 TABSTOP 51 61 221 51 61 111 221 331 441 

CREATE FILEC N RECORD 450 TABSTOP S56 111 166 221 276 331 386 441 496 

The EXTENDING option is used to add records to an existing file. The attributes, such as RECORD and 
BLOCK sizes, are taken from the old file. The file type is also taken from the existing file. The operator may 
specify “‘A’’ for alphanumeric input or ‘‘N”’ for hexadecimal input. If neither ‘‘A’’ nor ‘‘N’’ is specified, ‘‘A’’ 
is assumed. If a file is CREATE EXTENDed, the generation number of the file is incremented by one. 

  

Examples: 

To create a source file called “ICFILE’’, record size 100 bytes with 5 records per block, tab position set at 
65: 

CREATE ICFILE RECORD 100 BLOCK 500 65. 

To create a source file called “ICFILE”’ with Record Size 80, block 3, and a maximum of 20 records in the 
file: | 

CREATE ICFILE RECORD 80 BLOCK 240 FILESIZE 20. 

To extend a source file called “ICFILE” (note: the utility will automatically prompt the operator for the next 
sequential record number to be created): 

CREATE EXTENDING ICFILE   To create a data file called ““CFILE” for hexadecimal input with tab positions set at 50, 100 and 150. (Note: 
Default record size is 180, block 1): | 

CREATE CFILE N 50 100 150 

The utility operates in two modes: ““RECORD INPUT” (entered through PK1) and “RECORD MODIFY” 
(entered through PK2). 
  

PK 4 PK 2 PK 3 PK & PKS PR6 
  

mnput modify — — —- EOJ 
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An OCK3 option is included, to display the current tab position. 

An OCK4 “‘help’’ option is provided, which will output the above options when pressed. In order to show 
which mode the utility was in when OCK4 was pressed, an asterisk (*) is printed next to that mode on the 
Help display. | 

The ‘*Record Input Mode’’ (PK1) is used to enter new records through the keyboard. Characters are input 
followed by OCK1 for each TAB position. | 

The ‘Record Modify Mode’’ (PK2) is used to make corrections to the last record input. The point in the 
record at which alterations are to be made is selected by typing an identifying group of characters immediately 
preceding the byte(s) of the record to be altered. The portion of the record to be replaced or inserted follows 
the identifying characters, delimited by a colon (:). If alterations are to be made at the beginning of the record, 
no identifying characters are necessary. A starting byte position for the identifying character string search may 
be specified in the console input (see AMEND for details). 

If OCKI is used to terminate input, the characters to be altered will replace the corresponding number of 
characters in the record. 

For example, for a record containing ““ABCDEF’”’, the amendment C:XY:OCK1 will result in““ABCXYF’”. 

If OCK2 is used to terminate input, the characters delimited by colons (:) will be inserted at the indicated 
point. The insertion can cause characters in the record to be moved to the right. The shifting of characters ap- 
plies only to those characters from the starting byte to the next higher relevant tab position; characters beyond 
this tab position will not be affected. 

For example, a record specified with tab positions at 4 and 8, contains ‘““‘ABCDEFGHIJ”. The amendment 
C:WXY: OCK2 will result in “ABCWXYDHIJ”’. 

Initially the utility will be in the “Record Input Mode”, and on completion of an entry in any mode, it will 
allow the operator to select the mode not in use, or terminate the utility (with PK6). Unless otherwise instruct- 
ed, it will continue in the existing mode. 

If the FILESIZE is specified and records are entered beyond the given filesize, then the error message 1s 
displayed after (filesize + 2) records have been entered. The last two records will not be written, due to the 
blocking of the output file by CREATE. For example, if the request 

CREATE ICFILE FILESIZE 15 

is followed by more than 15 records entered, then the message “OUTPUT FILE TOO SMALL” will be given 
after the seventeenth record is entered; and the utility will go to EOJ without writing records 16 and 17 to 
the output file. 

Output messages: 

    

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

FILETYPE IS NOT A file other than Check for correct 

SOURCE OR DATA a “Source™ file or filer check irput 

a “data”™ file was and reenter if 

specified. recessary. 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER Specified record ard Check input arc 
LIST - BAD © block sizes are tn™ retmerters 
ATTRIBUTE compatible.       
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

ILLEGAL PARAMETER 

LIST - TABS ERROR, 
Tab positions beyond 
end of record were 

Specifieds or input 
fields targer then 

capabilities of 

console. 

Check input and 

renmenter. 

  

NOT HEXACECIWMAL 

CHARACTER INPUT - 
RESUBMIT 

Character other than 

0-9 ad AwF was iIrput.e 

Check tnput and 

rementer. 

  

ODD NUMBER OF 

HEXADECIMAL CHAR- 
ACTEFS INPUT 

Warning meSSaqe iInc* 
Ycating that an odd 
number of hexadecim- 

at characters was 

Input. Wher incut 

mode is “"hexadecimeal”™ » 

utility excects even 

number of tnout chars 

acterse 

None. Utitity accepts 

the input» but adds a 
Zero onto the ena 

Cright) of the inout» 

to ever it out. 

  

      

INPUT ERROR = 

RESUBMIT RECORD 
MODIFICATION 

Input error during 
"Record Modify Mode”. 

Check input and 
rementer record 

modificatione 

  

BYTE WITHIN 

RECORD SPECIFIED 
NOT FOUND 

The identifying 

string of charact- 

ers for recorda 
modification couid 

not be found in the 

record specified. 

Check itinout ard 

rementer the 

record modification. 

  

UNWANTED KEY 

PRESSED = PLEASE 
RE*INPUT. 

Invatid QCK was 

pressed. 

Rementér input and 

termirete the entry 

with the correct OCK. 

  

INPUT IMMEDIATELY 
BEFORE PK6& HAS 
BEEN LOST 

Chéracters were inout 
immeciately before 
PK6& was pressed to 

terminate the utility. 

These Characters witlt 
not be written to 

the specified file. 

Restéert the utility 
using wnodify mode to 

correct this record if 

cesirec.e 

  

OUTPUT FILE TCO 
SMALL   Attempt was made to 

add records to 

specified fite 

beyond its maximum 

filesize. File is 

closed with tock. 

List the file to 

check which records 

have been entered: 
then use CREATE 

EXTENDING to add 
the cesired records. 

Alternatively use 

UPDATE with the 
FILESI2ZE option. 
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| MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

PERMANENT ERROR ON 

OUTPUT FILE 
Utility is not atle 

to write any- more 
records to the new 
disk file hecause 

of errors on the 

diske File is closed 
with locke 

  

  

List the file to check 

wrick records have 

teen entered: then. 
COFY to a different 
file é@nd continue 

using CREATE 
EXTENDING. 

  

RECORD SELECTION 
ERROR 

Attempt was made to 
Select a non-exist=- 

ant record. 

Check input and 
re-enter if 

recessary. 

  ILLEGAL RECORD 
NUMBER SPECIFIED 

Attempt was mace to 

select record greater 

than the number of 

records in file» or 

ZErOe 

Creck input ara 

rementer if 

recesséry. 

  

RECORD REQUESTED 
IS BEYOND £.0.F. 

Atterapt was made to 
Select record teyond 

end of file. 

Usuatly indicates 
tpdate 1s complete? 

utility terminates 

normétly» no action 
reed be taken. 

  

£E.0.F. REACHED 
DURING DELETIONS 

Attemot was mace to 

delete a record 

beyond end of file. 

/ 
/ 

Usually tndicates 
file update is | 
complete: utility 
terminates normatty» 

no action need be 
taker. 

  

FILE TYPE IS NOT 
DATA 

Input type A or N has 

been specified and 

the type of file given 
for extension is not 
datae 

Check the file type 

and remingut correct 
file tyoe. 

  

ENC CF CUTPLT FILE 
REACHED   The Last Logical 

record of the output 

file has been stored. 

Canpiias to the 

utility "UPDATE*), 

None o 

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output messages” for additional messages 
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DA (Disk Analysis) 

This utility allows the operator to read any portion of a CMS-format disk. It is an interactive program, with 
the operator entering a range of commands via the console (if the PRINTER option is not specified), or the 
SPO by means of an accept (AX) command if PRINTER is specified. Output is directed to a line printer when 
the PRINTER option is invoked. 

The utility is commonly used to print the contents of the disk directory. In general, if the PD utility operates 
correctly for a specific disk, then DA should also run successfully. Specifically, the disk cartridge label, the name 
list entry and disk file header for SYSMEM must be intact. (Refer to the CMS MCP manual for details of 
the disk format and directory structures). 

disk-id | / file-id wW PRINTER | 

The utility operates in two modes “disk mode” and “‘file mode’. If no file name is specified the utility oper- 
ates in “disk mode”. If no disk-name is specified, the system disk is analyzed. 

Disk Mode 

Format: 

  

    DA 

In this mode the operator can enter via the keyboard a number of commands. These commands can be abbre- 
viated according to the table provided at the end of this section. The format and meaning of each command 
in disk mode is given below. 

END 

Terminates the utility. 

LABEL 

Reads and formats the contents of the disk cartridge label. 

DFH 

Reads and formats the contents of selected disk file headers. This command is followed by other details, given 
here: : . 

— | ~) 
TEMPORARY 
ALL 
OF file-name \. 

DFH . sector-number 

@sector-number 
NEXT 

= _J     
The “TEMPORARY” option displays the headers of all temporary files. 

The “ALL” option displays the headers of all files, and their contents if in use. 

The “OF” option displays the header of the specified file: all headers will be checked and duplicates will 
be displayed if found. 

The “sector-number” option displays any sector in disk file header format, where the number is a decimal 
sector address. If preceded by an @symbol, the sector-number is in hexadecimal. This feature can be used after 
displaying other parts of the directory, which include sector addresses for disk file headers in hexadecimal. 

The “NEXT” option displays the header of the next file in the directory. 
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  AVAIL. TABLE 

Reads and formats the contents of selected parts of the disk available space table. This command is followed 
by other details, given here: 

rr = 

ALL 
| AVAILABLE . 

AVAIL.TABLE < = BAD 
INVALID 
number 

@ number — 

= = 

The “ALL” option displays the entire available table. 

    
The “AVAILABLE” option displays entries for available area only. 

The “BAD” option displays entries for bad sectors only. 

The “INVALID” option displays all entries in the available table which are invalid, in that the “length” entry 
does not equal the difference between “‘start address” and “end address”’. 

The “‘sectornnumber”’ option displays any sector in available-table format, where the number is a decimal sec- 
tor address is in hexadecimal. | 

NAME.LIST 

Reads and formats the directory name list, including the sector addresses of associated disk file headers. This 

command may be followed by other details, given here: 

NAMES ’ 

  

TEMPORARY 
NAME.LIST | 4 OF file-name > 

number 
@ number 

= wd     
If no further details are given, then the entire name list is displayed. 

The “NAMES” option displays entries for old (existing) files only. 

The “TEMPORARY” option displays entries for temporary files only. 

The “OF” option displays the entry for the specified file : all entries will be checked and duplicates will be 
displayed if found. | 

The “sector-number”’ option displays any sector in name-list format, where the number is a decimal sector 
address. If preceded by an @ symbol, the sector-number is in hexadecimal. 

Format headings for Name.List available table or Pseudo Pack Identification Table will not be printed if 
no entries have been found relating to the requested option. 

  

  

READ 

Reads and displays the contents of any specified sector in hexadecimal and ASCII format. This command 
may be followed by other details, given here: . | 

| / NEXT 
READ ONLY - number 

: @ number 
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The “ONLY” option inhibits the display of the information. 

The “NEXT” option will read the next sector. Note that after some operations which involve a search, the 

“next” sector may be indeterminate. After a READ of sector n, a READ NEXT will read sector n+1. A 

READ command with no further details is taken as a READ NEXT. 

The “number” option reads the sector whose address is the number. If preceded by an — symbol, the sector- 

number is in hexadecimal. 

DISPLAY 

Displays the current sector address and contents of the program’s sector-buffer. The first DISPLAY command 

must be preceded by a READ command. A READ ONLY followed by a DISPLAY is equivalent to a normal 

READ. 

KFPB 

The Key File Parameter Block of a keyfile can be printed. 

KFPB OF file-name 

If the file specified is a key file, then record 1 of that file 1s selected and the information is printed. 

PPIT 

The Pseudo Pack Identification Table can be found from the Disk Cartridge Label and requested information 

may be printed: 
! number \ 

ppit J NAMES 
ALL 

OF disk-—name 

  

The “number” option displays the sectors from the PPIT. 

The “NAMES” option displays the used entries of the PPIT. 

The “ALL” option displays every sector of the PPIT. 

The “OF disk-name” option displays the entry for that disk only. 

File Mode 

In file mode, the utility can be used to read selected records. Only the following commands are valid: 

READ 

DISPLAY 

END 

The READ command has the same format as in disk mode, except that the “number” refers to the logical 

record number in the file, and a READ NEXT will read the next logical record in the file. The amount of 

information displayed is equal to the file’s record length. In DISPLAY option, if the file is a key file, then 

the KFPB of that key file is displayed. 

General Notes 

In disk mode the sector number starts from zero; that is, “READ 0” will read the first disk sector. 

In file mode the record number starts from one; that is, “READ 1” will read the first logical record. 

Any I/O error causes the “fetch value” to be displayed, with the current sector address if in disk mode, or 

current record number if in file mode. 
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Abbreviations © 

For ease of use, input commands and other keywords may be abbreviated, as in the following table: 

  

  

      

  

  

READ R 
ONLY C 
NEXT N 
DISPLAY | . D 
END E 
LA3EL L 
DFH | OF 
ALL AL 

OF CF 
TEMPORARY T 
AVAIL.~TABLE A 
AVAILABLE A 
BAD B 
INVALIO I 
NAME.LIST N - 
NAMES NA 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE PCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

QUIWITH format AREA In disk mode the None. | 
ADDRESS: number sector which has been 
LENGTH number specifiec to be read © 

in DFH» NAME LIST, 

AVAILA®8le TABLE or 

FPIT format is outwith 
relevant area. 

  

FILE IS NOT A KEYFILE The KFP8B option has None. 
cCeen requested and 

the file which was 

specified ts nct a 
keyfile. . 

  

NOT FIXED DISK SYSTE™ The PFIT option has | None. 
: cCeen requested or a 

non-Fixec Lisk system 
end no Pseuco Pack 

Identificaticr Table 

  

  

existse 

DA TERMINATED The END commanc is None. 
successful. | | 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER No valid disk name Re-enter 
Input of file name has 

teen specified in 

the initiating 

  

  

    message 
TLLEGA&lL OARAMETESR More than one option Re-enter. 
character-string has been speci fied. 
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MESSAGE PCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

SUCCESSFUL READ A DISFLAY command Enter a READ ccamandes 

REQUIRED FIRST has teen entered then a DISPLAY will 

| tefore a success™ wor ke 

ful read. 

  

  

  

NOT VALID IN FILE A command other than Check input. 

MODE READ or DISPLAY has 

teen usec tn file 

modee 

NONE FOUND No information has None. 

or teen found in answer 

NOT FOUND to a commande 

READ ERRGR ON DCL An error was None. 

OF disk=*name encounterec white 

readirg sector zero of 

the specifiec cisk.e 

PAR AMETFR REQUIRED The option which has Re~inout the complete 

teen specified 1s ootione 

incomplete. 

  

  

LAST OPTION The DISPLAY option has Perform a read tefore. 

UNSUCCESSFUL teen requested before using display cption., 

: a sector or recorc has 

ceen reac or after an 

option has peen 

unsuccessful. 

  

  

ERROR ON READA The disk parity error None. 

RECORDse*c* has been encourtered 

while reading a record 

in file moce.e 

  

ERROR ON READ@= The disk parity error None. 

ADDRESS:=""" has been encounterec 

while reading a record 

in disk moqde. 

  

BEYOND END OF FILE- A record beycrd end of None. 

RECORDs eer file has been 

requested to ve read 

while in file moce. 

INVALID SECTUOR- A sector accress None. 

ADDRESS:**"" teyonc the last 
ohysical sector of a 

Gisk has been specified 

to te read while in 
disk mode. | 

IMT= MAY JE RUN CA Tre disk has sectors None. 

THIS CiSK reserved 10 tha 
availadie table for 

47% curdo0S2Se 
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DCR (Disk Confidence Routine) 
The DCR utility is used to establish a level of confidence in the ability of the CMS system hardware/software 

interface to service disk I/O. In doing so, it exercises the system as fully as possible to provide as much infor- 
mation as possible and practicable about faults detected. With respect to hardware, DCR is designed to accom- 
modate any CMS disk, and attempts to maximize disk head movement, demands on the common electronics 
module, and demands on the directory search hardware. 

The DCR utility includes five separate tests. These are: 

READ.ALL 
OPEN.FILES 
READ.CYLINDERS 
WRITE.INDEX 
READ.RANDOM 

All, or a subset of these, may be selected by the user in a given run of the utility. Integrity of files already 
existing on disks being tested is maintained: except for one test, all I/O operations are read only, and all files 
created by the utility are closed and removed at or before EO]. 

The utility can be automatically invoked as an option within the SCR utility (System Confidence Routine). 

For any run of DCR, one or two disks may be used. The use of two disks is intended for dual disk drives 
and thus maximizes demands on the common electronics module. Both disks (when two are used) must be 
of the same capacity. 

READ.ALL reads all sectors on a disk, maximizing head movement by reading alternately from low-num- 
bered and high-numbered sectors. The user may place greatest stress on the head by specifying that a system 
buffer with the capacity of one record be used. 

OPEN.FILES stresses the directory search hardware by opening and closing, without intervening I/O 
operations, up to twenty files on a disk. : 

READ.CYLINDERS reads one sector from every cylinder on a disk, addressing sectors in such a way as 
to maximize head movement while ensuring that sectors are read from all tracks (all heads are activated). 

WRITE.INDEX stresses the directory search hardware by writing an index file (of a length specified by 
the user) to disk, and then reading the file back again, checking the data records for accuracy. 

: NOTE 
This test requires a high proportion of execution time (approximately two minutes 
for a single file of 25 records; approximately thirty minutes for a single file of 500 
records). | 

READ.RANDOM stresses the head movement but under conditions more Closely approximating those of 
a real-life environment than those of test 1, in that records to be read are randomly selected. Also, unlike 
test 1, the duration of the test is not dependent on disk size, as the user specifies the number of records to 
be read. 

_ After initiating the Disk Confidence Routine (DCR), prompts are displayed and the replies to these are ex- 
pected via an ACCEPT message (see section 3 of this manual, AX input). 

Where an asterisk (*) appears in the following operating. instructions, the message: 

‘‘DCR TERMINATED BY THE USER” 

will be displayed and the utility will terminate. — 
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Operating Instructions 

Enter: DCR 

PROMPT 1 is displayed: 

  

““ENTER DISK.ID TO CONTINUE. 
ENTER SPACE TO TERMINATE.” 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

  

  

  

QUT PUT ACTION 

AX <mix-nos * Utility has Restart DCR. 
empty» been terminated. 

AX <mix-no> DISK <disk-name> The MCP has Make <disk- 

“disk~-name> NOT AVATLABLE been unable to name> available 
“PROMPT 11> open <disk-name>|and re-input. 

READ ERROR ON MCP input error |Replace disk 
“<disk-name> LABEL on reading the or try another 

“PROMPT i> disk label. disk drive. 

  

READ ERROR ON 

  

  

“disk-name> MCP input error 
AVATLABLE TABLE. r On reading 

“<disk-name> AVAIL. Available Table. 

TABLE WILL NOT BE 

CHECKED. 

“PROMPT 2: <disk-name> has |Proceed to the 

been opened instructions 

successfully and|for PROMPT ed. 
disk-label has 

been read,             
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PROMPT 2: 

  

‘SECOND DISK TO BE TESTED? <Y or N>”’ 

  

  

  

  

|POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

OUTPUT | ACTION 

AX <mix-no> : REPLY NOT "Y" QR "N" Reply not "Y" Enter Y or N. 
“neither “PROMPT @> or "N", 

Y nor N> s 

AX <mix-no. N <PROMPT 3 > No second disk Continue, or 

was specified. DS the utility. 

AX <mix-no> Y <PROMPT 1:> Second disk is Enter disk- 

to be tested. name or space.       

If the answer to prompt 2 is ‘‘Y’’ (denoting that a second disk is to be tested), prompt 1 is displayed. Refer 
to the following table for possible replies. 
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Possible replies if a second disk has been requested: 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING 
OUTPUT 

POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
ACTION 

  

  

AX <mix-nos %, DCR has been Restart the 

<empty> terminated. Utility if 
desired. 

AX <mix-nos DISK <disk~-name> The MCP has Make <disk- 

adisk-name- NOT AVAILABLE 
“PROMPT 12 

found an error 

on opening 
<disk-name-:. 

name. available 

and re-input. 

  

  

  

READ ERROR ON 

disk 

MCP input error 

on reading the 

label. 

Replace disk or 

try another 

disk drive. 
  

“disk-name> LABEL 
“PROMPT 1> 

CAPACITIES ON e@ND 
DISK NOT SAME AS ON 
1ST 
<PROMPT 1: 

Indicates 

inequalities in 

the sizes of the 

SYSMEM files or 

in the number of 

sectors per 

buffer between 

the two disks. 

Disk 

identifiers 
must be re- 

specified and 

the disk-name 

re-entered. 

  

READ ERROR ON 
“<disk-name-= 

AVATLABLE TABLE. 

<disk-name> AVAIL. 

TABLE WILL NOT BE 

CHECKED 

MCP input error 

on reading the 

available table. 

    <PROMPT 3>   Disk capacities 

have been 

compared and are 

equal, disk-name 

has been suce- 

essfully opened 

and the disk- 

i Proceed to 
| the operating   label has been 

successful ly 

read. 

instructians 

for PROMPT 3.   
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PROMPT 3: @ 

“ENTER TEST NUMBERS OR ENTER HELP 
ENTER SPACE TO TERMINATE” | 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
OUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> * DCR has been Restart utility 
sempty> terminated. 

AX <mix-no> ENTER ON 2 LINE Help function select tests 
HELP NUMBERS FOR TESTS has been | required and 

| WANTED requested. input else 
1 = READ.ALL. terminate the 
@o= OPEN.FILES utility. 
3 = READ.ACYLINDERS | | 
4 = WRITE. INDEX 
» = READ.RANDOM 
ALL = ALL TESTS — 

WANTED 
SPACE = TERMINATE 
DCR | 
“PROMPT 3 

AX <mix-no>“*non-| NON-NUMERIC INPUT No valid test Re-input 
numeric entry> | CHARACTER numbers input. | correctly. 

“PROMPT 3: © 

AX «“mix-nos<ctest| <PROMPT 3 Test numbers not| Re-input 
number fists : in the range 1-3] correctly. 

and not "ALL". 

“PROMPT 4% Test loor "ALL" Proceed ta 
tests have been input 

selected for PROMPT ¢. 
specified. 

“PROMPT 3> Test 4 or "ALL" Proceed to 
tests have been input for 

selected. PROMPT 53. 

“PROMPT 4 Test S or "ALL" Proceed toa 
tests have heen input for 

selected. PROMPT 4. 
  

If tests 1, 4 or 5S (or ALL) have not been requested, the utility begins to execute test 2 and/or test 3 if 
selected. : 
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PROMPT 4: 

‘‘MULTI-SECTOR BUFFERING WANTED? <Y or N>” 

This prompt is displayed if test 1 or ALL has been requested. 

  

  

nor Ns N (for no). 

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

QUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> REPLY NOT "Y" OR "N") Reply was not Enter Y or N. 

“neither Y PROMPT 42 Y (for yes) or 

  

AX amix-nos Y When performing 
test il 

CREAD.ALLD a 

buffered read 

will be invoked; 

with 3e sectors 

being read in 
each read 
operation. 

  

AX <mix-no> N 

    
MUL TI-SECTOR 
BUFFERING NOT 
WANTED   

When performing 
READ. ALL 
{test 1), single 

sector reading 
wil! be invoked, 

thus maximizing 

head movement.     
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PROMPT 5: 

  

“ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS IN INDEX.FILE OR SPACE TO CANCEL TEST”’ 

is displayed if test 4 or ALL has been requested. The number specified is used as the size of the index file 
written and read in test 4. 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

  

  

  

QUT PUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> Test 4 (WRITE.INDEX) 
“empty Will not be 

performed. 

AX amix~no> NUMBER EXCEEDS DISK | n is greater Enter a number 
“decimal nos | CAPACITY than the number | smaller than 

of sectors oan Or equal tea 
“<PROMPT Si the disk. the number of 

sectors on 
/ | the specified 

| | disk. 

AX <mix-no><non-| NON-NUMERIC INPUT The reply was Re-input the 
numeric entry> | CHARACTER not a decimal desired 

“PROMPT S> number, (decimal) 
number of 

records, ©             
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PROMPT 6: 

*“ENTER NOMBER OF RANDOM SECTORS TO 
CANCEL TEST”’ 

is displayed if test 5 or ALL has been specified. 

BE READ FROM EACH DISK OR SPACE TO 

The number entered must be less than 16 777 216 and will be used as the number of sectors to be read 
in test 5 (READ.RANDOM). 

  

  

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

OUTPUT ACTION 

(AX <mix-no> READ.RANDOM 
! empty. (Test 5) will 

not be performed. 

AX <mix-no> INPUT NUMBER > Self Re-input 
“decimal no> | 16777215 explanatory. number smaller 

“PROMPT 62> 
than 146777216. 

  

AX <mix-noes<non- 

numeric entry>     NON-NUMERIC INPUT 
CHARACTER 

“PROMPT 46>   Self 

explanatory. 

Re-input 

desired   (decimal) no.   
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TEST 1 (READ.ALL) may output any of the following error messages: 

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE . | SUGGESTED ACTION 

READING ALL n Number of records in SYSMEM; 
SECTORS ON | for each disk being tested is 

“disk-name> obtained and that number 

digplayed in this message (n). 
MULTI-SECTOR BUFFERED) The number of records in 

    
Cor) SYSMEM may be fewer than the 

BUFFERED BY SECTOR number of physical sectors on 
a disk. 

MUL TI-SECTOR If OPEN fails an a 32 sector 
BUFFERING NOT buffered SYSMEM this message 
AVATLABLE is displayed and input (for 

both disks, if two are used) : 

will be via the single-sector | 
buffers, 

  

+ 

ERROR ON <disk-name> |If multi-sector buffering is | 
being used and the MCP reports: 

an error when a given track : 
is input to the buffer this 

message is displayed. 
DCR re~-reads the track via 

the single sector buffer 

in an attempt to isolate 
the bad sector. 
  

  

BUT NO ERRORS The MCP has reported no errors 

WHEN SECTORS READ when records of the track 

have been re-read. 

READ ERROR ON The MCP has reported a read 

“disk-name® » error, other than when a 

“sector address> multi-sectoar buffer is first 

filled and DCR displays this 

Message. 
  

NO ERROR ON MULTI- Multi~-sector buffering is 

SECTOR READ being used and a read error 
was not reported when the 

buffer was first filled. 
  

LISTED AS BAD IN The available table has been 
AVATL.. TABLE checked, and appropriate 

Cor) message Qutput. The count of | 
NOT LISTED AS BAD © sectors for which read errors 
IN AVAIL.TABLE have been reported is         maintained. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

n SECTORS READ 

n BAD SECTORS READ 
ON <disk-name> 

After every 10% of sectars on 
each disk being used have 
been read, DCR displays this 
MESSASES. 

aor wel 

  

READING ALL SECTORS 
ABORTED | 

More than 300 read errors 
have been reported on one disk 
-~ READ.ALL will be terminated 
if this message is autput. 
  

  READING ALL SECTORS 

COMPLETED. 

“ne SECTORS READ ON 

“disk-name> 

and,   All sectors have been read 

for each disk; a summary 

of read errors reported. DCR 

proceeds to next specified 

test.     
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TEST 2 (OPEN.FILES) may display any of the following messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

OPENING UP TO 20 This is displayed for each None. 
FILES ON <disk-name> | disk. 
  

ERROR READING FDNL | The file directory name-list None. 
ON <disk-name> OPEN. | (FNDL) is searched to obtain 
‘FILES TRUNCATED a maximum of 2O file 
: identifiers. This error is 

reported while reading the 
FDNL. DCR will attempt to 

open only those files whase 

identifiers were obtained 

before the error was reported. 
  

FILE <file-name> ON DCR attempts ta open None, 

idisk-name> OQPENED conditionally each of the 

: | : | files. Names were obtained 
i from the FDNL’s. This message 
: indicates that the open is 

successful and closes the 

file and removes it without 

performing’ any other I/0 

operations. 
  

  

<file-id> ON <disk- Attempt to open a file is | None. © 
‘names DID NOT OPEN unsuccessful. 

NO FILES ON The address of a FDNL is None. 
“disk-name> incorrect or the FDNL is 

corrupt in a way that does 

not produce MCP read error 

  

      reports. 

“n> QPENS TRIED Attempts have been made to None. 
ON «<disk~-name> open all possible (up to 20) 

| | files on a given disk 

“ne SUCCESSFUL, | Summary of the results of all | None. 
“ne UNSUCCESSFUL possible opens (up to 20).     
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TEST 3 (READ.CYLINDERS) may display any of the following messages: 

  

  

  

  

_ MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION 

READING <n> CYLINDERS |For each disk DCR obtains the! None. 
ON <disk-name> number of cylinders on the 

disk and displays this 
message. 

READ ERROR ON © If the MCP reports an error None. 
<disk-name>, SECTOR on a read, DCR displays this 
“sector address> message.           
After every 10% of the sectors (cylinders) read on each disk, DCR displays: 

‘“<n> SECTORS READ” 

and from each disk: 

‘‘<n> BAD SECTORS READ ON <disk-name>”’ 

n being a count being maintained of MCP error reports during this test. 

When all cylinders have been read, DCR displays: 

‘READING CYLINDERS COMPLETED” 

and for each disk a summary of the read errors reported by the MCP:   

  

‘*<n> BAD SECTORS READ ON DISK <disk-name>”’ 

and proceeds to the next test specified by the user. 
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TEST 4 (WRITE.INDEX) may display any of the following messages: 

  

  

  

  

‘MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

WRITING INDEX FILE £|This is displayed for each None. 
ON <disk-name- disk being tested. 

FETCH VALUE= <hex.no> |DCR attempts to open an None. 

OPEN FAILED ON arbitrarily named C"YELNOC') 
“«disk~-name> | index file on each disk. If 

WRITE.RANDOM ABORTED |the open fails this message 
is displayed and the test is 
abandoned. 
  

FETCH VALUE= <hex.no> iThis is displayed by DCR if 
the MCP reports a condition- 

al failure on any write 
operation. 
          
  

DATA SPACE NOT There is not enough user Remove some 
AVATLABLE ON | disk for the utility to backed up files 
<disk-name> operate. | | to make room and 

re-execute the 

utility. 

ae the MCP reports an error on any write operation during WRITE.INDEX, the following message is dis- © 
played: | | 

‘“WRITE ERROR ON <disk-name>, KEY = <key-value>’’ 

The utility compares the sector number against the list of bad sectors in the disk’s available table, displaying 
one of the following messages accordingly: 

ay 
“LISTED AS BAD IN AVAIL.TABLE” : 
or | 
‘‘NOT LISTED AS BAD IN AVAIL.TABLE”’ 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

WRITING INDEX FILE A conditional failure or an AX imix-no> 

TRUNCATED error on any write operation. | “empty> 
No more records are written 

(to either file if two disks 

are being tested). 

READ ERROR ON DCR reads back index files in 

<disk-name-> , the order in which they were 
KEY = <key-value> written. If the MCP reports 

an error on any read operation 

this message is displayed by 
DCR, which maintains a count 
of bad sectors for each disk. 

READING INDEX More than 300 read errors 
ABORTED are reported on a file. If 

test 3 (CREAD.RANDOM) has been 
specified the utility will 
proceed to this test, if not 

the utility will go to EQJ. 

DATA MISMATCH ON When each record is read in; 

“disk-name> the data is compared against | 
RECORD <hex.number> the value determined by the 

records ordinal number. If 
the values are not identical 
DCR displays this MESSAGES « 

WRITING INDEX FILE All records have been None. 
FINISHED written. 

READING INDEX All records have been read. None. 
COMPLETED 

“n> BAD SECTORS READ | Summary of read error None. 
ON <disk-name> reports. 

«n> DATA MISMATCHES Summary of data mismatches. None. 
ON «<disk-name>         
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TEST 5 (READ.RANDOM) may display any of the following messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

‘MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE | SUGGESTED ACTION 

READING <n> RANDOM This $$ & response in reply None. 

SECTORS ON to number of random sectors 
Sdisk~-name> requested in PROMPT 6. 

READ ERROR ON If the MCP reports a read 
“disk-name>, SECTOR error, DCR outputs this 

sector address> message and maintains a count 

| of read-errors. 

READING RANDOM If more than 300 errors are 
iSECTORS ABORTED reported from a disk, DCR 

displays this message and 

abandons the test. 

“ane SECTORS READ After every 104 of the None. 
specified number of sectors 

have been read from each disk 
being tested, this message 
is displayed. 

“n> BAD SECTORS READ | After every 10% of the 
specified number of sectors 

| have been read from each disk 
being tested, this message 
- 3a Summary of the error 

error count n- is output. 
  

READING 
SECTORS 

RANDOM 
COMPLETED 

When the total number of 
requested sectors have been 

read from each disk. This 

message is displayed. 
  

“ns BAD SECTORS READ 

ON <disk-name*     Total 

read. 

number of bad sectors   
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DD (Disk Dump) 

This utility allows the operator to back-up (““STORE’’) one or more files from a disk to one or more disks 
(cartridge or BSMD) whose capacity is less than the originating media, and later ‘“‘RESTORE’’ these files to 
their original state. 

Note that DD will not be issued for any releases after 3.03. Any back-up disks created with DD must. be 
converted to disks created with the DUMPADISK utility. This may be accomplished by restoring the files 
using DD, and dumping them using: DUMPADISK. 

Store Function: 

Format: 

  
  

WV file-name or file-name or 
DD STORE disk-name / group-name TO disk-name / group-name 

The STORE function allows the operator to store a file or group of files between two disk media, where 
the size of the file may be greater than the physical size of the disk to which the file is being copied (destination 
disk). The files to be stored are specified by “file-name”’ or “group-name”’ and are taken from the system disk 
unless “disk-name” is specified. Additional files or groups of files may be specified, separated by a comma. 

When the original destination disk is filled, the utility will request the name of the next disk to be used. The 
disk name is accepted from the operator who should then power off the drive using the “PO” intrinsic, insert 
the new disk into the drive, and use the “RY” intrinsic to allow the utility to continue. When all the files have 
been copied, the original destination disk must be re-inserted before DD will go to End of Job. 

STORE re-computes block sizes for optimization and to allow a file to be copied to multiple disks. As a re- 
sult, these files will not be usable as in their original form. The files must be RESTORED. 

Examples: 

To store a file called PR200 from the disk PRI to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PRI/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 

To store a group of files beginning with the letters “PR” from the disk PR2 to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PR2/PR= TO PRBU/PR= 

To store a file called PRCLEF from the system disk to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PRCLEF TO PRBU/PRCLEF 

The information needed to restore these files is kept in a file called ““DDSTRESTORE” which is created 
when DD begins processing. Because of this, DD may not be run twice to the same destination disk or the 
information required to restore the first set of files will be lost. 

Restore Function 

Format: 

  
  

file-name or 
DD RESTORE disk-name / | group-name TO 

y file-name or 
disk-name / group-name   

This option allows the operator to restore a file or group of files between 2 disks where the disk from which 
the files are being copied (source disk) was generated by “‘file-name” or “group-name”’. Files are copied to the 
system disk unless “‘disk-name” is specified. Additional files or groups of files may be specified, separated by 
a comma. 
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When all files have been restored, the utility will inform the operator what disk must be inserted next to 
continue the transfer. Power off the disk drive using the “‘PO” 
intrinsic to continue the utility. 

Examples: 

To restore a file called PR200 from the disk PRBU to the disk PRI: 

DD RESTORE PRBU/PR200 TO PR1i/PR200 

utility, insert a new disk, and use the “RY” 

To restore a group of files beginning with the letters “PR” from the disk PRBU to the disk PR2: 

DD RESTORE PRBU/PR= TO PR2/PR= 

Output messages: 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTEO ACTICN 

  

group"name 7 NO 

FAMILY MEMRERS 
FOUND 

Soecified group 

1S not on disk. 

Check input and 

reverter if necessary; 

Check for correct 

cisk. 
  

FILE NAME TOQ 
LONG 

Specified fite 
name 18S tonger 
thén 12 cheéracters-. 

Rettnput correctly. 

  

filetname NOT 

STORED - ILLEGAL 

REQUEST 

Attempt was made to 
store a system file 

(that ts» MCP» 
Interpreters» etc). 

None. 

  

ENTER NEW PACK ID 
FOR CONTINUATION 
OF TRANSFER 

Program requests 

next disk for 

STARE continuation 
ACPT disotlay.- 

Fnter AX mix number 

cf oprocram and new 

Cisk néme to which 

STCRE will continue 

to copy. 

  

INSERT PACK disk? 

name FOR CONTIN= 

UATION OF TRANSFER 

INSERT NEWPACK 

disk*name FOR 
CONTINUATION OF 
RESTORE 

Continuation disks 

are required. 

Respond to ACPT mess 
agewith AX mix number 
disk7name. Power 
off (PO) disk 

currently filled» 

insert new disk» type 
"RY" to conttrue 

procéssing. 

  

NOT FIRST PACK OF 

A STORED SERIES 

PACK disk=name 

REQUIRED 

Source disk specified 
in RESTORE 13s not 

first disk of a stor” 

ed series of disks. 

Fower of f (PO) in- 

apercpriate disk» 
Insert proper cdiSke 

  

filename STORED 
TO file-name 

file*name RESTORED 

TO file-name   STORE or RESTORE 
successful 

None. 

  

NOTE: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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DSKUTL 
The DSKUTL utility provides the following functions: 

  

RF Reformats a previously initialized disk according to parameters specified in the 
initiating message. 

LIST This function provides the facility to list any range of disk sectors (absolute 
addressing) which are accessible to the system software. 

COPY The COPY function provides the facility to duplicate disks of the same type. 
Note that only SDI-type disks are supported by this function. The entire disk 
contents are duplicated including the CMS-reserved areas of the disk. Non-CMS 
format disks can also be duplicated. 

NOTE 
This utility has the facility to handle pseudo-disks. This feature is not implemented 
on B 90 systems. In addition, DSKUTL can only be used by systems which imple- 
ment the “‘Open Disk Unlabelled’’ function in the MCP. 

These make the following Stand Alone Utility (SAU) functions available under MCP control: 

IN, FE (for SDI disk types only) 
RF (for any SDI disk type and pre-initialized Caelus disks) 
PDX (for any initialized disk) 

The disk types which are supported by the DSKUTL RF and LIST functions are detailed in table 4-2. 

Table 4-2. DISKUTL — Supported Disk Types 

DISK/PACK CONTROLLER MNEMONIC DEVICE cyz, !RACKS/ SECTS/ ALLOC. —_NO. OF 

  

CYL. TRK UNIT SECTORS 

1MB MINI ¢ DM C7. 88 2 32 1 -@001600@ 
CARTRIDGE (100TPT) ¢ DK CB 203 2 32 1 @0032C0@ 
CARTRIDGE (200TPI) DK CB 406 2 32 1 @006580@ 
201-I FIXED (single) c DF CC 406 2 64 1 @00CB00@ 
201-I FIXED (dual) DF ** CC —- 406 4 64 2 @019600@ 
211 FIXED (single) s DF CD 335 4 80 2 @01A2C0@ 
211 FIXED (dual) 5 DF CD 335 8 80 4 @034580@ 
211. FIXED (quad) 5 DF CD 335 16 80 8 @068B00@ 
BSMII MINI (3MB) ‘5 DM CE 142 2 59 1 @004120@ 
BSMII MINI (4.7MB) s 2 59 1 @0065C0@ DM CE 221 

s = SDI and c = caelus in the above table 

** = BI00 ONLY 

DSKUTL operates under MCP control and provides some of the functions of the Stand Alone Utilities 
(SAU) necessary to support a system without a console printer. 

In order to use this utility, the system must be running under an MCP that supports the OPEN/CLOSE 
disk unlabelled function and a SYSLANGUAGE file must be present. These functions are provided by the 
B 90 MCP version 3.03 and above. 

Before executing DSKUTL, the operator must reserve the disk drive or unit on which the function is being 
performed by means of the RD intrinsic. When the utility begins execution, it opens an unlabelled disk and 
the operator is requested to assign the required disk drive or unit mnemonic which has been previously re- 
served by using the AD command. 

The disk to be reserved for access by DSKUTL must not have any files open, thus the disk currently in 
use as the. system disk may not be accessed by this utility. 
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In order to use this utility, the disks in use must be in a format recognizable by 
the MCP as follows: 

NOTE 

  

SDI disks are factory initialized, although not necessarily in LIVM CMS format, 
and are supported by this utility whether or not they have been previously initial- 
ized or formatted on a CMS system. 

Unused Caelus disks require sector marks to be written throughout the disk surface 
before use under MCP control. In order to access any Caelus disk using this utility, 
the disk must previously have been initialized using the SAU ‘IN”’ function on a 
system with a console printer, or an SAU.PARAM file created by the utility 
SAU.INIT for use on a system without a console. 

Format: 

The following format provides the reformatting (RF) function. 

NOTE 
The diamond braces <> must be included in the initiating message for MTR tracks 
to be reserved. 

tT J DSKUTL —— RF UNIT.FDA FILES <nnnn> —— OWNER <"“aaaaaaaaaaaaaa’> — 

>———. SERIAL <ssssss> BOOTSTRAP <disk-id>/ —““-  <fileid> —-WO—Y 

  

  

            

    

  S——-_IGNoRE           

c S <MTR>“&—5 

The following format provides the list (LIST) function. 

DSKUTL —— LIST 

poe < sector address > — < sector address > —— 

      A < sector address > < number of sectors >| eS 

  N — 

The following format provides the disk duplicating (COPY) function. 
  

    DSKUTL =~ COPY 

Format 1, RF: 

disk-id 

UNIT.FDA 

  TO < output disk-id > by 

This field specifies the name written to the disk-label of the disk being 
reformatted. 

By specifying UNIT.FDA instead of <disk-name> in the initiating message, 
DSKUTL will reformat a 211 or 2011 fixed disk as a physical unit with a PPIT, 
provided the system is running as a fixed disk system. The system PPIT will be 
scanned for the first disk-name listed as a physical unit which is not on-line. 
The disk being reformatted will be assigned this disk-name and associated logical 
unit-number when the utility writes the disk-label. } 

     



        

FILES nnnn 

OWNER 
*‘aaaaaaaaaaaaaa’”’ 

SERIAL ssssss 

BOOTSTRAP file- 
name 

IGNORE 

<MTR> 

System 

Default file-name 

Records 2-31 
Records 32-61 
Records 62-91 

For MTR Reformat 

1MB Mini 

Cartridge (100 tpi) 

2015228—003 

If all physical units listed in the system PPIT are found to be on-line, the disk 

will be assigned a default disk-name of ‘‘O0000xy’’ where ‘‘xy”’’ is the logical 
unit-number (in decimal characters) of the first available unit slot in the system 

PPIT. | 

This entry specifies the maximum number of files to be held on the disk. 
<nnnn> is a decimal number in the range 1 to 2804. 

This field is used to specify the owner field of the disk-label. It must consist of 
an alphanumeric entry of 1 to 14 characters delimited by quote characters (‘’). 

The serial number field of the disk-label is specified by this field. It must be a 
six-digit decimal number and must include significant zeros. 

The bootstrap file-name, if specified, specifies the name of the bootstrap file to 
be copied to the disk being reformatted. If the BOOTSTRAP option is NOT 
entered, the utility will search for the default file-name as shown in table 4-3. 

If the IGNORE option is specified, the utility will ignore any information 
already contained in the CMS reserved areas of the disk. This option must 
always be specified if the disk is not already in CMS format. 
If IGNORE is not specified, the utility will expect the disk-label and available 
table to be in CMS format. When re-writing the available table to the disk, the 
utility will accommodate up to 90 bad entries from the original available table. 
If more than 90 bad entries are encountered on reading the available table of 
the disk, the utility will be terminated. 

NOTE 
‘The IGNORE option can be used to reformat a disk which has a corrupted 
label, directories or available table. However, care must be exercised if using 
this option to reformat Caelus disks (see table 4-2). 
SDI disks, due to the fact that bad sectors are ‘‘hidden’’ by relocation, should 
never contain bad entries in the available table other than those reserved for 
MTR purposes. Caelus disks, however, often contain a number of unusable 
sectors ‘‘hidden’’ by means of the entries in the available table. Use of the 
IGNORE option will ignore these entries when constructing the new available 
table. Subsequent access of these previously noted bad sectors by the MCP cap 
give rise to I/O errors. 

The MTR option in the initiating message causes sectors to be reserved in the 
available table for MTR purposes. The number and location of these sectors 
depends on the system and disk type. This option is equivalent to the SAU FE 
function. 

NOTE 
The diamond braces <MTR> must be included in the initiating message in 
order to reserve MTR tracks. 

Table 4-3. BOOTSTRAP Table 

B 90 

0000000/CMSBOOT 

CMS BOOTSTRAP 
MTR1I CAELUS BOOTSTRAP 
MTR2 SDI BOOTSTRAP 

BOOTSTRAP Selected Areas Reserved 

MTRI 0A80-0OABF 
0B00-0B3F 
1540-157F 

MTRI1 1540-157F 
2A80-2ABF 
2B00-2B3F 
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(continued) | 
Table 4-3. BOOTSTRAP Table 

Cartridge (200 tpi) MTR1 2A80-2ABF 
2B00-2B3F 
§540-557F 

201-I Fixed (S) CMS 0080-017F 
$200-527F 

| | CA80-CAFF 
211 Fixed (20MB) CMS | None 

211 Fixed (80MB) CMS None 

BSMII Mini 3MB MTR2 —— 1321-140C 

NOTE 
Area addresses are in allocation units (hexadecimal). On the 211 fixed disk, there 
are MTR sectors but these are located outside the MCP addressable area of the 
disk. . 

Operation 
The utility immediately opens the specified or default bootstrap file and verifies that the appropriate check- 

sum is correct. The operator is requested to reserve and assign the required disk drive or unit. 

If the label of the disk is already in CMS format, the utility displays the name read from the disk-label and 
requests the operator to confirm that reformatting is required. 

The operator must enter: 

AX <mix-number> OK 

in order for the utility to continue. 

The new or existing available table and directory entries and a single SYSMEM entry are written to the 
output disk and the bootstrap file is copied to the disk. 

If UNIT.FDA was entered in the. initiating message, a 13-sector PPiT is written to the disk with the assigned 
disk-name, and the logical unit-number and pseudo-pack tag are entered in the physical unit slot. All other 
entries are made available. When the unit is subsequently made ready by the operator on termination of the 
utility, the PPIT will be modified to match the system PPIT by the AVR routine in the MCP. — 

Finally, the utility writes the disk-label to sector zero (0). 

In order to access the disk which has been reformatted, the user must made the disk ready by use of the 
RY command when the utility has gone to successful EOJ .- 

Example: 

To reformat a BSMII (3/6 mbyte) disk (‘TESTA’’), already in CMS format with the following parameters: 
Disk-name — DISKA 
Number of files — 1000 
Owner — USER-FRED 
Serial Number — 123456 

- Bootstrap file is default 

Insert disk called ‘‘TESTA”’ in drive DMA. 
System displays ‘“‘DMA TESTA/ 0 FILES OPEN’”’ 

Enter ‘‘DSKUTL RF DISKA FILES 1000 OWNER ‘“‘USER-FRED” SERIAL 123456”’ 
System displays ‘“‘READY AND RESERVE REQUIRED DRIVE FOR DISK REFORMAT”’ 
**<mix-number>/DSKUTL <14> WAITING UNLAB REFORMAT DK DEVICE REQUIRED” 

Enter ‘‘RD DMA” 
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System displays ‘‘DMA RESERVED 0 FILES OPEN” 
Enter ‘“‘AD <mix-number> DMA”’ . 

System displays ‘‘DMB IS CMS DISK TESTA -—- CONFIRM <RF> REQUIRED” 

Enter “‘AX <mix-number> OK’? 
System displays: 
‘‘CMS BOOTSTRAP VERSION XX.XX.XX USED ON DMA DISK DISKA”’ 
‘(0 SECTORS ARE UNAVAILABLE ON DMB DISK DISKA”’ 
‘“DSKUTL <RF> OF DMB DISK <16672> AS DISK DISKA ON B90 COMPLETED” 

Enter ‘“RY DMA” 

The reformatted disk can now be accessed as normal. 

  

The following messages can be displayed by the RF function: 

    
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

PARAMETER | At least one of the Check initiating 

SPECIFICATION parameters required in message and re-input. 

FOR <RFo> INCOMPLETE the initiating message 
for the reformat option 

is missing. 
  

NO PPIT ON SYSTEM INIT.FDA was specified Check system 
in the initiating message iconfiguration and 

and the system running initiating message. 

is not a fixed disk 

assemblage. 

  

  

  

BOOTSTRAP FILE The check-string af the Check specified 

“<file-name> NOT CMS apecified or default BOOTSTRAP file for 

STANDARD BOQTSTRAP file is integrity. Copy a new 
incorrect. version if necessary. 

READ ERROR ON A read error has been Copy a new BOOTSTRAP 
BOOTSTRAP FILE encountered on the file to the system. 

<fjile-name> specified or default . 

BOOTSTRAP file. 
  

NO UNIT SLOTS UNIT.FDA was specified Check initiating 
AVAILABLE IN SYSTEM | in the initiating message.j/message and system 
PPIT The utility has found all |configuration. 

physical units listed in 

the system PPIT to be 

on-line, and there are no 
available physical unit 
slots in the system PPIT. 

  

READ ERROR ON PPIT A read error has been Re-initialize disk. 
OF <disk-name> encountered on the system 

PPIT while scanning for 
physical unit disk-name.         
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MESSAGE © POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

READY AND RESERVE 
REQUIRED DRIVE FOR 
DISK REFORMAT 

This message will be 

displayed by the utility 
before the MCP prompts 

the operator to AD the 

required disk drive. 

Ensure disk being 
reformatted is 

reserved (RD). 

  

OPEN DISK UNLABELLED 
NOT SUPPORTED 

The utility is not able 

to open unlabelled the 

disk as the level af MCP 

in use does not support 

this feature. 

Check version number 

of MCP. 

  

CAPACITY OF Dxy NOT 

RECOGNISED - <number 

of sectors: SECTORS 

The disk-size <«number 

of sectors> returned by 

the MCP does not match 
any af the disk types 

supported by the utility. 

Check the system 

configuration. 

  

Dxy IS NOT A FIXED 
DISK 

The disk assigned for 

RF UNIT.FDA is not a 
fO1T or @1l fixed disk. 

Check device assigned. 

  

CANNOT READ SECTOR O 
OF Dxy 

The utility has opened 

Dxy successfully but is 

unable ta successfully 

read sector 0. 

If the disk 

Caelus disk; ensure 

that it has been 

previously initialized. 

If this is the case, 

the disk will require 
re-initializing using 
SAU IN. 

For SDI disks, use the 

IGNORE option. | 

IS A 

  

DISK LABEL OF Dxy 

NOT IN CMS FORMAT 
IGNORE was not specified 

in the initiating 

message and the disk 

being reformatted does 

not contain a CNS format 
label in sector 0. 

Re-enter initiating 
message using the 

IGNORE option. 

  

Dxy IS CMS DISK 
“<disk-id> - CONFIRM 

RF REQUIRED. 
“ 

The disk label! 
in CMS format. 

is already Enter AX <mix-number> 

OK to continue. 

  

DSKUTL <RE> OF Dxy 
NOT CONFIRMED 

The utility has gone to 
FOJ without completing 
the reformat function. 
OK not entered as above. 

|Re-run the utility. 

    TRACK 0 OF Dxy BAD   The utility is unable to 
read from or write to one 

or more sectors of track 

0 a , 

| Check   integrity of 
media and drive. 

Replace media if 
| necessary. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

BAD MTR SECTOR “<z> 

DKY ao 
(IN The utility 

read from or 

is tunable to 

write to one 

or more of the disk MTR 

sectors. 

Check integrity of 

media and drive. 

Replace media if 

Necessary. 

  

DFy WILL BE 
REFORMATTED 
PHYSICAL 
“disk-ids 

AS 
UNIT 

UNIT.FDA was specified 

the initiating§ message 

and this disk name will 
he assigned to the fixed 

disk being reformatted. 

in Information only. 

  

READ ERROR ON OLD 
DIRECTORY AT SECTOR 
“ee OF Dxy 

The utility has 

encountered a read error 

while reading the 

directory of the disk 

being reformatted. 

  

O“AD DIRECTORY OF Dxy 
TS CORRUPT 

The utility has 

encountered an invalid 

entry while scanning the 
available table for bad 
sector entries. 

Re-enter the 

initiating message 
using the IGNORE 

option. 

WARNING 

This should be used 

with caution for 

Caelus disks. 

Re-enter the 

initiating message 

using the IGNORE 
option. 

WARNING 
This option must be 

used with caution 

for Caelus disks. 

  

TOO MANY BAD ENTRIES 
IN THE OLD AVAILABLE 
TABLE of Dxy 

More than 90 bad entries 

have been found itn the 

| aVailable table of the 

disk being’ reformatted. 

Use IGNORE option. 

If the disk is Caelus 

disk, it must be 

initialized with SAU. 

  

CANNOT ACCOMMODATE 
DIRECTORY FOR Dxy 

The utility cannot find 
an available area large 
enough to accommodate the 
directory as specified. 

Check and re-enter 

initiating message 
with smaller number of 

files to reduce size 

of new directory. 

  

SMALL FOR Dxy     is not large enough to 
accommodate all required 

entries. 
Bad entries maintained 
from old available table, 
MTR sectors; and any bad 
sectors found during RF 
will not fit in area.   Use IGNORE if SDI disk 

being used. 3 

AVAILABLE TABLE TOO The new available table Re-enter initiating 
message with a larger 
number of files to 

increase size of 

new available table. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

WRITE ERROR 
ENCOUNTERED ON Dxy AT 
SECTOR <z> 

The utility has 
encountered a write error 

While writing 
Bootstrap records 

MTR patterns 
Available table 

Directory. 
If the error is 

encountered while writing 

the directory, DSKUTL 

will mark these as bad 

the available table and 

continues execution. 

For all other write 

errors jit will abort. 

in 

Check integrity of 

disk drive and media. 

Replace media if 

necessary. 

  

MORE THAN <2> BAD 
SECTORS FOUND ON DISK 
Dxy 

More than $1 read/write 
errors encountered during 

reformatting of a limb © 
disk, or more than 49 

errors for all other 
disk types. 

Check integrity of 
disk drive and media. 

Replace media if 

Necessary. 

  

DSKUTL <RF> ABORTED Utility has terminated 

prematurely. 
pee message displayed 

immediately prior to 
abort message for 

reason. 
  

<file-name> BOOTSTRAP 

VERSION <version-num> 

USED ON Dxy DISK 
“disk-~jd> 

Confirmation of BOOTSTRAP 

file used during reformat. 
Information only. 

  

es SECTORS ARE 
UNAVATLABLE ON Dxy 
DISK «<disk~-id> 

Confirmation of number of 

bad sector entries placed 

in the available table of 
the reformatted disk 

excluding MTR sectors. 

Information only. 

  

PLEASE RUN CHECK.DISK 
ON Dxy DISK <disk~id> 

For imb disk only. It is recommended that 

CHECK.DISK is run on 

all reformatted imb 

disks to ensure that 

surface integrity 

checks are performed. 
    DSKUTL <RF> QF Dxy 

DISK «disk-size> AS | 

“disk-id> ON 

=system-name> 

COMPLETED 

successful   termination on 

EQ. 

Normal   Information only. 

Refarmatted disk must 

be RY°“d before it can 

be accessed normally. 
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Format 2, LIST: 

A ORN Alpha character listing or numeric (hex) listing can be specified by the use of 
this option in the initiating message. The default is both alpha and numeric in 
the same format as for the CMS LIST utility. 

sector address — This field specifies the sectors to be listed and consists of two decimal numbers 
sector address separated by a hyphen. The sectors listed will include the starting and ending 

sector number. | 
Example: <1 — 20> causes sector numbers 1 through 20 to be listed. 

sector address This option also specifies the number of sectors to be listed and can be used as 
number of sectors an alternative to the above format. The number of sectors specified by the 

second decimal number will be listed, starting at the sector address specified by 
the first decimal number. 
If sector zero (0) is specified for listing, then the following is written to the 
printer following the content of sector 0: 

SECTOR ADDRESS LENGTH DIRECTORY 

32/@0020@ ——- 65/@0041@ AVAILABLE TABLE 
97/@0061@ 91/@0058@ NAME LIST 

188/@00BC@ 1001/@03E9@ DISK FILE HEADERS 
0/@0000@ 0/@0000@ PSEUDO PACK 

7 IDENTIFICATION 
TABLE 

The above sample output is from the disk reformatted with the parameters given 
in the example DSKUTL RF function above. If the disk-label is not in CMS 
format, this portion of the listing is omitted. 

Operation: 

The utility causes a disk to be opened unlabelled, and prompts the operator to reserve and assign the appro- 
priate disk drive or unit. On assigning the device, the utility lists the specified sectors and goes to EOJ. The 
drive must now be made ready by the operator before normal access can be made to the disk. 

Example: 

To list the first 10 sectors of the disk reformatted in the sample DSKUTL RF function above: 

Insert disk ‘‘DISKA’’ in drive DMA. 
The system displays ‘‘DMA DISKA/ 0 FILES OPEN’’ 

Enter “‘DSKUTL LIST 0 10” 
<or> 

“‘DSKUTL LIST 0 - 9” 
The system displays: 
“‘PRESENT DISK FOR LISTING NOW’ 
‘*<mix-number>/DSKUTL <14> WAITING UNLAB LIST DK DEVICE REQUIRED” 

Enter “‘RD DMA” 
The system displays ‘“‘DMA RESERVED 0 FILES OPEN” 

Enter ‘“‘AD <mix-number> DMA’’ 

The utility now lists the specified sector numbers and goes to EOJ. 

The following messages can be displayed by the LIST function: 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

PRESENT DISK FOR 
LISTING PLEASE 

The utility displays this 

message prior to the MCP. 

Prompts the user toa RD 

and AD the required disk. 

RD and RY the 

required dick. 

  

OPEN DISK UNLABELLED The utility is unable to Check version number 

  

NOT SUPPORTED open unlabelled the disk | of MCP in use. 

as the MCP being used 
does not support this 

feature. 

ILLEGAL SECTOR The sector addresses | Check initiating 
ADDRESS «sector specified in the message and re-enter. 

address+ initiating message are 

FOR Dxy outside the physical 

capacity of the disk. 
  

Dxy EXHAUSTED DURING 

SECTOR RANGE 

“sector address —- 

sector-address> 

The fast physical sector 

address of the disk in 

drive Dxy has been 
read. The utility will 

continue with the next 

specified sector range. 

Check initiating 
MESSAKES . 

  

READ ERROR 

ENCOUNTERED ON Dxy 

AT SECTOR <sector- 

address> 

A read error was 

encountered at the | 

specified address. The 

utifity will continue. 

Information only. 

Check KA Listing®§ of 

the disk for listed 

BAD sectors. 
      DSKUTL LIST ABORTED   The utility has 

prematurely terminated. |   See message displayed 
immediately prior to 

| abort message for 
reason. 
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Format 3, COPY: 

TO disk-name For the COPY function, this option in the initiating message causes the disk- 
name specified to be written to the disk-label of the output disk if the input 
disk is in CMS format. 
If the input disk is not in CMS format or is a fixed disk with a pseudo-pack 
PPIT, this name is ignored when writing the disk-label. 
If no disk-name is specified in the initiating message, the disk-label is copied 
from the input disk to the output disk. 

Operation: 

On commencing execution, the utility displays the message: 

‘“*~PRESENT INPUT DISK FIRST PLEASE”’ 

The operator must now reserve and assign the disk-drive required for input. The utility displays the message: 

“PRESENT OUTPUT DISK NOW PLEASE” 
The operator must now reserve and assign the disk drive or unit required for output. 

The utility checks that both input and output disks are SDI disks of the same type and capacity. Having 
established this, the utility proceeds to copy each sector of the input disk to the output disk. 

If an error which cannot be corrected is detected, the operator is informed of the sector(s) in error and 

the utility continues until the entire disk is copied. 

NOTE | 
This function is only available for duplication of SDI type disks. Any attempt to 
duplicate Caelus type disks will result in the utility displaying the message: 

*“Dxy DEVICE TYPE NOT SUPPORTED 
DSKUTL (COPY) ABORTED” 

Example: 

To copy the disk ‘‘DISKA’’ created in the above example to a second disk “‘DISKB”’. 

Insert ‘‘DISKA’’ into drive DMA and the output disk into drive DMB. 
Enter ‘‘DSKUTL COPY TO DISKB”’ 

The system displays ‘PRESENT DISK FOR INPUT FIRST PLEASE” 
‘“*<mix-number>/DSKUTL <14> WAITING UNLAB COPY DK DEVICE REQUIRED” 

Enter ‘‘RD DMA”’ 

The system displays ‘‘DMA RESERVED 0 FILES OPEN”’ 
Enter ‘‘AD <mix-number> DMA’”’ 

The system displays ‘‘PRESENT DISK FOR OUTPUT NOW PLEASE”’ 
‘*<mix-number>/DSKUTL <14> WAITING UNLAB COPY DK DEVICE REQUIRED” 

Enter ‘““‘RD DMB” 

The system displays ‘DMB RESERVED 0 FILES OPEN”’ 

Enter ‘AD <mix-number> DMB” 

The utility now copies the disk and goes to EOJ. 

The time required to copy a BSMII disk is approximately 12 minutes. This time may be significantly ex- 

tended, however, if any errors are encountered during the copy. 

The following messages can be displayed by the COPY function: 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

PRESENT INPUT DISK 
FIRST PLEASE 

The utility will display 

this message just prior 

to the MCP prompting the 
operator 

input disk. 

to RD and AD the). 

RD and AD the disk 

required for input. 

  

PRESENT QUTPUT DISK 
NOW PLEASE 

The utility will display 
this message just prior 

to the MCP prompting the 

operator to RD and AD the 

Qutput disk. 

RD and AD the disk 
required for output. 

  

OPEN DISK UNLABELLED 
NOT SUPPORTED 

The utility is unable to 

open the disk as 

unlabelled, since the 

level of MCP in use does 

not support this feature. 

Check the version 

number of the MCP. 

  

Dxy and Dxz HAVE 

DIFFERENT CAPACITY 
The two specified disks 

are incompatible for 

this function. 

Check correct devices 
have been AD d. 

Only like disk types 

can be COPIED. 
  

TRACK 0 OF Dxy BAD The utility is unable te 
read from oar 

or more sectors of track 

0. . 

write tao One 

Check integrity of 

media and drive. 

Replace media if 

Necessary. : 
  

Dxy DEVICE TYPE NOT 
SUPPORTED 

An attempt has been made 
to copy a disk which is 

nat an SDI type disk. 

Check AD command for 

carrect device type 

and re-execute 

utility. 
  

DSKUTL <COPY>: 
ABORTED 

The utility has | 

terminated prematurely. 
See message displayed 

immediately prior to 

abort message for 

reason. 
  

SPECIFIED DISK-ID 
“output-diskname> 

FOR COPY IGNORED. 

HAS A PPIT 
INPUT Dfy <disk-name> 

The output disk will 

assigned the same disk- 

as the input disk. The 

utility will continue. 

be Information only. 

  

  

SPECIFIED DISK-ID 
“output disk-name» 

FOR COPY IGNORED 
Dxy DISK NOT IN CMS 
FORMAT     The input disk is not in 

CMS format. The specified 
Gutput disk-name is 
ignored but the utility 
will continue.   Information only. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

READ ERROR & read error has been See recommendatians 

ENCOUNTERED ON Dxy encountered on the input ifor read/write errors 

AT SECTOR <a> disk. The utility will below. 

continue. 
    WRITE ERROR 
ENCOUNTERED ON Dxy AT 
SECTOR <a> | 

A write error has been 

encountered on the 

outout disk. The utility 

See recommendations 

for read/write errors 
below. 

  

will continue. 

DSKUTL COPY FROM Successful terminating PO disk and remove 
message when the input from drive. Dxy TO Dxz COMPLETED 
disk is not in CMS format. 
  

‘DSKUTL COPY FROM 

-Dxy DISK <disk-name> 

‘TO Dxz DISK 
ledisk-~name> 

‘COMPLETED   Successful terminating 

message when the input 

disk is in CMS format. 

RY disk to enable 

normal access.   
  

Recommendations for Read/Write Errors 

If a read or write error is detected during the COPY function on either the input or output disk, the following 
procedure is recommended prior to using the output disk: 

1. Produce a KA listing of the output disk. 
2. From the sector addresses displayed by the utility for the read/write errors, determine which files con- 

tain the errors. These files should be removed from the output disk. 

If the read/write error occurs in the disk directory area, the disk should not be used without re-initialization 

(or re-formatting if it is an SDI disk). 
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DUMP (Dump Files to Library Tape from Disk) 

This function, a part of the LD allows the operator to copy files from disk to. library-tape. 

Format: 

| wo V 
  

DUMP TO library-tape-name ~ FROM disk-name 

  

file-name or 

group-name   - <BOTH> 

If the <BOTH> option is used following a request to dump a keyfile, the associated data file will also be 
dumped following the keyfile on tape, provided the data file is on disk. 

Examples: 

To dump a sroup of files beginning with the letters “AR” from the system disk to ARTAPE: 
DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= 

To dump a file called ARTASK and a group of files beginning with the letters “DCS” from a disk called 
- ARDISKI1 to a tape called ARTAPE: 

LD DUMP TO ARTAPE FROM ARDISKI ARTASK DCS= 

To dump a keyfile called AR200K and its data file from a system disk to ARTAPE: 

DUMP TO ARTAPE AR200K <BOTH> 

_ Since “DUMP?” is a part of the utility “LD”, “LD” is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon- 
‘ tinue the DUMP function, ‘DS’? mix number/LD must be used. 

Output messages: 

    

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTICN 

  

NO FILES IN 

THE FAMILY 

group“name ON 
DISK disk-name 
FOR DUMP 

Specified group name 

not found on disk. 
Check input and 

rementer if necessary; 

Check for correct 

Cisk. 

  

NO FILE fit emname 

ON DISK disk*name 
FOR OUMP 

Specified file was 

not found on disk. 
Check input and 

reenter if necessary; 
Check for correct 
cisk. 

  

file-name NOT 
DUMPED = IN QUTPUT 

USE~ DUMP ABANDON- 

ED TAPE BEING 

PURGED.   
File to be copied igs 

in use and cannot be 
copied. If “*NUMP 

ABANDONED™ message jis 

givenre tape 1s purged 

and utility goes to 
FOJ. 

None: utlity will 
rot dump this file 
but wilt continue 
with next file to 
be dtreed. 
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MESSAGE . POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

  

filename NOT File to be coplec was None 

DUMPED - HAS BEEN removed between start 

REMOVED. of DUMP gnd time wher 

DUMP ABANDGNED - file was to be copiec 

TAPE BEING PURGED. to tane- Tape 1s purced 
and utility coes to End 

of Joh. 

filtecnane NOT Conterts of file to None 

DUMPED ~ HAS BEEN be copied were alter” 

ALTERED = OUMP ed between the start 

ABANDONED = TAPE of the dump and the 
BEING PURGED. time the file was to 

be copied to tafe. 
Tape is purged and 

utility goes to Eng 

  

filename LOAD/ End of Fite reached None. 

DUMP DISCREPANCY before expectece Disk 

Fite Header may con” 

tain errors. 

  

  

  

  

  

NO FILES TC. No files were founc Check input and rem 
DUMP on this disk to copy enter if necessary? 

to tape. Check for correct 
tene. 

filecname DUMP successful None. 

DUMPED 

DUPLICATE filename More than cne recuest None. 

ALREADY BEING was made to QUMP this 

DUMPED file. 

file-name NOT <BOTH> option was If scecifited cata 

DUMPED = DATA FILE specified» but data file dump ts 
NOT ON LINE file was not found requiréds supply 

| on disk. | DUMP with backup 
Copy of fite if it 
exists.     

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages for additional messages. 
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DUMPADISK (Disk Dump) @ 
The DUMPADISK utility is provided to enable periodic back-up and retrieval of user files to disk. It is 

provided as an alternative to the B 90 Stand Alone Utility (SAU) Copy, which cannot be used on systems 

without a console (B 93). The utility executes under MCP control and requires the open unlabelled disk facility 
in order to run. The B 90 MCP level 3.03 and above supports this function. DUMPADISK also requires the 
presence of the local language file (SYSLANGUAGEB). | 

Note that all reference to pseudo-pack is for information only. The B 90 system does not support pseudo- 

pack. The B 90 is the only CMS system which supports ‘‘Open Unlabelled disk’’, which it does from the CMS 

3.03 release. | : 

NOTE 

DUMPADISK will replace the current DD utility. The disk format created by 

DUMPADISK is unique and builds a non-standard disk directory. Disks created 
with the DD utility are NOT recognized by the DUMPADISK utility. As DD will 

not be issued for any releases after 3.3, users with disks created with DD must 
convert their back-up media to disks created with DUMPADISK. 

The files created with the DUMPADISK utility can only be accessed using the DUMPADISK LOAD or 
ADD function. These disks can, however, be duplicated using the DSKUTL COPY function (see the descrip- 
tion of DSKUTL contained earlier in this section). Disks used for back-up must be pre-initialized in CMS for- 
mat and must not contain any user data. Any files existing on a disk written to by DUMPADISK will be lost 
when the DUMPADISK disk directory is written. , 

The utility also creates a security record when DUMPing to back-up disks. This record must be present 
on any disk used for a LOAD function. 

DUMPADISK provides the facility to create one or a numbered sequence of back-up disks during one dump 
session. 

_ Example: : , © 

In dumping files from a 2011 disk to Imb disk, several Imb disks may be required to accommodate all the 
required data. During the DUMP or UNLOAD function, replacement disks will be called for as each back- 
up disk becomes full. The directory of each disk will contain entries for all the files contained on that disk, 
and disks which have been created previously in that dump session. Thus in a series of three back-up disks 
created in the same session: 

The directory of disk 1 has. entries for all files on disk 1. 
The directory of disk 2 has entries for all files on disks 1 and 2. 
The directory of disk 3 has entries for all files on disks 1, 2 and 3. 

When retrieving files from back-up disks, all files DUMPed may be LOADed successively, or a selection 
of individual or groups of files may be LOADed. In all cases, it is advisable to initiate any LOAD from the 
last disk of the sequence. In this way, if any files required for LOAD are not resident on that disk, the utility 
will call by name for the disk which contains those files. 

When creating back-up disks, the utility will request a four-character prefix for disk identification purposes. 
Each disk created will be labelled with this prefix concatenated with a three-character decimal number, pro- 
gressing from 001 to 999. During subsequent retrieval, all disks will be called for by their seven-character label 
(user-specified prefix plus decimal suffix). Back-up disk labels (sector 0) are created in CMS format. 

Files can be DUMPed to and LOADed from any CMS supported removable disk media (except ICMD), 
and DUMPed or LOADed from and to any CMS supported disk. 

Format: 

FORMAT 1 

DUMPADISK PRINT.DIR 

This function lists the disk directory. ©} 
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FORMAT 2 

  DUMP ——   

                DUMPADISK —— PRINT-DIR UNLOAD FROM <disk-id > —“ <file-list > —— 

This function enables back-up disks to be created together with the option to print the directory of the com- 
plete dump session. 

FORMAT 3 | 

  

    DUMPADISK —— ADD FROM —— <disk-id>——-+-— TO <disk-id > —“4— < file-list> ———Y 

This function enables retrieval of backed-up files to any named disk. 

For formats 2 and 3, <file-list> is defined as a commaz-list of individual file-ids, family-names (for example, 
ABCD=), or just = to specify all files on a disk. 

NOTE 
If indexed pairs are to be DUMPed or LOADed, then the <BOTH> option must 
be included in the file-list following the indexed pair file-name. 

Format 1, PRINT.DIR 
By specifying only PRINT.DIR in the initiating message, the utility prints the directory of the disk assigned 

to the utility. 

Operation: 

The utility will open-unlabelled a disk and prompt the operator to reserve (RD) and assign (AD) the disk 
drive containing the relevant disk. 

The utility prints the directory and goes to EOJ. 

Format 2, DUMP or UNLOAD 

PRINT.DIR This option in the initiating message causes the utility to print the directory of 
all files DUMPed during the session when it goes to EOJ. | 

FROM disk-name This option allows the operator to specify the disk-name from which the files 
are to be DUMPed or UNLOADed. If this option is omitted from the message, 
the utility searches the system disk for the specified files. 

File-list This entry specifies the individual files or groups of files to be DUMPed or 
| | UNLOADed. The form of this entry can be a comma-list of individual files, a 

comma-list of file families (FILE=), or just = to DUMP all files from the 
specified or default disk. 

Operation: 

On executing, the utility first builds an internal directory or list of files to be DUMPed, and then displays 
the message: 

“ENTER A FOUR CHARACTER DUMP IDENTIFICATION PREFIX” 

The operator must now enter the prefix using an accept (AX) command. 

The operator is now prompted to Reserve (RD) and Assign (AD) the disk drive in which the output disk 
is located. If the current disk is filled before the DUMP is complete, the operator is informed that it is OK 
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to PO drive <Dxy>. The utility then prompts the operator to replace the disk by displaying the following 
message: | 

“OVERFLOW DISK REQUIRED TO CONTINUE DUMP” 

The operator must PO the existing disk and replace it with another disk. 

On completing the DUMP, if the PRINT.DIR option was entered in the initiating message, the directory 
for the dump session is output to the line printer before the utility goes to EOJ. 

Format 3, ADD or LOAD 

FROM disk-id This entry specifies the back-up disk-id from which files are to be LOADed or 
- ADDed. When entering this name for a sequence of back-up disks, the name of 

the last disk in the sequence should be used. If the specified files contained in 
the <file-list> option of the initiating message are not on this disk, the utility 
will call for the required disk by name. 

TO disk-id This option allows the operator to specify the disk to which files are LOADed 
or ADDed. 

file-list This entry specifies the individual files or group of files to be LOADed or 
ADDed. The form of this entry can be a comma-list of individual files, a 
commaz-list of file families (FILE=) or just = to indicate a LOAD of all files on 
the specified disk. 

Operation: 

The disk from which the ADD or LOAD is to take place must be READY before entering the initiating 
message. | : | | 

If any of the specified files for LOADing are not resident on the disk, the available files are LOADed and 
the utility prompts the operator to supply the required disk. When all files have been LOADed or ADDed, 
the utility goes to EOJ. 

NOTE 
Files will only be ADDed if there is no file of that name already on the disk being 
ADDed to. A LOAD will replace existing files. 

Error Recovery 
If a read/write error is detected during DUMPing, the utility automatically attempts to reallocate disk space 

for the file currently being DUMPed. This process is repeated up to ten times for each file on any one disk. 
If a parity error is detected when attempting to write to a newly re-allocated area of disk, then the utility 
attempts to write to another area and ignore the previous attempt. Therefore, the utility attempts to re-allocate 
up to ten non-contiguous areas per file on each disk. If this limit is reached then the dumping of the current 
file is terminated (see the error messages listed below). The utility continues by dumping the next file, if there 
are any more to be dumped. 

If an error is detected during a multifile ADD or LOAD, the utility terminates the LOAD for that file and 
continues to ADD or LOAD remaining files. 

If a read/write error occurs in the directory area of a disk, the utility terminates 

The following messages can be displayed by DUMPADISK: 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  
| 

<¢disk-id= IS NOT A 
RECOGNISED BACK-UP 
DISK 

The disk being accessed 
for a LOAD or ADD 

is not a disk produced 

by DUMPADISK. 

Check that the correct 

disk was inserted in 

the drive. 

  

“Ffile-names NOT 
LOADED - ALREADY ON 
DISK. 

The initiating message 
specified files to be 
ADDed which were 

already resident on 

the output disk. 

RM existing files and 

re-run the ADD. 

  

ALTHOUGH WITH 
DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES 

This message may follow 

and qualify the above 
MeSsage. 

See above message. 

  

<file-name> LOAD 

DISCREPANCY 

or 
<file-name> DUMP 

DISCREPANCY 

DFH file-size and number 

of records DUMPed or 

|_LQADed are not equal. 

Investigate 

discrepancy 

and re-execute the 

utility. 

  
} 

    NO FILES TO DUMP 

m
e
e
e
 
e
n
t
 

B
e
 
R
E
 

te
e 

S
e
 

The utility is not able 

Lto find any of the files 

specified in the 
initiating message. 

Check initiating 

message. If correct 

execute PD and check 

existance of files on 

the disk being 

backed-up. 

A
 

k
v
 

a
e
 
n
e
d
 

toe 
e
e
 
e
e
 

  

  

  

        
  

2015228—003 

FILE <file-name> The utility is unable to | Check status of files 

NOT DUMPED DUMP the specified file not dumped; and 

followed by ~ for the reasans stated. re-execute the utility. 

~ HAS BEEN REMOVED 
~ IN QUTPUT USE 
~ HAS BEEN AL TERED 

(NO FILES IN THE This generalized message | Check initiating 

FAMILY) <file> format is used to inform | message for correct 

or the operator when files Ffile-names and re-run 

(FILE? are not found during utility. 

QN (BACKUP) DUMP ar UNLOAD; LOAD or 

or (DISK) ADD. 
FOR (LOAD) 
or (ADD) 

or <‘¢DUMP) 
or CUNLOAD) 

DUPLICATE <file-name>| The initiating message None. The utility will 

ALREADY BEING contained multiple continue to execute. 

(DUMPED) requests to DUMP or LOAD | Qnly one capy of the 

or (LOADED) the same file. these <ifile-names-> 

will be DUMPed or 
LOADed. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE 
  
SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

NQ FILES TQ LOAD The utility is unable ta 

find any af the specified 

Files on the back-up 

disk or sequence of back- 

up disks specified. 

Check initiating 

message and disgk-id 

of back-up disk being 

usec. 

  

“file-name> NOT 

DUMPED - 

DATAFILE NOT ON LINE 

The data-file of an 

{indexed pair specified 

in the DUMP initiating. 
message cannat be found. 
The utility will cantinue. 

The key-file is nat 

DUMPed. 

Check the input disk 

for the presence of 

the specified files. 

Re-run the utility. 

  

“file-name> - 
DATAFILE NOT FOUND 
ON DISK FOR LOAD 

utility will 

The utility cannat find 

the data-file on the 

back-up disk far the 
specified keyfile. The 

continue but | 

the keyfile is not LOADed. 

Check the initiating 

Message and print the 
back~up disk directory. 

  

DISK <disk-id> NOT 
AVATLABLE 
or | 

DISK <digsk-id> LOCKED 

Disk specified is either 
not on-line or i165 in use 

by another utility using 

SYSMEM LOCK on this 

disk. 

“disk~-id> of 

back-up disk in use 

or wart until other 

utility has gone to 

EO. 

Check 

  

FILE LIST FOR 
“family-name> MAY BE 
INCOMPLETE 
or 
FILE LIST MAY BE 
INCOMPLETE 

j|complete 

If DUMPing from an 
unrestricted pseudo-disk 

and a disk belonging to 
this pseudo-pack is not 
found, then the files 
DUMPecd may not be a 

Pist. 

Check PRINT.DIR 
listing§ and re-run 

utility if required. 

  

UTILITY LIMIT REACHED 

AT FILE «<file-name> 

When DUMPing from an 
unrestricted pseuda-pack 

the number of files has 
reached the maximum, 2804. 
DUMPing will now 
commence. 

Information only. 

  

QOK TO PO DRIVE Dxy 
or 

OK TO PO DISK 
“digsk~-id> 

Informs the operator that 

it is safe to PO a disk 
when DUMPing or LOADing 
and the next disk in a 

sequence is required, 

PQ specified disk. 

  

OVERFLOW DISK 
REQUIRED TO CONTINUE 
DUMP |     Follows first of above 

pair of messages to 
denote that another disk 
is required to continue 

the DUMP in progress. 

Select required disk 
and continue.   
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

DISK X<disk-id> 

REQUIRED TO CONTINUE 

LOAD 

Informs operator af the 

next disk in sequence 

required ta continue the 

LOAD. 

Select the required 

disk and cantinue. 

  

OPEN DISK UNLABELLED 
NOT IMPLEMENTED. 

The utility is unable to 

open the disk unlabelled 

as the level of MCP in 

use does not support 

this function. 

Check version number 

of MCP in use. 

  

DISK «<disk-name> 5 

NOT REQUIRED FOR 

THIS LOAD 

The files to be LOADed 

do not reside an this 

disk. 

See next message. 

  

MAKE DISK <disk-id-> 

AVATLABLE AND ENTER 
"OK" 

or 
MAKE ALTERNATE DISK 
DISK AVATLABLE AND 
ENTER NAME 

Follows the above message 

to inform operator that 

an alternate disk is 

required to continue the 

LOAD. 7 

Select appropriate 

disk and continue. 

  

  

ENTER A FOUR 
CHARACTER DUMP 
IDENTIFICATION PREFIX 

Informs the operator to 

enter the four character 

disk-id prefix before 

starting: the DUMP. 

Enter the required 

four character prefix 

using the AX command. 

  

DISK LABEL OF Dxy NOT 
IN CMS FORMAT 

Sector 0 of the disk 
specified for DUMPing to 

is not in CMS format. 

Check device assigned 
or check the disk 

located 

  

| {WRITE) | 
or CREAD? ERROR 

| ENCOUNTERED ON DRIVE 
| Dxy 

RANGE <hex> - “hex 

| The utility has 

encountered a read/write 

error while DUMPing or 
LOADings. 

See next message. 

  

| PROCESS CONTINUING The utility has been 
able to recover. 

No action necessary. 

    1/QO ERROR DETECTED 

IN WRITE TO FILE 

<file-name> 

or 

1/0 ERROR DETECTED 

IN READ FROM FILE 

fj le-name>   The utility has detected 

an irrecoverable I/Q 

error. 
The LOAD or DUMP of this 

file will terminate but 

the utility will continue 

with the next file.   At EQJU, check the file 

in error and re-run 

the utility. 
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in that device. 

   



  

  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

ERROR AT RECORD 

NUMBER«<decimal- 

number = 

Follows the above message 
to inform operator of 

the record number in 

error. 
  

lefilte-name> NOT 

(DUMPED) 

or (LOADED) DUE Ta 
I/O ERROR 

Follows above messages to 

inform the operator that 

the DUMP or LOAD is 

incomplete due to an I/0 

error. 

Check missing files 
and LOAD or DUMP from 

previous level of 

back-up. 

  

DIRECTORY ERROR ON 
DISK Dxy 

The utility has detected 
an I/O error in the 
directory of a back-up 
disk during LOAD or DUMP. 

The utility terminates. 
lle 

Replace back-up disk 

if DUMPing. If 

the previous 

of back-up disk 

be required. 

level 

will 
  

READ ERROR ON PPIT 
OF Dxy 

A read error has been 

encountered in the PPIT 

of a pseuda-pack. The 

utility will terminate 

without LOADing or 
DUMP ing. 

RF or IN pseudao-pack 

if necessary. 

  

  

CIN USE) 
(REMOVED) 
CINPUT PARITY) 
COUTPUT PARITY) 
CAL TERED) 

WHEN DUMPING © 

or 

ar. 

or 

aor 

or     
DISK «<disk-id> DOES A disk fram the wrong Select the correct 
NOT BELONG TQ THIS DUMP sequence has been disk and re-run the 
LOAD used. The utility will utility from the disk 

terminate. 7 just selected. 

FILE «<file-name> NOT | During a LOAD the utility If a copy af the file 
LOADED — is unable to LOAD a file.) in question is 
{ABNORMAL TERMINATION The back-up disk does not) required, it will be 

contain the specified 

file. During the DUMP 
which created the back~up 
disk in use, the DUMP af 

that file was terminated 

hecause af the reason 

given. |   necessary ta LOAD fram 

an @arlier level of 

back-up.     
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ECMA.LD (LOAD/DUMP OF ECMA TAPE FILES) fe rrshe™ . e . 

This utility allows the operator to structure tape files according to ECMA BASIC and ECMA COMPACT 
systems as specified in the STANDARD ECMA-41 publication. 

The ECMA tapes are treated as unlabelled tapes in the CMS system. The utility is initiated in two different 
ways for BASIC system and COMPACT system. 

BASIC INITIATION 

Format (Disk to Tape copy) 

  

ECMA. LD al | FROM disk Wy fil . UNCOAD isk-name ile name 

The files are copied from the disk to a purged tape. If the option UNLOAD is specified then the files copied 
are removed from the disk. 

Format (Tape-to Disk copy) 

  

  

    

ECMA.LD LOAD TO disk-name a RECORD number BLOCK number W 

The files are copied from an ECMA BASIC tape to the disk specified by disk-name. The option RECORD 
followed by a number specifies the record size in bytes on the tape and BLOCK followed by a number is the 
blocking factor, that is, number of records per block. 

If the RECORD and BLOCK options are used then the first file on tape is read according to the first attri- 
butes, the second file is read according to the second attribute etc. If the block size (that is, record size x num- 
ber of records per block) exceeds 256 then an error message is issued and loading is not performed. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are not used then tape files are loaded as 256 byte records blocked 1. 

The names of the ECMA tape files loaded to the disk become ECMA001, ECMA002,....ECMA0O0n. 

Examples: 

To copy files INQO1, INOQO2 from the systems disk to a tape in ECMA BASIC format: 

~ECMA.LD DUMP INO01, INO02 

To copy file AR0O30 from the disk ARDISK to a tape and remove after copy: 

ECMA.LD UNLOAD FROM ARDISK AR030 | 

To copy files PR200, record size 80 block 160, PR210, record size 60 block 180, to the system disk from 
ECMA BASIC tape on device CTA: 

ECMA.LD LOAD RECORD 80 BLOCK 2, RECORD 60 BLOCK 3 

The utility will display the following message: 

mix no/ECMA.LD <14> WAITING UNLAB ECMATAP/NONE AT DEVICE REQUIRED 

Then enter: 

AD mix number CTA 

The files PR200 and PR210 will be called ECMA001, ECMAO02 on the disk. 
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COMPACT INITIATION 

Format (Disk to Tape copy) 

  

DUMP | WW ! ECMA.LD or TO tape name FROM diskname | file name 
| UNLOAD 

The files are copied from the disk to tape. If the option UNLOAD is used then files copied are removed 
from the disk. | 

Format (Tape to Disk copy) 

  

LOAD | WV 
ECMA.LD or FROM tape-name TO disk name 

ADD 

  

  

  

Ire name | RECORD number | BLOCK number VY \ | 

The files are copied from an ECMA COMPACT tape to the disk specified by disk name. If any file is already 
present on the disk, it will be removed before the same named file is copied. The option RECORD followed 
by a number specifies the record size in bytes'on the tape and BLOCK followed by a number is the number 
of records in a block. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are used then the first file on the tape is read according to the first attri- 
bute and the second file is read according to the second attribute. If block size (that is, record size x number 
of records per block) exceeds 256 then an error message is given and utility will terminate. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are not used then tape files are loaded as 256 byte records blocked 1. 

The ADD option will copy a file to the disk only if that file is not already present. 

Examples: 

To copy files INQO1, INO02 from the disk INDISK to a tape FRED in ECMA COMPACT format: 

ECMA.LD DUMP TO FRED FROM INDISK INO01, IN002 

To copy files INO10 from the system disk to a tape FRED and remove from the disk after copy: 

ECMA.LD UNLOAD TO FRED INO010 

To copy files from tape FRED on CTA which is created in ECMA COMPACT format files INO01, IN002 
to the system disk: | 

-ECMA.LD LOAD FROM FRED IN001 RECORD 80 BLOCK 2, IN002 

The utility will display the following message: 

Mix number/ECMA.LD <14> WAITING UNLAB ECMATAP/NONE AT DEVICE REQUIRED 

The response should be: 

AD mix number CTA 
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Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG-ST=D ACTION 
  

NOT A BAS TIC ECMA 

TAPE 

Loading is requested 

from a BASIC tape but 

the tape 31s not 

a BASIC format 

Check the tape and 

re-input 

  

NOT A COMPACT ECMA 

TAPE 

Loading ts requested 

from a COMPACT tape 

but the tape is not 

a COMPACT format 

Check the tape and 

re~itinput 

  

NO FILES IN THE FAMILY 

groupsname ON TAPE 

tapername FOR DUMPS 

LOAD/ADD/SUNLVAD 

Specified files are 

not present on the 

tape 

Check the group name 

and/or the tapes and 

re-input 

  

NO FILES-IN THE FAMILY 

grouo=name ON DISK 

FOR DUMP/SLOAD/S ADDS 

UNL OAD 

The spect fied group 

of files is not 

present on disk 

check the group name 

and rewinput 

  

NO FILE filesnane GN 

TAPE taperwname/DIS* 

disk*name FOR LOAD/ 

The specified file 

1S Not oresent on 

tape or on disk 

Check the file name 

and retinput 

  

  

  

  

  

  

DUMP/ADD/UNLOUAD 

filename REMOVED This message is none 

displayed for each 

file removed by a 

LOAD or UNLOAD 

file-name LOADED This messaye 15 none 
Gispiayed tor each 
file added or 

loaded 

file-name DUMPED This: message 15 none 

dispiayed for each 

file dumoed or 

untoaded 

file-name NOT LOADED- Sel frexolanatory 

ALREADY GN DISK 

file-name NOT FOUND The file is not Check input and 
found on disk rewenter 

filename HAd BEEN The specified disk none 

REMOVED = DUJiP 

ABANDCNED = TAPE 

BEING: PURGED 

file to ve copied to 

tape has been reaoved 
before the utility was 

able _to copy 1t 
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USc = DUMP ABANDONED - 

TAPE BEING PURGED 
dumped to tape as it 

1s being used as an 

outout file > 

MESSAGE PCSSIBLFE CAUSES SUGGESTFD ACTION 

fife-name HAS BEEN The contents of the none 

ALTERED - DUMP file to be copied to 
ABANDCNED = YJTAPE tape were altered 

BEING PURGED after the start of 

the dump and before e 

the utility was able 

to copy it 

file-name IN OUTPUT The file cannot be none 

  

BLOCK COUNT ERROR This is disptayed when 
the BLOCK COUNT entry 

in the end-of-file 

Lapel» end-of=track 

label» 

label does not match 

with the actual number 

of blocks read during 

a LOAD or ADD 

or endrof“votume 

possible bad tape: 

retry with a 

different drive or 

With a backup tape 

  

INCORRECT FAPE NAME For a COMPACT format 

taper the names 

initiating message and 
the tape label do not 
agree 

in the 

Check the tape label 

andrewinput 

  

NOT FIRST PART OF FILE A section number 

other than 1 was found 

when reading the first 

label on tape 

  

DATA BLOCK 100 LARGE The block size on 

tape for a LOAD or 

DUMP 1S greater than 

256 bytes 

none 

  

file=name DATA FILE 

NOT FOUND ON TAPE 

FOR LQAD   File specified for 
COMPACT format LOAD 
cannot be found 

Check file name and 

re~input if 

necessary 
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FL (Display File Attributes on Self-Scan) 
This utility allows the operator to display detailed information about particular files or groups of files on 

disk. The information given is similar to the LR utility, and is displayed on a console screen, or console printer 
if no console screen is available. 

  

Format: 

  

file-name or 
FL disk-name / group-name   

The utility uses the following PKs when more than one file is specified: 

  

  

        

PKI PK2 PK3 PKG. PK5 PKE 

page to 

next —__ ——. —__—. ——- EOQJ 
| screen         

Examples: 

To display information about all entries on the system disk: 

FL = 

To display information about a file called PR200 found on disk called PR2: 

  

FL PR2/PR200 

To display information about a group of files beginning with the letters ‘‘PR’’ found on the system disk: 

FL PR= 

Output Format: 

Information from this utility can be output in one of two forms depending on the size of screen being used. 
FL uses the 1920 character screen in this six-line format: 

Line 1 FILE ddddddd/ffffffffffff filetype @xy@ 
Line 2 ACTUAL SIZE xxxxxxx : RECORD SIZE xxxxx 
Line 3 MAXIMUM SIZE xxxxxxx : RECS/BLOCK xxxxx 
Line 4 DATE CREATED yyddd : ACCESSED yyddd 
Line 5 AREA MAP ; ****###444e%4e%%% TNIT > uuuuuuu 
Line 6 OVERFLOW DISK : ooo0000 FILE INCOMPLETE 

UNRESTRICTED PSEUDO 

The 256 character screen is used in the following manner: 

Line 1 FILE NAME: ddddddd/fffttttttttt 
Line 2 FILE TYPE: filetype @xy@ 
Line 3 SIZE: ACTUAL xxxxxxx, MAX xxxxxxx 
Line 4 CREATED ACCESSED REC.SZ RECS/BLK 
Line 5 yyddd yyddd xxxxx xxxxx 

Line 7 OVERFLOW DISK: oooo000 (or UNRESTRICTED PSEUDO) 
Line 8 FILE INCOMPLETE UNIT: uuuuuuu 
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Note that the OVERFLOW ON DISK will not be displayed if the file has no overflow areas allocated. 

The first line contains disk name specified by DDDDDDD on which the file specified by FFFFFFFFFFFF © 

resides. 7 

The FILETYPE entry will contain one of the following: 
FILETYPE | ENTRY IN LISTING/DISPLAY 

@00@ DATA @00@ 

@01@ - @0E@ SRCLANG @0x@ 

@0F@ SRCLIBR @0F@ 

@10@ - @13@ CYYMMDD | @1x@ 

@21@ SYSLANG @21@ 

@22@ SYSDATA @22@ 

@30@ VIRTMEM @30@ 

@31@ © SYSLOG. @31@ 

@81@ c KEY @81@ 

@A0@ PRNTBKP So @A0@ — 

Any other SYSTEM | @xy@ 

ACTUAL SIZE | The actual file size specified for the file. 

MAXIMUM SIZE The maximum file size specified for the file. 

RECORD SIZE Number of characters per record. 

RECS/BLOCK Number of records per block. 

-DATE CREATED Date of creation. 
CREATED | | 

ACCESSED Date the file was last accessed. 

AREA MAP 16 characters to show the allocation of the 16 areas into which a file may be 

  

broken. 

Entries for AREA MAP aare as follows: 
ENTRIES AREA ALLOCATED ON: POSSIBLE DISK TYPES 

* Unallocated 1 2 or 3 
B Base disk 1 
O Overflow disk 1 or 2 
U Physical unit 2 or 3 
A Another physical unit 3 

Disk Types: 
1 Non-pseudo disk 
2 = Restricted pseudo disk 
3 Unrestricted pseudo disk 

The two component disks of a dual-pack file can be: 

Two non-pseudo disks 
or 
One non-pseudo disk and one restricted pseudo disk. 

“UNIT : uuuuuuu’’ is only displayed if ddddddd is a pseudo disk; uuuuuuu being 
the physical unit on which this file directory information was 
found. . 

‘UNRESTRICTED PSEUDO’”’ is displayed only if ddddddd is an unrestricted pseudo disk. 

‘““FILE INCOMPLETE”’ is only displayed if the file is a dual-pack or an unrestricted 
pseudo disk file, and one or more of the disk or units on 
which areas and/or directory entries for this file are not 
available. 
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“OVERFLOW DISK : oo00000”’ | 

Output messages: 

is only displayed if the file is a dual-pack. 

  

  

NOT FOUND IN OISK 
CIRECTORY 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION . 

FILE NAME = Specified file nct Check input are 
disk*name/file-name found on this disk. re"irdut if necessary » 

Check for correct 
cisk.e 

  

disk°name/file"name 

NO FILES FOUND IN 
P 

Panicy FOR 
F 

  
AMILY 

Specified groucr was 

not found on this 

disk. 

Check input ard 

re"input 
Check for correct 

ciske 

1f necessary>s   
  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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FS (File Squash) 

This utility allows the operator to remove all deleted records from a data file. Records are normally “deleted” 
(that is, hexadecimal@FF@ are written over the records) through an appropriate application program. The FS 
utility will remove these previously deleted records, allowing additional records to be added to the file. 

Y 
The “‘file-name” identifies either a data file or a keyfile. If a keyfile has been specified, the name of the 

data file is obtained from the information held in the keyfile. 

Format: 
  

  
  

FS disk-name / file-name INTO disk-name / file-name 

If a keyfile is specified, then the utility will reconstruct this keyfile so that it relates to the modified data 
file. 

While the utility is processing, no other program may access the data file (or the keyfile if one is specified). 

If only one file-name is specified and no other options are used, the file squash will be carried out in place, 
and no new data file will be created. If a keyfile was specified, then a new keyfile with the same ‘file-name”’ 
will be recreated by the SORT. . 

If 2 file-names are specified, the data file will be squashed into a new file, and the keyfile (if specified) will 
be recreated by the SORT. If the first file-name specifies a keyfile, then the new keyfile will have the name 
indicated by second file-name, and the new data file will have the name of the new keyfile name, with the 
letters ‘“‘QQ” attached to the end of the name. 

_ Examples: 

To squash the file, PR200: 

| FS PR200 

To squash the file, PR200 and create a new file, PR200B: 

FS PR200 INTO PR200B 

Output messages: 

  

  

  

MESSAGE. POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

filecname SGUASHED FS success ful- None. 
FROM n RECORSS TO Original and result- 

m RECOROS ing fliesitzes of the 
data file indicated. 

"nn" and “m™. are 

decimal numbers up 
to f digits each. 

  

KEYFILE file=name "file=name™ indicated None. 

RECONSTRUCTED by operator inout 

identified by keyfile 

anc FS has success* 

fully squashed the 
data file and recorn- 
structed the keyfile.   
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GREAT made to squash a 

file with a recorc 

size greater than 

10090 bytes. 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

KEYFILE SORT SORT utility was not None. 
FAILURE able to propertly con- 

struct a keyfile. 

RECORD SIZE TOGO An attempt has heen None. | 

  

ZIP TCO SORT FAILURE 
END OF JOB   When attempting to 

reconstruct the 

keyfiles the utility 

failed to execute 

SCRT. 

Ensure that SORT 

and SORTINTRINS 

are present on the 

disks and rerinout. 

  

Note: Refer to “Command Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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ICMD (Industry Compatible Mini Disk Access) 

This utility allows the operator to access industry compatible mini disks (ICMD). 

Format: 

  

  ICMD LR disk-name 
or 

ICMD PG TS disk-name <n < disk-name> ~[<ownername > 

< string 1 > < string 2 > 

ICMD eT disk-name y T file-name T ICMD TOT olkcnamelT file-name T FILESIZE number 1? 

or < string 3> < string 4> 

    

ICMD COPY disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name | BL ICMD 

The first function of the utility (LR) allows the operator to print the disk directory of the ICMD. The utility 

will print a line of information for each file on disk. 

The second form of the utility (PG) allows the operator to purge (erase) all files from an ICMD. The utility 

will replace all files by a single zero-length file called ‘‘DATA”’ to which is assigned all the disk space available 

to the user. By specifying ‘‘TO’’, the operator may change the disk’s name to the second name, and in this 

case the owner’s name may be set or made blank. The facility to re-label disks with non-standard characters 

contained within the disk-name is incorporated. When ‘‘TO’’ is specified, the operator must “‘RY’’ the drive 

containing the disk to enable it to be accessed by its new name. 

<string 1> is a string of up to 6 characters enclosed in quotes, and 

<string 2> is a string of up to 14 characters enclosed in quotes. 

This allows a disk-id (volume I.D.) containing non-standard characters, spaces or nulls to be re-labelled for 

use on a B 90 system. Burroughs-initialized ICMD disks contain all EBCDIC spaces in this field. 

To re-label an ICMD with non-standard characters in the disk-name: 

1. Enter OL. This shows each device I.D. (for example DIA) followed by the disk-name (volume I.D.). 

The ICMD disk-name is printed. Blanks appear as null output. 

2. Execute ICMD PG as defined above. The string contained within quotes must be identical to the name 

printed during the OL function. If this is blank, the string must be two quote marks with no intervening 

characters. 

Example: 

Where ‘‘FRED*2”’ is a non-standard label and DIB has a blank label: 

OL 

DIA FRED*2 

DIB 

— to re-label DIA, enter ICMD PG ‘‘FRED*2”’ TO CMSIDI1 

— to re-label DIB, enter ICMD PG ‘‘’’TO CMSID2 

The third form of the utility allows the operator to copy an ICMD file to a CMS file. The CMS file will 

have the largest block not exceeding 180. If the FILESIZE of the CMS file was not specified, it will be calcu- 

lated from the header of the ICMD file. Note that when copying a Multi-Volume File (file which resides on 

more than one disk) the FILESIZE option will be required. 

It is also possible to copy files from an ICMD with a non-CMS name. The files on the ICMD may also 
have non-CMS names. 
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Format: 

  

        

Po 3 p——ee < string 4 > —— 

ICMD —— COPY < disk-id > / <fileid> —-+— icmD —To ———> 

  

  

          >—— <disk-ia> / —+— <file-ia> ——+—— FILESIZE <integer > — 

<string 3> is a string of up to 6 characters enclosed in. quotes, and 
<string 4> is a string of up to 8 characters enclosed in quotes. 

The fourth form allows the operator to copy a CMS file to an ICMD file. The maximum record size of the 
CMS file must be 128 bytes (the ICMD sector size). The option ’B’ allows the copying of any file without the 
loss of attributes, but it may be copied back by this utility only. 

Examples: 

To print the disk directory of an ICMD disk called PR2: 

ICMD LR PR2 

To purge all the files from the ICMD called PR2 and name it as PR3: 

ICMD PG PR2 TO PR3 

  

To copy a file called PR200 from the CMS disk called PRI to an ICMD disk called PRBU: 

ICMD COPY PRI/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 ICMD 

To copy a file called PRFILE from the ICMD called PRBU to the CMS disk called PRI: 

ICMD COPY PRBU/PRFILE ICMD TO PRI/PR200 , 

To copy a file called !! from the ICMD called FRED* to the file called CMSFILE on the CMS disk called 
CMSDISK: 

ICMD COPY **FRED*’’/**!!’ ICMD TO CMSDISK/CMSFILE 

as 

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED AC TION 

  

ENTER VOL~ID FOR Program is about to Enter eppropriate | 
"file"name™ n disolay an ACPT re- cisk"name. 

questing the next 

disk*name contaitn= 
ing the Multi-Volume 
File "file "name”. 
"n"™ is the sequence 
number to be used» 

or btank if none.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

IVOLUME n OF “filer 

name™ OUT OF SEQUENCE 

Sequence number “n"” 
of “file-name” was 

not expected at this 

pointe 
CEx? proaram was 

expecting cisk with 

sequence number of 

2 and oferator stu- 

optied disk with 

Sequence number 4). 

Remove inaporopriate 

disk from disk drive 

CPQ cannot be uSed 
with ICMD). Replace 

with cisk having 

correct sedcuential 

number for this file. 

  

DUPLICATE FILE 
"filename" 

File cannot be copiec 

to ICMD as a file 

of the same name 

already exists. Disk 

Cannot Contain 2 

files with the same 

name. 

Cory this tile white 

changirg its name. For 

examcle» if file-name 
MYFILE is already on 
the IC¥D,» enter ICVM¥D 

COPY DISK/MYFILE TO 
ICDISK/YOURFILE ICPN. 

  

NO FREE LABEL ON 

"disk=name” 

File cannot be copied 
to ICMD as its disk 
directory is fult. 

Feplece ICMD with 
@nother ICMD having 

cirectory sdacee 

Remattempt ICMC utility» 

    NO SPACE FOUAD — 

ON “"disk-name"™ 
File cannot be Caopiec 
to [CMD as no unused 

space coulc be fcounc.e 
_ 

FG ICMC and rewattempt 

copys or select another 

cisk or which to copy. 

  

  
Note: If any of the above messages (including ‘“disk-name” NOT FOUND and “file-name’”» NOT FOUND) 

is Output in response to the initiating message, the utility will go to End of Job. If in response to an ACPT, 
the utility will repeat the message: ENTER VOL-ID FOR “file-name” ‘‘n’’. ) 

  

BAD INDEX TRACK 

ON dtsk=-name SECTOR 

number 

ICMD has an error on 

Track 0 and cannot 

be used by this ut" 
ility. Utility goes 
to FOS. 

select another [CMO |{ 
for this function. 

  

RECORD SIZE OF 

filename EXCEEDS 

128 

  
The file cannot te 
copied to the ICD 
aS its record size 

is more than 128» 

the maximum for én 
ICMD. Utility goes 
to EQJ. 

Use MCP COPY ctitlity 

to change record/ 
ELock sizes. 
CEXs COPY CMSFILE TO 

CMSFILE RECORD 128» 

BLOCK 128) 

Then use ICMD COPY 

to comelete transfer.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NEXT SEQUENCE NUMRER 
OF filename EXCEECS 

99 

No more disks may 

be used» as the 

maximum for an ICMD 

16 99. Utility gees 
to FEOJ. 

Use MCP COPY utility 
to break file (see 
COPY utility). Then 

tse ICMD COPY to 

Complete transfer. 

  “INPUT ERROR ON 
file=name SECTOR 

number . 

Irrecover able error 

was founc on reac- 

ing sector “ruber” 

from the ICMC. Util- 
tty goes to ECJ. 

File cannot be copied 

from the ICMDs$ use 

backuo ICMND if avail- 
eble. 

  

QOUIFPUT ERROR ON 

file=name SECTOR 

number 

Irrecoverable error 

was found on writing 

sector “number™ to 

the ICMD. 

Disk cannot be used. 
Use another ICMO. 

  

  

  

    removed by the utility 
to make way for 

another file being 

coptec from an ICMD. 

file-name TO ICMO COPY function Nore. 
file*name CNFIED successful. 

disk™name PURGED ICM) PG function None. 
Successful. 

file-name IS NOT The requestec file None. 
TYPE SOURCE QR has the wrong file 
DATA type for this use. 

file-name REMOVED The CMS file was None. 

  

Note: Refer to Common Utility Output Messages for additional aid. 
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IR (Initiate Log Recall) 

(a function of SYS-SSUPERUTL) 

This function will initiate recall and go back in SYS-LOG files after skipping the number of entries specified 

by the operator (that is, 5 digit “offset”) and display the required message. © 

Format: 

IR offset 

Examples: 

To initiate recall after 12 entries and display the message on the console: 

IR 12 

To initiate recall of the message just given: 

IR 1 

Output messages 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

CANNOT LOCATE DESIRED 
LOG ENTRY | 

  

The tog files have None. 
been transferred 
using TL utitity 

Offset is sgreater Decrease the value of 

than number of entries 
in log file | 

offset and rerventer. 
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KA (Analyze Disk Space Assignment) 

This utility provides the operator with a map of all space used on disk by specific files, or available for other 
use. The printout is in ascending disk address order in terms of areas and their assignment. 

KA is capable of analyzing space assigned to one or more files, one or more groups of files, or the available 
areas. 

Special reporting is given if the group identifies all files on the disk (that is, disk-name/=). In addition to 
an analysis of the areas allocated to each file, this report will show the space assigned to the disk directory, 
temporary, available, bad, and missing areas. The temporary areas are those which are allocated either to tem- 
porary files or to the virtual memory. 

If files are created, extended, or deleted by the system during the processing of KA the map will not be 
accurate. It is therefore necessary that KA be run only when no other programs are in the mix. 

The analyzed output will be to a line or console printer, and will print the areas in ascending disk address 
order associating with each area its first sector address, its length in sectors, and its status. The status will be 
either allocated, available, temporary, bad, or missing. If the area is allocated, the file name of the file to which 
the area is assigned will also be listed. If a particular file or family is not on-line, then this is indicated on the 
printout. | : 

If the option DSKAVL is selected, then an analysis of the available areas on the disk specified by “disk- 
name” (or system disk if no ‘“‘disk-name” was specified) will be printed. 

  

  

  

Format: 

iy file-name or 
KA | disk-name / group-name 

or 

KA disk-name DSKAVL 

Examples: 

To analyze disk space assignments of all files on system disk: 

KA = 

To analyze disk space assignments of all files on the disk called PR2: 

KA PR2/= 

To analyze disk space assignments for a group of files beginning with the letters, “PR” on the system disk, 
and a file called PR200 on a disk called PR2: 

KA PR= PR2/PR200 

To analyze available areas on the disk called PRBU: 

KA PRBU DSKAVL 
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Output format: 

Six columns of information are output. The column headings, the format of the values these columns contain, 
and the significance of these values are as follows: 

  

HEAD ING VALUE SIGNIFICANCE 

AREA ADDRESS 8 digits 
, : 6 hex. digits 

Sector address of start 
cf areé 

Number of sectors tn 

this area 

AREA LENGTH 8 digits 
6 hare digits 

STATUS 9 characters 

- FILE NAME 12 characters 

See Note 1 

See Note 2 

Note 1: The status will be one of AVAILABLE, TEMPORARY, BAD, or *MISSING*, depending on 
whether the area is available, allocated to a file, denoted as temporary, unusable, or lost. 

Note 2: If the area is ASSIGNED, then this field will contain the identifier of the file residing in the area. 
If a file belongs to a pseudo disk its disk name is also listed. Otherwise it will be blank. 

The status *MISSING* occurs if an area is not referenced from anywhere within the file directory or available 
table. This may be because the area is in fact lost, or because existing files have been opened, have had further 
areas allocated to them and are still open during the processing of KA. 

If fixed disk is being used, three areas are reserved for MTR purposes with the status marked as “BAD”. 
The area lengths are 256, 128, and 128 sectors respectively. 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

*AREA APPARENTLY 
ASSIGNED TWICE®* 

Area iS cortaineo 
partly or comptete 

ly In an area orev- 

iously tisted. 

KRotify field eng> 
ineering. OO NOT USE 

DISK. It may be possibte 
to recover any file not 
involved» usirg COPY. 

  

*AREA ASSIGNED 
BEYOND MAXIMUM 
ADDRESS* 

Area is assigned 

beyond the address” 

able space. 

hotify field eng- 

Ineering. DO NOT 
USE CISK. 

  

NOTES OUTPUT FILES 
ON .DISK WERE OPEN 
DURING THIS EXEC- 
UTION OF KA 

Files were oren on 
disk white KA was 
processing. Other 
programs may have 
been in the mix 
when KA was proc? 

essing. 

KA printout may not 

te comcetletely acc 
urate. Becin KA when 

no other programs 
ere in the mix. 

  

input NOT FOUND IN 

DIRECTORY ON THIS 
DISK   Specified file ts 

not on disk. 

Check input and re 

input tf necessary; 

Check for correct 

Cisk.   
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

  

input NO FILES IN Group of files Check input and re- 
DIRECTORY FOR specified 1s not input if necessarys 
THIS FAMILY on disk. Check for correct 

cisk. 

ITABLE SIZE EXCEEDED Number of Lines cf None. 
output requirec is 
greater than KA 

permitse Maximum 

permittec is about 

141 pages of output. 

  

KA ends. 

NO OUTPUT GENERATEC Disk directory cont” Check for correct 
BY KA ains no file names cisk; — 

to print. Check inout ana 

re"input if necessary.       

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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KEY.CHECK 

This utility allows the operator to check and print the information on the validity of keys in an indexed pair 
of files. 

Format: 
  

  

            
  KEY .CHECK —— NOPRINT disk-name / ae keyfile-name —— < BOTH > —— 

This utility does not provide the * <file name> option in the initiating message. 

During the execution of the utility the operator is informed if the data file has been updated via another 
key file or parity errors have occurred on the data file since creation of the specified key file. The checking 
is performed in two ways, Key file to Data file check, and Data file to Key file check. 

In Keyfile to Data file checking, the key value field of each entry in the key file are compared with the key 
field in the corresponding record of the data file. This comparison will detect any changes to the keys in the 
data file records and disused entries in the key file. 

In Data file to Key file checking, the key field of every non-deleted record in the data file will be checked 
to have an entry in the key file. The record written to the data file via another key file and records with invalid 
keys will be detected, as they will have no entry in the key file. 

The NOPRINT option is provided to permit execution of the utility on a system with no printer. It is in- 
voked by specifying NOPRINT at the beginning of the initiating message. 

SPO messages are provided for resulting output from KEY.CHECK with the NOPRINT option specified. 
A message is displayed for only the first discrepancy the utility finds between the key file and the data file 
‘(see Output Messages). 

If the <BOTH> option is specified in the initiating message, then Key file to Data file and Data file to Key 
file will be checked otherwise only Key file to Data file will be checked. 

The utility will terminate if a parity error is encountered on the key file. 

If the Generation number of the key file differs from that of the data file then a warning is printed. 
(Generation number is a field in the File Parameter Block, refer to MCP manual). 

The Generation number of the key file will be modified to that of the associated data file on completion 
of a Key file to Data file check provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. Every key entered in the key file matches the key field in the associated data file record. 
2. Every non-deleted data file record has a key entry in the key file. 
3 . The number of matched key entries in the key file is equal to the number of data file records with a key 

entry in the key file. 
4. There are no parity errors on either the key file or the data file. 

On completion of a printer listing execution of this utility, the total number of discrepancies found on check- 
ing each file is printed on completion of the key file and data file check. 

Output Format: 

The output format is self-explanatory. 

Examples: 

KEY.CHECK POR 

Check the key file POR, performing Key file to Data file check only. 

KEY.CHECK POR <BOTH> 

Check the key file PQR, performing Key file to Data file check as well as Data file to Key file check. 
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Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES S9UGG:ST:D ACTION 
  

filename IN USE Another program 15 

using the keyfitle 

Watt untit job using 
keyfile has closed 

file» then renwinput 

  

file-name IS NUT A 

KEYF ILE 

Sel f-explanatory Check the filename 

and rewinput 

  

file-=name IS A 

NULL@WKEY KEYFILE 

The specified file 

is a tag-file 

See SOG section on 

the SORT for meanings: 

this utility cannot 

check tagfiles 

  

file-name <DATAFILE> 
NOT FOUND : 

The data file 
corresponding to 

the keyfile cannot 

be found 

C(1)Enter LR disk-nane/ 

keyfilecrname. 

(2) Check the disk nama 

of the data file in 

L2% listing. 

(3)1f the disk file 

name 15s the same as 

the keyfile then 

copy data file from 

backup and retinput. 

(4)1f the dis name 

1s different then 

Load that disk and 
re"input. 

  

file-name <DATAFILE> 

IN USE 

The corresponding 

data file is being 
used by a prograr 

Wait until the other 

job has closed the 

data files then 

reminout 

  

filename INCOMPATIBLE 

WITH KE YF ILE 

The keywroffset pntlus 

keytlength in the 

KFP8 of the specified 

keyfile is greater 

than the record size 

of the data file 

none 

  

READ ERROR ON KFPB 

OF file-name 

Parity errors have 

been encountered: 

the utility cannot 

continue. 

Cil)Attenpt to copy 

fites to another dtsk 

C2)Run CHECK .DISK to 

check the integrity 

of the disk 

  

READ ERROR ON 

KEYFILE filename   same as above Same as above   
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MESSAGE PCSSIBLF CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

UNABLE TG OPEN 

file-name <INDEXFILE> 
<bOTH> has been given none 

in the initiating 

message and the 

utility ts unable to 

open the keyfite and 

datafile as an indexed 

pair after completion 

of the keyfile-to- 
datafile check 
  

  
=EINVALID CEY= KEY UN 

CATA SECORC? invalic 

key FECCK) datafile 

|record rumcer 

A c3at3 record has Nona. 

cccurred with an 

rmnavalid key. 

  

file-réeme FILETYFE 15 

NSY CATa 

The file identified 

in the AFP3 of the 

snecified keyfile as 

the associated dstafile 

aoes rot have a | 
filetype of a00d. 

Chack the 

filename ane 

rementer.     

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages’ for additional aid. 

If NOPRINT is specified in the initiating message, the following messages can be displayed by the utility: 

NOTE 
As the following messages are for information only, no suggested corrective action 

is given. 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 
  

KEYFILE keyfile-name 
PERTAINS TO DATAFILE 
file-name 

Shows which data-file is 

related to which key-file. 

  

WARNING - GENERATION 

NO.MISMATCH BETWEEN 

KEYFILE keyfile-name 
AND DATAFILE 

data-file-name 

The generation numbers of 
| the file are inconsistent. 

  

FIRST DISCREPANCY 
FOUND BETWEEN 
KEYFILE keyfile-name 

DATAFILE datafile- 
name 

The first errar has been 
encountered between the key 

and data-files. 

    x DISCREPANCIES 
FOUND WITH KEYFILE 
keyfile-name   The check on the keyfile has 

been completed and x number 

of discrepancies have been 

found between the keyfile and   its assaciated datafile. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE 
  

KEY.CHECK ON 
keyfile-name 

<BOTH> was not specified in 

the initiating message. No 

  

COMPLETED checking will be invoked on 
the datafile and the utility 
will go to End of Job. 

KEY .CHECK <BOTH> was specified in the 
COMMENCING ON 

DATAFILE filename 

initiating message and the 
datafile check has been 

invoked. 
  

y DISCREPANCIES 
FOUND WITH DATAFILE 
filename 

The check on the datafile in 

relation to the keyfile has 

been completed and y 
discrepancies have been found. 
  

  

  

    

KEYFILE keyfile-name 

IS CONSISTENT WITH 
DATAFILE file-name 

No distrepancies have been 

found on either the data- 

file or the keyfile. If the 

generation numbers of the 
files did not match that of 

the datafile then either 
"GENERATION NO. OF 
keyfile name MODIFIED TQ Zz" 
or 
"UNABLE TO MODIFY 
GENERATION NUMBER OF 
KEYFILE keyfile-name" 

will be displayed and the 

lutility will go to End of Job. 
  

KEYFILE keyfile-name 
IS NOT CONSISTENT 
WITH DATAFILE 
datafile-name   Discrepancies have been 

found on one or both files. 

The utility will go to End 
of Job.   
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KX (Disk Allocation Information) 
(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This function will allow the operator to display the names of all the files found on the disk specified by 
‘*disk name’’ (or on the system disk if no ‘‘disk-name’’ is specified) whose total number of sectors allocated 
is equal to or greater than ‘‘number’’ (assumed zero if not specified). The disk concerned may not be a pseudo 
pack. , | : 

Format: 
  

  

KX disk-name | number 

After each display, which will include the information of the current numbers of temporary and available sec- 
tors, the KX function of SYS-SUPERUTL remains available, waiting for one of the following input responses: 

_ A call on any other function of SYS-SUPERUTL: this will terminate KX. 

KX or KX NEXT To display the next file name, if any, otherwise KX will go to END. 

KX RM or KX REMOVE To remove the file whose name has just been displayed. 

KX END To terminate KX. | 

Examples: 

To display the name of the first file on the system disk whose size is equal to or greater than 250 sectors: 

  

  

  

  

KX 250 

To display the name of the next file whose size is equal to or greater than 250 sectors: 

KX NEXT 

To remove the file just displayed: 

KX RM 

To terminate KX: 

| KX END 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

ENO KX | KX success ful | None. 
| | | 

filename - ntmber Normat KA display None. 
SECTCRSs AV. number» Showing current 
TEMP Cor TEMPORARY ) number of sectors» 
number available anc 

| _temporary on 
“disk. 

input IS AN UNACCEPT- Typing error. Check input and 
ABLE RESPONSE FOR Kx | re“erter.       

See SYS-SUPERUTL messages also. 
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LB (Look Back in Log) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This function will Look Back to continue recall in the direction of earlier messages with a screenful of mes- 

sages. If the serial printer (SPA) is used as the console, then the function will display a number of messages 

calculated by the length of messages and width of console. 

Format: 

LB 

Example: 

To look back and display the messages: 

LB 

LB can be initiated only after IR, LB, and LF. 

Output messages 

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

IR REQUIRED BEFORE IR function was not Initiste IR then 

{8 CAN BE OONE initiated before LB. remiroput LB. 

CANNOT RECALL LB LB has reached the None 

BEYOND THIS POINT beginning of this 

log file   
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LD (Tape Library Utility) 

This utility allows the operator to maintain library tapes. It is divided into the following four separate ‘“sub- 
programs” (functions): | 

ADD (tape-to-disk file copy) 

LOAD (tape-to-disk file copy; duplicates are removed from disk) 
DUMP (disk-to-tape file copy) 

UNLOAD (disk-to-tape file copy; files are deleted from disk 

after being copied to tape) 

LD will attempt to open SYSMEM on all PPIT listed units for directory scanning. It will check the PPIT 
entry for System Pseudo disk-name. 

On the B 80 these four functions can be invoked directly: the MCP will recognize that they are part of the 
LD program and load LD from the system disk, passing LD the appropriate information. For example, the input 

DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= causes the same action as 

LD DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= 

If LD does not reside on the system disk, the user-disk name and ‘LD” must be specified. 

‘Should the operator request a “mix message” (see MIX intrinsic) while any of the 4 functions are running, 
“LD” (not the name of the specific function) will appear in the mix. 

Similarly, to discontinue any of the four functions, a message of: “DS mix number/LD” will be required. 

Detailed descriptions of ADD LOAD, DUMP, and UNLOAD and associated output messages are provided 
under the name of the function. | 
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LF (Look Forward in Log) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

  

_ This function will look forward to continue recall in the direction of later messages with a screenful of mes- 
sages. If the serial printer (SPA) is used as the console, then the function will display a number of messages 
calculated by the length of the messages and the width of the console. 

Format: 

LF 

Example: 

To look forward from last recall and display messages: 

LF 

LF can be initiated only after IR, LB, and LE. 

Output messages 

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION: 

IR REQUIRED SEFORE IR was not initiated Tritiate IR and ther 
LF CAN BE DONE before LF rewenter LF 

CANNOT RECALL LF LF has displayed the None 
BEYOND THIS POINT most recent entry tn 

the tog file 
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LIST (File List) 

This utility allows the operator to list in whole or in part files on any CMS device. Output will be either 
‘to the line printer or to the console printer. 

LIST will attempt to open SYSMEM on all PPIT listed units for directory scanning. It will check the PPIT 
entry for System Pseudo disk-name. | 

Format: | ; 

| starting number of y 
A record records 

LIST file-name | N < KEY > number to list 

If the “A” option is chosen the file will be listed in alpha characters. The ‘‘N” option will list the file entirely 
in hexadecimal. If neither the “A” nor “N” options are selected, the file will be listed in both alpha and 
hexadecimal. 

  
  

If the file to be listed is a keyfile, the utility will list the associated data file in the order of the keyfile unless 
the <KEY> option is specified. When the <KEY> option is used, the utility will list the keyfile itself. 

The operator may also list selected parts of a file by specifying the relative record number at which printing 
Should begin and the number of records to be printed from that point.’ 

Examples: 

To list the records of a file called PROGSRC as alpha: 

LIST PROGSRC A 

To print the first record only of a file called PR200 in hexadecimal: 

LIST PR200 N 1 1 

To list records 100 through 149 of PROGSRC as alpha: 

. LIST PROGSRC A 100 50 

To List Keyfiles: 

Assume there is a keyfile called PR200K which refers to a data file called PR200. 

The statement 

LIST PR200K N <KEY> will list all records of the keyfile PR200K in hexadecimal. 

The statement | 

LIST PR200K N will list all records of the data file, PR200 in keyfile order in hexadecimal. 

Additional Capabilities 

Further features of this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in figure 4-4, which gives the com- 
plete input. specifications. 

Non-disk files 

Files on media other than disk may be listed. Abbreviations for valid devices are as follows: 

MTP — magnetic tape or cassette 

CRD — punched cards 

PTP — paper tape 
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* < file-name > 

    

— LIST — : —> 
< r-spec > | 

< f-spec> ,       
  

< f-spec > is defined as : 

  

< file-name > 

     
    
    
    

     

EBCDIC 

RECORD 

BLOCK 

TAPE.MARKS 

  

  

NO.LABEL 

KEY > 

< r-spec > is defined as : 

  

Ww < integer > a   

  V 

  

  

< r-count>           < record-key >   

    LS << record-key > ———J 

  

Figure 4-4. Railroad Chart for List Utility 
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Examples: 

To list a cardfile called PRFILE in alpha: 

LIST PRFILE CRD A 

To list the first 10 records of a CMS labelled magnetic tape called PRTAPE: 

LIST PRTAPE MTP 1 10 : 

(Note: this assumes record size of 180 bytes). The tape or cassette to be listed should be a tape created by the COPY 
utility. Library tapes and non-CMS tapes should be treated as unlabelled (see below). | . 

Unlabelled tapes 

Input tapes having no CMS labels (“unlabelled” tapes) may be accessed by the LIST utility. 

The NO.LABEL option allows the listing of unlabelled files. Upon recognizing an unlabelled file, the MCP 
will print a “DEVICE REQUIRED” message. The operator must then respond with an appropriate ‘““AD”’ in- 
put message (see ““AD’’) to identify the unlabelled file. | 

The end of file recognition for unlabelled files is determined by tapemark count. The TAPE.MARKS option 
allows the operator to specify the total number of tapemarks which will indicate end of file to the utility when 
listing an unlabelled file. The default value is 2. Each tape mark which is encountered will contribute to this 
total. Therefore, a standard labelled CMS file will be listed up to, but excluding, the trailing label if NO.LABEL 
and 2 tapemarks are specified. (A labelled CMS file consists of ‘Label, Tape mark, data, tape mark, label‘). 
The operator must be aware of the format of any file which is to be listed when using the NO.LABEL option. 

If the RECORD size is not 180 bytes, refer to the section on Record/Block modifications. 

Example: 

To list the first file of a magnetic tape with non-standard label (the format being: label, tapemark, data, tape- 
mark): : 

LIST TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPE.MARKS 2 

Note: MCP will issue a message asking for unlabelled tape TP. Operator must respond with “AD” input. 
Additionally, the first line of the listing contains a list of the non-standard label. 

Record and block sizes 

The listing is record-oriented. The following record sizes are assumed: 

Disk = (Disk File Header) from file itself 

Labelled tape/cassette = from tape label 

Unlabelled tape = 180 bytes 

Cards = 80 or 96 bytes depending on device. 

If different values are required Record and Block sizes may be specified. 

Example: 

To list an unlabelled tape containing 10-byte records with 10 records per block: 
LIST TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPEMARKS 2 

RECORD 100 BLOCK 1000 

If EBCDIC is specified, the input will be translated from EBCDIC coding, otherwise ASCII is assumed. 
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For magnetic tape or cassette files the record size must be specified if it is greater than 1024 characters, other- 

wise the utility will not be able to read this file and therefore no list will be produced. If the record size is 

specified and no block size is specified then the block size will be set to the same as the record size. For unla-— 

belled files the default record and block sizes are 180 each. 

Note: Care should be taken to ensure that the record and block sizes specified are compatible with the 

physical block size on the tape. The block size specified must be an integer multiple of the record size. The 

utility will attempt to identify inconsistencies when using labelled CMS files. Any inconsistency not isolated by 

the LIST will cause MCP to discontinue (DS/DP) the utility. 

Selected file list 

More than one selected portion of the input file may be listed. Pairs of numbers may be specified within 

each pair the first number specifies a relative record number and the second specifies number of records to 

be listed. If an extra number is specified the last number specifies listing from that record to the end of file. 

Example: 

To list records 100 to 149, 300 to 499, and 1000 to end of file. 

LIST FILE1 100 50 300 200 1000 

Selected indexed file list 

For indexed files, listing of records can be selected based on content of the key. There are 2 options: the 

number of records can be specified or an ending key value. 

Examples: 

POR is a keyfile containing personnel records. To list 15 records from the corresponding data file starting 

from the record with personnel number 01786: 

LIST POR 01786 15 

Using same keyfile to list all data records from personnel number 01786 to 18000: 

LIST POR 01786 — 18000 

Note: the second option is specified by the hyphen in the LIST statement. Note that at least one space 1S 

required before and after all key values (personnel numbers in this case). 

Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

number number IN Error found in pair Check input anc 
filename NOT LISTED of numbers for set- re-enter. 

ected record list 

option- One record 
number tn the fair 

indicates 4 section 

of the file at a 

lower 

file address than a 

previously specified 
Section. This pair 

is ignored by LIST.   
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

filename EXHAUSTED 

DNURING number 

number 

Endtof“file was 

encountered while the 

sectior of the fite 
indicated was being 

copied. 

Check input and 
re-erter if necessary. 

  

  

filename EXHAUSTED 
DURING RANGE 

recordkey record? 

key 

or 
filename EXHAUSTED 
DURING RANGE 
record key number 

Endwof "file encount? 

ered white Section of 

file indicated is 
being listed? or ro 
records were found 

in range of the 2 
record keys. 

Check input and 
remerter if necessary. 

  

NO RECORDS FOR 

LISTING FROM 

filename 

Specified file cont? 

ains no records to 

liste 

Check for correct 
file-neme. 

  

filename NOT ACCEPT<- 

ABLE = RECORD SIZE 

OF number EXCEEDS 

MAXIMUM FOR THIS 

RUN = RESUBMIT 

LIST has encounter- 

ed a fite witin a 

record size ogreat= 

er than expected. 
This can happen if 

a Magnetic tape file 

with a record size 
greater than 1024 
Characters is 
Submitted to the 

utility without the 
record size being 
propertly specified 

In the initial input. 

Check input are 
re"enter e 

  

KEYFILE filename OR 
DATA FILE NOY FOUND 

Utitity cannnot locate 

keyfite or data file 
pertaining to the 

keyfile specif ications. 

Check for correct 

mediums 

  

BAD ATIRIBUTE 
|SPECIFIED 

The number specified 

after BLOCK is not an 

integer multiple of the 
number specified after 

RECCRO. 

Correct the ingut 

and reinput. 

  

PERMANENT ERROR ON 

INPUT FILE file- 

name (NOe«e number or 

KEY key)   The irrecoverable 

errors @.g- parity 

error has beer found. 

Nones     
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MESSAGE PCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  
SELECTIONS OF RECORDS 

FROM number IGNORECL 

The file reached end 

trefore the record 

selectece 

Nonee 

  
RECORD SIZE TOO GREAT The specified record 

size 1S greater than 

10000. 

Nonee 

  
INVALID CHAR. IN 

IDENTIFIER filename ° 

WARNING 

A tape with an illegal 

neme is specif lece 

Correct the nase 

and reminpute 

  
KEYFILE file-name OR 

DATA FILE IN USE 

Ihe specified keyfile 

and its data file are 

on lines but one or 
toth are in use by a 

task which will not 

permit sharing. 

Wait until the task 

using keyfile or 
data file goes to 

end of jocb. 

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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LOAD (Load Library Tape Files to Disk) 

  

This function, a part of the LD utility, allows the operator to copy files from a library tape to disk. As files 
are copied to disk, any duplicate files will be automatically removed from disk by the function. 

  

  

Format: 

| LD LOAD FROM library-tape-name TO disk-name 

file-name or 
group-name < BOTH> 

If the <BOTH> option is used immediately after a request to copy a keyfile, the associated data file will 
also be copied, provided that the data file does not precede the keyfile on the library tape. The keyfile will 
be altered to refer to the disk which now holds the data file (rather than the disk from which the data file 
was dumped). 

Examples: 

To copy all files from a tape called PRTAPE to a system disk: 

LOAD FROM PRTAPE = 

To copy the file called AR300 from a tape called ARTAPE to a disk called ARBU: © 
LOAD FROM ARTAPE TO PRBU AR300 | 

To copy files called DCSTSK, and PRTASK from a tape called PRTAPE 

LD LOAD FROM PRTAPE DCSTSK PRTASK 

To copy from a tape called PRTAPE the keyfile called PR200K and its associated data file to the system 
disk: 

LOAD FROM PRTAPE PR200K <BOTH> 

Since “LOAD” is a part of the utility “LD”, “LD” is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon- 
tinue the LOAD function, “DS mix number/LD”’. | 

’ 

" Output messages: 

  

  

  

IMESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES “SUGGESTED ACTION 

file-name LOADED LOAD successful None. 

file-name REMOVED LOAD successful: _ None. 
original fite on 
disk Was removed. 

  

      

library" tape"name | Tape does not have Frovide utility with 
NOT A RECOGNIZED a recognizable correct tare» 
DUMP TAPE header. | 0S the LD utility | © 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

NO FILES IN THE 
FAMILY qroup“name 

ON TAPE titbrary- 

tape-name FOR LOAD 

Specified group 
was not found on 

disk. 

Check input ard 

remerter if necessary; 
Check for correct 

tape. 

  

NO FILE file-name 

ON TAPE Library” 
tape7wname FOR LOAD 

Specified file was 

not found on tapeé- 

Check tnput and 

reenter if necessary, 
Check for correct 

tace. 

  

filename LOAD/DUMP 

DISCREPANCY 

Enc of File enc@unt- 

ered before expected. 
Disk File Header 
may contair errors. 

None. 

  

NO FILES TO LOad No files were found 

on this tape to 
CODY. 

Check input and 

reenter if necessarys 
Check for correct 

tape. 

  

filename DATA FILE 

NOT FOUND ON TAPE 

FOR LOAD   Data file for this 
keyfilte does not 

follow on tape. It 
Cannot be copied. 
Keyfile was copted. 

Check if' data file 

apoeérs before key fite 
cn taoe (Cuse TAPEPDO); 

if so» toad full tape to 

cisk. 

  

Note: Refer to ‘““Common Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 
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LOAD.VFU (Load Vertical Format Unit) 

This utility allows the operator to define the page format on a line printer that contains a soft vertical format 
unit. | | 

Format: 

  om 
- 

ormat-name number-1j , number- number number DEFINE f be i| be WW be be 
or 

FORMAT LPx WITH format-name 
  LOAD. VFU ~ or > 

LIST ALL | format-name Vv 

or     . DELETE  format-name J 

The utility may be used to define vertical format unit formats and store them in a library file SYSVFU.LIB. 
These formats can be subsequently selected by name to be loaded to the specified printer (type A 9249-30/50). 
The utility zips the VF intrinsic which performs the actual loading of a format string. 

When using the DEFINE function, if the file SYSVFU.LIB does not already exist, the utility will create this 
file and an entry will be made for the format being defined. Otherwise, the file will be updated to contain the 
newly defined format. The number-1 is the page height in lines and number-2 is the end of page line. The pair 
of numbers consists of a channel number (2-11) followed by a ‘skip to line’ number (not greater than the page 
height). 

Example: 

LOAD.VFU DEFINE PAYROLL 66, 60, 2 10, 4 20 

_ This format is equivalent to: 

Page Height = 66 
End of Page = 60 
Channel 2 has associated line number 10 
Channel 4 has associated line number 20 

This format is also equivalent to figure 4-5, which illustrates a paper vertical format tape on other line print- 
ers. 

BURROUGHS ION PART No. 10020717 

      
66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 §3 52 51 50 47 46 45 44 43.42 41 4039 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 28 2019 1817 1615 181822 169876543216 

Figure 4-5. Paper Vertical Format Tape 

Limitations: 

The utility does not check the following: 

1. For each channel, no more than 4 line numbers can be specified. 
2. Page height defined should not be greater than 94 lines. 

The FORMAT function allows the operator to load a predefined VFU format to a specified printer. The 
printer must be ON LINE and NOT IN USE. 
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Example: 

  

To load the format PAYROLL defined earlier on LPA: 

LOAD.VFU FORMAT LPA WITH PAYROLL 

The LIST function has three possible options: 

LOAD.VFU LIST 
will list all format-names defined in SYSVFU. LIB; 

LOAD.VFU LIST format-name 
will list the format string of specified format-name as defined in SYSVFU.LIB; 

LOAD.VFU LIST ALL 
will list all format-ids and strings as defined in SYSVFU.LIB. 

  

  
  

The DELETE function is used to delete a predefined VFU format from the SYSVFU.LIB file. If the format 

being deleted is the. only defined format in SYSVFU.LIB, then the SYSVFU.LIB file will be removed. 

Example: 

To delete predefined VFU format PAYROLL from the SYSVFU.LIB file: 

LOAD.VFU DELETE PAYROLL 

NOTE: The default values of page height and end of page are 66 and 60 respectively. Non-default values 

require that the format should be loaded prior to the execution of the program. 

Output Messages: 

  
MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGZSTZ0 ACTION 

  

SYSVFU.LI3 NOT FUUND Selfrexplanatory Use DEFINE function 

to create Library file 

  

SYSVFUe-LIB IN USE Another copy of 

LOAD.VFU 1s running 

Use only one copy of 

the utility 

  
READ ERROR ON 
SYSVFU-LIB 

Parity error on 

the library file 

  
WRITE ERROR UN 
SYSVFU.LIB 

Parity error on 

the library file 

  

format*name NOT FOUND 

IN SYSVFU.-LIB 

Requested DELETE>s 

FORMAT or LIST cannot 

find speci fied 

format~™name 

Check input and 
reenter if necessary: 

use DEFINE function ta 

create format “name 

  
formatzmname ALREADY 

DEFINED IN SYSVFUeLIB 

Cannot DEFINE two 

formats of the same 

name 

Reminput using 
different format-name 

  
tormatcname DEFINED 

IN SYSVFU-LIB - 

DEFINE function has 
been successful 

nasne 

  
formats™name DELETED 

FROM SYSVFU.LIB   DELETE function has 

peen success ful 

none   
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  
SYSVFUeLIB DELETED A DELETE function 

has deletea the only 

remaining format 

in the library file> 

and the fite has been 

removed . 

none 

  
PRINTER peripheral 

FORMATTED WITH 
format “name 

FORMAT function has 

oeen success ful 

none 

  
PRINTER peripheral 

NOT FORMATTED WITH 

format=name 

  
The utility has found 
the specified fornat 

in the librarys out 

the zip of the VF 

intrinsic was 

unsuccessful (this 
will be preceded by 

 Ooutnut from VF) 

refer to the VF 

error message 
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LR (List Directory) 

This utility allows the operator to print detailed information about particular files or groups of files on disk. 

If a file has areas on an associated overflow disk, then the disk name of the overflow disk is printed beside 
each relevant area address and size. Note that the addresses for the areas on an overflow disk are not necessarily 
correct. | 

If a particular file or group is not found on a specified disk, this is indicated on the listing. 

If “<ASCENDING>” or “<A>” is selected, the utility will print the information requested in ascending 
order of file-names. 

If “number” is specified after the LR of an entire disk (that is, LR ARDISK2/=), then LR will only print 
information about those files whose total number of sectors allocated is greater than ‘‘number‘; this will be fol- 
lowed by a listing, with totals, of all available and temporary areas on the disk. 

An output line concerning a keyfile will normally be followed by a second line showing the name of the data 
file to which this keyfile points and the key offset and length. 

The heading lines printed at the top of each page will provide a good deal of information about the disk 
itself. 

7 

When handling Pseudo-pack disks, the utility will attempt to open SYSMEM on all PPIT listed units for 
directory scanning and will search for a PPIT entry with a tag of 20 for system Pseudo disk-name. 

  

    

  

Format: 

V file-name or <A> or ' Vv LR disk-name / group-name < ASCENDING > number 

Examples: 

To print the entire directory of the system disk: 

| LR = 

To print the-entire directory of ARDISKQ in ascending order: 

LR ARDISK2/=- <A> ) 

Sania wears HE'S « To print information about the file called ““AR200” and a group of files beginning with the letter “C’’ only: 

LR C=, AR200 

  

To print information only about files on the system disk which have been allocated greater than 1000 sectors: 

LR = 1000 

Output format: 

Fourteen columns of information will be output to the printer for each disk for which information is re- 
quested. The column headings, the format of the values these columns contain, and the significance of these 
values are as follows: 
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HEADING VALUE SIGNIFICANCE 

      

FILE NAME. 12 Characters Fite néme @ | 

ACTUAL SIZE 7 Gigits Aumber of records 

, currently contained 
| in file 
MAXIMUM SIZE ? digits Maximum number of 

records which file may 

| Cont éin | 
RECORD SIZE 5 digits Number of bytes fer 

recorc 

RECOFDS BLOCK 5 cigits Number of records 1n 
each btock 

CREATED 5 digits Fite creation date 
| (Julien YYOOO) 

ACCESSED 5 cigits Last access date 
| (Julian YYDOD) 

GEN. ACL, 3 cizits 
; 

| 

FILE TYPE f charscterse See Note I 

2 hexe characters 

NO. AREAS 2 ciaits Number of areas 
Currently ettoc- 

| ated 

AREA LECATIECNS R digits see Note 2 

| 6 hex. characters 

7 charecters 

AREA SIZES 8 digits. See Note 2 

6 hex. characters 

Note 1: The actual filetype of each file is displayed with type identification as follows: 

FILETYPE 7 ENTRY IN LISTING 

@W0@ DATA @W@ 
@01@ —- @0E@ SRCLANG @0x@ 

@0F@ SRCLIBR @0F@ 
@10@ - @13@ CYYMMDD @1x@ 

@21@ SYSLANG @21@ 
@22@ SYSDATA @22@ 
@30@ VIRTMEM @30@ 
@31@ SYSLOG @31@ 
@81@ KEY — @81@ 
@A0N@ PRNTBKP @A0N@ 

Any other SYSTEM @xy@ 

(YYMMDD = the compile date 
and SYSDATA could be SYSCONFIG or 
SYSVFU.LIB)   

Note 2: For each file the area addresses and sizes of allocated areas will be printed in these columns. For 
areas on an overflow disk the overflow disk name will follow the area location. 
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Output messages: 

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

TABLE SIZE The number of file- None. 

FXCEEDED names to be sorted 
by LR tn an ASCEND- 

ING or A request has 

exceeded the maximum 
permitted (254). 

  

  

input - NOT FOUND Fite specified is Check the correct 
IN DIRECTORY OF not on the disk cisk and reenter 

THIS DISK | if necessary 

input - NO FILES IN Group of files Check input and 
DIRECTORY FCF Specified 1S not on reventer if necessary.     THIS FAMILY disk Check for correct diske 

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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MODIFY (Program Code File Modification) 

  

This utility allows the changing of a number of file attributes within the file parameter block (FPB) and pro- 
gram attributes within the program parameter block (PPB) of a code file. It should not be used unless the mean- 
ing of each attribute is thoroughly understood. Refer to the CMS MCP manual for more information on FPB 
and PPB formats. | 

The utility operates in an interactive manner using a console file if no further information is provided when 
initating the utility, thus: 

MODIFY 

_ For details of the interactive mode, see later. Specifications can be entered when starting the utility. The name 
of the code file to be modified is preceded by the keyword ““CODE.FILE”’..The word “CODE.FILE” can be 
omitted from the first element of the initiating message. Following the code file name is either the keyword 
“FILE” to enable file attributes to be modified, or the keyword “PPB” to enable program attributes to be 
changed. The file whose attributes are to be changed is specified by the internal file name (i-f-n) as given by 
the program source code listing. The i-f-n is determined by the programmer. Additional keywords are ‘““PRIN- 
T.FPB” and “PRINT.PPB” to print the complete FPB and PPB respectively. The complete specifications to 
the utility are terminated by the keyword “END”. 

| disk-name / - program-name 

- 
— 

FILE i-f-n / file-attribute value | p PRINT.FPB > 

| 

| ~ 

© 

PPB 
I 

| 

Format: 
  

MODIFY CODE.FILE 

  

  

ppb-attribute value 
PRINT.PPB     

The commas are optional, but may be used to improve readability. See later for the list of attributes and 
allowable values. | 

‘When a PPB is being printed, MODIFY checks the release level of the code file, printing the S-LAN- 
GUAGE for pre-3.3, and MCP level and HARDWARE type for post-3.2. It should be noted that the MCP 
level printed for certain released code files is not that of the host system MCP, but that of the system on 
which the code files were compiled. 

If an unknown machine type is encountered, ‘‘UNKNOWN”” is printed. 

The HARDWARE type is indicated as follows: 

BYTE VALUE TYPE 

1 - 10 B 80, B 90 
11 - 20 B 776 
21 - 30 B 800 
31 — 40 B 900 
41 - 50 B 1700 
51 — 60 B 1800 

_ The second byte of the field in the PPB is machine-dependent and is therefore not printed). 

Examples: : 

To modify the value of FID (file-id) and change the device kind of a file whose internal name is INFILE 
in a program code file COPY on disk SYS2: 

MODIFY CODE.FILE SYS2/CCPY, FILE INFILE FID CARDS DEVICE CR, END 
To change the value of CONTROL.STACK to 50 in code file AR768 on disk AR1, and print the resultant @ 

PPB: 

MODIFY AR1/AR768 CONTROL.STACK 50 PRINT.PPB END   4—126   
 



  

Interactive Mode 

If no initiating specifications are given, PKs 1 to 6 are lit for various functions. 
  

  

            

PK1i PK2 PK3 PK4 PKS5 PKE 

help modify | modify | specify} print 
PP8 FPB code FPB or ECJ 

file PPB     

Pressing PK1 gives a display of the meanings of the 6 PKs, as shown above, followed by the request 

CODE.FILE? 

Enter the code file name, followed by OCK1. The utility requests 

SELECT FUNCTION 

and lights appropriate PKs. While any relevent PK is lit, the corresponding function can be started. 

If PK2 (modify PPB) or PK3 (FPB) is depressed, the utility requests 

PPB ATTRIBUTE or 

FPB ATTRIBUTE | | 

Enter the name of the attribute, as given in the table later. The utility displays the current value, then re- 

quests 

NEW VALUE. 

Enter the new value required. The utility then returns to the select-function loop. 

File Attributes 

  

  Table 4-4 gives the keywords for each file attribute that can be changed by the MODIFY utility, together 

with allowable values for each attribute. Table 4-5 gives the keywords of each PPB attribute that can be 

changed, and allowable values for each. 

Note that each modification is performed in turn, so that the keywords PRINT.FPB and PRINT.PPB will 
reflect the FPB and PPB after any modifications specified previously in the message to MODIFY, but before 
any modifications are made that are specified after the print request. 

Output messages: 
  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

ATTRIBUTE VALUE Value is either Check current values 

MISSING missnqg or incorrect», ty PRINT.FPB or 
PRINT.PPBs then uSe 
utility for the attr 
Iibute in error. 

other wodifications 
carried out. 

  

KEYWORD IN ERROR Self-explanatory>, AS above. 

other modifications 
carried out. 

The attribute being 

assigned cannot take 

the value being 
givens other mod- 
ifications carried 

out. 

  

ATTRIBUTE*VWAL As aboye-. 

INCONSISTENT     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

INCORRECT ATTRIBUTE A value 18 being 
assigned to a value» 

rather than to an 

attributes other mod- 

iffications carried 

out. 

As above. 

  

DEVICE - MYUSE 
INCONSISTENT 

Incompatible values 

of these file attri- 
butes. This is a 

warning that the 

proaram may give an 

error when executec. 

Lse MOCIFY to correct 
either or both of 

these fietds. 

  

FILE*SIZE TOO 
LARGE 

Value for FILE.SIZEF 

is Incorrect. This 

1S a warning. 

Check with PRINT.FPB 

1f necessary and correct 

the éttribute. 
  

TOO MANY RUFFERS Value for NO.BUFFERS 
iS Incorrect. This is 

 @ warning. 

  

REC. NOT INTEGRAL 

OF BUF. 
The buffer size is not 
an exact mutitiple of 

the record sizee This 
1S a warning. 

Use MOCIFY to correct 

one or both of these 

aettribttes before 
running programe 

  

CODE FILE NAME IN 

ERROR 

Selfrexplanatory?. 
atl rodifications 
are ignored. 

Fe"iIrpute 

  

FILE NAME NOT FOUND The internal fite 

name 31S not itn coce 
file> alt modific- 
ations are ignored. 

As above. 

  

CURRENCY SYMBOL 
EXPECTED 

Self explanatory Resirprit. 

  

NUMERIC ATTRIRUTE = 
VAL REQ) 

Non@numeric char? 
acters were Input 

where a numeric 
value is needed. 

Check with tables 
4.c éerc 4.3 and 

remirout. 

  

FILE NOT SPECIFIED Missing keyword 
"FILE" | 
  

PPB NOT SPECIFIED     Attempt to modify 

PPB while not in 

PPB mode. 

Re-~ input. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NOT AN INDEXED 
FILE | 

Attempec to use an 

indexed-file attri- 

bute on a non~inc™ 

exed file. 

Check initial 

input to MODIFY 

  

NOT A COBOL PROGRAM 
FILE 

Wrong PPB attribute 

used (see table) 

Re~tnput. 

  

NOT AN MPL PROGRAM 

FILE 

wrong PPE attribute 

used (see table) 

Re~input. 

  

CODE FILE ~ BAD FILE 
TYPE 

Attemptec to modify 
ae coce file wich was 

not of type COCE. 

None. 

  

CODE FILE IN USE The specifiec code 

file is in usee 

Wait until the task 

using coce file coes 

to end of jobe 

  

CANNOT OPEN THAT 
CODE FILE 

Attempted to mcdify 

a code file which was 

not available for 

some reasone 

None. 

  

NUMBER TOO BIG Attempted to assign 
a value greater than 

65535. 

Nonee 

  

MUST HAVE QO < KEY 

LENGTH < 29 

Attempted to assign a 

KEY LENGTH vatue out 

of range. 

None.s   
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Table 4-4. File Attributes Accessible by MODIFY 

  

file attribute allowable values 

  

  ROUGH.» TABLE 

KEY «LENGTH 

KEY OFFSET 

name 

MFID 1-7 alphanumeric characters 
FID 1-12 alphanumeric characters 

REEL 3 decimal cigits in range 0007999 
DEVICE one of the mnenwonics given in Table 4-6 

RECORD 1-5 decimal digits in range 0765535 

BUFFER 1-5 decimal digits in range 07°65535 

FILESIZE 1-7 decimal cigits in range 071048560 

NOD .BUFFERS 1-2 decimal digits in range 1716 

CYCLE 2 decimal digits in range 00°99 

FORMS CN» OFF 

SETe«UPDATE ON» OFF. 

NO.wLABEL CN» CFF 

CONDITIONAL CN» OFF 

SINGLEAREA Ci» CFF 

~GEN.CHECK CN» OFF 

NO-eREWIND CN» OFF 

REVERSE -CHECK ON» OFF 

CLOSEMODE LOCK» PURGE» REMOVE» RELEASE» HALF.CLOSE 
CRUNCH GCN» OFF 
MERGE CN» OFF | 

O THER USE FREE» LOCK.ACCESS» LOCKED or SHARED 

MYUSE INPUT» CUTPUTs I0 

EXTEND CN» OFF 

ACCESSMODE SEQUENTIAL» STREAM» RANDOM | 

GEN.NO i-5 decimal digits tn range 0765535 

LAST.ACCESS 5 decimal digits in Julian date format» 
YYDOD 

SAVE I-3 decimal digits in range 07999 

FILE»DEFAULT TYPEL thru TYPE29 Csee MPL Reference 

Manual ) 

NON»STANDARD CN» OFF 
DeMFID ‘is? atohanumeric characters Cindexed 

files only) | : 

DFID 1712 alphanumeric characters Cindexed 

files only) | 
i-5 decimal digits in range 0765525 
Cindexed files only) 
1-2 decimal cigits in range 1728 
Cindexed fides onty). 
1-5 decimal digits in range 0765535 
Cindexed files only) 
  

  
    

 



Table 4-5. PPB Attributes Accessible by MODIFY 

  

  

  

  

PPB attribute allowable vatues 

name 

INTERP.PACK 1-7 alchanumeritc characters 

INTERP.NAME 1°12 alohanumeritc characters 

CLASS A» Be C 

EO0J.-SUPPRESS ON» OFF 

DATA.STACK 1-5 decimal digits in range 0765535 
C(MPL/BIL programs only) 

CONTROL.STACK 1-5 decimal digits tn range 0765535 

CURRENCY-.SYMBCL one character (CCBOL/RFG programs 

onty)     
  

Table 4-6. Mnemonics for Device Attribute for MODIFY 

  

  

  

  

  

    

mnemonics meaning 

PR any printer 
KP keyboard printer 

KD keyboard display 
KB keyboard any output 
s$P serial orirter 

LP line printer 

CR any card reader 

cp any card punch 
CRP any card reader/cunch 

CRBO 8O0-column Card reader 
CP80. 8O0-column card punch 

CRP80 | BOvcotumn card reader/punch 

C296 96°colunmn card reader 

CP 96 96°cofLumn card purch 

CRP96 96-column Card reader/punch 

PTR paper tape reader 

PTP paper tape punch 

MT magnetic tape reet or cassette 
MT9 magnetic tape reel 

CS magnetic tape cassette 

MT9IN magnetic tape reel without write permit 

CSIN magnetic tade cassette withott write permit 

DC any cisk 
DM Any miniédisk 
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PB (List Printer Backup Files) 
The CMS Printer Backup utility (PB) is an MPLII program which allows files created in accordance with @ 

the CMS Printer Backup facility to be printed by CMS users. 

The syntax of the PB initiating message is: 

PB P ; <NNNNN > ; , 

<PACKID>/ pp <NNNNN> — (1) — SAVE 

= (1) — COPIES —CC 

(1) —-ON Fie = 

— (1) PAGE <NUMBER >———— 

RECORD ——Y L Z 

  

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

            

  

  
  i ON AP — 

bes SP   
      

      

      

—- (1) —— COPIES CC 

-— (1) —ON AP 

res , SP 

Z Z. 
N N 

PB Initiating Message Parameters 

<PACKID>/ Identification of pack on which the backup file resides. Contains one through 
seven characters. If no <packid> is specified, the system status communicate is 
invoked, determining the name of the Printer Backup Designate Disk (PBDD) as 
specified by the SO SCL. If no PBDD is in use, default is to the system disk. 
The <packid> must always be terminated with a slash. 

PB<nnnnn> Filename of printer backup file to be printed. Contains one to five decimal 
digits. If the user omits the letters ‘‘PB’’, they are appended to the front of the 
digits, forming the filename. In either case, the file must be of printer backup 
file-type to be printed by this utility. Leading z zeros are not required in the 
PB<nnnnn> filename. 
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SAVE 

COPIES 

RECORD 

PAGE 

AUTO 

ON 

LIST 

2015228—003 

Specifies that the family of all files identified by a ‘‘PBnnnnn’’ filename will be 

printed. Only a file which is of printer backup file-type can be printed by this 

utility. 

Prevents the removal of the file from disk after printing is completed. If 

‘*“SAVE”’ is not specified, removal occurs. 

Specifies a non-zero decimal number containing at most two digits. ““COPIES 

cc’’ specifies the number of copies to be printed. The default value is one. 

Selects specific parts of the file for printing by giving a starting record number 

(that is, ‘‘Y’’) and the number of records to be printed (that is, ‘‘Z’’). More 

than one range of records may be specified, and overlapping of record number 

pairs may exist. 

NOTE: 
When there is no quantity (that is, ‘‘Z’’) in a record number pair, printing 
continues until end of file. This will only occur, however, in the last pair when 
an odd-numbered amount of record pairs is entered. The record option numbers, 
regardless of how many are entered, are always interpreted in pairs. An attempt 
to print from record 25 to endfile followed by printing from record 30 to endfile 
would, if given as ‘‘25 30’’, result instead in the printing of the thirty records 
beginning at record 25. Start-number, quantity values may be from one to seven 
‘decimal digits. A value of zero is invalid. Record number pairs do not have to 
be entered in pairs of increasing value. The number of record number pairs is 
limited to 100. 

Specifies the page of the document at which printing is to begin. The PB utility 
begins from the start of the file, counting ‘‘Top-of-Forms’’ instructions: page 
numbers within the file text mean nothing. When it reaches the number of 
pages specified, (up to seven decimal digits may be used), it begins printing. 
The value of the page option may be from one to seven decimal digits. A value 

of zero is invalid. 

Results in the printing of all available PB files. The utility then enters an 
‘*Idle’’ state until one or more PB files become available for printing. 

NOTE: 
The AUTO option cannot be used on systems with no real-time clock. 

Specifies the device on which the printing is to be done. ‘“‘AP’’ means *‘Any 
Printer’. It instructs the utility to use the first printer device of any type to 
become available. ‘‘LP’’ indicates that the line printer is to be used; ‘‘SP”’ 
indicates the serial printer. If no ON option is entered, default is to the line 
printer. 

Causes the printing of a list of all printer backup files of the form ‘‘PBnnnnn’’. 
The following information is printed for each file: 

‘*Packid’’ (followed by that file’s <packid>). 
2. ‘‘External backup filename PBnnnnn’’ 
3. ‘‘Internal backup filename PBnnnnn’’ 
4. ‘‘Print file name’’ (followed by the name used for the file by the 

program that generated it, for example ‘‘LISTPRT’’). 

jo
an

 

e 

5. ‘‘Program Name’’ (followed by the name of the program that 
generated the file, for example, ‘‘LIST’’). 

6. ‘‘Creation time HH:MM”’’ (the time, in hours and minutes, at which 
the file was first opened; the range is 00:00 through 23:59). 

7. “Creation date MM/DD/YY” (the date on which the file was first 

opened). 
8. ‘*Device kind’’ (followed by ‘‘LP”’’ (line printer), “‘AP’’ (any 

printer) or ‘‘SP’’ (serial printer)). 
9. ‘Block size’’ (followed by the size of the block in bytes as . 

specified in the file’s header record). 
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10. ‘‘First record’’ (followed by the number of the record at which 
printing begins). , | 

11. ‘‘FPB flags’’ (followed by verbal explanations of the flags, as 
follows:) 
a. **Forms’’ or ‘‘No forms’’ 
b. ‘‘Labelled’’ or ‘‘Unlabelled’’ 
c. ‘‘Translation’’ or ‘‘No translation’’ 

12. ‘‘Last record’’ (followed by the number of the last record printed). 

Examples: 

PB PBO02401 

One (1) copy of file ‘‘PB02401’’, which resides on the disk identified by the system status communicate, 
will be printed. After printing, the file ‘‘PB02401’’ will be removed from the disk. 

PB MYDISK/2401 

One (1) copy of file ‘‘PB02401’’ residing on the disk named ‘‘MYDISK”’ will be printed. (Note that leading 
zeroes are not required.) After printing, the file ‘‘PB02401’’ will be removed from ‘‘MYDISK’’. 

PB MYDISK/2411 COPIES 22 SAVE 

_ Twenty-two (22) copies of file ‘‘PB02411’’ residing on the disk named ‘‘MYDISK’”’ will be printed. After 
printing, the file will remain on the disk. 

PB 01238 RECORD 25 50 300 100 SAVE COPIES 5 

Five (5) copies of file ‘‘PB01238’’, residing on the disk identified by the system status communicate, will 
be printed. In each copy, the only records printed will be 50 records starting at record 25, followed by 100 
records starting at record 300. After printing, the file will remain on disk. 

PB MYDISK/PB412 ON LP COPIES 3 

Three (3) copies of file ‘‘PB00412’’ residing on the disk named ‘‘MYDISK’”’ will be printed on a line printer. 
After printing, the file will be removed from disk. 

PB MYDISK/= 

All PB files residing on the disk ‘‘“MYDISK”’ and belonging to the family ‘‘PBnnnnn”’ will be printed. The 
PB utility will then go to EOJ. 

PB MYDISK/PB00719 RECORD 28 200 SAVE COPIES 10 ON SP 

Ten (10) copies of file ‘‘PB00719”’ residing on disk ‘‘MYDISK”’ will be printed on the serial printer. Each 
copy will contain only the 200 records which begin at the twenty-eighth record of the file. After printing, the 
file will remain on disk. 

PB 02413 RECORD 170 

One (1) copy of file ‘‘PB02413’’, residing on the disk identified by the system status communicate, will be 
printed. This one copy will contain the records beginning at record 170 and continuing to the end of the file. 
After printing, the file will be removed from disk. 

PB 2413 PAGE 15 SAVE ON LP COPIES 30. 

Thirty (30) copies of file ‘‘PB02413’’, residing on the disk identified by the system status communicate, will 
be printed on the line printer. Each copy will contain all records found after the fifteenth ‘‘Top-of-forms’’ in 
the file. After printing, the file will remain on disk. 

PB = ON SP 

All printer backup files which belong to the ‘‘PBnnnnn’’ family and reside on the disk identified by the sys- 
tem status communicate will be printed on the serial printer. After printing, the files will be removed from 
disk. 
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PB AUTO 

Print all available ‘‘PBnnnnn’’ files residing on the disk identified by the system status communicate. Then, 

enter an ‘‘Idle’’ state, printing each PB file that becomes available. Do not automatically go to EOJ. 

PB MYDISK/LIST 

Produce a listing which identifies all ‘‘PBnnnnn’’ files residing on the disk ‘‘MYDISK’’. List the basic char- 

acteristics of each backup file. 

PB Messages 

The banner is followed by an automatic page throw. Printing of the data contained in the backup file then 

begins, controlled by the forms-control data accompanying each record. 

Files Requiring Special Forms 

For files which have the ‘‘Special Forms’’ bit set, the banner is not printed. 

The PB utility displays the following message to the user: 

SPECIAL FORMS REQUIRED FOR <MFID>/<FID> 
CREATED AS PBNNNNN <PRINT FILE NAME> FID BY <PROGRAM FID> 

The user must perform an ‘‘AX’’ to inform the utility whether to continue execution. The user enters: 

AX <MIX NUMBER> Y 
or | 
AX <MIX NUMBER> N 

If the user enters ‘‘AX <MIX> Y’’, printing is performed. If the user enters ‘‘AX <MIX> N”’, that 

particular PB file is not printed. Entering anything else in the ‘‘AX’’ message causes the PB utility to send 

an error message to the user: | 

AX INVALID REQUIRES Y OR N 

The user then resubmits the correct response. 

After printing a file requiring special forms, the utility displays the message: 

REMOVE FORMS : 

The user enters another ‘‘AX’’ to inform the system to continue: 

AX <MIX NUMBER> OK 

Entering anything else in the ‘‘AX’’ message causes the PB utility to respond: 

AX INVALID REQUIRES OK 

The user then resubmits the correct response. 

NOTE 
If a line printer is already opened, then the utility closes it with lock and re-opens 
the printer with the forms bit set. At this time, the MCP displays a message on 
the screen requesting that the user ‘‘AD’’ the device. When a special-forms job 
concludes, the printer is closed with lock. 
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Output Messages: 

  

ERROR POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGSESTEL ACTION 
  

AX INVALID 
FEQUIRES Y OF N 

A "Y" or "N"™ was not 

entered in response to 

AX SCL. 

Resubmit correct 

responsee 

  

AX IAvVALIO 
RESUIRES JK 

An “SK" was not | 

entered In response to 
AX SCL. | 

Resubmit correct 

response. 

  

I7f ERBCR White reading or 
writing the named file>, 

an error condition was 
detected. 

Request technical 
assistance. 

  

INVALIC FILENAME This message appears 

tf a "Star File*™ has 

cCeen used for the 

Initiating message. 

Cne of the following 

cenditicns may exist: 

ie fhe packid portion 

of a filename is 
aqreater than 7 

characters in length. 

2e The fileid portion 

of a filename is 

greater than 12 

characters or is 
emp t ye 

3. The filenane 

contains invatid 
characters. 

Check "Star File” 

Input and 

re~initiate F3. 

  

INVALTT PACK ID le The packid spec- 

ification is empty. 

Cie blank charac- 

ters tmmediately 

preceding a stash). 
Ze The packid contains 

invalid characters. 

Check input and 

re-enter. 

  

P8 DES IGNATC OISK 
NOT AVAILABLE     A packid was not spec: 

ified by the user and 

the system status 

communicate returned 

binary zeroes in the 
printer dackup desig- 
nate field. 

Check input and 
re-enter if 

necessarye     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

  
Tic FPANY OYGiTS 1. The number of 

digits in a nuaber — 

following the page 

option 45 greater 

than 7. | 

2. The number of 
digits in a nunber 
in a r@cord pair 

following the record 
option 1s greater 

than 7. 

Check tnput and 
re-enter. 

  

INVALIC NUP3ER Wnile syntaxing a 

numeric field» a non= 

numeric character 

which is not a blank 

or a Sinary zero has 

bean datecteads 

Check input and 

re-enter. 

  

INVALIC START An errcor condition 3s 

detected when 

executing a 

conditional starte 

Checsk record 

parameters In 
initiating sessages 
re-enter. 

  

ECF €EFCRE PAGES 
SK IPFETL 

when attempting to 

cosition to the page 

option. An End Sf File 

condition 15 detected 

before the specified 

sage has deen reached. 

Determine actual 

filesize and re 

enter inpute 

  

INVALIE eo m*
) 

ry
 

a.
 The fetch value 

returned on a file 

open indicates the 

cpen was not success”- 

ful ard the file was 

not in usee 

None. 

  

FILE IN USE The fetch value 

returned on a file 

cpoen indicates the 

cpen was not success" 

ful and the fide was 

IN USee 

Re-enter inout 

when PH is neo 

longer 1nN US@e. 

  

INVALIC FILE TyPe The file type of the 

printer backup file 

cpened was not *aA0a". 

None. The File 

is not a orinter 

backup fite. 

  

READ ERRCR 

~ 

White attempting to 

read the header 
record, an error 

Request technicat 
assistance. 

  

    
  

condition was detected.     
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MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
INVALIC ID RECORE The first 36 charac- None. The file 

ters af the header is not a printer 
record were not ASCII. | backup fite. 

  

  

  

INVALIC SLOCK SIZE The block size from None. The file 
| : the header record was 1S not 4 printer 

creater than 132 or cCackup fite. 
equat tc Zero. 

  

INVALIC P2 NUMEER The number of the PP None. File corrupt. 
IN IC BECSED | file as soecified in 

the header record is 

creater tnan 605535. 
  

  

  

  

  

INVALIC COFIES NUMEER The number of copies Check input and 
specified in the rerentere 
initiating message is 
Zeros 

TLUPLICATE CPTIGN The option has bean Check input and 
specifiead more than rementere 

| cence In the initiating 
MeSS3aIJeC. 

TNWALTC PAGE PARAMETCX | The page number Check inpbut and 
specified in the rementere . © 
initiating message is 

zearo.s 

TCC MANY RECCREGE More than LOC record Check tnout and 
ENTRIES pairs h3ve been rewentere 

specified tn the record 
coticn. 

INVALTIC LENGTH The stoop entry <number | Check input ana 
| cf records to be rementere 

printed) in 23 record 

pair 15 zero. 

  

JTCG MANY DIGITS 1N The number of digits Check input and 
F3 NUMEER in the P3 number rementer. 

| specified in the 

initiating message is 
greater than five. 
  

F3 NUMEER >» 65535 | The P38 number Check input and 
Soecified in the re~enter. 
Init’ating message is 

greater than 65535. 
          INVALIU £QUuALS SPTICN The cpotion following Check input and 

"=" js not COPIES or | re-enter. © 
oN. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

INVALIC AJTS OPTIC The cption following 

AUT is not ON. 

Check input and 

re-oentere 

  

AUTS SPTIGCH RESUTRES 
CLoch CN SYSTEs 

The auto option 35 

not valid for systems 

which do not have a 

realetine clock. 

Re-enter input 

without AUC 

optione 

  

INVALIC ON OPTION The parameter 
folilcwing GN ts not 
LP» 3P or AP, 

Check tnput and 

re-enter. 

  

INVALIC FILE FORMAT 

  
The Least digit of the 

P2 number as recorded 

in 2each P3 racorc does 
rot ecual the tleast 

digit cf the P3 number 

as calculated from the 

header record. 

None. Fite ccrrupte 
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PD (Print Disk Directory) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This utility allows the operator to verify the presence on disk of a particular file or a group of files. 

Format: 

  

V file-name or 

PD disk-name / group-name 

_ Examples: 

To find out if a particular file is on disk: 

PD PR210 

PD PR2/PRO020 

To find out if a group of files is on disk: 

PD PR2/PRO= 

PD PR3= 

To find out if several different files or groups are on disk: 

PD PR3= , PR2= 

PD GL2GLO= , GL2/GL30= , GL250 

To inquire about all files on disk: 

PD= 

PD PR2/= 

Output messages: © 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  
ON LINE procram- 

name 
File found or disk 

1f single file req- 
uested. 

None. 

  

group"name ON disk- 
name CONTAINS: 

Group of files found 
on disk 

Nonee 

  

NOT ON LINE 
program"name 

File not found or 
disk | 

Check input (re-input 
if necessary)» 
Check for correct 
cisk. 

  

NO FILES FOUND IN 

THE FAMILY “group= 
name”   Group not found on 

disk. 
Check tnput Cre~input 
if necéssary) » 
Check for correct 
Cisk. |     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

  

END PO | Successful End of None. 

Jobe 

"fite"name”™ REQUIRES Remainder of specif- Supply appropriate 

OVERFLOW DISK “disk ied file resides on Cisk. 

name" another disk. POD 

Cannot cometete until 

appropriate disk is 

suopliede 7     
  

Note: See “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional aid. 
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PL (Print Log Files) 
PL lists the contents of log files present during any particular session. Attempts to list other filetypes will 

fail, since a check is made on the file entries themselves, and these must be of a compatible format. Log files 
created on previous release levels are incompatible. 

The utility incorporates optional facilities to analyze B 900 and B 1800 error entries, analyze statistics for 
211 and BSMII disks, and backup files. 

Format: 

  

PL < filename > Y < option list > 

where <option list> = SYSTEM or S 

: ERROR or E 

STATS 
DISPLAY 
BACKUP 
FROM <time spec> 
TO <time spec> 
ENTRY <number> 
MIX <number> 
INPUT | 
OUTPUT 
<empty> 

<date> 

or <time> 

or <date><time> 

and <date> = MM/DD/YY 
<time> = HH:MM:SS 

where <time spec> 

The option ‘‘SYSTEM”’ (or ‘‘S’’) is specified to list only system messages from the log-file. 

The option ‘‘ERROR’’ (or ‘‘E’’) is specified to list only error messages. 

The option ‘FROM <time spec>”’ is used to list the logged message from the specified date and time. If 
time is not specified, then 00/00/00 is assumed. 

The option ‘‘TO <time spec>”’ is used to list the messages up to that date and time. If time is nat specified, 
then the last date and time in the log are assumed. 

If the option ‘‘ENTRY”’ is used, the utility will print starting from the record number specified by the 
operator. 7 

The ‘‘MIX number’ option is used to print all messages related to specified mix (number(s). 

The ‘“‘INPUT”’ and ‘‘OUTPUT”’ options allow the operator to print either input or output messages. 
Any combination of SYSTEM, ERROR and STATS is permitted, but, if DISPLAY or BACKUP is re- 

quested, only ERROR and STATS are permitted. 

The default options that are set are: 

SYSTEM, ERROR and STATS messages; 
INPUT and OUTPUT messages; 
FROM 00/00/00 00:00:00; 
TO <last date and time>; 
ENTRY 1; 
Output direct to printer. 
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All entries are displayed irrespective of their mix numbers. Any of these defaults can be reset at run time. 

If no real-time clock was available when the file was created, then no check will be made on the “‘time’’ por- 

tion of the operator input, and ‘‘N/A”’ will be printed under the ‘“TIME”’ heading on the report. The default 

for DISPLAY/BACKUP is both ERROR and STATS. 

STATS request will only output entries logged as statistics entries for BSMII and 211 disks, and only if 

those disks are used with the Standard Disk Interface (SDI) Common Controller. 

If DISPLAY is requested, then error and statistics entries will be displayed on a screen with dimensions 

not less than 80 characters wide and 10 lines deep. 

BACKUP will cause all output to go to a disk file of type ‘‘data’’. The format of this file will be exactly 

the same as if the output had gone directly to a printer. The file will have 120 byte records, and three records 

per block. Page throws will be replaced by four space-filled records. The default size of the file will be 4096 

records, but this can be altered using MODIFY. The internal file name and resultant output FID will be 

MLOGBACKUP; the destination disk will be the system disk unless MODIFYed; CLOSEMODE will be 

LOCK, but may also be MODIFYed. 

Entries with multiple records will only have the record number and record contents displayed; all other col- 

umns will be blank since the contents of these records will all be of the same type, and created at the same 

time. 

Only entries which conform with either the defaults, or operator input specifications will be displayed, all oth- 

ers will be ignored. 

The range of values for ENTRY and MIX numbers are 1-65535 and 1-254 respectively. Checks at run-time 

are made on the values entered and messages issued if they are in error. | 

Examples: 

To print the contents of the log-file called SYS-LOG-HOLD: 

PL SYS-LOG-HOLD 

To print the error messages logged in the log-file called SYS-LOG-01: 

PL SYS-LOG-01 ERROR 

To print entries in SYS-LOG-HOLD file from record 100, related to mix number 12 from January 1, 1979 

until latest date: 

PL SYS-LOG-HOLD ENTRY 100 MIX 12 FROM 01/01/79 

Output messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

NO SPECIFICATION The initiating message Re-enter correctly. 

GIVEN contained no parameters. 

NO FILE NAME FOUND The first parameter found |Check input and 

IN PARAMETERS in the initiating message jre-enter correctly. 

| was not the log file name. 

TLLEGAL OPTION The parameter displayed Check input and 

“parameter > ise not a valid one. re-enter correctly. 

ILLEGAL VALUE. The integer entry after Check input and 

integer > either ENTRY or MIX is re-enter correctly. 

nat within the allowable 

range of values. :         
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE | SUGGESTED ACTION 
  NO TIME 
SPECIFICATION AFTER 
“time option 

Input after either "TO" 
or "FROM" is incorrect or 
inappropriate. 

Check input and 

re-enter correctly. 

  

  

ALREADY SET contradicts another. 

NO <param> NUMBER A number was expected Check input and | 
GIVEN after "MIX" but was not re-enter correctly. 

found. 

“<option> OPTION One of the parameters set Check Input and 
re-enter correctly. 

  

ILLEGAL <date/time> 
SPECIFICATION 

atime-spec> 

The <time-spec> is not 
of the correct format. 
“time> comes before 
adate> if both are 
specified. 

Check input and 

re-enter correctly. 

  

FILE <file-name: 
NOT FOUND 

Qr - 

FILE <fi le~name> 

IN USE 

or 

The desired file is not 
on the specified disk, 

is nat available. 

Make file available 

anc re-enter . 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

IN ERROR ENTRY     the Hardware Configuration 
Table which corresponds ta 
the device type in the 
error descriptor, and 
hence no error counts 
be updated from this 
information. 

Cen 

“file-name> IS NOT The file being pracessed 
A LOG FILE is not of log-file type 

or format. 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER A parameter error has Check input and 
LIST <param> been found. The parameter re-enter correctly. 

in error is displayed. 

ILLEGAL FILE NAME The file-name does not Check input and 
<file-name conform to CMS format. re-enter correctly. 

INVALID CHARACTER Check input and 
IN IDENTIFIER re-enter carrectly. 
“identifier 

DISK “pack-id> The given <pack-id=> is Put the desired 
NOT AVATLABLE not an-line. disk on line, and 

re-enter correctly. 

eee UTILITY LIMIT Invalid information con- None. 
REACHED x#«x tained in the log file. 

UNRECOGNISED DEVICE No device can be found in None.   
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MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

  

NO ENTRIES FOUND End of File has been None. — 

WITHIN PARAMETERS reached without any 

entries being found and 
printed. 

DISK <disk-id-> The file requested is on |Re-enter when 

LOCKED a disk for which a util- | the utility has 

ity is using SYSMEM LOCK. |finished. 

SCREEN SIZE TOO When using the DISPLAY Re-ijinput without 

SMALL TO RUN option the utility found | the DISPLAY option. 

UTILITY that the SPO screen size 

was fess that 80 

characters wide and 19 

characters deep. 

  

ENTER <END> TQ After displaying a | Enter NEXT or END 

FINISH OR <NEXT> TO screenful, the utility 

CONTINUE | will request whether or 

not more information 16 

required. 

  

INVALID REQUEST A response other than the|Check input and 

“param> expected END or NEXT was |re-enter correctly. 

entered. The utility will 

again request whether or 

nat more information i656 
required. 

  

  

QUTPUT FILE When using the BACKUP None - the file 

<file-name> TQO option, the utility will be clased and 

SMALL reached the end of the the utility will go 

7 output file. to EQ. 

“decimal no> | Writing to the backup None. 

RECORDS WRITTEN TO file has been completed 

BACKUP FILE and the file has been 

fi le-name> closed. |         
  

As well as these messages, a check on parity errors is made during the processing of the file. If a read/ 

write parity error is incurred, then the message: 

VO ERROR DETECTED IN READ FROM <file-name> 
or 

1/0 ERROR DETECTED IN WRITE TO FILE <file-name> 

is displayed, followed by the record number at which the error occurred. The program will either attempt to 

continue processing or will go to End of Job depending on where the error occurred. If it does continue, then 

‘“CONTINUING PROCESS”’ will be displayed. 

However, if the ENTRY option has been used, and the error occurs while processing this command, then 

the results might not be those requested. 

On reaching the end of the processing, the utility goes to End of Job and closes all files, leaving the input 

file in exactly the same state as it was at the start. 
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-PPID (Pseudo Pack Identifier Display) 
The Pseudo Pack Identifier Display utility may be used to list the Pseudo Pack Identifier Table (PPIT). This © utility does not provide the *<file-name> option in the initiating message. The syntax for this utility is: 

  

  

  PPID 

    L_ pRint —— 

If PRINT is specified, the output will be listed on a printer, otherwise the output will be displayed on the Operator Display Terminal (ODT). | 

One of the following messages will be output for each used entry in the PPIT (Logical Unit No. = XxX): 

<PACKID> - PHYSICAL UNIT XX<OL> (Physical unit on line) 
<PACKID> — PHYSICAL UNIT XX<OFF> (Physical unit not on line) 
<PACKID> — PSEUDO ON <UNIT PACKID> (Restricted pseudo pack) 
<PACKID> —- PSEUDO UNRESTRICTED (Unrestricted pseudo pack) | 

Physical unit entries are displayed in order of logical unit number, each being immediately followed by en- tries of pseudo packs restricted to that particular unit. Lastly, unrestricted pseudo pack entries are displayed. 

Output Messages: 

  

MESS ASE | POSSTBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NO PFIT ON SYSTEM No pseudo pack None. 

identifier table was 
found on the system 
disk. | @ 

READ ERRGR ON PPIT An error was None. Irrecoverable 
CF PCrIskio" encountered while error. 

reading the PPIT. 
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-RB (Remove Printer Backup Files) 

This utility enables the user to remove printer backup files from one or more disks. It can remove backup     
  

  

  
  

        
  

  

      

  

  

    

      
    

  

      

  

  

      

files singly, by family, or by age. 

Entering RB or RB HELP displays the syntax diagram for RB, which is as follows: 

or \ 

RB 
< file-id > > 

aan <disk-id > -—— | * < file-id > * 

ON = 

L <int 1> 

ee 6 <int2> —— 

»—_—- BEFORE <month>/ <day>/ <year> > 

where: 

<disk-id> specifies the disk on which the utility seeks backup files; the default is the 

backup disk designate. : 

<file-id> designates the backup file or the family of backup files to be removed. Either 

the external or the internal file name may be specified. 

*<file-id>* is used when <file-id> alone could cause confusion (for example, RB *5* 

| removes the backup file named 5 instead of the one named PBO0000S). 

= specifies that all the backup files PBxxxxx are to be removed, where 1 = 

XXXXx = 65535. 

<int 1> specifies that the backup file PB<int 1> is to be removed. | 

<int 1>-<int 2> this specification causes all backup files from PB<int 1> to PB<int 2> to be 

‘ removed. 

<month> is a 1 or 2-digit integer. 

<day> is a 1 or 2-digit integer. 

<year> is a 2-digit integer. 

BEFORE <date> option causes all backup files created before the specified date to be removed. 

Examples: 

To remove the file PB00038 from the system disk: 

RB 38 

To remove the file PB00017, and all backup files in the family PR=, from the disk USDSK: 

RB FROM USDSK 17, PR=   
To remove PB00032 and PB00034 from the system disk, all the backup files named PBxxxxx from the disk 

TASK, and all backup files in the range PB00011 to PBOOOI9 from the disk ARDSK, each one of these files 

subject to the date given: 

  

RB 32,34 ; FROM TASK = ; FROM ARDSK 11-19 BEFORE 3/3/81 
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Messages 

  

If syntax errors occur, the utility displays messages that are self-explanatory, and goes to End of Job. © 
If a disk cannot be opened, or no files are fou | nd in a family, RB continues execution after displaying the appropriate messages. 

The user is also informed when a file is removed, or when i 
because it was created on or after the ‘‘BEFORE”’ date). 

After completion, RB issues the message: 

t is not removed (because it is still in use, or 

** RB COMPLETE ** 
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RL (Relabel Disk) 
This utility is used to re-label physical CMS disks. It may not be used to re-label pseudo disks, nor may 

a system disk in use be re-labelled, as the utility requires all files on disk to be closed. 

The utility has the form: 

  
  RL     < old disk-id > AS < new disk-id > — > 

A disk-id of ‘‘0000000’’ may be specified as the old disk-id, but is invalid if specified as a new disk-id. 

The utility opens an unlabelled disk and the operator is prompted to AD the required disk drive which has 

been previously RD’ed. 

If the disk label is in CMS format and the disk-id matches the old disk-id specified in the initiating message, 

the disk will be re-labelled with the specified new disk-id. 

If a Pseudo Pack Identification Table (PPIT) resides on an AD’ed fixed disk, the disk will not be re-labelled: 

alteration of the disk-id of a Physical Unit of a Fixed Disk assemblage would cause PPIT conflicts when the 

disk was readied and AVRed by the MCP. | 

Output Format: 

The following messages may be displayed by the RL utility: 

OPEN DISK UNLABELLED NOT IMPLEMENTED 

The utility has been unable to invoke an unlabelled disk open as the facility is not implemented in the MCP. 

CANNOT READ SECTOR 0 OF Dxy 

The utility has opened the disk successfully but cannot read sector 0. This occurs if a brand new disk (other 
than an SDI disk) which has never been initialized by Stand-Alone methods is AD’ed to the utility. It may 

also occur on badly corrupted disks. 

- DISK LABEL OF Dxy NOT IN CMS FORMAT 

The utility has found that the disk label is not in CMS format. 

LABEL OF Dxy IS <disk-id> - NOT <old disk-id> 

The specified old disk-id does not match the actual disk-id in the disk label. 

Dxy IS FIXED DISK DFy WITH PPIT 

The fixed disk AD’ed to the utility has a PPIT. — 

NOTE 
If any of the above messages are displayed, the disk-id in the label remains unal- 
tered and the utility goes to End of Job. 

Dxy DISK <old disk-id> RELABELLED AS <new disk-id> 

The disk has been relabelled successfully. The utility will go to End of Job. 
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RM (Remove Files from Disk) 

(a function of SYS-“SUPERUTL) 

  

This utility allows the removal of individual files and groups of files from disk. The disk areas associated with 
those files are returned to the available table. | 

If the utility detects that a keyfile is to be removed and the <BOTH> option has been specified, then it 
will remove both the keyfile and the associated data file if both are on disk. If <BOTH> is not specified then 
only the keyfile will be removed. 

Format: 

  
  

V file-name or 

RM disk-name / group-name | < BOTH > 

Examples: 

To remove a single file: 

RM AR300 

RM PR1/PR300 

To remove a group of files: | © 
RM AR= 

RM INDISK2/IN3= 

To remove several different groups and/or individual files: 

RM _ 1C230, IN0O76, INDISK1/IN2= 

To remove a keyfile and associated data file: 

RM PR200K <BOTH> 

A request for the removal of a system file will cause the utility to output the following: 
file-name IS A SYSTEM FILE 

AX “mix number”/RM ACPT 

Then, to remove a system file: | 

AX mix-number/RM file-name OK (mix-number is the mix number of RM). 

If the operator types any other sequence the system file will not be removed. 

Example: 

  

‘RM NDL= 

NDL.INTERP IS A SYSTEM FILE 

12/RM ACPT © 
AX 12/RM NDL.INTERP OK 
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Output messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

“filename” REMOVED File was removed. None. 

  

“filename” NOT REM- 

OVED NOT FOUND 

shen 

Specified file 

was not reroved. 

Check input Cre 7itnput 
if necessary)» 
Check for correct 

Cisk. | 

  

"fitename” NOT 

REMOVED - IN USE 

Specified file was 

not removed because 

it is currently 

being used by the 

system. 

hait untit file is no 
longer in uSe» then 
retinput. 

  

"filtename”™ NOT 

REMOVED - SYSTEM 

FILE 

Specified file was 

not renoved Cecause 

it is a "system file” 
Cfor examples MCP» 

an interpreter» etc). 

If file ts to be 

removecs tyoe 
TAX fixenumber/RM 

fileenéeme OK". 

If file ts not to he 

removed» tyne AX 

rix/RM NO 

  

INDEXED PAIR 

"file name” "file- 
name" REMOVED 

Keyfile and assoctat- 

ed data file were 
removed. 

None. 

  

INDEXED PAIR 

“filename” 

“filename” NOT 
REMOVED 

Keyfile and associat” 
ed data file were not 
removed- This message 
is fotlowed by the 
reasone 

Check input Creinput 
if necessary ) 

or 
Check for correct 

cisk. 

  

INDEXED PAIR 

"fitlenane™ 

“filename” NOT 
REMOVED - IN 

USE   Specified keyfile and 

data file were not 
removed because at 

least one 1s current” 

Ly being used by the 
SYSteMe 

Wait until files are 

no toncer In uses then 

re-1 rput e 
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SCR (System Confidence Routine) 
The SCR utility is used to establish a level of confidence in the overall performance of the software/hardware 

interface of a CMS system. It is not intended to perform the function of an MTR program in rigorously testing isolated hardware components, nor is it intended as a proof of correctness for system software. 
The SCR operates under MCP control, and relies upon the MCP: for basic error detection. In addition, SCR 

makes certain comparisons between actual results and expected results, and performs checks on output results. 
Operator input required is minimal, and is restricted to initiation of the utility and replies to prompts dis- 

played immediately thereafter. Information concerning errors detected and program performance are displayed 
at the SPO throughout execution of the SCR. The SCR may be DS’ed by the user at any time. 

The integrity of disk files is maintained: all disk files created by SCR are CLOSEd with RELEASE. Thus, 
when the utility goes to EOJ, those files do not remain on disk. 

The SCR utility is written in MPL. One of its major subsections (CPU.IO) ZIPs to two independent pro- 
grams, one of which is written in MPL and the other in COBOL. . 

The utility comprises four major subsections. The user can specify which of these subsections are to be performed for any given run of SCR. To assist him in making his selection, a HELP display is provided. The 
four subsections are: 

1. DCR This subsection ZIPs the independently executable Disk Confidence Routine, 
which tests CMS disk input/output operations. , 

2. CPU.IO This subsection tests the interface between the MCP, IO, the MPL and COBOL 
Interpreters by ZIPping to an MPL program which outputs the result of 
calculations to disk, and by ZIPping to a COBOL program which prints the 
edited results of its calculations. 

3. MT.IO This subsection writes files of binary information to user-selected magnetic 
: devices, reads these files back, and compares the output and input records. 

4. OTHER.IO This subsection outputs files of information to user-selected non-magnetic 
devices, reads the files back and checks them when possible. Currently, this 
subsection only applies to printer, and therefore relies on the user to perform a 
visual check of the information output. : 

Any or all of these subsections may be selected by the user for a given run of the utility. The order of performance is determined by the order of selection; however, if selected, DCR will always be performed first and it will be performed once only. The number of iterations for each of the subsections other than DCR may 
be specified by the user; all iterations of a given subsection are performed before execution of another subsec- 
tion is begun. 

It is recommended that care is taken when specifying the size of file for the DCR WRITE-INDEX test. Since the records are written and read randomly, access time becomes proportionately greater as the filesize increases. , 
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Operating Instructions 

Enter: SCR 

Prompt 1 is displayed: 

‘ENTER TEST NUMBERS OR ENTER HELP” 
‘““ENTER SPACE TO TERMINATE” 

  

  

  

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSTBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
OUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-nas SCR TERMINATED BY Utility has been 
Tempty > USER terminated. 

AX <mix-no> HELP | ENTER ON ONE LINE Help function Select tests 
NUMBERS FOR TESTS has been required and 
WANTED. requested. input test 

1 = DCR numbers, or 

2 = CPU.IO input space 

43 = MT.IQ to terminate 
4 = QTHER.IO the utility. 

ALL=ALL TESTS WANTED 
SPACE=TERMINATE SCR 

€PROMPT 1% 
  

  

  

  

  

            
  

  

AX <mix-nas INVALID INPUT | Test list input Re-input test 

test fist> CHARACTER | did nat consist |list, or 

“<PROMPT 1: of valid test terminate 

| numbers or "ALL"ithe utility. 

PROMPT 2s Test 1 (DCR) or |Refer ta 

"ALL" has been possible 
selected. replies to 

Prompt ¢. 

PROMPT 3> Test 2@ (CPU.IQ) |Refer toa 

or "ALL has possible 

been selected. replies to 

Prompt 3. 

“PROMPT 4 Test 3 (MT.10) |Refer to 
or "ALL" hag possible 
been selected replies to 

Prompt 4. 

“PROMPT 3 Test4 COTHER.T[0) |Refer ta 
or "ALL" has possible 
been selected. replies toa 

Prompt 3. 

If the reply contains the string ‘‘ALL’’, any valid digits contained in the reply are ignored. | 

NOTE 
If the reply contains the digit 1, or if ‘‘ALL”’ tests are requested, SCR will display 
prompts requesting parameters for DCR after parameters for other specified sub- 
sections have been requested. 
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Prompt 2: 

For a description of prompts and replies establishing DCR parameters, see the description of the utility | 
DCR, contained earlier in this section. 

Prompts requesting parameters to DCR are issued as a result of execution of the DCR utility. Hence, when 
the DCR utility is executed under control of SCR, these prompts are issued following prompts requesting pa- 
rameters to any other SCR subsection (which are issued prior to execution of the subsections themselves). 

NOTE 
Replies to prompts requesting DCR parameters must be preceded by ‘‘AX <DCR 
mix-no>’’, and NOT by ‘‘AX <SCR mix-no>’’. 

Prompt 3: 

‘-ENTER NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR CPU.IO - 
DEFAULT = 1.” 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

  

  

OUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> | The CPU.IO. 
sempty > test will be 

performed ance. 

AX <mix~-no> CPU.IO will be 
~decimal nos performed the 

number of times 

specified, up to 

a thaximum of 39 

times. Only the 

First two digits 

are read. 
  

INVALID INPUT A non-decimal! Re-input 
CHARACTER character was number of 
“PROMPT 3: input. iterations.             
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Prompt 4: | 

**“SPECIFY MT.IO PARAMETERS - 
ENTER SPACE FOR DEFAULT VALUE” 

‘‘“ENTER NUMBER OF MT DEVICES - DEFAULT = 1” 

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

  

  

  

  

OUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> | “PROMPT 4.1> SCR will write Refer toa 

“empty to and read from possible 

one magnetic replies ta 
tape reel. Prompt 4.1. 

AX <mix-na> “PROMPT 4.13 SCR will write Refer to 
“decimal nos to and read from possible 

the number of replies to 
magnetic tape Prompt 4.1 
reels specified- 
up to a maximum 

of five reels. 

Only the first 
character input 

            is read. 

INVALID INPUT An invalid | Re-input no. 
CHARACTER non-decimal of reels 

<PROMPT 4> has been input required. 
  

Prompt 4.1: 

‘ENTER NUMBER OF CS DEVICES - DEFAULT = 0” 

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 

  

  

  

OUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> <PROMPT 4.2> | SCR has used the] Refer to 

Zempty+ default value of] possible 
zero, and will replies to 

not write to or | Prompt 4.¢ 

read from 

cassette. 
  

AX <mix-na> PROMPT 4.22 SCR will attempt] Refer to 

<decimal noe to write to and | possible 
read from the replies to 

specified number] Prompt 4.2 
of cassettes, up 

to a maximum of 

five cassettes. 
  

ERROR: MORE THAN The total number| Re-input the 

S DEVICES REQUESTED.| of magnetic tape] parameters for 
“<PROMPT 4> reels and MT and CS 

cassettes devices, taking 
requested, spec-| care that the 
ifically or by total does not 
default, exceeds| exceed five. 
five. 
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Prompt 4.2: 

‘“ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS IN FILE - DEFAULT = 256” 

  

  

read from 

magnetic tape 
reels and/or 

cassettes wil! 

contain 256 

records. 

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
QUT PUT | ACTION 

AX <mix-no> “PROMPT 4.3> Each file Refer to 
“empty written to and possible 

replies to 
Prompt 4.3 

  

AX <mix-na> 

  “decimal now   
“PROMPT 4.32 

  
The size of all 

magnetic media 
files wilt be 

the (3-digit) 
decimal number 

specified.   
Refer to 
possible 

replies ta 

Prompt 4.3 

  

Prompt 4.3: 

*““ENTER NUMBER OF ITERATIONS - DEFAULT = 1” 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING 
OUTPUT 

POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
ACTION 

  

AX <mix-no> 

“empty 
READY SCRATCH TAPES 
ON <m> MAGNETIC 
TAPE DRIVES, <n> 
CASSETTE DRIVES 

The MT.1I0 

subsection wil! 

be performed 

once only. 

Make ready the 

specified 

number of tapes 

on their drives 
  

AX <mix-na> 

  
“decimal nos 

  
READY SCRATCH TAPES 
ON <m> MAGNETIC © 

TAPE DRIVES, <n> 
CASSETTE DRIVES   

The MT.IO 
subsection will 

| be performed 

the number of 

times specified.   
Make ready the 

specified 
number of tapes 

on their drives 
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Prompt 5: 

‘ENTER NUMBER OF OTHER.IO ITERATIONS - 

  

  

  

  

          
  

  

  

DEFAULT = 1” 

POSSIBLE REPLY | POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
QUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-no> “PROMPT 3.1> The OTHER.IO Refer to 

<empty> subsection will | possible 
be performed replies to 

once only. Prompt 3.1 

AX <mix-no INVALID CHARACTER The input Re-input the 

“decimal nos <PROMPT S> string contains |required no. 
a non-decimal of iterations 
character. correctly. 

<PROMPT 3.1> The OTHER.IQ Refer toa. 
subsection will | possible 
be performed the|replies to 

number af times | Prompt 3.1 

specified by the 

first two digits 

of the input 

atring Cie up to 

99 times). 

Prompt 5.1: 

‘TF PRINTER TO BE TESTED, ENTER Y”’ 

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
QUTPUT ACTION 

AX <mix-nas Y “PROMPT S.e> SCR will write Refer to 
files (the possible 

number of files 

being specified 

by the reply to 

Prompt 3) of a 
pre-determined 

content to the 

first printer 

available at 

execution time, 

replies to 

Prompt 3.2 

            
  

AX <mix-no> <PROMPT 5.2> The printer Refer to 
“not "Y's : test will not possible 

be performed. replies ta 
Prompt 5.2 
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Prompt 5.2: 

“IF CARD PUNCH AND READER TO BE TESTED, ENTER Y’”’ 

  

POSSIBLE REPLY POSSIBLE RESULTING 
OUTPUT 

POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED 
ACTION 

  

AX <mix-no> Y CARD PERIPHERALS 
NOT IMPLEMENTED 

No card tests 

will be 

performed. 
  

AX <mix-no> 
anot "Y'>       No card tests 

will be 
performed.     
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Execution Details 

DCR 

If the DCR subsection has been requested, SCR executes the DCR utility via a ZIP (PAUSE, DISPLAY) 

communicate. If the ZIP fails, the fetch value returned by the ZIP communicate is examined. If the failure 

was because of a full mix, the ZIP is repeated until either it is successful or a different fetch value is returned. 

If the fetch value indicates failure for any other reason, one of the following messages is displayed: 

1. ‘‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO PROGRAM FILE NOT FOUND FOR DCR” 
2. ‘‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO INTERPRETER NOT FOUND FOR DCR” 
3. ‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO MEMORY FOR DCR” 
4. “‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO USER DISK FOR DCR” 
5. ‘‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO USER COUNT ERROR DCR” 
6. ‘‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO DUPLICATE PACK DCR” | 
7. “ZIP FAILURE DUE TO INVALID LOAD REQUEST DCR” 
8. “‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO MCS ALREADY PRESENT DCR” 
9. “ZIP FAILURE DUE TO DISK ERROR DCR” 

10. ‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO CODE FILE ERROR DCR’”’ 
11. ‘ZIP FAILURE DUE TO ILLEGAL DATA REQUEST DCR” 
12. ‘“ZIPPED PROGRAM DS’ED DCR’’ 
13. ““ZIPPED PROGRAM DP’ED DCR”’ 
14. ‘“‘ZIP FAILURE, REASON UNKNOWN DCR” 

Regardless of the reason for failure, SCR proceeds to execute the next requested subsection. 

For details of DCR, refer to the description of DCR contained earlier in this section. 

CPU.IO 

For each iteration of the CPU.IO subsection, the programs SCR.MPL and SCR.COBOL are each executed 
once, each via a ZIP (DISPLAY). If a ZIP fails, the fetch value is examined. If the failure was because of 
a full mix, the ZIP is repeated until either it is successful or another fetch value is returned. For all other 
fetch values after a ZIP failure, the appropriate message from those listed for DCR is displayed, the program 
name ‘“‘DCR’’ being replaced by ‘‘SCR.MPL’’ or ‘‘SCR.COBOL’’. Messages 12 and 13 do not apply to 
SCR.MPL or SCR.COBOL, as the ZIP is without PAUSE. 

As SCR.MPL and SCR.COBOL are executed via ZIPs without PAUSE, multiple copies of each (produced 
by successive iterations of CPU.IO) may run concurrently. However, once control has been transferred to a 
copy of either SCR.MPL or SCR.COBOL, its status is not checked by SCR. 

The ZIP to execute SCR.MPL includes a 2-character initiating message which is the ASCII value of the 
current CPU.IO iteration number. 

SCR.MPL 

The 2-character initiating message is used as the last two characters in the 8-character FID, ‘“‘“SCR.M.cc’’, 
of a random access disk file on the System Disk. This file is opened conditionally. If the open is not success- 
ful, the following messages are displayed: 

*“*FETCH VALUE = <hex no>”’ 
““SYSTEM DISK NOT AVAILABLE” 
‘“SCR.MPL COPY <2-digit no.> TERMINATED”’ 

(where the <2-digit no.> is the 2-character initiating message) and goes to End of Job. 

If the file is opened successfully, the following comparative expression is computed iteratively: 

(((1+ 1)*5)*((1+ 1)*5))/(1+ 1)*5) = (i+1)*5 

where I is incremented by 1 from 0 to 50 and is equal to the ordinal number of the computation iteration. 
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At each computation, if the expression is evaluated as false, the following message is displayed: - 

“*P1 COMPUTATION ERROR, I = <decimal no>”’ 

If the expression is evaluated as true, a fixed value for I is computed and output as the first 2 bytes of 
a 180-byte record. If the WRITE operation results in a conditional fail and the last two bytes of the fetch 
value are hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, the WRITE operation is repeated. If the last two bytes of the fetch value on, 
a conditional fail are not hexadecimal “*Q0000°’, the following messages are displayed: 

‘“SCR.MPL COPY <decimal no>’’ 

where <decimal no> is the 2-character SCR.MPL initiating message, and 

*“FETCH VALUE = <hex no.>”’ 

If the WRITE operation causes an error, the MCP error message is the only message displayed. 

_Immediately after a record is written, it is read back into memory and the first two bytes compared with 
the current value of I. 

If the READ operation causes a conditional fail and the last two bytes of the fetch value are hexadecimal 
‘*0000’’, the READ operation is repeated. If the last two bytes of the fetch value are not hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, 
the following messages are displayed, as for the WRITE operation: 

*““SCR.MPL COPY <decimal no>’’ 
‘““FETCH VALUE = <hex no>”’ 

If the READ operation causes an error, the MCP error message is the only message displayed. If the com- 
parison between the input value and I fails, the following message is displayed: 

‘“INPUT/OUTPUT MISMATCH, I = <decimal no>” 

After 51 compute-write-read-compare iterations have been performed, SCR.MPL displays the following mes- 
sages: 

““SCR.MPL COPY <decimal no> TERMINATED’’ 
“WRITE CONDITIONAL FAILS = <decimal no>, 

(WRITE ERRORS = <decimal no>.”’ . 
“READ CONDITIONAL FAILS = <decimal no>, 
READ ERRORS = <decimal no>’’ 

SCR.MPL then closes the disk file with RELEASE, and goes to End of Job. 

SCR.COBOL 

Using the initial values: 

A = 10 
B= 1 
C= .1 
D = .01 
E = .2 

SCR.COBOL calculates: 

X = (A+B) * (C-D)/(E*E) 

using the COMPUTE statement, and calculates the same expression. in an alternative manner, using the indi- 
vidual arithmetic statements ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY and DIVIDE, assigning the results to variable 
X1. The value X2 = -1 * X is also calculated. 

The values X, X1 and X2 are moved to fields of a line image, using the editing symbols : % Z B- * CR 
DB, and the line i is printed by the first available printer on a page headed ‘‘PROGRAM CMTHS"”’. Sub-head- 
ings are printed for each of the fields. 
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The values X, X1 and X2 are calculated and printed five times, the values of A, B, C, D and E being multi- 

plied by 2 after each calculation. 

Each execution of SCR.COBOL produces one printed page, as shown here: 

COMP. CALC. VALUE VALUE EDIT 1 EDIT 2 EDIT 3 EDIT 4 EDIT 5 EDIT 6 EDIT 7 

002475 002475. §$ 24.75 § 24.75 15 ** 24.75 $002475 **24.75CR  $002475DB 

009900 009900 $ 99.00 $ 99.00 .00 **99 00 $009900 **99.00CR $009900DB 

039600 039600 § 396.00 $396.00 00 * 396.00 $039600 *396.00CR $039600DB 

158400 158400 $1584.00 $584.00 .00 1584.00 $158400 1584.00CR $158400DB 

633600 633600 $6336.00 $366.00 .00 6336.00 $633600 6366.00CR $633600DB 

    
  

After the last line of the page has been printed, SCR.COBOL goes to End of Job. 

MT.IO 

For each iteration of the MT.IO subsection, a file is opened for output on each of the magnetic devices 

requested by the user. 

To each device on which a file was successfully opened, a file of the size specified by the user (or the de- 

fault size of 256 records) is written. Each record is 120 bytes long and contains 60 fixed point values, where 

each fixed point value is the current record number. The current record is written to each of the open files 

before the record is updated. If the WRITE operation causes a conditional fail and the last two bytes of the 

fetch value are hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, the WRITE is repeated. If the WRITE operation causes a conditional 

fail and the last two bytes of the fetch value are not hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, or if the WRITE operation causes 

an error, the following messages are displayed: 

*““SCR MT.IO; ITERATION <decimal no>:”’ 

‘““WRITE FAIL ON <device> FILE <file no> RECORD <record no>”’ 

‘““FETCH VALUE = <hex no>”’ 

and the file is half-closed. 

After output of all files has been completed, all open files are half-closed and re-opened for input. If an 
open fails, the following messages are displayed: 

‘““SCR MT.IO; ITERATION <decimal no>:”’ 

‘““FILE <file no> DID NOT OPEN FOR INPUT ON <device>’”’ 

‘““FETCH VALUE = <hex no>.”’ 

All open files are read, the current record being read from all open files before the record number is up- 
dated. dated. If the READ operation causes a conditional fail and the last two bytes of the fetch value are 
hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, the READ operation is repeated. If the READ operation causes a conditional fail and 
the last two bytes of the fetch value are not hexadecimal ‘‘0000’’, or if the READ operation causes an error, 
the following messages are displayed: 

‘‘SCR MT.IO; ITERATION <decimal no>:”’ 
“READ FAIL ON <device> FILE <file no> RECORD <record no>”’ 
‘““FETCH VALUE = <hex no>”’ 

and the file is closed and purged. 

As each record of each file is input, the 60 fixed point values it contains are compared with the current 
record number. In the event of a mismatch, the following messages are displayed: 

‘SCR MT.IO; ITERATION <decimal no>:”’ 
‘“‘WRITE/READ MISMATCH ON <device> FILE <file no>, RECORD <record no>’’ 

After all files have been input, all open files are closed and purged. 

The output-input operations described above are repeated for the number of MT.IO iterations specified by 

the user. 
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OTHER.IO 
_ The OTHER.IO subsection of SCR is currently limited to the first printer available at execution, veg MPL 
Line Controls. | 

_ Each iteration of the subsection outputs six pages of print, each print page containing 20 pairs of priat lines. 
Pairs of lines are separated by a space line. Each of the first pair of lines contains 120 X’s, with speces replac- 
ing X’s in the leftmost character positions of line pairs, the number of spaces being incremented by 1 for each 
pair of lines, as shown in figure 4-6. | 

At the end of each iteration, the PRINTER file is closed with RELEASE and re-opened at the start of the 
Rext iteration. The number of iterations that are performed are determined by user input. 
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Figure 4-6. OTHER.IO Sample Printer Output 
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SQ (Squash Disk) 

When a disk unit is used extensively with a high degree of file activity involving creation and removal of files 
then it is possible for the available space on the disk to become so fragmented that it is increasingly difficult 
to find enough space in one single area to satisfy requests for disk space. This results in a degradation of system 
throughput with an increasing incidence of ““NO USER DISK” failures and extra time needed to search through 
available areas. This situation is known as “‘checkerboarding” of the disk. In the extreme case each area of 
disk in use is separated by an available area, as shown in the diagram below: 

  

data area # 1 
  

available 

  

data area # 2 
  

available 

  

data area # 3 

    available 
    

The SQ utility is designed to eliminate checkerboarding of disk, either for the whole disk or part of the disk. 
This process is called “squashing” disk and is accomplished by moving each data area in turn to the first avail- 
able area at a lower address. If an entire disk is squashed then all available areas are merged into one area 
at high-address end of the disk, as in the next diagram: 

  

data area # 1 
  

data area # 2 
  

data area # 3 
  

available       

The options available within the SO utility are: 

Squash of a complete disk. 

All data areas are moved to successively lower addresses until only one available area is left (as in diagram 
above). | 

Partial squash 

Only data areas within a default section of the disk are moved to lower addresses within the section. 

Fast squash 

The aim of a fast squash is to create an available area of disk of a requested size. Only those data areas 
are moved which will allow an available area of a sufficient size to be created. 

Economic squash | 

In this case, data areas are only moved if the gain in terms of available space justifies the time spent in move- 
ment of the data area. As an example, consider the following case: 
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data area # 1 
      

available # 1 

  

data area # 2 
  

available # 2       

where data area #1 is 100 units, data area #2 is 200 units and both available areas are 1 unit each. If available 
areas are merged the available area gained would be 2 units. However, to acquire these 2 units, the 200 units 
of data area #2 would have to be moved. Therefore an ‘‘economic squash” would not move data area #2. 
In general terms, an economic squash will ignore small available areas that are interspersed in large data 
areas. However, in some cases an economic squash will have the same effects as a full squash. 

With all options of SQ a further option is available to print a map of the entire disk in disk-address order 
both before and after squashing action. 

Input is as follows: 

Format: 

  

~ 

VERIFY 
ALL 
FAST number   SO disk-name < 

BEGIN END 
FROM start-address TO end-address 

  

  
  

| LIST v 

note: the number is in the range 1 to 65535; the start-address and end-address are 6-digit hexadecimal disk 
addresses, for example, OOOAB3, 01A375. 

Examples: 

To perform an economic squash of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 

To check the integrity of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 VERIFY 

To perform a full squash of disk PR2 and list the disk map: 

SQ PR2 ALL LIST 

To move data areas to provide one available area of 1000 sectors on disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 FAST 1000 

To perform a partial squash on sectors 0 through 512 of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 FROM BEGIN TO 000200 
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To perform a partial squash on sectors 512 through 4096 of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 FROM 000200 TO 001000 

  

To perform a partial squash on sectors 4096 to the last addressable sector of disk PR2: 
SQ PR2 FROM 001000 TO END 

- Before performing any function which involves physically moving data areas, the integrity of the disk is 
checked. Integrity checking involves analyzing disk assignment to verify that the entire area of the disk is de- 
scribed in the file directories and available table, checking the directories themselves and attempting to resolve 
anomalies (for example, missing areas or overlapping areas). Only after the integrity is verified are areas of 
disk physically moved. 

Certain areas of disk will not be moved in any circumstance. These are areas of disk currently marked as 
in use, and any system log files. In addition, SOQ can only be run in a suitable mix, as defined by the MCP 
to safeguard the integrity of the disk. No user program can be run with SQ. During execution of SQ the MCP 
will reject any attempt to execute any utility or user program. : 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

LARGEST AVAILABLE Given on success ful None. 
AREA IS number comoletition of SQ. 

SECTORS. TOTAL | 

AVAILABLE IS number 
SECTORS IN number 
AREA(S). ««x«5SQ 

COMPLETED«x® | ©} 
  

NON@“FILE DIRECTORY Display during ver- Run S@ with VERIFY 
FULL = "PARTIAL" ification phase if LIST optionse Examine 
SQUASH REQUIRED there are no free the ciSk map to discover 

: entries when att? . @a section of the disk 
empting to add en- that can be squashed 
tries to the avait- to create free entries 
able table if miss- in the avaitable tabte 
ing areas are detec- Example: 
ted. The pattern 

File Area 
Available 

File Area 

Available 
1f squashed will create 

one free entry in the 

éyailable table. In 
ceneral the # of free 
entries to be created 
equals the # of missing 
éreas that are not cone 

tigucous with any avait- 
able grea. 

  

SQ INVALID - NO -  Setfrexplanatory Re“input. 
INITIATING MESSAGE     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

SQ INVALIO = INVALID 
PACK <-1D 

Packrid specified 

is longer than 7 
chéeracters. 

Re-input. 

  

SQ INVALID - 

INVALID SYNTAX 

Selfrexptanatory Re-inpute 

  

SQ INVALID - INTEGER 
MUST NOT BE GREATER 

THAN 65535 

The maximum #@ of 

Sectors requested 

for the FAST option 
1s 65535. 

Re-input. 

  

SG INVALID = INVALID 

ADDRESS 

No address or an 

invatid address (Cfor 

exampte», 004615) was 

specified for the 

FROM or T0 address 

with partial squash. 

Rerirput. 

  

xx BAD SECTOR ANA 

filecsname QVERLAP = 
NO WAY TO SEPARATE 

THEM. SAVE AND/OR 
PURGE ANO AT LEAST 

RETURN SC VERIFY 

Area marked in 

avaitable table as 

"bad" overtaps with 

area attlocated to 

filee 

<Q cénnot resolve this. 
Intecrity of file is 
Suspecte Remove the file 

after Copying it to 
another disk for exam- 

ination if necessary 
and rur SQ VERIFY. 

  

zz* file=name AND 

fitesnamne OVERLAP =~ 

THERE IS NO WAY TO 
SEPARATE THEW. 

SAVE ONE OR BQTH> 
PURGE AND AT LEAST 

RERUN SQ VERIFY ~ 

Area allocated to file 
overlaps with area 

allocated to another 

file. 

The two areas cannot 

be seperated. Copy 

each file individually 
to arother Jjisk for 

Later examination if 

required» remove them 

toth» rerun SC VERIFY 

  

SQ ABORTED = 
REQUESTED AREA 

ALREADY EXISTS 

Request was made with 

FAST option for an 

avaitable e@grea which 

already exists. 

Ron@ e 

  

zee SQ ABORTED = 
INVALID DISK ALLOAC. 

UNIT = 0 

Nisk label is probably 
corrupted. 

Nisk must be aessumec 

useless and should be 

re“inittatlizec. 

  

xx*« DIRECTORY FID 

NEG HEADER FID FOR 

FILE filename. 

CORRECT USING CH 
AND FESTART SQ   Name of file in file 

directory name list 

does not match disk 

file header. The 

filename displayed 

is that in the name 
list. 

Fnter "CH <FILE-I10D> 

16 <FILE°ID> to correct 

the énomoly (this 
rewrites the disk file 

header). 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  SQ INVALID - Seltf-explaratory. Make disk present and 

  

NOTHING TO SGUASH 

IN THAT AREA 

SPECIFIED DISK NOT rerun SQs check input. 
JAVATLABLE 

eee SQ ABORTED A partiat squash was None. 
requested and SQ 

found nothing to do 
In that section. 

  

  

SQ ABORTED = NO WAY 
TO GET REQUIRED 
AREA | 

Area size specified 

in the FAST option 
cannot be obtained 

either because it 
is targer than the 
total available 

space or because 

certain areas cannot 

be moved to release 

available space. 

For example: 

Area # 1 100 urits 

Available # 1 100C 

units 

Area # 2 100 units 
Available # 1 cannot 

be used if areas # 1 

ang # 2 are inuse or 

system log fites 

because areas # 1 and 

# 2 cannot then te 
moved. 

Attempt to remove 

unwarted user files: 
rewirput SQ. 

  

wee MEMORY IACONS~ 
ISTENCY OR SOME 

OTHER TRRECOVERABLE 
PROBLEMS = RERUN SE 

Internal work-tables 

in memory Cused by S€) 
are corrupted. 

Rerur SQ VERIFY. If 
croblemt persists» 
requést technical 
essistance. 

  

tx ADDRESS MISMATCH 

- SAVE AND REINITIATE 

{THE DISK 

Some addresses in cisk 

directory are probabty 
corrupted. 

Try to dump or cory 
files from the disk. 
Cisk must be reinit- 
lalizec before recuse. 

  
wx TRRECOVERABLE 

ERROR ON DISK - SAVE 
AND/OR REINITIALIZE 

Disk iS corrupt. Try to dump or copy 
files from the disk. 

Cisk must be reinite- 
lalized before reuse. 

  

*e*e TOO MANY FILES 
OPEN AND/NR PAD AREAS 

= NO WAY TQ SQUASEH 
THE DISK   Selfrexplanatory. Save required files from 

Cisk» then reinitialize 
the cisk.     
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

  

eee D1SK INTEGRITY SQ has detected anc Scrutinise disk map» 

SUSPECT = USAGE MAP resolved an overlap request technical 

OF THE OISK WILL GE Situations but disk assistance. 

PRINTED CIF LIST 5 remains suspecte 
NOT SET) _. 

kext AREAS STILL A FAST squash has SQ VERIFY wittl return 

MISSING * RERUN detected that areas missinc areas to the 

SQ VERIFY ~ of disk are not éyailtatle table. 

accounted for. 

tee LAST SQ System crash occurr- Remove suspect file. 

EXECUTION WAS ABNOR= ed while file areas 

MALLY TERMINATED WHEN was being moved. 

MOVING FILE - file- 

name-INTEGRITY OF FILE 

SUSPECT. EXECUTION 

  

  

  

CONTINUES | / | 

xx SQ ABORTED - [sO Hard error on disk If address is outsice 

ERROR AT DISK ADDRESS persists after 10 directory areé» remove 

AaNNNNNNG retries. offerding area with 

zxkex [/0 ERROR ON Hard disk error None. 

file-name FILE encountered. File 

SKIPPED ~- EXECUTION is not moved. 

CONTINUES. 

kee WRITE ERROR IN Hard error encount”~ Available area is teft 

NEW LOCATION WHEN ered when moving file as availate and should 

MOVING FILE AREA. area to avaitable te XCred after squash 

IDISK ADORESS - area. EOJ. 
ANNNNNNG@. THIS 

AREA SKIPPED - 
XECUTION CONTINUING 

  
NOTE 

Error messages marked with “‘*¢*” indicate that a hardware or system software er- 

ror has occurred or that the disk itself is suspect. If these persist, request technical 

assistance. 

General Guidelines 

If the information contained on a disk is important always ensure that backup exists before attempting to 

squash it. 

Always run “SQ VERIFY” before running an actual squash. This will give an indication of the state of the 

disk. 

Do not allow disks to become too fragmented before squashing them. A full squash can be a lengthy process 

and can be avoided by running “SQ VERIFY” on. a regular basis and running partial squash when the disk 

starts checker-boarding. : 

“SQ VERIFY” is a means of checking the integrity of any disk and if run on a regular basis may help pin- 

point sooner rather than later any degradation in hardware performance or system software bugs. For disks that 

are in constant use “SQ VERIFY” should be run immediately after the first clear start of the day. This can 

help prevent catastrophic losses of information. 
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SYCOPY (Copy Library Tapes) 

The utility SYCOPY provides the user with a means of duplicating, comparing or merging library tapes (or @ 
cassettes) with multiple copy capabilities (except for the merging option). 

The initiating message has the following syntax: 

C_< integer > 

  
  

  

  

            
  

  

  

            
        
  

SYCOPY —-— CPY : > 
| Z 

| IN | 
——— CCM FI p—— NAME < user-id > 

TAPE <tape-no> —— 

#— MRG 

f . 

aN 
SYSTEM 

Fl ———————- UPDATE ————+—-._ NAME  < user-id > 

OUT 

———— TEACH 

where <integer> = 1-7 (defaults to 1) @ 

The meanings of these options are: 

file-equate is defined as one or more of the following entries: 

FI default-name NAME actual-name 

The default-names for input tape is “IN” and for output tapes “TAPE.1” through “TAPE.7’ xcept in MRG 
function where the input tape names are “SYSTEM” and “UPDATE” and the Output tape name is “OUT”. 
All output tapes are locked after job termination. 

CPY makes <integer> copies of a library tape (created with the LD utility) with no 
| compare. At enc, the output tapes are locked, and the input tape is released. 

Examples: | 

  

To copy one input tape labelled ‘‘IN” to two output tapes, labelled “TAPE.1” and “TAPE.2”: 
SYCOPY CPY 2 

To copy one input tape labelled “FRED” to one output tape, labelled ““FRED.OUT”: 
SYCOPY CPY FI IN NAME FRED FI TAPE.1 NAME FRED.OUT 

CMP compares <integer> tapes with one input tape. On completion, all tapes are 
released. | 
For the FILE000, the comparison works as follows: 
— first records: only bytes 1-20 (byte 1 being the first) and bytes 28-38 are 
compared (check if library tape, and number of files). 
— other records: only bytes 1-12 (filename) are compared. ©   
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The record sizes of input and output tapes must be the same. This restriction 
does not apply to buffer sizes, which may be different for input and output 
tapes. 
Differences between the filesizes of the input tape and the output tape with 
which it is being compared will be detected; in this case, a comparison error 

_ for End-of-File or Not End-of-File will be displayed (see Output Messages). 

  

Examples: 

To compare one tape named “IN” with three tapes named “TAPE.1”, “TAPE.2” and “TAPE.3”: 

SYCOPY CMP 3 

To compare one tape named “FRED” with one tape named “TAPE.1”: 

SYCOPY CMPIFI IN NAME FRED 

CCM performs CPY then CMP successively. On completion, the output tapes are 

locked, and the input tape is released. 

Examples: 

To copy one input tape named “IN” to three output tapes named “TAPE.1”, “TAPE.2”, “TAPE.3” and 

then to compare “IN” with “TAPE.1”, “TAPE.2” and “TAPE.3”: 

SYCOPY CCM 3 

MRG merges two input tapes (called SYSTEM and UPDATE by default) to one 
output tape (OUT by default), then compares the merged tape with the original 

tapes. 
Duplicate files will be removed, with the UPDATE file taking precedence over 

the SYSTEM file. 
The files will appear on the output tape in the following order: 
— Duplicate Key Files (from second input tape) 
— Non Duplicate Files (from first input tape) 
~ Remaining Files (from second input tape) 

  

The record sizes of the input tapes must be the same, but buffer sizes may be 
different. The buffer size of the first input tape will be used for the output 

tape. 
If more than one copy of the newly-merged tape is required, use CPY. 
When a comparison error occurs, the faulty tape is either purged (for CCM or 
MRG) or released (for CMP) and an error message displayed. Refer to Output 
Messages for possible error messages. 

Examples: 

To merge two input tapes named “SYSTEM” and “UPDATE” and output one tape named “OUT”: 

SYCOPY MRG 

To merge two input tapes labelled “A” and “UPDATE” to one output tape named “B”: 

SYCOPY MRG FI SYSTEM NAME A FI OUT NAME B 

TEACH displays the syntax of the initiating message. 

Example: 

SYCOPY TEACH   
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_ Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIALE CAUSE SUSGESTEC ACTION 

number TAPEC5) Successful copy | None@e 
COPIES functions 

number TAPzcCS) successful compare None. 
CCMPAREC = NC ERRGR function. 

nuaser TAPECS) successful ccpy and None. 
CUPTEC AND CCMPAREEC = compare function. 
NC ERRERS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

2 TAFECS) MERSES = Successful merge | Nonee 
NOC ZSRER | functicn. 

number TAPE(S) Une or mores but not Nonee 
COMPAREC alls cf the cutput 
number TAPECS) tapes has been deleted. 
CELETEC 

nurmder PAT’ cs) CoP ie Une or mores but not Nonee 
ANC CUMPARE alk» of the output 
nugoser TAPE: “$) tapes has been deteted. 
CELETEL 

INVALITC SYNTAX - NE | © 
INGTIATING MESSAGE 

INVALIL SYNTAX = IANTT 
MSG NOT COFPLETE specified invatid -| Chack input and 

: specification in rerenter tf 
INVALEC SYNTAX ~ initiating messase. necessarye 
INVALIC PARAPETER LIST } 
<string> | 
  

INVALIC SYNTAX = 
TOKEN TCC LONG <string> 
  

COMPARISON ERR CR ON 
<tapeeid>/<fjle.id> 
- RECERD NB <number> 
  

COPMPARISCN ERRCR 9 Compare function Remrun SYCOPY 
K€tape.id>/<file.id> failed» possibly due With gcod tapes 
= NOT ENO CF FILE | to a hardware and drive. 
  

. : 1 malfunction. 
COMPASISCN ERRER ON 

<tape.id>/<fjlewid> 
- ENC CF FILE           
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If all output tapes are deleted, the following message will be displayed before the utility is aborted: 

  

TAPES NOT IDENTICAL - SYCOPY ABORTED 

Other Messages: 

NOT LIB TAPE <tape.id> —- SYCOPY ABORTED 

RECORD SIZE DIFFERENT ON <tape.id> (for CPY, CMP, CCM) 

RECORD SIZE DIFFERENT - SYCOPY ABORTED (for MRG) 

MK NUMBERS DIFFERENT - SYCOPY ABORTED (for MRG) 
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TAPELR (List Library Tape Directory) 

This utility allows the operator to print detailed information about the library tape files. Output will appear either on the line printer or the console printer. : 

Tapes about which information is required are identified by “‘library-tape-name”. More than one tape name may be requested during a single run of TAPELR. : 

Format: 

TAPELR |tibrary-tape-name 

Examples: 

To print detailed information about the files on a tape called PRTAPE: 
TAPELR PRTAPE 

To print detailed information about the files on tapes called PRTAPE and ICTAPE: 
TAPELR PRTAPE ICTAPE 

Output format: 

Fight columns of information will appear for each library tape indicated. The column headings, the format of the “values” these columns contain, and the significance of these “values” is as follows: 

HEADING VALUE SIGNIFICANCE 

FILE NAME 12 character File name 
ACTUAL SIZE 7 dicits Number of recorcs jin this file 
MAXIMUM SIZE ? digits Maximum # of records this file 

| may Contdin. 
RECORD S1I7€ 2 dicits # of characters in each record 
RECS/BLOCK 5 digits # of records in each block 
CREATED 5 dicits Date file was createc (Julian 

YYODD) 
ACCESSED 3 dicits Date file was tast accessed 

| | by a procram (Julian Yyppp) 
FILE TYPE 8 characters See Note below 

Note: FILE TYPE will be one of the following: 

| DATA - normal data file 

CODE - object program file 

KEY - key file 

SYSTEM - system file (for example, MCP, interpreters) 
SRCELANG - source language file 
SRCELIBR - source library file 
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Outpet messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

library-tape-nane This tape was not Nonee 

NOT A RECOGNIZED | createc by either : 

OUNP TAPE | DUMP or UNLOAD 

functions of LC 
utility. It is 
ignored by the 
TAPELR utility.     

® : 

Note: Rdfer w “Common. Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 
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TAPEPD (Print Name of a Library Tape} 

  

This utility allows the operator to print the names of files found on a library-tape. More than one tape name 
may be requested during a single run of TAPEPD. 

Format: 

TAPEPD library-tape-name 

Examples: 

To print the names of files found on a tape called PRTAPE: 

TAPEPD PRTAPE 

To print the names of the files found on tapes. called PRTAPE, ICTAPE, and GLTAPE: 

TAPEPD PRTAPE ICTAPE GLTAPE 

Output format: 

For each tape requested, the following information is displayed: 
MT library-tape-name DUMPED ON day of week DD month YY contains: 

This message precedes the names of files found on each tape. The list itself contains 3 files per line. 

Output messages: 

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 6 

library=tape-name This tape was not None. 
NOT A RECOGNIZED created hy either 

DUMP TAPE the DUMP or UNLOAD 

, furction of U9 

utitity. It ts 
lanored by the 

TAPEPD utility. 

      END TAPEPD End of job message. None. 
  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 
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TL (Transfer Log Files) 

If logging is enabled following any warmstart, a number of “‘log-files” are in use. The purpose of these files 

is to maintain a record of all input/output messages that appear on the SPO within this given period of time. 

In order to produce easy access to all the files, they are consolidated into one large file. This is done through 

the use of the TL utility. 

Format: 

  
    

TL | disk-name / J file-name | RECOVER | | empuue 

“File-name” is the name the user wishes the consolidated file to be called. 

In order to permit a correct consolidation, there may be NO other programs running at the time when TL 

is initiated. 

The utility will determine the number of files to be consolidated and also the size of the consolidated file. 

It will then transfer each ‘“‘ready-to-transfer” , closing the consolidated file after each log-file has been trans- 

ferred, until it reaches the file which was in an “‘active °*” state at time of execution of TL. 

The ‘‘RECOVER”’ option exists to allow the transfer and consolidation of the existing ‘‘active’’ log file 

which was in use when the system was last powered off. This transfer and consolidation is needed when log- 

ging fails (or is deliberately inhibited) during the succeeding warmstart. The option will only function if the 

‘active’ log file is not in use, that is, logging is inhibited. This may either be deliberate on the part of the 

operator, or because of a failure of TL to be automatically zipped during warmstart by the MCP. (A ‘‘no user 

disk’’ condition during the initial zip of TL can also cause this.) At all other times (that is, if logging is ‘‘ac- 

tive’’) any attempt to execute TL <file name> RECOVER will cause the utility to display: 

“ILLEGAL USE OF RECOVER PARAMETER, ACTIVE FILE NOT CONSOLIDATED” 

and it will consolidate only the ‘‘ready-to-transfer’’ files. 

If the “RECOVER” option has not been specified, consolidation will end when the ‘‘active’’ file is reached. 

All log-files transferred will be left in a ‘‘transferred”’ state. 

TL is able to handle a ‘‘NO USER DISK”’ condition while consolidating the log files. If such a condition 

is encountered, TL will close any files it has open, display the following message, and go to End of Job: 

“INSUFFICIENT DISK SPACE TO CONSOLIDATE LOG FILES” 

If REM.DUP is specified in the initiating message, and a duplicate file condition exists during consolidation, 

the existing ‘‘old’’ file will be removed, a new one created and the following message displayed: 

‘“<file-name> REMOVED” 

If REM.DUP is not specified in the initiating message, then TL will wait with a duplicate file condition. 

The file type for TL object code is @13@. 

When the system is warmstarted, any existing SYS-LOG-FILES which were in the READY-TO-TRANS- 

FER state are transferred into one file named SYS-LOG-HOLD. As they are being transferred, these files are 

- scanned for entries with a type ‘‘E’’ (maintenance entry), or type ‘““D”’ (statistics entry). These are transferred 

into both SYS-LOG-HOLD and into a newly created file named SYS.MLGijjjnn. Unlike SYS-LOG-HOLD, this 

file is not overwritten the next time file consolidation occurs. Thus a new maintenance entry file is created 

each warmstart and is made unique by the identifiers jjj (the number of days part contained in the Julian date) 

and nn (a numeric progression where nn is incremented by one for each maintenance file produced on that 

current day). 
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Examples: 

To transfer all ‘“‘ready-to-transfer” SYS-LOG files to LOGHOLD: 

TL LOGHOLD 

To transfer all “‘ready-to-transfer” SYS-LOG files to LOGHOLD on the disk called ARDISK1: 
TL ARDISK1/LOGHOLD 

Output messages: 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

DISK disk-name 
NOT AVAILABLE 

The disk 

on-line. 
disk-name 

TL will 
is not 

go to EOJ. 
Put disk on-line 
or re~input 

initiating messag 
  

NO MAINTENANCE LOG 
FILE WILL BE PRODUCED 

The file SYSCONFIG is not 
present or some problem 

occurred while accessing 
go toa SYSCONFIG. TL will 

EQJ. | 

Logging of 
maintenance 

entries will take 

place. Check the 

file SYSCONFIG. 
  

I/O ERROR DETECTED IN 
READ OF FILE file-name 

or 

I/O ERROR DETECTED ON 
WRITE TO FILE 
file-name— 

A read or write parity error 
has been detected. 

Following this will be 
a message indicating the 
record number at which the 
error occurred. 
  

NO SPECIFICATION 

  

file*name Nare contains too 

many characters. 

No file-name parameter was Re-input init. 
GIVEN present. MESSAGE, 

ILLEGAL FILENAME Specified fite- Check input and 
re~input. 

  

UNABLE TOC OPEN 

TRANSFER FILE 

filename 

Utitity cannot 
“create” a con- 

solidated file 
with the name 

requested (for 

example» no disk 
Spaces no disk 
media). 

Check with KA on 

available space: use 

kM aif recessary and 
re"input- Check drive 
fedia.e 

  

FILE file-name 

NOT FOUND 

The utility was urable 

to find the specifiec 
file-nare 

Correct the file- 

name and re~ingut. 

  

FILE file-name 

IN USE   The specifiec file is 
in uSee _ 

Wait untti the task 

using the specifed 

file goes to end of 

job. 
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MESSAGE 

  

PCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

NO LOG FILES FOUND 
FOR CONSOLIDATION 

This is cisolayed if 
the utility» on 

attempting to ceter~ 

mine the number and 

sizes of log files 

to te transferrece 

wes unable to fine 

any with a filew~id of 

the form “"SYS7LOG- 

None@e 

NA® 
  

ILLEGAL USE OF 
RECOVER PARAMETER = 
ACTIVE FILE NOT 
CONSOLIDATED 

The utility 1s 

executec with RECOVER 

option. The active 

file car only be 

consolidated at 

warmstart. 

Nonee 

  

INVALID CHARACTER Some invalid character Correct the inrgut 

  

  

  

  

  

  

OF FILE filename 

or 

PARITY ERROR ON WRITE 

TO FILE filename   
IN IDENTIFIER tnput has been typed in the and re~input. 

input. 

TRANSFER COMPLETED Successful termination None. 

of the utiwlity. 

NO READY~TO“ TRANSFER Ao logwfites tin either None. 

FILES FOUND an “active™ or “ready 

towtransfer™ state 

were found. No consol- 

idation will occur. 

NO ACTIVE LOG No file in the “*act™ None 

FILE FOUND ive™ state was found. 

TRANSFER COMPLETED TL successful €ne of None 

Jove 

PARITY ERROR IN READ Read or write parity None 

errors found for 

specified files. 

record number at 

which error occurr™ 

ed will be dispiayed. 

If utility ccntinues 

processings ther the 

message “CONTINUING 

PRCCESS™ will cisplay. 
Ctherwise TL will go 

to End of Job ard 
leave partially con 

solidatec files, cen 
pending on where 

error occurred. 

The 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NO FILE NAME FOUND 
IN PARAMETERS 

The “RECQOVER™ option 
wes used anc a file 

name was not given. 

Correct the tngut 

and reenter. 

  

CONTINUE PROCESS This message fcltiecwed 

the parity error 

message if utility 

actle to continue 
procesSe 

None. 
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UNLOAD (Unload Files from Disk to Library Tape) 

This function, a part of the utility LD, allows the operator to copy files from disk to a library tape. The 
files will be deleted from the disk after they have been copied to the tape. 

Format: 
  

V 
LD UNLOAD TO library-tape-name ) FROM disk-name 

  

Vv 
< BOTH> 

If the <BOTH> option is used immediately after a request to dump a keyfile, the associated data file will 

also be dumped, provided it resides on disk. 

file-name or 

group-name   

Examples: 

To dump all files from disk beginning with the letters, “PR” to a tape called PRTAPE; and then remove 

them from disk: 

UNLOAD TO PRTAPE PR= 

To dump the keyfile called AR200K and its data file from a disk called APBU to a tape called ARTAPE, 

removing them from disk after dumping: 

UNLOAD TO APTAPE FROM APBU AP200K <BOTH> 

To dump from the system disk files called AP020, AP030, and APTASK to a tape called APTAPE; removing 

them from disk after dumping: 

LD UNLOAD TO ARTAPE AP020 AP030 APTASK 

Since “UNLOAD?” is a part of the utility LD, “LD” is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon- 

tinue the UNLOAD function, DS mix-number/LD must be used. 

Output messages: 
  

    
MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

NO FILES IN THE 

FAMILY group~name 
ON OISK disk*name 
FOR UNLOAD 

Specified group 
was not found on 

this diske 

Check input? resinput 
if necessary. 
Check for correct 

Cisk. 

  

NO FILE file"name 

ON DISK disk=name 
FOR UNLOAD 

Snecified file was 

not found on this 

disk. 

Check input and revinput 

if necessary. 
Check for correct 

cCisk. 

  

file*name NOT | 

DUMPED = IN QUTPUT 

USE DUMP ABANDONED 

- TAPE 8EING   
Specified file 

cannot be dumped 

as it 1s Ir uSe. 
If "ABANOONED”" message 

Wait until the file 

is not in use ana then 

revrerter the UNLOAD 

messege for all files. 

  

PURGED is givens tape 15 
| ourged and UNLOAD 

goes to EQJ. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

file-name NOT DUMPED 
- HAS BEEN REMOVEC. 

DUMP ABANDONED = 
TAPE BEING PURGED 

Specified file was 

removed between 

the start of UNLCAD 

anc the time when _ 
it was to te dumpec 
to tape. File cannot 

be dumped. Tape is 
purged an UNLOAD 

goes to ENJ.. 

None. 

  

filesname NOT DUMPED 

- HAS BEEN ALTERED> 
DUMP ABANDOND - 

TAPE BEING PURGED. 

Contents of specifiec 
file were changed 

between the start 

of UNLDAD and the 
time when it was 

to be dumped to - 
tape. File cannot 

be dumoed. 

Check input anc 

re-enter if necessary. 

  

file*name LOAD/DUMF 

DISCREPANCY 
End of file has teen 
reached before 

expected. Implies 
erroneous Disk File 

Header. 

  

filename NOT DUMPED 
- DATA FILE NOT ON 

LINE 

<BOTH> option was 
specified» but déta 
file was not found 

on diske 

If scecifiei data file 

Cump is required» supply 
ttility with backup 
copy of file if exists. 

  

DUPLICATE file-name 
ALREADY BEING DUMPED 

More thar one recuest 

was made to UNLOAD 

Same file. 

None. 

  

file-name REMOVED UNLOAD success ful> 

originat file on disk 
Was removed. 

None. 

  

filename OUMPED   UNLOAD successful.     

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages” for additional messages. 
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UPDATE (Disk File Update) 

This utility allows the operator to construct new disk files from existing files. “CREATE” and “AMEND” 
use many similar features. 

Format: 
  

UPDATE | disk-name / | file-name 

TABSTOP LW number TO new-file-name Lf PIFESIZE number 

=
>
 

  

  

    

      
CRUNCH 

The existing file must be a source or data file. Attributes such as Record Size will be taken from this file 
and used for the “new’’ file. 

Input may be specified as ‘“‘A” (alphanumeric) or ‘“‘N”’ (hexadecimal). (see CREATE utility for details). 

By specifying TABSTOP in the initiating message, UPDATE will set up tab positions coinciding with the 
end of the console line as well as any other tabs specified. 

The “number” option may be used to set “tab” positions for character input. (see CREATE utility for de- 
tails). 

The maximum number of records likely to be written to the new file may be specified using the FILESIZE 
option. If no total number of records is specified, the number will be taken from the old file. 

_ The CRUNCH option allows the operator to specify that the new file should occupy the minimum area of 
disk, but never be extended. 

The utility operates in three modes: ‘Record Modify” (PK2), ‘Record Select’? (PK3) or ‘‘Record Insert’’ 
(PK4).   

  

PKI PK?2 PK 3 PK 4 PK5 PK65 

write 

fast & | modify | select | insert | delete FOJ 

get | 

next               
  

OCK3 will display the current tab position anywhere in the record (except at the start of a record where 
the record number is displayed). 

OCK4 will output a display of the above options. If OCK4 is selected while in MODIFY, SELECT or IN- 
SERT mode, an asterisk (*) will be displayed preceeding that mode. 

PK1 is used to write the last record processed to the new file and then select and print the next logical record 
from the old file. The printout will show the record number in the old file of the selected record, together with 
the next record number to be written to the new file. 

PKS is used to delete the last record printed by selecting and printing the next logical record from the old 
file without writing the last record to the new file. The printout will show the record numbers in the old file 
of the selected record, together with the next record number to be written to the new file. 
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If PK3 is used, the required record is identified by logical record numbers using this format 

  

RECORD number 

  

The “number” cannot be less than the last record obtained from the old file, or greater than the number 
of records in the file. During the process of locating the required record, all records from and including the 
last record processed, up to the one immediately prior to the selected record, will be copied from the existing 
file to the new file. When found the selected record will be printed, with its record number in th old file fol- 
lowed by the record number that the next record written to the new file will take. ‘““Record Modify” (PK2) 

_ or “Record Insert’ (PK4) may then be selected. Note that a record inserted by Record Insert mode will be 
positioned after the selected record in the new file. Selecting Record ‘0’ allows records to be inserted before 
Record 1 of the old file. 

PK2 is used to make alterations to existing records. This PK operates as PK2 in the CREATE utility (see 
CREATE for details). 

PK4 allows the operator to insert additional records in the new file after the last selected record of the old 
file. Input may be made in accordance with the specified tab stops. UPDATE will accept input only up to 
the next tab position. Fill characters will be displayed up to the next tab position if that tab is not reached. 
The utility prints the record number in the old file of the last record taken from the old file, and the record 
number in the new file, of the next record to be output, prior to accepting keyboard input. When all insertions 
have been made at a particular point in the file, an available PK may be pressed to select the next mode 
or terminate the utility. NOTE: to insert a record at the beginning of a new file, Record ‘‘0’’ should be selected 
in Record Select Mode, prior to Selecting Record Insert Mode. 

Default tab positions have been selected to allow a maximum number of characters to be entered on one 
line. UPDATE uses 19 positions for the old and new record numbers and 100 for the record contents. 

Tabs may be selected manually in addition to the default tab positions. 

Default tab positions for UPDATE are as follows: 

(source or data alphanumeric) : 101 201 301 401 
(data hexadecimal) > 56 101 151 201 251 301 351 401 451 

Examples: 

UPDATE FILEA TABSTOP TO FILED 101 201 301 401 
UPDATE FILEB TABSTOP 151 200 TO FILEF 101 151 200 201 301 401 
UPDATE FILEC N TABSTOP 46 420 TO FILEG 46 51 101 151 201 251 

a 301 351 401 420 451 

If the input file-name (OLD.FILE) is the same as the output file-name (NEW.FILE), the old version of the 
file will be removed and the generation number of the new version of the file will be set to one more than 
that of the old version. 

Examples: 

To update a source file called “APFILE” of record size 40 bytes into a file called ‘“APFILE2”. 

UPDATE APFILE 5 10 15 20 TO APFILE2 | | 

The utility will illuminate PK1 and PK6. By pressing PK1, next sequental record will be selected and printed. 

As the utility is already in the Record Select Mode, by typing a record number, the specified record number 
and its contents are printed. 

4 4 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORST 

Note that the first “‘4’’ is the sequence number in the old ““APFLE” and the second ‘‘4” is the sequence num- 
ber in the “APFILE2” file. | 
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At this point the following PKs are available for selection: 

  

PK1 — select next sequential record and print 

PK2 ~— modify the selected record 

PK4 — insert new record after selected record (that is, “‘4’’) 

PK5 — delete the last selected record by selecting next record 

PK6 — terminate the utility 

To replace characters within a selected record, press PK2 and type the replacement 

D:ZZZZ: OCKI1 

resulting in 

4 4 ABCDZZZZIJKLMNOPORST 

To insert characters within a selected record, type 

Z:XXXXXX: OCK2 

resulting in 

4 4 ABCDZXXXXXXZZZOPORST 

To insert a record after record 7 of the existing file, press PK3 (Record Select Mode) and type a record num- 

ber. 
, 

7 OCKI1 

Note: At this point the record selection number given cannot be less than the last selected record, for exam- 
ple, records from 1 through 3 cannot be selected). 

  

Press PK4 (Record Insert Mode) and utility will print last selected record number on left and next record 
number after that and allows operator to key in record to be inserted. 

7 8 AAAAAA 

The record inserted will have a sequence number of “8” in the file ““APFILE” and will contain “AAAAAA”. 

Output messages: 

Refer to the section on the “CREATE” utility for output messages. 
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WL (What Log file) 

This utility allows the operator to determine the number of log files present and their status. 

  

Format: 

WL 

The utility displays the following information: 

FILE STATE — SYS-LOG- 

ACTIVE nn 
READY-TO-TRANSFER nn nn etc 
TRANSFERRED nn nn etc 
NEXT-ACTIVE nn (nn) 
NOT USED nn nn etc 

where nn represents values between 01 and 16. 

When the ACTIVE file becomes full, the MCP executes the WL utility and hence the operator is informed 
of the states of log files. The user can then decide whether or not to execute TL so as to preserve the log 
files before any overwriting of log files occurs. 

Output messages: 

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE S9UGG=STED ACTION 

NO SYS*LOG*NN © Logging has not been Request technical | 
FILES FOUND initiated assistance if logging © 

iS required (refer to 

appropriate section 
of the SOG)     
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XD (Delete Bad Disk Sectors) 

  

This utility allows the disk directory to be marked such that selected portions of the disk will not be used. | 
The utility will normally be used after recurrent errors of the message 

DK...ERROR 

where the dots indicate further information. Refer to section 7, MCP output messages, for the following num- 
bered messages: 

2 PARITY ERROR 

3 TIMEOUT ERROR 

4 ADDRESS ERROR 

45 PARITY ERROR (fatal to program) 

46 TIMEOUT ERROR (fatal to program) 
47 ADDRESS ERROR (fatal to program) 

The further information will indicate the disk address at which the failure occurred 

The utility is initiated as follows: 

Format: 

XD disk-name address length 

The disk-name is the disk-id of the disk from which sectors are to be deleted. The area to be deleted is given 
in hexadecimal by the starting address and length. 

Example: 

  

To delete sixty-four sectors starting from hex 395F from disk PR2B: 

XD PR2B 395F 40 

NOTE 
The specified sectors must not be in use as part of a file. The area must be made c 
available by first removing any file if necessary. 

Warnings: 

Once sectors are deleted via XD from a disk, they can be restored to use only by a disk initialization. Do 
not therefore XD a larger area than required. 

As XD alters the disk directory, do not run any other programs with it. 

Do not execute XD from the same disk as the one from which sectors are to be deleted: for example, it 
is recommended that XD is always executed from the system disk and always deletes sectors from a user disk. 

Output messages: 
  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

atengtha SECTORS Successful termiration None. 
FROM daddressa of XC. 

DELETED 

NISK disk-nate Specified disk is not Check input: make disk 

FOR xO NOT AVAILABLE available. ready.       
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

PLEASE RUN SC CN DISK 
ctsk*rare 

ONLY atengtha 
SECTORS CAN @E 
DETECTED 

Availabte table 15 

fulif and avaitabte 
entries are Loste 
SYSM4E™ widk be opened 

cn the specified disk 
with ctheruse LOCKED. 

Onty the given tencth 

can be X0N-ed because 
the amount soecified > 

is greater than the 
avaitabLle space et | 

that point. 

RUN Soe 

Use the KA utility yo 

determine if any files 
can te removed to 

increase the available 
space surrounding 

the bad area. 

  

AVAILABLE TABLE FULL 

- ENTRY dQaddressa 

alenctha LOST 

No entries teft tn 

available space 

table for XD to 

complete properly. 

The cisk may still be 
used» but a KA will 
indicate some sectors 

which cannot be access- 
ed> these may only be 
retrieved by initial~ 

izinc the disk. 

  

SECTORS FOR xD 
NOT AVAILABLE 

Requested sectors 
are atlocated to a 

files missing» 
or previously 
XD-ed. 

Refer to a KA List> 
ing to determine 

which file» if any» 

can te RM~ed to 
make the Sectors 
available. 

  

FROM Qaddressa 
CANNOT DELETE SECTORS ~ Only the part of the 

area specified for 

deletion is available. 

The utility witl 

remove the available 

area only. 

None 

  

ADDRESS daddressa 

BEYOND END OF DISK 

disk=name   The sector address 

specified is greater 
than the address of the 

last physical sector on 
the disk. 

None 

  

Note: Refer to “Common Utility Output Messages’ for additional messages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This section describes the capabilities of the SORT facility. There are two modules: the sort itself, known as the “ oes ta. | 
sort intrinsic” (filename SORTINTRINS), and an interface to this intrinsic which allows the user to 

specify particular sorts and merges. The latter module is sometimes called ‘“‘the sort ”, but 1s more properly called 
the “‘sort language processor” (file name SORT). The sort intrinsic is implementation-dependent, as it uses spe- 
cific hardware features where possible (although output messages are standardized), while the sort language pro- 
cessor is a CMS common item. 

This section first describes the user interface to the sort, and then covers the various facilities in some detail 

The interface to the sort from COBOL programs is described in the COBOL language reference manual 

GENERAL FEATURES 

The following capabilities are provided: 

The records within a file may be sorted on a series of specified keys, each key ascending or descending, using 
a regular sort or an in-place sort. 

A tagfile (suitable for use as an ADDROUT file in RPG or for limited access in COBOL) may be created 
from a file using a series of keys, each ascending or descending. 

A key file (suitable for full indexed access) may be created using a specified unsigned key (ascending only) 
with an optional check for duplicate keys 

A number of files may be merged using a series of keys, each ascending or descending. 

The regular and index sort intrinsics are able to sort files up to the maximum allowable size in CMS, which 
is 1,048,560 records. 

    

_ The inplace intrinsic has a B 90 implementation limit of 400,000 records 

The merge intrinsic will produce an output file of up to 1,048,560 records 

The memory required for a sort is calculated dynamically, with a default size of 15K bytes 

The workfile buffer default size for index sorts and regular sorts is 720 bytes 
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INVOKING THE SORT 

  

The sort is executed by entering the name SORT preceded by disk-name if not on the system disk, and fol- 
lowed by the sort language specifications or an asterisk plus “‘star-file’’ name. The “‘star-file’ contains the sort- 
language statements, and may reside on card, cassette, or disk. The star-file name may be omitted: in which 
case the sort statements must be on a system disk file named SORTSPEC. 

Examples: 

To invoke the sort using a star-file named SRTLANG on the system disk: 

SORT *SRTLANG 

To execute the sort from disk PB4 using a star-file SORTSPEC on the same disk: 

PB4/SORT *PB4/SORTSPEC 

If the sort specification is given in the initiating message it cannot be longer that 255 characters. If the sort 
statement is zipped from a user program it cannot be longer than 716 characters. If it is not possible to specify 
a complex sort or merge within these limitations, a star-file should be used. 

For a one-part star-file name of 7 characters or less, the file will be searched for first on cards, then on cas- 
sette, then on the system disk. For a two-part name the file will be searched for on a user disk. For a one- 
part name of more than 7 characters, the file will be searched for on the system disk. 

If the required file is not found, the sort displays 

FILE filename UNAVAILABLE 

FIX AND REPLY “OK” ELSE <NULL> 

and waits on an ACCEPT. | © 

There are two alternative responses: 

make the file present and enter OK to the ACCEPT, to resume execution, or 

enter a null response (terminator only) to the ACCEPT, to cause EOJ. 

If the specification statements are provided in. the initating message, control characters such as carriage return 
and line feed are treated as space characters. 

A star-file on cassette must be created by the COPY utility, not the LD utility. 

A star-file on disk must be of type data or source, and should not be in use by other programs. 

Input statements may be printed on the printer, unless inhibited by a user option (see later), or if provided 
in the initiating message. 
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THE SORT LANGUAGE 
The specification for a sort consists of three statements: 

the FILE statement 

the KEY statement 

the USER-OPTION statement 

There must be one file statement, one key statement, and, optionally, one or more user-option statements, 
in any particular sort invocation. All keywords are reserved: that is, they can only be used in the place specified 
below and cannot be used for other purposes such as filename. 

The File Statement 

This consists of two parts; the first describes the input file(s) and the second describes the output file. Multiple 
input files are used only for the merge, which is specified as a user-option (see later). A sort must have only 
one input file; a merge may have up to 16 input files. 

Format: 

FILE 
FILES 

  

DISK | PURGE | 

| Vy CARD | Vv | 1 WV 

IN mfid / fia TAPE records ) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

CASSETTE PURGE record-size per-block 

DISK 

— 

~ KEYFILE ~) 
_ TAGFILE | 

CARD y 

V TAPE | records Vv 

OUT mfid / fid (4 4 CASSETTE record-size per-block ~ ) 
DISK 
PRINTER 

beams _   
The parentheses ‘“(’’ and ‘‘)” may be replaced by the characters ““<” and “>” respectively. 

Rules for the file Statement are as follows: 

The medium for the specified input file(s) and output file is indicated by the keyword DISK, CARD, etc. 
When the medium is DISK, the absence of a disk-name (mfid) indicates the system disk. CARD refers to 80- 
column card only. TAPE refers. to magnetic tape only. CASSETTE refers to magnetic tape cassette only. DISK 
refers to any kind of disk-device. The input file for a tagfile or keyfile creation must be on disk. 
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The PURGE option indicates that the input file(s) are to be purged after use. 

The record size and records-per-block values are numeric values. When the input medium is DISK, the record 
size and records-per-block may be omitted. For a merge specification, input disk file descriptions with record 
size specifications may be interspersed with descriptions without such specifications. 

If the records-per-block is omitted and record size is given, a blocking factor of 1 is assumed. 

In all cases (except an index sort), input and output files must have the same record sizes. 

The values of record size and records-per-block may be omitted for output files. For a sort, the values as- 
sumed are those of the input file. For a merge, the values assumed are those of the first specified input file. 

For a keyfile creation sort, the output specification enclosed in parentheses must be the single word KEY- 
FILE. The output will be on disk and record and block sizes are not user‘definable. 

For a tagfile creation sort, the output specification enclosed in parentheses must be the single word TAG- 
FILE. The output will be disk and record and block sizes are not user definable. 

The Key Statement | 

This statement defines the record key(s) that are used for the sort or merge. 

A number of keys may be specified, each key description being enclosed in parentheses. The first key will 
be the major key and additional keys will be minor keys of decreasing significance. 

  

  

  

  

    

Format: 

_ aN 

\ ALPHA 
Wy ASCENDING UA 

A NUMERIC R 
KEY (location length DESCENDING < UN > L ) 

D SA | 
SN 
SSA 

= _     
The “location” is a numeric value specifying the position of the Key relative to the start of the record, in 

4-bit units. The first 4-bit unit has a location of 1. The key location is given by the position of the left-hand 
4-bit unit in the key (which, depending on the key format), may be a character or a sign. The key should start 
on a byte boundary unless a record sort with a numeric key is performed. 

The “length” is a numeric value specifying the key length, in 4-bit units. This must include the sign, for signed 
keys. 

The keywords ASCENDING and DESCENDING determine the order of collation. These keywords may be 
abbreviated to A and D respectively. If omitted, the default is ASCENDING. 

The format of the key is specified by one of the following keywords: 

ALPHA or VA - unsigned 8-bit alphanumeric 

NUMERIC or UN - unsigned 4-bit numeric 

SA — signed 8-bit alphanumeric 

SN — signed 4-bit numeric 

SSA — 8-bit alphanumeric with separate sign 
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The default is ALPHA. 

  

For a signed key, the position of the sign is specified by one of the following keywords 

R — right-hand (least significant) end of key 

L - left-hand (most significant) end of key 

The default is L. 

For a description of key types and sign zone interpretation, see later under “KEYS”’. 

The User-Option Statement 

These statements have three functions: 

to specify which function is required 

to tailor a sort or merge to the particular machine configuration (memory, printer availability, etc). 

to add comments 

The user-option statements are optional; if more than one are used they may appear in any order relative 
to each other or to the file and key statements. 

Format: 

  

_ INDEX 
INPLACE 

VY MERGE   
SYNTAX 
NOPRINT 
NODISPLAY 

NODUPLICATES 
DUPLICATES 

COMMENT comments 

MEMORY memory-size 
WORKDISK_ disk-name   

  
FILESIZE number-of-records   

The type of sort is given by one of the keywords INDEX, INPLACE, or MERGE. If one of these does 
not appear, a regular full record sort is assumed. The keyword INDEX specifies the creation of a keyfile or 
tagfile, depending on the output file details (see FILE statement). The keyword INPLACE specifies a full record 
sort using a minimal amount of disk work space. The keyword MERGE specifies a merge of several input files. 

Note that if the INPLACE option is specified on a system that has not implemented the inplace sort, then 
a regular full record sort will be performed. 

The keyword SYNTAX specifies that a check on the correctness of the sort statements is to be made without 
the sort actually being performed. 
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The keyword NOPRINT stops the listing of the sort statements on the printer. If used, this keyword should 
be the first entry. If the statements are input via the SPO they are not printed and so this keyword is not re- 
quired in this case. The NOPRINT option also affects the printing of error and warning messages (see later). 

The keyword NODISPLAY controls the display of messages on the SPO during the sort. This option can 
be used both in initiating messages and from file-oriented statements. It suppresses startup and termination mes- 
sages. It does not affect the display of error and warning messages. Error and warning free sorts and merges 
will show no SPO activity if this option is used. 

The keyword NODUPLICATES specifies that duplicate keys are not allowed in a keyfile creation. The key- 
word DUPLICATES specifies that duplicate keys are allowed in a keyfile creation. Both options are valid only 
when creating a keyfile. If neither is specified, the default is NODUPLICATES. 

The keyword COMMENT introduces comment text. The end of the comment text is either the end of the 
input or the end of a record if the input comes from a starfile. Comments may appear between user-option 
statements and between file descriptions and key descriptions. 

The keyword FILESIZE provides the following capabilities: 

specification of sort disk work space where the input file is not on disk (this use is not required if the input 
is from disk). 

specification of maximum size of the output file if on disk. 

allowance for future expansion of the output disk file where the sort/merge will not by default create a large 
enough file. 

This keyword should be followed by a number giving the specified maximum number of records. For non- 
disk output files, the value is used for optimization purposes. If not used, default values are assumed where 
necessary. This option is not applicable to the inplace sort or to keyfile or tagfile creations. 

The keyword MEMORY specifies the amount of non-overlayable work area to be used by the sort. This op- 
tion is not applicable to the merge or to the inplace sort. If this is not enough for a successful sort, then this 
option is overridden. The memory size is in bytes; for example, MEMORY 1024. _ : 

The keyword WORKDISK enables the regular sort to utilize disk space in an efficient manner. It is not appli- 
cable to the merge or inplace sort. When the work-disk is specified, the sort locates up to half the work space 
on that disk, with the rest on the system disk. If this option is not used, but the input or output file is resident 
on a user disk, the work space is shared between that disk and the system disk. In all other cases the work 
space is located entirely on the system disk. The named disk maybe any type of disk applicable to the system 
in use. , 

Examples 

To sort the system disk file INP.FILE using the key starting at character 5 of length 3 characters, creating 
a system disk file OUT.FILE: 

SORT FILE IN INP.FILE (DISK) OUT OUT.FILE (DISK) 
KEY (9 6) 

To create a keyfile OUTKEY.FILE on disk PR2 from a data file INP.FILE1 on disk PR2, using a 5-byte 
key starting at the first byte: 

SORT FILE IN PR2/INP.FILE1 (DISK) 
OUT PR2/OUTKEY.FILE (KEYFILE) 
KEY (1 10) 

INDEX 
COMMENT DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED 

     



To merge the three system disk files FILE1, FILE2 and FILE3 into an output file MERGE.OUT: 

SORT 

FILE IN FILE1 (DISK) FILE2 (DISK) FILE3 (DISK) 

OUT MERGE.OUT (DISK) 

KEY (5 10) 

MERGE 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

  

The five functions of the sort are described here: 

Regular record sort. 

Inplace record sort. 

Keyfile creation. 

Tagfile creation. 

File merge. 

Regular Record Sort 

All the records contained within the specified input file are ordered using one or more keys. Deleted records 
(see later) are not included in the output file. See later for details of the keys. Refer to figure 5-1 for an example 
of a regular record sort, where the key is starting in byte 3 and is 5 characters long, and the sort is in ascending 
order. The X’s refer to any other characters. 

The input file must be wholly contained on one hardware type, although it may be a multi-reel or dual-disk 
file. No other programs may write to this file during the execution of the sort. 

The sort uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The amount is calculated according to the input file 
and key sizes. The amount may be specified as a user option, in which case the specified amount is used unless 
it is less than enough for a successful sort. In the latter case the specified value will be overridden. oe 

The sort uses disk work space, of up to 2.2 times the size of the specified input file. For the location of 
the work disk space, refer to the WORKDISK user option (see earlier). This work space is returned to the 
system at end-of-job. 

Inplace Record Sort 

This is the same as the regular record sort, except that the records are sorted within the input file. No new 
output file is created. The time taken is substantially greater than a regular sort, for the same input specifica- 
tions. If deleted records are present in the file before the sort, they are removed: hence the number of records 
in the file may decrease after it has been ordered. | 

The inplace sort uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The size of this area cannot be specified at 
initiation. Co , | 

The input file must be on disk. No other programs may access this file during execution of the inplace sort... 
The output file must be the same as the file specified for input. ! 

If a particular system does not implement an in-place sort, a regular sort will be performed instead. 

The inplace sort uses disk work space, of 0.2 to 0.3 times the size of the input file. When the input file is 
resident on a user disk, up to one-half of the work space is located on that disk, otherwise all work space is 
located on the system disk. This work space is returned to the system at end-of-job. ©} 
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Keyfile Creation 

A new file (the “keyfile”) will be created containing one record for each record of the input file (the “data 

_ file’); The keyfile is sorted in order of the specified keys, and each keyfile record contains the key and a pointer 
to the corresponding record in the data file. Any deleted. records in the data file are not referenced in the key- 
file. Note that the records in the data file are not re-ordered and deleted records in the data file are not re- 
moved. Refer to figure 5-2 for an example of a keyfile creation, where the key is starting in byte 3 and is 5 
characters long, and the sort is in ascending order. The X’s refer to any other character. 

Duplicate keys are not allowed unless specified (see the user-option statements DUPLICATES and NODUP- 
LICATES). If they occur, then the record number is displayed on the SPO for each such occurrence, and the 
sort will continue but the output keyfile will be purged at end-of-job. 

The keyfile creation uses disk work space, of up to 2.2 times the size of temporary file created by the sort 
in this case. This file is large enough to contain one record with the key value and record number for each 
record in the input file. For the location of the work disk space, refer to the WORKDISK user option (see 
earlier). This work space is returned to the system at end-of-job. 

Certain key values are not allowed during a keyfile creation. The key must not consist of all binary zeroes, 
or must not contain any byte whose value is hex FF. If such a key is encountered, the record number is dis- 
played on the SPO, and the sort will continue but the output keyfile will not refer this record in the data file. 

Tagfile Creation 

A tagfile creation is similar to a keyfile creation, except that the output file contains only the record pointers, 

and not any key values. The tagfile records, however, are ordered in key value order, as specified by the sort. 

Any deleted records are not referenced in the tagfile. Refer to figure 5-3 for an example of a tagfile creation, 

corresponding to the keyfile creation in figure 5—2. 

A tagfile is a null keyfile. It is suitable for use as an ADDROUT file in RPG, and for limited indexed access 

in COBOL (the tagfile is read sequentially). 

Disk space requirements are the same as for keyfile creation. 

Merge 

The merge merges up to 16 input files, using one or more specified keys, producing one output file. Deleted 
records in the input files are not included in the output file. If there are duplicate keys values, the order in 
which they are placed in the output file is given by the order in which the input files are specified. 

Each input file must be wholly contained on one hardware type, although it may be a multi-reel or dual- 
disk file. No other programs may write to these files during the execution of the merge. 

Each input file must have the same record size and the same position and length for each key. Each file 
must be already correctly ordered on the specified keys. If this is not the case, the merge will terminate prema- 
turely after displaying a message on the SPO. 

Refer to figure 5-4 for an example of a merge of two files, with a key starting at byte 3 which is 5 characters 
long. The X’s and Y’s refer to any character. 

The merge uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The size of this area cannot be specified at initia- 

tion: it will be approximately equal to the sum of the block sizes of the input files and the output file. 

The merge does not use any disk work space. 
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Details Of Sort Keys © 

A “key” is the field within each record that is used for sorting or merging. If several distinct field within 
a record are specified, then each field is a separate key. The relative order of importance of the keys is deter- 
mined by the order in which they are specified. Figure 5-5 illustrates this with a two-key sort, using the KEY 
statement. 

KEY (5 6 ALPHA) (15 2 DESCENDING ALPHA) 

The X’s indicate any character. In this example the three-byte field is the major key, sorted in ascending 
order: the one-byte key is a minor key sorted in descending order within the order of the major key. 

For a keyfile creation, only one key may be used. This key must be a maximum of 28 bytes long, must be 
a whole number of bytes in length, and must start on a byte boundary. 

For all sorts except keyfile and tagfile creation, there can be up to 10 keys. The sum of the length of all 
keys (including signs) must be a maximum of 29 bytes. 

The available key types are discussed here, under the keyword specified in the KEY statement (see earlier): 

ALPHA (or UA) 

Unsigned 8-bit alphanumeric field, containing ordinary ASCII characters. Note that this may consist of the 
8-bit ASCII digits ‘‘0’’ to ‘*9’’ but still be termed alphanumeric. This key type is the default. 

NUMERIC (or UN) 

Unsigned 4-bit numeric field, where each 4-bit unit is a binary coded decimal digit, 0000 to 1001 (0 to 9). 

SA 

Signed 8-bit alphanumeric field. Each byte is an ordinary ASCII character (including the digits 0-9), except 
that either the first or the last character indicates the sign. Whether the sign is the first or last character is 
specified by the keyword L (left) or R (right). The default is L (first character; leading sign). The convention 
for coding the sign character is given in Table 5-1. These characters are termed “‘overpunched signs” by anal- 
ogy with historical punched card systems. 

SN 

Signed 4-bit numeric field. Each 4-bit unit is a binary-coded decimal digit, 0000 to 1001 (0 to 9), except that 
either the first or the last 4-bit unit indicates the sign. Whether the sign is the first or last 4-bit unit is specified 
by the keyword L (left) or R (right). The default is L (first 4-bit unit); leading sign . The convention for 
coding the sign is given in Table 5-2. | 

SSA 

8-bit alphanumeric field with separate sign. Each byte is an ordinary ASCII character (including the digits 
0 to 9), with the sign given by an ASCII character in either the first or last character. Whether the sign is 
given by the first or last character is specified by the keyword L (left) or R (right). The default is L (first 
character); leading sign . The convention for coding the sign character is given in Table 5-3. 

The position of a sign within a signed key (left or right) must be the same throughout all occurrences of the 
key. Signed keys are ordered so that negative values come before zero and positive values 

_ 8-bit keys may start on 4-bit unit boundaries, unless the separate sign type (SSA) is used, or the key is to 
be used in keyfile or tagfile creation. | 

Deleted Records 

A deleted record is denoted by every byte in the record (including the key) containing the value hex FF. 
The action taken by the various sort options is discussed earlier. Deleted records may be physically removed 
by the FS utility. | 
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Output Messages 

Output messages cover warnings and errors. Messages are generated by both the sort intrinsic and the sort 
' language processor. The intrinsic messages are numbered by event numbers in the same way as MCP output 

messages (see section ). The sort language processor messages are numbered in a similar way. 

Messages can be divided by number as follows: 

0-99 

Sort language processor messages, displayed on the printer. Such messages appearing in the list below that 
are followed by a series of dots (...) should be read with the phrase NEAR COL XXX (with XXX replaced 
by an appropriate column number) in place of the dots. 

0-34 

Warnings, where corrective action is attempted. 

35-39 

Warnings, where no corrective action is attempted. 

40-59 

Errors in syntax (that is, the format of the sort statements is incorrect). 

60-99 

Errors in semantics (that is, an inconsistency has been detected in the statements, such as a key position 
greater than the record size). 

170-200 

_ Sort intrinsic messages, displayed on the SPO. 

Certain messages may be suppressed by the NOPRINT and NODISPLAY keywords in the sort statements. 

The NOPRINT option suppresses listing of the sort statements on the printer by the sort language processor. 
If this option is set, a maximum of five errors and four warning messages are directed to the SPO, with only 
the error or warning number being given (no explanatory text). The NOPRRNT option has no affect on sort- 
intrinsic-generated messages. 

The NODISPLAY option suppresses display on the SPO of start-up and termination messages by the sort 
intrinsic. Messages in the list below that are marked with an asterisk (#) are those that are suppressed when 
this option is set. Note that it 1s not possible to suppress individual messages; every applicable message is sup- 
pressed if the option is set. The NODISPLAY option has no affect on sort language processor messages. 

  % 

Number Messaaqe 

  

EXPECTED SLASH NOT FOUND» “/" INSERTED oe. 
EXTRA “FILE IN"... 

MERGE INTRINSIC IGNORES <WIRK-DISK OPTION> 
OVERLENGTH PART OF <LABEL NAME> IGNOFREC ... 

INPLACE INTRINSIC IGNORES <WORK"DISK OPTION> 
EXPECTED BRACKET NOT FOUND» s<™ INSERTED .-. 
<DUPLICATE OPTION> VALID IN INDE X"“KEYFILE SORT ONLY 
EXPECTED BRACKET NOT FOUND» ">" INSERTED ... 

ILLEGAL TO DELETE INPUT FILE» <PURGE OPT> IGNORED 
OUTPUT BUFFER SIZE TCO BIG» <BLECK FACTOR> REDUCED ... 
<USER OPTION> ALREADY INVOKED» LATEST USE oe     O
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Number Message 
  

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
af 
28 
29 
35 
36 
37 
40 
41 
42 
43 

4 
50 
31 
22 
53 
24 
35 
56 

57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
6 8 

69 
70 
vi 
v2 
73 
74   

MERGE <SORT TYPE OPTION> NOT SPECIFIES 

OVERLENGTH PART OF <DISK NAME> IGNORED oe. 
MISSING "FILE IN® 2.2 | 

INDEX <SORT TYPE OPTION> NOT SPECIFIED 
EXTRA "KEY" ... 

<FILE SIZE OPT> VALID FOR MERGE/REGULAR SORT ONLY 
MISSSNG "KEY™ ce 

INPLACE INTRINSIC IGNORES <MEMORY OPTIGN> 
<M"FILE/DP ID> IGNORED ON NON@*MACNETIC MEDIA FILE 2... 

NUMBER TOQ BIG» MAXIMUM VALUE ALLOWABLE ASSUMED ... 

not used | 

<SIGN POSITIOGN> GIVEN FOR UNSIGNED KEY 2... 

FIRST UNIT NUMBERED © RATHER THAN 1 2... 

<FILE SIZE OPT> IGNORED SINCE OUT OF RANGE .e. 
MERGE INTRINSIC IGNORES <MEMORY CPTICN> 

<BLOCK FACTOR> OF O NOT ALLOWED» 1 ASSUMED ... 
IN“ ANC QOUT"FILE RECORD SIZES MADE £EGQUAL 

<BLOC K FACTOR> TOO LARGE» MAXIMUM ASSUMED ..- 

INPLACE SORT MUST HAVE IDENTICAL IN= AND OUT-FILES 

IDENTICAL IN/OUT - FILES WILL PRODUCE QUPLICATE FILE 
NOT NECESSARY TO PURGE CARD FILE ... 

ALPHANUMERIC KEY DOES NOT START GN BYTE BOUNDARY ... 
<KEY STATEMENT> ALREADY PROCESSED» NGW ..e 

<DIGIT STRING> EXPECTED ... 

<CHARACTER STRRNG> EXPECTED ... 

<SEPARATOR STRING> EXPECTED ...~ 

<RCRD-BLCK PAIR> MUST BE GIVEN FCR NON“DISK IN“FILE ee 
NO <FILE .STATEMENT> SPECIFIED 

ILLEGAL WORD ... 
<LETTER STRING> EXPECTED ... 

MISSING <LABLE NAME> ... 

UNSUPPORTED <IN/OUT MEDIA> ... 

UNSUPPORTED <SORT TYPE OPTION> ... 

PART OF <FILE STATEMENT> MISSINGs NOW 22. 

NO <KEY STATEMENT> SPECIFIED 
<FILE STATEMENT> ALREADY PROCESSED,» NOW 2... 

FINAL STATEMENT INCOMPLETE oe. 

TOO MANY KEY SPECIFICATICNS ... 

TOO MANY FILE SPECIFICATIONS ... 

INPUT FILES RECORD SIZES NOT IDENTICAL 2... 

<RECOGRD SIZE> OUT OF RANGE ... 

EXTRA DIGITS IN. QVERLENGTH STRING IGNORED ... 

KEY LENGTH OUT OF RANGE ees 

MIN LENGTH OF SN KEY IS TWO 4°BIT UNITS ... 
BUFFER SIZE TGO LARGE .-. 

DUPLICATE <IN“FILE PARAMS>» LATEST INSTANCE ... 

BUFFER SIZE TOO BIG FOR <IN/OUT MEDIA> ..- 

ONLY ONE IN- FILE LEGAL FROM MULTIPLE TAPE ... 

MERGE INSTRINSIC NEEDS AT LEAST Z INFUT FILES 

INDEX PARAM MUST BE "OUT... .<KEYFILE/TAGFILE>*” 

KEY OVER*RUNS RECORD BOUNDARY 

ILLEGAL TO OVERWRITE INPUT FILE WITH TAG/KEY FILE 
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Number Message 
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75 ALPHANUMERIC KEY LENGTH NOT EVEN NUMBER OF 4-BITS coe 

76 <MECIA> MUST BE DISK FOR IN“PLACE SORT | 

77 IN- AND OUT-FILE RECORD SIZES MUST BE IDENTICAL 

78 INDEX“KEYFILE KEY LENGTH NOT EVEN NUMBER OF 4eBITS 

79 ONLY GNE KEY LEGAL IN INDEX*KEYFILE SORT 

80 INDEX“KEYFILE SORT KEY TCO LONG 

81 INDEX“KEYFILE SORT KEY MUST BE “eee A UASUND>” 

82 ONLY INDEX SORT CAN SPECIFY "KEYFILE/TAGFILE” 

83 INCEX“KEYFILE SORT KEY MUST START ON BYTE BOUNDARY 
84 MIN LENGTH OF SSA KEY IS FOUR 4°BIT UNITS ... 

85 SSA KEY MUST START ON BYTE BOUNDARY --o- 

86 CURRENT SUM OF KEY LENGTHS OUT CF RANGE oe. 

170 DUPLICATE RECORD <record numter> 
171 ILLEGAL INDEX KEY IN RECCRO <record nurber> 

172 RECORDS CCST / GAINED BY SORTMERGE 
173 <number> DUPLICATE RECORCS 

174 <number> RECORDS CONTAINING INVALID INDEX KEYS 

175* <number> DELETED RECORDS 

176* <number> RECORDS MERGED 
177* <number> FILES MERGED 

i178 SORT“MERGE OUTPUT FILE NOT CREATED 

179 SORT=MERGE ABNORMAL EOJ 
180 SORT“MERGE SOFTWARE ERROR 

181* <number> RECORDS REFERENCED BY KEYFILE/TAGFILE 

182 NO INITIATING MESSAGE 

18 3* <number> RECOROS SORTED 
184 FILE ERROR <<number>> NEAR RECORD <record number> ON 

<file name> 
135 UNORDERED MERGE INPUT FILE <file name> NEAR 

RECORC <record number > 

186 TOG MANY RECORDS FOR SORT-MERGE 

187 DUPLICATE RECORODS"KEYFILE NOT BUILT 

188 INITIATING MESSAGE INVALIO © | 

189* SORT“MERGE VER xeyez INITIATED FROM <nix number>/ 

. <program name> 

193 INPUT RECORD SIZES UNEQUAL - BAD FILE <filename> 

194 IN/OUT RECORD SIZES BAD = OUTPUT SIZE CHANGED 

195 BAD RECORD/BLOCK SIZE FOR QUTPUT DEVICE 

196 KEY OVER-RUNS RECORD END 
197 CANNOT SPLIT INDEX FILE 
198 <number> PARITY BLOCKS 

199 INDEX INPUT FILE NOT TYPE DATA 

Message 184 represents differing file errors depending upon the value of <number>. Defined meanings are 

as follows: | 

1 - EOF on output file 7 - output file error 

2 — parity on input file 8 — parity on sort workfile 

3 - EOF on sort workfile 9 — parity on input file (block ignored) 

4 — parity on output file 

5 - sort workfile error 

6 — input file error 
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record 

number 
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xxlro0o035ixxrl 2 xxlo2446 71x x x 
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Xx x10 10 0 31x xX X 3 Xx x11 003 5]X x x 
Pa ates eodhaama ae ASB RPT newedbw aan ow 

x xfe 9 7d 2x Ke b | x X]1 0 0.3 61x Xx X 
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‘x xl1003 61x x » 6 x x13 240 01x x x 
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data file | data file 
input . output     
  

Figure 5-1. Regular Record Sort @ 

  

              

record 

number 
| PK Pee eae wee am sekehetieh, Deteibebe eee “ 
| X X}1 05 2 O1X X XxX 1 | 03 jC 100 3 
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data file keyfite 
input cutput       

Figure 5-2. Keyfile Creation 
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record 

number 
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Figure 5-3. Tagfile Creation 
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Figure 5-4. File Merge 
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Figure 5-5. Multiple Key Sort 

‘Table 5-1. Sign Convention For Signed 8-Bit Alphanumeric Fields 

  

  

Key Value Hex Code ASCII Character 

-¢C 20 =. 

=C 70 “ 

+0 30 0 

+0 7B _ 
-1 LA J 

=2 4B K 

-3 4&C L 

“4 4&0 M 

“5 4 N 

“6 4aF 0 

-7 5C p 

“8 51 Q 

-9 52 R 

+1 31 1 

+2 32 2 

+3 33 3 

+h 34 4 

+5 35 5 

+6 36 6 

+7 37 7 

+8 38 8 

#§ 39 9 

  

Note: any other hex code in the sign character is interpreted as 

positives with the key vatue given by the binary vatue of the 

right-hand 4 bits of the character. :   
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Table 5-2. Sign Convention For Signed 4-Bit Numeric Fields 

  

  

Key vatue Binary Code (BCD char acter) 

negative 0101 (5) 
positive 0011 (3) 

Note: any vatue other than 0101 (5) is 
interpreted as positive. 

  

Table S—3. Sign Convention for Separate Sign Character with 8-bit Alphanumeric Fields 

  

  

Key value ASCII! character Chex vatue) 

negative fe" 0620) 
positive wen C28) 

Note: any character other than “"“" is interoreted 
as positive. 
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COMPILATION FACILITIE e 

INTRODUCTION 

Compilation of programs written in CMS COBOL, RPG and MPL can be performed with the CO (compile) 

utility. CO is a normal utility program residing on disk. It is used to co-ordinate the various parts of the CMS 

COBOL, RPG and MPL compilers. Each compiler consists of several object code files (called ‘“‘passes”) and 

produces a number of workfiles to pass information between each pass. The CO utility allows initial input to 

be made to the compiler by specifying such things as input and output file names. | 

Additionally, CO allows multiple executions of each compiler by storing conipiler workfile information in a 

master file called CO.MASTER on the system disk. The compiler passes have access to the information in this 

disk file. Information in this file also allows the CO utility to perform restarts if the system halts during a compi- 

latin. This restart facility eliminates the need to rerun a compilation from pass one if one or more passes have 

already completed successfully. 

CO uses some standard names for input and output files, which can be changed by the inital CO message. 

The basic CO operation is given in Figure 6-1. 

Initial input to CO is either from the initiating SPO message or through macro (star) files or through a disk 

file called ‘CO.STARTUP” on the system disk. CO generates the CO.MASTER file used to co-ordinate the 

compiler passes. There is an option to produce a CO listing. Information provided to CO enables the user to 

describe the following: 

input patch file 

input source file 

output source file 

output object program 

output compilation listing 

compiler workfiles 
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INITIATING MESSAGE 

  

  

      

  

  

    

    

        

  

            

        

  

  
  

        
          

  

      

  

  

y_ CO.MASTER STAR FILES co (DISK) (DISK) 
UTILITY 

CO.STARTUP 
(DISK) ap 

CO | 
LISTING 

(PRINTER) COMPILER | | PASSES 
L ff | COMPILER 

WORKFILES 
(DISK) 

PATCHFILE 
(DISK)       

  
      SOURCEIN | | a 

(DISK) 

COMPILATION 
LISTING 

(PRINTER) 

  

    
  

      

SOURCEOUT 

(DISK) | _ f— 
V 

OBJECT 
PROGRAM 

(DISK) 

            
  

          
  

Figure 6-1. Operation Of CO Utility 

CO provides the ability to set “dollar options” for the compilation. 

CO operates in two basic ways 

to initiate and control a single compilation. 

to interrogate compilation status, and restart or clear an aborted compilation. 
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TO INITIATE A SINGLE COMPILATION 

  

  

  

  

      

  

Format: 

co | disk-name / V object-program name | disk-name / compiler-name 

| compiler-option PRINT | file-statement | MESSAGE text 

This initial input can be entered on the SPO when executing CO. CO can also be started with no additional 
information from the SPO: in this case the information is either on a card file or on a disk file called “CO.STA- 
RTUP” on the system disk. Selected parts of the input can be provided as star files see later in this section. 

All disk files used for inputting information to CO can be 80 byte card-image records created by CMS CANDE 

or CREATE, with all information in the first 8 records and the first 72 characters of each record. 

Semi-colons may separate any clauses after the compiler-option, for readability. 

The object-program-name is optional. If not specified, it will be created on the system disk with a name as 

follows: 

“COBOBJECT” - for COBOL compilations 
“RPGOBJECT” —- for RPG compilations 

“MPLOBJECT” —- for MPL compilations 

The name of the disk for the generated object program may also be specified. If not specified, the system 
disk is assumed. | 

Fhe compiler-name may be one of the following: 

COBOL -— the COBOL compiler 
RPG — the RPG compiler 
MPL — the MPL compiler 

MPL.1 — the MPL.1 compiler 
MPL.2 — the MPL.2 compiler 

MPL.BINDER 
COBOLXREF - the separate COBOL cross-reference program 

RPGXREF -— the separate RPG cross-reference program 
OPTLIST -— the separate COBOL/RPG optimizer 

If the optional disk-name is given before the compiler-name, then the compiler may be executed from a user 

disk so long as all passes are on the specified disk. If no disk name is given then the compiler must be on 

the system. 

The compiler-option may be one of the following: 

SYNTAX (abbreviation SY) 

LIBRARY (abbreviation LI) 

GO (alternative SAVE) 

With a “compile for syntax“, no object program is generated. For COBOL and RPG, COBSVERTER is 
not executed; for MPL, the compilation stops at the end of pass 3. 
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With a “compile to library“, an executable object program is created if there are no syntax errors, and saved 
on disk with the object-name as specified in the CO statement. A compile to library is the default compiler- 
option. | 

A “compile and go” is the same as a compile to library, with the additional feature that the object program 
is executed. The CO utility goes to EOJ after zipping the object program. 

If the PRINT option is specified, an edited listing of the Startup message is output, along with a list of settings 
for all the file parameters which are modifiable through CO. A list of default dollar card settings for the compil- 
ation is output along with any dollar options entered via the CO message. This object listing also contains a | 
log of all error messages displayed. 

The file statements allow names and other attributes to be set for the compiler input and output files. The 
general form of these statements is given here, but not all attributes may be set for all files: these will be 
discussed in turn. 

Format: 

  

  

          

— ~ 

NAME disk-name / file-name 
' — _ MFID disk-name 
L PATCHFILE FID file-name 

SOURCEIN DEVICE hardware-type 
FI SOURCEOUT | RECORD number S 
FILE 4 WORKFILE > “ BLOCK number | PRINTOUT ICFILE RECORDS.BLOCK number 

FILESIZE number 
_ CONTROLFILE | FILE.SIZE number 

NO.BUFFERS number 

Len a, 

The meaning of the file attributes are as follows: 

NAME 

This specifies the CMS file name plus disk name and may be of the form MFID/FID. 

MFID 

This specifies the disk name of the given file. The default is the system disk. The MFID must be a maximum 
of 7 characters. . 

FID 

This specifies the file name of the given file. The default is the system disk. The FID must be a maximum 
of. 12 characters. 

(Note: FID and MFID may be used together, or NAME may be used instead of the MFID/FID combination). 

DEVICE 

This specifies the type of peripheral of the input or output file. The default for the PRINTOUT file is line 
printer. The default for all other files is any disk. The device is specified by a 2-character mnemonic as fol- 
lows: | 
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card readers: 

any card reader AR 

any multifunction unit AM 

R8C-column reader R8 

€C*cotumn reader/punch M8 

96<-cotuUumn reader RI 

J6*cotumn reader/punch M9 

card punches: 

any card punch CP 

any multi-function unit AM 

@Cecolumnr punch F8 

AC“cotumn reader/punch M3 

967*colLuUmMn punch pg 

96"column reader/punch M9 

tapes and cassettes (NRZ or PE) 

any tape AT 

write-disSabled reel MT 

writesdisabted cassette CT 

(alternatives: CS» CASSETTE) 

Note: if a write"disablec cevice is specifiec 

for an output file» 

writesenablea device 

issue warningeee. 

orinters: 

CO wilt sutstitute a 
in the specification» and   

    

  

any printer AP 

seriat printer Cconsole) SP 

Line printer LP 

disks: 

any disk» defautt catridge OK 

Calternatives: DC» DISK) 

Burroughs Super Mini DM 

Fixed disk DF 

pack | CP 

FILESIZE 

This attribute specifies the maximum number of records in the output file. If used with PATCHFILE, the 

number specifies the total number of source lines to be compiled, including dollar cards and “COPY state- 

ments” in the case of COBOL compilation. The number may be followed by the letter K to denote thousands. 

For example, the statement 

FI SOURCEOUT FILESIZE 4 K 

specifies a filesize of 4000 records. A space must separate the ‘“K”’ from the number. 

An alternative spelling of the keyword is “FILE.SIZE”. 

The files are as follows: 

NO.BUFFERS 

This attribute specifies to the compiler the number of buffers to be used for the file in question. It is applica- 

ble to PATCHFILE, SOURCEIN, SOURCEOUT, PRINTOUT, CONTROLFILE and ICFILE statements. 

The valid range of values is 1-16. The default is zero, which will cause the individual compiler defaults to 

be used. - 

PATCHFILE 

This is the primary source input file, and contains dollar records and source records which may optionally 

be merged with a secondary input file to produce an output source file. Attributes which may be set, and 

their default values are: 
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NAME PATCHFILE 
MF ID system disk (0000000) 
FID PATCHFILE 
DEVICE DK 
FILESIZE 9 

SOURCEIN | 

This is the optional secondary input file. Attributes which may be set, and their default values, are: 
NAME SOURCEIN 
ME ID System disk (0000000) 
FIO SOURCEIN 
DEVICE OK 

SOURCEOUT 

This is the optional source output file produced by mer 
may be set, and their default values, are: 

ging PATCHFILE and SOURCEIN. Attributes which 

NAME SOURCE QUT | 
MEIN system disk (0000000) 
FIO SOURCECUT 
DEVICE BK 

FILESIZE 4 K 
RECORD 80 
RECORDS.~BSLOCK 9 
BLOCK (20 for oisks 

  

  

240 for cassettes 
2000 for magnetic tarces 

WORKFILE 

This refers to the intermediate workfiles produced by the compiler during the compilation. The only attribute that can be specified, and its default, is: 

MF IN | system disk (Q00000Ct) 

PRINTOUT 

This refers to the listings produced by the various compiler passes during the compilation. The only attribute 
that can be specified, and its default, is: | 

DEVICE iP 

ICFILE | 
This is only applicable when executing MPL.2 directly, and identifies the intermediate code file (or semi- 
compiled file). | 

CONTROLFILE | 
This is only applicable when executing MPL.2 or MPL.BINDER directly, and identifies the file containing 
the necessary control information. 

The MESSAGE statement 

The reserved word MESSAGE indicates the start of the list of dollar options for that compile. The text con- 
sists of a list of one or more dollar cards, taken from the list given below, separated by spaces. 
For example, for an MPL compilation the following would be valid: 

MESSAGE $LIST $XMAP $SEGMENT FR20 
Use of this feature is not valid for COBOL compilations. 
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Examples: 

  

To compile the COBOL source program AR678S, and create the object program AR678, both on the system 
disk: | 

CO AR678 COBOL LI FI PATCHFILE FID AR678S 

To merge the RPG patch file RQ20P with the source file RQ20S, and create a new source RQ20SN and 
object ROQZONEW, all on disk RDEV: 

CO RDEV/RQ20NEW RPG LI; FI PATCHFILE NAME RDEV/RQ20P; i 

FI SOURCEIN NAME RDEV/RQ20S; FI SOURCEOUT NAME 

RDEV/RQ20SN; MESSAGE $MERGE 

To compile the MPL source program MTEST.S from the disk USR1 to produce object MTEST on disk 
USR1, with CO listing, and compiler listing on the console: 

CO USR1/MTEST MPL LI; FI PATCHFILE NAME USR1/MTEST:S; 

PRINT; FI PRINTOUT DEVICE SPA; MESSAGE $LIST 

To compile source PATCHFILE with COBOL and create object COBOBJECT on the system disk: 

CO COBOL | 

To patch COBOL source CS500 (found on tape) with cardfile CRDPATCH and produce an object program 
CNEW on disk Fl, putting compiler workfiles on disk FSCRATCH: 

CO FI/CNEW COBOL LI; 

FI PATCHFILE FID CRDPATCH DEVICE AR; 

FI SOURCEIN FID CSS500 DEVICE AT; 

FI WORKFILE MFID FSCRATCH; 
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USE OF MACRO CALLS 
All or part of the initiating message to CO may be provided as data in disk files. This is indicated by an 

asterisk (star) in the message. 

Following the asterisk must be a valid file name, including the disk-name if not on the system disk. When 
the initiating message is scanned, the contents of a star-file are included in the scan. At the end of the star- 
file contents, scanning continues with the primary message. The complete initiating message, or individual 
clauses, may be included in the star-files. The message format for CO has been repeated below with an asterisk 
where a star-file may be used: 

Format: | 

  

  

oT   V 
isk-name / object-program name * disk-name /   compiler-name 

  

  

  

Example: 

  
  

  compiler-option * | _ PRINT | *  file-statement * MESSAGE text   

Consider four star-files, with names and contents as follows: 

name 

FILE 
FILE2 
FILE 2 
FILES 

contents 

AA RPG EC 

PATCKFILE NAME BB 
CEVICE AR 

SOURCENDUT FID CC 

Then the following two initiating messages to CO are valid: 
CO 

CO 

*FILE] PRINT *FILE2 DEVICE AR 

*FILE1] PRINT *FILE2 *FILE4 

but the following two messages are invalid, because the contents of FILE3 is wrong, as it starts in the middle 
of a file-statement: 

CO *FILE1 PRINT *FILE2 *FILE3 

CO 
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COMPILER DOLLAR OPTIONS 

  

In the following list, (D) indicates the options which are set by default. This notation is also used in the output 
listing from CO, to distinguish default settings from deliberate dollar card settings. 

For COBOL, no dollar options may be set or reset by CO. For a fuller description of the available RPG 
and MPL options, consult the relevent compiler manual. 

RPG 

$ LIST (9) $ NLIST 

£ SEC € NSEQ 

£$ XMAP $ NXMAP 
$ SUPR $ NSUPR 

$ LOGIC $ NLOGIC 
$ MERGE $ NMERGE 

$ SEVERE CD) $ NSEVERE 
$ MAP ¢ NMAP 

$ NAMES $ NNAMES 
$ NEW £ NNEW 

Any RPG dollar options specified in the startup message for CO will override any occurrences of that option 
appearing in either the PATCHFILE or SOURCEIN input files. 

  

MPL | 

$ LIST £ COCE 

$ NOLIST $ NEWTAPE 

$ LISTE £ FORMAT 

 $ LISTP $£ SEGMENT fite-name 
$ SECUENCE $ SEGSIZE integer 
$$ XMAP 
$ NOCWARNING 

Any MPL dollar options specified through CO are used only as initial settings, and may be overridden by 
dollar cards appearing in either of the source input files. 
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TO INTERROGATE THE STATUS OF COMPILATIONS 

CO may be used to determine the status of any compilations. This is done by interrogating the CO.MASTER 
file. Output may optionally be directed to serial or line printers. The initiating syntax is of the form: 

\ 
/   CO Mx 

  
  

  

PRINT 

        PRINTOUT DEVICE <device.id > 

where: 

CO MX directs output to the SPO 
CO MX PRINT directs output to the serial printer | 
CO MX PRINT PRINTOUT DEVICE <device.id> directs output to the named output device (for 

example, LP will direct output to a line printer). 

This function may be used at any time, provided that the mix is not already full. It yields information in 
the following form: 

CO MIX"“NUMBER n 

COMPILER NAME compiler*name 

CURRENT COMPILER PASS compiler pass name 

PROGRAM NAME objectrfile-name 
WORKFILE CHARACTER "At | 

(where “A” is a character used by CO in the meaning of workfiles so that different compilations can precede 
with separate workfiles). In addition to the above information, if a compilation is either awaiting Restart or 
Clear (see later), or has been Restarted but has not yet gone to end-of-job, the following will be displayed: 

(THIS CO IS IN RESTART MODE) 

Note that the “CO MxX”’ function will give information about all current compilations marked in the 
CO.MASTER file, even if they were prematurely stopped by a system failure. This is different from the MCP 
“MX” intrinsic, which will only give the jobs currently in the multiprogramming mix. 
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TO RESTART AN ABORTED COMPILATION 

This function may be used to restart a compilation which has been terminated prematurely due to a system 
failure such as a clear start or ZIP failure. The message is: 

Format: 

  

Vv 
CO RESTART | mix-number | line-number 

If only one compilation was being done, then the simple message 

CO RESTART 

is sufficient. The compilation is resumed at the beginning of the pass in which the failure occurred. If more 
than one compilation was being done, the mix-number must be supplied, which is the mix-number of the 
particular CO that was running at the time of failure. This number is determined either from the SPO log, or 
the CO MX facility. 

If the failure occurred during the printing phase of a COBOL compilation (pass COBOL7), then this pass 
can be restarted at a specified line-number. The line number must be in the range 000000 to 065535. For exam- 
ple, the message 

CO RESTART 2 010000 

will cause the CO with mix-number 2 to be restarted, which will cause COBOL7 to start printing at line 
010000. 

Once a RESTART has been initiated, no new compilations can be started until the restarted compilation has 
gone to normal EOJ. If that is not possible, for instance because a file is not present, then the restarted job 

should be CLEARed (see later) to allow other compilations to be initiated. 

Other CO versions executing are undisturbed by a RESTART operation. 

When a restarted job terminates, whether naturally or as a result of a CLEAR (see later), the message 

“RESTART COMPLETED” 

is displayed on the SPO. If a new CO, having the same mix-number as the one that failed, is started up 
before the failed CO can be restarted or cleared, then the block of information in CO.MASTER for the failed 
CO is lost and that compilation cannot be restarted. In this case the followwng message is displayed: 

“CO MIX-NUMBER n CANNOT NOW BE RESTARTED 

COMPILATION BLOCK RE-USED”. 
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TO CLEAR AN ABORTED COMPILATION 

If a clear start or other failure has occurred, and it is decided not to Restart compilations, then on or all 
of the compilations may be cleared. References to one or all of the compilations are deleted from the 
CO.MASTER file, and workfiles belonging to the compilation are removed unless the compiler requested that 
they be saved. The message is: oo 

Format: 
  

v 
mix-number | 

CO CLEAR ALL 

Providing a mix-number clears only the compilation whose controlling CO had the specified mix-number. The 
keyword ALL clears all compilations known to CO. If only one compilation was being done, then the simple 

_ message 

CO CLEAR 

is sufficient. | 

Other CO versions executing are undisturbed by a CLEAR operation. 

Any CO can be CLEARed at any time whether or not a restart is in operation or pending. 

Example of aborted compilation: 

Assume that a system failure occurred while doing a COBOL compilation. The controlling CO had a mix- 
number of 6 and the compiler was in the OPTLIST pass. Assume also that, since the failure, an RPG 
compilation had been initiated. 

The message 

CO MX 

may result in the following information: 

CO wIX NUMBER 4 

COMPILER NAME RPG 
CURRENT COMPILER PASS RPGPHASE4 
WORKFILE CHARACTER D 

CO MIX NUMBER € 
COMPILER NAME COBOL 

CURRENT COMPILER PASS OPTLIST 
WORKFFLE CHARACTER C 

CTHIS CO IS IN RESTART MODE) 

Then to. restart the COBOL compilation, enter 

CO RESTART 6 

to cause the compilation to start at the beginning of OPTLIST. If the COBOL compilation is not required 
to be restarted, then enter 

CO CLEAR 6 

Note that in both cases the RPG compilation is unaffected. 
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ZIP FAILURES 

  

If a zip failure occurs, or a particular compiler pass is DS’ed or DP’ed, CO displays one of the messages 
in table 6-1 indicating the reason for the failure, then takes one of the following two actions: 

If no Restart is in operation or pending. 

One of the following messages is displayed: 

‘CO SHOULD BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED“. 

‘CO MIX-NUMBER n MUST BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED“. 

The CO utility is forced into “Restart mode” which prevents any new COs or any other RESTARTS 
being performed until the CO in question has been either restarted and completed, or cleared. 

If a Restart is in operation or pending. 

One of the following messages is displayed: 

“CO SHOULD BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED” 

“CO MIX-NUMBER SHOULD BE RESTARTED WHEN 

EXISTING RESTART COMPLETE”’. 

The CO utility is not forced into “Restart mode” in this case. It is required to RESTART the job as 
soon as possible after the existing restart is complete. 

Table 6—1, Zip Failure Messages 

2IP FAILURE DUE TO PROGRAM FILE NOT FOUND FOR progr am-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO INTERPRETER FILE NOT FOUNC FOR programename 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO MEMORY FOR program=neme 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO USER DISK FOR program=name 

ZIP FAILURE QNUE TO MIX FULL FOR program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO USER COUNT ERROR prograncrame 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO DUPLICATE PACK program-nare 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO INVALID LOAD RECUEST program-name 
ZIP FAILURE QUE TO MCS ALREADY PRESENT procram-name 
ZIF FAILUFE DUE TO DISK ERROR program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO CODE FILE ERROR program-name 

ZIP FAILURE OUE TO ILLEGAL DATA RECUEST program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO REASON UNKNOWN program=name 
COMPILER PASS DS*ted program*nare 
COMPILER PASS DP'*ted program=name 
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RESERVED WORDS 

  

All keywords used in initiating messages to CO are reserved words; that is, they cannot be used for file names © 

or other user-defined parts of the initiating message. A complete list of the reserved words is given in table _ 

6-2. | j 

Table 6-2. CO Reserved Words 

  

MPL SOURCEOUT 
coBoL WORKFILE 

| RPG PRINTOUT 
RP GXREF | NAME 
OPTLIST. MFID 
SAVE FIO 
GO “DEVICE 
SYNTAX FILE-SIZE 
SY FILESIZE 
LIBRARY RECORD 
LI BLOCK 
PRINT | RECORDS-BLOCK 
MESSAGE MX 
FILE | RESTART 
FI CLEAR 
PATCHFILE ALL 
SOURCEIN |     
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ERROR MESSAGES 

  

The printout file for CO may contain error messages from the CO utility itself. These are listed in table 6- 
3, and are largely self-explanatory. 

If errors have been detected in CO’s initiating message, a message will be displayed to indicate whether 
or not the compiler will be zipped. If no errors have been flagged, it is assumed that the compiler will be 
zipped, and no message is displayed. 

Table 6—3. Error Messages from CO 

  

  

ERROR 

NG | ERROR MESSAGE 

1 First word in Initiating Message is not e valic disk or file 
name. 

2 Invatid object program name or compiler rame scecified. 
3 Warning = Compiler Pack Ide truncateo to 7 cheracters. 
4 No compiler specified. 
5 Warning @ Program Pack Id. truncated to 7 chérecters. 

6 Wafning = Program Id. truncated to 12 characters. 
v Reserved Norc not found when expected. 
B FI/FILE not followed by one of PATCHF ILE» SOLRCEIN> 

SGUFCEQUT, CONIRCLFILE» ICFILE» WORKFILES PRINTOUT. l 
9 Reserved Worc used out of Context. 

10 Warning = Compiler Option already mocified - previous 
mod+ ignored. 

11 Warning = Print Option specified more thar orce. 
12 Record size * Elocking factor > 65535» Block size set equal 

to Record size. 
13 MESSAGE not used by COBOL = Message Text ignored. 

  

14 Warning = Message Text atready processed - this 
Message Text ignored. | 

15 Modificeticn not valid for COBOLXREF - igncred. 

16 $SEGMENT filename parameter not a valid file name. 

17 CO.MASTER no Longer on disk - jot terminted. 
18 Warning = S$SEGMENT pack-id truncated to 7 characters. 
19 Warning = $SEGMENT program "name truncateco to 12 characters. 
20 SSEGSIZE parameter not numeric. 
21 Modification not vatid for SOURCEIN - modification ignored. 
22 Watning = MESSAGE contains no valic doilar cérds. 
23 darning ~ Scard not valid for this compiler. 
24 Warning = Invalid fcard in Message Text. 
25 warning = PATCHFILE modifications already dore - these 

mods ignored. 

26 Warning = PATCHFILE modifications incomplete. 
27 Modification not valid for PATCHFILE = mocificetion 

ignored. | 
28 Warning = No PATCHFILE modifications. 

29 MFIC/FID modification atready cone for this file - 
fod ignored. | 

30 Pack name/Fite name in NAME specificétion invalid. 

31 Pack name in NAME Specification truncatec to 7 
characters.          
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32 

32 
34 
35 
36 
37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

4& 
4&5 

46 

47 

4 @ 

49 

50 

51 

52 
52 

54 
55 

56 
57 

58 
59 

60 

61 

62 

63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

69 
70 
71 

72 
13 

74 
75 
76 
77 
7e@   

PEVICE modification already done for this fite - this 

42 

File name in NAME specification truncatec to 12 

characters. 
Pack name in MFID clause invalid. 
Pack name in MFIO clause truncated to ? charécters-. 

File name in FID clauSe invalid. 

File name in FID clause truncated to 12 charécters- 

RECGRD size of zero specifiec = mod ignored = cefault 

used. 

modification tgnored- | 

Specified Device Type invalid - default device type used. 

FILESIZE atreacy nodified for this file = this mod tqnored. 

FILESIZE parameter not numeric. 

BLOCK size elready modified - this mod. ignored. 

RECCROS-BLOCK/B8LOCK parameter not numeric. 

RECORD parameter not numeric. | 

SOURCEIN modification already done - these mods ignored. 

Warning = SOURCEIN modification incomplete. 
No SOURCEIN modifications. 

SQURCECUT moaifications atready done = these mcds tIgnored. 

Warning = SOURCEQUT modifications incomplete. 

Warning = No SOURCEOUT modifications. 

Specified RESTART mixtnumber not numeric. 

Specified RESTART mix=number out of range. 

Cannot initiate another RESTART - previous RESTART incomplete. 

No CO with specified mix-number available for RESTART. 

Nutt Initiating Message = no file CO.STARTUP - job terrinated, 

Nested Macro Catt founc. 

Invalid file name in Macro Cail. 

Pack name in Macro Call truncated to 7 characters. 
File name in Macro Calt truncatec to 12 characters. 

Record size for card device > 96» RECORD and BLOCK size 

Set to 96. 

Fite CO.STARTUP empty - No Initiating Message = job 

terminated. | | 

Cannot run CO on this systems» SYSTEM STATUS Communicate 
not supported. 
CO.MASTER not found * job terminated. 

Compiler not zipped - errors in Initiating Message. 

Specified CLEAR mix“number not numerice 

Specified CLEAR mix-number out of range. 

No CO's to RESTART/CLEAR = job termiratec. 

No CO with specified mix*number evaitable for Clearing. 

SYSTEM STATUS Communicate failure - job terminated. 
WORKFILE modification already done = this moc ignored. 

WORKFILE not followed by MFID = mod ignored. 

Specified RESTART tinetnumber for Listing not rumeric. 

Specified Restart Line-nmber > 65525 = Line*number 

Set to 0. 
RESTART mix*number not specified. 

No parameter specified for CLEAR functior. 

Line*number parameter only valid for COBCL - ignored. 

ILtegal character encountered in Initiating Message. 

Cannot continue compilation = Compitation Block   
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initialized. | 
79 Non™input Device specified for PATCHFILE 7 mod- ignored. 

80 Noneinput Device specifid for SOURCEIN = mod. ignored. 
61 Macro file not found - <file-name> | 

B2 Non“outout Device specified for SOURCEOUT - soc ignored. 
B83 BLOCK size for SOURCEOQUT is not a2 multiple of the 

RECORD size. | | 
Bh Specified BLOCK size for Tape Device too tarcge - defauit 

wvalue uSed. 

85 Specified RECUFD size for Tape Device too large = default 
used. 

86 80 col card device RECORD size > 80» RECCRO arc BLOCK 

size set to 40. 

87 96 colt cafd device RECORD size > 965 RECORD arc BLOCK 
size set to %S6. | 

88 Warning ~ PRINTOUT modification atready done - this 
tod ignored. 

89 Device specified for PRINTOUT not Printer Type - ignored. 

$0 PRINTOUT not followed by DEVICE or NO.GUFFERS - icnored. 

$1 BLOCK size or Blocking"factor of zero specifiec - default 
used. : 

92 SOURCEDUT FILESIZE specified as zero = mod- ignored = default 
used. 

93 Specified PATCHFILE FILESTIZE > 65525 - default vatue usec. 

94 Specified SOURCEOGUT filesize > 65525 - default value used. 

95 Specified RECORD size > 65535 = default value used. 
$6 Specified BLOCK size or Blocking*Factor > 65535 ~- default 

used. 

$7 When compiling MPL on Cumbernauld Support System» level 
number required. | 

98 If 80 Col. card output device used» record truncation witt 
occur. 

99 RECORD size atready modified ~ this mod- ignored. 

100 Macro file present but emoty = <file-name> 

{Ci AQ.LEUVFFERS etreecy socified - this mec. icrorec. 

G2 AQSBAFFERS pireneter not rumeric. 

163 Value specifiec fer NC.EUFFERS ret in range t tc 1€ « cefault 
used. 

14 Werrinrng = AC FRINICUT mocificzéeticns. 

ic5 Wernirg - FEIJATCLI modifications incogplete. 

1G€ Medificaticr ret velid fer FRIATOUI = igrored. 
lf? ICFILE acdificeticn not vetid for this ccrpiter = igncred. 

1¢@ CONTRKCLFILE wecificeticn rot vatid fer this ccapiter - 

igrcred. 

1G69 CCNTFCLFILE accitication€s) atreacy dene - thes€ #ce¢ 

ignorecs 

biG Ac COKNIRCLFILE mccificaticens. 

Lil CENSECLF ILE accifficeticrs trcoapiete. 

Lig ceciftcaticr net vettd for COATFELFILE - ticrcrec. 
1i2 dJCFILE mcdificeticn(s) atreacy core - these macs. ignereds 

114 Asc ICFILE aecittceticns. 
215 ICFILE modi ficéticns incerpliete. 

Li€é ®caaifaecaticr ret velid for UFILE - tororec. 
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L17 
118 
119 
lel 
121   

Ncon-ingut cevice specifiec for CCONISCLFILE - icrcrec. 
Nonvrirgut cevice specifiec fer ICFILE = torcrec. / 
FATCHFILE acciticeticr rect walio fer thas ccoapiter - icrcred. 

SCURCEIN accificetion net velic fer this cemptter - 3grorec. 

SECLRCECUT aecificeticn ret valic fer this ccempitier - tcrcored. 
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RESTARTING EXECUTING CO VERSIONS 

Note that CO does not prevent restarting or clearing a currently-executing compilation. However, when the 
original version of the compiler pass, that was executing when the RESTART was done, terminates and returns 
to CO, CO will recognize that the block of information in the CO.MASTER file has been overwritten. The 
message 

“CANNOT CONTINUE COMPILATION-COMPILATION 

BLOCK INITIALIZED” 

is displayed and the job is terminated. This may result in problems such as the occurrence of duplicate files. 
If an executing compilation is CLEARed, there is an added complication that any workfiles for that compilation 
are removed. 

Restarting or clearing any currently-executing compilation is therefore not advised. 
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    SECTION 7 
NUMBERED SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

OUTPUT MESSAGES 

INTRODUCTION 

_ The CMS software maintains a table of output messages used by the MCP, the interpreters, and other items like the SORT intrinsic. Each of these messages is given a number called the ‘“‘event number”. The event num- ber is always displayed, enclosed in brackets, as part of the message. 

This section lists each message in event number order. 
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EVENTS # 1-9 

Software Information 

These are information indicating error conditions. If any action is required, other message(s) will follow imme. 

diately. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT #> file-name peripheral function message ERROR WHILE IN verb 

status. 

The peripheral is given by the mnemonic for example, DK for disk. The function is INPUT or OUTPUT. 

The message is given in the table below. The verb is OPEN, CLOSE, READ, WRITE, etc. The status gives 

additional information such as the disk address for disk failures. 

Examples: 

12/PD <46>MYDISK/SYSMEM DM OUTPUT TIMEOUT ERROR | 
... WHILE IN OPEN 0033 | 

10/MYPROG <2> FR203D DM READ PARITY ERROR 

..- WHILE IN READ 14A5 

  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

1 TAPE FORMAT Ending tabelt on tab- 

eited tape is missing 
or invalid. 

None. Frogram has 

indicated it can 

handle the error 

  

  

quite a distance on 
tape Cexact length 

depends upon unit )> 
For diSks cylinder 
specified could 
not be usede 

itself. 

2. PARITY Hard parity error Nones Frogram has indics 
<STATUS> found on this ated it can handle 

device. the error itself. 
<STATUS> shows disk se 

ctor address for disk 
errors. 

3 TIMEOUT | For tape device» no None» Program has 
<STATUS> data was found for indicated it can 

handle the error 

itself. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
cylinder address for 
oisk errors. 

  

4 ADDRESS Sector coutd not be 
<STATUS> found on disk (cyt 

inder was found). 

fFither software has 
indicated an invalid 
sector or sector 
address on disk is 
corrupt.   Nonee Program has 

indicated it can handte 
the error itself. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
sector address for 

disk errors.     
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EVENT j#$ MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUGES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

5 REWIND Problem encount°? 
ered on tape re- 
wind. 

Retry the program. 

  

6 DESCRIPTOR Identifies I/O error 

that is not PARITY» 
TIMEOUT» ADDRESS or 

REWIND. 

Nonee Program has 

indicated it can 
handle the error 

itself. 

  

7? NON@|F ILE 
FULL ON 
MF IO 

It is possible for 

atl entries in avail? 
able table (non-file 
directory) to be in 

use. If a file then 
releases its disk 

space it may not be 
possible to enter it 

in the non-fite 
directory. Disk is 
checkerboarded. 

Run SQ utility and 

then retry the program. 

  

8 DEVICE LOCKED A non disk device 

is closed with lock. 

Nonee 

  

9 DEVICE NOT 
P URGED   An attempt ts made to 

close purge a write 
Gisable magnetic tape 

drivee : 

None. 
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EVENTS # 10-19 

Software Suspensions 

When a program that is running encounters a condition that prevents it from continuing, MCP will suspend 
the program and inform the operator as to the reason for the suspension. When the condition is cleared, MCP 
will normally allow program to continue running. If program does not continue automatically then the operator 
should issue a “GO” command (see “GO” intrinsic) to the program. 

Message formats: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT #> WAITING file-name device message 

Examples: 

10/LIST <17> WAITING UNLAB LISTPRT AP NO FILE 

10/COPY <17> WAITING TL REEL 001 AT NO FILE 

02/NGD03 <12> WAITING FILE 255 NO USER DISK 

OS/MPL.SEG <10> WAITING CARDFL DF NO FILE 

  

  

  

  

  

  

JEVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

10 NO FILE Disk or tape file Check for correct 
| this program needs disk or tape? 

to use cannot be Supply program with 

found. backup copy of file 

requesteds 

Program will continue 

when file is supplied. 

11 DUPLICATE While attempting Normality remove with 

FILE to place a certain RM the existing file 
file on disk» program from disk. Prooram 
has discovered a file will continue. If 
with the same name In doubt refer to 

atready exists on program instruct” 
disk. Program halts» ions. | 
as 2 files with same 

name cannot reside on 

| one diske 

142 NO USER. There iS no more With KA» analyze 

DISK available space amount of available 

on disks or space space remaining. 
available is If disk 1s filled 

insufficient to remove with RM any 

hold file this | unnecessary files 
program iS attempt~ and program witt 
ing to write, or cont tinue? 
disk 18 “checker- or 

(cont’d) boarded”. 
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VENT _ MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

NO USER DISK (cont'd) If disk ts filted and 

a dual-nack file is 

desired» assign 
cifferent disk to this 
program (see AD 

intrinsic)? or 

tf disk is checker 

Coarced use SQ ut" 

tlity to consolidate 

disk space» then re 

execute program that 

encountered suspension. 
  

When the disk was 
initialized the disk 
directory was const” 
ructed to Contain a 
fixed number of file 

names- The directory 

haS now reached its 

Capacity. 

Remove with RM any 
unnecessary files and 
Orogram wilt continue; 

or DS the suspendea 

Program. Replace disk 
with another disk 
having sufficient dir- 
ectory space» and re~ 

execute the program. 

  

13 DIRECTORY 
FULL 

14 DEVICE 
NOT AVAILABLE 

Output deyice that 

Program needs in order 

to.continue orocessing 
1S either unavailable 

or not ready. 

RY required devices 

or assign program 

to alternate device 
(See AD Intrinsic). 

  

15 FORMS 
REQUIRED 

Program is waiting 
for operator to Insert 

correct forms into the 

outout device before 

it wilt continue pro- 

cessing. 

Insert correct forms 

Into output device. 

Then use "AD*™ intrinsic 
to assiqn device to 

Program (see AD intrin- 
sic). 

  

16 GENERATION 
NUMBER 
MISMATCH   While opening an old 

indexed files a dis- 
crepancy has been 

found between the 

gener ation number 
fields of the keyfile 

and the data file. 

The operating system 

wiit cancel the 

suspension when the 

discrepancy no longer 
exists. 
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VENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

17 NO FILE Program needs a RY required device; 
device that is either or altow program 
unavailable» busy» currently using the 
or not ready. device to go to éEnd 

of Joo and suspended 

program wilt then auto 
omatically be able to 

use devices 

18 DUPLICATE 2or more disks Check for correct 
FILE €or tapes) having disk or tape. 

the same names have Replace Cor relabel) 

been found online. one of the duplicates. 

Onty one disk (Cor 

tape) of a given 

name may be onwline 

at atime. 

19 FILE IN USE The specified file Wait until the 
cannot be opened 

because it has already 

been opened by the 

maximum number of 

users allowed for the. 

desired move 1.e. 

Input /out put . 

file is not in usee 
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EVENTS # 20-40 
INVALID REQUEST ON CLASS A OR B COMMUNICATE TO MCP 

  

These messages normally indicate program errors. Program in error should be DS’ed or DP’ed (see DS and 
DP intrinsics), if necessary. Then operator should attempt to run the program again. If the same error is encoun- 
tered, request technical assistance. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> CANNOT verb text parameter 

  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

20 (NULL) Itlegat verb. 

21 NOT FIB Byte 1 of Priority A 
or B communicate sh- 
ould contain Data Seg- 

ment Tabte Index of a 

File Information 
Block. Nata Segment 

Table does not contain 

Fite Information Block. 
  

2d FILE LOST The medium which None 

contained the file 

has been illegaltty 
physicaily removed 

when it was still 

required (eege half 

  

  

close). 

23 ATTRIBUTE Each class A 

MISMATCH communicate is checked 

against the files 
attributese Attribute 
includes such things 
as devices myuses 

access mode etc. This 

message indicates 

failure on this check 
@ejge read on an output 

file» start ona ron- 
disk files write cna 

closed fite etc. 

24 BA) SEQUENCE Priority A error 
: may be noted when 

OPENEC 170 with 

Sequentiat Access 

Le REWRITE was not 

immediately pre- 
ceded by success~ 

ful REAC. 
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VENT POSSIBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

2e CVERWRITE was 
immediately orec~ 
eded ty OPEN or 

START communicat ee. 
3- CVERWRIFE or 
REWRITE was preced= 
ed by conditional 

READ which fatled. 
  

25 3A) WORK 
AREA 

Work Area Segment 

specified within 

File Informat ton 

Block cannot be 

used» because it. 

either indicates FIB 
segment or it is Read 

Only segment = yet 

communicate requests 

data transfer to 

that segment. 
  

26 ILLEGAL KEY 

k*NONWRESTDE NI 

Key requested on 

Priority A comm 

unicate for a disk 

was equal to zero. 

CCMMJ AI CATE HANDLER*®* 
  

ev DEVICE NOT 
ON SYSTEM 

There 16 no device 

of tne requirec 

kind on the system. 
  

29 DUAL PACK — 
MISMATCH 

The two parts cof a 

duat pack file have 

been found to be 
inconsitst ent « 
  

30 ALREADY OPEN Communicate requested 

an CPEN on already 

openec file. 
  

31 ALR=ADY 
CLOSED 

Communicate requested 

a CLCSE of already 
closed fite. 
  

32   BA) ADVERB Adverb to OPEN was 

determined to be 
illegal for any 
use of the follow- 

ing: | 
1. MYUSE equal to *0* 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

  

2e WMYUSE incompat tole 

with cevice (fcr exam 
ple» I[/0 for LP). 

3e Access woce Random 

for non=disk device. 

4. Access mode rot 

equal to Seaquent ial 

  

  

    
  

33 BA) BLOCK CR 
RECORD SIZE 

or Random. 

fecorc anc/or Bicck 

Size been determined 
to be incompat ible 

or iltegat for any 

of fotlowing reasons: 

1. Buffer or Record 

Length equal te zero 

for new citsk or tage 

files. 

2- Fecord lergth ex- 
ceeds physical Block 

S 12 €e 

3. Fuffer tength not 

an tnteger multiple of 

Recorc length. 

4. FPB or CFH ouffer 

Length not multiple of 

180 if ofc file is 

opened with specified 

Buffer length cther 

than zero. 

5. DFH Buffer length 

not multiple of FPB 

Buffer length if cld 
file is opened with 

specified Buffer 
Length. 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

34 BAD FILE 
SIZE 

Maximum fite size 
exceeds 1048560 or 

65535 if Single area 
File. 

  

35 BAD NUMBER 

OF BUFFERS 
Number of buffers 

specified exceeds 
16. 
  

36 BAD DEVICE Device requested 
not supported by 
CMS. Device code 

is illegal. 

  

37 BAD FILE 

TYPE 
1. An OPEN has been 
requested on “SYSMEM* 

file by unprivileged 
user program. 
2e Unprivileged user 
program requested a 

CLOSE with Lock or 
Purge of fite with 
SYSMEM VMFILE or 

Firmware File Type. 
  

38 PROTECTION 
ERROR 

Privileged user 
attempted to CLOSE 

with Lock or Purge 
a VMFILE or Firm- 
ware fite white the 
file was stilt in 
use@e 

  

39 BAD FILE= 
NAME 

OPEN or CLOSE has 
detected an illegal 
special character 

imbedded in file- 
name « 

  

40   BAD KEYSIZE During OPEN of a new 
index files MCP has 
discovered in File 
Parameter Btock CFPB) 
a key length of zero 

or one that exceeds 
28 bytes.     
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EVENTS # 41-49 
Fatal Device Errors 

These messages indicate fatal hardware errors. The program encountering the error should be DS’ed or DP’ed 
(see DS and DP intrinsics) if necessary. Then the operator should attempt to run program again. If the same 
error is encountered the media (disks, tapes, etc) involved should not be used further until field engineering 
has been notified and media has been checked. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> file-name peripheral function message ERROR WHILE IN verb sta- 
tus 

The format of these messages is the same as the format for event numbers 1-9. 
  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

41 | BA) LEVEL 
NUMBER_ 

The implementation 
number ina keyfile 

KF FR is greater 
than tn is 

implementat ion. 
  

42 DISK LOCKETT Disk write errcr 
occurrec at file 

close timee This 
could be either 

while writing last 
block» or unodcating 

Disk File Header 

or avaitable tanle. 
  

43 EN) OF TAPE Unexpected end of 

tape encount ered. 
  

44 TAPt FORMAT Encing tabel or 
labelled tape is 

missing or invalid. 
  

45 PARITY 
<STATUS > 

Harc priority error 

discovered on device. 

<STATUS> shows disk 

sector address fcr 

disk errorSse 
  

46 

  
TIM: OUT 
<STATUS > 

For tape devices no 

data was found for 
quite a cistance 

on tape Cexact tlergth 

depencs upon unit )s 

For disk» cylinder 
specified coulc not 
be founce 

<STATUS> shows disk 

cy Lincer address for 

disk errorse   
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EVENT POSSIBLE CAUSES ‘SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

47 ADDRESS 

<STATUS> 
Sector could not be 
found on disk (cyl= 
inder was found). 
Either Software 
has indicated invatia 
sector or sector 

address or disk is 
corrupt. | 
<STATUS> shows disk 
Sector address for 

disk errors. 

  

48 REWIND Problems encount" 
ered on rewinding 

a tape. 

  

49   DESCRIPTOR Identifies 1/0 error 

that ts not PARITY» 

ADDRESS» or REWIND. 
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EVENTS # 50-69 
Load Failures 

These messages indicate that the MCP failed to begin the processing of a particular program for some reason. 
Operator should correct the condition that caused the load failure and then try running the program again. 

Message format: 

[EVENT#] LOAD FAILURE message 

Examples: 

[53] LOAD FAILURE NO USER DISK 

[51] LOAD FAILURE PROGRAM NOT FOUND 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSISLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

50 DISK NOT Specified disk 15s Check for correct 

FOUND not online or disks 
| | ready. RY disk if not ready 

51 PROGRAM NOT Specified file Check input and rewminput 

FOUND was not found if necessary, 
on disk. Check for correct disk. 

52 FULL MIX System Cannot accept Allow one program to 
: any additional prog come to End of Job 

rams of this Priority CEO). Then begin 
Class at the moment? required program again? 

or program presently or DS unwanted prog? 
running will not ram(s)»>» if applicable. 

permit any other pro” Then begin required 
grams to enter the mix-e program aaain. 

53 NO USER There is not enough Remove with RM any 
DISK room on disk for unnecessary files» 

, this program's 

Virtual Memory file. 
(VMFILE). 

54 INTERPRETER For B 90:3 
NOT FOUND . | 

COBOLINT or BILINTERP Supply» with COPY» the 

were not found on sys” missing interpreters 

tem disk or have he- from backup medium» 
come corrupted. Replaces with COPY, 

the corrupted inter 

preters from backup 

feont’d) medium> 
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VENT MESEAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

  
INTERPRETER NOT 

FOUND (contd). 

} 

For B 800: 
  

MCP may be corrupted; 
program operator is 
attempting to run 
may be corrupted. 

Replaces with COPY» 

corrupted MCP from 

backup mediums 

Reptace» with COPY» 
corrupted program 

with backup medium; 
  

55 USER COUNT 

  

  

  

  

  

    

Too many programs Wait until one or 
ERROR are trying to use more prograns goes 

a file- Limit is to ECJ. Then try 
seven. aqaine 

56 CODE FILE Data file name was Check input and re 
ERROR mistaken for program enter. 

name» and an attemot 

wWwaS made to run the 
file instead of a 
program. 

57 INVALID LOAD Typing error. Check input and 
REQUEST CEXS too many char- re“enter. 

acters in program 

name). 

53 INSUFFICIENT There is not enough Request technical 
MEMORY room in memory Cto assistance. 

hold this proram's 
Task Controt Block 

and Program Control 
Block). 

59 MCS ALREADY Onty one MCS may be None-« 
PRESENT In the mix. | 

60 DUPLICATE @ or more dtsks with Rename one of the 
PACK the same name are disks with RLS check 

: currently on-line» for correct disk. 

and this system does 
not permit this. 

61 NULL MIX Specified program Wait untit all 
REQUIRED may be run only programs ago to EOJ 

if no other programs 
are in the mix e.ge5SQ 

before running this 
program. 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

62 ILL=GAL DATA 
COMM LOAD 
REQUEST 

An NDL task car be 

loacec cnily as part 

of the data con® 

loading sequencee Any 
other attempt to lcad 

an NOL task is failed. 

  
DIS< ERROR There nas been an 

irrecoverable disk 

error while attempting 

to load a programe 

  
64 UTILITY BUSY The operator has tried Wait until the 

to init tate a super= first function 

utility furncticn end Se 
while another is in 
the mixe 

  
65 

  

INSUFFICIENT 
REA) STORE 

The program rur 

structure cannot be 

constructec ir the 

amount of menory 

specified inthe real 

store fielc of the 

EX commande 

  
66   DUAL ALPHABET 

NOT SUPPORTED 
The program recuires 

interor et er ard MCP 
facil it ies tc support 

cual alorabet cr 

reverse escarpement 
and the current system 
does not. 
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EVENTS # 70-99 

System Errors 

  

These messages indicate system errors. The program encountering the error should be DS’ed or DP’ed (see 
DS and DP intrinsics) if necessary. Then the operator should attempt to run the program again. If the same 
error is encountered, technical assistance should be requested. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> SLICE# message 

  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

79 SEGMENT OUT 

OF RANGE 
Segment number ex 
ceeds number of 

segments declared 
in the program. 

  

71 SEGMENT SIZE 
ERROR 

Offset and tength 

-vatue exceeds 

dectared size of 
Segment. 

  

72 STACK OVERFLOW Amount of Control 

Stack requested dur 

ing a run has exceed-= 
ed declared Stack 
Size « 

Use MODIFY utitity to © 

Increase control stack 

size of programs and. 
rerun program. 

  

13 STACK 
UNDERFLOW 

Designated code 
has attempted to 

retrieve more 
information from 
Control Stack than 

is present. 

  

74 { NSUF FICIENT 
REAL STORE 

The program has 

attempted to exceed 

the memory size 
specified at toad 
time tn the realt- 

store field. 
  

75 PROGRAM TCC 
LARGE 

The program has 

attempted to exceed 

the physical memory 

$ 1Z ee 
  

€0   BA) KEY 
POSITION 

The offset of key 
posit ion is gore 

than record $i1Z@e 
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EVENTS # 100-169 

Program Errors 

These messages indicate program errors. The program in error should be DP’ed (see DP intrinsics) if necessary. 
The source program, object program, dumpfile produced by DP, and any data files used by this program 
should be saved. The operator should try to run the program again. If the same error is encountered, request 
technical assistance, and supply all relevant data saved to the technician. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT> SOURCE REFERENCING program segment # segment address pro- 
gram counter address message 

Examples: 

03/MYPROG <121> 0 SEGMENT 0 ADDRESS 
--. 15 SUBSTRING ERROR 

04/PROGB <140> 2639 SEGMENT 18 ADDRESS 
436 CODE FILE ERROR 

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

* ALL INTERPRETERS* : 
  

  

100 COMMUNICATE MCP returned 2803 in 
ERROR Byte 0 of Fetch Mess- 

age on a communicate. 

101 COMMUNICATE MCP returned an €End 
: FOF ERROR of Fite indication 

in Fetch message 

(320 20 009) and the 
user has not specif 

ied any action if EOF 

  

occurse 

102 COMMUNICATE MCP returned I/0 error 

I/0 ERROR indication tn Fetch 
message (220 30 00a) 
and the user has not 

Specified any action 
to take if e@rror occurs. 

  

103 SEGMENT NUMBER Interpreter detected 
ERROR an invalid code on 

I | Gata seqment number. 
  

104 WRITE ERROR Interpreter has detect~ 

ed attempt to WRITE 

into a ReadOnly 
Segment or literat. 
Code file has become 
corrupt or an error 
exists tn compiter 

or interpreter.   
  

    

 



  

VENT MESZAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES _ SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

(105 SEGMENT © 
‘ BOUNDARY 

VIOLATION 

Interpreter» in cat- 
culating an address» 

has discovered that 
the address of the 

data or code ts out 
of range- Code file 
has become corrupt 

or an error exists 
In compiler or 

interpreter. 

  

**x* INTERPRETER for MPLII**% 
  

110 INVALID OP Code file has become 

Corrupt or error exists 
in MPLIT compiler or 

interpreter. 

  

115 DESCRIPTOR 
ACCESS CODE 

Program tried to store 

the fetch value to a 

non"character fietd» or 

to convert to a non- 

character fietd» or 
to store to a setf- 

relative descriptors 
or an error in the 
SETNAME procedures or 

a decimal add error. 

  

SEGMENT SIZE 
ERROR 

116 Segment tength is 
too fong or is set 
while segment is 
in core. 

  

117 ADDRESS ERROR SETNAME extent error; 

identifier has become 
out of sCope 

  

MESSAGE. 
REFERENCE 
ERROR 

118 Message reference 
field not divisible 
by 4» or illegal 
access to m@ssage 
reference space. 

  

STRING STORAGE 
ERROR 

119 Iitegat destinat™ 
ion in store string 
Instruction. 

  

120 REMAP ERROR   Program tried to remap 
a bit descriptor. 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

121 SUBSTRING Attempt made to Sub- 

ERROR string into nontchar* 
acter area. 

122 INDEX ERROR Program tried to 
, Index a Selferelative 

descritotor» or to bit 
index a selfrrelative 
descriptor. 

123 EXIT ERROR Local data returned 
from a function. 

124 CPA ERROR Error in communicate 
parameter area: for 

examples message ref- 

erenced exnected»s or 

size of character 

field at least 3 
bytes expected. 

125 DIVIDE ERROR Divide by zero 
attempted. 

126 ZIP ERROR Error returned after 
ZIP (not used on B89) 

127 BIT DESCRIF- Bit field overlaps 
TOR ERROR more than one byte 

128 FP2 ERROR Error in file para- 

meter Dlock e@ncount”™ 

ered - subfield of a 

non7F.P.B. segment 

requested. 

129 CONTROL STACK Control Stack over- 

ERROR flow or underflow. 

130 DATA STACK Ittegat descriptor 
ERROR encountered. 

131 DECLARATION Size of character 
MODE ERROR field greater than 

255. 

132 DATA STRUCTURE ‘Insufficient room for 

ERROR structure nesting or 
SiZe of character 
field greater than 255» 

or insufficient roor 
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    PARAMETER FIELD fiela not 8~bit 
NOT 8°BIT unsignec character. 

UNSIGNED» ONE Code file corrupt or 
CHARACTER error in COQBOL/RPG 

compiter or inter- 

preter. 

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

DATA STRUCTURE for array bound evat* 
ERROR (cont'd) uations or non-char- 

acter descriptor enc” 
ountered when charact= 

er descriptor expect” 

ed. 

**eT NTE RPRETER for CCB80L and RPG** 

140 INALIOD SOP Invalico S7*0p~Ccde. Same as event 142 
CO. Code fite is corrupt 

or error exists in 

CCBCL/RPG compiler 

or interpreter. 

141 INVALID CCPX - Invalid COPX = greater Same as event 142 
GREATER THAN than size of COP table. 

SIZE OF CCP Code file corrupt cr 

TABLE error itn COBOL/RPG com 

pitler or interpreter. 

142 ALPIANU ME RIC Alphanumeric field Same as event 142 

FIE_.D TYPE ANCQT type rot 8@-bit un~ 

B"BIT UNSIGNED signec. Code file 
corrupt or errcr 
in COBOL/ RPG ccm 

piler or interpreter. 

143 INVALID EDIT Invalid EDIT micro Rerun program from 
MICRO OPERATOR (Cperator. Coce file gackup copye If still 

corrupt or error in in errors request 
CQECL/RPG conpiler technical assistance. 

CCBCL/RPG corpiler 

or interpret er. 

144 { NLINE = DIT Inline EDIT MASK Same as event 142 
MASK NOT not correctly ter- 

CORRECTLY mintece. Coce file 

TERME NATED corrupt or errcr in 

CCECL/RPG coapiler 
| or interpret ere 

145 EXAME NE SQURCE EXAMINE source field Same as event 143 
FIELD ERRCR errore Code file 

corrupt or error in 

COBCL/RPG compiler 

, or interpret er. 

146 EXAMI NE EXAMINE paraneter Same as event 142 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

147 EXAMI NE EXAMINE control byte same a event 142 
CONTROL BYTE error. Code file cerr- : 

ERROR upt or error in COBOL/ 

RPG compaler cr irter- 

preter. 

148 COMPARE F CR CCMPARE for CLASS- same as event 142 
CLASS *CLASS CLASS anc FIELD type 

AND FIELD TYPE incompat tble. Code 

INCOMPATIBLE file corrupt cr error 

tn CCEOL/RPG compiler 

or interpreter. 

149 SUBSCRIPFEC CR Coce file cecrrupt or 

I NO=Xe0D error in COBCL/RPG 

SUBSCRIPT CR compiler or interp- 

INDEX reter. 

150 I NDEXEO/S The array has fore 

SUBSCRI PTED than three subscript s 

VARIABLE IS or incexes. 

INDEXED / 

SUBSCRI PTED 

BY MORE THAA 

3 VARIABLES 

151 FETCH 

COMMU NI CATE 

RESPONSE FIELD 

NOT OF LENGTH 

3 BYTES 

L152 C[NVALID EXAMINE 

SPECIFICATICN 

160 PreR- ORM STACK Indicates too many The size of the perforar 

OVERFLOW PZ RF ORMS without a stack may be increased 
return for the dy the MIOIFY utility» 
Perform Stack spec™ using the CIVIROL.STACK 
ifiec at compile option to change the 
time (Cif not scec- PPB (see section 4). 
if ied then the deo- 

fault value was used). 

If tn is cid not 

result from a program 
ming errors the 
Perform Stack shculd 
be incr easede 

1€1 NON“POSITIVE Subscripts must pe 
OVERFLOW pos it iv e. 
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MESSAGE 
  

  

  
  
  

  

  

  

EVENT POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

162 ARRAY BOUNCE Subscripts out side 
VIOLATION | upper bounc cf 

CCCURS Clause. 

164 TRANSLATION 7 
SOURCE ERRCR 

166 INVALID SIGN 

CODE 

167 1/0 ERROR Invalid read/write 
to a file. 

168 SORT OR MERGE An error has been 
ERROR encount ered in 

SCRI or MERGE. 

169 Zip to another ZIP FALLURE 
t ask has failec. 
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EVENTS # 170-199 

  

SORT Exception Events 

Any of these output messages may be displayed while SORT and SORTINTRINS are running. For reporting 
_ , SORT errors: all SORT errors should be accompanied by either the Sort Spec or the COBOL program that 

requested SORTINTRINS, as well as the input file(s). Since SORTINTRINS is a machine-dependent program, 
the method of getting a dump may vary. To get a program dump on the B 80: rerun the program with “GT” 
on. This will cause SORTINTRINS to dump its run structure on the console printer. __ 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> message 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

170 DUPLICATE Only for Keyfile If duplicates are 
RECORD record creation. Another desired» specify 
number record in fite has "QOUPLICATES™ in 

same key as this Input. 
record. 

171 ILLEGAL INDEX Onty for keyfile None. 

KEY IN RECORD creatione Either 
record number the Key fietd is 

atl binary 0 or 

has one or more bytes 

with hex FF. This 
record wilt not be 
referenced from the 

keyfite- 

172 RECORDS LOST Probably indicates an see Introductory 
OR GAINED BY error in SORTINTRINS. paragréeoh concerning 
SORT“MERGE errors. 

173 number Normal mesSage telis None. 

DUPLICATE the opertor the total 
RECORDS number of records 

that have duplicates. 
(See Event 170). 

174% number RECORDS Normal message tetts None. 
CONTAINING operator totat number 

INVALID INDEX of records with in- 
KEYS vatid index keys. (See 

Event 171 for further 
information). 

175 number Records with hex FF None. 
RECORDS in every byte position 
DELETED will be deleted by 

SORT. Informs operator 

how many records were 

deteted.- 
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EVENT POSSIBLE CAUSES 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    utility. SORT succ- 

essful- 

MESSAGE SUGGESTED ACTION 

1176 number Normat message for None. 
: RECORDS “MERGE only. Tetts op- | 

MERGED erator total number 

of records merged 
from all files. 

177 number FILES Normal message for None. 

MERGED MERGE onty- Teltts 
total number of files 

mergede Should be 
same as number of 
files requested in 

the Sort Specs. 

178 SORT*MERGE SORTINTRINS was OSted+s See introductory 

OUTPUT FILE may indicate corrupt Paragraph concerning 
NOT CREATED SORT or SORTINTRINS SORT errors. 

programs. 

179 SORT “MERGE Early termination due. 
ABNORMAL to errors. 

EOJ 

180 SORT@MERGE Error in SORTINTRINS See introductory 

: SOFTWARE paragraph concern 

ERROR ing SORT errors. 

181 number Only for keyfite- None. 
RECORDS tagfile creation. | 
REFERENCED Tells number of ent- 

BY KEYFILE- ries of keyfile/ 
TAGFILE tagfile. 

182 NO INITIAT< SORT INTRINSIC requir=- None. 

ING MESSAGE es a property coded 
Initiating Message. 

This shoutd be prop= 
erty formatted by 
SORT or Sorts within 

programming languages 
Such as COBOL. Probab=- 

ly indicates an att” 
empt to execute SORT 

INTRINS directty- 

183 number Normat message tells None. 
RECORDS number of records 
SORTED. sorted by the SORT 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

1 84 FILE ERROR The <number> means: See introductory 

<number> ON 1. FEOF on output File paragréeph concern-= 

SORT*MERGE 2- PARITY on Input ing SOFT errors. 
FILE file- Fite 

name 3-e EOF on Sort Work- 

file 

4. Bad Disk Address 

Se SORT workfite Error 
6. Input Fite Error 

7. Output File Error 
Except for 2» this 
probably indicates | 
error tn SORTINTRINS. 

185 UNORDERED Files to be merged SCRT files for order. 
MERGE INPUT were found not to be Then retry. 
MERGE FILE increasina/decreasing 
filename key vatue- Either the 

file is incorrect or 
the key position has 

been tncorrectty spe 
cified. 

186 TOG MANY REC@- Machine -dependent See introductory 
ORDS FOR SORT- Limitation- paragraph concerning 
MERGE SORT errors. 

187 DUPLICATE Was not specified Specify DUPLICATES 
RECORDS = and duplicates exist. Nn input. 

KEYFILE NOT The keyfile will not 
BUILT be burlt and this 

message will be 
displayed. | 

188 INIT MESSAGE Initiating message see introductory 
INV ALIO to the SORTINTRINS Paragraph concerning 

1s not In proper SORT errors. 
format. This could 

possibly be caused 
by a fault in the 
program that zipped 
the SORTINTRINS. 

189 SORT“MERGE Informs the operator None. 
INITIATED which progtam used 
FROM mix the SORT intrinsic. 
number /prog- 

ram“name 
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7555 BEACH BLYD., SUITE 116 

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32216 
721-1660 SECTION 8 

B 90 DEPENDENT SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

INTRODUCTION 

This section covers those items in the CMS software which are operationally different on the B 90 series from 
other CMS implementations. These differences are mainly a result of the different hardware features involved. 
The software covered includes: 

Powering the B 90 on and off. 

The B 90 CMS disk “bootstrap” feature. 

Stand-slone utilities, operating without MCP control. 

Loading the MCP. 

Particular features of the B 90 MCP. 

Taking memory (system) dumps 

Utilities released only for B 90 systems. 

B 90 system errors and symptoms. | 

POWER ON 

Ensure no disks or cassettes are in the system (failure to do this may result in subsequent media corruption). 

Turn the system power on. It is then under the control of ROM which performs a mini-test of critical machine 
components to verify it is capable of starting. The successful completion of this test is verified by the PK lights 
lighting and then turning off sequentially, with PK1 and PK2 remaining lit. 

PK1 permits the loading of a cassette into the system. Some examples of cassettes to load would be (1) 
AE 500 firmware to cause the B 90 to perform as an AE 500, or (2) ACSYS SL5 emulator firmware cassettes 
to cause the B 90 to process Series L cassette programs on disk. B 90 cassette loads are not used in CMS. 

- PK2 permits the loading of information from a disk into the system. Some examples of disks to load would 
be (1) ACSYS (SL5 emulator) firmware disks, or (2) CMS disks to cause the B 90 to load CMS firmware. 

Load the CMS disk in any available disk drive. 

_A mini-disk is considered loaded immediately the drive. unit door is closed, and the blue indicator is lit (disk 
properly inserted and up to speed). For MCP control the disk must be write-enabled (red indicator lit). 

For cartridge disk, wait about 20 seconds for the cartridge to come up to speed (you hear a click as the heads 
access the disk). Ideally they should be run initially for a few minutes before use to achieve correct running 
temperature. For MCP control the disk must be write-enabled. 

For fixed disk, wait until the "READY’ half of the “BUSY/READY” button is on. 

Depress PK2 to enter CMS Bootstrap Mode (see below). The various states, including Initial State and Boot- 
strap Mode, are shown in figure 8-1. 

Possible errors in power-on sequence are given below, System Load Errors. 
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POWER ON, OR 
DEPRESS LOAD ENABLE BUTTON 

J 
  

    

  

        

    

    
      

      
    

  

INITIAL STATE < 

PK1 PK2 

ACTIVATE ACTIVATE DISK 

BOOTSTRAP BOOTSTRAP 
IN ROM _ IN ROM 

(NOT USED 
BY CMS) 

ACSYS CMS 
DISK DISK 

SEE PRESENT PRESENT 

DOCUMENTATION 

    
  

  

            

  

    
      

                      

PO SYSTEM ) 
DISK CMS BOOTSTRAP MODE 

PKS PK4 PK5 PK6 

ws 
oR FUNCTION FATAL ; 
ERRORS 

McP 
WARMSTART MEMORY . °0 

mevory DUMP LOAD 

DUMP DISK STAND-ALONE FUNCTION 
TO UTILITIES 

CASSETTE (SAU) 

Figure 8-1. B 90 Coldstart and Warmstart | © 

 



CMS BOOTSTRAP MODE 

  

From the Initial State, depression of PK2 initiates a ROM load routine which searches through all present 
disks until it finds the bootstrap code. Refer to ROM Scanning Algorithm for details of the search algorithm. 

Successful load of CMS bootstrap: PK3 through PK6 will be lit, to provide the following facilities: 

PK3 -— warmstart MCPX 

PK4 — dump contents of memory to cassette. | 

PKS — dump contents of memory to disk. 

PK6 —- enter stand-alone utilities (SAU). 

A Note on Forcing System Initialization 

When the system hangs (that is, it is not performing any functions or responding to any input from an 
operator, but has not returned to the initial state), it is necessary to force the system to initialize. 

This is done by depressing the Load Enable button in the main cabinet. Never switch the cabinet off, or un- 
load disks or cassettes in use, as this can cause media corruption of various kinds. | 

If the correct procedure is followed, then although disk or cassette files may be only partially created or up- 
dated, the system when recovered should be still able to access the media. 
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STAND ALONE UTILITIES 
The SAU process has the necessary functions to prepare a disk for use on the B 90. This process is used 

to initially transfer system software (MCP, interpreters, compilers and utilities) to a new disk at a new installa- 
tion, or to install a new level of MCP at an existing installation. It is also used to condition new disks (IN 
Initialize) or recondition (RF reformat) existing disks for copying on the B 90. 

The SAU functions are brought into memory from disk and operate independent of the MCP. 

Loading Stand-Alone Utilities 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system is in the initial state, depress PK2 to get to 
CMS Bootstrap State (PKs 3 through 6 lit). 

Depress PK6. System will search for a disk file called SAU. For details of the search algorithm used, refer 

to Bootstrap Scanning Algorithm. 

For failures in search, see System Load Errors. | | . 

A printed message verifies that the SAU has been loaded into memory from disk. 

STAND-ALONE UTILITY 

VERSION n.nn.nn | 

REQUEST “HELP” FOR FUNCTION SUMMARY 

~ FUNCTION 

Functions Available 

initialize a disk: IN 

reformat a disk to the initial state: RF disk-name 

load files to disk from cassette: LD disk-name FROM cassette-name 

copy files from disk to disk: COPY disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name 

remove disk files: RM disk-name/file-name 

list the disk files and their sizes: LS disk-name/file-name 

relabel a disk: RL disk-name | 

list status of drives: OL 

warmstart the MCP: WS 

initialize a disk for MTR use: FE (field engineers’ use) 

terminate stand-alone utility execution: PO | 

change file-name on disk: CH disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name 

clean BSM disk drive read/write heads: CLEAN 

compare files on disks: COMPARE disk-name/file-name WITH disk-name/file-name 

print disk directories: PDX 

duplicate BSMII: DISCOPY drive TO drive 

initialize a disk on a console-less system: SAU.PARAM (refer to the utility SAU.INIT) 

When the Stand-Alone Utilities are running, only the ON light is lit. Each of the utilities is initiated by a 
command on the Alpha Keyboard. Only one utility may run at a time and keyboard input is valid only when 
no utility is running. Keyboard input entered while a utility is running will be lost except for the first four char- 
acters. The reset key will clear all keyboard input since the last OCK key, and any OCK key will terminate 

keyboard input. 
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Common SAU Output Messages 

  

ESSAGE PCSSTBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

FUNCTION ABORTED Harcware errcre If this messace is 

preceded by another 

message then fotlow 

that message» else 

notify fietd eng 

Ineer. 

  

Dxy DEVICE ERROR: 
DEVICE INOPERABLE 

Specifiec crive was 

accicentally sade 

Not Reacys or crive 

unit malfunct icr. 

Ready drives or 

notify field engineer. 

  

Dxy DEVICE ERRECR 
GFF CYLINDER 

Crive unit malfunc= 

tion. 
Nofity field enscineer. 

  

Dxy JEVICE =RROR 
WRITE INHIBITED 

Cisk in specified 

crive has its write 

lockout incicator 

sete 

Ensure that the write 

Lockout Hole (85ND) 
1s covereds or for 

cartridge - the Write 

Lockout ?lug is flush 

with surface of 

cartridge. 

  

Oxy DEVICE CRROR 
SEEK TIME QUT 

Drive unit malfunct- 

ion 
Notify field engineer. 

  

Dxy DEVICE cRROR 
CONTROLLER PROBLEM 

Crive unit malfurct- 
tion 

Notify field engineer. 

  

FUNC TION   Prompt to request Op- 

erator to erter next 

cesirec funct icn. 

Enter next functions 

or "HEL?" to display 

list of functions. 
  

Note: 

x identifies type of disk 

(M = BSMD or BSMDII, F = FIXED, K = CARTRIDGE) 
y identifies unit 

(A, B, C, etc.) 

Disk I/O Errors during SAU 

These errors are identified by the messages: 

O/P ERROR, I/P ERROR, <unit> DIRECTORY I/O 

ERROR, <unit> DEVICE ERROR 

which may be encountered while running the Stand Alone Utilities. 

Disk I/O errors indicate a failure to read from (I/P error) or write (O/P error) disk. Such problems should 
not be allowed to persist on a disk which is to be used to store important information, especially where the 
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be considered acceptable for live use. Even if the Stand Alone Utility continues to run satisfactorily, there may 

be some form of disk corruption. After any of these errors, the media involved should be checked for any cor- 

ruption which might cause future system problems (for example, the CHECK.DISK, KA, or DA utilities under 

MCP contro}). . 

A Note On Dual Pack Files 

disk is to be used as a systems disk. Therefore an explanation or fix is required before the drive and disk can @ 

A “dual pack file” is a file which resides on two separate disks or logically identified disks (for example, 

DFA and DFB). . | 

A dual pack file consists of: 

A disk file header on each of the two disks. 

At least one and at most sixteen file areas, each of which may be allocated on either disk. 

Both parts have the same file name. 

Under MCP control, the file may be opened only if both parts are present. 

Each file header contains a reference (the pack-id) to the other disk. 

Therefore if for any reason one part of the dual pack file is lost, or if the pack-id of one of the disk volumes 

is changed, the file will be inaccessible under MCP control. | : . 

Therefore caution must be exercised when using SAU to initialize, reformat, or relabel any disk containing 

part of a dual pack file. Dual pack files may be located with the LS function. / 

In addition to the file-name and area occupied, the LS function will give, for each dual pack file, and overflow 

pack-id and the total overflow area. ©}   
If one part of a dual pack file is lost for any reason, the SAU RM function may be used to remove the 

remaining part. 

The terms “master file’ and “overflow file” are sometimes used to distinguish the two parts of a dual pack 

file, however it should be borne in mind that either part of the file may be regarded as the master file. In 

this section the term “‘master” file is used to indicate the part of the file mentioned in a COPY or RM com- 

mand. | 

| It is necessary that both ‘‘master’’ and ‘‘overflow’’ files reside on disks with the same allocation unit. 

   



      

one 

“A 9 ek CS) 

Oo 4 me one » a \ 
. «. _ Ye ~ oN ” ly ] 

' . << wy 7° La ©) CH (Change disk file name) ee Pe 
CO ARI Qe SO 

This function allows the operator to change the name of disk files. KP" SS eS en ak 7 
4 - ‘ a oe a? ‘* 

Format: KP SH 

fheoname ; file-name Oe 
CH disk-name/ or TO disk-name/ or 

group-name group-name 

Examples: 

To change a file ARO30 on a disk ARDISK to PRO030X: 

CH ARDISK/AR030 TO ARDISK/PR030X 

To change a group of files starting with GL on a disk GLDISK to a group starting with AP: 

CH GLDISK/GL= TO GLDISK/AP= 

Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGZSTZD ACTICN 
  

file-name CHANGED function successful none 
TO filename 

  

  

file-name NOT CHANGED filename or group- Check tnput anda 
ILLEGAL FILE-ID name contains an rementer 

iltegat character 

filename NOT CHANGED The resulting file- Check the group=name 
O/P LENGTH OVERFLOW name is tonger than and retinput 

12 characters 

(possibly during a 
group change) 

  

file~name NOT CHANGED When changing a group Correct the yroup- 
U/P LENGTH UNDERFLOW name to a smatler name ard rerinput 

group names the if necessarys or 
resulting file has enter another CH. 
no characters (for tor the file not 
examples changing changed 

F= to = when a file 

called “F" is present) 
  

DUPLICATE FILE An attempt was made Correct the input 
file-name to change a file to and rewenter 

the name of an 
alreadytexisting 

  

file 

file-name NOT FOUND - The file is a duat=- Investigate why the 
filename NOT CHANGED pack file and the other part of the file 
INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK  overtlow pack is 1s missing 
FILE mounted but the file     is not pvresent 

fn 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  
PACK disk=name NoT 
ON LINE = filename 

NOT CHANGED = 

INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK 

FILE 

The file 1s a dual 

pack file but the 

overflow pack is not 
present 

Make the overftow 

pack present and. 

re-inout 

  
filename NOM CHANGED 

DUPLICATE FILE ON 

OVERFLUW PACK   
An attempt was made 

to change the naare of 

a dual-opack file to 
the name of a file 
already present on 

the overflow pack 

Correct the input 
and reenter 
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CLEAN (Clean BSM Drive Read/Write Heads) 

The read/write heads of the one megabyte mini drive are cleaned by this function. This cannot be used on 
any other type of drive. Each head is cleaned in turn by the Burroughs head cleaning diskette. 

The procedure the system follows to clean one head is as follows: 

‘Load head onto cleaning surface. 

Sequentially access the disk from the outermost track to the innermost. 

Sweep heads from the outer to the inner-track and back, ten times. 

Unload head. 

The current postion of the head on the disk is visually displayed by illuminated PK lights. 

Example: 

CLEAN 

Output Messages: 
  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

  

DRIVE Prompt requesting Ptace cleaning disk 
operator to insert into proper drive. 

cleaning disk into Make certain disk 15 
proper drive. write inhibited (write 

inhibit hole is open [i 
and. is positioned at top 

corner of disk). 

  

  

  

LOAD WRITE INHIBITED Cleaning disk was Enter "OK" olus OCKi 

CLEANING DISK AND inserted into to start cleaning 

TRANSMIT "OK" TO drive. erocedure;s or press 
CONTINUE | | OCK1 to terminate the 

| function. | 

HEAD 1 CLEANED. Head 1 has been Turn disk upside down 

FLIP WRITE INHIBITED cleaned. Cwrite inhibit hote 
CLEANING DISK AND to bottom) so that 

TRANSMIT "OK" TO cleaning surface faces 
CONTINUE. other sides then enter 

"OK" and press OCK1 to 
tegin cleaning funct- 

  

TONS 

HEAD 0 CLEANED Both heads have Remove cleaning disk 

END CLEAN been cleaned. Func: and store. 

tion endse       
Any attempt to clean head 0 before head 1 will result in the “LOAD/FLIPDISK” message being prompted. 

| WARNING 
Any attempt.to use a write-enabled disk or any disk other than the cleaning disk 
during execution of this function will result in serious damage to the disk drive. 
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COMPARE (Compare two disk files) 

  

This function allows the operator to compare files present on disk. 

Format: 

filename filename 
COMPARE _ disk-name/ or WITH _ disk-name/ or 

group-name group-name 

Examples: 

To compare a file PR200 on disk PRDISK with another file PR200 on disk USER: 

COMPARE PRDISK/PR200 WITH USER/PR200 

To compare a group of files starting with IN on the disk INDISK with group of files starting with XY on 
the disk XYZ: 

COMPARE INDISK/IN= WITH XYZ/XY= 

Before the files are compared a check is made that the file sizes and number of areas are consistent. If any 
conflicts are found here, the function will be terminated. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE : POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGG:ST=iD ACTION 

file-name NOT FOUND sel fr-expianatory | Check Input 

FILE SIZt CONFLICTs - Qne file contains none © 
END COMPARE more records than the 

other 

CONFICTIGNS IN NUMBER The number of areas none 
OF AKEAS 7 END assigned to the two 
COMPARE files are different 

disk-nane/file-name successful fite none 
COMPARE C WITH comoarison 

disksname/fite-name - 

NO CONFLICTS FOUND 

  

agiskmname/file-name fhe compare was Check SPO and error 
COMPARED WITH | unsuccessful logs for any errors 
qisk=name/file = during copying of 
CONFLICTS FOUND either files re-copy 

filets) from backup 

disks and re-run the 

COMPARE function 

  

PACK disk=name NUT Comnoarison of dual Make the overftow 
UN LINE ~ filername pack file was required pack present and 
NOT COMPARED = and the oveflow pack re-inodut CUMPARE 
INCOMPLETE DUAL was not on line function 
PACK FILE       

   



      

  
MESSAGE PCSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  
filename NOT FOUND 

file-name NOT COMPARED 

INCOMPLETE DUAL 

PACK FILE 

Comoarison of dual 

pack file was required 

and the overflow pack 

was present but did not 

contain the required 

file 

Investigate why the 
file was not present 

on the overftow pack 

  END COMPARE   end-of-job of this 

Se AeU function 

none 
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COPY (Copy files disk to disk) 

This function allows the operator to copy files from one disk to another. Overflow files will not be copied. 

Format: 

fileename filename 
COPY  disk-name/ or TO disk-name/ or 

groupname group-name 

Examples: 

To copy a single file: 

COPY PRi/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 

To: copy a group of files: 

COPY PR1/PR= TO PRBU/PR= 

To copy all files on one disk to another: 

COPY PR1/= TO PRBU/= 

To copy a file and change its name: 

COPY PR1/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200B 

Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

- System detected a file 
name on disk identical 
to that which the op- 

erator is attempting 

to copy- No two fites 
with the Same name 

may reside on a disk. 
Therefore specified 
file was not Copied. 

DUPLICATE FILE NAME Normally» remove 

the existing file 
with RM> reattempt 
the COFY. Check input 
for correct spec- 
ification of file 
names. 

  

file-name TOG LARGE Insufficient avait- 
able space on dest 

ination disk for the 
specified file to 
be copied. 

Use a different disks» 

or first remove some 
files using the RM 
function. 

  

When this disk was | 

initialized» the disk 
directory was const” 
ructed to contain a 
fixed number of file 
names. The directory 

has now reached its 
Capacity. 

NAME LIST FULL 

| (cont’d)   
The COPY function ends 

automatically. IF 
possible» remove with 
RM any unwanted file(s) 

to make room in the disk 

directory. Then reo 

attempt to COPY the file 

which encountered the 
errors     
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MESSAGE POSS TBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

Replace the disk with a 

disk that has sufficient 

room tn the disk direc= 

tor ye 

  

Dxy DIRECTORY 
1/0 ERROR 

A reac or writ€é errecr 

Was encounterec shile 

the system was attemrt- 

ing to access the dir- 

ectory of the specifi- 

ed disk. The directory 

structure of the 

Csource) cisk 

corrupt ed. 

input 

fay ope 

1.Chance the position of 
the disks and retry. 

2efor a group copys som? 

files may be recovered 

using single file copy. 

If these attempts fait 

then type of error 

should se analyzed with 

DA utility and disk 

reinitialized before 
re" use. | 

  

U/? DISK ITS NOT 
WRITE PERMIT. 

Cest inat ion disk 

Cdisk to which 

system 1s copy irg 

is wr ite inh ib it ed. 

For cartridges: as- 

certain that write 

lock cut plug is 

flush with outer 

surface of cartridge; 
For 3S4D: ascertain 

that the write lockout 

hole is covered; 

Retry the C)’Y. 

  

fiie~-name NOT F OUNC Specifiec filename 

is not on cisk. 
Check input - 

if necessary, 

Check for correct 

disk. 

re-enter 

  

PACK diske«naae NOT. 

ON LINE 

Specifiec cisk is 

not online to the 

computer. 

Check inptt - 

if necessary, 

Check for correct 

rementer 

  

  

di sk» 

INVALID REQUEST Typing error. Check input and re- 
enter. 

END COPY Copy successful (E0J)s None if copy success ful; 
Specified groucg name 
to be copied is neat 

on disk e 

Check tnput - 
1f necessary, 

Check for correct diske 

re~enter. 

  

file“nane COPIED CCPY successful NINE 

  

CANNOT ALLOCATE   Insufficient availe Using KA utility»   
  

AREAS FOR - file- able space on cisk analyze disk avail- 
naa2 to which operator is adle spacee 

attempt ing tc copy 
this file. 
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|MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

fila-name NOT 
CHANGED = O/P 

LENGTH OVERFLOW 

The resulting file- 
name is longer than 

i2 characters. 

Correct thre group 
mame and retinpute 

  

file“-name NOT 

CHANGED ~ O/P 
LENGTH UNDERFL OW 

The result ing 
file~rame has no 

charact erse 

Correct the group 

name and resinput 

if necessarye 

  

O/P ERROR = fitie- 

nana | 

Error encourt ered 

white system was att~ 

empting to write 
specifiec file to 
disk « 

Atlow COPY to continue. 

copying any remaining 
files. Then reattempt 

copying the file in 
which the 3}/? error 

occurred. 

  

I/P ERROR - file- 
name 

System encount ered 

errors inthe file 
from whicna it was 
reading. 

Allow COPY to continue. 

Then use back-up copy 
of the specified file 

and revattempt the 

COP Ys switch tte disks 

to the opposite drives. 

  

fil2-name NOT COPIEO: 

ILLEGAL FILEID 

Specifiec file~rare 
contains an iltegat 

character (that 1S»s 

/ 2?)e therefore file 

will not be copied. 

Legal characters are 
O~9» AwmZe « (dct )ep 

- (dash )-. 

Check input and rewenter 
if necessary. 

  

filename COPIED: 

ILLEGAL FILEwID   Diskwto-~cisk ccpy is 
being mace and this 

warning 1s given that 
the new file is copied 

but with an irvalid 

f ile~name. 
  

Dual Pack Files 

The copy function cannot create a dual pack file, however a complete dual pack file may be copied to a single 

disk. 

The master file will be copied first. COPY will then look for a matching overflow file on the overflow pack. 

If a matching overflow file is found it will be copied and the function will terminate with the message: 

file-name COPIED FROM disk-name-1 AND disk-name-2 

If the overflow pack is not on line or the overflow file is not found or an overflow file is found which does 

not match the master file, the function will print the following message, and wait for operator input: 

disk-name-file-name IS AN INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK FILE 

A MATCHING OVERFLOW FILE ON disk-name-2 IS NOT PRESENT. 

PLEASE TAKE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS: 
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A. SUPPLY THE CORRECT OVERFLOW PACK AND 

TYPE “A” TO TRY AGAIN. 

B. TYPE “B” TO SKIP THIS FILE. 

At this stage the master file pack may be removed if necessary. 

The operator should either power on the correct overflow pack and type “A” followed by OCK1 or type 
“B” followed by OCK1. 

If the “A” option is selected the function will repeat its search for the overflow file as above and either ter- 
minate normally or repeat the prompt to the operator. 

If option “B” is selected the output file will be purged and the function will terminate with the message: 

file-name NOT COPIED, PART OF A DUAL PACK FILE 

WARNING 
If a level of SAU earlier than 3.00 is used to copy a dual pack file or a family con- 
taining a dual pack file, the output disk is liable to be seriously corrupted and to 
require re-initializing. 
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DISCOPY (Duplicate a BSMIl Disk) — 

This function allows the operator to copy the contents of a Burroughs Super Minidisk II (BSMDII) to another 
BSMDII. 

Format: 

DISCOPY D5X TO D5X 

where X = A, B, etc. 

All information is copied from one BSMII to another, that is, disk label, bootstrap, directories and data. Thus 
a complete disk can be duplicated for backup purposes without initialization. The automatic relocation of bad 
sectors allows the duplicated directories to remain valid since all information on the duplicated disk will have 
the same logical, if not physical, address as that on the master disk. 

Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE S$UGGZST=EO ACTION 
  

FND DISCOPY ena of function none 
  

NON #8SMIT DISK Either of the disks This function can only 

  

the operator to yive 

the sevenwcharacter 

disk-name of the 
input disk 

SPECIFIED specified 15S not a be performed on BSMII 

| BSMII disk disks: use COPY for 
. other kinds of disk» 

including 8BSM (168) 
disk 

PACK this 1S a prompt for tnter up to seven 

characters 

  

drive-mnemonic PURGED An input error has 

vccurred during the 

copy. The outout 

disk ts purged by 
overwriting track 
zero with "null" 
characters. 

Investigate cause of 

error on the input 

disk» then rerrun 

the DISCOPY funct ion: 

the ourged output 

disk may be rev~used. 

  

FUNCTION ABORTED - 
drive=mnemonic 

NUT PURGED 

An I/0 error has 

occurred on the outout 
drive during the cooy» 
and the copy 15s 

stonoped. 

Use the LS function 

to determine which 

files are successfully 
copied to the ouput 
disk: these may ce 
recoverede Otherwise 

re-run the DISCOPY 

function using a 
different output disk. 

  

drivesmnemonic COPIED 

TC drive-mnemonic   function successful none   
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FE (Initialize MTR Disk) 

A virgin or a formatted disk is initialized to CMS format with suitable sectors reserved for MTR test routines. 
(These sectors will be denoted as BAD sectors on a KA map of the disk). The surface is checked by writing 
and reading test patterns to each sector. Bad sectors and the MTR tracks are made unavailable. A disk label 
is written and the file directory is created with a single, SYSMEM, entry. Sectors 1 through 31 are loaded from 
a file called “CMSBOOTxxxxx”’ which can be contained by any on-line disk or by any cassette labelled 
“SYSB90” which has “CMSBOOTxxxxx”’ as its first file. 

The “xxxxx”’ characters are ignored by the utility; only the seven leading characters are compared when the 
on-line disks are searched (that is, the file specifications searched for is equivalent to CMSBOOT=). 

In the case of fixed disk, the CMS bootstrap will be loaded from CMSBOOTxxxxx. All other disks initialized 
by FE will extract the MTR bootstrap. 

The MTR tracks will not be included in the number of bad sectors, but if the disk is reformatted (see RF), 
the total number of sectors removed from the available table will be referred to as BAD. 

Example: 

FE 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

      
  

ESSAGE PCSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

DRIVE Prompt allowing entry Enter Drive 
of drive where disk (ex: DKA» DM3» etc) 

to be initialized its 
located. 

DATE Prompt aticwing entry Enter date 

of init talizat ion (format 4M/D0 /YY) 

Gat ee | 

FILES Prompt allowing Enter maximum number 
entry of maximum of files this disk will 
number of files contain (Cless than 

for thts disk. 2305 )-~ 

SER TAL Prompt aittlowing Enter serial number 
entry of disk serial (6 numerals). 

number . 

ACK Prompt altowirg Enter disk-name 
entry of disk rame. Cup to 7 legal cheract= 

| ers) 

Legal characters inztud3z 
0-9» A=Zoe eo (dot)>» 

- (dash). 

OWNER Prompt allowing ertry Enter valid inform 

of user~cefinec in ation Cup to 14 
format ion. characters). 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

RESTRIC TED Prompt requiring res 
ponse of "N" at this 

t ime. 

Enter "VW", 

  

    

  

BOJTSTRAP VERSION FE (EQS) None. 
nennenn USE END 
FE 

NO OF BAD Disk was successfully None. 
SECTORS number Init talized. If any 

bac sectors were dete= 

ctec the number is 
display ec. 

  

TRACK O BAD  §ector(s) tn Track 

0 are bac anc carrct 
ce usece FE will end, 
as a CMS disk must 

contain reserved 

Infor mat ion in Track 
O Cex: warmstart 

boot strap). 

Select another disk 

to be inttiali zed 

with FE. 

  

SYS390 NOT PRESENT 
LOAD CMS BOOTSTRAP 
AND HIT OCK1 TO 
CON TINUE 

System fatiec to find 

a bootstrap file from 
either disk or cass- 
ette 

load another drive with 

a disk containing 
C¥SB8)90T or load a 

cassette with name 

SYS890 containing 
C4 S833 T. 
Then press JCKle System 

bili re-atteapt search 
for C4¥S839T. 

  

BAD MTR TRACK Any MIR track contains 
a bad sector. 

  

CYL xxx BAD In cases where certain 

cylinders are used for 

MTR purposes but not 

removed frcom the 

available table dis= 
covery of a bac sec 

tor wilt terminate the 
funct ion. 

Select another disk 

to be initiatized 

ay FE. 
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IN (Initialize a Disk) 

The MCP (Master Control Program) requires that any disk to be used on the system have a valid CMS disk 
label, disk directory, and available area table. In addition, each sector of the disk must be initialized with its 
address. 

The IN function performs this disk initialization. When all disk input parameters have been requested, it 
will check the recording surface of each disk by writing and reading test patterns to each sector of the disk. 
Any ‘‘bad sectors’’ (unusable or unreadable) will be removed from the disk’s available area table, and the 
number of bad sectors will be displayed to allow badly worn disks to be discarded. 

The function will also write a disk label containing information supplied by the operator to the appropriate 
prompts, below, and create a disk directory of the appropriate size required for the number of files specified, 
plus a single, SYSMEM, entry. Sectors 1 through 31 of the disk are loaded from a file “CMSBOOTxxxxx” 
which may be located on any on-line disk or on any cassette labelled “SYSB90” which has ““CMSBOOTxxxxx” 
as its first file. Before loading can take place, the correct identification string must be found in sector one of 
this file, namely, BSODISKINITVAOF. The disks are searched in descending order, cartridge disks first, then 
a further scan of Burroughs Super Mini Disks. 

Since all fixed disks must be suitable for MTR purposes, the functions IN and FE are identical in this 
particular case. The relevent MTR tracks will be checked and/or removed and the CMS bootstrap is written. 

Example: 

IN 

Output Messages: 

  

ESSAGE PCSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTIUN 

  

NO OF BAD SECTORS 

nua ber 

Disk was successfully None. 

initialized. If any 
bad sectors were det- 

ected the nuanber 

found is cisplayed. 

  

BOJTSTRAP VERSION If successful CEGJ) None. 

mMennenn USE) END 

HN 

  

  

  

SYS89C NOT PRESENT 
ROAD CMS SOOTSTRAP 
FILE AND HIT OCK1 
TO CONTINUE. 

  
System failec to 

find bootstrap file 

on disk or cassette. 

Load another drive 

with a disk containing 

C4¥SB3I9T or load ato 
cassete with name 
SYSBI0O containing 

C4SB39T as its first 

file. Then depress 

cassette» then press 

OCKi. Systema will reo- 

attempt search for 

CM SB830T.     
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MESSAGE FCSSIELE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

TRACK O BAD Sector(s) in Track 0Q Select another disk 

gre bad anc cannot to pe tnitialized. 

be usec. IN will ter- 

minateé»s as a CMS cdisk 

must contain reserved 

information in track 

0 Cex: warmstart 

toot strap )e 

DRIVE Prompt altowing Enter drive Cex: 

entry of drive tn UKB» DKA» etce) 

which cisk tc be 
init ializec 1s 

locat €Ce 

DATE Prompt allowirg Enter date (format 
entry of init iatiz- MM/DD/YY for months 

at ion Cat eo. | day» years Ce ge C1/23/75) 

FILES Frompt allowing ertry Enter number of files 

of maxifum rumber of disk will contain 

files for this disk. (less than 2805). 

SERTAL Prompt allowing entry Enter serial number 

of disk serial (6 numerals). 

number. 

PACK Prompt allowing entry Enter disk=name 
of cisk namee Cup to ? characters). 

OWNER Frompt ailcwirg Enter any valid 

entry of user-cef ined 

infor mat ton. 

information 

Cup to 14 charécters). 

    RESTRICTED Prompt requirirg 

response of “N* at 
this time. 

Enter "Vv". 
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LD (Load Disk) 

This function allows the operator to load all files from a dump tape to a disk. A dump tape is one produced 
by the DUMP or UNLOAD functions of the utility “LD” (which run under MCP control). Each sector of data 
written to disk is verified. The SAU LD function cannot create a dual pack file. 

  

— 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Format: 

} a 2 O6GO 

LD disk-name FROM library-tape-name XY OE JO20 0 

xample: KA 

LD ARDISK2 FROM ARTAPE 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

file-name LOADED Disolayed for each None. 

file toaded and 

verified. 

LOAD REEL nueber Dump tape is a reel Supp ly next reet. 

from a multicrreet 

dump and the next 
reet ts required. 

END LO td CEOJ) None. 

NOT DUMP TAPE Specified tape 1s Supply correctty 

not a correctly formatted dump 
formatted dusp tape. taper re~tinitiate 

Function ENDS. LO. 

multi-file-name Specified tape is Instatl and ready 
NOT PRESENT. LOAD not tnstatled and tape> re"initiate 
CASSETTE AND HIT readys Function ends. tD> or oress OCK! 
OCK1 OR HIT ANY KEY to retry search for 
THEN OCK1 TO TER- multicreel name 
MINATE. tapes or press any 

key plus OCK1 to tere 
minate LD. 

UNRECOVERABLE Error was encounter- Ready cassette drive 

CASSETTE ERROR ed while system was units re~initiate 
attempting to read LO. 
cassettes. Normally 

“caused by accidentally 
opening cassette drive 

unit. Function ends.     
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IME SSAGE PCSSI@LE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTIJUN 

  

|PACK disk-name 
}NOT FOUND 

Specified disk is not 
ready> specified disk 
is not on-line to cor- 

putere | 

Ready the disk; 
Check for correct 

disk. 

  

JO/P OLSK NOT 
WRITE PERMIT 

Disk to which files 
are to be loaded 

Is write protected. 

Functton ends-. 

Ensure that write 
tockout hote is 
covered (for BSD)» 

for cartridge * ensure 

write tockout plug is 
flush with surface of 

o1sk cartridges 
re"initiate LO. 

  

DUPLICATE FILE 
NAME = filename 

File of specified 

name already exists 
on destination disk. 
A disk may not contain 
2 files with the same 

name- LD continues 
Loading other files» 
ignoring any duptic= 
ates. 

Remove Cwith RM) the 
existing file from 
disk» then recrinitiate 
iD. 

  

CANNOT ALLOCATE 
AREAS FOR - 
filename. 

No appropriately 

sized available 

area on the dest= 

ination disk for 

specified file. 

If specified file 

is desired» replace 
this disk with a 
cisk having more 
available area. Then 

rewinitiate LD. 

  

O/P ERROR = 
filename 

Disk write error 

encountered white 

system was toading 
soecified file. 

Place disk in opposite 

drive and resinitiate 
LD. | 

  

AREA SIZES TOO 
SMALL FOR - 
file-name. 

Insufficient avail- 
able area on disk 

for specified 
muitirarea file. 

If specified file is 

cesiredc» rentace this 
Gisk with a disk having 
more available area. 
Then rewinitiate 
LO. 

  

NAME LIST FULL   No space remaining 
in disk directory 
for another fite 
namee Function ends. 

Use another disk» or 

remove unwanted files 

with the RM function. 
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LS (List File Sizes) 

  

This function allows the operator to print name and sizes in sectors of files on a specified disk. For dual 
pack files, both portions of the files and their sizes are printed. If all file sizes on a disk are printed by 

LS <disk-name>/ = 

then all available areas of that disk are printed at the end of the list. 

Format: 

filename 
LS disk-name/ or 

group-name 

Example: 

To list file sizes of all the files on the disk ARDISK2 

LS ARDISK2/= 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE. | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

PACK disk-name NOT Specified disk is Check input 7 reenter 
ON LINE not on line to the if necessary» 

computer. Check for correct diske 

END LS | LS successful (EOJ) None. 

Oxy DIRECTORY I/0 A read or write error - 
ERROR was encountered white 

the system was atte 

mpting to access the 
directory of the 

specified disk. 

The directory struc” 

ture of the disk may 
be corrupted.       
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OL (Print Status of Drives) 

This function allows the operator to print the status of all cassette and disk drives. 

Example: 

OL 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

disk drive disks 

name | resident in soecified 

Or ive. 

MESSAGE PCSS TELE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

EVO OL CL successful CFO UN); Nonee 

Specif tec cisk 1s None. 

  

disk drive NOT. 

READY 

Ihere ts no cisk In 

this crives the disk 

in the cr we has rect 

been set to rurs the 

disk inthe crive has 
not come up to prcecper 

soeecs system coes 

not recognize cisk.e 

If apolticable - set 

disk to runs or allow 

disk to attain proper 

speed> make certain 

disk has a proper 
"larsel”. 

  

disk drive NOT CMS - 
STANDARD 

Cisk in this crive 

coes rot have a 

valic CMS label. 

Disk must be tnitiatt zed 

hith IN to creeéete vatid 

CMS tadel. 

  

Cassette drive 

NIT READY 

There is ne cassette 
in this criveés cass™ 
ette has nct beer 

loadec into orive 

proper ly; 

Check for prover. 

loading of cassette 

in drive. 

  

cassette drive 

UNLABELLED 

Cassette in svecified 
drive coes not have a 

valtic labdel. 

Use ®?G to create 

valid cassette tabet. 

  

cassette drive 

mul ticfile-n ame 

fil2a-name 

Cassette in this crive 
has the specified 

name. 

Nonee 

  

disk=-drive 

TEMPORARILY 

NOT AVAILABLE   The door of the disk 

crive has been orened. 

Close the door. 

  

MTR cassettes do not have labels corresponding to the correct CMS format and thus will appear “UNLA- 
BELLED”. 
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PDX (Print Disk Directories) 

  

This function allows the operator to print the disk directories, disk label and any sector in hexadecimal. : 

Format: 

PDX 

The function operates in interactive mode. The operator is prompted to supply the input. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

DRIVE This 18 a prompt Fnter the device 

to the operator | mnemonic of the disk 

to be reads for 

examples DKA 

  

IS DIRECTORY This is a prompt Enter "¥™" if a complete 
REQUIRED <Y¥ OR N> to the operator directory print ts 

requireds otherwise 

enter “N* 

  

  

SECTOR <4 character The operator is Ester the 4-character 

hex value or null> prompted to provide hex sector address 

the hex address of a followed by OCK1L»s or 
sector to be dis= just OCX1 to terminate 
played. This prompt the function 

1s repeated until 

a null response 

Cjust an OCK key). 
1s given. 

  

COMPLETE <Y OR N> The operator is Enter ™"Y" or “N™ as 

prompted to state appropriate 
if printing of alt 
sectors tn the disk 

directory 1s required 

or onty the first 
sector of each entry 

  

LABEL CORRUPT The check=string nones use backup copy 
"SLOINTERNL™ ain sector of disk for normal use 

zero has not been found 

  

END PDX end of PDX function enter dstred S.A.-YV 

function     
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PO (Power Off) 
This function allows the operator to terminate the execution of the Stand-Alone Utilities. @ 

Example: | 

PO 

The utility displays the message 

* *« * END STAND ALONE UTILITY * * # 

and causes the B 90 to return to the initial state (PK1 and PK2 lit, refer to figure 11-1). 
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RF (Reformat Disk) 

    

This function provides all the capabilities of IN (initialize), except the disk recording surface test. A CMS 
label and a CMS disk directory are written to the disk. Any information previously contained on the disk will 
be lost. The disk label will contain information supplied by the operator’s responses to the appropriate prompts, - 
below, and the directory will be of the minimum size required for the number of files specified. The original 
contents of the disk label will be displayed to record the change and to assist re-input of the same data when 

  

  
  

required. The bootstrap is written back to track ‘0” in the same manner as for IN. 

Format: 

RF disk-name 

Example: 

RF ARDISK2 

Output Messages: 

  

MESSAGE PCSST@LE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

IDATE Frompt allowing ertry 
of RF dat ee 

Enter date (format 

MM/DD/YY) 

  

FILES Prompt atllowirg 

entry of maximum 

number of files 

cisk will contain. 

Enter number of fites 

disk wiit contain 

(less than 28C°). 

  

SER TAL Prompt allowirg 

entry of disk 

serial number. 

Enter serial number 

(6 numerals). 

  

PACK | Prompt allowing 

entry of disk 
namee 

Enter disk=name 

{up to 7 characters). 

  

OWNER Prompt allowirg 
entry of user= 

defined informaticn. 

Enter any valid ine 
formation Cup to 14 

characters). 

  RESTRICTED Prompt» requiring. 

aresponse of "™N*" 

at this t ime. 

Enter "NN", 

  

BOOTSTRAP VERSION 
nennenn USE) 

END RF 

RF | 

End of Job CEOJ) None. 

  

PACK disk-naae NOT 
ON LINE 

Specifiec cisk=name 

1S not online to 

computer. 

Check input Cre~input 

if necessary)s Check 

for correct disk). 
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MESSAGE PCSSIELE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

Dxy DIRECTORY 
1170 ERROR 

A read or write 
error was encou* 
ntered while system 
was att erpt ing to 
access directory 
of this cisk. Dire 

ectory of this. 

disk may be corrupt 

ede 

Switch disk to alter- 

nate drive and re-~ 

initiate RFs or 

  

SYSB 90 NOT PRESENT. 
LOAD CMS BOOTSTRAP 
AND HIT OCK1 TO 
CONTINUE. 

  
System failec to 

find a bootstrap 
file from either 
disk or cassette. 

Load another drive 

with disk containing 
C4SB839T> or load a 

cassette with name 

SYSB90 containing 
C4YSBJI0T as its first 
file. Then press 

JCK1. System witl 
re~attempt search for 

C4$8)9T. 
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RL (Relabel a disk) 
INC: 

This function allows the operator to change a disk’s name without affecting the remaining contents of the 

    

disk. 

Format: 

~ RL disk-name 

Example: 

RL AP2 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

operator to enter 

the new disk name. 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

ENO RL RL successful CECJ). None. 

PACK Prompt to request Enter new disk name 

Cup to 7 tlegal 
characters). 

  

PACK disk=name 

NOT ON LINE 

Specified disk 15 

not on tine to the 

computer. 

Check tnput ™ reenter 

if necessary, 

Check for correct 

cCiske 

  

Oxy OFRECTORY 
1/0 ERROR 

A read or write error 

was encountered white 
the system was attem- 
pting to access the 
directory of the 
specified disk. The 

directory structure 
of the disk may te > 
corruoted.       

Warning: 

If RL is used on a disk containing part of a dual pack file, that file will be inaccessible under MCP control. 

~ 

There are two ways to prevent this from occurring: 

Remove the file before relabelling the disk, or 

Copy the entire file to a single pack file before relabelling. 

There are two ways to resolve the problem if it does occur: 

Use Stand-Alone Utility (RM) to remove the file, or 

Use Stand-Alone Utility (RL) to relabel the disk to. its original name. 
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RM (Remove Disk Files) 

This function allows the operator to remove files from disk. 

  

Format: 

: file-name 
RM disk-name/ or 

groupname 

Examples: 

To remove a single file: 

RM PRi/PR200 

To remove a group of files: 

RM PR1/PR= 

‘To remove all files from disk: 

RM PR1/= 

Unlike the RM utility that runs under MCP control, the Stand-Alone RM will remove system software 
(MCPX, COBOLINTX, BILINTERPX, etc.) without a warning message, the same as it removes other pro- 

_ grams. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION @ 

file*nane RM success ful. None. 

REMOVED : 

JPACK disSk=-name Specified disk is Check input = reenter 
NOT ON LINE not online to the if necessary; 

computer - Check for correct disk. 

lfileename NOT Specified file-name Check input ° reenter 
|FOUND | is not on disk. if necessary} 

Check for correct disk. 

  

END RM RM successful (EOJ); None if RM successful. 
specified group name Check tnput ™ reenter 
to be removed is not 1f necesSary. | 

on Gdiske Check for correct disk.     
  

Dual Pack Files 

If a file to be removed has an overflow area or another disk volume: 

- if both parts of the file are available, both are removed and the following message is printed: 

filename REMOVED FROM disk-name-1 AND disk-name-2 

~ if the overflow file is not found for any reason or if a file is found with the same file-id but which does » 
not match the master file, then the following message is printed: | y 
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disk-name/file-name IS AN INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK FILE 

A MATCHING OVERFLOW FILE ON disk-name-2 

IS NOT PRESENT. PLEASE TAKE ONE OF THE 

FOLLOWING ACTIONS: 

A) SUPPLY THE CORRECT OVERFLOW PACK 

AND TYPE “A” TO TRY AGAIN 

B) TYPE “B” TO SKIP THIS FILE 

C) TYPE “C” TO REMOVE THE INCOMPLETE FILE 

If option “‘A”’ is selected then either the complete file will be removed or the above prompt will be repeated. 

If option “B”’ is selected then the following message is printed: 

filename NOT REMOVED, PART OF DUAL PACK FILE 

If option ‘“‘C” is selected then the following message is printed: 

filename REMOVED ONLY FROM disk-name-1 
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WS (Warm Start) 

This function causes a ‘‘branch’”’ to the warmstart routine stored in the Read Only Memory (ROM) of the © 
machine. It will cause the CMS operating system (file-name MCPX) to be loaded from disk into memory. 

Operating Procedure: 

  

Type “WS” then press OCK1. Wait for PKs 3, 4, 5, and 6 to be illuminated. 

Press PK3. 

Enter today’s date in the format: 

MM/DD/YY 

when prompted to do so. 

For further information, refer to the section headed “Loading the MCP”. 
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INITIALIZATION OF DISKS ON CONSOLE-LESS SYSTEMS 
The facility exists to initialize a Caelus disk on a console-less system (Caelus disks are BSM, 2011 and Car- 

tridge). 

To IN/FE a disk on a console-less system, SAU is loaded into memory as normal by pressing PK2 and 
then PK6. When it is loaded into memory, it searches through the drives on line to find“a file called SAU- 
-PARAM. This file is created by the utility SAU INIT. . 
  

: WARNING 
It is recommended that the user ensure that no other SAU.PARAM files have been 
copied onto any disk, as the wrong disk could be initialized. 

  

  

WARNING 
Care should be taken when SAU.PARAM is being executed that all fixed disk as- 
semblages are powered on. The reason for this is that the mnemonics are assigned 
sequentially to each powered on device. The algorithm searches for 211 disks first, 
from the highest channel to the lowest, and assigns mnemonics to any it finds that 
are powered on. It then searches for 201I disks, again from highest channel to low- 
est, and assigns mnemonics as before. 

Example: 

Consider a system with a 211 disk (DFA) and a dual-platter 2011 disk (DFB, DFC). If the 211 disk is now 
powered off, the platters of the 2011 disk will become DFA and DFB. Thus if an SAU.PARAM file is used 
to initialize DFB, DFC contains data and DFA is powered off, then DFC becomes DFB and is inadvertantly 
initialized.     

    

If an error occurs, the function will terminate with an error pattern displayed on the MTR keyboard lights 
as shown below. : 

If the disk drive specified for initialization cannot be found, the utility halts with PK1 and PK2 lit on Bank 
4. The drive to be initialized can now be powered on. When OCK1 is pressed, the utility searches for the 
drive again and continues execution. 

This facility enables SAU IN/FE to be initiated with only one drive on-line, that is, a disk containing only 
the SAU utility code file, the SAU.PARAM file and CMSBOOT file. 

When loaded, the required drive can be made ready and initialized. Thus, disks containing earlier versions 
of SAU utility can be re-initialized if necessary. | : 

This is the only error condition which enables a retry to be attempted. 

The error messages are displayed on the PK lights of the MTR keyboard. The MTR keyboard layout is as 
follows: 

Bank Buttons 0000 <— Bank 6 

12345678 

00000000 < Bank 4 

00000000 <— Bank 1/2/3/5 

The error messages are displayed on Bank 4, with the following PK lights illuminated: 

PK1 -— Disk has too many bad sectors for CMS use. 
PK2 -— No Bootstrap present. , 
PK3 - I/O failure — Bootstrap not copied. 
PK4 - A cylinder is bad. 
PKS — Bad MTR track. 
PK6 —- No. of bad sectors exceeds 50 (on 2011) 
PK7 — Track 0 bad. | 
PK8 -—- Track unusable — may be drive fault. 

PK1 + PK2 - Dxx device error — Drive inoperable — Disk not present 
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PK3 + PK4 — Off Cylinder. 
PK4 + PKS — Seek Timeout. 
PK5 + PK6 — Controller problem. 
PK6 + PK7 — Directory I/O error. 
PK7 + PK8 — BSMII or 211 Disk found. Use DSKUTL. 

PK2 + 4+ 6+ 8 —-No file SAU.PARAM on disk. 
PK1 + 2+ 7+ 8 -— Error while opening SAU.PARAM. 

PK2 + PK3 -— Write Inhibited. — : 

  Only one error condition will be displayed. If the initialize is successful, PK1 and PK2 on Bank 2 will be 

lit ready for the user to load the MCP, and all SAU.PARAM files found will be removed. 
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LOADING THE MCP 

(This process is also called the “warmstart procedure”). 

The B 90 MCP code file is named ““MCPX”’. 

From the CMS Bootstrap Mode (PK3 to PK6 lit), depress PK3. 

The bootstrap will search for a disk file called ‘‘MCPX’’. The search for the MCP proceeds as outlined in 
Bootstrap Search Algorithm later in this section. 

For failures in the search, see below, System Load Errors. 

If the MCP search is successful, the MCP is loaded to memory and MCP initialization takes place. The activity 
during this process can be distinguished on the D-lights. 

The initial part of the MCP is loaded (D2 light flickers). 

The console printer is initialized (if one exists). 

AVR (Automatic Volume Recognition, see below) is performed on all peripherals (D2 flickering with D4 and 
D7 on). | 

For mini-disks, you will hear the disk start to click. 

For cartridge disks, AVR procedures are very quick. 

The system will print an MCP version message on the SPO (console, SELF-SCAN or terminal, according 
to data in the SYSCONFIG file), followed by a list of on-line peripherals that are powered up. | 

NOTE 
The version of the MCP is identified by mark/level/patch numbers. For example, 
version 3.02.27 is mark 3, level 3.02, patch 3.02.27. A new software release is de- 
noted by a higher level number (for example, 3.03). Within a release, higher patch 
numbers indicate improved versions of that level. For example, the application of 
two patches to 3.02.27 will create an MCP version 3.02.29 (see PATCHMAKER 
for details of how to patch MCP files). 

The system will request the date. Depress the Ready Request button and verify that the ON, READY and 
ALPHA lights are lit. | 

- Enter the date as requested, followed by OCK1. (Leading zeros are optional). The system prints a date mes- 
sage. | 

The MCP automatically loads the program SYS-SUPERUTL (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and D7 on). 

If logging is specified in the SYSCONFIG file, the message 

“COMMENCING LOG FILE CONSOLIDATION” 

is given, and the TL utility is loaded (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and D7 on) and executed (D2 flickering with D4 
and D6 on). At end of TL execution, the message 

“TRANSFER COMPLETED” 
“COMMENCING LOG FILE REALLOCATION” 
“LOGGING IS INITIATED ON MM/DD/YY” 

is given, and SYS-“SUPERUTL creates new log files (D2, D3, D4 and D5 on). 
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Optionally, (depending on SYSCONFIG), a user program is loaded and executed (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and 

D7 on). © 

The warmstart is complete and the MCP enters idle state (see below). 

It is advisable not to enter system commands until the complete warmstart procedure is over, otherwise con- 

fusion can result. Also, such input is not entered in the system log. 

Example: | 

B90 DCMCE VERSION 03.08.30 79513 
DPA FAS O FELES OPEN 
DEB FB/ SYS DISK O FILES OPEN 

ENTER DATE aS Ma/DDSYY 
OL“OL/BO 

Ol van GO Ho0G1 THE 
COMMENCING LOG FILE CONSOLIDATION 
TRANGEER COMPLETED 
COMMENCING LOG FILE REALLOCATION 
LOGGING TS INITIATED GN GL/O1/60 CMEP VER 

wee SLON OS .08.82) 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, later.   
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BASIC OPERATION UNDER MCP CONTROL 

D-Lights 

  

During MCP execution D-lights D1 to D8 give an indication of system activity, as follows: 

  
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

              
  

    
  

V 
mix number of 

currently executing 
task, value 0 to 15 
(D4=8,D5=4, 

D6 = 2, D7 = 1), 
see Mix Number   

} > If on, or flickering, some input or Output activity to disk, cassette, 
printer or other peripheral is being performed. 

  

If the lights D4 to D7 are all off, this indicates system activity not related to a particular program. For exam- 
ple, AVR procedures result in D2, D4 and D7 being lit. 

If the lights D4 to D7 are all on (value 15), this indicates processing of an input request or loading of a 
program. : 

MCP States 

After warmstart is complete, the MCP is either idle or executing a task. The idle state is identifiable by the 
absence of activity on the D-lights. In this state, three distinct patterns can be encountered: 

D2, D3 only lit: The last activity was a program gone to EOJ. 
D1, D3, D4, DS only lit: The last activity was a SYS-SUPERUTL function (IR, 

| LB, LF, PD, RM, KX, or CH). 
D1, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 only lit: The last activity was a system intrinsic. 

When the MCP is executing a task, the mix number is evident in D-lights D4 to D7 (see Mix Numbers). 

At any time when the system is idle, it is valid to terminate the MCP by a PO of the system disk (see PO 
intrinsic). 

Mix Numbers 

The following table indicates the mix numbers for B 90 activities: 
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mi x-number task D4°D7 Lights 

0 * system activity none 

1-8 user programs various 

9 * AVR : D4» D7 

10°11 utility programs various 

12 ¢ SYS*SUPERUTL C4.» C5 

13 MCS D4> D5» 07 

1% * NOL D4» C5» 06 

15 * program loader/input 
requests D4s DS» DE» D7 

* these tasks are not shown in the response to the MX intrinsic. 

+ SYS-SUPERUTL is not Shown in the response to the MX intrinsic 

untess a particular function is being performed: in this case» 

the 4X responSe Shows the name of the function» for example» 

12/RM » or 12/7P) | 

Normal user programs or compilers are allocated the next available mix numbers in the range of 1-8. Utilities 

are allocated the lowest available mix number from 10 or 11. 

Automatic Volume Recognition (AVR) 

This procedure is carried out if any new media is loaded onto the system. If the procedure fails, the device 

is made not ready. The procedure varies for different media. 

For fixed disk, disk cartridge, Burroughs Super Mini (BSM) disk, Burroughs Super Mini Il disk, and ICMD, 

AVR will attempt to read the label. 

For cassette, AVR will search for a CMS label or scratch label, otherwise the cassette is treated as unlabelled. 

In all cases, if transient errors are suspected, Readying the peripheral (see RY intrinsic) re-initiates the AVR 

process. | 

Console Keyboard Under MCP Control 

Under MCP control, the console keyboard may be used to enter system commands to the MCP, or solicited 

data to a program. Commands to the MCP may only be entered when the READY light is lit. Data to a pro- 

gram may only be entered on the alpha keyboard if the ALPHA light, but not the READY light, is lit. Input 

is terminated by an OCK key, or a PK key only if the corresponding PK light is lit. It can be seen that the 

keyboard can exist in one of three states; inactive, system enabled, or program enabled. 

Since an understanding of the operation and behaviour of the keyboard and its indicators is essential, some 

important points are noted here. . 

If a disabled key is pressed at any time, or too much data is entered at once, then an error bell will ring 

and the ERROR indicator will light, this error condition must be reset before any further keyboard input can 

be made. 

The RESET key has two basic functions, resetting the error condition explained above, or clearing the infor- 

mation keyed since an OCK or PK key was last pressed. This key is necessarily enabled whenever any alpha 

or numeric key is enabled. 

When some incomplete information has been keyed either to the MCP or a program then it is necessary to 

terminate some information to this destination before entry to the other destination can be allowed. For exam- 

ple, once the ready light is lit an OCK key must be pressed to terminate input to the MCP before any input - 

can be keyed to a waiting program. This restriction stands even if the reset key is used. 
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If the keyboard is enabled for input then the D-lights are not lit. 

In order to enable keyboard input to the MCP the ready enable key must be pressed. This key will be ignored 
if the SCL/LOADER routine of the MCP is currently executing a system command or loading a program (D4, 
DS, D6, D7 lit) and a wait of up to 30 seconds may be necessary before any keyboard input can be made. 
Similarly if the MCP is very busy when a request for input is made there may be a delay of one or two seconds 
before the keyboard will become enabled for input. A maximum of two characters can be entered in this time, 
or a keyboard error condition will arise. 

If the system is being used with the self-scan screen operating as a SPO device as well as a console file, then 
the ready enable key has an additional function. This key must be depressed in order to prompt the MCP to 
display either the complete screenful of messages on the screen, or the last message on the bottom line of the 
screen (scrolling the other information up one line). When the screen is being used as a console file, the screen 
will display information from the program using it until the ready enable key is depressed. 

If the screen is displaying SPO information, depression of an OCK will return the display to the console file 
information. 

Interrupting the MCP 

It is possible to interrupt the MCP while it is running, this will inform the MCP that some action must be 
taken. The ability to interrupt the MCP is a good indication that the system is running satisfactorily. The only 
conditions where it may prove impossible to cause an interrupt is when the MCP is processing a system com- 
mand or loading a program. Typical interrupts and the consequent processing include: 

Press READY ENABLE button. This will cause the MCP to enable the keyboard for input. 

Opening or closing the serial printer cover will cause the MCP to prevent or allow output to the printer ac- 
cordingly. 

Loading a disk or cassette will cause the MCP to read the label and perform the AVR procedure. 
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MEMORY DUMP TO CASSETTE 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system had clear-started, depress PK2 to get to the 

CMS Bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Depress PK4. The numeric light will be lit. 

Insert a write-enabled cassette in any cassette drive unit, and wait until fully rewound. 

Depress the numeric key (1 to 4) corresponding to the drive unit containing the cassette (CTA=1 etc.). 

The contents of RAM will be written to the cassette. During the dump, an indication of the memory address 

being dumped is displayed on the PK lights. At the end of the dump, PK17 to PK24 lights are lit. The cassette 

will be labelled “MEMDUMP/MEMORY”. The system will return to the bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Remove the cassette, clearly mark it with the date and time, and submit it with details of the fault to your 

support personnel. 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, below 
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MEMORY DUMP TO DISK 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system had clear-started, depress PK2 to get to the 
CMS Bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Depress PKS. The system will search for a disk file called MEMDUMP. The search proceeds as outlined 
in Bootstrap Scanning Algorithm later in this section. 

The utility GEN.DUMPFL may be used to create a suitable file on the system disk. This must have 
been done before a dump to disk is attempted. It is recommended that for minidisk-based systems a 
spare minidisk is kept with a MEMDUMfPF file on, and this disk is the only disk loaded when the mem- 
ory dump to disk is taken. This will avoid any possible confusion between MEMDUMPF files on differ- 
ent disks. 

_ The contents of RAM will be written to the MEMDUMP file. At the end of the dump, the CMS Bootstrap 
state will be entered (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, below. 

NOTE 
Valid memory dumps will be produced only if the pertinent error condition was the 
last event on the system. Invalid memory dumps will occur if the machine main 
cabinet has just been switched on, or the error condition did not occur under MCP 
control, or PK1 was depressed while in initial state (PK1 and 2 lit). 
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ROM SCANNING ALGORITHM 
From the Initial State (PKs 1 and 2 illuminated), pressing PK2 initiates a ROM load routine which searches 

through all present disks until it finds a valid bootstrap code. : 

For B 92s equipped with free-standing BSMII drives or 211 drives, and all B 93 and B 94 systems, the 
search consists of two passes: the first looking for removeable devices (1Mb, 3Mb and cartridge disks) and 
the second looking for fixed devices (2011 and 211 disks). Each pass scans from the highest channel to the 
lowest, and from the bottom drive to the top drive in each channel. 

If either a channel or a drive fault is encountered, the Error light is lit, and the inverse of the channel ad- 

dress is displayed on PK1 through PK8. That is, PK1 extinguished and PK2 through PK8 lit indicates a fault 

on channel 0, PK2 extinguished and PK1 and PK3 through PK8 lit indicates a fault on channel 1, and so on. 

This type of error will occur, after a two-minute timeout, if the scan encounters a powered-off SDI device 
(3Mb or 211 disk). 

Pressing OCK1 causes the Caelus Primary or SDI Host Status to be displayed on PK1 through PK8, and 
the Caelus Secondary Status or SDI Device Status Byte 1 to be displayed on PK17 through PK24. 

Pressing OCK2 causes the SDI Device Status Byte 2 to be displayed on PK1 through PK8, and the SDI 

Device Status Byte 3 to be displayed on PK17 through PK24. . 

Pressing the Reset key causes the scan to resume from the next drive in the case of a drive fault, or the 

next channel in the case of a channel fault. If both passes of the scan have been exhausted without a valid 

bootstrap being found, then PK1 through PK8 are illuminated. In order to re-attempt a Cold Start, it is neces- 

sary to press the Load Enable button, ensure that a disk containing a valid bootstrap is present on the system 

and is powered on, and repeat the above procedure. 

For all other B 90 systems, the search differs from the above in the following respects: 

There is only one search pass, which scans from the highest channel to the lowest, and from the bottom 
drive to the top drive in each channel. | 

If either a channel or a drive fault is encountered, the Error light is lit and the inverse of the channel address 
is displayed on D1 through D8. The Caelus Primary or SDI Host status is displayed on PK1 through PK8, 

and the Caelus Secondary or SDI Device Status Byte 1 is displayed on PK9 through PK16. Pressing the right- 

hand Form Feed key causes the SDI Device Status Byte 2 to be displayed on PK1 through PK8, and the 

SDI Device Status Byte 3 to be displayed on PK9 through PK16. From this state, pressing the left hand Form 
Feed key causes the Caelus Primary and Secondary Status, or the SDI Host and Status Byte 1, to be dis- 

played. 

Pressing the Reset key causes the scan to resume at the beginning of the algorithm (that 1s, at the bottom 

drive of the highest channel). 
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BOOTSTRAP SCANNING ALGORITHM 
The successful loading of a CMS bootstrap causes PK3 through PK6 to be illuminated. When PK3, PKS 

or PK6 is pressed on any B 90, a scanning algorithm is invoked, which is 3 essentially the same as that de- 
scribed for B 93 ROMs, with the following differences: 

In order that it may be readily determined whether a channel or drive fault is encountered by the ROM 
or the bootstrap, the bootstrap displays the channel address on PK1 through PK8 by illuminating the channel 
PK and extinguishing the rest. That is, a fault on channel 0 is indicated by PK1 being lit and PK2 through 
PK8 being extinguished, a fault on channel 1 is indicated by PK2 being lit and PK1 and PK3 through PK8 
being extinguished, and so on. 

Similarly, when both passes have been exhausted without the desired file being found, PK1 through PK8 
are extinguished and only the Error light is illuminated. 

The time-out incurred by the bootstrap encountering an SDI device which is powered off is 70 seconds. 

When a channel or drive fault is encountered, pressing the Reset key causes the bootstrap to continue its 
scan in the same manner as described for the B 93 ROM. 
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SYSTEM LOAD ERRORS 

The following table of errors cover all symptoms found durin 
to disk or cassette, or entry to Stand-alone utilities. 

g Start-up of the B 90, warmstart, memory dump 

  

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

Sequentiat tighting 

and extinguishing of 
Lights does not occur 
on entry to Initial 

State (for example» 

deoressing Load Enable 
button). 

MTR switch in 

wrong position. 
set MIR switch to 
*“normal™. Neoress 

load Enable button. 

  

From Initiat State, 

PK2 is tqnored 
Keyboard tocked in 
"shift™ mode. 

Depress shift key. 

Depress PK2. 

  

Depression of PK2 

Causes numeric 

Light to he tite 

PK1 was depressed 

by mistake (this 

clears memory). 

Gepress Load Enabte. 
Depress PK2. 

  

Depression of PK2 
causes keyboard 

lights olus ERROR 
Light» to be tit: 

Ca) D1 through D8 
lit 

Cb) one D light 

not lit» plus 
PK Cights Lit 

No bootstrap found 

(disk not initial- 

ized correctly). 

Disk media or drive 
fault. 

Check on disk uSed. 

Reload with correct 

disk. Press Load 

Enable. Press PK2. 

See -elow for diagnosis. 

Note D and PK Lights. 
Check that disk is 

not at fault by using 

disk in another drive. 
Power cff faulty disk » 

replace with backup 

copy. Request tech 
nical assistance. 

    Att keyboard 

indicators flash 

Memory parity Depress Load Enables 

depress PK1 (to clear 

memory)» then depress 

Load Enanle agains 

and retrys. Request 

technical assistance 

if not successful.     
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MESSAGE FCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

warmstart stops 

with O2 tit. 

Console printer 

not ready» 

Check forms transport 

closec.e. Check drinter 

cover down. Check 

levers tn correct pos* 

ition. If system does 

not continue» deoress 

Ready then 3CKi. 

  

Print head does 

not initialize at 

start of warmstart.- 

Console printer 
faulty. 

Open and close cover. 

‘Repeat warmstart. 

Request technical 
assistance. 

  

Memory dump to 

cassette: System 

warmstarts 

PK3 was depressed 

Instead of PK4. 
Memory dump cannot 

now be taken. Atl tow 

warmstart to complete. 

  

Memory dump to 
cassette: keyboard 

ERROR Light ts lit 
When nUmerfic key 

depressede 

Wrong cassette 
drive has been 

selected» cassette 

is not write- 
enabled» or tape is 

rewinding. 

Correct fault in 

cassette. Depress 

Reset. Enter correct 

numeric key. 

  

Memory dump to 

cassette: ERROR 

Light is lit 
after 10 Seconds. 

Cassette is insert? 
ed backwards. 

Correctly insert 
cassette. PNenress Reset. 
Enter correct numeric 
key. 

  

Memory dump to 

cassette: ERROR 

light is lit 
during dump. 

Irrecoverable tape 
errors, or accidental 
opening of cassette 
drive unit. 

Allow Cassette to 
rewind» or replace 

cassette. Depress 
Reset. Enter numeric 
key. 

  

Memory dump to 
disk: Depression 
of PKS causes one 

0 Light plus 
ERROR» to be tit. 

No MEMDUMP file found 
on disk. 

Load a disk with a 
MEMDUMF file and 

cepress Pk2 then PKS . 

to retry the dumo. 

  

Memory dump to 

disk: ERROR 

Light is tit 
during dumo 

MEMDUMP file on disk 

1S too smatl to hotd 

memory contents for 

this machine. 

Load disk with larger 
MEMNUMP files depress 

PK2 then PKS to retry 
the cump. 

  

Memory dump to 

disk: system warm 

starts   PK3 was depressed 
instead of PKS. 

Memory dump cannot 

now be taken. Atlow 

warmstart to complete. 
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SYMPTOM : PCSSTBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION ©} 

  

Entry to S.A.U: SAU could not be Note D and PK tights. 
Nepression of PK6 loaded from disk: Remove disk» reolace 
causes one 1) light» disk error. with backup copy. 
plus ERROR» to be Press Load Enable» PK2 
Lit. and FKS. See below for 

, diagnosis. 

Entry to S-A.U: Console printer Check forms transport 

load stops with alt not ready. closed- Check printer 

keyboard tights lit. cover downe Check tlevers 
in correct position. 

Utility should continue.       

Diagnosis of Disk Errors at System Load Time 

Caelus Device Primary Status   Bit Interpretation . 

0 Drive Addressed (0 = Upper, 1 = Lower) 
1 0 = Seek complete 
2 0 = End of cylinder 
3 0 = Search complete 
4 0 = Secondary status condition 
5 1 = Operational 
6 0 = Seek incomplete 
7 1 = Status OK 7 © 

Caelus Disk Secondary Status 

we
 

-
 Interpretation 

Ignored 
Ignored 
0 = Illegal seek 

Write inhibit. 
Sector not found 
LRC error (parity) 
Illegal command sequence 
Device error A

D
N
A
N
 
E
R
W
N
H
K
O
 

c
o
c
o
c
o
 

to
ue
uw
 

he 
ul 

SDI Host Controller Status 

Bit Interpretation 

012 Apart from MTR use, these bits should be set to 001, indicating that the Host 
Controller is ready to accept a Device Controller command or Ist segment data 
from Host | 

3 1 = Device Controller Status available 
4 1 = Buffer available 
5 1 = Buffer not empty 
6 1 = Interface timeout (hardware fault) 
7 1 = Interface timeout exceeded (hardware fault) 
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SDI Device Status 

Bit 

nN 
~
I
 
O
V
 

t
r
 
&
 

WW
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Byte 1 

Drive No. 
Bit 0 (LS) 
Drive No. 
Bit 1 
Drive No. 
Bit 2 (MS) 
Transfer Delay 
N Sectors Before Read 
N Sectors Before Write 

Operation Complete 
Interrupt 

Byte 2 

Error 

Search Unsuccessful 

Corrected 

Command not Accepted 
Command Error 
Address Error/End of 
Drive | 
Mandatory Int. to Host 
Address not Found 

Byte 3 

Not Ready 

Disk Expiring 

Write Protected 

New Disk 
Danger 
Confidence Test Completed 

Temporarily Unavailable 
Unassigned 
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  ERRORS UNDER MCP CONTROL 
The following table of errors covers many symptoms found while using the B 90 under normal control of 

the MCPX, with suggested causes and actions to take. ) 

  

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

Unidentifiable 
problem 

MCP file corrupted Use backup copy of 

MCP 

  

Little happening» 

with D2 one D3 off 

most of time 

System thrashing, 
too many jobs or 
too targe jobs in 
mix. 

If console not in 
uSe» set GT ON. 

I¢ light pattern 
above PK17 to PK20 its ° 
on» one off» ons then 

thrashing is confirmed : 
D lights 4 to 7 indi- 

cate mix nunber of 

executing task. Try ent> 
erinc MX to clear 

condition : if not 

sucessful» take memor y 

dump and do clear start 

> recuest technical 

assistence. | 

  

Extended memory 
not correctly 

used. 

Run CONFIGURER and 
warmstart if necess@- 

arye 

  

PK Lights 17 to 24 

flashing with "DF* 
pattern Consoneso ffs» 

OonsOons0nr on s0n) 

  
hardware disk I/C 
error dufing 
MCP task 

Take memory dump: 
request technical 

assistance to analyze 

memory dump to find 

disk address. for uSe 
in fixing the disk. | 
To help find the fault» 
warmstart and run the 

KA utility on the 

system disk before 
executing any programs. 
(See KA» section 4). If 
Shows any “AREAS 
ASSIGNED TWICE" the 
disk directory may be 

bad. OG NOT USE THIS 
OISK untit recovery 
operations have been 

completed.     
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SYMPTOM POSS TELE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

    

PK Lights 17 to 24 

flashing with “AC* 
pattern Coneoftfrsons 
of feonsoneo ff sof f) 

or “AD” pattern Con 

of feonso0 f f 20Nn 20N » 
of fson) 

see below: (Take recovery action 

as for “DF™ messages 

above: NO NOT USE THE 
DISK until recovery 

action is compteted.) 

  

hardware disk Is 

error during MCP 
disk directory 
oper ation. 

Request technical 
assistance to fix 

the disk. 

  

togicat error in 

disk directory 

due to previous 

fautt. 

Rerun using backup 
cisk =: analyze corr: 

uptec disk using S-A.U. 
PDX function and report. 

  

non-zero retry 
count on PO of 

system disk 

Deteriorating disk 
performance. 

Ignore 1f 10 or 20 

during normal 
running tn one day. 
Catt field engineer 

1f greater rate 

than usual rate for the 
Site. 

  

Improper care of 
removable disks: 

possibly faiture to 

reinitialize disks 
after long use 

All frequently used 

removable disks should 
be cleaned and 
re~initialized 
regularty (for example» 
on a monthly basis). 

  

Logging not taking 

place 

SYS*SUPERUTL not 

on systems disk. 

Load SYS*SUPERUTL 

to systems diske 

  

TL not on systems 
disk 

Load TL to systems 

disk 

  

Logging not spec 
ified in SYSCONFIG 

file. 

Rerun CONFI3URER 
and warmstarte 

  

PD» RM function 
not available   No SYS*SUPERUTL Load SYS*SUPERUTL 

to systems disk. 

  

SYS“SUPERUTL already 
performing one of. 
its functions (see 
discussion in 
Section 4). 

Check with MX if SYS 
SUPERUTL is performing 
a function Cmixenumber 
12 gives the name of 
the function): wait 

then reenter command. 
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MESSAGE PCSSISBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

Cannot run data 

COMM — 

No NOLSYS file on 
system disk 

Load NDOLSYS file. 
Cyou may need to 

run an NOL compil- 
atton. 

  

NDLSYS file does not 
correspond to actual 
network on machine. 

Load correct NDLSYS 

files or recompile 

NDL program. 

  

NOL.INTERP not pres 
ent on System disk. 

Make sure the correct 
Iinteroreter Cfor example 
MICRCPCL) is named 

NOL-~INTERP and tocated 

on the system disk. 
  

No MCS program Ensure that the correct 
MCS is executing as well 
aS any user data comm 
prograte 

  

Degraded per for mance Lack of memory due 
to incorrect use 
of Extended memory, 

wrong SYSCONFIG 
file on system disk. 

Run CONFIGURER>» 
repeat after warm 

  

Lack of memory due 

to memory fault at 
warmstart time. 

Catt field engineer. 

    System not active: 

Programs in mix 

(but D=-light pattern 
does not change; 
keyboard input Cfor 
examples MX) is 
‘possible. 

Program SwapDded 

out waiting on 
memory. 

Enter <mix> GO to 

resume program ex” 
ecution*> if symptom 
persists» program is 
too large for avait>- 

able memory.     

  
   



      

  

  

MESSAGE PCSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

System not active ; 
programs in mix but 

D-tight pattern does 
not changes keyboard 

input (for example» 

MX) causes error 

pelt to ring 

Console file tnput 
In process. 

Comptete inout using 
an OCK key. 

  

System printer 175 

jammed. 

Open ard close orinter 

cover to initialize 
print head-e Repeat if 

not successful first 

time. If stilt not 

successful» perform 

aewarmstart. 

  

Peripherat Cpossibly 
Line printer) hang 

Enter CL command. If not 
successful» make per= 

1eheral ready or not 

ready? switch if off or 
cn> insert and unload 

spare cassette tn cass”™ 

ette drive. If this 

fails» take memory dump» 
report fault» and warm 

start. 
Note? never toad or 

untoad disk medta» or 
Cassette media which 

are 1n uses until 

system has returned to 

to initial state. 

  

MCP software error Take memory dump» report 

fault» and warmstart. 

  

System initializes 

C(PK1 and PK2 Cit) 

Corrupted MCP 

code file. 

Take memory dumper 
report error» rerun 
cn backup disk. 

  

Unexpected hardware 

error. 

Take memory dump » 

report error» re 
warmstart. 

  

Unknown MCP error. Take memory dumo » 
report error» attemot 

to rerune If stitt not 
successful» request 

technical assistance. 

  

PK Lights 17 to 24 
flashing (pattern 

other than above) 

MCP has detected 

an error condit> 
ion from which it 
Cannot recover. 

Refer to section 
on MCP diagnostic 
messages for further 

details. 

  

Alt keyboard 
Lights flash 

Memory parity Initialize system» and 
rerun. If stitt faulty» 

call field engineer. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

Program load taking 
long time = keyboard 
disabled and D 

lights 4 to 7 
flashing. 

Program toaded 
thrashing due to. 
tack of available 
Memofys too many 

or too targe pro 

gramsS in mix. 

Try keyboard input. I f 

this fails» initialize 
system and retry. 

  

Hissing sound from 
disk drive. 

Disk drive heads 

are damagede 
Stop work. Remove the 

disk from the damaged 
drive. THIS DISK IS 
PROBABLY DAMAGED, DO 
NOT LOAD ANY OTHER 
DISK INTO THE ORIVE. 
Catl field engineer. 

  

Non"functionalt 

disk drive. 
Hardware fault on 

drive. 
Load a good disk on 
crive CEXCEPT IF DRIVE 
MEADS HAVE CRASHED)» run 

LS utility. If this 

Produces errors» the 

drive is faulty: catlt 
fielaq engineer. 

  

1/0 errors froam 

disk. 

  
Non-function disk 

drive. 
See above. 

  

Crashed disk head. See above. 

  

Physicat damaged 
disk media. 

Replace with new 
disk media. 
  

Disk media has 

bad areas. 
Run CHECK.DISK to report 

on parity errors. Run 
KA to give disk direct 
ory analysis: If this 
shows AREA MISSING or 

AREA ASSIGNED TWICE» 

send the KA plus recent 

SPO message log to 
field engineer. Run DOA 

to give further analysis 
of disk. 
  

Use tackue disk for 

system files. Re- 
cover any other files 
by attempting fo 
COPY them one~by-one 

from the corrupt disk 

to a qgood disk.e     
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B 90 DEPENDENT UTILITIES 

  

The following pages describe those system utilities which run under MCP control but which are relevent only 
to the B 90 CMS software. ' 
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CONFIGURER (Configure B 90 Software System) 

This utility sets up data in a disk file called “SYSCONFIG” to determine how the B 90 is to be used. The 
SYSCONFIG file must be present on the system disk if any of the software options are to be used, other than 
the defaults given later. The data in this file is examined at warmstart time. Therefore any options specified 
will only be effective after the next warmstart. 

To execute, enter 

CONFIGURER 

The system will display 
“SPO LOGGING REQUIRED - Y OR N”’ 

Enter “Y” if a log of SPO messages is to be kept on disk. This is normally required if the SPO messages 
are sent to to the SELF- SCAN display or data comm SPO where there is no hard copy. If SPO logging is 
not required, enter. ‘‘N’’. 

This option has no effect on B 90 systems — if log files are present, SPO messages will always be logged. 

““ENTER NUMBER OF LOG FILES- 
<MINIMUM 3, MAXIMUM 16>” 

Enter a number between 3 and 16. At warmstart, this number of log files is created on the system disk 
to accommodate the logs (space permitting). The names of the files are ‘“‘SYS-LOG-01”’ through ‘‘SYS-LOG- 
nn’’ where nn is the number entered. The minimum is 3 files. 

“ENTER LOG FILE SIZES IN SECTORS- 
<MINIMUM 32, MAXIMUM 16383>”’ 

Enter a number to specify the size, in sectors, of the log files. This number must be within the range 32. 
~ 16383. Thus the minimum disk space for system log files is (32 x 3) sectors. 

NOTE 
In order to create valid log files, the version of SYS-SUPERUTL contained in this 
release must be resident on the system disk, as log files are now considered to be 
system files, and not of type ‘“‘DATA’’. 

“INFORMATION FOR WARMSTART 
ENTER ID OF FILE TO BE ZIPPED~-”’ 

If it is required to execute a program at the beginning of each warmstart, enter the name of the program 
code file (including disk-id if not on the system disk) to be executed together with the initiating message for 
the program to be zipped. This will only be executed if logging is switched on. If no program is to be run, 
make a null input (press OCK1). 

‘“ENTER POWER OFF MESSAGE-”’ 

Up to 80 characters can be entered, terminated by OCK1, as the message to be displayed when the system 
disk is powered off. If no message is required, press OCK1. 

This is not implemented for B 90 systems. 

“ENTER FID OF REQUIRED MESSAGE FILE-”’ 

This is used to indicate to the MCP which local language message file is to be used. A null input causes | 
the file SYSLANGUAGE to be used. 

NOTE | 
For this release (3.03), SYSLANGUAGE is the only file available. 

‘“‘DOES THE SYSTEM HAVE A LOCAL SPO <Y OR N>...?’” 

If the system is configured with a local SPO, enter ‘‘Y’’. If it is not, enter “"N’’. If ‘SY’’ is entered, the 
next message is: 
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‘“SPO OPTION - SSA OR SPA”’ 

Enter ‘‘SSA”’ if it is desired to display messages on the SELF-SCAN display. This frees the console-printer 

to be used entirely by programs with console files. The SELF-SCAN can also be used by programs. When 

the SELF-SCAN is used as an I/O device and as a SPO, the SPO messages are displayed when the Ready 

Enable key is pressed. SPO messages are replaced by program output (if any) when an OCK is subsequently 

pressed. 

- Enter ‘‘SPA”’ if it is desired to output SPO messages to the serial printer. This is most practical if the con- 

sole printer is equipped with more than one tractor, in which case only the bottom left tractor is used by 

the MCP for SPO messages, and the other tractor(s) can be used exclusively by programs with console output 

files, or as a default line printer. 

‘DOES THE SYSTEM HAVE A REMOTE SPO <Y OR N...>?” 

If ‘‘Y’’ is entered, the following question is displayed: 

‘ENTER FID OF REMOTE SPO MCS” 

This request allows up to 40 characters to be entered. However, up to the first 12 characters will be treated 

as the MCS object FID. Any invalid character in this field will cause a message to be displayed and the request 

is repeated. The remainder of the 40 characters are not validated. If any characters are entered after the 40th 

character position, an error message is displayed and the request re-issued. 

“JOB COMPLETED” 
This message is displayed when the utility terminates. The utility now makes the file available on the system 

disk under the name ‘‘SSYSCONFIG”’. 

If an illegal response is made to a prompt, an error message is displayed and the prompt repeated. 

NOTE 
The presence of SYSCONFIG is mandatory on the system disk. 

Defaults: 

If the SYSCONFIG file is not present on the system disk, the following options are assumed: 

SPO logging is enabled. | 

The number of log files is 3, 

The size of each log file is 32 sectors. 

No message is displayed at startup. 

The SPO option is SPA. 
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Output Messages: 

inn 

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

  

ILLEGAL NUMBER 
OF LOG FILES 

A number outside 

the range 3-16 
Was entered. 

Wait for repeats then 

enter correct vatuee. 

  

ILLEGAL FILE A number outside hait for repeat» 

  

ed does not have 
the correct format. 

SIZE the range 32716383 prompt» then enter 
waS entered. correct value. 

ILLEGAL °- A file-name enter Wait for repeat 
prompts» then enter 

correct value. 

  

INVALID CHARACTER IN 

IDENTIFIER identifier 

Typing mistake Check input and reventer 

when oromptede 

  

**INVALID SELECTION - 
RETRY#* 

Option has been spec” 

ified which is not 
one of atlowed values. 

Wait for repeat prompt» 
then enter correct 
information. 

  

PARITY ERRIR ON 

WRITE TO FILE 

filename. ERROR 
AT RECORD NUMBER 

number. 

Parity error occur: 

red while writing 
information to 
the SYSCONFIG fite. 

Utility terminates. 

Investigate cause 
of disk error. Use 
different disk. 
Repeat execution of 
progr ame 

  

T/l ESECR 

ON weITeE TC 

file-nsme 

Fe®CP BETECTEL At 
RO COREL NUMBER n   A write error has 

been cetected when 

writing disk - the 

ttility will 

terminate. 

investigate cause of 

disk error. 

wKapeat executicn of 

the program.   
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DUMPANALYSE (Analyze B 90 Program Dump Files) 

  

When a program is DP’ed (see DP intrinsic) a file on the system disk is created with a name DMFILnn where 
nn is the mix number of the program dumped. This utility provides an analysis of this file, for use by technical 
analysts, printed on the line printer. 

If the dumped program was written in MPL (used BILINTERPX) only the dump-file is required for a full 
analysis. If the dumped program was written in COBOL or RPG (used COBOLINTX), a fuller analysis can 
be provided by specifying the program code file as well. 

Format: 

  

  

  

DUMPANALYSE | disk-name / dump-file-name : | disk-name / program-name 

Note that the program name must be the name specified at compile time and placed in the code file. This 
is normally the same as the disk file name but the file name could have been changed by the CH utility. if 
the wrong program name (or none at all) is given for a COBOL or RPG program, then the dump analysis 
will be incomplete (no COP table data can be analyzed). Because DUMPANALYSE has the capability of 
opening codefiles OTHERUSE LOCK.ACCESS, multiple executions of the utility are possible on the same 
file. 
Examples: 

To analyze the dump file of an MPL program DP’ed when it was mix number 1: 

~ DUMPANALYSE DMFILO01 

  

To analyze a dump file (which had been copied to a new file DPFILE on disk PRB) caused by DP’ing the 
COBOL program AR678: 

DUMPANALYSE PRB/DPFILE AR678 

To analyze the dump file created by DP’ing the RPG program RS202P. The program was at mix number 
3 and the code file resides on disk RTB: 

DUMPANALYSE DMFIL03 RTB/RS202P 

On completion of the printed analysis, the dump file is removed from disk. To preserve a copy of the dump 
file, make a backup copy (using the COPY program) before executing the DUMPANALYSE program. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE oo POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

te eWARNING#* BIL Program name has None. 
DUMP FL» SECOND been specified for 
PARAMETER IN a dump fite from an 

PACK IO TOO Diskcname exceeds | Check input and 
LONG disk-name 7 characters. Util- rewerter. 

ity terminates -   
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MESSAGE PCSSTELE CAUSES SUGGESTED AC TIUN 
  

FILE ID To00 

LONG file-name 
Filename exceeds 
12 charactes. 

Utility terminates. 

Check input and 
re-enter. 

  

INVALID CHARACTERS 

IN FILE fitername 
File-name or program 
name mis~spetied. 

Utility terminates. 

Check tnput and 
rew"enter. 

  

file-name NOT 

FOUND 
Dump file or progran 

file cannot be found. 
Utility terminates. 

Check input and 

rementer. Or make 

file present by 

loading program 
or dump fite from 
backup copy. 

  

INTERPRETER VERSION 
NOT SUPPORTED 
interpreter-name 

Dump file is corr- 

upteds; Error in cosas 

piler creating prog- 
ram file. | 

Use backup copy of 

dump files retain 

program code fite 

and request tech 

nical assistance. 

  

rFilLé€ ACT FOUNT Fump fil2 ofr program 
file cannot ce found. 

Ltrlity terminates. 

Check ingeut and 

re-enter, cr ensure 

that file is presente. 
  

MF TC ACT PRESENT 

FILE IN USE> 
STHESLSE CONFLICTS 

349) FILE TYPE 

DISK ACT FOUND 

CUPLICATE PACK 

SISK ERROR 

DISK LOCKED 

PAT ITY ERROR 

the File NOT FOUND 

condition. 

es
 

$6
 

eo
 

8O
 

88
 

80
 

88
68

 
66
 

oe
 

66
 

86
 

8
 

o¢
 

ou
 

sé
 

These 3re reasons for 

  

KC USER JQISK   Tre MOP is unabta to 
load the utility. 

Use backup copy of 
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GEN.DUMPFL (Create Empty B 90 Memory Dump File) 

Before the contents of memory can be dumped to disk, an empty disk file called MEMDUMP must be cre- 

ated. This file must be large enough to take the contents of all the memory of the system on which the dump 

is being taken. | 

The size of the file is specified by ‘‘number’’ in the range 64 to 11314. If ‘number’? is not given, the size 

defaults to 11314 records, which corresponds to 1024K bytes of memory. The contents of the created file are 

initialized, and a repeating pattern of ASCII A through L is written throughout each record of the file. 

Format: 

  
  

  

  GEN.DUMPFL ) number -- ON disk-name | AS file-name 

Examples: 

To create an empty file called MEMDUMP on the system disk for a B 90 with 80K bytes of memory: 

GEN.DUMPEFL 80 : 

To create an empty file called MEMORY.DUMP on disk PRB for a 128K B 90: 

GEN.DUMPFL 128 ON PRB AS MEMORY.DUMP 

Note that this filename must be changed to ‘‘MEMDUMP” before a successful memory dump can be taken. 
Any existing file of the same name will be removed when the new file is created by this utility. 

Output Messages: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

SPACE RESERVED Successful E€0J None.« 

SIZE TOO SMALL “number” is less Re-input. 
than 64. 

SIZE TOO LARGE “number” is greater Re-input. 

than 11314. , 

DISK NAME TOO Disk name is greater $ Renminput- 

LARGE than 7 characters. 

FILE NAME TOO Fite name ts greater. Re"input.e   LONG than 12 characters.   
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/ 
aa F a: By ‘ i | 
Pluie Sa ° ous wr, 

GT (General I race) 2 ot BES 
of RT ee set 

The general trace command is an MCP intrinsic which displays various diagnostic information either on the system console or on the line printer. The general format is: 

Format: 

  

y ON 

OFF 
GT printer-peripheral 

diagnostic-class switch-value 
disk-peripheral 

To turn the trace printing on, with printing on the console (SPA) enter 
GT ON 

To direct the diagnostic printing to a line printer, specify the printer peripheral. For example 
GT LPA 

Note that the trace must also be turned ON in this case. The trace will be interleaved with any program printout. 

To turn the trace off, enter 

GT OFF 

To display the cumulative number of retries performed on a disk unit since the last warmstart, specify the desired peripheral. For example, 

GT DMA 

The general B 90 machine code trace is implemented as follows: 

Each trace point is identified by a diagnostic class and a diagnostic value. The class is one of 16, identified by a hex digit (0-F). This identifies the system function being performed, as follows: 

Qoen/close file nanclirg reutines 
Indexec file handling 
Accept/display rout nes . 
Intrinsic functions (fcr examples SORTINTRINS) 
Automatic volume reccgrit ion CAVR) routines 
BAILIFF (t ask hancling MCP reutine) 
Disk space allocat e/cealiccate routines 
Interpreters (CHIL INTERPX, COBOLINTX» NDL. IN TERP X) 
MCF communicate handler (MCH) : 
Virtual memory (VM) routires 
fesk control routines (for examples SAILIFF) 
I/CQ master interrupt hardter (MIP) 

e 
~
 

h
B
A
M
O
M
O
>
 
D
O
W
N
 

m
o
O
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The diagnostic value is a hex number (0-F) giving a measure of depth of trace required (0 is least significant, 

F is critical). | | @ 

The GT command allows the storage of a switch-value for each diagnostic class. If the trace has been initiated 

via the GT ON command, then each time a trace point is encountered in the machine code, a diagnostic printout 

will occur if the switch-value for that class of trace is lower than or equal to the diagnostic value of that trace 

point. For example, if a particular trace point had a diagnostic value of C, then a trace point would occur if 

the switch-value for the appropriate class was in the range 0-C inclusive. If the switch-value set by the GIT com- 

mand was D, E or F, no trace print would occur. 

The default values set at warmstart are: 

trace option OFF | 

diagnostic print directed to SPA 

all switch-values set to F. 

Therefore the only trace prints that will normally occur are the critical ones (diagnostic value F). 

Note that if the trace option is ON the PK lights display the current trace point, whether or not the printing 

takes place, as follows: | 

  

PK | PK PK | PK | PK |PK_ | PK PK 

                  
          

  

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

diagnostic-class diagnostic value | © 

in binary in binary 

(0000 — 1111) (0000 — 1111) 

For example, a trace point with class D (binary 1101) and severity 7 (binary 0111) will cause PK lights 17, 

18, 20, 22, 23 and 24 to be lit. | 

The switch-value entered in the GT command must contain two hex digits: 

first digit — switch-value for register diagnostics 

second digit - switch-value for memory diagnostics 

If no options are specified for the GT command, then the current switch-values for each of the 16 diagnostic 

classes is displayed. | 

Examples: 

To find the retry count for DMA and DKA: 

GT OMA 
DMA 0 RETRIES 

GT DKA 
GT OKA NOT ON SYSTEM 

   



To set the switch-values to CC for interpreters, then interrogate all switch-values, then turn on printing to 
LPA: 

  

GT B CC 
GT 

DIAG SWITCHES FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 
see eFF OFF OCC FF OFF OFF OFF 
GY LPA 
GT ON 

Note that only the disk-peripheral option and the GT command with no further options result in an immediate 
response to the operator. 

Format of diagnostic printout: 

The format of a register diagnostic message is given here, where each X represents a single hexadecimal digit. 
The hex string is printed on one line. 

  

register: AD BO BIFL J K L 
"xx xx XXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

register M1 M2 WR Xx Y MXA MXB UMRX AD,ESCT 

  XXXX XXX X XXXKX KXXXXXKKX XXKXKXKKXKXKX XXXX XxX XX XXXX XXX X 

  

The diagnostic class and value are given by the AD register (first 2 digits, repeated in first pair of last four 
digits). For example, a DF diagnostic with M1 = 1111 would look like: 

DF KX KKK KKK KKK KKK OX 
LLLL xxx KKK MKKKKKK KKK XXXX MKXXKM KMNXX JF xx 

where x indicates any hexadecimal digit. 

When GT is switched on, system fatal errors (which would normally result in a set of PK lights 17 to 24 
flashing) are reported as a diagnostic printed message followed by initialization to the Initial state. A memory 
dump should normally be taken to find more information. When GT is switched off, the pattern of PK lights 
17 to 24 that are set flashing on a system fatal error correspond to the value of the AD register. 
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ND (New Density) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to define the print density on suitable console printers. 

Format: 

ND peripheral density 

The density field is a single character which specifies the density as follows: 

A. The greatest number of characters per inch available on the printer. 

B. The second highest number of characters per inch. 

and so on. 

1. The greatest number of lines per inch available on the printer. 

2. The second highest number of lines per inch. 

and so on. 

Examples: — 

ND SPA 1 

ND SPA B 

When the number of characters per inch changes, the operating system will adjust the values of page width 

and offset (previously set by an FD command or by default) so that any subsequent output is restricted to the 

part of the platten available with the previous density. The page height will be adjusted when the number of 

lines per inch changes. 

The new density, together with the adjusted values of page height or page width and offset, are recorded | 

in the system configuration (SYSCONFIG) file and are remembered across system shutdown and warmstart. 

At warmstart, if any inconsistency is found between the system configuration file information and the 

capability of the current printer, then the system configuration file information is ignored and default values 

are used. The system configuration file is unaltered. . 

The densities available on different printers are as follows: 

PERIPHERAL DENSITY VALUE 

120 cps console printer 15 characters per inch A 

10 characters per inch 

90 cps console printer 16 2/3 characters per inch 

12 1/2 characters per inch 

10 characters per inch 

8 lines per inch 

w
r
e
 

OO
 

WD 
YY 

wD 

6 lines per inch 
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POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 
  

input INVALID Cl)the specified 

density value exceeds 

the number of options 

available on the 

configured console 
(2)the printer is 
in use 

C3)the mnemonic is 

Incorrect 

Clyenter correct 

input 

C2)watt until program 

has closed the console 
file 

correct the input 
and re-enter 

  

input NOt ON SYSTEM   The speci fied 

peripherat does 

not exist 

Correct the input 

and reenter. 
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PATCHMAKER (Patch B 90 Machine-Code Object Program Files) @ 

This utility reads a file of patches from disk or cassette or from console or SPO keyboard input and patches 

a machine-coded system software item. Stringent conditions are enforced to make the patch, including the ne- | 

cessity to apply each patch in the correct order. Each line of patch data contains an extra byte which is used 

as a checksum for that line. If a line of data is incorrectly entered, the operator is prompted to re-enter that 

line — this does not invalidate previously entered lines of data. An overall checksum is also included to verify 

the entire patch. All previous patches must be applied before making the next patch. 

In order to achieve continuity of system code-file names, the following naming convention will be used: 

For B 90 MCP MCPXn.nn.nn 

For B 90 BILINTERP BILXn.nn.nn 

For B 90 COBOLINT COBXn.nn.nn 

For B 90 SORTINTRINSIC SINT Xn.nn.nn 

For B 90 NDLINTERP NDLXn.nn.nn 

For B 90 MICROPOL MICXn.nn.nn 

For B 90 SAU SAUn.nn.nn 

where n.nn.nn is the software mark, release and patch level (for example, MCPX3.03.10). 

It is essential that an unused copy of all micro-coded software items is retained for patching. It is not possi- 

ble to patch a B 90 MCP that has been used in normal B 90 operation. This is because certain MCP tables 

included in the code file are modified during operation. This modification would cause the check digit calcula- 

tions in PATCHMAKER to fail. On any system equipped with a console, the Stand-Alone Utility (SAU) 

COPY function may be used to create unused copies of all system software for patching purposes, and also 

to create backup copies of patched software. MCP COPY utility must be used on console-less systems. Files 

on the system disk cannot be patched: they must reside on a user disk. : 

  
To execute, enter 

PATCHMAKER : —— © 

The utility runs in interactive mode. 

The utility displays on the SPO: 

“IS PATCH FILE TO BE ENTERED FROM CONSOLE” 

‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

and waits on an ACCEPT. — 

If the operator enters 

AX<mix-number>YES 

then the console file will be opened. A response of ‘‘NO”’’ causes the utility to display on the SPO: 

“IS PATCH FILE TO BE ENTERED FROM SPO~-”’ 
‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

If the response is ‘“YES’’, then the system displays: 

‘IS PATCH FILE TO BE OUTPUT ON DISK” 
‘“<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

If the patch file is not to be entered from either console or SPO, the system displays: 

“IS PATCHES FILE ON CASSETTE-”’ 
‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

If the response is ‘‘YES’’, a tape file named ‘‘PATCHES”’ is required, while a response of ‘‘NO’’ requires 

a disk file on the: system disk named ‘‘PATCHES’’, and causes the system to display: 

  

“ENTER DISK IDENTIFIER (OF FILES TO BE PATCHED)” © 
‘**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

 



If a console file is opened, the utility displays: 

  

““2?DATA PATCHES 
SIGNIFY WHETHER PATCH FILE IS TO BE 
OUTPUT ON CASSETTE OR DISK” 

The operator may enter, via an ACCEPT, either ‘“CASSETTE” or ‘‘DISK’’. Patches entered subsequently 
on the keyboard will be written to the specified medium. 

The utility displays: 

““ENTER PATCHES NOW” 

The patches must be entered via the keyboard from the hard-copy provided. The characters must be entered 
exactly as supplied, although spaces are not significant and may be entered as found convenient. The utility 
will ask for resubmission of lines which are incorrect. 

If correct, the message 

‘‘PATCHES HAVE BEEN ENTERED CORRECTLY” 

is given, followed by ‘‘?7END PATCHES” if a console file has been used. 

When the correct patch has been entered, the utility displays on the SPO: 

“IS PATCHING NOW REQUIRED” 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

If the operator enters anything other than 

AX<mix-number> YES 

then the utility will go to normal EOJ. If the operator enters ‘““YES’’, then patching will be carried out. 

  

The utility displays: 

“ENTER DISK IDENTITY OF FILES TO BE PATCHED” 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

The operator must enter the disk name of the disk on which reside all the software files to be patched. 
This must not be the system disk. | 

The utility displays: 

“FILE <file-name> BEING PATCHED, 
TO BE SAVED AS ”’ 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

The file-name is the name of the file to be patched, which is generated from the patch itself. This file must 
be present on the disk specified earlier. The operator must enter the new name for the file after it has been 
patched. The patched file will be retained only if the patching is successful. | 
Checksums are computed and verified before and after patching. If the utility goes to EOJ without displaying 

any error messages, then the patching has been successful. 

A sample B 90 CMS System Software Flash is shown in the following paragraphs. 
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Sample Flash | © 

B 90 CMS System Flash No. 3.03-XX 

SUBJECT: B 90 MCP Version 3.03.04 

PROBLEM: The FUNCTION F can result in......... 

TEMPORARY FIX: 

Follow the instructions for PATCHMAKER found in section 8 of the Series B 90/B 900/CP 9500, B 1800/ 

B 1900 Computer Management Systems (CMS) System Software Operation Guide, Form No 2015228. | 

See also B 90 System Flash No. 3.03-00 and B 90 CMS 3.03 Release Documentation. 

The sub-title of the relevant procedure is ‘‘PATCH IMPLEMENTATION”. 

  
A .... MCPX3.03.04 

B .... 3030 3030 3030 304D 4350 D9 

5833 2E30 332E 3037 2000 E4 
0000 00BS 3D6F C12C 0132 32 
3820 38C4 
0332 3837 2033 3020 1C7F F6 
3120 0OASA 001C 0216 3BO0F E2 

197A 

C .... C47A * (ASTERISK) | 
NOTE: The character * must be entered. The word (ASTERISK) is included for © 

clarification only. | 

D. MCPX3.03.05 
E .. MCPX 

NOTE 

This is not a live patch. It is shown only to illustrate the new patching procedure. 

The following procedure is designed to make patching easier for the user to understand and implement. The 

format for each patch, issued in a CMS Flash, will conform to the sample Flash shown previously. 

System Flashes which involve patches to system software will consist of a number of ‘‘labelled inserts’’, 

(A through E). 

The instructions contained in the procedure specified below contain “labelled blanks’’, (A through E). When 

applying a patch using this procedure, the ‘‘labelled blanks’’ are replaced with the text of the corresponding 

‘‘labelled inserts’’ of the Flash. 

All patch data is entered through the SPO device keyboard (SELF-SCAN, CRT, Printer or Datacomm SPO). 

This convention allows one set of instructions to be used for all B 90 systems. 

Operating Instructions © 

Before executing the program PATCHMAKER, perform steps 1 and 2. 

1. Ensure that the program PATCHMAKER is resident on the system disk. 

2. COPY an unexecuted version of the file__A to a user disk. This is the file to be patched. 

Use SAU COPY if your system is equipped with a console, use MCP COPY utility for console-less 

systems. 
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Execute PATCHMAKER aas follows: 

3. Enter ‘“‘PATCHMAKER’’ 

The system displays 
“IS PATCH FILE TO BE ENTERED FROM CONSOLE ~— ” 
**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT’”’ 

4. Enter ‘“‘AX <mix-number> NO” 

The system displays | | 
“IS PATCH FILE TO BE ENTERED FROM SPO — ” 
**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT’”’ 

5. Enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> YES’’ 

The system displays 
‘TIS PATCH FILE TO BE OUTPUT ON DISK’”’ 
**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT’”’ 

6. Enter ‘SAX <mix-number> YES’’ 

The system displays 
‘““ENTER PATCHES NOW’’ 
**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT’”’ 

7. Enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> space _B__ for each line of the flash as supplied. 

If entering the patch through a console SPO (SELF-SCAN, CRT, or Printer), terminate each line by 
pressing OCK1. 

If entering the patch through a Datacomm SPO, terminate each line with the transmit (XMT) key. 

The spaces contained in__B___can be entered. This makes the data easier to read from the flash and 
easier to enter from the keyboard. These spaces are ignored by PATCHMAKER. 

If the system displays the message 
‘*“ERROR IN LAST LINE — RESUBMIT” 
‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 
check the content of the last line entered, and re-enter the data correctly. 

8. When all the lines of _B have been entered correctly, enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> space C _. 

  

Ensure that the last character entered of this line is the character * (asterisk or star). This character 
informs PATCHMAKER that this is the last entry and is the overall checksum for the patch. 

For non-English keyboards, this is the key which produces the ASCII code ‘‘2A’’. 

9. When__C___ has been entered correctly, the system displays 
‘*“PATCHES HAVE BEEN ENTERED CORRECTLY” 
“IS PATCHING NOW REQUIRED ~- ” 
‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

10. Enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> YES”’ 

The system displays 
‘“ENTER DISK IDENTIFIER (OF FILES TO BE PATCHED)’’ 
**<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT’’ 
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11. Enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> <disk-name>”’ | | 

where <disk-name> is the name of the user disk on which A __ resides (see step 2). 

The system displays 
‘‘FILE <disk-name>/_A | BEING PATCHED, TO BE SAVED AS - 
‘*<mix-number>/PATCHMAKER ACPT”’ 

12. Enter ‘‘AX <mix-number> <disk-name>/_D__”’ 
where <disk-name> is the name of the user disk on which__A___resides. 

The system checks the integrity of the patches entered above against the old file. If no mismatch is 

detected, A __is copied by PATCHMAKER, the patches are applied and the file is saved as _D_ 

on disk <disk-name>. 

The system displays 
‘PATCHES TO <disk-name>/_A _ SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED,” 
‘* AND SAVED IN <disk-name>/__D __”’ 
and PATCHMAKER will go to EOJ. 

The following steps for installing the patched software assume the normal case of one operational system 

disk per system and several user disks. The actual procedure can be varied if you have differing requirements. 

If the system is equipped with a console, perform steps 13 through 18. 

If the system is a console-less system, perform steps 19 through 23. 

13. Logically PO the user disk containing__D and write disable the disk. 

14. Load Stand Alone Utilities (SAU). | 

15. Using SAU RM, remove ___A_and E__ from each disk in your library (including your system disk). © 

Replace this file on each disk with __D_. 

16. Retain a copy of __D which must never be executed in order that future patches can be applied 

if necessary. 

The patch implementation is now complete for your library files. 

17. On the system disk, using SAU CH, enter 
CH <system-disk-name>/_D.-TO__E_. 

18. Enter ‘‘WS”’ 

The system can now be warmstarted and will be fully operational with the newly patched software. 

For systems not equipped with a console, the procedure is similar except the COPY functions are performed 

under MCP control using the CMS COPY utility. 

19. Using the MCP RM function, remove A from all of your disks. (DO NOT attempt to remove 

E__ from your system disk). 

Replace this file on each disk with__D_. 

20. Retain a copy of __D _ which must never be executed in order that future patches can be applied 

if necessary. 

21. Using the CMS COPY utility under MCP control, enter 
“COPY <disk-name>/_D_ to _E 

  

This will copy the newly patched software to the system disk which is currently running. © 

 



    

  

  

22. Logically PO the system. 

23. Warmstart the system. 

  

During this warmstart, the old executing version of _ E _ will be automatically removed and the newly 
patched version of __D__ will be made available for execution. 

  

The system is now fully operational with the newly patched software. 

NOTE 
The above patching procedure illustrates the method of entering patches through 
the SPO. If the option of entering patches through the console is exercised, each 
line of part B of the patch should be terminated by OCK1, unless it is either the 
last line of part B or contains less than 11 bytes, in which case it is terminated 
by pressing OCK2. Part C of the patch is terminated by pressing PK6, and does 
not contain the asterisk when entered through the console. 

NOTE 7 
If patching of the NDL Interpreter or MICROPOL is required, you are recom- 
mended to seek technical assistance from your local Burroughs representative. This 
recommendation will be included in the text of the Flash. 

| Output Messages: 

  

  

  
  

  

  

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

ENTERED - RUN has been made with hard-copy» ree 

ABORTEO in error. execute utility. 

PATCHES TO fite- Successful patch- Make backup copy of 
name71 SUCCESSFULLY ing run. filecname-2 Cunused 
ACCOMPLISHD AND patched file) for future 
SAVED IN file- patching. 
name v2 

INITIAL CHECKSUM Wrong software Retexecute utility with 

DISCREPANCY file has been correct input file. 

Submitted for 
patching. 

ERRCe IN LAST LINE - The tast Line of . Check data entered 
RESUBITT patch data antered for tine in error 

CGid not match the and rerenter data 
checksum entered for correctly. 

the Line. 

Other error ness" Wrong input files Request technical 

ages | | other serious soft- assistance. 
ware errors.     
  

Note: the device kind of the utility’s console file may be modified via the MODIFY utility to one of KB, 
KD or KP if required. The internal name of the console file is THREADS. 
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PMB90 (Analyze B 90 Memory Dumps) 

This utility is an interactive program which produces a formatted print of the contents of a memory dump 
tape or disk file produced by the memory dump feature of the B 90 bootstrap ROM. The tape must be labelled 
“MEMDUMP/MEMORY” or the disk file must be named MEMDUMP on the system disk unless otherwise 
specified to PMB90. Neither MEMDUMP file-name nor disk-name may start with a number. 

The utility requires the following files on the system disk: 

PMB90 — object code file 

PMBHELP - data file of prompt messages 

PMBERROR - data file of error messages 

PMBM.xxxxx - data file for information on MCP xxxxx 

PMBO.xxxxx — data file for more information on MCP xxxxx 

otherwise incorrect analysis may be made. The utility checks version numbers of its data files and issues a 
The x values vary with each release: the files provided with each release must be used with that release, 

warning if they are not the same as the PMB90 version. All data files include version numbers. 

Starting the Utility 

The utility can be executed with a number of options in the initial message. The format is as follows: 

Format: 

  

  

| r | ~ 1 
AX 
SET.SCREEN number number 

hex- PMB90 P vey ex-number _ 

GET file-name 
| ON file-name 

| ON TAPE 

  

    
The meaning of these options is as follows: 

AX 

The program will use the SPO via DISPLAYS and ACCEPTS to communicate with the operator. If this op- 
tion is not specified the console will be used for communication. 

SET.SCREEN 

This option sets the screen page and line sizes from the numbers specified. These must be set if the DISPLAY 
option is used (see later). The input medium is the console keyboard but echoing of input is on the self-scan 
screen. 

MEMORY 

If this option is specified, the program will read only the first part of the memory dump, up to the byte given 
by the hexadecimal number. Note that use of this option could cause the program to fail on certain print options 
if the analysis requires a part of the dumped memory that has been excluded. 
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LIST 
This option will list the contents of the unanalyzed memory dump during the initial reading of the dump by 

the program. The list is in groups of 4096 (4K) bytes. 

GET 
This option can be used to specify the name of the memory dump disk file. If not used, the file ““MEM- 

DUMP” on the system disk is opened. If this file is not present, a cassette labelled “MEMDUMP/MEMORY” 

will be opened. | 

ON 
This option can be used to specify the disk on which resides the memory dump file, if not the system disk. 

ON TAPE. 
This option directs the utility to access memory dump files on cassette. 

Using the Utility 

Where the console is to be used for communication, the user is informed if no console is available, and 

is given the opportunity to make a console file available. Non-printer console files allow up to 224 characters 

input. 

The analysis takes place in an interactive manner. All the available options and instructions on how to use 

them are provided in response to the input “HELP”. Further details on a particular option are provided in 

response to the input “HELP option”. A knowledge of the MCP is required in order to diagnose the reason 

for any particular memory dump. 

The complete dump options are given here in “railroad diagram” format, with further details later. 

— PRINT < print-option > 

———> pispLAy —- 

  

  

        
  

      
  —__> CHECK < check-option > 

— > AS <fid> | —> ON <mid> — - 

t———>> SAVE         

  > PATCH —— <page-option > -————— =< address > \ <hex-addr> = 

    
  NEXT 

——> 1 —ND ——~+ 

> BYE VW           

PRINT 
This option specifies that output from the following list of <print-option>s is to be printed on the console. 

DISPLAY 
This option specifies that output from the following list of <print-option>s is to be displayed on the self- 

scan screen. In this case the SET.SCREEN parameter should have been used in the initial message. 

CHECK | 

The two <check-option>s are MEMORY.LINKS and ALL.MEMORY. The MEMORY .LINKS option gives 
a print of all memory links from the initial pointer (PTRX) until the end of the chain or an inconsistency is 
reached. 
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SAVE oe @ 

This option enables a copy of the dump (patched if required) to be made on the specitied disk with the specified file-name.. 

PATCH 
This option enables invalid areas of memory to be patched in the dump, to enable PMB90 to continue its | 

analysis. — a | = 

The <address> is four hex digits, and the <hex-addr> may be from 1 to 16 hex digits. The <page option> 
is as follows: } | 

| | ———- ZERO —— 
| 

fo wv Cd | PAGE | TWO 

-——— THREE —~ 

    WY 

promemmere FN E me 

SIX 

! ——— SEVEN —— 

< number > 

          

    

END, BYE 
These alternative options cause PMB90 to go to normal EOJ. 

The format of <print-option> is as follows: 

ALL.MEMORY 

GLOBAL 

C.TABLE 

ESCT 

DIAGNOSTICS 

TASK.TABLE 

MEMORY.MAP < page option > 

MEMORY LINKS < page option > 

< page option > VMWA 
GWA 

SCL 

SAT 

MIX 

OL 

DATA.COMM.AREA 

| secs onion» __ 7 —— 

< page option > NO.SEGMENTS 

SLICE vaca 

<siles option >  -————— =e DATA.SEGMENTS ——~ 

rasx , d 
< task-name > 

< mix.number, 0-15 > 

— < wa option > 

t————== CURRENT 

HEX ——————— < page option > —————— < start address > —————— < length > 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

      

        
  

  

  
  

  

      
        PHDUMP 
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ALL.MEMORY 

This option creates an analysis of fixed MCP data areas, configuration table and task table if present, all pe- 
ripheral handler tables, memory links and analysis of all locked slices in memory plus all overlayable code and 
data segments present in memory at the time of the dump. 

GLOBAL. 

This option creates an analysis of the fixed MCP data areas. It includes the last code executed. | 

C.TABLE 

This option gives a print of the configuration table if it was in memory at the time when the dump was taken. 

ESCT 

This option gives a print of the mix table (execution scan priority table). 

DIAGNOSTICS 

This option gives a print of the MCP’s diagnostic buffer area. 

TASK.TABLE 

This option gives further analysis of the mix, if the overlayable task table was present in memory at the time 
when the dump was taken. 

MEMORY.MAP 

This option provides an analysis of the layout of memory, and may be output for any specified page. | 

MEMORY.LINKS 

This option analyzes the layout of the overlayable area of memory, and may be output for any specified ; 

page. 

VMWA 

This option gives a print of the virtual memory work area only. 

GWA 

This option gives a print of the Global work area only. 

SCL 

This option prints the keyboard buffer only. 

SAT 

This option gives a print of the Slice Address Table only. 

MIX 

This option gives a selective analysis of parts of the dump relating to the tasks running at the time of the 

dump. 
| 

OL 

This option provides a selective analysis of peripheral configuration information. 
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DATA.COMM.AREA . 

  

This option prints the areas of memory relating to data communications. 

PHT   This option gives a print of selected Peripheral Handler Tables. If the <device-option>s are absent, then all 
peripherals attached to the system at the time of the memory dump are analyzed. Allowable values for <device- 
option> are: 

CX — Channel Expander 

LP - Line Printers 

SP — Serial (console) Printer 

CT — Cassettes 

DK - Cartridge Disks 

DF —- Fixed Disks 

j DM - BSM, BSMII Disks 
KB -— Keyboard 

SS - Self-Scan 

ADC - Asynchronous Data Comm Controllers 

SDC - Synchronous Data Comm Controllers 

DI - ICMDs 
RT — Time-of-Day Clock 

DCPP — Data Communication Power Pak > 
SLICE 

This option provides selective printing of locked slices of memory or of data segments. It does not allow 
for associated segments to be output. The <slice-option> may be either a ‘‘slice-number”’ in the range 0-45 
or one of the following names: 

| DISKDDR , 

LPDDR 

PANDDR 

KBDDR 

CASSDDR 

SENDDR 

CONSOLE 

INXS 

SCREENSN 

SUSN 

INITIALIZE 

ADCDDR 

SDCDDR 

OPENCLOSE 

DCCH 

SPO 

CONBUFSN 

SCLBUFSN 

ICMDDDR 

OCOMSN 

DIAGSN 
i REMSPOSN 
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TASK 

This option prints the contents of a Task Control Block (TCB). 

The <task-name> may be one of 

NDL 

MCS 

BAILIFF 

SCL 

LOADER 

The <wa-option> may be one of 

MPLII 

BIL 

COBOL 

RPG 

SORT 

NDL 

HEX 

This option provides a print (or display) in hexadecimal and byte format of selected parts of memory. The 
<start address> is a four-hex-digit number and the <length> is also specified as a four-hex digit number. 

PHDUMP 

This option causes the peripheral handling dump area to be output.   
Example: 

To obtain a complete memory dump print on the console printer: 

PMB90 (OCK) | 

PRINT ALL.MEMORY (OCK) 

To obtain a dump of the data comm buffers, plus the data comm controller device-dependent routines, plus 

the MCS and NDL task tables: 

PMB90 (OCK) 
PRINT DATA.COMM.AREA (OCK) 
PRINT PHT ADC SDC (OCK) 
PRINT TASK MCS NDL (OCK) 

Note: 

When submitting memory dumps for analysis, it is helpful if some preliminary analysis has already been per- 

formed. The following option is recommended: 

PMB90 

PRINT MIX OL MEMORY.MAP MEMORY .LINKS GLOBAL PHT TASK CURRENT 

Always provide the MEMDUMF file on magnetic media even if this preliminary analysis has been performed. 
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POWER OFF 

Logically power off all user disks (see PO command if under MCP control, or SAU PO command if under 
SAU control). 

Logically power off the system disk (see PO command if under MCP control). Wait until the system returns 
to the initial state, that is PK1 and PK2 are lit. 

If the PO command cannot be used, due to some system error, then the system should be halted by pressing 
the Load Enable button, causing the system to return to the initial state with PK1 and PK2 lit. 

Remove all removable disk media. 

A mini disk can be removed immediately the unit door is opened. 
A disk cartridge can be removed only when the red stop light is lit, assuming that the drive is func- 
tioning correctly. | 

Power off the disk units (failure to remove disk media before this, may result in subsequent media corrup- 
tion). oe : 

Remove all cassettes from the system. 

Power off the main cabinet (this must be the LAST action after all peripherals have been switched off). 

Note on disk removal: | 

There are only two situations when it is valid to remove a disk: 
where the MCP is not running and the disk is not in use. 

where the MCP is running, but the disk is a user disk which is logically powered off after using the 
PO command: note that the PO command does not cause a disk to become logically powered off if 
it is in use, but the PO will be completed only after all activity on the disk is complete. 

Note on power failures: 

If the main cabinet is switched off accidentally (for example, by power failure), remove all disks and cassettes 
before it is switched back on. | 
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SAU. INIT 
This utility is used to create 'a parameter file for initializing Caelus disks (BSM, 2011, Cartridge) on console- 

less systems. The parameter file is called SAU.PARAM. The Stand Alone Utility will extract parameters from 

this file. For further information on execution, refer to the description of Stand Alone Utilities earlier in this 

section. 

    

  

Format: 

| IN 

SAU.INIT ——— DEFINE ON < disk-id > — +> 

FE 

—- FILES < number > OWNER “<name>” ———— SERIAL <serial-number > ——— 

— DKx 7 

>———— DISK_ <disk-name > DRIVE —+— DMx "|   
  

  

  
    

——— D Fx 

OR 

SAU. INIT DISPLAY < disk-id > > 

where <disk-id> ‘= up to 7 legal characters 
<number> ‘= up to 4 numeric digits (1-2804) 
<name> = up to 14 characters inside quotes (*‘) 
<serialk-number> = 6 decimal characters 

The DEFINE function, which requires all parameters to be specified, creates a file ‘““SAU.PARAM”’ on the 

specified disk. The file consists of a single 180-byte record, and has a system data filetype. If another SAU- 

.PARAM file exists on the specified disk, it will be removed when DEFINE is invoked. 

The DISPLAY function displays the parameters defined in an existing “‘SAU.PARAM”’ file which has been 

previously created by the DEFINE function. 

The format of the ‘‘SAU.PARAM”’ record is as follows: 

Byte Offset Length Parameter 

0 2 “SIN” or “FE” 
2 3 ‘*Dxy”’ 
5 8 ‘*mm/dd/yy”’ 

13 4 9001’ — *°2804’’ 
17 6 
23 7 Disk-Name 
30 14 Owner 
44 121 Dummy 

165 15 ‘“*BOODISKINITCDMU”’ 

Output from the DEFINE function is: 

IN 

a < disk-id > / SAU.PARAM CREATED 

FE 
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If there is no available area for the file on the specified disk, then the following messages are displayed 
and the utility goes to End-of-Job: 

- IN 
DATA SPACE NOT AVAILABLE ON + i; < disk-id> 

| FE 

IN-—— 

p——— < disk-id > / SAU.PARAM NOT CREATED 
  FE   

Output from the DISPLAY function for a valid “‘SAU.PARAM” file is: 

  IN | 
PARAMETERS IN FILE oR < disk-id > / SAU.PARAM — 

FE     
IN 
oF DISK Dxy AS <disk-id > FOR <number> FILES 

FE 

SERIAL NO. <serial-number >, OWNER <name>, DATE <date> 

If a file ‘‘“SAU.PARAM”’ is found but has incorrect attributes or checkstring, the following message is dis- played and the utility goes to End-of-Job: 

IN 
oe < disk-id > / SAU.PARAM NOT CMS STANDARD 

FE 

Both the DEFINE and DISPLAY functions of the utility check the disk which contains SAU.PARAM for the file ““CMSBOOT’’, and inform the user whether or not it has been found. 

If **CMSBOOT”’ is found and has the correct file attributes and checkstring, the utility displays the following message: 

<disk-id>/CMSBOOT IS VERSION <number> 

If the attributes and checkstring are incorrect, the following message is displayed and the utility goes to _End-of-Job: : 

BOOTSTRAP FILE <disk-id>/CMSBOOT NOT CMS STANDARD 
a | NOTE 

It is not necessary for ‘‘CMSBOOT’’ to reside on the same disk as ‘‘SAU- 
-PARAM”’ when the Stand Alone Utility is executed with parameters from ‘‘SAU- 
-PARAM”’ : 
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B 900/CP 9500 DEPENDENT SYSTE 
- SOFTWARE   

GENERAL 

This section covers those items in the CMS software which are operationally different on the B 900/CP9500 

from other implementations. These differences are a result of the different hardware features involved. The 

items covered include: 

B 900/CP9500 Control Panel 
System Initialization Concepts 
System Startup 
Coldstart (Attended and Unattended Operation) 

Warmstart (Attended and Unattended Operation) 

Read Only Memory (ROM) Dump Routine 

Re-Label (RL) 
Release Level Display (RLD) 
Reset Option (RO) 
Set Option (SO) 
Sysanalyzer 
Analyzer 
Romanalyzer 
Romconvert 
Field Patch Program (FPP) 
Configurer 

B 900/CP9500 CONTROL PANEL 

Located on the top front surface of the B 900/CP9500 are the following controls and indicators (left to right): 

SPARE KEY SHIFT KEY 
  4 

HEXADECIMAL KEYPAD (COVER REMOVED) 

so
eq
0 

P
I
G
)
 

) 
Gl
s 

[=
] 

C+)
 C

e) 
Cel

e 

P
C
)
 GI

 

    
  

The hexadecimal keypad is not used during normal system operation. 

The keypad is used by the field engineer in running Maintenance Test Routines (MTRs). It can also be used 

to execute the Read Only Memory (ROM) Dump Routine. This routine allows the operator to dump the con- 

tents of system memory when the MCP is unable to produce a system dump file. Oc 
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Hexadecimal Display Lights 
The indicator display is used to report messages and errors to the user. At any one time, the system can display up to 16 hexadecimal digits. The display is divided into banks, A through H, with two hexadecimal digits per bank. | | 

- 

BANK BANK BANK BANK A 8 Cc D 
Al A2 B1 B2 Ct C2 o1 op2 

  

  

  

HEXADECIMAL DISPLAY 
f . 

| (2 ROWS OF 8 DIGITS) 

NOTE: ANY BANK (BANK N) 
CONTAINS 2 HEX DIGITS. 
N1 = MOST-SIGNIFICANT DIGIT. 
N2= LEAST-SIGNIFICANT DIGIT. 

  

  

            

  

  

  

            

  

E1 €E2 Fi F2 G1 G2 4H1 #H2       

BANK BANK BANK BANK 
E F . G H 

System Switches 

Two styles of switches are available depending on the system type. 

  
  

  

  

                              

  

                      

  
  

  

    

‘ a 7 eee | preemeemnneN ON | SYSTEM STANDARD DSK PRC1 OS PRC1 NORMAL OPERATE OFF ———- — CLEAR REMOVABLE RECONFIG DSK PRC 2 © OS PRC2 EXTENDED MEM DUMP 
, : ee { . 

, 

OR 

OFF ON SYSTEM STANDARD NORMAL OPERATE ener eeeACREREEED <a RRRD 

CLEAR REMOVABLE RECONFIG EXTENDED MEM DUMP                                   

        

SYSTEM SWITCHES 

ED2143b 

The use of these switches are discussed in the following sections on System startup, coldstart, warmstart, and processor switches. 

Data Communications Transmit and Receive Indicators 
These four pairs of lights are used by the B 900/CP9500 to indiciate when it is transmitting to or receiving from a terminal on a particular data communications line. 

Data Communications Group Select Switch 
This seven-position thumbwheel switch is used to select a four line group of data communication lines for monitoring on the four pairs of transmit and receive indicators. 
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SYSTEM INITIALIZATION CONCEPTS 

Before user programs can be executed on the B 900/CP9500 system, two things must be present. 

1. The system disk must be on line and ready, and must contain those files necessary to support the func- 

tions of the Master Control Program (MCP). 

2. The system must be warmstarted to load the MCP and system files necessary for operation. The MCP 

is the program which, once loaded, continues to run as long as the system remains in operation (refer to 

the CMS MCP Reference Manual, form 2007555). : 

The functions necessary to create the system disk are provided by the stand-alone utility, coldstart. The 

function of loading the MCP and the system files are provided by the stand-alone utility,.warmstart. The system 

disk does not need to be created every time the B 900/CP9500 system is powered on. The normal procedure 

is to power on the system and warmstart to load the MCP into the system. 

Execution of the coldstart or warmstart utility can be selected by the operator as a part of the system startup 

procedure. (Details of coldstart, warmstart, and system startup follow.) 

SYSTEM STARTUP 

If the B 900/CP9500 is currently powered off, pressing the ON/CLEAR switch provides power to the system. 

NOTE 

It is strongly recommmended that all disk units be powered off before applying 

power to the B 900/CP9500. This requirement can be met if the operator adopts 

the following procedure for powering off the B 900/CP9500: 

1. Use the CMS intrinsic PO (power off a disk) to logically power off the disk units 

and wait for the message from the MCP indicating the successful PO. 

  

2. Physically power off the disks according to the procedures described in the 

B 900/CP9500 Systems Operators Manual, form 1118270. 

After power is applied to the B 900/CP9500, the disk units may be powered on. With power applied to the 

B 900/CP9500, pressing the ON/CLEAR switch puts the system in startup mode. Successive stand-alone soft- 

ware then takes the system to a state where the MCP can begin to operate. Startup software consists of the 

following programs: | 

1. System Startup Read-Only Memory (ROM). 

2. CMS Track Zero Bootstrap (SYSINITBOOT). 

3. System Dependent Bootstrap (SYSBOOTSTRAP). 

As soon as the system enters startup mode, the startup ROM routine (permanently resident in the system) 

takes control. It then looks for a disk that contains SYSINITBOOT. The startup ROM loads the SYSINIT- 

BOOT file, then starts executing the SYSINITBOOT routine (that is, the CMS track zero bootstrap). 

The task of SYSINITBOOT is to find a disk that contains SYSBOOTSTRAP, load SYSBOOTSTRAP, and 

start its execution.   
NOTE 

Once SYSBOOTSTRAP starts to execute, its action depends upon the setting of 

the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch. If this switch is set to SYSTEM, the SYS- 

BOOTSTRAP program loads the warmstart utility. If the switch is set to REMOV- 

ABLE, it loads the coldstart utility (from the disk labelled B 900RLI1). 

The operator is therefore responsible for selecting whether the system coldstarts or warmstarts when it is 

put in startup mode by appropriately setting the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch. 
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_ During startup, bank A of the hexadecimal display lights indicates which startup software is in operation. ® _ Within each program’s range of values, bank A indicates the program’s successful progress, or an error that it may have encountered. To identify the Startup program currently in control, use the following table: 

Value Range Program 
(Bank A) Executing 

@00@ — @1F@ SYSTEM STARTUP ROM 

@20@ — @2F@ SYSINITBOOT 

@30@ — @3F@ SYSBOOTSTRAP 

@40@ — @9F@ SYSCOLDSTART 

@A0@ — @FF@ SYSWARMSTART 

  

SYSINITBOOT 

SYSINITBOOT (the track zero bootstrap) receives control directly from the Startup ROM routine. Its re- 
sponsibility is to locate, load, and pass control to the SYSBOOTSTRAP program. It searches the various disks 
on the system for the SYSBOOTSTRAP disk. This disk must be ready, have a valid CMS disk label. and 
contain the SYSBOOTSTRATP file. 

The search is done from the highest I/O channel to the lowest. each channel being searched from its lowest 
disk drive to its highest. Bank A indicates the primary status of the execution of SYSINITBOOT. The values 
shown in the following table are displayed in bank A under normal execution and termination. For more details © on these messages, refer to the Startup Display Reference Tables. 

Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank 
A B C D E F G H 

@20@ ——— CNNL/DRV DISKID ——— ——— —— ——— 

@2F@ ——— ——— ——— ——— oo oe ——— 

Bank A 

Value Meaning 
@20@ SYSINITBOOT is executing normally and is performing a search for the 

SYSBOOTSTRAP disk. 

@2F@ SYSINITBOOT has found a SYSBOOTSTRAP disk. The SYSBOOTSTRAP file has been loaded successfully, and control is about to be passed to the SYSBOOTSTRAP program. 

Any value other than 20 or 2F appearing in bank A indicates that SYSINITBOOT has encountered an error condition. For a decode of error codes, refer to the SYSINITBOOT and SYSBOOTSTRAP Error Codes and Startup Display Reference Tables. 

SYSBOOTSTRAP 

SYSBOOTSTRAP is loaded by and receives control from SYSINITBOOT, and is responsible for: © 

  

I. Checking the system’s random access memory (RAM). 
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2. Locating the disk which contains the coldstart/warmstart utilities and the system software file, SYSDSCP 

(disk processor code). | 

3. Loading either coldstart or warmstart (depending on the setting of SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch) and 

SYSDSCP into the B 900/CP9500. 
4. Passing control to coldstart or warmstart. 

RET 

a ed 

The coldstart/warmstart is a disk which is found by SYSBOOTSTRAP to be ready, to have a valid CMS 

disk label, and to contain the required system files. 

For coldstart, the required system files are SYSCOLDSTART and SYSDSCP. In addition, the disk must 

have a packid (that is, the disk name of B9O0RLI.) 

For warmstarting, the required system files are SYSWARMSTART and SYSDSCP. If fixed disk exists on 

the system, the two files (SYSDSCP and SYSWARMSTART) need not reside on the same fixed disk drive, 

as long as both are on fixed disk. When no fixed disk is present, both required files must reside on the same 

removable disk. 

SYSBOOTSTRAP uses the same method in searching for the coldstart/ warmstart disk as was used to find 

the SYSBOOTSTRAP disk: the channels are searched highest to lowest, each channel being searched from 

its lowest disk device to its highest. 

During the. SYSBOOTSTRAP phase of system startup, banks A and E are used to indicate the status of 

SYSBOOTSTRAP. Both banks should be interrogated to determine whether SYSBOOTSTRAP is executing 

normally or has encountered an error condition. : 

The values shown in the following table are displayed in bank A under normal execution and termination 

of SYSBOOTSTRAP. For more details on these messages, refer to the Startup Display Reference Tables. 

  
  

Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank 

A B C D E F G H 

@30@ RELOC ——— —-— RELOC ——— oe __ 

ID RSLT 

@31@ MEM BUS/ —_—— CHKOUT ——— _—— __ 

ID PAGE RSLT 

@32@ FILE CHNL/ DISK SRCH — _—— _ 

INDEX DRV ID RSLT 

@33@ PROC CHNL/ DISK LOAD ——— ——— ——— 

ID DRV ID RSLT 

@3F@ ——- ——— ——— ERR # —_—— ——— — 

Bank A 

Value Meaning 

@30@ SYSBOOTSTRAP has gained control from SYSINITBOOT and is in the process of 

performing its startup activities. 

@31@ SYSBOOTSTRAP is performing its memory checkout procedure on the necessary system 

RAM memories. 

@32@ SYSBOOTSTRAP is performing a file-by-file search in locating the coldstart/warmstart 

disk. 

2015228-001 
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Value Meaning 

@33@ SYSBOOTSTRAP is loading coldstart/warmstart system firmware. 

@3F@ SYSBOOTSTRAP has completed execution. 

NOTE 
If bank E is blank, then SYSBOOTSTRAP has terminated normally. Otherwise, 
bank E contains an error number indicating abnormal termination. 

For a decode of SYSBOOTSTRAP error codes, refer to the SYSINITBOOT and SYSBOOTSTRAP Error 
Codes and Startup Display Reference Tables. 

SYSINITBOOT and SYSBOOTSTRAP Error Codes 
The following tables show all error conditions that SYSINITBOOT and SYSBOOTSTRAP may encounter. 

Beneath each table is a brief description of the error code found in bank A. The Startup Display Reference 
Tables may also be used to decode the codes found in banks B through H. 

SYSINITBOOT Error Codes 

Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank 
A B C D E F _G H 

@21@—@28@ OP CHNL/DRV DISK ID SO S1 S2 S3 

  

    
Se NS ONE SS SREY SELIIO eeet eee Camee eee me sen 

ERROR CODE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

@21@ SYSINITBOOT has requested that Verify that proper release level of BSOORL1 disk 
an undefined disk operation be is being used. Try another copy of the release 
executed. disk. If this does not work, request technical 

assistance. 
@22@ SYSINITBOOT requested an Same as above. 

invalid disk operation length. 

@23@ The disk drive at the indicated Same as above. 
channel (bank “C’’) cannot be 

supported by the SYSINITBOOT 
software. 

@24@ The indicated channel (bank “C”’) Same as above. 
cannot be supported by the disk 
processor. 

@25@ The disk drive indicated in bank “C” Ready the indicated drive and press the CLEAR 
is not ready. switch to reinitiate system startup. 

@26@ A disk device error was encountered Request technical assistance. 

9-6 

on the channel and drive found in 

bank “*C’’, 

      
 



    

  
   

ERROR CODE 

@27@ 

@28@ 

@2E@ 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

A key search failure has been 

encoutnered on the channel and drive 

found in bank “C.” 

The disk drive indicated in 

bank “‘C’”’ does not exist. 

No disk drive meeting the requirements 

for a SYSBOOTSTRAP disk has been 

found on the system (NOTE: A 

device error may have been detected 

on an otherwise valid disk.) 

SYSBOOTSTRAP Error Codes 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Ensure that the required disk drive is ready. 

If it is, request technical assistance. 

  

  

                
  

Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank 

A B C D E F G H 

@3B@ REQ ——— ——— ——— ——— ———— ———— 

@3C@ OP CHNL/ DISK DKCTL 

DRV “ID RSLT ——— ———— ———— 

@3D@ OP CHNL/ DISK SO $1 $2 $3 
DRV ID 

@3E@ ERR OFF 1 XOFF OFF 2 

STAT 

ERROR CODE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

@3B@ SYSBOOTSTRAP has been sent to its Verify that proper release level of B9OORLI 

force state handler. This mechanism is disk is being used. If it is, request technical 

to be disabled during SYSBOOTSTRAP assistance. 

execution and its occurrence is a fatal 

error. 

@3C@ SYSBOOTSTRAP detected a disk Same as above. 

exception condition indicating that 

an invalid parameter was passed. 

@3D@ A device error was detected by the Request technical assistance. 

SYSINITBOOT software disk 

controller. 

@3E@ SYSBOOTSTRAP has encountered a 

2015228-001 

  

hardware detected error while 

executing. 

  

Request technical assistance. 

  

  

  
 



  

Startup Display Reference Tables 

  

The following table defines the identifiers found in banks B through H in the error tables described previ- ously. When decoding these values, the following tables must (where applicable) be used in addition to the text found with the error condition. | | 
IDENTIFIER DISPLAY BANK(S) | MEANING 

BUS/ C The current RAM memory location where the most Significant PAGE | digit is the physical bus address being accessed and the least 
Significant digit is the page address on bus being accessed. 

CHKOUT | E The result of a SYSBOOTSTRAP RAM memory check, where RSLT | a blank indicates no error. 
CHNL/DRV C The current drive and I/O channel where the most significant 

digit of display bank “C” is the current channel being 
accessed and the least significant digit of display bank “C” 
is the current drive on that channel. 
The table below maps a unique “‘address literal” to each 
available channel. The “address literal” is used by the disk 
processor when referencing a channel. 

Channel Index Address 
(hexadecimal) Literal 

) @01@ 
@02@ 
@04@ 
@08@ _ 
@10@ © 
@20@ | 
@40@ 
@80@ 
@30@ 
@S0@ 
@60@ 
@70@ 
@90@ 

@A0@ 
@B0@ 

The “IOS” and “NON-IOS” notations indicate how the presence 
or absence of the “Input/Output Select” option affects a 
system’s ability to address a given I/O channel index. (For 

IOS and NON-IOS 

SYSTEMS 

W
N
 

—
 
©
 

v
v
 

r
N
 

M
O
A
D
S
P
 

C
O
M
 
I
N
N
A
 

NON-IOS 

ONLY   
IOS 

ONLY 

  

example, a system without IOS cannot address channels 8-E). 
DISK ID : D The type of device being accessed. The table below is ordered 

so that faster devices appear before the slower. 

ID DEVICE 

@54@ 9493-80 . Fixed Disk 
@53@ 9493-20 Fixed Disk 
@6F@ | 9493-18 Fixed Disk 
@6C@ 9481-12 Cartridge Disk 
@6A@ 9480-12 Cartridge Disk 
@6E@ 9480-22 Cartridge Disk 
@55@ 9489-21 3/6 BSMD 
@56@ 9489-23 3/6 BSMD 
@68@ 9489-1/11 BSMD 
@60@ 9489-12 BSMD 
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IDENTIFIER 

DKCTL 
RSLT 

ERR# 

ERR 

STAT 

FILE 
INDEX 

LOAD 
RSLT 

MEM 

ID 

OFFI 

OFF2 

OP 

2015228-001 

DISPLAY BANK(S) 

E 

C.D 

GH 

MEANING 

SYSBOOTSTRAP has terminated due to an undefined disk 

operation. The identifier, DKCTL RSLT, may contain 

@21@—@24@. These codes are explained in the section on 

SYSINITBOOT and SYSBOOTSTRAP Error Codes where 

they appear in bank A. 

The code displayed in bank “E” indicates the termination 

of SYSBOOTSTRAP, where: 

@00@ — No error has occurred, control has been passed to 

COLDSTART or WARMSTART depending on the 

| setting of the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch. 

@01@ — No Operating System (OS) processor was found 

on the system. 

@02@ — A COLDSTART/WARMSTART disk was not found 

on the system. 

@03@ — SYSBOOTSTRAP is not able to put a “processor 

freeze” on itself. 

Processor I.C. error status byte which may indicate that: 

1) a micro access is in progress; or 2) a data access is in 

progress. 

To determine whether a data or micro access is in progress, 

refer to the “STATUS” identifier found in bank “E” in the 

ROM Dump Display Reference Table. 

An Identifier of @00@ indicating that the SYSCOLDSTART 

or SYSWARMSTART file is being searched for. 

The status of loading SYSWARMSTART, SYSCOLDSTART 

and SYSDSCP firmware into memory, where: 

@00@ — System file load in progress. 

@01@ — System file load complete, no error. 

An identifier indicating which part of RAM memory is being 

checked, where: 

@00@ — SYSBOOTSTRAP/SYSDSCP memory. 

@01@ — SYSCOLDSTART/SYSWARMSTART memory. 

@02@ — COLDSTART/WARMSTART buffer memory. 

If the “ERR STAT” code found in bank “‘B” indicates that a 

micro access is in progress, OFF1 is the micro program offset 

(UMR) where the error occurred. 

Or 

If the “ERR STAT” code found in bank “B” indicates a 

data access is in progress then “OFF1” and “QFF2” 

indicate the contents of the M1 and M2 registers of the 

processor, respectively. 

Used in conjunction with “OFF1” to indicate the contents of 

the M1 and M2 registers of the processor when “ERR STAT” 

indicates that a data access is in progress. 

Current disk operator: 

@80@ — Read 
@20@ — Key Search 

@10@ — Read Drive I.D. 
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IDENTIFIER DISPLAY BANK(S) MEANING 

PROC Bo The identifier used by SYSBOOTSTRAP to identify what 
ID firmware is being loaded, where: 

@00@ — SYSCOLDSTART or SYSWARMSTART load. 
@01@ — SYSDSCP load. | 

RELOC B | An identifier used to determine the status of the 
ID | SYSBOOTSTRAP relocation activities: 

@00@ — SYSBOOTSTRAP is relocating itself to its 
executing offset. 

@01@ — SYSINITBOOT software disk controller is being 
relocated to its SYSBOOTSTRAP area. 

RELOC E The result of relocating SYSBOOTSTRAP or SYSINITBOOT 
RSLT | software disk controller to an executing offset. A blank 

indicates that there is no error. 
REQ B The values of the processor’s I/O channel’s request lines. 
SRCH E The status or result of the search for the COLDSTART or 
RSLT WARMSTART disk, where: 

@00@ — Indicates that the search is in progress. 
@01@ — Indicates that the search has been completed 

successfully. 
@02@ — Indicates that the search for the COLDSTART or 

WARMSTART files has been completed unsuccess- 
fully. 

SO-S3 E-H Identifiers which indicate the status of the hardware disk 
| controller: 

For Processor disk controllers: 

SO = Primary Status 

S1 = Secondary Status 
For Host controllers: 

SO = Host controller status 
S1-S3. = Device controller status controllers. 

XOFF - / fi E,F If the “ERR STAT” code found in bank “B” indicates a a J a : micro access is in progress, then XOFF indicates the extended EE a ~~ micro program offset (UMRX) where the error occurred. . 
or j \ | _ Ifthe “ERR STAT” code found in bank “B” indicates a \ data access is in progress then XOFF is the extended data 

access offset (MAX) where the error occurred. 

  

ae ne 
poe 

| 
\ a ey 

: 

COLDSTART | 
i 

Coldstart is a stand-alone utility whose primary function is to create a system disk. Once the system disk 
has been initialized via coldstart, system files may then be loaded from the release disk(s). The system re- 
leases may be contained on either cartridge or mini disks that are labeled sequentially with a numeric suffix 
of | for the first release disk, 2 for the second, and so forth. Coldstart is loaded from the first release disk 
(mini or cartridge disk) labeled B9OORL1, located in channel 3. 

On systems with an operator display terminal (ODT) device (that is, in operator- attended mode), coldstart displays information to, and requests information from, the operator. On systems without an ODT device, coldstart becomes user-transparent. No information is requested from, or displayed to, the user except via the indicator lights. When necessary, information is derived from default values. 
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Operator Attended Mode 

Operator attended coldstart is comprised of the following functions: 

FE = INITIALIZE MTR DISK 

HE = HELP 
IN = INITIALIZE A DISK 

LD = LOAD FILES FROM. RELEASE DISK 

OL = LIST STATUS OF DRIVES 

PT = PATCH SYSTEM FILES 

RF = REFORMAT DISK TO INITIAL STATE 

RP = REPLACE SYSTEM FILES 

WS = WARMSTART 

Idle, DS, Resolving Duplicate: Packids 

The idle, DS, and resolving duplicate packid’s features are common to more than one function. These features 

are described as follows. 

Idle Loop 

The idle loop is that state of coldstart during which the operator is expected to request a function. Coldstart 

signals that it is in the idle loop with the message: ENTER FUNCTION. 

Cancelling a Coldstart Function (The ?DS Option) 

The operator may abort any of the coldstart functions by entering ?DS in place of any response that is ex- 

pected to contain three or more characters, except when entering the date. When the ?DS option is used, 

coldstart aborts the function that is in progress, and returns to the idle loop after issuing the message: FUNC- 

TION DS-ED. | 

Resolving Duplicate Packids 

Coldstart is able to resolve situations where one or more packids are not unique to a specific removable 

disk. Whenever a coldstart function requests a packid, the following sequence of events occurs: 

1. The coldstart function issues the message: ENTER OBJECT PACKID <1-7 CHARS>. 

2. The operator enters a packid containing from one to seven letters and/or digits. (Example: DUPNAM1.) 

3. If there is more than one disk currently on-line with this name, coldstart returns a list of those disk drives 

with the specified packid. 
SOURCE DISK: DUPNAMI 

DUPNAMI IS ON DKA 

DUPNAMI IS ON DME : 

Disk drive mnemonics indicate both disk type, (DK for cartridge or DM for mini) and the physical device 

(A-H). | 
| 

4. If the packid specified by the operator is unique, the pack sequence ends at step 2 and the particular 

coldstart function continues. If the packid is not unique, the operator is requested to identify the drive on 

which the desired disk resides. 

ENTER DRIVE <3 CHARACTERS> 

5. The operator then enters the three-character disk drive mnemonic indicating which one of the duplicate 

named disks coldstart should use. The first two characters identify the disk type; the third identifies the 

physical drive. The removable disk type mnemonics are: DKx - cartridge and DMx - mini-disk. 

The operator’s response may not include blanks. The physical drive identifier, (X), is a single letter between 

A and H. inclusive. Sample responses are: DKB and DMH. 
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Initiation of Coldstart 

To initiate coldstart on systems with an ODT device, the following procedures should be followed. 

I. Turn system power on (refer to System Startup). 
2. Insert first release disk labeled B9OORLI. 
3. Set processor’s SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to REMOVABLE. The remaining switches should be in their primary positions (that is, STANDARD, NORMAL, OPERATE, DSK PCRI, and OS PRC1). __ 4. Press the system ON/CLEAR button. 

Coldstart begins by displaying the following message: BOJ COLDSTART -REV.XX.YY.ZZ. 

Coldstart next requests the date: ENTER DATE <MM/DD/YY>-. 
The operator enters the date, with slashes between month, day, and year. Leading zeroes must be included. (Example: 06/20/80.) 

The status of each disk drive and the packid of its resident disk are reported to the operator, using one of the following: . | 

|. <packid> READY ON <device-mnemonic><drive-id>. 
2. <packid> NOT READY ON <device-mnemonic><drive-id>. 
3. <packid> WRITE INHIBITED ON <device-mnemonic><drive-id>. 

The <device-mnemonic> reported identifies the type of drive: DF for fixed disk, DK for cartridge disk, or DM for mini-disk. The <drive-id> is a letter. in the range A through H, identifying the physical unit used. It occurs immediately after the <device-mnemonic> with no intervening spaces. 

If all drives do not have a ready message reported, coldstart issues the following message: TYPE ‘‘A”’ WHEN DISKS ARE READY. The operator enters an A when the disk drives are in the states desired. 

NOTE 
If one or more disks are still NOT READY or WRITE INHIBITED, it makes no 
difference. This message (and the expected response) gives the user an opportunity 
to change the status of one or more devices before coldstart functions are used. 

If anything other than an A is entered, an <ERR> message is returned and the ‘“‘TYPE A WHEN...’ mes- Sage is repeated. Coldstart then responds with the message: STORING SYSINITBOOT IN MEMORY. 

After successfully loading SYSINITBOOT in memory, coldstart identifies the source disk of the SYSINIT- BOOT file and its disk mnemonic with the following messages: 

SOURCE DISK: B900RL] 
B900RL1 IS ON <device mnemonic> 

If the first release disk is not on-line when coldstart attempts to load the SYSINITBOOT file, the following message is displayed: 

ENTER RELEASE DISK 
TYPE A TO CONTINUE, B TO STOP 

Coldstart now issues the following messages: 

ENTER HELP FOR LIST OF COMMANDS 
ENTER FUNCTION 

If the operator enters HELP, coldstart presents the user with the available options and their mnemonics, as follows: 
: | 

FE = INITIALIZE MTR DISK 
IN = INITIALIZE A DISK 
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Otherwise, the operator chooses a function by entering an appropriate mnemonic on the keyboard. Coldstart 

indicates it has completed one function and is ready for a new function with the message: 

ENTER FUNCTION. 

FE (Initialize MTR Disk) 

This function initializes a disk for MTR usage. Old disk contents are deleted, the disk surface is qualified, 

and a flag in the disk label is set to indicate that it is an MTR disk. 

Six specific tracks on any given MTR disk are reserved for use by MTR_ routines. This is done by setting 

bad sector indicators in the disk’s non-file (available space) directory. If these six tracks are actually found 

to be bad at any location, MTR initialize terminates. Success of this function means that those six tracks are 

flawless and unconditionally reserved for MTR usage. 

The first request issued by the FE function is for identification of the MTR disk’s drive. The following mes- 

sage appears: ENTER DRIVE <3 CHARACTERS>. Respond with a three-letter drive mnemonic. (Example: 

DMF denotes that the MTR disk is a mini disk, residing on drive F.) A fixed disk (mnemonic DFx) cannot 

be used as the MTR disk. Only the mnemonics DKx and DMx, cartridge and mini respectively, are valid. 

The disk surface is now qualified. Bad sectors within the six tracks reserved for usage by MTR causes fail- 

ure of this function, and the message: BAD MTR TRACK. Other tracks, which are to contain MTR software, 

are allowed a total of 50 bad sectors. The number is reported to the user: NO OF BAD SECTORS = ##. | 

  

The user is now offered the option of usingdefault mode. The following message is issued: DEFAULT 

MODE <Y OR N>. 

If default mode is selected, the removable-disk defaults are used to complete the MTR disk’s initialization. 

Refer to Default Assignments listed under Coldstart Messages. 

If default mode is not used, MTR initialize continues to request information. (Refer to Initialize function 

for more details.) When FE initialize ends successfully, the following message Is displayed: END INITIALIZE 

MTR DISK. 

HE (Help) 

The operator may request. via this function, a short definition and the necessary mnemonic for every cold- 

start option. 

  
INITIALIZE MTR DISK FE = 

IN = INITIALIZE A DISK 

LD = LOAD FAILURE FROM RELEASE DISK 

OL = LIST STATUS OF DRIVES 
PT = PATCH SYSTEM FILES 
RF = REFORMAT TO INITIAL STATE 
RP = REPLACE SYSTEM FILES 
WS = WARMSTART 

IN (Initialize) 

This function initializes a system disk according to CMS format. There are three steps to this function: 1) 

requesting of information; 2) qualification of the recording surface; and 3) creation of CMS structures on the 

disk. 
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The first request by initialize is for the type of disk: fixed or removable. Removable disks include both car- 
tridge disks and Burroughs Super Mini-Disks (BSM). The system request is as follows: TYPE OF DISK 
<REM OR FIX>. The operator can specify only REM or FIX. 

If the operator specifies fixed disk, all fixed disk drives found powered on and ready are initialized as a 
_ Single assemblage. If a removable disk is specified, coldstart requests that the disk be identified by issuing 
the message: DRIVE <3 CHARACTERS>. 

After the disk has been identified by the operator response of a three letter drive mnemonic, initialize tests 
its recording surface by writing and reading test patterns. Any bad sectors found are deleted from the disk’s 
addressable space. The count of bad sectors is reported to the operator before processing: NO. OF BAD SEC- 
TORS = ##. 

| NOTE | When initializing two fixed disks, the ‘‘NO. OF BAD SECTORS = ##” are re- 
ported to the operator for both drives. 

Bad sectors may cause initialize to terminate. In unattended mode, this causes coldstart to terminate. There 
are two ways this can occur: | 

|. The disk contains more than 50 bad sectors. This is indicated to the operator: TOO MANY BAD SEC- 
TORS. | 
2. There is a bad sector in track zero. This is indicated to the operator: TRACK ZERO HAS BAD SEC- | 

— TOR. 

Initialize now asks the operator whether default mode is to be used. Default mode is similar to operator- 
unattended mode, in that initialize derives the rest of its information from default values. The format of the 
query iss DEFAULT MODE <Y OR N>. If Y is selected, (that is, default mode) all further information 
needed by initialize is derived from the default values. Nothing further is requested from the operator. Refer 
to the default assignments listed under Coldstart Messages. | 

If N is selected, initialize generates the disk’s directory and label using the information supplied to the fol- 
lowing queries: 

I. ENTER FILES <1-2804>. Enter the number of files to be allowed on the disk. 

| NOTE 
When initializing two fixed disks, the statement ENTER FILES <1-2804> is dis- 
played once for the entire assemblage. Enter the number of files to be allowed. 
Also, each assemblage must be initialized with the same number of files. 

2. ENTER OBJECT PACKID < 1-7 CHARS>. Enter the disk-id which can be from one to seven alphanu- 
meric characters. 

| NOTE 
When initializing two fixed disks, the statement ENTER OBJECT PACKID <!I- 
7 CHARS> is duplicated for the second spindle. | 

3. ENTER SERIAL <6 DIGITS> ( *). Enter from one to six numeric characters as the disk serial number. 
4. ENTER OWNER <1-14 CHARS> ( *). Enter the name of the owner of the disk which can be from one 
to fourteen alphanumeric characters. 

(An * appearing next to a message indicates that the message is not displayed when initializing fixed disk.) 

When initialize terminates successfully, it issues the message: END INITIALIZE. 

_ A disk is initialized according to CMS formats consisting of the following: 

1. Disk label. 
2. Directory: _ 

1) Non-file directory. 
2) File name list. 
3) Disk file headers. 
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3. SYSMEM file. 
4. PPIT Table (Fixed disks only) *. 

  

* 201-I Disk - 211 available slots for user packs. 
211 Disk - 211 available slots for user packs. 

Increasing Fixed Disk 

All fixed disk drives on a B 900/CP9500 that are powered on and ready are initialized as a single assemblage. 
To add one or more drives into this assemblage, perform the following when running in coldstart mode: 

1. Power off all fixed disk drives that are presently running. This is to protect the files on these units from 
erasure by the initialize function. 
2. Power on the fixed disk drive(s) that are being added to the assemblage. 
3. Use the initialize function to initialize the drive(s) to be added. Specify the same number of files as those 
specified on the original assemblage. A unique label will be requested for each drive initialized. 
4. Restore power to all units. 
5. Rewarmstart the system by following the warmstart procedure. 

The MCP automatically adds the new drives to the fixed disk assemblage once the system has been warm- 
started. : 

NOTE 
_When adding one or more drives into an existing fixed disk assemblage, the addi- 
tional drives must be placed in an available slot or channel which is higher than 
any other channel which is being used or which was used. 

When replacing a disk on the system, the new disk must be cabled into the same 
channel from which the old disk was removed. It must also be given the same 

packid and initialization parameters. : 

  

LD (Load) 

This function loads the files from the release disks to the system disk. The release disks are labeled sequen- 
tially (B900RL1, B900RL2, and so forth) and must be inserted in the drive according to the sequence of their 

labels.   The following files must reside on the first release disk: 

SYSBOOTSTRAP. 
SYSCOLDSTART. 
SYSINITBOOT. 
SYSDSCP. 

The remaining files may reside on any release disk, including the first one. 

SYSMCP. 
SYSWARMSTART. 
SYSICP. 
SYSMPLII. 
SYSCONFIG. 
SYSLANGUAGE. 
COPY. 
SYSTRANSLATE. 
SYS-SUPERUTL. 
OPTIONAL system files: 
SYSCOBOL. 
NDLSYS. 
NPC900. 
SORTINTRINS.    
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Dump analyzers: 
SYSANALYZER. 
ANALYZER. 

Any user file. 

LD only loads to a initialized disk (that is, a disk containing a SYSMEM file entry) from a release disk 
and first requests the disk type and packid of the system disk: 

TYPE OF DISK <REM OR FIX> 
ENTER OBJECT PACKID <1I-7 CHARS> 

All files on the first release disk are loaded and the name of each file is listed as it is loaded. LD then 
requests that the next release disk be inserted for loading of more files by issuing the following message: 

ENTER NEXT RELEASE DISK 
TYPE A TO CONTINUE, B TO STOP 

To enter more files, insert the next release disk and type A to continue. If all files have been entered, stop 
by entering B. The stop command initiates a check for presence of the following system files: 

SYSLANGUAGE 
SYSMCP 
SYSDSCP 
SYSICP 
SYSBOOTSTRAP 
SYSWARMSTART 
SYSMPLII 
SYSTRANSLATE 
SYSCOBOL 
SYSCONFIG 
SYS-SUPERUTL 
COPY 

The following message is issued if the check fails: SYSTEM LOAD INCOMPLETE. An incomplete load 
does not return the disk to an initial state (that is, as it was immediately after initialize); any files loaded re- 
main on disk. The operator is notified when the LD function terminates successfully via the message: END 
LOAD. a : 

OL (Disks On Line) 

The OL function lists all ready disks that are on the system. Each disk is identified by device mnemonic, 
physical drive, and packid. 

Examples 

DMB ACCOUNT. A Burroughs Super Mini Disk named ACCOUNT is ready on on drive B. 

DFC THISDSK. A fixed disk named THISDSK is ready on drive C. 

DKG PACK123. A cartridge disk named PACK123 is ready on drive G. 

END DISKS ON LINE. 

PT (Patch System Files) 

System files are patched by replacing a given system file on the system disk with its counterpart from a 
removable patch disk (cartridge or mini). The removable disk must be a release disk. 

The following files can be patched: 

SYSCOBOL 
SYSMCP 
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SYSICP 
SYSDSCP 
SYSWARMSTART 
SYSMPLII 
SYS-SUPERUTL 
SYSCONFIG 
SYSTRANSLATE 
SYSBOOTSTRAP 

The patch function derives its input from a patch disk, but the disk to be patched must be identified. First, 

patch requests the disk’s type: TYPE OF DISK <REM OR FIX>. Next, if a removable disk is being patched, 

patch requests its packid: ENTER OBJECT PACKID <1-7 CHARS>. 

Patching Restrictions 

Each system file and each patch file has a version string associated with it. The format of this string is 

RRRRPP, where the RRRR field represents the release level and the PP field represents the patch level. 

The version string for each file on the patch disk is checked against its corresponding system file’s version 

string before any loading of patch files occurs. One of the following actions results: 

1. The release level field of the version string in the patch file and system file must be equal. If this is 

not true, the patch function terminates immediately. 

2. If the patch file has a patch level which is less than the patch level of the corresponding system file, 

patch terminates and the operator is notified: VERSION MISMATCH. | 

3. If the patch level of a patch file is equal to the patch level of the corresponding system file, no error 

results but the patch file is ignored and is not loaded. 
4. Any patch file having a patch level greater than the patch level of the corresponding system file is loaded. 

Once all patch file version strings have been checked against all system file version strings, patch copies 

all patch files to the disk being patched. If any error occurs, the patch function terminates and whatever patch 

files have been copied are deleted. This returns the disk being patched to its original state. If all patch files 

are copied without error, the corresponding old system files are deleted. This completes the patch function. 

The operator is notified when the patch function terminates successfully via the message: END PATCH. 

RF (Reformat) 

This coldstart function returns the system disk to its initial state (that is, as it was immediately after initial- 

ize). Reformat, unlike initialize, does not check the integrity of the recording surface by writing test patterns; 

therefore, the number of bad sectors are not affected by reformat. 

First, reformat requests the type and packid of the disk to be reformatted by issuing the following messages: 

TYPE OF DISK <REM OR FIX> 

If REM is entered, the following message is issued: 

ENTER OBJECT PACKID <1-7 CHARS> 

Once reformat identifies the disk to be accessed, its label is accessed and used to print the following infor- 
mation: | 

NO. OF BAD SECTORS <#> 
DATE <date of last initialize or reformat> 
FILES <maximum number of files presently allowed> 
SERIAL <serial number of disk> ( *) 
PACKID <packid of disk> 
OWNER <owner of disk> * 
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If FIX is entered, the following messages are issued: 

NO. OF BAD SECTORS <#> ( *) 
PACKID <packid of disk> ( *) 
FILES <maximum number of files presently allowed> 

The messages marked with ‘** *’’ indicate that the message will be duplicated for each spindle in the assemblage. 

The operator is now offered the option of using default mode (refer to Default Assignments) by the message: 
DEFAULT MODE <Y OR N>. If N is. selected, reformat generates the disk’s directory and label using the © 
information supplied to the following queries: 

I. ENTER FILES <1-2804>. Enter the number of files to be allowed on the disk. 

NOTE 
When reformating two fixed disks, the statement ENTER FILES <1-2804> is dis- 
played once for the entire assemblage. Enter the number of files to be allowed. 
Also, each assemblage must be initialized with the same number of files. 

2. ENTER OBJECT PACKID < 1-7 CHARS>. Enter the diskid which can be from one to seven alphanu- 
meric characters. | 

NOTE 
When reformating two fixed disks, the statement ENTER OBJECT PACKID <!1- 
7 CHARS> is duplicated for the second spindle. 

3. ENTER SERIAL <6 DIGITS> ( *). Enter from one to six numeric characters as the disk serial number. 
4. ENTER OWNER <!1-14 CHARS> ( *). Enter the name of the owner of the disk which can be from one 
to fourteen alphanumeric characters. 

An ** *” appearing next to a message indicates that the message is only displayed when reformating a remov- 
able disk. 

When RF terminates, it issues the message: END REFORMAT. 

RP (Replace System Files) 

This function is used to replace certain system files on a previously created disk without version string 
checks being done, as in the patch function. | 

The following system files can be replaced: 

SYSBOOTSTRAP 
SYSDSCP 
SYSMCP 
SYSWARMSTART 
SYSICP 
SYSMPLII 
SYSTRANSLATE 
SYS-SUPERUTL 
SYSCOBOL 
SYSCONFIG 

The replace function obtains its inputs from the release disk. The disk to be updated must be specified. 
First, replace requests the disk’s type: TYPE OF DISK <REM OR FIX>. 

If the disk type specified is removable, replace requests the packid of the disk to be updated: ENTER OB- 
JECT PACKID <1-7 CHARS>. | 

The replace function uses the system files (listed previously) from the release disk to replace the copies of 
these files on the specified disk. If any error occurs, the replace function terminates, and whatever replacement 
files have been loaded, are deleted. This returns the disk on which the replace was being performed to its 
original state. 

The user is notified when the replace function finishes successfully via the message: END REPLACE 
FUNCTION. 
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WS (Warmstart) 

This coldstart function allows the operator to enter the warmstart process directly from coldstart. This func- 

tion begins by alerting the operator to set the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to SYSTEM by issuing the mes- 

sage: SET SYSTEM/REM SWITCH TO SYSTEM. Once the switch is set, control is passed to the system 

startup procedures. These startup procedures initiate execution of the warmstart utility. 

Operator Unattended Mode 

  
The system automatically enters coldstart unattended mode when the coldstart utility determines that there 

is not an ODT on the system. In unattended mode, any one of the following series of functions can be 

executed. 

1. Initialize, Load, and Warmstart. 

2. Patch and Warmstart. 

3. Replace and Warmstart. 

The system decides which function, or set of functions, to perform after interrogating the switch settings 

on the control panel. If the system detects the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to be in the SYSTEM position, 

warmstart is initiated. If set to REMOVABLE, coldstart examines the STANDARD/RECONFIG and NOR- 

MAL/EXTENDED switches for positioning, and executes the appropriate functions. When the functions are 

completed, coldstart signals the user to set the control panel switches in their primary positions for warmstart 

to proceed. See the following figure for a summary of switch settings and their corresponding functions. 

(Please note that before the system can be warmstarted, the switches must be returned to their primary posi- 

tions.)   
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Initialize, Load, Warmstart 

In unattended mode, the initialize/load/warmstart series of functions are initiated when the user puts a re- lease disk on the system and sets the following system switches: 

REMOVABLE 
STANDARD 
CLEAR 

The initialize/load functions act upon the fastest speed device that is available to the system. If the user wishes to perform these functions on any device other than the fixed disk, the fixed disk MUST be physically powered down or it is initialized. After the release disk has been inserted and the control panel switches set, the system begins with the initialize function. All the necessary information, such as the number of files al- lowed, serial number, pack name and owners-id are derived from default values. The user is kept informed of the function’s progress via bank D on the display. Bank A normally contains @40@ unless an error occurs. For example, a @55@ in bank A means that the disk has a bad sector in track zero. The user should then get a different disk and initiate the function again. The unattended mode uses the same criteria for qualifying disks as attended mode. If there are too many bad sectors on a disk being initialized, coldstart terminates. 

After the initialize function is completed, control is automatically passed to the load function. Bank D con- tains a @20@while the load function is in progress. When the load is completed, bank A contains @40@ and bank D contains @50@ as follows: 

A B C D 

40 ~~ —— 50 

E F G H 

This pattern flashes to indicate that user intervention is needed. At this point, the user has the option of Inserting the next release disk to continue the LOAD function, or of setting the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to the SYSTEM position so warmstart can take control. In operator-unattended mode, no check is made for the presence of all required system files (refer to Load under Operator- Attended Mode). If any are absent, warmstart does not operate. 

Patch, Warmstart 

In unattended mode, patch/warmstart is initiated when the user puts a release disk on the system and sets the following switches: 

REMOVABLE 
RECONFIG | 
NORMAL 
CLEAR 

In deciding which disk to patch, coldstart searches for the fastest device. 

As in attended mode, the version string for each patch file is checked against it’s corresponding system file’s version string before any loading of patch files occurs. If an error occurs, the patch function terminates, dis- playing an appropriate message on the hexadecimal display lights. For example, a PATCH LEVEL ERROR causes the hexadecimal displays to contain the following: : oo 

A B Cc D 

74 —— —— 80 

E F G H 
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If any error occurs during the patch operation, the entire patch function terminates and whatever files have 

been loaded are removed. This returns the disk being patched to its original state. Patch flashes the following 

indicator lights when the function is finished. (These indicator lights mean that warmstart is-ready to take con- 

trol.) | 

A B C D 

40 _— —— 50 

E F G H 
\ 

The user should: 

1. Remove release disk.. 
2. Set the STANDARD/RECOMFIG switch to STANDARD. 

3. Set the SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to SYSTEM and warmstart begins. 

Replace, Warmstart 

In unattended mode, the replace/warmstart is initiated when the user puts a release disk on the system and 

sets the following switches: 

REMOVABLE 
RECONFIG 
EXTENDED 
CLEAR 

The replace function is used to replace certain system files on a previously created disk. Unlike the patch 

function, replace does not perform version string checks. 

The replace is performed on the fastest speed device. If any load error occurs, the replace function termin- 

ates, and whatever replacement files have been loaded are removed. This returns the disk to its original state. 

This type of error is displayed on Hex display. When the replace function is successful, it terminates by flash- 

ing a pattern on the indicator lights shown below. 

A B C D 

40 _ _— 50 

E F G H 

For warmstart to take control, the user should: 
1. Remove release disk. 
2. Set NORMAL/EXTENDED switch to NORMAL. 
3. Set STANDARD/RECOMNFIG switch to STANDARD. 
4. Set SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to SYSTEM. 

Coldstart Messages 

Coldstart primarily uses banks A and D to indicate its status. Bank A is used to display a code which corre- 

sponds to coldstart’s status or an error message. Bank D contains a code showing what coldstart function is 

executing. The codes from banks A and D and their meanings are listed in tables 9-1 and 9-2. 
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Table 9-1. Codes Appearing in Bank A of Indicator Display (Coldstart Status ) ( Sheet 1) 

CODE MESSAGE 

@40@ None 

@41@ File not found 

@42@ Duplicate file- 
<filename> not loaded 

@43@ ¢ drive mneumonic ) 

disk controller error 

@44@ Invalid system error 

number 

@45@ <drive mneumonic 
device error | 

@46@ Write inhibited 

@47@ Name list full 

@48@ No user disk 

@49@ No disk space 

@4A@ Not ready 

@4B@ Not single area file 

@4C@ Pack not online 

@4D@ Incorrect file type 

9-22 

POSSIBLE CAUSES. 

. Normal operation. 

This error occurs internally to the 
SYSCOLDSTART program. 

Occurs when loading files to disk. 

If a file was loaded from a B9SOORL# 
disk that has the same file-id as 

one on a subsequent BOOORL# 

disk, this error occurs. 

The disk processor has reported to 

COLDSTART that a controller error 

has occurred. This is a hardware 

error in the disk detected by the 

. disk processor. 

The number reported to the system 

error procedure is not a valid 

COLDSTART error number. 

A device error was reported for the 

specified disk. This is a hardware 

detected error. 

The specified disk is write disabled. 

There are no available entries in 

the file name list. Therefore, no 

files can be loaded. 

All available disk space ona 

cartridge has been utilized. 

The available disk space on all of the 

fixed disks has been utilized. 

SYSCOLDSTART is trying to access 
a not ready disk. 

The file to be patched is not a single 
area file. 

A pack-id of a not ready disk has 
been entered. 

When loading or patching system 

files, a check is done on their file 

type. The proper type must be present 

for the load and patch functions to 

successfully complete. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

None. 

Try a RP and/or COPY of required 

system files. 

Warmstart the system and copy the 
correct file. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Write enable the disk. Refer to B 900/ 
CP 9500 Operator’s Manual for 

Instructions, form 1118270. 

Reformat disk increasing the number 

of files. (May require use of disk 

media with greater storage capacity.) 

Remove any unwanted file(s) and/or 
squash the disk. 

Remove any unwanted file(s) or 

squash the disk. 

Make the disk ready. 

Copy the file specifying “‘singlearea.” 

- Check input and re-enter or insert _ 
requested pack in drive. 

BOOORL# disk may be corrupted. 
Try a backup copy of the disk or 

request technical assistance. 

      

 



Table 9-1. Codes Appearing in Bank A of Indicator Display (Coldstart Status) (Sheet 2) 

  
CODE MESSAGE i POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

@4E@ Invalid drive A drive which is not on the _ Execute OL to see what peripherals 

system has been specified. are on-line. Check input and 

re-enter. 

@4F@ Invalid label on drive When performing an OL function, Disk must be re-initialized on a 

this message occurs, indicating CMS system. 

that the label on the specified 

drive is not a CMS disk label. 

@50@ Number of bad sectors = C #) When initializing or reformatting, None, normal operation of 

this message reports the number initialize and reformat. 

bad sectors on the disk. 

@51@ Extended pack files not Files that extend over multiple Copy file to one pack. 

handled packs cannot be loaded by 

| COLDSTART. 

@52@ Invalid pack An attempt was made to initialize Insert proper disk. 

a pack named “B9OORL#” or when 

entering drive for “B9OORL1”’, 

the drive does not contain ‘B9OORL1” 

disk. 

@53@ No ready fixed disk In response to the prompt “TYPE Ready fixed disk , 

on system OF DISK?,” “FIX” is entered and | 

  

no ready fixed disks on the system exits. 

@54@ Too many bad sectors A disk containing more than 50 bad Initialize another disk. 

sectors is not initialized. COLD- 

START stops initializing when this 

event occurs. 

@55@ Bad track zero CMS defines that track zero must Initialize another disk. 

be error free. The disk is not initialized 

when an error on this track is 

discovered.   

  

@56@ Enter release disk When a B9OORLI disk is needed, Insert the BOOORL]I disk. 

this message occurs. It can occur at 

the beginning of COLDSTART 
if the SYSINITBOOT file is needed, 

or during the load, patch or replace 

functions. 

@57@ No disk space for directory During the initialize or reformat Reduce the directory size or use 

function, if the disk has bad sectors another disk. 

there may not be enough contiguous 
good sectors for the directory size 

chosen. 

@58@ Disk is not in initial state When performing the load function the Initialize or reformat the disk. 

object disk must be in an initialized 

state. 
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Table 9-1. Codes Appearing in Bank A of Indicator Display (Coldstart Status) (Sheet 3) 

CODE MESSAGE 

@59@ Duplicate packid 

@5 A@ No bootstrap file 

@5 B@ B900 System load incomplete 

@5C@ Bad MTR track 

@5D@ Ready 

@S5E@ Unexpected interrupt 

@5F@ Decimal number » 65535 

@60@ ODT not ready 

@61@ Filesize error 

@62@ DP bad prep status 

@63@ DP-bad status 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

An attempt was made during the 

initialize or reformat functions to 

label the disk with the same name 

as one already on-line. 

At the beginning of COLDSTART 

the SYSINITBOOT file is loaded 

from the B 900RL1 disk into processor 

memory. If this file is not found, 

this message will occur. 

After the load function has performed 

the file transfers to the system disk, 

a check is done to see if the necessary 

files have been loaded. If all of the 

required files are not on the system 

disk, this message occurs. 

If one of the tracks to be used for MTR 

purposes, during the FE initialize 

function, has been determined to be 
bad, this message will occur. 

This is not an error message. It 

indicates the status of the drives 

during the OL function. 

Interrupts are disabled at all times during 
the execution of COLDSTART. This 

message will occur if an interrupt is 

received. 

This message occurs when COLD- 

START detects a decimal number 

greater than 65535. 

This error code displayed if the ODT 

is not ready. 

When computing area sizes for files, 

if the file area is larger than 

(65535 minus allocation unit) 

sectors. 

A bad status error was reported 

(that is, a status is not available 

for each active device). 

An invalid command status result 

was retruned by the disk processor. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Power off the “duplicate” pack or 

specify another name. 

Warmstart the system with a disk 

that has the SYSINITBOOT file and 

copy it to B9OORL1. 

Check the B9OORL1 disk to see what 

files are missing. Copy those files to 

BOOORL1. 

Try FE initialize on another disk. 

None. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Power on the ODT. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

   



        

Table 9-1. Codes Appearing in Bank A of Indicator Display (Coldstart Status) (Sheet 4) 

CODE MESSAGE 

@64@ DP-unsolicited status 

@65@ DP-bad ready status 

@66@ Fixed disk not ready 

@67@ Not extendable 

@68@ PPIT mismatch 

@69@ Duplicate logical unit 

@6A@ Divide by zero 

@6B@ Memory parity error 

@6C@ No system pack 

@6D@ Version mismatch 

@6F@ Invalid disk 

@71@ Invalid bootstrap file 

@73@ Function DS’ED 

@74@ Patch level error 

2015228001 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

A command complete status was 

returned by the disk processor 

for an invalid drive. 

A ready status is returned for a 

ready drive. 

The fixed disk was selected as the 

system disk and it is not ready. 

The system entry in the PPIT does 

not contain a logical unit of @FF@. 

Before loading to fixed disks, the 

fixed disks are checked for identical 

PPIT’s. 

The same logical unit number has 

been assigned to two fixed disks. 

A zero divisor was sent to the 

divide routine. 

A hard read error occurred. 

Load has detected an allocation unit 

of zero while attempting to load a 

multi-area file. 

When patching, a check is done on 

the version string source file. 

Invalid disk device. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Power on the fixed disk. 

Reformat fixed disk. 

Power off all fixed disks except the 

one being loaded to or re-initialize 

with all fixed disks powered on. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Re-initialize or reformat disk. 

Use a more current B9OORLI disk 

or use replace function. 

Request technical assistance. 

The SYSINITBOOT OR SYSBOOTSTRAP Use another copy of SYSINITBOOT 

file contains an invalid check string. 

This message will occur when ?DS 

is entered to discontinue the present 

function. 

When executing the patch function, 

the patch file must be a later 

release than the source file. 

and/or SYSBOOTSTRAP. 

None, Normal operation. 

Try a more current BOOORLI disk 

or use the replace function. 
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CODE 

@10@ 

@11@ 

@12@ 

@13@ 

@14@ 

@15@ 

@16@ 

@17@ 

a 8@ 

@20@ 

@30@ 

@33@ 

@34@ 

@35@ 

@36@ 

@37@ 

@38@ 

@40@ 

@50@ 

@60@ 

@70@ 

@80@ 

@90@ 
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Table 9-2. Codes Appearing in Bank D of Display (Coldstart Function) 

MEANING 

The initialization function of COLDSTART is in operation. Banks F, G, and H contain 
an incrementing track or sector location. 

The write-address logic of the initialize function is executing. Banks F, G, and H contain 

an incrementing address being written to disk. 

The accuracy-test logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-Track-0 logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-non-file-directory logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-non-file-name-list logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-disk-file-name-header-list logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-SYSMEM logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The build-PPIT logic of the initialize function is executing. 

The load function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The reformat function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The build-Track-0 logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The build-non-file-directory logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The build-disk-file-name-list logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The build-disk-file-header-list logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The build-SYSMEM logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The build-PPIT logic of the reformat function is executing. 

The OL function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The WARMSTART function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The HELP function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The FE initialize function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The patch function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

The replace function of COLDSTART is in operation. 

     



    

  
  

Disk Selection 

All disks have been assigned priority according to their speed. The fastest disk device is the fixed disk, 
then the cartridge disk, and then the mini disk. Because more than one type of cartridge drive is permitted 
on the system, they have individually been assigned priorities. Refer to the section on Startup Display Refer- 
ence Tables for a list of disk drives in their highest priority order. 

In attended mode, the operator may select which drive/disk the desired function is to act upon. In unattend- 
ed mode, however, coldstart searches for the highest priority device. If it is to be cartridge, the top drive 
is chosen over the bottom drive. 

Please note that the initialize function can not be run against the release disk. The release disk may be 
scratched via the reformat function in attended mode. To safeguard against accidental reformating or generally 
writing to it, the release disk used may be write inhibited. 

Default Assignments 

Some of coldstart’s functions allow the operator the option of assigning disk attributes, or defaulting to sys- 
tem set up values. The default values are always used in the unattended mode. In the attended mode the mes- 
sage “‘DEFAULT MODE <Y OR N>”’ is displayed on an ODT. If Y is entered, the system assigns the num- 
ber of files to be allowed on disk, serial number, packid, and owner-id as shown in the following table: 

INFORMATION REMOVABLE DISK FIXED DISK 

NEEDED DEFAULTS DEFAULTS 

- Number of files to be allowed on system disk. 256 ** 2805 ** 

Serial number of disk used as system disk. 000000 000000 — 
(EBCDIC) (EBCDIC) 

Pack-id of disk used as system disk. OOOOO00A 0000001 * 

( ASCII) (ASCII) 

Owner-id of disk used as system disk. “REMOVABLE DISK” “FIXED DISK” 

( *) - If more than one fixed disk, the first has the packid as shown; each additional disk’s packid is incre- 
mented by 1. . 

( * *) - 2805/256 includes the system file. 2804/255 is the actual number of user files which can reside on the 
disk. 

If default mode is not selected, the function continues to request all necessary information from the user. 
Refer to the following table for the format and the type of information requested. 

INFORMATION RESPONSE 
NEEDED SYSTEM QUERY FORMAT 

Number of files to be allowed on system disk. ENTER FILES Up to four digits. 
: ¢ 1-2804 

*Serial number of disk serving as system disk. ENTER SERIAL Exactly six digits. 
6 DIGITS ) 

Pack-id of disk serving as the system disk. ENTER OBJECT PACKID Up to seven letters 
(1-7 CHAR) and/or digits. 

*Owner-id of disk serving as the system disk. ENTER OWNER < UP TO Up to fourteen letters 
14 CHARACTERS » and/or digits. 

( *) - Removable disk only. 
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   WARMSTART 

The warmstart utility starts when the coldstart or SYSBOOTSTRAP utility passes control to it. Warmstart 
is responsible for: 

1. Determining the hardware configuration by associating each processor that it finds with local memory size 
to the appropriate processor attribute (that is, operating system, task processor, data comm processor, or 
disk processor). Warmstart uses these attributes to verify the specifications found in the SYSCONFIG file, 
and to load the proper system firmware files. 

2. Determining that all required system files are available by searching all ready disk’s on the system. The 
search proceeds from the fastest drive to the slowest (the order is described in the section Startup Display 
Reference Tables under DISKID). All required system files must be found to reside either entirely on the 
system’s fixed disk assemblage or entirely on a single removable disk. . 
3. Assigning appropriate roles in the software system to each component of the hardware system as follows: 

1) If the user configuration specifications in the SYSCONFIG file are satisfied by the hardware currently 
available, warmstart configures the software system according to the SYSCONFIG file. 
2) If the current hardware system cannot satisfy the user configuration specifications in the SYSCONFIG 
file, warmstart uses the default configuration (refer to Default Configuration.) | 

4. Loading system firmware as required by the software system assignments.   
, 5. Passing control to the operating system. 

NOTE 
If the system has just been coldstarted, the version of SYSCONFIG that is used 

: by warmstart is the version supplied on the release disk(s). If the configurer pro- 
gram has been executed since the last coldstart, the version of SYSCONFIG that 
is used by warmstart is that produced by the most recent execution of configurer. 

. To restore the original release version to the system disk, either do a new coldstart 
replace or execute configurer with the proper parameters. 

  

Default Configuration 

The B 900/CP9500 warmstarts using a default configuration if the specifications in the SYSCONFIG file con- 
flict at any time during the warmstart process with the actual available hardware configuration. 

If this condition exists, then the system is configured as follows: 

| - Operating System Processor. 
1 - Disk Processor. 
All - Data Comm Processors physically on the system, where logical DCP numbers increase from zero in | 
a decreasing bus address order. \ 
All - Task Comm Processors physically on the system as task processors supporting all interpreters. 

Warmstart also allocates the following buffer memory: 

. If the operating system processor memory is greater than or equal to 192KB, then buffer memory size 
is 64KB. 

} 2. If the operating system processor memory is less than or equal to 192KB, then buffer memory size is 
total OS memory less 96KB. 
3. The data comm buffer memory allocated is one half of the total buffer memory allocated. 

WARNING 
With the 3.02 release of System Software, there is no way of knowing that the sys- 
tem has warmstarted using a default configuration. A method of determining when 
a default configuration has been used during warmstart will be provided on a future 
release.   

To tailor the SYSCONFIG file for specific configurations, the configurer program must be used. A repeat warmstart | 

can then be done which loads the needed configuration. (The configurer program is described later.) 
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Operator Attended Mode 

These instructions are for operating warmstart when the system has not just been coldstarted. The coldstart 

program has the option warmstart which describes the necessary operations. 

1. Power on the B 900/CP9500 processor by pressing the ON/CLEAR switch (refer to System Startup). 

2. Insert a valid system disk (prepared by the B 900/CP9500 coldstart utility). 
3. Set the B 900/CP9500 processor’s SYSTEM/REMOVABLE switch to SYSTEM. 

4. Press the system CLEAR button. 

Warmstart displays the following sequence of messages: 

BURROUGHS CMS MCP (version #) 
<disk mnuemonic> <packid>/SYS DISK 0 FILES OPEN 

ENTER DATE AND TIME USING DT COMMAND 

Warmstart has requested the date, with slashes between month, day, and year, and time in hours and min- 

utes. Leading zeroes must be included. 

<DATE AND TIME> 
TRANSFER COMPLETED COMMENCING LOG FILE REALLOCATION 

LOGGING IS INITIATED ON <MM/DD/YY> AT <TIME> 

(MCP VERSION #) 

Operator Unattended Mode 

The system automatically enters unattended mode when warmstart determines that there is no ODT on the 

system. Because the date and time cannot be entered, warmstart uses the default values of 11/11/11 for the 

date and 24:00:00 for the time. As in attended mode, the system is configured according to SYSCONFIG. 

If the SYSCONFIG file is invalid or not found, the warmstart default configuration is used to configure the 

system. The hexadecimal display does not indicate that the system has warmstarted using the default 

configuration. 7 

Warmstart Messages 

Warmstart has two ways of reporting its status to the operator. The hexadecimal display banks are used 

by warmstart to display data during its execution. Display banks A, B, and C indicate warmstart’s progress 

through its code and serves as a minimal error report. The other banks, D through H. may supply further 

data, depending on the error involved. 

When an operator display terminal (ODT) is present on the system. Warmstart attempts to direct a message 

to the ODT device. Banks A. B, and C are periodically updated. Each bank is responsible for a different run- 

time data report. 

Bank A 

Errors detected by warmstart are displayed in bank A. Warmstart errors can be broken-down into the fol- 

lowing ranges: . 

VALUE MEANING 

@A0D@ Normal execution no error 

@A1@ — @AF@ WARMSTART internal errors 

@BO@ — @BF@ System error 

@C0@ — @CF@ Hardware error 
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Bank B 

This is a hexadecimal count of successfully executed operations. (Note: This is not a count of executed mi- 
cro-instructions; it is a count of logical operations.) This bank has a maximum possible value of @FF@ (255 
decimal). | 

Bank C 

In the event of an error, this bank represents the last operation attempted during which an error occurred. 
(During normal operation, it is periodically updated to reflect the operation in progress.) The following table 
is a decode of the contents of bank C: | 

  

VALUE OPERATION 

@00@ Processor Interface Control (PIC) command 
@10@ List peripherals 
@11@ Locate OS peripheral 
@12@ Determine hardware configuration 
@13@ List remote peripherals — 

@14@ Locate system disk 

@20@ Prime local device software controller 
—@21@ Prime disk processor parameters: _ 
@30@ Allocate WARMSTART buffer memory 
@31@ System configuration 

@40@ Handle disk processor ctm prep 

@50@ Memory checkout — attached 
@51@ Memory checkout — unattached 
@60@ Prepare firmware segment load 
@70@ Load firmware segment 
@72@ Complete WARMSTART table 

@80@ Display message to ODT 
@E0@ WARMSTART complete — pass control to OS 

The following table outlines the display layout for error information shown in bank Aland banks D> 

  

    

  

  

  
  

        

through H. 

Bank A Bank D Bank E Bank F Bank G Bank H 

@A0@ NO ERROR (NORMAL) 

I@A1@ - CURRENT OFFSET NEXT OFFSET 

l@a2@ _ CURRENT OFFSET NEXT OFFSET 

I@A3@ — - — - _ ~ a 

l@as@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE | CHAN/UNIT DEV DEP PARMS 

ae OP TYPE DEV TYPE CHAN/UNIT | DEV DEP PARMS 

I@AA@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE | CHAN/UNIT DEV DEP PARMS 

l@aB@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE | CHAN/UNIT OFFSET   
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Bank A Bank D Bank E Bank F Bank G Bank H 

@AC@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE CHAN/UNIT OFFSET 

@AD@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE CHAN/UNIT DEV DEP PARMS 

@B0@ on - = — — - = os 

@B1@ - —- - = — _ —- = — 

@B2@ FILE INDEX SEG TYPE — — - = _- = 

@B3@ PROC TYPE —— - ae 8 

@C1@ - = - - _ - - - - = 

@C3@ _- = - = — — - = - = 

@C4@ | —- = - =- — — - = - = 

@C8@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE CHAN/UNIT STATUS 

@CI@ OP TYPE DEV TYPE CHAN/UNIT STATS 

| NOTE. 
In certain cases, a single display bank is not sufficient. Two, sometimes three 

banks are then used for a single value. When this occurs, the leftmost value digit 

of the leftmost bank is the most significant digit. The rightmost digit of the nght- 

most bank is the least significant digit. 

The following table explains the meaning and recommended action for warmstart codes appearing in bank 

    
  

  

A: 

CODE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

@AND@ Normal execution, no errors. None. 

@A1@ Current WARMSTART opcode not WARMSTART code may be corrupt. Re- 

recognized. load the WARMSTART file to the system disk. 

@A2@ Current WARMSTART operation not Same as above. 

completed successfully. 

@A3@ WARMSTART table entry type not Same as above. 

recognized. 

@A8@ Operation desired is not recognized for Request technical assistance. 

the given device. 
) 

@AI@ Device not recognized. Same as above. | 

@AA@ Invalid unit for the given device. Same as above. 
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CODE 

CAB 

@AC@ 

@AD@ 

@BO0@ 

@B1@ 

@B2@ 

@B3@ 

@C1@ 

@C3@ 

@C4@ 

@C8@ 

@CI@ 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Source descriptor is invalid; does not 

exist or exceeds physical attributes. 

Destination descriptor is invalid; 

does not exist or exceeds physical 
attributes. 

Device not on system. 

System disk not found. 

SYSCONFIG file error. 

A required firmware segment during the 

system load was not found. A firmware 

file or the WARMSTART file may be 
corrupt. 

Unable to load a required firmware 

segment. The segment exceeds 

physical page attributes. System 

firmware file may be corrupt. 

Not able to access the OS processor 

interface control. 

WARMSTART was not able to find the 
minimum memory necessary for it to 

allocate its disk parameters and buffers; 
or, the minimum memory on the 

operating system has not been found. 

The hardware system ID in ROM is not 
a recognized value. 

A hardware error has been detected on 

the given device. 

Device not ready; the selected device 

has gone from operational to 
non-operational. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Same as above. 

Same as above. 

Same as above. 

Ensure the system disk is active and has the 
required files. 

Reload the SYSCONFIG file. 

Reload as necessary. 

Reload. Possible memory problems. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Request technical assistance. 

Ready device and re-initiate WARMSTART. 

    

  
 



        

Warmstart Display Reference Tables 

CURRENT OFFSET 

NEXT OFFSET 

OP TYPE 

DEV TYPE 

CHANNEL/UNIT 

OFFSET 

FILE INDEX 

SEG TYPE 

PROCESSOR TYPE 

2015228-001 

CURRENT WARMSTART DRIVER TABLE OPERATION OFFSET. 

NEXT WARMSTART DRIVER TABLE OPERATION OFFSET. 

INTERNAL WARMSTART DEVICE OPERATION. 

@0@ -— COMMAND 

@01@ — READ 

@2@ — WRITE 

@03@ — SEARCH 

INTERNAL WARMSTART DEVICE TYPE. 

@00@ - _ DISK 

@1@ -— ODT 

@02@ — PROCESSOR (PIC) 

@03@ -— MEMORY 

FOR DISK THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT INDICATES THE LOGICAL 

DRIVE NUMBER OF THE DEVICE BEING ACCESSED THROUGH THE 

DISK PROCESSOR. THE LEAST ORDER DIGIT IS NOT USED. 

FOR A PROCESSOR OR MEMORY THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

INDICATES THE PHYSICAL BUS ADDRESS AND THE LEAST 

SIGNIFICANT DIGIT INDICATES THE MEMORY PAGE ON THE BUS. 

ADDRESS OF ERROR. 

SYSTEM FILE BEING ACCESSED. 

@03@ —  SYSMCP 

@4@ —-— _ SYSICP 

@5@ —-— SYSDSCP 

@6@ — SYSMPLII 

@07@ — SYSCONFIG 

@8@ — SYSLANGUAGE 
@09@ — SYSTRANSLATE 

CURRENT FIRMWARE SEGMENT TYPE. 

@02@ — RESIDENT CODE 

@03@ — RESIDENT DATA 

@06@ — VITAL RESIDENT CODE 

@0A@ — _ PRIME RESIDENT CODE 

CURRENT WARMSTART ENTRY TYPE. 

@01@ -— OPERATING SYSTEM 

@02@ -— DATACOMM 

@3@ — TASK 

@4@ -— _ DISK 

@05@ — BUFFER 

@FF@ -— TERMINATOR 
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STATUS BANK G — GENERAL STATUS. 
00 — CONTROLLER ERROR (INTERNAL TO OP) 
01 — COMMAND SUCCESSFUL 
02 — COMMAND UNSUCCESSFUL 
03 — DEVICE ERROR ABORTED COMMAND 
04 — NOTUSED | 
05 — DESCRIPTOR ERROR 

BANK H — DEVICE ERROR STATUS. 
00 — NOERROR 
01 — SEEK TIMEOUT 
02 — HEAD OFF CYLINDER 
03 — SEQUENCE ERROR (INTERNAL TO OP) 
04 — PARITY 
05 — SECTOR NOT FOUND 
06 — ILLEGAL ADDRESS 
07 — STATUS WORD ERROR (INTERNAL TO OP) 
08 — DATA ERROR (IN COMPARE) 
09 — WRITE INHIBITED (ATTEMPT TO WRITE TO A “WRITE 

PROHIBITED” DISK). 

OS AND DISK PROCESSOR SWITCHES 

These switches are available on certain systems. They are found along with the other system switches on 
the control panel of the computer. Their purpose is to aid the operator in bypassing a faulty OS (operating 
system) and/or disk processor. The following procedures enable the user to continue operation until the faulty 
processor can be fixed. However, the user should not set these switches unless advised to do so by Burroughs 
technical personnel. 

OS PRC1/OS PRC2 Switch 

The normal position of the OS switch is OS PRC1. Pressing OS PRC2 allows a task processor to take over 
the responsibilities of the operating system processor. The old OS processor iS assigned as a task processor. 
The OS processor can be used in conjunction with the disk processor switch described in the next section. 

The following procedure should be followed for setting the OS processor switch: 

|. Logically power off the system disk using the PO command. 
2. Press the OS processor switch to OS PRC2. 
3. Rewarmstart the system using the warmstart procedure. 

DSK PRC1/DSK PRC2 Switch 

The normal position of the disk processor switch is DSK PRCI. Pressing DSK PRC2 allows a task processor 
to take over the responsibilities of the disk processor. The following procedure should be followed for setting 
the disk processor switch: 

|. Logically power off the system disk using the PO command. 
2. Press the disk processor switch to DSK PRC2. 
3. Rewarmstart the system using the warmstart procedure. 

MEMORY DUMP 

GT MD 

This feature allows the operator to dump the contents of memory to a dump file at will and does not require 
the system to be rewarmstarted. The dump file can then be printed or copied to another disk to be printed 
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at a later time. To invoke this feature, the operator must enter GT MD on the ODT or, if not available, a 

remote SPO terminal. The MCP temporarily suspends all jobs in the mix, displays the message SYSDMFI- 

LENN OPENED, writes the contents of memory to the dump file, and displays the message SYSDMFILENN 

CLOSED, then resumes normal mix activity. 

Read-Only-Memory (ROM) Dump Routine 

The ROM dump routine is a software debugging tool which resides in the system’s ROM. It is used when 

the MCP is unable to produce a system dump file for analysis by the system dump analyzer program (SY- 

SANALYZER). It allows the dumping of all contents of system RAM to a CMS-compatible removable disk. 

ROM dump also allows the operator to examine selected areas of system RAM, via the hexadecimal display 

banks. 

The operator interfaces with the ROM dump routine via the hexadecimal MTR keypad and the hexadecimal 

"display lights (refer to B 900/CP9500 Control Panel). These interfaces are described in the following 

paragraphs. | 

Hexadecimal MTR Keypad 

The MTR keypad is a rectangular pad, comprising eighteen keys and a buffer-full indicator light, located 

at the left end of the B 900/CP9500 processor’s control panel. Ten of the eighteen keys are labeled with the 

decimal digits 0 through 9. Six keys are labeled with the hexadecimal undigits A through F. The two remaining 

keys are at the top of the keypad. The shift key is located to the right of the buffer-full indicator. It Is a 

momentary shift key, and must be pressed together with the key being shifted. The key to the left of the buf- 

fer-full indicator is presently not connected. Keys 0 through F, when unshifted, are used to specify addresses. 

Keys A through F, when shifted, have various control and option meanings. ) 

NOTE 

The buffer-full indicator lights whenever the rate of the operator’s key entries over- 

takes the keypad’s rollover capacity. Keys pressed while it is lit do not register 

a value. 

ROM Dump Usage of Displays 

The hexadecimal display lights consist of eight banks of two digits each, arranged in two rows, each row 

containing four banks (refer to B 900/CP9500 Control Panel). The ROM dump routine uses the display lights 

to display RAM address values (that is, bus/page and/or offset), contents of RAM, and error information. 

Operation of ROM Dump 

The following paragraphs provide all necessary instructions for operation of the ROM dump routine. 

Initiation 

The ROM dump routine is initiated as follows: 

1. Set the OPERATE/MEMDUMP switch to MEMDUMP. 

2. Press the ON/CLEAR switch. This causes the system to come up in the MTR DEBUG routine. 

3. If a ROM dump to disk is being initiated, insert the dump disk into the loader device, and continue to 

step 4. 
4. Press the SHIFT key and E together. After this shifted E is entered, the hexadecimal displays blank out. 

This indicates that the system is in software dump (option mode), waiting for the operator to select an op- 

tion. 

Option Idle State 

The ROM dump routine enters an option idle state (that is, waiting on an option specification key) for any 

one of the following conditions: 
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After a shifted E has been entered. | 
Upon receipt of the reset key during one of the ROM dump options. 
Upon the successful completion of one of the dump-to-display options. 
Upon the successful completion of the dump-to-disk option. | 
Upon recovery from a non-fatal error which occured during the execution of one of the dump options. 

Option Mode 

The following options are available to the operator when the ROM dump routine is in option mode. Shifted 
hexadecimal characters refer to the simultaneous pressing of the shift key and one of the hexadecimal keys. 

Dump-To-Display (Shifted A) 

This option allows the user to specify an address in system RAM. The first eight bytes of this address are 
viewed on the hexadecimal displays. , 

Continue-Dump-To-Display (Shifted C) 

This option allows the user to view the contents of the eight bytes following the eight bytes previously 
viewed, via dump-to-display or continue-dump-to-display. | 

Dump-To-Disk (Shifted D) 

The operator can use this option to dump all contents of system RAM to a CMS-compatible, removable 
disk. | | 

Reset (Shifted B) 

This option may be used at any time during the ROM dump routine. Entering a shifted B returns the ROM 
dump routine to its option idle state. | 

References to an address, in both the previous and in the following material, implies a RAM memory loca- 
tion specified by a four-digit memory offset, a one-digit bus address, and a one-digit page address, all in 
hexadecimal. The entry format of an address is: 

Al A2 Bl B2 —— —— Di D2 

El E2 Fl F2 —— —— Hl H2 

Where: 

I. Banks E and F contain the previous offset. 
2. Digit HI contains the previous bus. 
3. Digit H2 contains the previous page. . 7 
4. Banks A, B, and D contain the key value as ‘entered on the MTR keypad. 

Dump-To-Display 

The dump-to-display option of the ROM dump routine allows the operator to specify an address in system 
RAM. The contents of the first eight bytes of RAM Starting at the specified address are shown in the 
hexadecimal displays. Dump-to-display first displays the previous address as offset in bank E-F, bus address 
in bank HI, and page address in bank H2. Specification of a new address to be inspected is then allowed. 

Address Specification 

The offset is always the first part of the address specified. Enter four hexadecimal digits on the MTR key- 
pad. Display banks A and B, together. reflect the entire offset entries. The latest keystroke is added to the 
display by moving previously entered digits leftward from bank B2 to BI to A2 to Al. Therefore, all leading 
zeros must be included. 
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The bus address is entered on the fifth keystroke and is displayed in bank D2. The page address is entered 

on the sixth keystroke moving the previously entered bus address into bank D1 and displaying the page ad- 

dress in bank D2. 

Upon entering a complete address, an entry of the terminator key (shifted F) is required for the dump-to- 

display to proceed. After viewing the contents of the previously entered address, the following options are 

available: 

1. Entering an entirely new address (that is, offset, bus, and page). 

2. Entering a new offset while retaining the bus and page addresses previously specified. 

3. Entering shifted C (continue-dump-to-display). 

To enter an entirely new address, enter shifted A followed by the six digits of address information. 

To enter a new offset and retain the bus and page addresses previously specified, enter a shifted A followed 

by the four-digit offset. Entering a shifted F after the new offset has been entered signals the ROM dump 

routine to fill the hexadecimal displays with the contents of eight bytes of memory. starting at the offset, bus. 

and page address specified. 

Continue-Dump-To-Display 

When the ROM dump routine enters the continue-dump-to-display mode. the previous starting address 

dumped is shown in the lower four banks of the display. banks E-H. The previous offset plus eight and -the 

previous bus/page address are shown in the upper four banks of the display, banks A-D. The operator now 

has the following options: 

|. Entering shifted F or terminating the entry. whereupon the contents of the address shown in banks A- 

D are displayed. At this point. shifted C may again be entered to continue the dump-to-display. This tech- 

nique of alternating between shifted F and shifted C allows the operator to step through memory, displaying 

eight bytes of data at at time. : 

2. Entering shifted B returns the ROM dump routine to an idle state. 

Dump-To-Disk 

The ROM dump routine allows the dumping of all contents of system RAM to a CMS compatible disk on 

the loader/coldstart I/O channel only. 

After entering the dump-to-disk mode. the operator has the option of: 

|. Pressing the terminator key (shift F) which causes the dump-to-disk to execute. 

2. Pressing the reset key (shift B) to return the ROM dump routine to an idle state. 

The following aspects of dumping-to-disk should be noted: 

1. The hexadecimal display banks are used to display a continuous update of the RAM address being 

dumped to disk. | 

2. The dump-to-disk is complete when all hexadecimal displays are blank. 

3. Dumping is not selective. All of system RAM is dumped to the disk. 

4. The data being dumped is written onto the dump disk beginning at the first good sector after the highest 

addressable directory structure. The dumped data skips across any bad sector(s) encountered during the 

dump process. If a bad sector is found, the first good sector after it is used. 

5. The dumping algorithm just described results in the overwriting of the contents of the files already on 

the disk. The disk’s directory is not updated to reflect this corruption. 

Tne first action involved in dumping-to-disk is the location of the dump disk and the location on that disk 

of the highest addressed directory structure. 

Dumping begins in the first byte following this structure’s end address. If this causes the dump to begin 

in a bad sector however. the first byte of the next good sector is used. Data is dumped in 180-byte records. 
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_ The first record contains a validity string, which indicates that the disk contains a ROM dump. The validity 
string is: BSOOPROMDUMP0.Q. : 

The first nine bytes of each page of memory dumped contain a validity string of the following format: 

Bus Address: One byte 
Page Address: One byte 
Page Size: Two bytes 
Error Status: One byte 
IC-Status 1: One byte 
IC-Status 2: One byte 
Next Page: Two bytes, disk sector address for start of dump of next page. 

The respective memory page contents, from its zero address to its limit, are dumped immediately following its descriptor. The descriptor starts on a record boundary. Each memory page dumped takes-up only the num- ber of records necessary for it and its respective descriptor. 

The last record written by the ROM dump is either: 

1. A terminator record, when the disk is able to contain a complete dump (that is, a dump consisting of 
the entire system RAM memory dump, the validity record, and the terminator record) indicated by a blank 
display. 
2. The last record that could be dumped for the current memory page, when an end-of-disk condition oc- 
cured (indicated by 12 displayed in bank D). 

The terminator record, if written, consists of the following string: B900PROMDUMPED. 

ROM Dump Messages | © 
Hardware detected errors are handled by presenting error relevant information on the hexadecimal displays 

in-one of the following formats: 

Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank Bank 
D A B C E F G H 

@08@, @18@, 
@28@, @38@, OFFSET —_— STATUS | — MAX REG 
@58@, @88@, | 
@C8@, @FF@ 

  

@04@, @10@— 
@13@ ——— ee — a _—— — __ 

@01@—@03@ SECTOR ADDR ee DCPS DCSS a _ 

The following table lists the meanings of error codes found in bank D of the hexadecimal display. For a decode of the identifiers and codes found in banks A-C and E-F, refer to the ROM Dump Display Reference 

  

Tables. | 

ERROR CODE POSSIBLE CAUSES | SUGGESTED ACTION - | 

08 Hardware detected memory error, either Re-enter Dump-To-Display option as keypad 
a data read parity error or memory will be enabled for entry of next option 
limit occurred during an execution of (option idle state). 
Dump-To-Display. 
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ERROR CODE 

18 

28 

38 

58 

88 

C8 

FF 

04 

10 

11 

12 

13 

01 

02 

03 

2015228-001 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

An error occurred during the setup for 

or execution of the Dump-to-Disk option. 

Dump routine could not find a page in 

memory while dumping to disk. 

Dump routine failed while checking disk 

label prior to dumping to disk. 

A bad area was found on the dump disk. 

Read after write error was detected after 
Dump-to-Disk was complete. 

An write error was detected when dumping 

to disk. 

A Fatal error. A hardware detected error 

has occurred which gives an unexpected 

error Status. 

The selected dump disk has gone from 

operational to non- operational 

No memory was found to dump 

A dump disk was not found. Dump-to- 

disk requires a write enabled, operational 

disk on the dump disk channel. 

The end of the dump disk was reached 

_ before the dump was complete. 

A valid CMS disk label was not found 

on the first write enabled, operational 

disk. 

A disk seek error has occurred. 

A disk read error has occurred. 

A disk write error has occurred. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

System clear is necessary to restore the pro- 

cessor to a running state. 

Same action as above. 

Same action as above. 

Same action as above. 

Same action as above. 

Same action as above. 

System clear is necessary. 

Restore dump disk to operation state. Dump 

will automatically continue from point of 

interruption. 

Read/Write memory has not been found to 

exist on the hardware system. The keypad is 

left enabled or is in option idle state. 

Insert a dump disk into a valid drive and power 

up. The keypad is enabled or is option idle 

state. It is necessary to respecify the Dump- 

To-Disk option. 

No continuation is allowed. The keypad is 

left in an option idle state. 

Power off invalid disk and insert a valid dump 

disk in the correct drive. 

The error may have been caused by either the 

disk or the disk drive unit. Reinitiate the 

Dump-To-Disk using another disk and/or 

alternative drives where available. 

Same action as above. 

Same action as above. 
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ROM Dump Display Reference Tables 

  

DISPLAY | 
IDENTIFIER BANK(S) MEANING 

DCPS E Disk controller primary status. DCSS F Disk controller secondary status. 
OFFSET A,B Data offset or micro offset where the error occurred. MAX REG G,H The contents of the max hardware register at the time of the failure. SECTOR ADDR A,B The disk sector address where the error was detected. STATUS E The STATUS code found in bank “E” may be decoded as follows: 

BANK E STATUS BIT | NAME VALUE MEANING 

0 Write/read access 1 A write operation was being performed when the 

error occurred. 
0 A read operation was being performed when the 

error occurred. 
1 : Data/micro access i A data access was in progress when the error 

occurred. 

0 A micro instruction was being fetched when the 
error occurred.. 

2 Memory limit 1 : An attempt was made to access non-existant 
error memory. 

3 Boundary error i A boundary error has occurred. 
4 Write parity error 1 A write parity error has occurred. 
5 Read parity error 1 A read parity error has occurred. 
6 Error state 1 An error has occurred since the last clear or 

reset error status word command. 
0 | An error has not occurred since the last 

  

initialize or reset error command. 
7 Second error 1 A second error has been detected before the 

| error state bit was reset. Occurrance of a 
second error will freeze the processor. 

0 A second error has not occurred. 

NOTE 
Bank E status bit 0 is the least significant bit. For example, if bank E contains a @22@ this indicates that a read parity error occured while doing a data access. 

RL (Relabel) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to relabel the packid of any CMS disk without disturbing the contents of 
the disk. It enables a remote operator to change the packid of the disks that were initialized with default pa- 
ckids on a SPO-less system, but is not restricted to such use. It provides a mechanism for changing the pseudo 
packids that are defined for the system. The syntax for this command is: 

  
RL 

  

<PACKID>/ <PACKID>/ — |g 
Two conditions are required for. this command to be accepted: 

1. If a pseudo-packid is being relabelled, then all physical units that have packids listed in the PPIT must be physically ready. | 
2. A null mix must exist. On a System with a remote operator, the null mix requirement is satisfied if the only tasks in the mix are the MCS that is managing the remote system operation, and a program named SPIM. 

| 
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When the packid requested to be changed is a pseudo-pack, this command causes the entry for that packid 

in the PPIT to be changed to the new packid. When the packid requested to be changed identifies a physical 

pack, this command causes the packid in the disk label field of the designated physical unit to be updated 

with the new packid and assigns the unit to the system with this new packid. 

WARNING 

RL does not scan the disk file header list and does not notice or attempt to correct 

disk file headers of dual pack file components or KFPBs. 

ERROR MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

RL INVALID An attempt has been made to relabel Re-enter when system has a null mix. 

a disk without a null mix. 

“RL packid? /TO The command was completed successfully. None, normal operation. 

¢ packid ) /COMPLETE” 

“FAULTY SCL INPUT” The pack-id specified to be changed Re-initiate RL with both valid packids. 

NOT ON SYSTEM is not present. 
7 

RL PACKID/DUPLICATE A duplicate pack condition is detected. If possible, PO the pack that is not being 

PACK 
relabelled. 

“FAULTY SCL INPUT” The physical unit from the PPIT RY the specified device and reinitiate RL. 

INVALID is not ready. 

“FAULTY SCL INPUT” The pack-id specified is not legal. Re-initiate RL with valid packid. 

INVALID 

RLD (Release Level Display) 

The release level display (RLD) checks whether any of the following system files are present on a specific 

disk, and reports the release level of each file found: ! 7 

SYSBOOTSTRAP 
SYSCOBOL 
SYSCOLDSTART 
SYSDSCP 
SYSICP 
SYSINITBOOT 
SYSMCP 
SYSMPLII 
SYSWARMSTART 

  RLD 
| 

| <PACKID>/ | ! 

The disk that RLD is to examine for the system files is identified by <packid>. The default is to the first 

release disk (packid B900RL1). The packid for fixed disk is <0000000>. The RLD utility searches the disk 

identified by <packid> for system files. Each file search succeeds or fails individually, without affecting oth- 

ers. The files are sought in alphabetical order. For each file, RLD displays one of the following messages: 

ae <mfid>/<file-id> UNABLE TO OPEN FILE - indicates that the file was not present on that disk. 

>. <mfid>/<file-id> READ ERROR ON HEADER -- indicates that the RLD utility was unable to extract 

release level information from the header of the indicated file. | 
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3. <mfid>/<file-id> <mnemonic> RELEASE LEVEL XX.YY.ZZ - identifies the disk being examined, the file found, and the file’s release level. The mnemonic is a two character string that uniquely identifies the file: 

FILE NAME MNEMONIC 

SYSBOOTSTRAP | BT 
SYSCOBOL CB 
SYSCOLDSTART CS 
SYSDSCP DP 

SYSICP TP 
SYSINITBOOT BZ 
SYSMCP OL 
SYSMPLII MP ’ 
SYSWARMSTART WS 

RLD Messages 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

INVALID PACKID A packid was entered that contains illegal Check input and re-enter. 
characters (more than seven characters) 
is not followed by a slash or refers to an 
absent disk. 

RO (Reset Option) 
This intrinsic allows the operator to reset the printer backup option. Resetting the printer backup option causes files to be directed to a printer device if available. Otherwise, the program attempting to open the line printer is suspended waiting on device. 

  

RO ————— PRBK 
| 4 

When a successful RO has been completed, the system responds with: VALID SCL INPUT COMPLETE. 

SO (Set Option) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to set the printer backup option. Setting the printer backup option causes files to be directed to a printer device if available. Otherwise, files are directed to disk. 

SO — PRBK 
  

  
  

  

__ | 
<PACKID>/ JL <FILEsIZze> —| | 

To —_] 

  

Specifying a packid causes all printer backup files to be directed to that pack. If no packid is given, all 
such files go to the system disk. The <filesize> option changes the default maximum printer backup disk file size. Whena printer file is opened, and the MCP determines that it must go to backup, if the maximum filesize 
in the FPB is 0, the default value is used; otherwise, the FPB value is used. This default value remains in 
effect until it is explicitly changed by another SO command, or the system is re-warmstarted. If no filesize 
is given, the default value remains as specified in bytes 347-349 of the miscellaneous information area of the SYSCONFIG file. Note that a value of 9999 is stored in the SYSCONFIG file unless this field is altered via 
the B 900/CP9500 configurer utility. When a successful SO has been completed the system responds with: SO 
COMPLETE. 
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SYSANALYZER (System Dump Analyzer) 

The B 900/CP9500 system dump analyzer, SYSANALYZER. provides a detailed analysis of a system dump 

file. 

Parameter values are supplied to SYSANALYZER via a single BOJ initiating message. The syntax of this 

message is depicted in the the. railroad diagram below; the options may be entered in any order. The analysis 

still takes place in the sequence in which the diagram depicts those options. 
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CAUTION 
The options ALL and HEX are advised for analyses requested by the user. ALL 
produces a formatted full system analysis; HEX produces a full system dump. The 
user is advised to ignore the more specific analysis options, except when otherwise 
requested. : 

  

The following points should be noted: | | 
1. Unless the HEX option is specified, no hexadecimal dump is printed. 
2. HEX is not included in the scope of the ALL option. 
3. If the user enters the ‘‘FID( )’’ option and/or the ‘“MFID( )’” option, with no other options following, 
only the header page and dump file information are output by the analyzer program. | 
4. If the initiating message contains no options (that is, consists only of the string SYSANALYZER), the 
system analyzer uses default values equivalent to ‘‘MFID (<system pack>), FID (SYSDMFILO00), ALL, 
HEX;’’. (Note that if all options are omitted, the semicolon may not be included in the message.) 

OPTION MEANING 

MFID(. ) The <packid? specified is the pack on which the dumpfile resides. 
FID(_ ) The <file-id7 specified is that of the dumpfile to be analyzed. 
ALL Perform analysis of: 

Virtual Memory (see VM) 

Operating System (see OS) 

Data Comm Processor (see DC) 

Task Processor (see TP) 

Disk Processor (see DK) 

Buffer Memory (see BM) 

VM Perform analysis of virtual memory. 

OS Perform analysis of operating system. If no suboptions are specified, use all suboptions.. 
Suboptions of OS: , 
(A) Activity management. | 
(M) Memory associated with OS processor. 

  

DC Perform an analysis of each data comm processor. If no suboptions are specified, use all 
suboptions. To restrict analysis to individual DCP s, use the “BUS” option. 
Suboptions of DC: 

(DCA) Include analysis of data comm-telated parts of operating system. 
(DCP) Include analysis of data comm-related parts of disk processor. 
(BUF). Include analysis of data comm-related parts of buffer memory. 

TP Perform an analysis of each task processor. If no suboptions are specified, use all suboptions. 
| To restrict analysis to individual task processors, use the “BUS” option, described below. 

Suboptions for TP: : 
(JC) Job Control 

(VM) Virtual Memory 

DK Perform analysis of disk processor. 

BM Perform analysis of buffer management. 

VM Perform analysis of virtual memory. — 

HEX Print an unformatted hexadecimal dump of the memory or memories specified. If no 
suboptions are specified, print a full hex dump of the system. 
Suboptions for HEX; 

(OS) Print a hex dump of memory associated with the operating system. 
(DC) Print a hex dump of memory associated with the data comm processor(s). 
(TP) Print a hex dump of memory associated with the task processor(s). © 
(DK) Print a hex dump of memory associated with the disk processor. 
(BM) Print a hex dump of buffer memory. 
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OPTION MEANING 4 | 

BUS (n) Each “‘n” is a hexadecimal character that corresponds to a given physical bus address. When 

the BUS option is specified, only the specified bus addresses are considered to be in the 

dump file. 

The BUS (n) option allows analysis of the specific task processor(s) or data comm processor(s) that the user 

wishes to examine. When this option is not used, all task processors are analyzed as a result of TP, and all 

data comm processors are analyzed as a result of DC. 

The OS processor’s memory must be available if the DC(DCA) or VM option is specified. To do a complete 

analysis of a DCP when the BUS (n) option is used, the bus address of the OS processor must be specified 

as well as the bus address of the given DCP. 

The BUS (n) option may be used together with the ALL option. This causes a comprehensive analysis, but 

only of the bus addresses specified. , 

SYSANALYZER Example 
The following initiating messages result in the same analysis. The actual sequence of analysis is represented 

by the order of the options in the second message. 

BOJ Message 1: SYSANALYZER FID(THISFIL), MFID(THATPCK), HEX, ALL; 

BOJ Message 2: SYSANALYZER MFID(THATPCK), FID(THISFIL), ALL, HEX; 

SYSANALYZER Output 

The analysis printout on the line printer begins with a header page and ends with a trailer page. The following information 

is given on the header page: 

SYSTEM DUMP ANALYZER 

Sysanalyzer initiating message. 
Packid of disk on which dump file resides. 
Fileid of the dump file itself. 
Date of creation of dump file (YY MM DD). 
Time of creation of dump file (HH MM SS). 
Date analysis began. 
Time analysis began. 
Revision level of analyzer. 

NOTE 

On systems without a real-time clock, a value of 24 00 00 is supplied in this time 

field. 

The trailer page contains, in blocked-out letters, SYSTEM DUMP ANALYZER FINI. 

Analysis 

The structure of a full system analysis follows. A full analysis results from the use of the ALL option, either 

explicitly or by default. 

Dump File Information 
Dump File Parameters 
Dump File Map 

Virtual Memory 
Data Access Tables 
Mix Table 

Operating System Analysis 
Status Blocks 
Queues 
Memories 
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_ PATA COMM ANALYSIS 

PARAMETERS 

ANALYSIS OF DATA COMM-RELATED OS MEMORY 

ANALYSIS OF LINK BLOCKS 

DC DATA 

ANALYSIS OF DATA COMM-RELATED DC MEMORY 

RESERVED POINTER AREA 

LINE AND STATION TABLES 

ANALYSIS OF DATA COMM-RELATED BUFFER MEMORY 

AVAILABLE BUFFER POOL 

RESULT QUEUE 

REQUEST QUEUE 

SUBNET QUEUE       

  

<1 SET PER DC PROCESSOR » 

  

  [ASK PROCESSOR ANALYSIS 

PARAMETERS 

ANALYZE STATUS BLOCKS 

ANALYZE CRITICAL QUEUE 

ANALYZE NORMAL QUEUE 

ANALYZE LIST HEAD 

  

TP MEMORY ANALYZE 

-PARAMETERS 
NORMAL HEAD ANALYSIS 
TCB (TASK CONTROL BLOCK) ANALYSIS 
PCB (PROGRAM CONTROL BLOCK) ANALYSIS 
ICB (INTERPRETER CONTROL BLOCK) ANALYSIS   
  

  

{ 1 SET PER PAGE OF MEMORY )   
  

      (1 SET PER TASK PROCESSOR ) 
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Disk Management Analysis 
Parameters 
Task Information 
Task Stacks 
Manager Stack 
Port Table 
Command Table 
Drive Table 

Buffer Memory Analysis 
File Table 
Key File Table 
System I/O Table 
Available Table 

System Analyzer Error Messages 

The system dump analyzer reacts to errors in the initiating message by reprinting the syntax it received with 

all blanks removed. A flagging asterisk is printed underneath, marking the first erroneous option, suboption, 

or character detected. Analysis stops at the first syntax error. 

It can be seen from the syntax diagram that two commas cannot appear consecutively. Misspelling of op- 

tions, missing parentheses on suboptions, and optionless suboptions are also illegal. The following initiating 

message contains each of the errors just mentioned. 

SYSANALYZER MFID(A),,FID(AB),(OS),OS(DMP; 
2k 

Only the second comma following MFID(A) is flagged. It is the first error detected and syntaxing stops 

at that point. An error detected in the dump file by the analyzer, or an error in the analysis, causes an error 

message to be generated within the analysis printout. These error messages are bracketed by strings of $$$ 

before and after the message (for example, $$$ ERROR MESSAGE $$$). Messages not bracketed in this way 

are merely warnings. 

ANALYZER (User Program Dump Analyzer) 

The B 900/CP9500 user-program dump analyzer, ANALYZER, analyzes dump files from COBOL, RPG, or 

MPLII user tasks. | 

The B 900/CP9500 user-program dump analyzer can be initiated in any mix. The syntax of the initiating mes- 

sage is shown in the following railroad diagram. 

ANALYZER <FILENAME> ! | 

Le <PACKID>/ _ | 

  
  

where: 

1. <packid> = name of pack where dump file resides. If none is specified, system pack is assumed. 
2. <filename> = name of dump file created when program was DP’ed. It should reside on the same disk 
‘as the program’s object code. 

CAUTION 
When analyzing a COBOL or RPG user program, if the object code file is removed 
or changed between the time the program is DP’ed and the time ANALYZER is 
initiated, it is likely that the analysis is incomplete. 

There are several errors possible when entering the initiating message. The following error messages alert 

the user. 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION MESSAGE 

***PACK ID TOO LONG*** A packid containing more than seven Re-enter initiating message, using correct 
characters was entered. packid. 

***FILE ID TOO LONG*** File name contained more than 12 Re-enter initiating message, using correct 
characters was entered. fileid. 

***INVALID CHAR IN - Initiating message contained Re-enter initiating message, using only legal 
FILE*** character(s) other than alphanumerics characters. 

*** € FILENAME 7 NOT 
FOUND*** 

commas, Or Spaces. 

One of the following: 

1. & packid 7 was of valid length 

and contained valid characters, 

but identified wrong pack. 

2. <fileid? was of valid length 

and content, but dump file is not on 
disk. 

If file is not on disk, install disk containing 
dump file. Otherwise, re-enter initiating 
message. 

  

***INTERP NOT Dump file is from program not Cease trying to analyze dump file. 
SUPPORTED*** handled by COBOL or BIL interpreters. 

***NOQ SPECIFICATION Error in initiating message not covered Re-enter initiating message. 
GIVEN*** by preceding messages. 

ROMANALYZER (ROM Dump File Analyzer ) 
The B 900/ CP9500 ROM dump file analyzer. ROMANALYZER, allows the user to print selected parts, or 

all, of the information written on a removable disk by the ROM dump routine. ROMANALYZER can be run 
as a user job on any CMS system. ROMANALYZER communicates with the user via system accepts and 
displays. 

  
ROMANALYZER — <PACKID> 

m
e
e
n
 
  DESC 

DESCRIPTORS 

<BUS ADDRESS> 

  

    
  
nae <PAGE ADDRESS> — 

wonemee 9 

where: | 
1. <packid> = packid of the removable disk containing the ROM dump file. The packid must identify a 
removable disk on which the ROM dump routine has created a dump file. 
2. DESC. Print only the page descriptors. 

_ 3. <bus address> = the bus address to whose pages the ROMANALYZER program is to restrict itself (see 
note). - | 
4. <page address> = the page on the specified bus to which the program is to restrict itself (see note). 

NOTE 
To specify a <bus address>, use a single hexadecimal digit between | and F. To 
specify a <page address>, use a single hexadecimal digit between 0 and F. 
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If a bus address appears in the initiating message (with or without a page address), ROMANALYZER pro- 

cesses the page(s) involved and issues an ACCEPT communicate. After processing those pages, the following 

messages appear on the screen: 

<mix #> ROMANALYZER DISP: <BUS><EMPTY>: ,<PAGE> 

<mix #> ROMANALYZER ACPT 

When the ACPT message appears on the SPO, enter one of following: 

AX <mix #> <bus address> 
or 

AX <mix #> <bus address>, <page address> 

ROMANALYZER continues to request additional bus/page data until a null input (AX <mix #>) is entered. 

The output generated by ROMANALYZER is directed to the line printer and is in one of the following for- 

mats: 

|. All descriptors and hexadecimal dumps for all pages as contained in a ROM dump file. 

2. All descriptors for all pages, with no hexadecimal dumps. 

3. Descriptors and hexadecimal dumps for pages specified from the SPO via bus and/or page addresses. 

Page Descriptor Format 

The descriptor for each memory page provides the following information: 

1. Bus address of dump. 
2. Page address of dump. 
3. Size (last physical address) of dump. (If the size field has a zero value, this means one of two things: 

either the disk was exhausted while dumping that page or, the disk was removed from the drive prema- 

turely.) 
4, Verbal interpretation of I.C. error status (at address @FFFC@). 

5. Verbal interpretation of I.C. status | (at address @FFFB@). 

- 6. Verbal interpretation of I.C. status 2 (at address @FFFE@). 

7. Address at which dump of next memory page begins. 

Format Of Hexadecimal Dump 

Each line of a hexadecimal dump that is generated by ROMANALYZER has the following format: 

<bus address>/<page address>/<hex memory address ><dump><alphaversion> 

where: 
|. <bus address> = a single hexadecimal digit representing the bus address of the page being dumped (rang- 

ing from | to F). 
2. <page address> = a single hexadecimal digit representing the address of the dumped page on a particular 

bus address. 
3. <hex memory address> = four hexadecimal digits, representing the address within the specified page 

of the 64 bytes dumped in the given line. 
4. <dump> = a hexadecimal dump of 64 bytes. 

5. <alphaversion> = the character representation of the same 64 bytes. A byte that does not form a recog- 

nized ASCII character is represented by a blank. : 

Examples 

1. ROMANALYZER <packid> - prints the descriptor and the hexadecimal dump for all pages of the ROM 

dump file. | 

2. ROMANALYZER <packid> DESC - prints only the descriptors for the pages generated on a particular 

disk. 
3. ROMANALYZER <packid> <bus address> - prints the descriptors and hexadecimal dumps for all 

pages of a particular bus address. . 

4. ROMANALYZER <packid> <bus address> <page> - prints the descriptor and hexadecimal dump for 

a particular page. 
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ROMANALYZER Messages 

- While ROMANALYZER is accessing the ROM dump file, the following fatal errors may appear: 

  

ERROR POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

**ERROR-NO INITIATING _ A packid was not specified in initiating Re-initiate ROMANALYZER with a valid 
MESSAGE message. packid. 

**ERROR-DISK NOT Cannot find disk specified or bad Move disk to different drive and re-initiate 
AV AILABLE disk or drive. ROMANALYZER. 

FATAL ERROR-BUS Space or comma missing after Re-initiate ROMANALYZER with proper 
PARAMETER TOO LONG “DESCRIPTORS” in initiating syntax. 

message. 

FATAL ERROR-PAGE A single digit bus address (0-F) Re-initiate ROMANALYZER with valid 

PARAMETER TOO LONG was not found after “DESCRIPTORS” bus/page address. 
| in initiating message. 

FATAL ERROR-INVALID Bus address not a hex digit Re-initiate ROMANALYZER with valid 

BUS ADDRESS PARAMETER (0-F) bus address. 

FATAL ERROR-INVALID Page address not a hex digit (O-F). Re-initiate ROMANALYZER with valid page 
PAGE ADDRESS address. 
PARAMETER 

  

The following messages denote irrecoverable errors encountered during processing of the dump file. Either 
the dump file was not created properly or has become corrupt. 

* *ERROR-EOF READ 
SYSMEM. | * * + 

* *ERROR-ERR READ 
SYSMEN, I * * * 

* *ERROR-LEADING 
SECTOR NOT ZERO’D 

* “ERROR-ERR IN FILE 
* OK * 

* *ERROR-ERR READ *, 
SYSMEN AT.ADDR 
+] * * * 

* *ERROR-EOF 
SYSMEN AT.ADDR 

* *ERROR-EOF IN FILE 
READ * * * 

* *ERROR-GET.RECORD 
I+ ]*#* * READ * * # 

* *ERROR-ERR SYSMEN * *EOF-GET.RECORD 
INITIAL SEC * * * READ * * # 

. | DESC FOUND IN * *ERROR-EOF SYSMEN 
INITIAL SECTOR * * * GET.RECORD 

* *ERROR-TRAILING 
* *ERROR-BAD LEADING SECTOR NOT 
SECTOR * * * ZERO’D OUT * * * 
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The following non-fatal messages may be printed at the end of all information extracted from the ROM dump 

file. These messages represent errors that occurred during processing.   
MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

BUS NOT FOUND Specified bus not found in dump ROMANALYZER will request a new bus 

file. address, and continue execution. 

PAGE NOT FOUND Specified page not found in dump ROMANALYZER will request a new page 

file. address, and continue execution. 

ROMCONVERT (ROM Dump File Converted) 

The B 900/ CP9500 ROMCONVERT utility structures the ROM dump file into a format required by the SY- 

SANALYZER utility. The output file generated by this program can then be used as input to the SYSANA- 

LYZER utility. The SYSANALYZER utility requires a system dump file generated by system firmware. It 

cannot analyze a file generated by the ROM dump routine.   
NOTE | 

SYSANALYZER is only capable of analyzing the converted dump file if: 1) system 

software was under MCP control prior to the ROM dump being taken; or 2) certain 

critical memory locations are in the dump file and are not corrupt. 

  

; ROMCONVERT can be used on any CMS system. It executes as a normal user job. The syntax for execu- 

ting ROMCONVERT is: 

ROMCONVERT —   

ROMCONVERT uses, as input, a removable disk on which a ROM dump file has been generated. The dump 

file begins at the start of the first sector after the highest addressable directory structure. The presence of 

a ROM dump file is not reflected in the disk’s directory. 

The ROMCONVERT utility requests the packid of the source disk. The following messages appear on the 

SPO: |   <mix #>/ROMCONVERT DISP: 
ENTER SOURCE PACKID 

<mix #>/ROMCONVERT ACPT 

The user responds, via the AX intrinsic, with a packid (conforming to CMS requirements for a packid). 

The utility’s output consists of a file that can be analyzed by the SYSANALYZER utility. The file’s name 

is specified by the user. 

The packid and file-id are requested separately: 

  

<mix #>/ROMCONVERT DISP 
ENTER DESTINATION PACKID 
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<mix #>/ROMCONVERT ACPT 
(respond with AX <mix #> <packid>) 

<mix #>/ROMCONVERT DISP 
ENTER DESTINATION FILEID 

<mix #>/ROMCONVERT ACPT 
(respond with AX <mix #> <fileid>) 

The occurrence of any error sends the ROMCONVERT utility to EOJ. 

During the processing of the source disk, one of the following error messages may be displayed: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

NO CHARACTERS IN No packid specified. | Check syntax of packid and re-enter. 
INPUT 

INPUT TOO LONG More than seven characters _ Check input and re-enter. 
entered for packid or 12 

characters for a fileid. 

INVALID CHARACTER Invalid packid entered. Check syntax of packid and re-enter. 
IN INPUT 

The following messages denote irrecoverable error conditions encountered during processing of the ROM 
dump file: 

INPUT READ ERROR 
OUTPUT WRITE ERROR 
EOF ON INPUT 

( *) UNABLE TO OPEN SYSMEM 
TOO MANY BAD AREAS ENCOUNTERED 
INVALID NEXT DESCRIPTOR 
OS PROCESSOR NOT FOUND 
BAD DESCRIPTOR LOCATED 
INVALID PAGE 
INVALID BUS 

* This message may mean that the ROMCONVERT utility is terminating because no source disk with the spec- 
ified packid is present. This is the only condition that the user can rectify. | 

FPP (Field Patch Program) 
The B 900/CP9500 Field Patch Program (FPP) is designed to provide a means to update the B 900/CP9500 

release disk (B900LR1) with system patches. It is an interactive MPLII program, which requires no special 
mix and may be used on any CMS system. The FPP displays messages to the user and accepts responses, 
via the system AX intrinsic. The input to FPP is a patch supplied by the system house. Once the patch has 
been applied to the B 900/CP9500 release disk, the patch or replace function of coldstart can be used to incor- 
porate changes on the patched release disk into a system. _ 

Format: 

  FFP ——— 
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To protect system security, the FPP makes no actual changes to the B 900/CP9500 release disk until all of 

the following conditions are true: 

1. All of the following files:-must be present on the release disk: 

SYSMCP 
SYSBOOTSTRAP 
SYSINITBOOT 
SYSCOLDSTART 
SYSDSCP 
SYSMPLII 
SYSICP> 
SYSWARMSTART 

2. Every file that is present on the release disk must be at the patch level specified in the supplied patch. 

3. The patch must be entered correctly. 

NOTE 

The COBOLiinterpreter (SYSCOBOL) need not be on the release disk, but if present, 

it must be at the correct patch level in accordance with condition 2. 

The B 900/CP9500 FPP begins execution by displaying the following message on the SPO: 

<mix #>/FPP DISP: ENTER AUTHORIZATION CODE 

This is followed by an ACCEPT message requesting the user to enter the authorization code supplied with 

the patch. The code is entered in the following format: 

AX <mix #> <check code> <old version string> <new version string> 

where: 
1. <check code> = two groups of four hexadecimal digits (nnnn nnnn). 

2. <old version string> = fourteen alphanumeric characters specifying the current release level of the files 

on the release disk. 
3. <new version string> = fourteen alphanumeric characters specifying the version string that is to be given 

to each file on the release disk if all files have been patched successfully. 

Every required file on a release disk must have the same version string as the <old version string> supplied 

in the authorization code. The presence of any version string that does not match the one in the authorization 

code causes FPP to terminate after displaying the message: 

<mix #>/FPP DISP: INVALID RELEASE DISK 

Entering The Patch 

If the FPP finds that the release disk is valid (every system file is present and has the proper release and 

patch level), it goes on to accept the patch from the user. To request the first line of the patch, FPP displays 

the following message on the SPO: , 

<mix #>/FPP DISP: ENTER PATCH (FILE SEG ADDR PATCH) 

This message is not repeated for further patch lines; FPP merely continues to do ACCEPTs until the user 

responds with AX <mix #> END. | 

Format Of Patch Line 

Each line of the patch is entered in the following format: 

AX <mix #> <file> <segment> <addresss> <patch> 
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where: 
1. <file> = a two-character file mnemonic, which represents one of the system files: 

MNEMONIC FILE 

OS - SYSMCP 
BT SYSBOOTSTRAP 
BZ SYSINITBOOT 
CB SYSCOBOL 
CS SYSCOLDSTART 
DP SYSDSCP 
MP SYSMPLII 
TP SYSSICP 
WS SYSWARMSTART 

2. <segment> = a segment number composed of two hexadecimal digits. (It must equal zero for files other 
than SYSMCP.) | | | 
3. <address> = four hexadecimal digits, composing an address that is within the range of the segment. 
(FPP does not check whether it is in range.) | 
4. <patch> = an even number of hexadecimal digits (no more than forty). 

Blanks may be added or omitted to aid in readability. If an incorrect patch line is entered, it is rejected 
by the FPP. 

- 

Patching the Release Disk 

Once the FPP has determined that the patch is correct, it updates the version string and enters the patch © into the files. 

NOTE 
To incorporate the patched files onto the system disk, the patch or replace function 
of coldstart must be used. 

FPP Messages 

  

MESSAGE | POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

AUTHORIZATION Incorrect check code. Obtain correct code from Burroughs 
CODE ERROR representative. 

ILLEGAL INPUT An invalid character was detected Check patch and re-enter. 
CHARACTER in the input. 

INPUT TOO LONG Check patch and re-enter. 

INPUT INCORRECT Patch format error. Check patch and re-enter. 
LENGTH 

INVALID RELEASE DISK Versions strings do not match (Refer to text.) 
(see text). 

INVALID PATCH 
RE-ENTER PATCH 

CANNOT FIND PRIME- _ Release disk has become corrupt. Use backup copy. 
RESIDENT SEGMENT : 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

INVALID SEGMENT Error in format. Check patch and re-enter. 

NUMBER (MUST BE 

00 FOR NON OS) 

CONFIGURER 

When the system is warmstarted, its configuration characteristics are determined from information found in 

the SYSCONFIG file. The configurer utility allows the user to create the SYSCONFIG file, update it, or list . 

its contents. The SYSCONFIG file is used: 

1. By the B 900/CP9500’s warmstart code to determine the system’s logical configuration as desired by the 

user. | 
2. For parameters that must be maintained across warmstarts. 

Configurer is an MPLII program that runs on any CMS system. Its code may be executed from any disk. 

Configurer displays messages to the user, and accepts responses, via the system SPO using the CMS AX in- 

trinsic. These responses determine its actions. | 

NOTE 
The SYSCONFIG file is instrumental in determining how the system’s resources 

are allocated for optimal use and performance. Therefore, it is strongly recom- 

mended that only those persons familiar with the particular system’s physical char- 

acteristics be allowed to alter the SYSCONFIG file. A Burroughs field engineer 
can assist in identifying the system’s physical characteristics. 

SYSCONFIG Layout 

Configurer views the SYSCONFIG file as having three major areas, each consisting of at least one level 

of substructure. This substructure may take the form of other areas, fields, or a mixture of both. SYSCON- 

FIG’s three major areas are: 

1. LOGINFO. The common area containing SPO and maintenance logging related information. 

2. MISCINFO. The common area containing startup, runtime, and power off information. 

3. B9OOINFO. The system dependent area containing information on the operating system, peripherals, data 

comm subsystem and warmstart. 

NOTE 
A ‘‘field’’ is a container of an elementary data item. An ‘‘area’’ consists of two 
or more fields and/or areas. All areas and fields have names. 

Hierarchy is indicated via indentation. That is, if name X is indented to a given level, every name immedi- 

ately after it that is indented further, names an area/field contained in area X. If no names are indented fol- 

lowing name X, then X is a field. 

The following summarizes the structure of SYSCONFIG: 

LOGINFO 

LOGGING System-Independent Area 

#LOGFILES 

LOGFILESIZE 

MISCINFO 

ZIPTEXT System-Independent Area 

POWEROFFMSG : 

SMDICTNAME 

PBFILESIZE 
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B9SOOINFO 
OSINFO 

REMOTEFLAG 

MAXMIX 

VM 

PERIPHINFO 

PRNTR.TRANSL 

SOFTVFU 

DCINFO 

DCBUFFER 

NDLSYSFILE System-Dependent Area 

SYSRECONFILE : 

BSOOCON FIG 
BUFFERMEM 

PROCINFO 

TP ASSIGNMENT 

TPASSIGNS 

INTERPRETERS 

MEMSIZE 

DCP ASSIGNMENT 

DCPBUSADDR 

LOGICALDCP | 

Sample SYSCONFIG File 

Since a SYSCONFIG file is required for operation of the MCP, a sample SYSCONFIG file is provided with 
the B 900/CP9500 CMS 3.02 Software Release. 

This sample is used as is until the user MAKEs a new file or FlXes (that is, updates) the sample. 

NOTE 
Whenever the SYSCONFIG file is altered, the system must be warmstarted in or- 
der to invoke the changes. 

The contents of the sample SYSCONFIG file are given under LIST Mode. 

Initiation 

The initiating syntax for configurer is as follows: 

CONFIGURER a   

When configurer starts, the following messages appear on the SPO: 

<mix #>/CONFIGURER BOJ PR IS xX 

(where X = configurer’s CMS priority: A, B, C) 

<mix #>/CONFIGURER DISP 

CP9500 CONFIGURER UTILITY - <release level information > 

Mode Selection 

Configurer has three modes of operation: MAKE, FIX, and LIST. At startup, or when a mode has just 
finished, configurer displays the following messages: 

<mix#>/CONFIGURER DISP 
CONFIGURER OPTIONS ARE: MAKE, FIX, LIST, HELP, END 

<mix#>/CONFIGURER DISP 

<mix#>/CONFIGURER ACPT 

SELECT CONFIGURER OPTION 
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Any user response that can be derived by following this railroad diagram from left to right is expected: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

AX — <MIX #> ——— HELP | 

-— END 
— LIST 

<FID> 
L <PACKID> _| LP —— 

sPO — 
ap ——   

      

m— MAKE 

Ls sFIX __| <FID> a 

L <PACKID>/ a   

Entering HELP causes configurer to display syntax diagrams for the selection of MAKE, FIX, or LIST 

modes. The request for the selection of a configurer option is then repeated. Entering END sends configurer 

to EOJ. | 

When selecting LIST, MAKE or FIX, a filename may be specified. If no filename is specified, then the 

default is SYSCONFIG. If no packid is specified, the system disk packid (seven ASCII zeroes) is used as 

the default. Therefore, if no packid or filename is specified, then the default is 0000000/SYSCONFIG. 

LIST Mode 

Selecting configurer’s LIST mode causes configurer to find: SYSCONFIG file that has the specified (or de- 

fault) file name, and list its contents on the SPO, the line printer, or whatever printer becomes available. 

Only LOGINFO, MISCINFO, and B900INFO are formatted for the user’s convenience. Any other areas 

(that is, system dependent areas for other CMS machines) are dumped in hexadecimal. , 

An example of LIST mode’s output follows. This example shows the values of the Sample SYSCONFIG File 

discussed previously. | 

Sample SYSCONFIG File 
LIST OF : B9O0RL1/SYSCONFIG 
ON : 09/02/80 
AT : 15:45:59 

SYSCONFIG AREA : LOGINFO 
FIELD : MEANING/CONTENTS 
LOGGING : YES 
#LOGFILES | : 04 
LOGFILESIZE : 00064 
SYSCONFIG AREA : MISCINFO 
FIELD : MEANING/CONTENTS 
ZIPTEXT : <EMPTY FIELD? _ 
POWEROFFMSG : SYSTEM DISK POWERED OFF 
SMDICTNAME : SYSLANGUAGE 
PBFILESIZE : @00270F@ 
SYSCONFIG AREA : BOOOINFO 
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BSOOINFO AREA OSINFO 
FIELD MEANING/CONTENTS 
REMOTEFLAG YES 
MAXMIX | @10@ 
VM A | 
BSOOINFO AREA PERIPHINFO 
FIELD MEANING/CONTENTS 
PRNTR.TRANSL NO TRANSLATION 
SOFTVFU A 
BOSOOINFO AREA DCINFO 
FIELD | MEANING/CONTENTS 
DCBUFFER @000000@ 
NDLSYSFILE 0000000/NDLSYS 
SYSRECONFILE SYSRECON 
BOIOOINFO AREA BIOOCONFIG 
FIELD. MEANING/CONTENTS 
BUFFERMEM @002000@ 
BIOOCONFIG TP ASSIGNMENTS 

# INTERPS MEM 

4 COBOL @040000@ 

MPLII 

1 COBOL @020000@ 

MPLII 
BIOOCONFIG DCP ASSIGNMENTS 

BUS LOGICAL 
8 0 

MAKE Mode 

Selecting the configurer utility’ss MAKE mode causes the following to occur: 

|. A workfile is created to serve as a temporary container for the SYSCONFIG file. 
2. The configurer program displays messages that lead the user through the areas and fields of the SYSCON- FIG file by successively naming areas and fields until a complete SYSCONFIG file is generated. 

This causes MAKE mode to name an area, the first area subsidiary to that area, and so on until a field 
is reached. A value is then requested for the field, and for all subsequent fields within that lowest area. Pro- 
cessing of a field does not stop until a legal value has been supplied for that field; processing of an area is 
not finished until all fields or areas subsidiary to it have been processed. 

3. After all fields have been processed, the workfile is closed with REMOVE. It is given the filename which the user specified (or allowed to default) in the message that selected MAKE mode. 4. The user is returned to the SELECT CONFIGURER OPTION level to select another mode or to select HELP or END. ) 
: 

To name a field or area, MAKE mode displays the following message on the system SPO: 

<mix#>/CONFIGURER DISP: CURRENT AREA IS : <field/area name> 

To request a value for a field (that is, a container of an elementary data item), MAKE mode displays the following message on the SPO: 

<mix#>/CONFIGURER DISP: ENTER <field name> <value choice> 

The following describes the fields of SYSCONFIG and the values which may be assigned to them while using either MAKE or FIX mode. Generally, null input is valid, and causes a default value to be assigned to the field. Where valid, the default value is given in parentheses (that is, default = ). - 
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LOGINFO 

The first area of a SYSCONFIG file is system independent. It contains information that concerns the logging 

of SPO messages. This area is named LOGINFO. 

- The LOGINFO area consists of three fields: 

LOGGING 
#LOGFILES 
LOGFILESIZE 

When specifying a value for a field in the LOGINFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

LOGGING 

#LOGFILES 

LOGFILESIZE 

MISCINFO 

Enter YES (Y) or NO (N). The LOGGING field indicates whether SPO messages 

are to be recorded in log files. (Default = NO.) 

Enter a decimal integer between 3 and 16. The #LOGFILES field indicates how 

many log files the CMS super utility should create. The names of the logfiles are 

SYS-LOG-01 SYS-LOG-02, and so forth, up to SYS-LOG-nn, where nn is the 

number of logfiles requested. (Default = 3.) | 

Enter a decimal integer between 1 and 16383. The LOGFILESIZE field specifies 

the size of each logfile in sectors. (Default = 32.) 

The second area of a SYSCONFIG file is system independent. It contains several types of information. Its 

name is MISCINFO. The MISCINFO area consists of four fields: 

ZIPTEXT 
POWEROFFMSG 
SMDICTNAME 
PBFILESIZE 

When specifying a value for a field in the MISCINFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

ZIPTEXT 

POWEROFFMSG 

SMDICTNAME 

PBFILESIZE 

B9SO0INFO 

Enter from 0 to 255 valid ASCII alphanumeric characters. The message in 

ZIPTEXT must constitute a valid SCL command. The ZIPTEXT field (if not null) 

contains the message that the CMS super utility is to ZIP as soon as it starts 

executing (for example, the name of a program to be executed). (Default = 

<empty>.) 

Enter from 0 to 80 valid ASCII alphanumeric characters. The message supplied in 

the POWEROFFMSG field is to be displayed on the SPO at the time that the 

system disk is powered off (it is therefore the last message that the system 

displays). (Default = <empty>.) © 

Enter a valid CMS <file-id>. System messages to the SPO are generated by using 

a system message dictionary file. The SMDICTNAME field specifies the name of 

the dictionary file that is to be used. (Default = SYSLANGUAGE.) 

Enter a decimal integer between 1 and 1048560. All printer backup files generated 

on a CMS system have the same size limit (in bytes); this limit is specified in the 

PBFILESIZE field. (Default = 0.) 

The B 900/CP9500 system dependent area (B9O0INFO) must be present in any SYSCONFIG file used to 

warmstart a B 900/CP9500. 
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This area consists of four subsidiary areas: 

1. Operating System Information (OSINFO). 
2. Information about peripherals (PERIPHINFO). 
3. Data Comm Subsystem Information (DCINFO). 
4. Warmstart information (B9O0CONFIG). 

These areas are described in the following paragraphs. 

OSINFO 

. The B9O0INFO area’s first subsidiary area contains information that concerns the operating system. Its name Is OSINFO. The OSINFO area consists of three fields: 

REMOTEFLAG 
MAXMIX 
VM 

When specifying a value for a field in the OSINFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

REMOTEFLAG Enter one of the following: YES; Y; NO; N. The REMOTEFLAG field indicates 
whether the system is to allow a Message Control System (MCS) program to act 
as the SPO. (This allows a data comm device to be the remote SPO.) (Default = 
NO.) | 

MAXMIX Enter a decimal integer between | and 16. The MAXMIX field sets a limit on 
how many jobs can be in the mix at one time. (Default = 11). | 

VM Enter a null entry. This field is not currently used by the CP9500. © 

PERIPHINFO 

_ The second area subsidiary to B9OOINFO is named PERIPHINFO. It contains information concerning pe- ripherals (other than data comm and disk devices). | 

This area consists of two fields: 

PRNTR.TRANSL 
SOFTVFU : 

When specifying a value for a field in the PERIPHINFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

PRNTR.TRANSL The PRNTR.TRANSL field names the translation table to be used for the printer. 
(Default = NO TRANSLATION.) Enter one of the following table names: 

  VERSION 1 VERSION 2 (cont.) VERSION 2 (Cont.) 

oaNARAA _CENTRAL AFRICA KENYA 
CEYLON. MALAYSIA 

NEW oe ALAND _ EAST AFRICA MALTA 
| FIT NETHERLANDS USA GHANA NIGERIA 

GUYANA - NORTHERN RHODESIA 
VERSION 2 ~ HOLLAND RHODESIA 

BAHAMAS HONG KONG SINGAPORE © 
BARBADOS INDONESIA SOUTH AFRICA 
BERMUDA JAMICA TAIWAN 
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VERSION 2 (Cont.) VERSION 6 if VERSION 8/8A 

THAILAND BRAZIL 
: D 

TRINIDAD \ PORTUGAL NORWAY 
UNITED KINGDOM _ PORTUGUESE 
USA WEST AFRICA 

VERSION 3 co Ter MERICA VERSION 9 

ALGERIA 
YUGOSLAVIA 

BELGIUM VERSION 7 (CROATIAN) 

FRANCE 
ARGENTINA 

FRENCH GUIANA CHILE 
| 

FRENCH WEST INDIES COLUMBIA VERSION 10 

MALAGASY REPUBLIC COSTA RICA FINLAND 

MOROCCO DOMINICAN REPUBLIC SWEDEN 

TUNISIA 
ECUADOR 

WEST AFRICA HONDURAS 

ZAIRE 
MEXICO 
NICARAGUA VERSION 14A 

VERSION 4 PANAMA TURKEY 

ITALY PERU 

PHILIPPINES VERSION 16A 

VERSION 5 PUERTO RICO 

AUSTRIA 
SPAIN 

ICELAND 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA URUGUAY 
| 

GERMANY . VENEZUELA | VERSION 24 

SWITZERLAND USA KATAKANA 

The above tables are to be used for the B9249-2/3/4 line printers. 

The B9249-30/50 requires translation only for the following countries: 

Denmark, Norway — Specify version 8A in SYSCONFIG 

Turkey — Specify version 14A in SYSCONFIG 

Iceland — Specify version 16A in SYSCONFIG 

SOFTVFU The SOFTVEU field contains parameters that the MCP downloads to the printer’s vertical 

| formatting unit (VFU). The VFU is a programmable substitute for a printer’s format tape. 

(Default = A.) 
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DCINFO 

The B9OOINFO area’s third subsidiary area contains information that concerns the data comm subsystem. Its name is DCINFO. 

This area consists of three fields: 

DCBUFFER 
NDLSYSFILE 
SYSRECONFILE 

When specifying a value for a field in the DCINFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

DCBUFFER Enter a decimal number. It may. be an integer (for example, 12), or it may include 
a fractional part (for example, 12.3). It may not exceed 1024. The DCBUFFER 
field specifies how many kilobytes (I KB = 1024 bytes) of the system’s buffer 
memory must be dedicated to data comm. (Default = 0.) 

NOTE 
This specifies how much of the system’s buffer memory is to be reserved for data 
comm. The total amount of buffer memory is determined by BUFFERMEM (in the 
B9O0CONFIG area). Whenever DCBUFFER or BUFFERMEM is specified, confi- 
gurer checks if both values have been entered, that the amount of DCBUFFER 
to be reserved is less than the total amount of BUFFERMEM by at least 2 KB 
(that is, that (BUFFERMEM - DCBUFFER) > 2). If this is not true, configurer 
requests new values for both fields after displaying the following message on the © 
SPO: 

* * INVALID BUFFERMEM SPECS * * 

  

NDLSYSFILE Enter a valid CMS file name (that is, <packid>/<file-id>). Do not enter more 
than 20 characters. NDLSYSFILE contains the file name of the NDLSYS file that 
is to be used in setting up the CMS Data Comm Subsystem. (Default = 0000000/ - 
NDLSYS.) 

SYSRECONFILE Enter a valid CMS <file-id>. Do not enter more than 12 characters. 
SYSRECONFILE specifies the file-id of the system reconfiguration file. Any data 
comm configuration changes made during operation are recorded in the 
reconfiguration file. (NDLSYS is a read-only file.) (Default = SYSRECON.). 

! 

B9SOOCONFIG 

The system dependent area ends with an area that contains information needed to warmstart the physical System. This area specifies which physical resources are needed, and how they are to be used. BOOOCONFIG begins with a field:   BUFFERMEM Enter a decimal number. It may be an integer (for example, 62) or it may include | 
a fractional part (for example, 62.3). It may not exceed 1024. BUFFERMEM 
specifies how many kilobytes (1 KB = 1024 bytes) should be allocated for system © buffer memory use. 
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This is followed by the Warmstart Table, which specifies how the system’s task processors are allocated. 

The configurer utility handles the Warmstart Table as an area named PROCINFO, containing the following 

areas and fields: 

PROCINFO | 
TP ASSIGNMENT 
TPASSIGNS 
INTERPRETERS 
MEMSIZE 

DCP ASSIGNMENT 
DCPBUSADDR 
LOGICALDCP 

When specifying a value for a field in the PROCINEFO area, please observe the following syntax: 

PROCINFO 

For each task processor, or set of identical task processors, enter I’P and specify the necessary values for 

the fields in the TP ASSIGNMENT area. For each data comm processor, enter DCP and specify the necessary 

values for the fields in the DCP ASSIGNMENT area. To cause configurer to make a Warmstart Table for 

the default configuration, enter DEFAULT without specifying TP or DCP. To stop specifying processor assign- 

ments, enter PROCEND. 

TPAS SIGNS 

Enter a decimal integer from 1 to 6. Depending on the system, there can be up to six task processors on 

the system. Note that if there is no requirement for the DCP (data communications processor on the system), 

the DCP can be used as a task processor. All task processors that are to have identical attributes can be as- 

signed in one pass through the TP ASSIGNMENT area. The TPASSIGNS field specifies how many TPs are 

being specified; INTERPRETERS names the interpreters that each of these TPs is to support; MEMSIZE 

specifies the minimum amount (in kilobytes) of local memory that each of these TPs must own. (One page 

contains 64 KB.) 

INTERPRETERS 

Enter one of the following: MPLI]; COBOL (that is, COBOL and/or RPG); ALL (that is, same as specifying 

MPLII and COBOL); ENDINTERP. (Additional INTERPRETERS values are requested until ENDINTERP 

is specified, except for the ALL specification.) 

MEM SIZE 

Specify a decimal number. It must be between 64 and 1024. It may be an integer (for example, 199) or it 

NOTE 

The upper limit for the MEMSIZE parameter corresponds to 16 pages of local 

memory. This reflects the address capacity of the hardware registers. Currently, 

a task processor is not allowed to own more than four pages, which sets a practical 

limit of 256.0 for the MEMSIZE parameter. Task processors supporting more than 

one interpreter must have a minimum MEMSIZE of 128 KB. 

The DCP ASSIGNMENT area specifies the bus address of each data comm processor, and the logical DCP 

number associated with bus address. When the CMS data comm subsystem is loaded, the logical DCP number 

determines which DCP firmware file is loaded into a given data comm processor. For each DCP, a fresh pass 

through the DCP ASSIGNMENT area must be made. 

DCPBUSADDR. Enter a decimal integer between | and 15. 

LOGICALDCP. Enter a decimal integer between 0 and 7. 

NOTE 

When updating the PROCINFO area, both TP and DCP assignments must be made 

(that is, assigning TPs only causes no DCPs to be assigned). 

2015228-001 
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FIX Mode 

Selecting FIX mode causes the following to occur: 

1. Configurer finds SYSCONFIG file having the specified (or default) filename. 
2. A workfile is opened to serve as a temporary SYSCONFIG container and the contents of the old SYSCONFIG file are copied into the work file. | 
3. If a SYSCONFIG file does not have a System dependent area, FIX mode creates one. As in MAKE mode, the user is requested to supply responses for all fields primed until a complete system dependent 
area iS generated. 
4. If a SYSCONFIG file already has a system dependent area, FIX mode allows the user to select spe- cific fields in any of the three major areas in a SYSCONFIG file for updating. 

_ 5. When FIX mode finishes, it closes the work file with REMOVE, giving it the specified (or default) file name. , 

When updating a complete SYSCONFIG file, the user is allowed to select specific fields. This is done by presenting the user with a choice, one level at a time, of all areas/fields that are subsidiary to the area in which the user currently is. : 

The choice is offered by displaying the messages: 

<mix #>/CONFIGURER DISP 
<area-name> OPTIONS ARE: <subsidiary area/field names> 

<mix #>/CONFIGURER DISP 
SELECT <area-name> OPTION 

Selecting an area name causes FIX mode to enter that area, and repeat the message, this time listing the areas/fields subsidiary to the area the user selected. 

Selecting a field name causes FIX mode to enter that field and request a value for it. This process is the same as when MAKE mode requests a value for a field; the same message is used: 
<mix #>/CONFIGURER DISP 
ENTER <field-name> <choice of values> 

When the user is presented with a choice of areas/fields, entering END causes FIX mode to back out to the next most general level. To leave FIX mode, continue responding with END until the message: ‘‘CONFI- GURER OPTIONS ARE: MAKE, FIX, LIST, HELP. END” is issued. (Entering END in response to this message sends the entire configurer utility to EOJ.) 

OS And Data Comm Buffer Memory Validation 
In addition to the basic validity checks applied to any other single field, the utility verifies both the operating system and data comm buffer memory specifications against each other to ensure their compatibility. This is done in: | 

MAKE Mode: At the time the OS buffer specification is received. 
FIX Mode: When either the data comm buffer or OS buffer specification is being updated. 

Ensure that the difference between the (OS buffer - dc buffer) is greater than or equal to the OS buffer minimum, where the OS buffer minimum is equal to 2000 bytes. Failing this verification results in configurer issuing prompts for the re-specification of both buffer SIZES. 

The following table lists the maximum amount of buffer memory that can be specified in the SYSCONFIG file based on the amount of memory available on the OS. 

MEMORY SIZE a MEMORY USAGE 
I28KB 96KB required for MCP. 32KB available for buffer memory. 
192KB I28KB required for MCP. 64KB available for buffer memory. 
256KB I28KB required for MCP. 128KB available for buffer memory. 
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Processor Configuration 

The initial selection list for processor assignment allows: 

1. The initiation of a task processor (TP) assignment sequence. 

1. The initiation of a data comm processor (DCP) assignment sequence. 

3. The specification that the default assignments are to be made at warmstart time. 

4. The specification that the user processor assignments are complete (that is, PROCEND). — 

If the default processor assignments scheme is sufficient, merely entering default completes the processor 

assignment. This causes the warmstart defaults to be used. 

If discrete user assignments are desired. there are two forms of processor assignment types defined: TP and 

DCP. Each form is implemented in a multi-response form. Each of the response parts has a respective prompt 

by configurer indicating its attributes, prior to the issuing of the accept for the user input. 

The TP and DCP assignments may be utilized in any order, and the required number of times, such that 

the desired configuration is completely specified. This is the logical system allocated at warmstart time, given 

that the physical system has the capability of supporting the configuration. 

NOTE 

If the logical TP and DCP assignments do not match that of the physical system 

configuration the system will, at warmstart time. come up under its default 

configuration. Warmstart default is not the same as the SYSCONFIG default. Re- 

fer to Warmstart for the exact parameters. 

Do a LIST before ending the configuration procedure to verify that changes have 

been made correctly. 

2015228001 
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SECTION 10. “SME ea 

-B 1800/B 1900 DEPENDENT SYSTEM 

SOFTWARE 
  

CMS-UTILITIES 

BF 

This utility enables the user to display information about printer backup files residing on one or more disks. 

BF HELP will display the syntax diagram for BF, which has the following format: 

  

  

. 

e 

[ 
BF 

y < bkp-file-id > < option-spec > —>           

    FROM <disk-id > 
ON J 

where <bkp-file-id> is defined as 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

< file-id > 
> 

* <fileid> * 5 

” 
a 

< Inti> 
i? 

~ <int2> 

ALL 
_s 

and <option-spec> is defined as 

DETAIL ~/ pe—— BEFORE <date> mi 

<disk-id> specifies the disk on which the utility seeks backup files; default is the 

backup designated disk. 

  
  

      

The following specifications designate the files or groups of files about which the information is required: 

<file-id> designates a backup file or a family of backup files. Either the external 

or the internal file name can be specified.    
2015228—003 
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* <file-id> * is used when <file-id> alone could cause confusion (for example BF 
5 designates the backup file named 5 instead of the one named 
PB00005). 

= ‘ specifies the backup files PBxxxxx, where 1 <= XXXXX <= 65535. <Int 1> specifies the backup file PB<Int 1>. 
<Int 1> - <Int 2> specifies all the backup files from PB<Int 1> to PB<Int 2>. 
All | specifies all backup files irrespective of their name. 
DETAIL option causes BF to display, for each backup file specified: 

the external name of the backup file 
the internal name of the backup file 
the name of the file in the backup file 
the file size | 
the date and time of creation 
the name of the creator program 

The default for DETAIL is to display 
<file-id> ON LINE 
for each file found within the range specified. 

BEFORE <date> option causes all backup files created before the specified date to be 
listed; 
<date>::= < MM /DD /YY> 
MM and DD (month and date respectively) can be single digits. 

Examples 

To specify the file PB00006 from the system disk: 

BF 6 

To specify the file PB00026 and all backup files in the family MPL=, on the disk USEDSK: 

BF FROM USEDSK 26, MPL= 

To specify PB00016,PB00019 on the system disk, all the backup files named PBxxxxx on the disk TASK and all backup files in the range PB00040 to PB00063 on the disk ARDSK, with each one of these files being sub- ject to the date given: : 

BF 16,19 ; FROM TASK = ; FROM ARDSK 40-63 BEFORE 1/6/81 

Messages 

The syntax error messages issued by the utility are self-explanatory. The utility goes to End of Job after dis- playing ‘BF ABORTED’, and advising the user to use the BF HELP facility. 

In the case where the utility issues a Message mentioning quotes, the user should read ‘asterisk’ instead of ‘quote’. | 

If a disk cannot be opened, BF continues executing and goes on to the next disk specified, after displaying: 

UNABLE TO ACCESS DISK <disk-id> | 
If a unique file cannot be found, or no files are found in a family, BF goes on to the next file specified, after issuing the appropriate messages concerning the absent files. 

After completion, BF issues the message: 

** BF COMPLETE * * 
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CONFIGURER 

Introduction 

This utility creates and modifies the file ‘SYSCONFIG’. Much of the information stored in this file is used 

at CLEARSTART time. Therefore, these options do not take effect until the next CLEARSTART. Information 

related to the Data Communications Subsystem (DCSS) is used at DCSS initiation. The SYSCONFIG file must 

be present on the system disk in order to CLEARSTART. 

Syntax 

The format of the initiating message is as follows: 

CONFIGURER | 

  

  

    
  

oe” 

os 

MFID < synconfig pack-id > <s/r variant > <option > een 

~ ~ | 

a fo 
    

  

‘The MFID option specifies the location of the SYSCONFIG file. 

<s/r variant>: 

  

<option>: 

  

   

SET | 
RESET 
SO 
RO 

CREATE 

DISPLAY 

PRINT 

WRITE 

LIST 

TEACH | 

HELP 
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Causes an option to be set on. 

Causes an option to be set off. 

Equivalent to SET. 
Equivalent to RESET. 

This option enables the user to create the file SYSCONFIG. 

Any existing file on the required pack is then removed, unless its file 

type value is not the standard @22@ file type value. In this case, a 

warning message is issued (see messages). The CREATE option is always 

the first executable option. SET and RESET are not valid for it. 

Causes a description of the SYSCONFIG file to be displayed on the 

SPO. 
SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Causes a listing describing the SYSCONFIG file to be generated. 

SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Causes a backup file to be created with the description of the 

SYSCONFIG file. 
_ SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Causes a description of the file SYSCONFIG to be either listed or 

written into a backup file. 

SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Causes the syntax diagram for CONFIGURER to be printed. 

SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Causes the syntax diagram for CONFIGURER to be displayed on the 

SPO. 
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DATE 

TIME 

MESSAGE FILE 
<file name> 

NBLOG <num> 

LOGSIZE <num> 

LOG 

ZIP ‘<text>’ 

PO MESSAGE 
*“<text>’ 

PRBK TO - < disk id > <file-size > —~— 

LT » S 
ao” ao 

-Controls how the backup file option is set at CLEARSTART. 

SET and RESET are not valid for this option. | 

It is advisable to keep these options set on in order that the MCP 
maintains the correct system date and time. 
SO DATE and/or SO TIME cause the date and/or time messages to be 
displayed on the SPO at CLEARSTART. The values given by the user as 
replies to these prompts are used as initial values for the system time. RO DATE and/or RO TIME causes the System time to be initialized with the values contained in the SYSCONFIG file. These values are the actual System data and time at the last resetting of the options. 
Enables the user to specify the desired message file. 

Controls the number of log files to be initiated at CLEARSTART. <num> is a number from 3 to 16. SET and RESET are not valid for this option. , | 
Sets size in sectors of each log file. <num> is a number from 32 to 4096. Log file size is set at CLEARSTART. SET and RESET are not valid for this option. 

Controls whether the logging facility will be initiated at CLEARSTART. SO LOG causes logging to be initiated at CLEARSTART. 
RO LOG inhibits logging, except the logging of hardware maintenance entries. When this option is reset, log file information is not displayed by a CONFIGURER PRINT or DISPLAY. The message ‘SPO LOGGING 
OFF’ appears. 

Indicates a message, <text>, to be ZIPPED after CLEARSTART. "<text>’ denotes the message to be ZIPPED and must be a quoted 
string. SO ZIP ‘<text>’ sets the message to be ZIPPED. 
RO ZIP resets the message to null. When this option is reset, no ZIP message will appear in a CONFIGURER PRINT or DISPLAY. 
This facility is very convenient as it can be used to zip an MCS automatically 
after each CLEARSTART. 

Controls the message to be displayed at System disk power-off time. <text> is a quoted string denoting the desired message. 
SO PO MESSAGE ‘<text>’ sets the message to be displayed. 
RO PO MESSAGE resets the message to null. 
When this option is reset, no PO MESSAGE information will appear in a CONFIGURER PRINT or DISPLAY. 

  

        
  

<disk-id> denotes the pack on which backup files are to be created and searched for. 
<file size> denotes the maximum size of a backup file. 
SO PRBK... sets the backup file option at CLEARSTART causing backup files to be created. 

    

 



    

  

  

COUNT 

MASK 
<@XXXX@> 

RO PRBK... resets the backup file option at CLEARSTART. 

When this option is reset, backup file information is not displayed by a 

CONFIGURER PRINT or DISPLAY. 

When creating a printer backup file, the <file size> contained in 

SYSCONFIG will be used IF AND ONLY IF the file size of the output 

file originally directed to the printer has a value of 0. 

Any other value will be used as a file size for the printer backup file and 

may cause an unexpected DS/DP of the program when that file size is 

exceeded. , 

Controls the CLEARSTART count. The only valid operation for this 

option is RO COUNT, resetting the count to zero. 

Where @XXXX@ is a 4 digit hexadecimal number representing the 

Channel Mask. 

RO MASK will supply the value @FFFF@ to the SYSCONFIG Channel 

Mask (all channels will be enabled). 

SO MASK @XXXX@ gives the value XXXX to the Channel Mask. This 

represents, from right to left, the numbers of the channels which are to 

be kept. 
Example: SET MASK @0203@ enables the MCP to handle only channels 

0,1 and 9 (the mask setting corresponding to the binary setting 

@0000001000000011@). | 

This setting is stored in the SYSCONFIG file and recalled at each 

CLEARSTART time unless another mask value has been supplied via the 

RO MASK option. : 

Note that setting the maintenance panel toggles at CLEARSTART time, 

with the value @FA@ in the first two digits, and a mask value in the 

last four digits, takes precedence over the SYSCONFIG mask. 

The remaining options become effective at DCSS initiation. 

DCSIZE <num> 

DCPDUMP 
<num> 

DCCHTRACE 

REMOTEFLAG 
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Specifies the amount of memory allocated for the DCSS message area in 

K bytes. 
<num> must be in the range 5 to 310. 

SO and RO are not valid for this option. 

Controls whether the memory of the DCP specified by <num> is to be 

dumped to a file at DCSS initiation. <num> must be in the range 0 to 4. 

The dump will be contained in the file DUMPDCP<num>, where 

<num>, as above, is the number of the DCP. 

SO DCPDUMP <num> will cause a dump to be created. 

RO DCPDUMP <num> inhibits a dump. When this option is reset, no 

DCP dump information will be displayed in a CONFIGURER DISPLAY 

or PRINT. ; 

Controls whether the DCSS debugging tool, trace, is to be initialized at 

DCSS initiation. Setting this option causes a printer file to be opened at 

DCSS initiation. Debugging information is printed while DCSS is running. 

SO DCCHTRACE causes the trace to occur. RO DCCHTRACE inhibits 

the trace. 

Controls whether remote SPO activities will be allowed or inhibited. 

SO REMOTEFLAG sets the REMOTEFLAG at DCSS initialization, 

allowing REMOTE SPO activity. 

RO REMOTEEFLAG resets this flag at DCSS initialization, inhibiting 

REMOTE SPO activity. 

When this: option is reset, the message ‘REMOTE SPO OFF’ appears in 

a CONFIGURER DISPLAY or PRINT. (For more information on 

REMOTE SPO, see DCSS section.) 
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REMOTECHAR Specifies the control character for REMOTE SPO activities. <char> 

<char> denotes the desired character. SO and RO are not valid for this option. 

RECONFIGURATION This option allows the user to modify the network configuration, using the appropriate MCS commands. 

The Save Factor of SYSCONFIG contains the compile date of the version of CONFIGURER which created that SYSCONFIG. | 

Defaults 

The values of the SYSCONFIG file given with the 3.03 release are as follows: 

SPO LOGGING ON 
NUMBER OF LOG FILES 03 
SIZE OF LOG FILES 00032 
LOG PARAMETERS 00000 
MESSAGE FILE NAME SYSLANGUAGE 
DATE ON 
TIME ON 
RELEASE LEVEL 3.03.05 
DCCH TRACE OFF 
REMOTE SPO ON 
RECONFIGURATION ON 
REMOTE CHARACTER 2 
CLEAR START COUNT 0000 
DC BUFFER SIZE 0064 

All other DCSS information is reset. 
ZIP information is reset. 

~PO MESSAGE information is reset. 
The backup option, PRBK, is reset. 

Update Messages 

DCCH TRACE FLAG SET [RESET] 
REMOTE FLAG SET [RESET] (REMOTE CHARACTER: = *x’) RECONFIGURATION FLAG SET [RESET] 
REMOTE CHARACTER ‘x’ CHANGES TO ‘y’ 
DC BUFFER SIZE CHANGED FROM xx K-BYTES TO yy NUMBER OF LOG FILES CHANGED FROM xx TO yy LOG FILE SIZE CHANGED FROM xx SECTORS TO yy MESSAGE FILE NAME ‘xxx’ CHANGED TO ‘yyy’ SPO LOGGING FLAG SET [RESET] (NUMBER OF LOG FILES: xx, LOG FILE SIZE: yy) DUMP DCPx SET [RESET] : TRACE BDSx SET [RESET] | BACKUP OPTION SET [RESET] (BACKUP DESIGNATE : ‘xxx’, BACKUP SIZE yyy RECORDS) BACKUP DESIGNATE DISK ‘xxx’ CHANGED TO yyy BACKUP FILE SIZE CHANGED FROM xxx RECORDS TO yyy ZIP MESSAGE RESET 
ZIP MESSAGE CHANGED TO ‘<zip text>’ 
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Error Messages 

<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 
<mix /prog> 

CANNOT OPEN <mfid /fid> FILE TYPE MISMATCH 

CANNOT OPEN <mfid /fid> PACK NOT PRESENT AS 

CANNOT OPEN <mfid /fid> DIRECTORY FULL SS 

CANNOT OPEN <mfid /fid> INVALID FILE NAME 
WAITING OPEN ON <nfid /fid> IN USE 
CANNOT OPEN <nmfid /fid> DISK LOCKED 

CANNOT OPEN <nmfid /fid> BAD BLOCK OR RECORD SIZE 

CANNOT OPEN <nmfid /fid> BAD FILE SIZE 

CANNOT OPEN <mfid /fid> FETCH VALUE: @XXXXXX@ 

WAITING CLOSE ON <nfid /fid> DUPLICATE FILE 

CANNOT CLOSE <mfid /fid> FILE TYPE MISMATCH 
CANNOT CLOSE <nfid /fid> FILE IN USE 
CANNOT CLOSE <mfid /fid> DISK LOCKED 

CANNOT CLOSE <mfid /fid> FETCH VALUE @XXXXXX@ 

DATA ERROR ON READ FROM <nfid /fid> -RECORD XX 

INVALID KEY ON READ FROM <noffid /fid> -RECORD XX 

CANNOT READ <nmfid /fid> -RECORD XX FETCH VALUE @XXXXXX@ 

PARITY ERROR ON WRITE TO <nfid /fid> -RECORD XX 
NO USER DISK TO CREATE <mfid /fid> 
CANNOT CREATE <nmfid /fid> -DISK LOCKED 
INVALID KEY ON WRITE TO <mfid /fid> -RECORD XX 

CANNOT WRITE <nmfid /fid> -RECORD XX FETCH VALUE @XXXXXX@ 
INVALID NUMBER OF LOG FILES 
INVALID LOG FILE SIZE 
INVALID DCP NUMBER | 
INVALID DC BUFFER SIZE 
INVALID BACKUP FILE SIZE 
INVALID CONFIGURER REQUEST (<option>) 

  

  

These messages are self-explanatory. 

When a SYSCONFIG file already exists on a pack and an attempt is make to CREATE a new SYSCONFIG 

file on the same pack, the previous one will be removed unless its file type value is different from @22@. 

In this case the following messages are issued: 

<mix /prog> * * WARNING * * <fid> ALREADY PRESENT ON <mfid> FILE TYPE IS @XX@ 

<mix /prog> ACPT (ANSWER ‘OK’ OR ELSE) 

ay answering ‘OK’, the user gives CONFIGURER the authorization to remove the previous SYSCONFIG 

ile. 7 

By entering any other reply, this prevents the removal of the previous SYSCONFIG file. 

Warning Messages 

<mfid /fid> REMOVED 

<mfid /fid> CREATED 
<mfid /fid> UPDATED 
<mfid /fid> LISTED 
<mfid /fid> OK 
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DCP.ANALYZER 

A data comm problem can arise from a problem in the DCP itself. A DCP dump must then be taken and 
properly analyzed by DCP.ANALYZER. 

How to Take a DCP Dump 

There are two ways: 

— by setting the appropriate bit in SYSCONFIG (see CONFIGURER notes). The dump(s) will be taken 
at the next data comm initialization time. This will cause DCCH to go to End of Job, without executing 
the requested MCS. The bits corresponding to the relative position of the DCP dumped will be reset in 
SYSCONFIG, and it is the responsibility of the operator to restart the data comm subsystem. 

— by using the command ‘DC DUMPDCPx’, a dump of the DCP whose relative position is given by x 
will be taken. This does not interfere with the normal execution of the data comm operations on the other 
DCPs and allows normal use of the concerned DCP after the dump has been taken (although the problem 
for which the dump was taken still remains). 

How to Analyze a DCP Dump 

DCP.ANALYZER analyzes dumps created from either DCP-1 or DCP-3. Two modes of operation are pro- vided: interactive mode and batch mode. 

Interactive mode is invoked by not specifying an initiating message, and can be used from either the SPO or a terminal. DCP.ANALYZER can be used with either a GEMCOS or TMCS interface. 

The user can examine (display) and/or print selected portions of the dump information using the commands 
provided. 

Syntax 

DCP.ANALYZER (from the SPO) | 
<MCS control char> RN DCP.ANALYZER (from a terminal) 

Two kinds of reserved words are used by DCP.ANALYZER: 

- the Commands used to specify an action to be executed, usually a file related function. 
— the Formatters to generate output formats. | 

Commands and formatters are entered by using AX messages via the SPO or directly from a terminal. 

9 If the output takes more than a page, then “... appears at the bottom left hand corner of the screen, and 
the user must send a blank input to get the next page. For a terminal the cursor is positioned to send one 
space character. 

A HELP function will be invoked if an entry, not recognized as a reserved word, is input. 

In batch mode, entered by specifying an initiating message, all output is printed. The user can choose which 
portions of the dump information are to be printed, or the entire dump can be printed. The initiating message syntax is: 

DCP.ANALYZER ——— FILE <dump file name > —t— < formatter > 
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where <dump file name> is the name of the DCP dump file to be analyzed, and <formatter> is one of the 

formatters defined below. 

  

EXAMPLE: To print the entire dump of DCP 0: 

DCP.ANALYZER FILE DUMPDCP0O DUMP 
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Commands 

BYE 
CLOSE PRINTER 
DCP-1 
DCP-3 
DISPLAY 
END 
FILE 
FORMS 
GET 
HELP 
PRINT | 
WHAT 

Formatters 

DUMP 
LIEGE.HDR 
LINE 
LINE HISTORY 
LINE.INFO 
LINE.TABLE 
LIST.AVAIL 
LIST.MSG 
LIVM.HDR 
NETWORK 
RESV.MEM 
STATION 
STATION.HISTORY 
STATION .TABLE 
SUMMARY 

Each command and formatter is defined below. 

Where a numeric parameter or address is required, the value can be specified in two ways: 

£ 

decimal; for example, 255 
hexadecimal, by specifying the hexadecimal value IMMEDIATELY after the special character ‘@’; for 
example, @FF 

BYE 

This command is used to exit the interactive mode. 

CLOSE PRINTER 

When a print is requested, the analyzer opens a printer file and keeps it open until the end of job. The CLOSE 
PRINTER command allows the user to close the printer file without terminating the analyzer job. 

DCP-] 

This command is used when the program cannot determine the type of dump file to be analyzed. The DCP- 
1 type will be forced. 

DCP-3 

This command is used when the program cannot determine the type of dump file to be analyzed. The DCP- 
3 type will be forced. 
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DISPLAY 72 

This command can be used to display the dump file contents in hexadecimal or disassembled micro code. 

DISPLAY <formatter> used in interactive mode will display the selected format but is redundant, since enter- 

ing <formatter> only will give the same results. 

The full syntax, common for DISPLAY and PRINT, 1s: 

  

    

    
    

—>— < formatter > > 

Ce PRINT 7 —>— HEX — pS T0K<address>  — 

DISPLAY > < address > > 

—>— 780 — | ——>—  FOR<length> — 

__>— Bps — 

The type code HEX, BDS or Z80 specifies the format desired: 

HEX for hexadecimal memory contents 

BDS for disassembled DCP-1 code 

Z80 for disassembled DCP-3 code 

The default is the last type used or HEX if no type has previously been specified. 

The dump range may be specified from a start address to an end address or from a start address for a specified 

number of bytes. If only a start address is specified, a length of 255 bytes is assumed. 

DUMP 

This formatter will output all information for the file loaded. It successively executes the following formatters: 

SUMMARY 

NETWORK 

RESV.MEM 

LIST.AVAIL 

LINE for each line declared in NDL for the related DCP 

END 

This command is used to exit the interactive mode. 

FILE <file-name> 

This command is used to open the specified file and select it as a DCP-1 or DCP-3 dump file with the message 

‘DCP-n DUMP FILE LOADED’. If the dump type cannot be determined, the message ‘CANNOT DETER- 

MINE DCP DUMP TYPE’ is displayed and the dump type can be selected by the user via the use of the 
DCP-1 or DCP-3 commands. 

If the file cannot be opened, the message ‘CANNOT OPEN <fid> [<n>]’ iS output where <n> is the CMS 
event number indicating the reason for the failure. 
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FORMS 

This command will display all the formatters available, adding DCP-1 and DCP-3 on the list. 

GET <file-name> 

This command is similar to the FILE command. 

HELP 

This command will interactively display explanations on the analyzer program, all the commands and all the 

formatters available. 

LIEGE.HDR <addr> 

The Liege header found at the specified address is output. The Liege header i is B 1000 system implementation 

dependent. . 

LINE <lln> 

LINE <memory address> 

This formatter takes a parameter which is either a logical line number or the memory address of the line infor- 

mation table. 

The line information table, the line table and each attached station table is provided. 

LINE.HISTORY <lin> 

All message headers found in the available list referring to the logical line number specified are output. Since 
the buffers are allocated cyclically, these messages provide a history of activity on the line. 

Following the messages, the line information table, line table and station tables for each attached station are 
output. 

LINE.INFO <lIln> 

LINE.INFO <memory address> 

The parameter may specify either a logical line number or the memory address of the required line information 
table. If memory address is specified, the user must ensure that it addresses a valid line info table. 

The line information table format printed is B 1000 systems implementation dependent. 

LINE.TABLE <lln> 

LINE.TABLE <memory address> 

The parameter may specify either the logical line number or the memory address of the required line table. 

If a memory address is specified, the user must ensure that a valid line table address is specified. 

The format of the line table printed is as specified for the NDL S-machine, and is documented in the Data 
Comm Subsystem Reference manual, Form number 1090909. 

LIST.AVAIL 

This formatter outputs the list of all available buffers in the DCP memory. When present, the message header 
of each buffer will be output. 
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Since the available buffer pool is allocated cyclically, the list of available buffers is a dynamic history of mes- 

sages in the approximate order that they were processed. 

LIST.MSG <addr> 

The message header (LIEGE.HDR and LIVM.HDR) and the beginning of the message text found at the 

specified address is output. A few ‘...’ are present at the end of the line if the message is longer than 61 char- 

acters. 

LIVM.HDR <addr> 

The LIVM header found at the specified address is output. The LIVM header is defined for the NDL S-ma- 

chine, and is documented in the CMS Data Comm Subsystem Reference manual, Form number 1090909. 

NETWORK 

This formatter provides information on the line configuration defined in the NDL for the related DCP. 

PRINT 

This command is similar to the DISPLAY command but the output generated is directed to a printer. 

Refer to DISPLAY for the complete syntax. 

PRINT <formatter> option used in batch mode will print the selected format but is redundant, since entering 

<formatter> only will give the same results. 

RESV.MEM 

This formatter will output information regarding the state of the DCP and HOST interface at the time of the 

dump. 

The reserved memory format printed is B 1000 system implementation dependent. 

STATION <lsn> 

STATION <memory address> 

The parameter may specify either a logical station number or the memory address of a station table. 

If a memory address is specified, the user must ensure that it is a valid station table address. 

The station table is output together with any messages queued in the station queue. 

STATION.HISTORY <Isn> 

All message headers in the available buffer pool referring to the logical station specified are output. Since buf- 

fers are allocated cyclically, the list of messages provides a history of station activity. 

Following the messages, the station table and station queue are output. 

STATION.TABLE <lsn> | 

STATION.TABLE <memory address> 

The parameter may specify either a logical station number or the memory address of the required station table. 

If a memory address is specified, the user must ensure that it is a valid station table address. 

The selected station table is output. 
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SUMMARY 

This formatter outputs information regarding the generation of the DCP code file and also about the physical 
configuration of the lines on the DCP. : 

WHAT 

This command will give information about the version level of the DCP.ANALYZER used and about the dump 
file analyzed. | 

DISKDUMP 

The aim of the DISKDUMP utility is to make the B 1000 System more secure and to allow the user to get 
through files corrupted by software or hardware. For that purpose, it enables the user to have a quick on- 
line backup of a CMS disk. 

This backup is created on another CMS disk, but can transit via a tape. 

Any program will execute normally, provided it resides on a disk other than the disk used as input to DISK- 
DUMP. | 

For the programs residing on the input disk: 

- if they are started before DISKDUMP, they can go on executing as long as they do not access SYS- 
MEM, as SYSMEM is locked during the DISKDUMP run (so no access is allowed to the available table 
or disk file headers for modification of area allocation). 

— an attempt to start them during the DISKDUMP execution will fail and a ‘DISK ERROR’ message will 
be displayed. The actual meaning of this message is: ‘SYSTEM LOCK’. 

Four functions are provided: 

1. DSKDSK for a copy from disk to disk. 
2. DSKMTP for a copy from disk to tape. 
3. MTPDSK for a copy from tape to disk. 
4. VERIFY. / 

DSKDSK 

The data of every sector of the input disk is moved into the corresponding sector of the output disk. 

After the process, both disks are identical, except that they keep their own label. 

Therefore, if there is a bad sector on the output disk, the copy of the corresponding sector from the input disk will not be possible, and the utility will go to DS/DP. Ensure that the output disk is not contaminated with bad sectors before initiating a DSKDSK. 

It is clear that a copy of a disk to itself (after a transit on a tape) will not be affected by the presence of bad sectors on the disk. 

Each sector in error on the input disk is skipped while the corresponding sector on the output disk is filled with binary ‘1’s. 

DSKMTP 

Every sector of the input disk corresponds to a record on the output tape. A bad sector on the disk produces a tape record filled with binary ‘1’s. 
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MTPDSK 

Every record of the input tape is moved into a sector on the output disk. The first record on tape must be 

a copy of the CMS disk label. 

VERIFY 

Every record of the output device is compared with the corresponding record on the input device. 

Any discrepancy found between two records causes the utility to display the following message: 

COMPARISON ERROR REC XXXXXX 

XXXXXX being the (hexadecimal) number of the faulty record. 

Approximate duration of the process: 

DSKDSK of a 206 disk pack to a 206 disk pack: 11 minutes. 

A VERIFY of the operation: 11 minutes. 

DSKMTP of a 206 disk pack to two 2400 feet tapes: 8 minutes. 

A VERIFY of the operation: 10 minutes. 

MTPDSK of two 2400 feet tapes to a 206 disk pack: 9 minutes. 

A VERIFY of the operation: 11 minutes. 

Program initiation: 

DISKDUMP 

The utility then displays a series of prompts to which the user must enter replies via: 

AX <mix number> 

Prompt 1: ENTER OPTION: DSKDSK, DSKMTP, MTPDSK 
Prompt 2: ENTER INPUT DEVICE ID 
Prompt 3: ENTER OUTPUT DEVICE ID 
Prompt 4: VERIFY? ENTER YES, NO, ETX 

NOTE 
DEVICE ID, in prompt 2 and 3 should be read: PACK ID in the case of a disk 

pack, or TAPE LABEL in the case of a tape. 

Error Handling 

Any detected hardware error causes a message to be displayed, indicating the device in error, the Fetch Com- 

municate Message (FCM) returned by the MCP, and, if the process of copying was already executing, the 

number of the record in error (hexadecimal number). 

DISKDUMP goes to End of Job when a hardware failure occurs on the tape or on the output disk. 

Limitations 

When beginning the write operation on the output disk, DSKDSK and MTPDSK zip the series of messages: 

‘RY DPA’, ..., ‘RY DPL’, ‘RY DKA’ ,..., ‘RY DKF’. 

This sets a limitation of 12 to the number of output disk packs, and of 6 to the number of output cartridges. 
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WARNING 
Copying a disk where files are in use produces comparison errors at VERIFY time. 

-DP.ANALYZER 
Execution of a program can lead to a DS/DP condition. When a program is DP’ed, a dump file is created 
on the same disk as the program file (either by the operator or by the COBOL interpreter when a ‘NO USE 
PROCEDURE’ condition is encountered after an error). The name of the dump file is DMFILnn, where nn 
is the mix number. 

  

The dump file can be analyzed, in relation to the program file itself, to give a listing containing: 

program parameters 

run parameters 
interface control block | 
communicate parameter area 
program segment table 
data segment table 
control stack analysis 
file information (FPB, FIB, buffers) 
data segments 
current code segment 
locked slice 

The listing can be obtained by invoking DP.ANALYZER with the following syntax: 

7 

DP.ANALYZER _ | <packid > / bem << file id > 

  

“~~ 

    SAVE 
    

  

    ARRAY 

NO.FILE     

  ee NO.ICB 

be 
NO.DST -     

  NO.COP   

p—— NO.STACK ——— 

  NO.HEX —“—J 

  NO.DATA ==“ 

<pack-id> is by default the system disk L__»—___| 

The options, entered in any order, have the following effect: 

    
SAVE This will cause DP.ANALYZER to retain the input dump file rather than 

remove it after analysis (which is the default). 
ARRAY This is applicable only to COBOL/RPG dump files. It will cause all 

elements of all arrays to be printed. The default is to print a maximum of 
twenty elements of each array. 

NO.FILE This will suppress printing of any file information. 
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NO.ICB This will suppress printing of any ICB information. 

NO.DST This will suppress the DST and PST analysis. 

NO.COP This will suppress the COP table analysis (only for COBOL programs). 

NO.STACK This will suppress the Data Stack analysis (only for MPL II programs). 

NO.HEX ' This will suppress printing of the current Code segment and of the 

Locked Slice. 

NO.DATA This will suppress the printing of the Data segments. 

Examples 

1. DP-,ANALYZER DMFIL03 SAVE 

DP.ANALYZER will expect to find a dump file called DMFILO3 on the system disk. It will print 

a formatted dump listing and will retain the dump file. 

2. DP.ANALYZER USER/DMFIL02 NO.FILE 

DP.ANALYZER will expect to find a dump file called DMFILO2 on a disk labelled USER. It will 

print a formatted listing omitting all file information and remove the file USER/DMFIL02 at the end 

of the job. 

3. DP.ANALYZER DMFIL04 ARRAY SAVE 

DP.ANALYZER will expect to find a dump file called DMFIL04 on the system disk. It will print 

a formatted listing including all the elements of all arrays and will retain DMFIL04 at the end of the 

job. 

: NOTE 

Sometimes, due to the BIL interpreter, the contents of the end of an MPLII pro- 

gram working stack are unpredictable. In this case, the printing will be limited to 

the portion which can be analyzed. 

LT 

Load Line Printer Train 

This utility allows the correct chain of characters to be loaded on a 450/750 LPM printer. The first time, after 

CLEARSTART, a 450/750 LPM printer is switched ON-LINE, the message: 

‘LT REQUIRED FOR LP<x>’ 

is displayed, where <x> is the printer mnemonic. The operator must then enter: 

‘LT LP<x> <chain type>’ 

where <x> is the printer mnemonic, and <chain type> must be one of the following train names or train 

numbers: 
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For 1100/1500 train printers: 

Train Name Train Number Description 

EBCDIC18 001 18-character EBCDIC 
FORTRAN48.NON STD 002 48-character FORTRAN.NON STD 
B300. B50048 003 48-character B300/B500 

EBCDIC48 004 48-character EBCDIC 
EBCDIC72. 005 72-character EBCDIC 

UKB3500.72 006 | 72-character EBCDIC 
UKB6500.72 007 72-character EBCDIC 

PORTUGAL.72 008 72-character EBCDIC 
SPAIN.72 009 ° 72-character EBCDIC 

FINLAND.72 010 72-character EBCDIC 
DEN MARK.72 O11 72-character EBCDIC 

BCL72 012 72-character BCL 

TURKEY.72 013 72-character EBCDIC 

SWEDEN.72 014 72-character EBCDIC 

ASCII72. 015 72-character ASCII 
EBCDIC9%6 016 96-character EBCDIC 

EBCDIC-UPPER.CASE 016 96-character EBCDIC 

EBCDIC.UPPER.CASEB 016 96-character EBCDIC 

EBCDIC-LOWER.CASE | 016 96-character EBCDIC 

EBCDIC.LOWER.CASEB 016 96-character EBCDIC 
KATAKANA 017 96-character KATAKANA 
EBCDIC.A72 018 72-character alphabetized EBCDIC 
EBCDIC.N72 019 72-character numericized EBCDIC 
RPG48 020 48-character RPG . 
OCR.A72 021 72-character OCR-A 
OCR.B72 022 72-character OCR-B 

FORTRAN48 036 48-character FORTRAN 
THAI 052 144-character THAI 

For 400/750 LPM train printers (PRINTER CONTROL 5 or 6): 

For 400/750 LPM Train printers: 

Train Name Train Number Description 

FORTRAN48 130 48-character FORTRAN 

FORTRAN48.NON STD 130 48-character FORTRAN !.NON STD 
B300/B500.48 131 48-character B300/B500 
EBCDIC3.48 132 48-character EBCDIC-3 

RPG48 140 48-character RPG 
EBCDIC96 144 96-character EBCDIC 
KATAKANA 145 96-character KATAKANA 

-EBCDIC3.16 254 16-character EBCDIC-3 

EBCDIC3.64 255 64-character EBCDIC-3 

The normal END-OF-JOB message is: 

‘“<train name> = <train number> LOADED ON LP<x>’ 

Two error messages can be displayed: 

‘INVALID LT REQUEST’ 

  

This indicates that the chain type is not valid, or that the specified chain does not match the printer type. 
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MEM.ANALYZER 

A memory dump can be obtained by executing the appropriate MEM.DUMP cassette in STAND-ALONE 
mode (for the operating instructions, refer to MEMORY.DUMP in Section 2, STAND-ALONE UTILITIES). 
This causes the contents of the memory to be written into a file named DMFILO0. 

The system must then be restarted, with a CLEARSTART, and the MEM. ANALYZER program must be 
executed to obtain a formatted, analyzed listing of the memory dump file. 

The file DMFILOO is created on the system disk. 

If enough space is not available on that disk, or if memory is corrupted so that the location of that disk is 
destroyed, the program will halt to give the operator the ability to direct the dump to another disk. 

The listing can be obtained by invoking MEM.ANALYZER with the following syntax: 

  

MEM.ANALYZER ——-— <pack-id>/ -+7— <file-id>   

      
  
  FULL 

  pene ALPHA 

fm HEXA   

pommee §=SELECTION 

  poe §=PATCH   P—— NO.SCL   

———- NO.DCOM   

DCOM.ONLY   

  

  
  MIX.ONLY <x> 

FROM < address > —_—   

  TO < address> 

  

    ae 

os 
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<pack-id> indicates the name of the device containing the dump file to be analyzed. 

<file-id> indicates the name of the dump file to be analyzed. 

  

The options, entered in any order, have the following effects: 

FULL Print tables and all memory in hexadecimal. 

ALPHA Print memory contents in alpha-numeric. 

HEXA | Print memory contents in hexadecimal. 

PATCH Printing of the patch analysis is enabled. — 

NO.SCL Disable SCL partition decoding. 

NO.DCOM Disable Data Comm module decoding. 

DCOM.ONLY Disable User-memory analysis. 

MIX.ONLY <x> In analysis of User-memory, only the mix specified by <x> will be 

considered. | 

FROM <address> When ALPHA or HEXA is used (default is 0). 

TO <address> When ALPHA or HEXA is used (default is the maximum memory value). 

NOTE 

1. The FROM and TO options do not require the specification of ALPHA or 

HEXA. The default is HEXA. 

2. The FROM...TO.. option cannot be repeated to print different portions of mem- 

ory in one run. 

SELECTION This option causes a series of ACCEPT/DISPLAYs to be executed at the 

SPO. These allow the operator to select sections of the dump listing to 

be printed on a printer. The syntax for these sections follows: © 

MAT indicates the Memory Assignment Table portion of the listing. 

VM indicates the Virtual Memory Tables and VM statistics portion of the 

listing. 

PHYSIO indicates the PHYSICAL.IO information portion; that iS, 

Channel Control Words, Device Control Blocks, Channel Control Blocks. 

SCL indicates SCL information. 

SEGMENT <integer-1> <integer-2> 

indicates a data segment to be printed. 

<integer-1> is the data segment number in the Data Segment Table. 

<integer-2> is the Mix number of the associated program. 

FIB <integer-1> <integer-2> 
indicates the FIB to be printed. 

<integer-1> is the data segment number of the segment containing the 

FIB in the Data Segment Table. 
<integer-2> is the Mix number of the associated program. 

MIX <integer> | | 

the entire User Memory Analysis section (that is, ICB, DST, PST, File 

information) for the Mix indicated by <integer>. 

ICB <integer> 

indicates the ICB of the Mix indicated by <integer>. 

DST <integer> | 

indicates the Data Segment Table of the Mix indicated by <integer>. 

PARTITION <integer>   
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indicates a hexadecimal dump of the partition indicated by <integer>, 

where <integer> indicates the Mix number. 

END 

terminates the selection process. 

NOTE... 
The printer file used in this selection process cannot be diverted to backup. For 
a selective listing which can be diverted to backup, use the other MEM.AN- 
ALYZER options. 

NOTE 
Each dump submitted with an FTR must use the default option. 

This program analyzes the input file specified, and a complete listing will provide: 

A form to be filled in by the user. 
A form to be filled in by the Burroughs representative. 
The contents of the main registers (register A must be noted manually for a B 1830). 

The last 12 entries in TAS 
Scratchpads : 
Mix table | 
Monitor stack 
Memory assignment table 
Virtual memory tables 
Virtual memory statistics 
Channel and Channel Control Word tables 
Channel control blocks 
Device control blocks 
File control blocks 
SCL partition (mix #0) 
Overlay module analysis (mix #62 
DATA COMM module analysis, if DCHH was running 
Shared files Data segment 
A few other system tables 
The ICB, PST, DST, FIBs and FPBs for each user mix 
A history of the patches inserted since release time 

The copy of the interpreters in memory. is compared with their initial version on the system disk and the ad- 
dress of the first discrepancy, if applicable, will be displayed. 

The Memory Dump file is always retained after MEM.ANALYZER has gone to End of Job. It can be removed 
with the RM command by the operator, but if its name was left as DMFILOO it will be replaced when a new 
Memory Dump file is created. 

Therefore, it is suggested that after creation of DMFILOO, the name of this file is changed to a unique name, 
and it is analyzed as soon as possible by MEM.ANALYZER. It should also be removed as soon as the file 
is no longer needed. 

PATCH.MAKER 

This utility is released in order to implement required patches to released firmware. This utility either reads 
a file of patches from cassette, or generates a file from SPO input. 

It is recommended that two system disks are used when the MCP file is to be patched. 

This is not required when patching the MPL interpreter (BILINTERP), the RPG and COBOL interpreter (CO- 
-BOLINT) and the DCP.3 NDL Post Compiler (NPC3.B1000). However, it is possible to patch the MCP file 
when only one system disk is available (refer to Operating Instructions, later in this section). 
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It must be remembered that ALL disks containing system software must be updated with the patched software. 

Levels of patches are successive. If a user requires patch level 3, for example, then both previously released 

patches must have been implemented. The utility employs a number of checksum routines which prevent 

patching of the wrong file and implementation of unauthorized patches. 

The utility first asks the user, with displays and accepts, for the identity of the firmware file to be patched 

in this run (MCP, BILINTERP or COBOLINT) and of the new file to be created. 

The user is then asked to specify if the patches are to be entered via the SPO or via a cassette. If the response 

specifies cassette, a search for a tape file named ‘PATCHES’ is initiated. When this file is found, the patching 

is carried out. If the response specifies SPO, the patches are to be entered via the keyboard from the hard- 

copy supplied. The characters entered must be exactly as supplied. The series of characters can be divided . 

into several series of any length up to 254 characters. The operation is terminated by a null AX. 

In order to minimize the risks involved in transmitting patches by TELEX, and possible errors in operator 

action, an initial sumcheck has been inserted in the patch string itself. Each 12 bytes of patch information 

are sumchecked. If a mismatch is detected, the wrong 12-byte group will be displayed and these 12 bytes must 

be re-entered again via the SPO. 

A null ‘AX’ terminates input and allows the patching to begin. 

If any message is displayed, one of the checks has failed. The input must be examined and re-entered when 

the error is found. | 

Error Messages Displayed 

<string of 24 bitt> AT OFFSET <nn> IS INVALID: RESUBMIT ON SPO 

Initial sumcheck has detected an error within the string of digits entered via the SPO or cassette. 

Patch Level Discrepancy 

The specified file does not have the patch level expected. All previous patches must be entered. 

Initial Sumcheck Discrepancy 

The sumcheck of the original file to be patched does not match the value contained in the patch entry. All 

previous patches must be entered. 

Final Sumcheck Discrepancy 

The sumcheck of the patched file does not match the value contained in the patch entry. Try again on another 

disk drive. If the error persists, the patch may be in error. Contact your local Burroughs representative. 

Address Error 

The address given for a micro is out of range for the file specified. Try again on another disk drive. If the 

errer persists, the patch may be in error. Contact your local Burroughs representative. 

Old/New Micro Discrepancy 

The old micro contained in the patch entry does not match the old micro in the file to be patched. All previous 

patches must have been entered. 

Example 

Assume that a pack with all the released software is available. It is called BKP3.03. 
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©} The system is CLEARSTARTED with BKP3.03 as the system disk. The patch consists of a hard-copy (flash 

with ‘333355554444’, for example). 

When CLEARSTART has finished: 

PATCH.MAKER 
02/PATCH.MAKER BOJ PR = A TIME: hh.mm.ss 
02/PATCH.MAKER [DISP] ENTER NAME OF FILE TO BE PATCHED 
02/PATCH.MAKER [DISP] [PACK-ID>/] <FILE-ID] 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 BKP3.03/MCP 
02/PATCH.MAKER [DISP] ENTER NAME OF NEW FILE 
02/PATCH.MAKER [DISP] [<PACK-ID>/] <FILE-ID> 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 BKP3.03/MCPNEW 
02/PATCH.MAKER [DISP] ENTER INPUT DEVICE: SPO OR CASSETTE 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 SPO 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 33335555 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 4444 
02/PATCH.MAKER [ACPT] 
AX 02 
02/PATCH.MAKER EOJ 

When this has finished, execute ‘COPY MCPNEW TO MCP’, then CLEARSTART the system with BKP3.03 
as the system disk. 

©} Operating Instructions for Patching the MCP File 

The procedure varies according to the number of system packs the user has at his disposal: 

1. Two System packs are available (SYS1 and SYS2) 

Clearstart with SYS1 as System disk 
: SYS2 as User disk 

Run PATCH.MAKER with the file MCP on the System disk as input file 
with a file MCP on the user disk as output file 

Therefore, the name of the file to be patched is: SYS1/MCP, and the name of the new file is SYS2/MCP. 

Clearstart with SYS2 as System disk 

SYSI1 as User disk 
Copy MCP to SYS1/MCP 

2. One System pack only is available 

Copy the MCP file to MCPxxx 
Run PATCH.MAKER with as input file: MCPxxx 

as output file: MCPyyy 
(xxx and yyy being three-digit integers) 

There are two ways available of using the new MCP file MCPyyy: 

either copying it to MCP, and Clear Starting (1) 
or Clear Starting directly with MCPyyy (2) 

1) Copy MCPyyy to MCP. Ensure that two conditions are satisfied while copying MCPyyy to MCP: 
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a. A NULL MIX (even SYS-SUPERUTL must be DS’ed) | @ 

b. NO DEVICE STATUS CHANGE (No device hardware interrupt) | 

On completion, enter ‘PO’ for the system disk. 

Clear Start 

2) Clearstart with O00yyy loaded in the X register between TAPE mode and RUN mo "(see 

CLEARSTART in this section). 

It is always possible to run again with the old MCP file by Clear Starting with the file named MCPxxx. 

A COLDSTART selecting only the file MCP on the release tape is another means of loading a valid MCP 

file. | 

Example: to apply patch 45 to the MCP file: 

Copy MCP to MCP045 

Run PATCH.MAKER with 

name of the file to be patched: MCP045 

name of the new file: MCP046 

Then, either © 

Copy MCP046 to MCP, after having DS’ed all programs in the MIX. 

Power off the system disk and CLEARSTART. 

or make a CLEARSTART with 000046 loaded in the X register between TAPE mode and RUN mode. 

Operating Instructions for Patching the Interpreters or NPC3.B1000 

Ensure that the file to be patched is not in use. 

— no COBOL or RPG program running for COBOLINT. 

— no MPL program running for BILINTERP (all utilities are written in MPL). 

Example: to patch the BILINTERP: 

Copy BILINTERP to BILINTERP!1 

Run PATCH.MAKER with as input file BILINTERP1 and 

as output file BILINTERP2 

Copy BILINTERP2 to BILINTERP 

RB 

This utility enables the user to remove printer backup files from one or more disks. Backup files can be removed 

simply, by family, or by age. | 
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RB HELP displays the syntax diagram for RB, as follows: 

  

    

  

      
  

r BEFORE <date> 1 

  RB , < bkp-file-id > 

FROM-+ <disk-id> 4 | 
Lon 

where <bkp-file-id> is defined as 

    

  

    

      

    

  

< file-id> > 

ane * < file-id> * 

: > 
—ee << Int 1> mie 

: ~ <Int2> 

and <date> ::= <MM /DD /YY> 

where MM and DD (month and day respectively) can be single digits. 

<disk-id> specifies the disk on which the utility seeks backup files; default is the 

backup designated disk. 
<file-id> designates the backup file or the family of backup files to be removed. 

Either the external or the internal file name can be specified. 
* <file id> * 1s used when <file id> alone could cause confusion (for example RB * 

5 * removes the backup file named 5 instead of the one named PBOOOOS. 
= specifies that all the backup files PBxxxxx are to be removed, where 1 

=<XXXXX =< 65535   <Int 1> specifies that the backup file PB<Int 1> is to be removed. 
<Int 1> -<Int 2> specification causes all backup files from PB<Int 1> to PB<Int 2> to be 

removed. 
BEFORE <date> option causes all backup files created before the specified date to be 

removed. 

Examples 

To remove the file PB00038 from the system disk: 

RB 38 

To remove the file PB00017 and all backup files in the family PR=, from the disk USDSK: 

RB FROM USDSK 17, PR= 

To remove PB00032,PB00034 from the system disk, all the backup files named PBxxxxx from the disk TASK, 
and all backup files in the range PB00011 to PB0OO0O19 from the disk ARDSK, with each one of these files 
being subject to the date given: 

  

RB 32,34; FROM TASK =; FROM ARDSK 11-19 BEFORE 1/6/81 
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Messages 

If syntax errors occur, the utility displays messages that are self-explanatory, and goes to End of Job. 

If a disk cannot be opened, RB continues executing, going on to the next disk specified, after displaying: 

UNABLE TO ACCESS DISK <pack-id> 

If a file cannot be found, or no files are found in a family, RB goes on executing after displaying the appropri- 

ate messages. 

The user is also informed when a file is removed, or when it is not removed, due either to the fact that it 

is still in use, or was created on or after the ‘BEFORE’ date. 

After completion, RB issues the message: 

* * RB COMPLETE * * 

RETRIEVE 

This utility provides the user with a means of copying to the system disk one or more single files from a tape 

created by the DISKDUMP program. 

Syntax: The following syntax diagram will be displayed by entering ‘RETRIEVE’, followed by a blank or by 

any single word. 

  - DISPLAY 

DIRECTORY   
  

  

    
| 

PRINTER 

RETRIEVE ——— <tape-label > —— 1. 

    

      — < file-name-list >   

DIRECTORY option gives the user the list of the files which are present on the tape, directed to the device 

specified by one of the following options: 

DISPLAY causes a single list to be displayed on the screen. 

PRINTER provides the user with detailed information about each file residing on the tape: that is, 

the pack-id (of the originating disk) 
the file-name 
the actual and the maximum file size 
the creation date and the last access date 

the file type 

<file-name-list>: up to 20 files can be loaded on the system disk in a single run of the RETRIEVE utility. 

The file names will be separated by a blank, or by a comma surrounded by blanks. — 
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21-1680 Messages 

Most of the messages that are displayed are self-explanatory. However, the following messages need some 
explanation. 

If a file to be loaded is already on the system disk, the messages 

FILE <file-name> IS ALREADY PRESENT ON DISK 

PLEASE REMOVE IT AND REPLY TO THE ACCEPT 

will be displayed on the screen. 

The utility will resume as soon as an answer has been given to the Accept, whatever this answer might be 
(a blank or any word). 
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STAND-ALONE UTILITIES 

The stand-alone utilities perform specific functions which are not under MCP control. The following are the 
stand-alone utilities available with this release: 

NAME FUNCTION 
COLDSTART Loads system software to disk from a COLDSTART magnetic tape. 
CLEARSTART Determines the system configuration, builds tables and places the system 

under MCP control. 
PACK.INIT Initializes a disk pack in CMS format. 
CART.INIT Initializes a disk cartridge in CMS format. 
MEM.DUMP Creates a disk file (DMFILO00) containing a complete image of the system 

| memory. 
J 

All these stand-alone utilities are initiated with cassettes. 

CREATION OF CASSETTES 
A utility, CASS.CREATE, has been developed which enables B 1860 series stand-alone cassettes to be gener- 
ated under CMS MCP control. 

Syntax 

CASS.CREATE <sau-file-name> TO XXX MTP 

where <sau-file-name> is one of: 

1860.CLEAR for CLEARSTART 
1860.COLD for COLDSTART 
1860.PACK for PACK INITIALIZER 
1860.CART for CARTRIDGE INITIALIZER 
1860.DUMP for MEMORY DUMP 

Operating Instructions 

. Place the blank cassette in CTA. 

. Enter ‘PG CTA’. 

System will display: ‘CTA PURGED’. 

. Enter CASS.CREATE message. 
. System will display: Up

 
WN

 

‘<mix>/CASS.CREATE WAITING SPURIUS/XXX AT NO FILE’ 

. Enter ‘AD <mix> CTA’. 
. Cassette will be created and the following message displayed: A

 

*<sau-file-name> TO XXX COPIED’ 

8. To write on the other end of the cassette; remove it from the drive, wind on by hand until the tape 
is exposed in the opening, and insert it the other way round in the cassette drive. Go back to step 
2. 
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INITIATION OF THE STAND-ALONE UTILITIES 
B 1000 System 

1. Place the cassette in the cassette reader on the control panel. Rewind if necessary so that the BOT 
light is illuminated. 

2. Set the register select switch so that it points to the L register. Set the cassette switch to SYSTEM, 
if applicable. Ensure that the SINGLE MIC/CONT switch is set to CONT and MICRO SELECT to 

NORMAL (B 1860), or SINGLE MICRO to NORMAL (B 1900). | , 
3. Set MODE switch to the MTR position. Press the CLEAR and then the START buttons. If the cassette 

does not start, press HALT and CLEAR simultaneously and then START. After reading the cassette, 
the system will halt with @AAAAAA@ in the L register and the release level (for example 03.03.00) 
in the T register. 

4. Set the MODE switch to the NORMAL position and press the START button. This will load the pro- 
gram and begin execution. 

B 1830 System 

Place the cassette in the cassette reader. If the cassette is not at BOT is will automatically rewind. 
Enter ‘ST’. 
Press the CLEAR and START buttons. . 
Enter ‘CR23’ (this is the L register). ‘0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 AAAAAA’ will be displayed. 
Enter ‘SR’ and press the START button. The program will load and begin execution. A

2
P
Y
N
E
 

The following halts are common to all stand-alone utilities: 

CONTENTS OF L DESCRIPTION 

@000004@ cassette parity error 
@111111@ no channel found with SPO attached 
@222222@ invalid response after a test service request 
@333333@ invalid status : 
@444444@ memory parity error 
@555555@ invalid result descriptor 
@666666@ SPO not ready 

The allocation of channels in CMS is done from channel 0 to channel 15, | which is contrary to Native Mode 
software. : 
Two pack controls, one on channel 7 and one on channel 9, reference DPC, DPD, DPA and DPB under Native 
Mode software and DPA, DPB, DPC and DPD under CMS software. 

NOTE 
Ensure that this does not cause confusion when using CMS Stand-alone cassettes. 

COLDSTART loads the system software from a CMS library tape (a single reel tape) to disk (either disk pack 
or disk cartridge). 

It can be either 800 BPI NRZ or 1600 BPI PE, and any tape unit can be used. 

NOTE | 

If a file on disk is found with the same name as one on the tape, the tape file is 
loaded and the disk file is removed. 

However, it is advisable to initialize the disk before using the COLDSTART program, or to re-initialize the 
disk if COLDSTART aborts. 

_~COLDSTART is only necessary for new installations. Users of the 3.02.00 release need only initialize a user © 
disk and use ‘LD LOAD FROM <tape-id> TO <pack-id> =’. 
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- Operation | | | @ 

*B1800/B1900 CMS COLDSTART mark 3.03.00’ will be displayed and the cartridge/pack configuraton will also 
be displayed. 

DISK PACK AND CARTRIDGE UNITS 

CHANNEL x Dyy Dyy . 

The value x of the channel is is piven in hexadecimal (2,B,...). The different values of yy correspond to identifi- 
Cations of all the units connected to disk controls (DKA, DPB.,...). 

Parameters have to be entered by the operator, in answer to the following questions: 

QUESTION: CMS DISK DRIVE -<DPX> OR <DKX>. 

RESPONSE: Enter the disk drive on which the system software is to be loaded; for example, ‘DPA’. 
Any bad specification causes the program to ask for the same information again. 

The magnetic tape configuration will then be displayed. 

MAG TAPE UNITS 

CHANNEL x MTy MITy .... 

The value x of the channel is given in hexadecimal (2,B,...). The different values of y correspond to the identi- 
fication of all the devices connected to magnetic tape controls (A,B.,...). 

QUESTION: CMS MAG TAPE UNIT -<MTX> 

RESPONSE: Enter the mnemonic for the tape unit on which the COLDSTART tape is loaded. Any bad © 
specification causes the program to ask for the same information again. 

The tape label is read and the following messages are displayed. 

‘CREATION DATE OF TAPE: MM/DD/YY’ 

QUESTION: DISPLAY LOADED FILES? <YES OR NO> 

RESPONSE: Enter ‘YES’ if a list of all files loaded is required. Enter ‘NO’ if no list is required. 

The following information is then displayed: 

“RELEASE LEVEL: N’ 

where N = 2 if the tape was created with a 3.01 version (or any previous version) of LD. | 
N = 3 if the tape was created with a 3.02 or later version of LD. , 

This information is obtained from the label of the tape. 

_ QUESTION: ‘LOAD ALL FILES <YES OR NO>’. 

RESPONSE: A ‘YES’ response directs COLDSTART to load all the files of the tape. A ‘NO’ response | 
causes the following messages to be displayed: 

‘ENTER FILE NAME <12 CHAR OR ETX>’ 

The operator must enter the name of the file or the family of files (a character string appended with an ‘=’) 
required. This message will be displayed again until a blank entry (ETX only) is made, or the limit of 20 entries 

has been reached. © 
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NOTE 

Introducing a file name or a family name with no entry in the directory of the tape 

will display the error message: 

  

‘THIS FILE IS NOT ON TAPE’ 

NOTE 
The operator will be asked to enter another file name or family name. 

Then the message: 

‘LOADED FILES:’ 

is displayed, followed (if requested) by the names of the files, five per line, loaded to disk. When all the re- 

quested files have been loaded, the message: 

‘END OF COLDSTART’ 

will be displayed. 

NOTE 
The message ‘missing etx, try again’ is displayed in the case of transmission with- 
out an ETX and the user is allowed to re-enter the information again. 

| NOTE 
It is highly recommended to check that the displayed configuration of the disk and 
magnetic tape devices corresponds to the desired configuration. 

  

Error Messages 

The following error messages may be printed. The action to take is noted, except where the message is self- 

explanatory. 

‘NOT LIBRARY TAPE’ 

— attempt to COLDSTART with an incompatible tape. Ensure that the tape unit was specified correct- 

ly and that the tape is a LIBRARY tape. 

‘MAG TAPE NOT READY. CORRECT AND START’ 
‘DISK NOT READY. CORRECT AND START’ 

— problem with the indicated device. When corrected, press the START button on the console panel. 

‘PROBLEM WITH MAG TAPE COLDSTART ABORTS’ 
‘DATA ERROR ON READING TAPE LABEL COLDSTART ABORTS’ 

— problem encountered while reading the tape. Verify its density and try on another device if possible. 

‘PROBLEM WITH Dxx COLDSTART ABORTS’ (xx = Px or Kx) 
‘DIRECTORY FULL COLDSTART ABORTS’ | 
‘NOT ENOUGH SPACE ON CMS DSK COLDSTART ABORTS’ 
‘NOT A CMS DISK COLDSTART ABORTS’ 

~ all these are fatal errors. The disk must be re-initialized before attempting to COLDSTART again. 

‘CANNOT REMOVE <FILE-NAME> PART OF DUAL PACK FILE’ 

© - COLDSTART continues loading the other files. Only this file is not loaded. 
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‘DISK NOT FOUND’ | 
‘MAG TAPE NOT FOUND’ 

— warning message displayed when a unit outside the controller’s range has been specified. 

‘NOT STANDARD LABEL’ 

— warning message COLDSTART will try to resume processing as if the tape had a standard label. 

‘TAPE NO LONGER READY COLDSTART ABORTS'’ 

‘NOT A DISK FILE HEADER COLDSTART ABORTS’ 
TAPE MARK NOT FOUND COLDSTART ABORTS’ 

— internal messages indicating that COLDSTART is lost somewhere within a file. This can be caused 
by a hardware problem on the magnetic tape device or a corrupted copy of the System tape. 

‘COLDSTART INTERRUPTED’ (flashing) 

~ the interrupt switch has been set during the load process. 

CLEARSTART 

FUNCTION 

CLEARSTART determines the exact configuration of the system, builds various tables for the MCP, initializes 
memory links, executes the AVR of the system disk, loads MCP and finally, passes control to the Operating 
System. 

SELECTION OF THE MCP FILE 

At CLEARSTART time, the user has the ability to specify the MCP file he wants to start with. 

This MCP file must have the name MCPnn, where nn is a three-digit integer. 

The procedure is as follows: 

—- with the MODE switch set to MTR, press the Clear and the Start buttons. 

— load 000xxx in the X register: 

set the register select switch so that it points to the X register. | 
set the maintenance panel toggles to 000xxx (for example, to start with MCP123, set the panel toggles 
so that they represent the binary number: @00000000000 0000100100011@). 
press the LOAD button. 

— set the MODE switch to NORMAL and press the START button. 

CHANNEL SELECTION 

The channels to be handled by the MCP can also be selected at CLEARSTART time via the maintenance 
panel toggles which must be set before RUN mode. 

The toggles are represented here from left to right by six one-digit values (A,B,C,D,E and F); the first two 
digits (A and B) must be set to the value @FA@ and the last four digits (C to F) must be set to a value 

_ Tepresenting, from right to left, the numbers of the channels which have to be taken into consideration. 
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For example, setting the toggles to @FA0203@ corresponds to the following binary setting: @111110100000 
001000000011@. This enables the MCP to handle only channels 0,1 and 9. All the other channels are disre- 
garded. | 

No checks are made by the Operating System to detect mishandlings such as removing the SPO channel, re- 
moving the system disk channel or removing a channel belonging to a magnetic tape exchange. Therefore, this 
feature has to be used with great care. 

In order to use a MCP file with a restricted configuration, the user must manipulate the maintenance panel 
toggles between the TAPE and the RUN mode to load the X register first, then to set up the required 

configuration. 

Disk Initializers (CART.INIT/PACK.INIT) 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

All disks must be initialized in the CMS format before they can be used under MCP control. Each initializer 
comprises six basic passes: 

1. Write addresses for every sector on the disk. 
2. Verify all addresses on the disk. 
3. Write a data pattern of @00@ throughout the disk and verify that the pattern has been written correct- 

ly. 
4, Write and verify a pattern of @FF@. 
5. Write and verify a pattern of @S5S@. 
6. Write and verify a pattern of @ES@. 

For a disk pack only, the verification in passes 3 through 6 consists of three sub-passes: 

1. With normal offset. 

2. With offset in. 
3. With offset out. 

In the event of an error, each I/O operation is retried five times and a'record is kept of the number of retries 
(this appears on a KA or LR listing as the field “ERROR COUNT?). 

If an I/O operation is not successful after five retries, the action taken depends on the type of disk and the 
operation attempted. 

For a disk pack an attempt is made to relocate the bad sector (five spare sectors are available per cylinder 
for this purpose). If the sector cannot be relocated, or five sectors have already been relocated, the track in 
which the sector lies is completely removed. 

For a disk cartridge, the discovery of a bad sector causes the track to be removed. If any sector in cylinder 
' zero is discovered to be bad during passes 1 or 2, the initializer terminates. 

ERROR LIMITS 

The disk is regarded as unusable if: 

1. The number of removed tracks exceeds 25, for a pack. 
2. The number of removed tracks exceeds 5, for a cartridge. 

The disk label and disk directory are built after initialization. The disk directory starts at the first track after 
track 0 where the total directory (available table + file name list + disk file header) can be located. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The operating instructions are similar for both initializers. After the cassette has been loaded, the title is dis- 
played. 
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For cartridge: 

‘CMS DISK CARTRIDGE INITIALIZER MARK 3.03.00’ 

For pack: 

‘CMS DISK PACK INITIALIZER MARK 3.03.00’ 

The operator is then asked on which device the initializer parameters will be input. 

‘INPUT DEVICE <SPO OR CRD>’ 

If ‘SPO’ is specified, then the initializer operates in an interactive mode. If ‘CRD’ is specified, the input pa- 

rameters are read from cards; one card for each disk. 

CARD FORMAT 

COLUMN DESCRIPTION 

1 unit (A thru H) 

3-8 serial number (6 numeric digits) 

10-16 disk identifier (up to 7 alphabetic characters) 

21 disk type (R or blank) 
23-25 maximum number of files (up to 999) 

_ 30-37 date (MM/DD/YY) 
40-53 Owner’s name (up to 14 characters) 

The last two fields are optional. All other fields are checked for validity. If an error is discovered, the card 
is rejected. | 

| NOTE 
The cards must be enclosed between ‘? DATA’ and ‘? END’ cards (‘?’ represents 
any invalid character for an 80 column card). 

SPO INPUT 

Parameters are entered interactively. As each field is input, it is checked for validity. If it is not valid, a 
suitable message is output and the field can be re-entered. 

CARTRIDGE 

QUESTION: WHICH CARTRIDGE -DK<X> 

RESPONSE: DKA, DKB, ... DKH 

PACK 

QUESTION: WHICH PACK -DP<X> 

RESPONSE: DPA, DPB, ... DPH 

BOTH 

QUESTION: ENTER 6 DIGIT SERIAL NUMBER 

RESPONSE: number in the range 000000 -999999 

QUESTION: ENTER PACK.ID 
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RESPONSE: up to 7 characters from the set ‘A’ thru ‘Z’, ‘0’ thru ‘9’, *.” or *-’. 

QUESTION: ENTER CARTRIDGE TYPE <R or nothing> 

QUESTION: ENTER PACK TYPE <R or nothing> 

RESPONSE: R or ETX only 

NOTE 

R means restricted disk which is not yet implemented. 

QUESTION: MAX NB OF FILES (UP TO 2805) 

RESPONSE: any decimal number between 1 and 2805 

NOTE 
The default value is 254 ‘for cartridge and 2805 for pack. 

CARTRIDGE 

When 256 files are requested, 8 sectors are allocated for the Available Table. For every additional 200 files 
declared, one sector is added until the maximum size of 14 sectors is_ reached. 

PACK | 
The size of the Available Table is given by the following algorithm: 

(number of files requested /32) + 3 

The Available Table size will be extended so that the whole directory ends on an allocation unit boundary. 

Therefore, on a 206 pack where the allocation unit is 8 sectors: 

2805 files will give: © 

2805 sectors for headers 
255 sectors for File Name List 
91 sectors for Available Table (2805/32) + 3 

3151 sectors for the whole directory. 

The Available Table will be extended to 92 sectors to give a total directory length of 3152 sectors (the 
next integer multiple of 8 sectors). 

2803 files will give: 

~ 2803 sectors for headers 
255 sectors for File Name List 
91 sectors for Available Table (2803/32) + 3 

3149 sectors for the whole directory. 

The Available Table will be extended to 94 sectors to give a total directory length of 3152 sectors (the 
next integer multiple of 8 sectors). 

It must also be remembered that one sector of the disk file header is reserved for each file requested. 

QUESTION: ENTER DATE -<MM/DD/YY> 

RESPONSE: MM/DD/YY 
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QUESTION: ENTER OWNER’S NAME (UP TO 14 CH) 

RESPONSE: up to 14 characters | 

The disk will now be initialized. While initialization is executing, entry of <ETX> and pressing the XMT but- 
ton displays information concerning the initialize: 

1. For pass 1 or 2 the message identifies the pass and the current cylinder number. 
2. For passes 3 — 6 the message identifies whether a write or verify operation is in process, the pattern 

used and the current cylinder. 

If the message ‘DPEC ATTENTION’ is displayed, it indicates that an extended result descriptor cannot be 
cleared from the DPEC. Press START twice on the processor panel. | 

NOTE 

This can happen only with packs. 

When initializing a cartridge, after completing the 6th pass, initialization/verification, the message: | 

‘ENTER FINAL PATTERN (4 DIGITS) OR <ETX>’ 

is displayed. This enables the user determined pattern to be used. If this extra pass is not desired, enter 
<ETX>. 

At the end of initialization, the following information will be displayed: 

DRIVE 

SERIAL NUMBER 

PACK-ID 

NUMBER OF REMOVED TRACKS 

NUMBER OF COUNT ERRORS (NUMBER OF RETRIES) 

NUMBER OF RELOCATED SECTORS (PACK ONLY) 

If tracks were removed or sectors relocated, the address of each removed track and relocated sector is given. 
Finally, the message ‘DP<X> INITIALIZED’ or ‘DK<X> INITIALIZED’ is displayed. 

It is then possible to re-initialize another disk (if SPO input was selected) by pressing the START button on 
the console panel. 

TIME NEEDED 

An estimation of the time needed to initialize packs follows: 

35 minutes for a 205 

50 minutes for a 206 

150 minutes for a 207 

70 minutes for a 225 

ERROR MESSAGES 

All the error messages are self-explanatory and related to a bad syntax detection. 

MEMORY.DUMP 

The function of the MEMORY.DUMP utility is to get the contents of the memory written into a memory dump 
file, named DMFILO0 (refer to the MEM.ANALYZER utility for the listing of the dump). 
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MEM.DUMP CASSETTE | 

  

Two cassettes are available; one for B 1830 systems and the other for B 1860 systems. This cassette must 

be executed in STAND-ALONE mode. If the system is still running at the time a memory dump is desired, 

it must be stopped with the INTERRUPT switch, or, if this is not successful, with the HALT button. 

The operating instructions to run the cassette are as follows: 

If running on a B 1830, note the value of the A register and press the CLEAR button. 
Mount the appropriate MEM.DUMP cassette. 

Switch to TAPE mode. 
Press START. | 

When register L = @AAAAAA@, switch to RUN mode and press START. 

When register L = @CCCCCC@, the dump is complete. 

Rewind the cassette. 
Perform a CLEARSTART. 

Print DMFILO0 by executing MEM.ANALYZER. 

A list follows of possible halts (in L register): 

@111111@ Physical error on an I/O. Pressing the START will display the result 

descriptor in L. 

@555555@ An error occurred while reading or writing the dump file to disk. By 
pressing START, 10 retries will be performed. To direct the dump to 
another disk, clear register L and then press START. The halt @999999@ 
will occur, as described below. 

  

@666666@ Not enough space on the designated disk. Pressing START proceeds to 
: the next halt, which will be @999999@. 

@999999@ MCP tables have been destroyed (or one of the previous halts has 
occurred) and the program cannot find the channel and unit of the system 
disk. Enter in register L the parameters of the drive on which the file 
DMFILO0 is to be created. 
— channel number in the second digit 
— unit number in the last digit (first unit is 0) 
For example, @090001@ indicates that the dump file will be created on 

the second unit on channel 9. 
@AAAAAA@ Switch to RUN mode and press START to continue. Information given at 

the time of halt: 
— release level in register T 
— memory load address in register X 
— dump file size in register Y 
— channel number in register SOA 
— unit number in register SIA 

@CCCCCC@ Dump is complete. Pressing START will display in register L @TCOO0D@ 

where: 
T is the device type (@F@ for pack, @0@ for cartridge) 

-C 1s the channel number 
D is the unit number or the location of the file DMFILOO. 

@FFFFFF@ Not enough space in the disk directory. The dump cannot be resumed. 
Note: In order to regain space already allocated for the dump file, a 

SQUASH must be performed. 

NOTE 
If the system pack was seeking when the interrupt occurred, the dump file creation 
program can enter an infinite loop. To resume processing, press the HALT, then 

CLEAR, then START buttons. 
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Known problem: sometimes the dump cannot be taken, even after CLEAR and START. In that case, the cas- 
sette must be reloaded, but all status, registers, TAS and Scratchpads are lost. 

SYSTEM HALTS DOCUMENTATION 

SYSTEM HALTS 

Most of these halts are traps for conditions that should not occur. When a halt occurs, a value is displayed 
_In the L register as listed below. Except for the halts listed as recoverable, a dump must be taken and an 
~FTR must be raised. 

The system cannot be restarted, unless specified. 

CLEARSTART Halts 

000004 Cassette parity 
C00001 SYSMEM not found 
C00002 SYSMEM DFH corruption 
C00003 BILINTERP not found 
C00004 SYS-SUPERUTL not found 
C00005 TL not found 
C00006 SYSCONFIG not found | : 
C00007 SYSCONFIG File type /= @22@ or SYSCONFIG machine type not in 

range @51@ to @60@ 
C00008 TRACE not found 
C00009 MCP not found 
CO000A MCP file type /= @1C@ 
C0000B System disk not write enable 
C0000C System disk not ready 
C0000D ——-------Other system disk exception 
COO00E TTY SPO exception 
CO000F CRT SPO exception 
C00010 Soft console exception (B 1830) 
C00011 Invalid data comm configuration (both DCP-1 and DCP-3 present) The 

system can be restarted with a correct setting of the channel mask using 
the maintenance panel toggles. 

C00012 Memory parity error 
C00013 System disk AVR failure (Available Table full) 

MCP Halts 
SCL RESIDENT 

4A0000 Cannot open SYSLANGUAGE file 
4A0001 Invalid fetch value on read (in X). 

VM 

4B0002 Recoverable error. Press START to continue. 
4B000F Fatal error, memory corrupted. | 

GLOBAL 

4D0000 Console interrupt. Press START 
4D0001 ~Memory parity error. T contains: card and chip address decode and 

syndrome. | 
4D0002 READ or WRITE out of bounds occurred. See CD register. This is 

detected in the SCHEDULER. Mix number is. S10A. 
4D0003 Attempt to schedule a job while its ICB.ADDRESS is zero. This is 
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detected in the SCHEDULER. Mix number is in S10A. 

   



    

  
  

4D0004 

4D0005 

4D0006 

4D0007 

4D0008 

4D0009 

4D0010 

4D0011 

4D0012 

4D0013 

630002 
630006 
631000 

640002 

F00001 
F00002 

F00005 
F00008 
F00009 
FOOOOA — 
FOO00B 
FO000C 
F0Q000D 
FOOOOE 
FOOOOF 
F00010 
F00011 
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Attempt to schedule a job with an empty STACK.LIST (probably an 
interpreter error). This is detected by the scheduler. Mix number is in 

S10A and ICB.ADDR in SO9A. 

Attempt to schedule a job with a FIB.LREQUEST. ATTENTION bit 

which does not correspond to a FIB segment. This is detected by the 
LOGICAL-IO selector. Mix number is in S10A and ICB.ADDR in SO9A. 
Attempt to schedule a job with the FIB.LREQUEST. ATTENTION bit set. 
The FIB segment type is valid (01), but is not in memory. This is 
detected by the LOGICAL.IO selector. Mix number is in S10A and 
ICB.ADDR in SO9A. 
Attempt to schedule a job with the FIB.LREQUEST. ATTENTION bit set. 
The FIB type is valid and present in memory, but PHYSIO did not put a 
fetch value in the FIB.REPLY word. Early return — Wait bit has 
disappeared. This is detected by the LOGICAL.IO selector. Mix number 
is in S10A and ICB.ADDR in SO9A. 
ICB.STACK overflow. The error is detected by 
COMMUNICATE.SWITCH. Mix number is in S10A and ICB.ADDR in 

SO9A. 
READ or WRITE out of bounds occurred (see CD register). As this error 
is detected by COMMUNICATE.SWITCH, the faulty module can be 
identified when analyzing the dump. Mix number is in SIOA and 
ICB.ADDR is in SO9A. 
Attempt to communicate with a non-existent resident module. The X 
register contains the desired module number. The T register contains: 
module number — displacement. The faulty module can be identified when 
analyzing the dump. Mix number is in S10A and ICB.ADDR is in SO9A. 
Attempt to communicate with a non-existent overlay module. The X 
register contains the module number multiplied by 12. The T register 
contains: module number — displacement. The faulty module can be 
identified when analyzing the dump. Mix number is in SI0A and 

ICB.ADDR in SO9A. 
BOOTSTRAP does not find an empty slot in the Mix table. SCL is the 
faulty module. | 
Master tries to execute Slave reserved micro code. 

SCL HANDLER 

Spo.Previous.Op was Test.Wait.Receive 
Invalid fetch value after a Load DS (in X) 
Pack error (System Pack Lockout) 

SCL INPUT 

Invalid fetch value after a load Data Segment (in X) 

PHYSIO RESIDENT 

Communicate with wait variant issued on a program already waiting I/O. 
‘Wait only’ communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
Disk search communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
Duplicate disk opened. 
Single device Read/Write/Close communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
Invalid single device Comm. Verb. 
ICMD Read/Write/Close communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
Open communicate on a file in use. 
Disk channel neither active nor tested while in result descriptor analysis. 
FCB queued twice 
FCB already de-linked 
FCB not linked 
DCB already de-linked 
DCB not linked 
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F00012 System disk not ready | © 

F00013 Invalid STC on Test.Op | 

F00014 ICMD channel neither active nor tested while in result descriptor analysis. 
F00017 Invalid disk communicate. 
F00018 Disk Read/Write communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
F00019 Attempt to issue a disk Read/Write communicate on an active file. 
F00020 Attempt to issue a disk Read/Write on a file related to an invalid device 

pointer. 
F00021 Invalid STC detected while in Handle Data Transfer 
F00022 Invalid link between FCBs during search. 

DISK OPEN 

F10001 SYSMEM lock failure 
F10002 Invalid overuse 
F10003 Invalid EOF pointer 
F10004 Invalid reply word 
F 10005 Invalid lock holder 

DISK R/W NEXT AREA 

F40002 Wait error 
F40003 Wait error 
F40004 Wait error 
F40005 Wait error 
F40006 Wait error 
F 40007 SYSMEM lock error 
F40008 Wait error 
F40009_ Wait error 
F4000A Wait error 
F4000B Wait error 
F4000C Wait error 
F4000D Wait error 
F4000E Wait error 
F4000F Wait error 
F40010 Available table size error 
F40011 Attempt to allocate beyond Available table size 
F40012 Attempt to allocate beyond Available table size 
F40013 Allocation error 
F40014 Allocation error 

PHYSICAL I/O OVERLAY LOADER 

FFFFF1 Disk open overlay problem 
FFFFF2 Disk open new file overlay problem 
FFFFF3 Disk close overlay problem 
FFFFF4 Disk areas overlay problem 
FFFFF5 Disk AVR overlay problem 
FFFFF6 ICMD overlay problem 
FFFFF7 Disk Purge overlay problem 
FFFFF8 | Disk crunch overlay problem 
FFFFF9- Single device open overlay problem 
FFFFFA Single device close overlay problem 
FFFFFD RL overlay problem 

FFFFFE Single device AVR overlay problem 

| DATA COMMUNICATIONS HALTS 

DC0014 Neither Buffer 1 nor Buffer 2 can be transferred. A Read is asked. © 
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SYSTEM DEPENDANT FETCH VALUES 
The I/O system failures described in this section should not occur. However, if they do, instead of leading 

to a System Halt condition, they cause a fetch value to be returned to the running program, as listed. A ‘COM- 

MUNICATE ERROR’ DS/DP message is displayed. A Dump of the program supplies the Fetch value in the 

Communicate Parameter Area. 

However, it may be impossible to Dump the program if it remains in Terminating status. In this case, the 

only way to access the Fetch value is to get a Memory Dump when the minimum of programs remain in the 

Mix. | 

  

  
  

Physical 1/O 

80F015 Mix waiting I/O bit reset before the end of a communicate with wait 
Variant. 

80F016 FIB terminating mask flag not reset after completion of previous I/O. 
80FOIE Open communicate issued on an already opened file. 
80FOIF Disk close communicate issued on a non-opened file. 
80F033 © No local SPO on system. 

DISK OPEN OLD FILE 

80F120 Other use error 
80F122 EOF error 

80FI2A SYSMEM lock error 

DISK OPEN NEW FILE 

80F201 Directory error 
80F22A SYSMEM lock error 

DISK CLOSE 

80F313 User count error 
80F31E FCB structure error 
80F321 Record size error 
80F322 EOF error 
80F32A SYSMEM lock error 

DISK AREAS 

80F401 Program status error 
80F402 File status error 
80F403 Bad verb 

80F404 Disk file header error (NB. of sectors/block = 0) 
80F42A SYSMEM lock error 

DISK PURGE 

80F701 Area size error 
80F707 Available Table size error 
80F72A SYSMEM lock error 

DISK CRUNCH 

80F801 Last area size error 
80F802 Area allocation error 
80F803 Area length error 
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80F807 Available Table size error ) 

80F813 User count invalid 
SOF81E FCB structure error 
80F820 CLOSEMODE error 
80F821 Record size error 
80F822 EOF error 
80F82A SYSMEM lock error 

SD OPEN 

SOF91LE Duplicate open 

20F9FF Device cleared 

SD CLOSE 

80FA20 Invalid MYUSE 

Logical I/O 

80FF10 Bit CD(2) or CD(3) is set when entering in the resident 
80FF20 Buffer status is invalid in the routine Can I Read Again 
80FF30 Buffer status is invalid in the routine Sequential Write 
80FF40 Buffer status is invalid in the Get routine 
80FF50 Buffer status is invalid in the Put routine 
SOFF70 Bit CD(2) or CD(3) is set when entering in the Open Segment 
SOFF80 FIB Data Segment is not found in the IFNB Segment 
80FF90 Bit CD(2) or CD(3) is set when entering in the Logical Close Segment 
SOFFAO0 Attempt to divide by zero 
SOFFFO : Bit CD(2) or CD(3) is set when leaving logical I/O module 
SOFFFF 72 FIBs are already open 

  

DATA COMMUNICATIONS ERRORS 

' When one of the following Data Communications errors occurs, the message 

<285> DC ERROR xx ON DC y 

is issued, displaying xx — the decimal value of the L register last byte 
yy — the DCP number 

XX 

01 Memory corruption problem. A message is to be added into the input 
queue. The message link cleared at dequeue available space time is no 
longer cleared. 

02 Cannot lock the Host to send a Nack message after a B 1000 No Space 
Condition. 

03 The message length given by the Liege header is less than the number of 
bytes contained in the Host. 

04 The message length to empty is still greater than 255 bytes, and the 
: transfer in count supplied by the Host is less than 255 bytes. 

05 During a Read sequence (B 1000 in receiving mode) a service request is 
issued by the Host with the corresponding status 
HTC.READ = TRUE 
HTC.BUSY = FALSE 
HTC.BUF1 = FALSE 
HTC.BUF2 = FALSE | 

06 During a Write sequence (B 1000 in sending mode) a service request is © 
issued by the Host with the corresponding Status 
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HTC.WRITE = TRUE 
HTC.BUSY = TRUE 
HTC.BUFI1 TRUE 
HTC.BUF2 = TRUE 
Therefore, there are no free buffers to continue the Write. 
When the DCP is in sleeping mode, the only valid sequence is READ. 
The HTC status is located in S6A. 
Invalid DCP status. 
For a new input message, the transfer-in count of the first hardware 
buffer is less than 6 bytes. 
The sequence byte is wrong. A buffer may be lost. 
Invalid HTC status (see S6A). 
Cannot find MTRINTERP. 
DCP is in No Space condition and the next interrupt gives an invalid 
HTC status (see S6A). 
Channel control word corrupted. 
Transfer-in count value set to zero during a Nack read phase 
Invalid Liege Header during the Nack Read phase. 
During a Read phase the transfer in count is less than 255 bytes while 
Busy bit is true. 
During a Read phase the transfer-in count is less than 255 bytes, and two 
buffers are filled. 
The HTC CNTL register is null after a test and lock command. 
Protocol error. 
Firmware halt (take DCP dump). 
Unexpected number of bytes received by HOST DMA. 
Unexpected status received while in ROM mode. 
DCP Memory parity error. 
Unexpected Jump in ROM. 
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  This appendix gives the railroad diagrams for all the CMS-common intrinsics and utilities, including SORT and CO, in 

alphabetical order. These diagrams give the complete input message formats, for ease of reference 

For details of the meaning of these messages, refer to the text 

In the following diagrams the <ex-option > is defined as 

  

  
      

  
    

  

eee EX vi < disk-id > —_— —/ 

and < file-name > is defined as 

< disk-id > / _—V < file-id > —_—> | 
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AD intrinsic 

AD meee = MIX       

p—— / <prog-name > mn | 

< peripheral > See 

  

ADD utility 

c—— <ex-opt 

  

  

ion> ob 

LD 

  

< load-spec> is defined as ! 

  

Ke file-name > — 

< load-spec > WY ss   

rc 
    

  (; TO <disk-id > 

4, — FROM < tape-id > WV 
    

    

    
      < group-name >=" 

  

  
<fileid > 77} pene wp 

  

  

    

 



  

  

  

| oO AMEND utility 

  
* < file-name> 

Z < ex-option > V [ A 1 y <tab> 7“ 

L AMEND < file-name > Ws, 

Ly 
        

Qua 

AX intrinsic 
  

  

    AX     

p—— /< prog-name > Zn 

< mix > he << text > vy 

  

  

CH utility 

——ae * < file-name > | 

. ™“s CH , > 

Vy < ch-spec > i     

<ch-spec> is defined as: 

    

pos < DATA ~T 

<group-name > =——— TO -——<group-name — J 

(— <DATA>—_{ —_—> 

< file-name > TO ———< file-name >           
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CL intrinsic 

  

    

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

< printer peripheral > 

< tape peripheral > | -_— 

cL —4 | > 
< self-scan peripheral > _——| 

< ICMD peripheral > mn 

CHECKADUMP utility 

* < file-name>     

  

      

T < ex-option > 

. WV crcceapune <tape-id> -—<— WITH Vv < disk-id > Vs @ 

  

CHECK.DISK utility 

  

      

<ex-option > Zz 

3 , CHECK.DISK ——+—— —s< disk-id > Vs 

    
 



  

  
  

  

CO utility 
  

  

c< aan 

: co — ———— @) —— <CO-specl1> —— @) ——- <CO-spec-2> ——= 

  

    
eeRESTART =" < mix > vi < line-number > Nz 

  foo OMX 

  i CLEAR ———- 

  

< CO-spec-1> ia defined as : 

  

  

  — 
  

<disk-id> / _W. < program-name > 

< CO- spec-2> is defined as : 

—— < mix > —     

  L_______ ayy. ———_ 

  

  @t- < disk-id >/ Ve compiler-name>—> 

  

  

    

i < compiler-option > 

Lf iN PRINT 

  

  

—_f i\— < message-statement > 

iW 

4 \   pm — 

C PON 
La 

__/ 5.   

  
©)indicates the allowed postions for macro cells 
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< patchfile-statement > 

< sourcein-statement > 

< sourceout-statement > 

< workfile-statement > 

< printout-statement > 

a 

quem 

    
  

    

  

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

        

  

  

    

    

    

  

    

  
    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

  

  
  

        

  

CO utility (Continued) 

The < compiler name> is defined as : ; 

RPG 

RPGX REF 

COBOL > 
MPL 

OPTLIST ——____| 

The < compiler-option > is defined as : 

) SYNTAX ————— 

SY 

LI 

LIBRARY > 

SAVE 

- . GO 

The < message-statement > is defined as : 

MESSAGE — < message-text > ————_> 

< patchfile-statement > is defined as : 

i NAME < file-name > - 

inv. = 

| MFID — <disk-id > 

——- PATCHFILE Nf 

FID —-—<file-id>--- -—" 

| 1 DEVICE — < hardware > 

LS FILESIZE — < integer> 
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_-~WORKFILE 

  

CO utility (Continued) 
  

<sourcein-statement> is defined as : 

  

  i+ NAME — < file-name > 

(1\_ 

  

1 \— MFID — <disk-id>                 

—— SOURCEIN   V   

    | ft VL | FID — < file-id > 

1 DEVICE — < hardware > 

  

      )   

< sourceout-statement > is defined as : 

  

_f;\— NAME — < file-name >   

  

            
  

  

on MFID = <disk-id > 7 

— courceour- ts 

L 1h Fip ——_—s < file-ia>     

  

  

  

  

  

      
SN DEVICE — <hardware > 

_f, FILESIZE — < integer > 

1 RECORD — < integer > 

RECORDS.BLOCK — < integer > 4 

LL   

    
  BLOCK — < inteyer > 

< workfile-statement > is defined as : 

  MFID   < disk-id > — 

< printout-statement > is defined as : 

—- PRINTOUT 

  

DEVICE —— < hardware >— 
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COMPARE utility 

[ < ex-option > vy. 

. C   

< comp-spec > is defined as : 

< mfid-spec> is defined as : 

  

  
  

  < comp-spec > V 

  

      < disk-id >/   

  

< mfid-spec-1 >   >— WITH — < mfid-spec-2 > 

    

  

<gid-spec-1 >+ WITH — < gid-spec-2 > 

  

  

  
ae 

  

< gid-spec > is defined as : 

              _ <mfid>— /; le tileid> —     

  

  

  

  

    < disk-id >—/ Vv < group-id > Tose am ole nb> _\   
 



  

COPY utility 

  

* < file-name > 

l < ex-option> Wy < group-copy > 

fee COPY — 

  
  

    

  
  

    
      

  

Li <s-file> TO < d-file> 

< group-copy > is defined as : 

p—— << KEYoO.,™ 

—-< BOTH> — 

——— < group-name-1> VO TO ae << group-name-2> —>     

<s-file> is defined as : 

  

  

  

  

      s 7 | po <r-spec > Vs 

—<file-name > ‘ :   

  

      
      

1 RECORD <a> — 

_f; \— Bock <nb> — 
| _ 
L(y \—TaAPE.MARKS —————. <nt > — 

L| \— No. LABEL 
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COPY utility (Continued) 
  

<d-file > is defined as: 

< r-spec> is defined as : 

< file-name > 

  

  
  

  

  

  

              

  

      

  

  

  

A~—10 

< record-key > 

  
<r-count> —€ 

  

    

  “———- — <record-key> ———   
  

awa RECORD cpp 

J 1 L_., BLOCK eee 1b) > 

}_/ 1 LW FILESIZE —<nf> — 

__/ 1 \_—_. sINGLEAREA 

—/; \— cruncy | 

1) \__. EXTENDING 

V \ 
a 

CRD 

1 MTP J > 

— 

V < number > 

> 

   



        

  

CP utility 

[ Sk ex-option > ny | < compute-string > 

, CP 

< compute-string > is defined as : 

< integer > 

  

  

  

  

  
  LV | * > < integer > 

    
      

  

CREATE utility 
  

  * ame < file-name > 

    
[ < ex-option > Wy | vy 7 

: CREATE ——+*———< f-spec > : ) 

< f-spec > is defined as : 

-—— < file-name> 

  

2015228 

  

  

  

          
  

a 

bee EXTENDING — < file-name > 

  

> 

rRECORD —— <nr > 

—~BLOCK <nb > 

——FILESIZE 9 <nf > 

€RUNCH 

A 
\ —> 
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DA utility 
  

  co <ex-option > 

        DA <disk-id > / <file-id > Vs 

  

      

  

  

      

  
        

  

  

  

    

  

  

    

_ ONLY_—_— 

READ f . . > 

@ - <sector> | 

meen << FECOrd > - 

NEXT 

DISPLAY > 
~N END > 9 

DCL => 

DFH = ALL > 
NEXT 

OF < file-id > 

TEMPORARY:     

        Kh < sector > 

——- @   

   



  

  
  

  

DA utility (Continued) 

    

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

    

  

AVAIL.TABLE ALL > 

AVAILABLE 

BAD 

INVALID 

< sector > ' 

a) : 

NAME. LIST > 

NAMES | 

OF <file-id> — 

~ TEMPORARY 

ao < sector> | 

| 
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DC intrinsic 

  

        DC < text>   V 

  
DD utility 

FUNCTION — STORE 

  

[ < ex-option > | 

| W 55 stone —< dd-spec >> 

< dd-spec> is defined as : 

< f-spec>: < f-spec 

Peto fe < g-spec > < g-spec 

  

  

< f-spec > is defined as : 

  

  

Th ceiseia> —/ NZ <fileid > ——> 
<g-spec> is defined as: 

  

  

    ee < disk-id > —M<croupid > 

FUNCTION — RESTORE 

    

p=—=<ex-option “y. 

DD— RESTORE — < ddr-spec>—> 

< ddr-spec > is defined as :   
  

P—=< f-spec > <f-spec>— 

ro a 
woe << g-spec <g-spec>: 

    

The <f-spec> and < g-spec > are defined the same way as in STORE FUNCTION. 
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e DP intrinsic 

  DP 

  

Cmixno. > 7 | = <program-id >_— 

  

DS intrinsic 

    

DS   < mix > oe / < program-id > —>   

  

DT intrinsic 
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DT   

poe < date > mn 

    

pa < time > mn 
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DUMP utility 

  

poe =< eX-Option > we | 

LD VY. * < file-name > . 

DUMP ——= <dump-spec . vy 

  

    

< dump-spec > is defined as: 

    
  

  v J 
FROM <tiisk-id> yy T < file-id> . Seome> 

TO < tape-id > | 

<group-id > | 

  

    

  

  

  V 

    

  

EX intrinsic 

  

    

[ < real-store > | 

te EK bee << program-id> — nm < text > ———> 
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FD intrinsic 

  

  

  
SPA tL <height > , <width> , <offset > > FD     

  

FL utitity     *i< file-name >——y 

    

  

    
’ 

< file-name > 
      < ex-option> “Wy 

© FL am     

< group-name > 

  

FS utility 

LY | < file-ename'> ~ y_ 

< file-name >   

p= <ex-aption > Y. 

FS     
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GO intrinsic 
  

  

  

  

  

mae / < prog-id > 

GO ———_—«<. mix> Vy 

  

ICMD utility 

—— <ex-option> —— 

/ ICMD     
  

  

< ICMD-option> ——> © 

< ICMD-option> is defined as : 
— LR— < disk-id >   

  

  

| PLESize mer) 
P==COPY == |< file-name > — ICMD — TO — < file-name > — 

L—.COPY — <Kfile-name> — TO —< file-name>— ICMD 

  

    
  

< file-name > for this utility is defined as : 

<disk-id> / < file-id>   
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IR_utility 

  

——IR —— <number> ———> 

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

      
  

KA utility 

* < file-name > 

Z < ex-option > Na < file-name > ~] 

, KA — | _| > | 

< group-name > 

© [— < disk-id > / nn 

DSKAVL =“ 

KX utility 
  

      
    KX < disk-id > Wi < number > Vy 

or 

—L. NEXT V 

KK=t 
|_REMOVE— 

    

  

    

V   
  

    

    END     
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LB utility | 

— 

—— .B-—— 

  

LD utility 

ADD, DUMP, LOAD, and UNLOAD 

  

LF utility 
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LIST utility 

  

  
  

— * < file-name > 

  
  TT < ex-option> “yy 

i _ Vv < f-spec> el       
  

< f-spec > is defined as: 

  

     
   

< file-name > 

  RECORD 
BLOCK 
TAPE.MARKS 

NO.LABEL — 
KEY > 

      
   

  

    

< r-spec> is defined as : 

  

  a < integer > | 

  

  

      
<r- > 

Wy < record-key> oa _]] 

L —_ “<record-key > __| 
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LOAD utility 

  

. < ex-optioin > m2 

| . , LD YT... * < file-name> 

LOAD——- < cotwes NWS 

<load-spec> is defined as: 

yo 
. fi TO <disk-id> nV pommeme =  < file-id > —_— rm—<BOTH>-——~ 

v S.4\—— FROM <tape-id> | _____ 

  

  

    
  

  

                

      t—— < group-id > 

  

LR utility 

  

  

< ex-option > Vy rr" * <filename> 7 

LR — — 
<LR-spec> —— 

  

      

< LR-spec> is defined as : 

— 
‘ 

    

  

<file-name> —— rr <A> 
  

  

pa——- < ASCENDING >         WV | <group-name> ——J 

— <disk-id> / W 
  

      
  = <integer> = 
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< ex-option > ca * < file-id> 

[ WV srooiey v 
EN 

wv < m-spec > L nn 

FILE —-<inf>—— ,-——<f-speco—— , 

PPB Wy < ppb-spec > — tend 
e 

  V 

  

        

< m-spec> is defined as : 

  —— CODE.FILE — < file-name> -—— , 

    

< f-spec > is defined as : 

— < file-attribute > — < attribute-value > 

      

      

PRINT.FPB 
< ppb-spec > is defined as : 

—— < ppb-attribute > — < attribute-value > 

PRINT.PPB 
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MX intrinsic 
  

  

  

    

[ < mix > Y / < prog-id> 

  

  

  

  

  

Mx > 

OL intrinsic 

[ < peripheral > in, 

——— OL . > 

PD utility 

— < group-name> — 

—ae—ee Pf) —__> 

A-—24 

  

  
    < file-name > — 

 



  

PG _§ intrinsic 
  

< tape or cassette peripheral > —>   

——~ PG 

  

PL utility 
  

    

  

< ex-option > yy 

PL WY <PL-spec> ——t—__--—> 

< PL-spec> is defined as : 

| SYSTEM 

S 

ERROR 

E 

< time> 

| FROM — <date> , [ | . 

[_ < time > “ 

  

  

  

  e aa
 

  

  | 

TO —— <date> 

ENTRY = <:number >   

  MIX — i < number > 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

      
  TT
T 
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PO intrinsic 

  ——— PO < peripheral > mee 

  

PR intrinsic 

———= PR ————— < mix no.> / —< program-id > 

Po
e 

Ld
 V 

  

RM utility 

  
  * < file-name > 

Yd @ 
—— <file-name> — [ < ey 

an V 
Lo = <group-name> 

    

      V   

    

  

RY intrinsic 

RY ——— < peripheral > ———_>   
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SF intrinsic 

  

| < disk-id > 

SF a << mix no. > — / _ < program-name > < disk-id > / < file-id> +—> 

| < file-id > 

  
  

  

    

  

SORT utility 
  

[— < reoption TY *“—t— < file-name> v } 

som 7 

< sort-merge-spec > 

< sort-merge-spec> is defined as : 

\ af < file-statement > 
| SN < key-statement > _| 

L < user-option-statement > 

    

  

  

  

  

V 

< file-statement> is defined as : 

  FILE 

| IN 1 <I-filespec> = OUT — < O-file-spec> ——> 

FILES | 

    

< |-file-spec> is defined as : 

[ a) 

DISK — 

DISK ——— 
PURGE < block-size > > 

cCARD——4 [- V [ 
< record-size> : 

TAPE 

CASSETTE 

— <file-name>< 
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SORT utility (Continued) 
  

  

< 0-file-spec > is defined as : 

—— DISK 

-—- CAR 

TAPE 

-— CASSETTE 

            

   
   < record-size < block-size > 

  

    

      
  

  

            

  

  

  

    

  

—  <file-name>—< -— PRINTER >—> 
- 7 KEYFILE 

TAGFILE 

< key-statement> is defined as: 

— ALPHA——~ 

— UA 

| | ASCENDING = ——NUMERIC — Ny r’ 7 : 

KEY —<-— <loc> — <len> Ut. DESCENDING : UN a 7] >—> 
D pm SA | L 

Le SN —————————d 

SSA | © 

< user-option-statement > is defined as : 

  

INDEX —— 

INPLACE   

  —MERGE ——— 
r—NODUPLICATES — 
L—pupLicaTtes — 
SYNTAX 

NOPRINT 

NODISPLAY 

COMMENT — <comments > 

bee FL ESIZE — <number of records > 

MEMORY /- <memory size = 

L____. WORKDISK — <disk-name> 

    

            V 
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SO. utility 

  

  

  

  

< ex-option > 

[ Vv SQ — < disk-id> mee =< SQ -spec > Vv 

< SQ-spec> is defined as : 

  

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

p—VERIFY 

pone! LL 

FAST ———- <number> > 

BEGIN : <end address > | 

— FROM i KB TO i L 

< start address > END : 

© ST intrinsic _ 

[ / <prog-name> aN, 

ST < mix > | 

- SV intrinsic 

—— SV —— < peripheral > 

A—29 2015228 

     



  

  

TAPELR utility 

[ * ex-option > 

WV sapece ————= < tape-id _——> 

  

TAPEPD utility 
  

TL utility 

[~ <exoption> J, 7 

x-option > Vv . 

— TAPEPD ——— <tape-id > ————> 

  

  

  

      L < disk-id > / WV < file-name > 

  
  

  — RECOVER Vs 

   



  

UNLOAD utility 

p— <ex-option > VY. | 

LD * < file-name > 

Vv UNLOAD ———— < dump-spec > _V iy 

  

      

    

< dump-spec> is defined as : 

    
    

eee PN = FROM <disk-id > 1) < file-id > v- < BOTH> “yy | 

fe NN TO < tape-id > . | L> 

< group-id > 

      

  

UPDATE utility 
  

  

[ < ex-option > Y. . * < file-name > a | 

— UPDATE | —_> 

<i-file> TO <o-file > _— 

rq an 

a4 Y | 
N 

  
<i-file> is defined as : 

  

< file-name > 

  

<o-file > is defined as: 

| 1 FILESIZE:——--~< fs > —, 

< file-name>- , 

| Lr CRUNCH 

  

    

  

V 

    

  

XD utility 
  

    

  

< ex-option > WV. | | 

. — XD m— < disk-id> 7" <address> < length > —> 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLES OF PRINTED UTILITY OUTPUT 

This appendix provides sample output from some of the CMS—common utilities described in section 4. 

SPO and console input messages are underlined. Some utilities use SPO display messages for output. Output print listings use 
a printer if one is available, or (for a B 80 or B 800) a console file. Print files can be either labelled or unlabelled : if a file is 
labelled, the name is printed following , 

2DATA 
at the beginning of the listing, and 

27END 

at the end of the listing (for example, refer to the PL output listing). In this appendix, print files are shown boxed in : other 
output is on the SPO. 

The meaning of the input messages are given in section 4. The utilities are given here in alphabetical order. 
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APPENDIX C 
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

ADDRESS 

A disk is divided physically into tracks and sectors, both numbered sequentially from zero upwards. These 

‘numbers’ are referred to as ‘addresses‘. The MCP uses this address scheme to quickly locate data on disk. 

ALPHANUMERIC 

Consisting only of letters of the alphabet plus the ten numeric digits; that is, not containing any other special 

characters. 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 

User program that performs day-to-day functions such as invoicing, printing, inventory reports, etc. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Characteristic or quality. 

BACK-UP 

Term used to describe the method of insuring that copies of files exist to standby as alternatives. 

BINARY-CODED DECIMAL (BCD) 

A method of coding numeric information in 4-bit units representing 0 as bits 0000, 1 as bits 0001, 2 as bits 

0010, up to 9 as bits 1001. For example, the number 1607 in BCD would take four 4-bit units (2 bytes), coded 

as 0001 0110 0000 0111. — 

BOJ 

‘Beginning of Job‘ The term used to notify the operator that a program has entered the ‘mix’ and has just 

started running. 

BSMD 

Abbreviation for ‘Burroughs Super Mini Disk’. 

BYTE 

One alphanumeric character of data. 

CHECKERBOARDED 

Term applied to any disk having available spaces of varying sizes scattered about the disk amongst files. The 

term can also be applied to memory in a virtual memory system where ‘locked’ or ‘save’ areas are scattered 

through the memory in such a way as to impede getting overlayable memory areas of sufficient size for optimum 

throughput. 
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CMS 

Computer Management System. A set of interrelated specifications for system software, including high-level 
language compilers, object-code formats, operator interface and data communications, which Burroughs has im- 
plemented on machines of different hardware characteristics. 

COMPILATION DATE 

The date on which a programmer’s source code was compiled : that is, the creation date of the executable 
object program. 

COMPILERS 

Group of system programs th at convert instructions written by a programmer in a language such as COBOL 
or RPG into a form which can be run or interpreted by the hardware or system software. 

CONFIGURATION 

Term used to describe the a 

DATA FILE 

A set of information usually 

DEFAULT VALUE 

Usually a meaning that a pr 

DESTINATION 

Disk to which information is 

DISK DIRECTORY 

rrangement of various hardware devices in a particular system. 

or a disk, which is used as data to be input. 

ogram will assume if not instructed otherwise. 

being transferred. 

List, on Track 0, of file names, locations on disk, and sizes. Similar to a table of contents. 

DISK FILE 

Set of information residing o 
of the disk on which it resides 

DISK NAME 

_a disk medium, collectively referred to by its name, ‘file-name‘ and the name 
(‘disk-name‘). 

Name by which a disk is known to MCP. Every disk medium has a ‘label‘ of information written to it during 
disk initialization, and the disk name is part of the ‘label’. 

DUAL-PACK FILE (MULTI-VOLUME FILE) 

A file that resides on two separate disks or logically defined disks (for example, DKA, DKB). 

EOJ 

‘End of Job‘. The term used to notify the operator that a program has terminated. ‘Abnormal‘ end-of-job 
occurs when a program is terminated prematurely due to an error condition. | | 

C-2         
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EXECUTION 

The running of a program is termed ‘program execution‘. The operator can execute (or start) a program by 
entering the name of the program desired (or disk-name/program if program resides on user disk). When a pro- 
gram is ‘executed‘, it enters the ‘mix’ and is assigned a ‘mix number‘ by the MCP. 

FAMILY (GROUP) OF FILES 

Two or more disk files having at least the first letter of their names in common. For example, ‘PRO020‘, 

‘PRFILE‘, and ‘PASMI1‘ are members of a family of files that could be referred to as ‘P—'. 

HARDWARE 

Term referring to all equipment on the system. Line printers and disk cabinets are examples. 

HEXADECIMAL (‘HEX’) 

A number system based on root 16, in contrast to common ‘decimal’ system based on root 10. To provide 
additional symbols, the letters A through F are used, so that counting procedes thus: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, A, B, C, D, E, F, 10, 11, 12 ... for decimal numbers 0 through 18 ... 

INTERPRETER 

A system software item used as an intermediate step in the running of a program. Instead of using a compiler 
to transform programs directly to machine instructions which can be run by the processor, a compiler may trans- 
form the program to an intermediate form (called ‘S-code‘). The S-code can be ‘interpreted’ by the interpreter, 
that is, translated into machine instructions that can be run by the processor. 

INTRINSIC 

A ‘command used by the operator to direct the activities of the MCP. Intrinsics are actually a part of the 
MCP and therefore will never be seen on a disk file listing or in the ‘mix‘. Examples of intrinsics include ‘DS‘ 
(discontinue the processing of a program) and ‘DT‘ (retrieve or change system date). 

KEYFILE 

File used by system as an index to a master data file. 

LABEL 

A small space of disk on tape indicating the medium’s contents, name, etc. A disk label may be created during 
the initialization process, and a tape label is created when the tape is purged. 

MAIN MEMORY 

Circuit boards inside processor where program code and data in immediate use are held. 

MCP ("Master Control Program”) 

Program which is the central part of the CMS software system. It handles hardware devices, communicates 
with the operator, and controls processing of programs. . 

MIX 

Term applied to the mixture of programs running in a multi-programming environment. A ‘mix-number‘ 1s 
a number which is assigned by the MCP to a program when it enters the ‘mix’. A ‘null’ mix is when no jobs 
are running. 

The program’s name and mix number can be used by the operator to refer to a particular program in the 
mix . ° 
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MULTIPROGRAMMING 

One processor working on more than one program at a time. Processing can be shared on a ‘round-robbin‘ 
basis, and computation can be overlapped with input/output if there is more than one program ‘in the mix‘. 

ON-LINE 

Term used for equipment or 

PACK 

Synonym for ‘disk‘ 

PERIPHERAL 

media currently used as part of the system. 

Hardware device used as input or output. Examples are line printer, disk drive unit, console keyboard. 

PURGE 

To erase when disks or tapes are ‘purged’, their contents are lost. 

SECTOR 

A disk is divided physically into data storage spaces called sectors, numbered sequentially from zero “upwards. 
Each sector is 180 characters in length. 

SOFTWARE 

Term referring to programs and files, as distinct from the ‘hardware‘ of the actual machine. 

SOURCE DISK 

Disk from which information 

SOURCE FILE 

is being transferred. 

A disk file containing statements (instructions) written by a programmer in a high- evel language such as 
COBOL or RPG, before it has 

STAND-ALONE PROGRA 
  been transformed into a runnable program. 

S 

Programs that do not run under control of the MCP. In particular, functions of general use to all B80 users 
are held in a disk file called ‘SAU‘(Stand Alone Utilities). Examples include LS (list disk name and sizes), and 
RL (relabel a disk). Loading and execution of SAU is done with no need of the MCP. Refer to Section 8 for | 
details. 

STARFILE 

A small disk file optionally used at the start of most CMS-common utilities. The information in the starfile 
is used to build up the initiating message for the utility, which could also be entered by the operator on the 
SPO. Starfiles are also called ‘ 

SYSTEM DISK 

The disk containing the copy 

Note that a user disk may als 
since the last warmstart is the s 
System disks cannot be used as 

C4 

acro-files‘. 

of the MCP that is currently in use. 

0 contain MCP code files, but only the disk containing the MCP that is in use 
ystem disk. There can be only one system disk at any time during operation. 
system disks on more than one CMS product (see section 2 for details). 
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SYSTEM FILE 

A disk file which is used by the system software. Special control is placed on these files to minimise the 

danger of accidental removal from the disk (see RM utility). 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE UTILITY 

A program of general use to all users, as opposed to an application program which performs a particular using 

day-to-day tasks, such as invoicing. Examples of utilities include COPY (copy files from one medium to another) 

and RM (remove files from a disk). 

USER DISK 

Any disk available to the system that is not a system disk. 

VIRTUAL MEMORY 

A software technique, implemented in the MCP, of allowing programs to execute (or several to execute to- 

gether) when the total program memory requirements exceeds the amount of memory physically available. Some 

of the executing program’s code and data, which is not in immediate use, is stored on disk media and not in 

main memory. When the code, or data, is required, space is made for it in main memory and the information 

read back from disk. To make space in memory, it may be necessary for the MCP to re-use some memory 

which has previously been used by the program and is not required at this moment. Before re-using memory 

containing data that could have been updated, the MCP writes this segment of memory to the program’s ‘virtual 

memory file‘ on disk. 

This technique also applies to the code and data of the MCP and other system sofware. 

VOLUME 

Synonym for ‘disk*. 

WRITE INHIBIT 

To prevent disk on tape media from being written to by a program. The manner in which this is accomplished 

depends upon the medium (see B80 or B800 System Operator manuals for details). 

WRITE PERMIT 

To allow any disk or tape medium to be written to by a program. The manner in which this is accomplished 

depends upon the medium (see B 80 or B 800 System Operator manuals for details). 
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; APPENDIX D 
RELATED DOCUMENTATION 

The following manuals provide information concerning CMS System Software: 

Manual Form Number 

CMS ARCS Reference Manual 2012713 
CMS COBOL Reference Manual | 2007266 
CMS MCP Reference Manual 2007266 
CMS RPG Reference Manual 2007274 
CMS MPLII Reference Manual 2007563 

CMS NDL Reference Manual | 1090925 

CMS Data Communications Subsystem Reference Manual 1090909 
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